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AN INDEX TO THE PRINCIPAL MATTERS.

A NEW EDITION.

APPROVED BY THE COURT.

V 0 L U M E V I I.
con'mmma

THE REPORTS

FROM 1841 TO 1846.

EEO WANIPORE

:

SREENAUTH BANERJEE AND BROTHERS,
o

Boox-snmans

& PUBLISHERS,

1875.
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Printed by B. M. SEN—“Tomohur” Press, Semmporo.

JUDGES
()1!I THE

COURT OF SUDDER DEWANN

Y ADAWLUT

PRESENT

DURING THE PERIOD OF THESE REPORTS.
IN

1841.

R. H. BATTRAY, Judge.
0. TUCKER, Ditto.
E. Lee WARNER, Ditto.
D. C. SMY'I‘II, Ditto, till the 20th July.
J. F. M. REID, Temporary ditto, appointed permanent 12th
October.
J. SIIAw, Temporary ditto, appointed 12th October.
A. DICK, Temporary ditto, absent a month and half.
B. BARLOW, Temporary.
1842.

In

1843.

R a: E J.' E

R. H. RATTRAY, Judge.
0 TUCKER, Ditto.
LEE WARNER, Ditto, till the close of
February.
F. M. REID, Ditto.
M. GORDON, Temporary Judge,
appointed 22nd une.
DICK, Temporary ditto, rejoined 19th
December.
HARLOW, Temporary ditto.

J

In

1844.

R. H. Berra“, Judge.
0. TUCKER, Ditto, absent one month.
J. F. M. REID, Ditto.
A. DICK, Temporary Judge, appointed
permanent 1st May.
B. Burrow, Temporary ditto.
E. M. Goanon, Temporary ditto.

H.

IN

1845.

B,

HO?

J

RATTRAY,
udgc.
TUCKER, Ditto, absent two
months.
F. M. REID, Ditto.
. DICK, Ditto,
absent one month,
BAntow, Temporary ditto.
M. GORDON,
Temporary ditto, till 7th September.
JACKSON, Oﬁmatmg
Temporary ditto, appointed

. .
,gearsh
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IN

R. H. RATTRAY, Judge.
0. TUCKER, Ditto.
E. LEE WARNER, Ditto, absent one month.
J. F. M. REID, Ditto.
A. DICK, Temporary ditto.
R. Bannow, Temporary ditto.
J. SHAW, Temporary ditto, till the close of May.

10th September.

JUDGES OF THE COURT OF SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
IN

1846.

H.

RATTRAY, Judge.
0. TUCKER, Ditto.
J. F. M. REID, Ditto, absent one month.
R.

A. Dch, Ditto.

R. BARLOW, Temporary ditto.
W. B. JACKSON, Oﬂiciating Temporary ditto.
IN 1847.
B. H. RATTBAY, Judge.
C. TUCKER, Ditto, absent one month.
J. F. M. REID, Ditto, till 5th March.
A. DICK, Ditto.
Sm R. BARDOW, Ditto.
W. B. JACKSON, Temporary ditto.

J.

E.

HAWKINS, Temporary ditto, appointed 19th April.
001mm, Ofﬁciating S ecial Commissioner, with powers of a
pointed 7th
y.
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J

In

1848.

R. H. RATTRAY, udgo, till 23rd December.
O. TUCKER, Ditto, till 12th December.
A. DICK, Ditto, absent, one month.
Sm R. BAIT-LOW, Ditto.
W. B. JACKSON, Temporary ditto.

J.

HAWKINS

Temporary

J udgo,

ap

/

ditto.

E. CumuE, épecial Oomrnissionor with powers of a Judge, till 17th

J unc.

ADVERTISEMENT.

This number

will

lication
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the Court,

“The
Sudder
to

the

from

April

of

in

the

1849 :

Adawlut have

Dewanny

of 1848.

1st

January

are of opinion

that

but with

neous Department,

of

been published

the Cases determined

as

‘

approved by the Court’

the discontinuance

They

direct

last.

As regards

which have also

Their pub

Selected Cases.

under the following Resolution

Court ﬁnd that Selected Reports

the

Court,’

VII. of the

be discmitinued

hemeforth

dated 27th

end

Cases,

Volume

completes

been published

of their publication

the Selected Reports

of Summary

to 81st December 1848,

the

Court

their publication may go on, not as ‘approved by the

the sanction
whose

as he may think useful

only of the Judge in charge of

decisions they are, and who

for

publication."

will

the

Miscella

note such

of them
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INDEX
TO

NAMES OF PARTIES.
A.
Pdf/L"

Abbott, (J. C.) v. Collector of Rajshahye and another,
Abdool Alli and another, Mnsst. Sogra Khatoon, v.
Abdool Wahab and others, Ameer Hussein and another,
Achumbut Ray and others, Rajah N owul Kishore Singh,
Acheo Lal and another, 1;. Bibi Basreh and others,
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A jaib

Singh and others,

Ajodhyapurshad

0.

408
445

'0.

94

11.

312
45

Hajee Begum,

N urain,

and others, Preaj

Ameena (Must)

360
.

602

'v.

and others, 0. Knttoo Khan,

.

32

Ameeroonnissa and others, Syud Hussein Reza, v.

143

..
Ameeroonnissa and others, Synd Hussein Item, 1).
Ameer Hussein and another, u. Abdool Wahab and others,

376

Anundee Ram Chuckerbuttee,

v.

445

Hyder Allee and others,

25

Anund Singh Das, Gunput Jha, v.
Anund Chunder Nag and others, Neeloo Mule, 11.
Anund Beharree Lal and another, 1:. Sheo Churn Tewm'rce,
Arntoon Hampiet Aratoon and others, Catchick Maekertick,

Aratoon Harapiet Aratoon,

v. Catherina Aratoon,

Ashootos Dey and another,

'0.

Asseemooddeen,

490

595
55
189

v.

619
80

Miss Julia. Gregory,

v. Moonshee Munneeroodden Mahomed and another,-..

Asaram Pal and others, Ramkesub Pal and others,

303

402

'0.

B.

Baj pie Rajah

Gunesh

Beebee Sahecbun,

Chnnder,

v. Beebee

1;

Hingun and another,

Beebee Hingun and another, Beebee Saheebun,
Boepur

Churn Chuckerbutteo,

11

Suroop Chnnder Sirkar,

u.

In
1

36
36

v.

Dheeraj Mehtab Chan

Maharajah

and another,

...

---

on

...

183

ii

Beydnath Ghosal and another,

I».

Mr. Alexander Dcvcrell,

Bccmoolla Debbea, Issurchunder Surma,
'11.Shah

v.

Mahummudce and another,

Bechoo

Opadhia and another,

Bechoo

Rawut and others, Mr. S. Mackintosh,

Bhookim Misser, Gunga Sahoo,

v.

v.

Bhyronath Chowdhree, Golucknath Ray Chowdhrce,
Bhurutohurn

Sutputtee, Soondernarain Bhoonya,

Bhog Raj Thakor, v. Futteh Chand Sahoo,
Bhyrub Chunder Singh, Radha Govind Mitter,
Bhuwanee Churn Mitr,

v-

Jykishen Mitr and

11.

v.

v.

others,

Bhuwanee Shunker Das, Mohunt Modoosoodnn

Das, v.

Bhugwunt Nurain Singh and others, Musst- Jysreo Kowur, v.
Bhyrub Inder Nurain Rae and others, Ranee

H urreepreea Dibbea,

Bhagiruttee Dibbea, Kumul Lochun Ghose and others,
Bhugiruth

Das,

v.

Bishenpreea Bewa and others,

Bholanath Bhuttachalj

and others,

Bhekhun Raee, Purbhoo Raee,
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1)....

1».

Bishno Churn Singh,

Jugmohun Mullik,

1). Degumberee

Bikramjit Singh, Futteh Singh
Bishennath Biswas and others,

Dassee and others,

and others,
a.

1:.-~

...

1:.

v.

Maharajah Grischundcr

Bikram Sahee and others, Rahm Khan and others,

Deb,
113

v.

Bisnosoondery Dabee and others, Rajah Burrodakaunt Roy and others,
Bidanund Singh, (Rajah)

v.

Lntchmee Dutt Paury and another,

Birjnath Singh, (Rajah) Rance Chunder Monee, v.
.
Birj Mohuu Dutt and others, Ram mm} Bcish, v.
Bibi Basreh and others, Achee Lal and another, v.
Bibi Imamun (Musst.) and others, 11. Musst. Bibi Mujoo and another,
Bibi Mujoo (Musst.) and another, Musst. Bibi Imamun and others, 1).
Birjmohun Chowdhree,

'v.

Chunder Munnee Shah and others,

Bissumbhur Sein and others, Kalee Kishen N ag Chowdhree,
Bishenpreea Bewa and others, Bhugeerut Das, v.

Bibi Takoi Sheraab and others, 1:. Mukeethur Vardoon,
Botelho, (Francis) 1). Mr. Lacroix and another,
Brijmalee, (Musst.)

Brij Ruttun Doss,
Brij Ruttun Doss,

'v.
1;.

Musst. Pran Piaree and others,

J oakim Gregore

v. Lalo.

115
201
229
238

312
405
405
498

v.

516
522

.

611
161
69
140

Pogoso,

Mitterjeet Singh,

177

Brijsoondreo Dassee and another, Government, '11.
Budroonissa, Musst. Ru.an Khatoon and others,

1;.

1:.

583
72

iii

Bnkshee Bhugwunt Singh, Roopnerain Singh and another,
Burrodakant Roy, (Rajah) Prannath Chowdreo and others,
Burrodakaunt

and others,

Roy, (Rajah)

others,

'0.

...

Panday, Deyal Singh,

1;.

208
419

460

v.

556

Singh and others,

Kaunth Rae and

v. Gopee

...

v.

1;.

76

Bymm Singh,
Bykuntnath Dutt and others, Cheedam Mnndnl,
Byjnath Sein,

115
133

Bugwuttee Dassea and others, Fukoerooddeen Mohnmmud,
Bulmm Baboo and others, Musst. Kashiprea and others, 0.
1;. Sheo Sahye

Page.
100
114

Bisnosoondery Dabeo an
m

Bnngsee Dhur Hajra, v. Thakoor Pyrag Singh,
Burfoonnissa (Musst.) and others, Musst. Wuzeer Bukhsh,
Buktawur

...

1;.

335

v.

457

others,

C
Casheonath Mookerjee,

v.

Catchick Mackertick,

o.

Prawnkishen Mookerjee and others,
-

619
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Doss, v. Mohnnt

Hurneraiu Doss and others,

Chootun, (Musst.) 1:. Batman Allee and another,
Chowdree Doosht Dowun Singh and others, Mnsst.
Chowdhree Bheem Singh, Felix
Chedee Lal,

v. Baboo

J oraon

Lopes and another, 1:.

Kishen Pershad,

18

...

24

Koonwur, e.

30
52

...
...

Chunder Kant Mookerjea, Hurpershad Ghose, v.
Chnnder Nath Rae-Chowdry, Kali Doss Neogec,

60

,,,
'v.

Chunder Kullah, Gonr Chnudor Podar, u.

Chuuder Moonee, (Renee)
Christian,

and another,

(Henry)

0.

Cheedam Mundnl,

1-.

Chowtreen.

1:.

Chedee Singh,

0.

others,

228

...

James Parker,
u.

Dutt

and others,

...

335'

Sahib Perlhad Scin,

Honooman Singh and another,
Dibbea

(Must)

242
255

Chunder Munnee Shah and others, Birjomohun Chowdhree,
Chundrabnttee

200

Rajah Birjnath Singh and others,

Byknntnauth

us
209

Ram Churn Des, v.

Run Mnrdnn Sein,

81

181
‘

Chnndermonee and others, Salt Agent of Balloonh, v.
Uhintamtm Abnstee, 'v. Ramkoour and others,

Chutter Bhoje

152
189

Catherine Aratoon, Amtoon Hampict Amtoon, v.
Chuttoorbhoj Ramauooj

...

Amtoon Harnpiet Aratoon and others,

and others,

'v.

...

348

...

451

...

408

v

Gungnnnrain Acharj and

1»

5OI|

Collector of Chittagong,

1,.

Collector of Goruckpore,

v.

l5

Musst. Mallaka. Bunoo,
Maharajah Chntturdharee Sahee,

12

,..

87

iv
Page.
Collector of Mymensingh, Roushun Khatoon Chowdrain, 'v.
...
Collector of Bhuloah and others, Musst. Dya Mayo Debhea & others, '0.
Collector of Rajshahye and another, J. C. Abbott, '0.
Collector of Mymensingh and another,
others, 1:.

412

'v.

...

513
520

Collector of Decca, 'v. G. Lamb and others,
Collector of Backergunge, '0, Indurmunneo Chowdrain,

524
542

Collector of Sylhct and others, Maharajah Kishen Kishore Manik,
(Henry)

1:.

Rambuksh Mheta

633

v.

138

and. another,

Courjon, (Mn) Rajah Kishen Kishore Manik, Iv.
Courjon, (It-1r.) v. Rajah Kishen Kishore Manik,

...

190

...

190
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D
David Mullie Feridoon Beglar,

Bibi Dashkoor Wanis Cachiek,

v.

Dashkoor Wanis Cnchick, (Bibi) David Mollie Feridoon Beglar, a.
Chunder Deb (Rajah) and others, Raj Koonwaree Kirpa
o.
Dibbea,
Mayee
...

Damoodhur

Dossea and others,

Degumberee

Bislmo Churn Singh,

Deyal Singh,
Deybee

12. Buktawur

Pnrshad,

Degumber

a,

v.

thae,

...

a.

Deverell, (Mr. Alexander) Beydnath Ghosal and another,
Deyalee Dassea. and another, Man Singh and. another, o.
Dewan Ramnath Singh,

'0.

Thrkur Das,

,,,

Pandey,

Madhnb Patuk and others,

Gujput Rae, v

Dhununjai Shah and another,

0.

...

..

Harkalee Mitter and others,

Dhunmonee Dossee and others, Gunganurain Mookerjee,

'u.

Dirgopal Singh, Doorga Dutt, 'v.
Dispono Kalonas (Beebee) and another,

..

Dilawnr

Alli

and another,

Suclder

4).

Domun Singh and another,
'v.

1:.

...

Nicholas Demetrius Elias,

Board of Revenue,

1:.

Doosht Dowun Singh and others, Mnsst. Soorja Koonwur,
Doorga Dutt,

'u.

Ushoor Khan Chowdhree,

Dirgopal Singh,

Doorgapurshad Mungraj,
Cuttack and others,

446

Gudadhur Chowdhree and others,

v.

Collector of Rungpore,

Cowio,

369

Hurnath Surmah Chowdry an

Collector of Dinagepore, '0. Muha Mye Dibbea,
...
Collector of the N orthcrn Division of Cuttaok and others, Doorgapurshad
Mungraj,

307
327

o.

Collector of the Northern

Division

of

Page.

Duttnurain

Dya

Sheikh Sufdar Alli and others,

and another,

Mayo Dihhea and others,

Dyanath

Knee and others,

1).

'0.

Collector of Bhulooah and others,

Kali Das

Neogee,

327
448

v.

E
Elias,

on
(Nicholas Demetrius) Mr. Richard Vaughan, 1:.
Beebee Dispono Kalonas and another,

Elias, (Nicholas Demetrius)
Eunict Alli and others, Ram

Suhaee

Chobe

175
'11....

175
150

and others, v.

Eshanchunder Banoorjee, Maharaj ah Dheemj Mehtah Chund Balmdoor,

'0.

211

F
_

Futteh

Singh and others,

1;.

F ukeer

Chund Mitter,

v. Messrs.

Fukeer
Futteh

Chund Mitter,

v. Messrs.

Chand Sahoo,

v.

so

Singh,

Hills, \Vhite
Hills, White

Bhog Raj Thakor,

Fukeerooddeen Mohummud,
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Bikmmojit

179

and (30., and others,
and 00.,

180
225

v.

460

Bugwuttee Dasseo and others,
G

Casper Malcum Gasper, 'u- Edmund Kent Hume and others,
Gabriel Avietick Ter Stephanoos, v. Gaspar Maleum Gasper,
Gaspar Malcum Gasper, Gabriel Avietiek Ter Shephnnoos, 'u.
Geinda Lal and another, Sobhnath Misser and others, *1). ..
Ghakatee

Begum (Bluest) and others,

Syud Furzund Allee,

Gholam Durbesh Jowur and others, Ramgopal Mookerjea,
Gopal Sum Singh, (Rajah) o. Mnrtindell,

66
182
139

v.

414
51

Brijsoondree Dassee and another,

Gopeenautb Koond and another, '0. Lukhun Buksheo
Gour Singh and another, Rana, Kumshana, 1;.
Gapal Das Sindh, v. Nurotum Sindh and others,

66

'v.

Goluknauth Ray Chowdhree, v. Bhyronath Chowdhree,
Go: indnauth Ray and others, Mohanund Chuturjeea, 'v.
Goluck Chunder Gosayn, Hemlntta Dibbea, v.
Golaum Allee and others, lam Taruk Sawunth and others, v.
Goluknuth Chowdhree and another, Musst. Suhudra Chowdhree,
Guur Chunth Podar, v. Chuner Kullah,
GOlll' Chunder Pal and others, 1:. Khaja. Aleemoollah,
Government and others, Rajah Ram Kooer, v.
Government, '0. Rajah Ram Kooer,
Government,_o.

63

90
108
127
135
v.

..

166
181
131
186
186
583

and others,
~..

213
2'37

vi

Gopal Surn Singh, (Rajah) Sumeshur Pandey, v.
Gopal Lal Thakoor, (Baboo) Meertinjay Shah and others,
Gour Kishoro Dutt and others, v. Kishen K inkur Sir-liar,
Gour Kishore Nag and others, Taramunni Chowdrain,

21.

'v.

Gooroo Purshad Gob and others, Ramloehun Gob, o.

Kaunth Rae and others, Byjuath Sein, v.
Goberdhun Das, Mohunt Mudoosoodun Das, v,

Gopee

Gouree

Purshad and others, Sheikh Bundhoo,

Goluek Chunder Sein and others,

1-.

'u.

G. Lamb and others,

Gooroo Das Koond, 'v. Odenurain Rae and others,...
Gout-mannee,

Gourohundor,

Lamb and others,

o. G.

(Musst.)

Govind Mist and another,

1;. Seetaram

'v. Hoolassee

Gunganurain Bonnerjee

Opadhya,

Shah and others,

and others,

Ram Tunnoo Mundul,

Gueriuniere, (Esther) Puddum Lochun Dass,
Gauge. Sahoo, 'v. Bhookun Misser,. .

o.

0.

. .
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Gungapershad Chuekerbutteo and others, Radha Mohuu Serma Chow
dry,

116

'0.

Gnngapershad

Ghose,

1).

Gunganurain Moolterjea,
Guneish Dutt and others,
Gunput Jha,
Gunganarain

'u.

Ram Fotdar and others,
’u.

..

Dhunmonee Dassee and others,

Ramdyal Singh and others,
Anund Singh Das,
...

346

1;.

Aeharj and others,

0.

463
499

-.

Musst, Chundrabuttee Dibbea and

..

others,

314

504

Gudadhur Chowdhree and others, Collector of Rungpore,
Gungagovind Biswas, Sonatun Mudduk,
Gujput Raee, r. Degumber Suhaee,

520

v.

505

'u.

601

Gyanurain Pandey, Ra-jnath Tewaree, o.

598

H.
Hajee Begum, Ajaih Singh and others,

1;.

Harkalee Mitter and others, Dhununjai and another,
Hedger,

v. Maha.

130

11.

Rance Kummul Koomaree,

33

Hedger, Maha. Ranee Kummul Koomaree, o.
Hemlutta

Dibbea,

v.

Goluck Chunder Gosayn,

Heeralal Birjbasee and others, Sheebnath

Hills, White
IIills, White

33

Dutt

127
and others,

11.

266

and Co., (Messrs)

and otlIers,_Fukcer Chuud Mitter, o. ..

179

and Co., (Messrs)

Fukeer Chund Mitter,

180

v,

vii
Page.

Honooman Singh and another,

Chedee Singh, 21.

Hoolassee Shah and others, Gourchunder,

H urree Doss

Sutrunjeeb Pal and others,

Baboo and others,

Chunder,

Hurrisehunder

1:.

451
573

'v.
11.

Ram Rutten and another,

Hume (Edmund Kent) and others, Gasper Malcum Gasper,
Hurpershad

v.

Chunder Kant Mookerjea,

Ghose, 'v.

Hukeemun, (Musst) 'u. Meer Kubeer Hossein and others,
. .
Shunker Numin Singh, 1). Kishen Dos Nurain Singh and others,...

H ur

Hurrehur

Singh, (Rajah) Rajah Rughonnth Singh,

Hurree Kisheu Sirear,

'v.

'0.

Madhub Chunder Ghose and

Hurnath- Surmah Chowdry and others,

In.

another,

Collector of Mymensingh

and.

412

another,

Hur

Chunder Nnth and others, Nuboo Comer Chowdhree and others,

Hurree Mohun Dus and others,
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Hurreepreea Dibhea,

12. Prnn

1:.

(Rnnee)

Kishen Rae,

Bhyrub Iuder

N arain

12.

455

_

Rae and others

469

Hursoondree (Bluest) and others, 1:. G. Lamb and others,
H m'pm'shad Nurain Singh, (Baboo) Lnlpnureh, v.

H urkishore
H yder Alli

Race and others,

524i

569

Ojoer Alli and others,

o.

428

658

and others, Anundee Ram Chuckerbuttee, 'u.

25

I.
Issurchunder

and others, Omesehunder Pal Chowdhreo

Pal Chowdhree

and another,

11.

.

Issurchunder

Ghose, '0.

Issurohunder

Surma,

Nil

Kumrnul Pal Chowdhree and others,

v, Boemoolla.

Chowdrnin (Musst.)
and another, 0.
..

Indnrmonee

...

Dibben,

and another, Musst. Omn Chowdrain

Indurmonec

Chowdrain,

Indurmonee

Collector of Backergunge,

Chowdrain, Knbeerooddeen Mohummud and another,

o.

r. ...

J.

J ornon

Koonwur,

(Musstl)

v. Chowdhree Doosht Dowun

Singh and

others,...

30

Joy Koonwur (Musst.) and others, Ramdyal Singh, 1:.
Joogul Kishore Race and others, Ruttun Monee and others,
Jobah Chowdhree, o. Pertab Nurnin Singh, . ..
...

J oykishen

Monkerjoe and others, Sheikh Shufaetoollah,

Gregory, (Miss Julia) Ashootos

Dey and another,

0.

11.

347
1:.

.

411
498
585
80

viii

J uggurnauth Singh and

J

J ugmohun

v. Sona

Banooljea,

Mullik,

J yoram

Mitr

Ramdhuu Majoolea.

Kowur, (Musst.)

o.

523

Khan and others,

Chum Mitr,

and others, Bhuwanee

(Jhatterjea,

415

Munnee Dassoe and others,

1;. Syudooddeen

Jyesuuker Chund and another,

Jysree

112
171

2).

Bholanath Bhutteehalj and others,

v.

Jugmohun Sein and others,

J ykishen

Abdoollnh,

0. Syed

Das and others, Baboo Odyet N uraiu Singh,

uggomohun

J unnomjoy

Page.
another,

555
429

1:.

and others,

..

1:.

458

and others,

461

Bhugwunt Numin Singh and others,

488

11. Zummeerooddeen

K.
Kali Doss

Neogee,

o.

Chunder Nnth Roi Chowdhree,

Kalee Sunker Ghosal, (Rajah)

Kadir Dad Khan,
Kali Das N eogee,

0.

N ooroonissa,

Chowdhree,
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Kashipreea (Musst.)
Kalee Shuuker P111 and others,
and others,

Bissumbhnr Sein and others,

e.

and others,

Khyrun (Musst.)

Nubkoomar Rae and others,

v. Dyanath Bees and others,

N ag

Kalee Kishen

u.

1:.
1:.

Musst. Phool Malia and others,

Musst. Wuzeerun,

'v.

Khoja. Aleemoollah, Gour Chunder Pal and others,
Khedoo Sahoo, Poorun Mul and another,
.

Khosalee Biswas,
Khnjah

Gabriel

pherson,

v.

...

Bulram Baboo and others,

131

1).

336

1:.

Sheikh Kureemoollah and others,
Ter Stephanoos

Avietick

and others,

459

William Mac

o.

Kishen Chunder (Rajah) and another,
kishenpershad Bonnerjee,

o.

v.

Mahanund Roy,

...

Ramchurn Paree,

...

Kishenpershad, (Baboo) Chedee La], '0.
Kishore Munnee Dossee,

o.

Sreekunt Sen and others,

Kishen Deo Nerain Singh and others, Hur Shunker N eruin Singh,
Kishen Mohun Rae, v. Raj Mohun Rae and others,
Kishen Kishore Manik, (Rajah) 1;. Mr. Courjon,

...

Kishen Kishore Manik, (Rajah) Mr. Courjon, v,
Kishenehunder Bahadoor, (Rajah)

w.

'v.

Kishen Kinker Sirkar, Gour Kishore Dutt and others,

Kishen

Monee

Kishnanund

(Ranee)

and others,

Mosahibooddeen,

u.

Dundee, Local Agents of Zillah Hooghly,

Koonwur Sutehurn Ghosal,

u. Ruggonat-h

...

...

Shunkeree Dassee and others,

Kishen Munee Dibbea, Oma. Dibbea and others,

1:.

u.

Rae and others,

Page.
Kooldeep Narain,

v.

iii

Rajbunsee Kowur,

Kuttoo Khan, Musst. Ameena and others, In. . .
Kummul Kishen Shah, Nnbkomar Chowdree and
Kutteeanee, (Renee)

Kummul

Kowaree,

v.

467
32

1;.

others,

35

Rajah Ram Koer.
Kungal Chunder Moj oomdar,

v,

(Renee)

186
220

Kungal Chunder Mojoomdar, Rance Kummul Kowaree, v.
Kunhya Lal Thakoor, v. Rasmonce Dassec,
Ill
Kurnmul Lochun Ghose and others, 1). Bhagiruttee Dibboa,
Kubeerooddccn

Mohammad and another,

1;. Indurmonee

220
an

,,

Chowdrain,

315
503

542

L.
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Lacroix (Mn) and another, Francis Botelho, '0.
...
Lal Purmessur Buksh Singh, 0. Rajah Oodwunt Purkash Singh,
Lalchee Koonwur, (Musst.) v. Sheopershad Singh and others,
Lalloo Ram Dnllal, v.__Sheik Mohamed Ismail,
. .
InlalMitteijeet Singh, 1:. Brij Ruttun Doss,
Lamb (G.) and others, Collector of Decca, v.
Lamb (G.) and others, Nubkishcn Sircar, v.
Lamb (G.)
Lamb (G.)

and others, Goluck

Bukshee

Lukhee

N urain

Bay,

Chnnder Sein and others,

1;.

Madden

26
51

524:

u.

1!-

524
524
524:

569
52
472
559
565

.

Gopeennuth Koond and another,

(Rajah)

..

...

524;

and another, Rajah Bidannnd Singh, 1:.

and others,

23

...

and others, Musst. Hursoondree and others, '0.

Lukhuu

161

177

Lamb (G.) and others, Musst. Gourmunnee, c.
Lalpaureh, o. Buboo Hurpnrshad N urain Singh,
Lopes (Felix) and another, 1:. Chowdree Bheem Singh,
Lootfoollah Khan, Musst. Ommnt-o-zuhm Begum, 1).
Local Agents of Zillah Hooghly, v. Kishnanund Dundee,
Loknath Moitre, Tara Soondree Chowdrain, v.
Lutchmee Dutt Paurey

L;

11.

201
213

Mohun Adhikaree and

others,
M.
'Macpherson,

(William)

1:.

_Khajah Gabriel Aviotick Ter Stephanoos

and others,

Mackintosh, (Mr. S.)

Mallaka

602
o.

Bechoo Rawut and others,

Banoo, Collector of Chittagong, 'v.

15

.

Mahanund Roy, Rajah Kishen Chunder and another,
Muha Rance Kunnnul Koomaree, Hedger, v.
2

617

1:

19
33

Page.

Malia Rance Kummul Koomarec, r. Hedger,
Mahomed Hnssein Khan, Mnsst. Wuzeernn,
Martindcll, Rajah Gopal Sum Singh, '0.

33
40

v.
.

Maharajah Chuttnrdharee Sahee, Collector of Goruckpore, o.
Maharajah Grisehundcr Deb, Bishennath Biswas and others,
Mahomed Arif Chowdhree,

Noor Buksh Chowdhree,

Maha Rance Bussuut Koomaree,

1:.

54
87
110

v.

v.

on

l 42

Maha Rance Knmnml Koomm'ee

and another,

Koomaree and another, Malia Ranee Bussunt

Maha Rance Kummul
Koomaree,

168

.

'v.

Mahomed Tukee Khan and others, Mr. McKinnon,

174

v.

Maharajah Dheeraj Mehtab Chund and another, Beepnr Churn Chuc
kerbnttee,
Maharajah

v.

...

. .

Dheeraj

Mehtab Chund Bahadoor,

o.

.

Eshanchunder Ba

noorjec,

211

Maharajah Moheshnr Buksh Singh,
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Maharajah Kishen Kishore Manik,
Man Singh and another,

'0.

1:.

v.

Syud Onlad Hosscin,

564

Collector of Sylhet and others,

633

Deyalee Dassea and another,

219

Man Koonwur (Mussti) and another, Rajah Mode Nurain Singh, v.
Maharajah Kishen Kishore Manik, v. Rajohunder Dhur and others,

311

Madhnb Chunder Ghose and another, Hnrrcekishen Sirear,

404

M anik Chunder Das, Mirtenjae Mookerjea

and others,

210

v.

506

1»._

Madhub Patuk and others, Deybee Pershad, u.
McKinnon, (Mn) 0. Mahomed 'l‘ukee Khan and others,
Mecr Knbeer IIossein and others, Musst. aneomnn,
Mewa Lal and others,

'0.

Shah and others,

1:.

Mitterjeet

Jan

257
506

2).

'0.

Soondnr Sahee,

471

1-.

Doss and others, Chuttoorbhoj Ramanooj Doss, r.
,,
Mudoosoodnn Das, o. Goverdhun Das,
Hurnarain

Mohunt Mudoosoondun Doe,
Mohommud Hussein,
Motee Soondree

'u.

247

Mohunt Sookh Deo Dass,

Mohunt Sookh Deo Dass, Mohnnt Sheo Suhye Doss,
Mohnnt

Das,

Mnsst. Shama Soondery and another,

1:. Baboo
v.

465

..

u.

Manik Chnnder

and others,

La] and others,

Mohunt Sheo Suhye Doss,
Mohnnt

95
149

Baboo Gopal Lal Thakoor,

Mirtinjae Mookerjea and others,
Mirza. Ahmud

174
1).

Sooltan Singh and another,

Meer Niamut Alli and others, Sheik Fnzl Hossein,
Mirtinjae

563

v.

Bhuwanee Shunker Das,

Mnllik N ajeob Hossein

Rai, Pran Kishen Mitter, o.

.

and others,

18
464

404
5

l

93

xi
Page.

Ray and others,
Musst. Roop Kownr and others,

Mohanund Chutturjee, o. Govindnauth

108

Moradnn, (Ranee)

218

'u.

Mode Numin Singh,

(Rajah)

3'25

and others,...

449

370

0. Suzeena. Beebee

Kishenmonee and others,

v. Ranee

Mndoosoodnn Muildnl, Munnee Mohun Mundul,

502
,. ,

11-

Mullik Najeeb Hossein and others, Mohomnmd Hossein,

v.

596
5%

Munoruthee Koonwur, (Musst.) v. Raj Bnnsee Koomvur and another,,,,
Muddun Mohun Adhikaree and others, Rajah Lukhee Narain Ray, v.

241

Mnha Rajah Roodur Singh Buhadnr,

271

Mnha Raj Kowur Basdeo Singh,
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320

Ill

v.

Rumzoo Dye,

v.

Mohamed Fyaz and others,
Mosahibooddeen,

303

v.

Musst. Rajesri Dossea and another,

v.

Motee Bnneaneo and another, Tara Mnnnee Dossea,
Monlvee Abdoollah,

240

Mahomed and another, Asseemoodden,

Moonshee Munneerooddeen
Mouivee Abdoollah,

Musst. Man Koonwnr and another,

v.

a.

132

Mnha Rajah Roodur Singh Buhadur, Muha Raj Kowur Basdeo Singh, 1;
,.,
Mnha Ranee K011qu Koonwaree, v. Sreenath Sein and others,

271

Muha Mye Dihbea, Collector of Dinagepore, v.

4:16

thnnee Mohun Mundul,
Mukeethur

. .

Mudoosoodnn Mundul,

o.

Vardoon, Bibi Takoi Sheraab

and others,

596
..

1:.

N.
Chowdrain,

Nadiroonnissa

'u.

Pran Koonwur Birmnnnee and others,

Nawaub Syed Mohsin Allee Khan Bahadoor, N 00roonnissa
Neeioo Mula,

'v.

Nil Kummul

Pal Chowdhree

Paurey

Noorut

Begum,

'v.

Annnd Chunder Nag and others,
and others,

and

(Musst)

Issur Chunder Ghose,

o.

others, Rajah Rughoonundun Singh and

others, v
Nooroounissa. Begum,

v.

N awaub

Syed Mohsin Alleo Khan Bahadoor,

Nowul Kishore Singh, (Rajah) o, Aehumbut Ray and
Noor Buksh Chowdhree, v. Mahomed Arif Chowdree,
Nooroonnissa, Kadir Dad Khan, a.
Nubkomar

Chowdhree

and others,

1;.

Kurnmui Kishen Shah,

N nndkomar
Nnbkoomar

Rae and others, Rajah Kalee Sunker Ghosai,

N nboo

Comar

...

others,

Fotedar and another, o. Robinson,

Nuratum Sindh

-

. ..

11.

and others, Gopal Das Sindh, v.
Chowdhree

others,

Nubkishcu Sircar,

and

others,

.
v. G.

Lamb and others,
2

2

1:.

410

Mar Chnnder

Nauth and

611.

xii
O.
Page_

Obhyram Gazor and others, Sonarain Gazer,
Odyet Nnrain Singh, (Baboo) o. nggomohun

J

...'

v.

Odennrain Rae and others, Gooroo Das Koond,
Ojeer

Alli

Omeschnnder Pal Chowdree

and another,

v.

171
656

v.

Hurkishore Knee and others,

and others,

314

Bass and others,~
1;.

(358

Issur Chunder Pal Chow

dhree and others,

2

Omachnrn Bonnerjea and others, Rnssik Chunder Neogee,
Oma Dibbea and others, '0. Kishen Munee Dihbea,
.
Oma Chowdrain

and

(Mnsst)

another,

1:.

325

.

Musst. Indurmunee Chow

drain and another,
Ommut-mznhra Begum,

(Mnsst.)

v.

Lootl'oollah Khan,

Omrao Singh and others, '0. Snkhmvut

29

'0.

420

‘

..

472

Hussein and others,

657

Oodwunt Purkash Singh, (Rajah) Lal Purmossnr Buksh Singh,

23

1).

Oorahee Kowur, 'v. Rajbunsee Kowur,

467
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P.
Panoo, Teetoo Ram Hnldar and others,
Parker, (James) Henry Christain, v.
Paniotty, (Eknatheens) H. Shepherd,
Paniotty, (Eknatheens)
Permanund Mookeijee,

Thakoor

v.

. .

J obah

I’ran Piaree (Mnsst.)

u.

456

v.

498

Musst. Brijmalee,
'0.

i).

-

I’rankishen Mookerjee and others, Casheenath

155

Mookerjee, v.

152

Rajkishwnr Deb,

413
1;.

-

455

Pran Koonwur Birmnnnee and others, Nadir-oon-nissa Cliowdrain,
u.

114

v.

I’rankishen Rae, Hurree Mohun Das and others,
Preaj Nurain,

70

Rajah Btu-rodakannt Roy,

Snlleemoollah Chowdhree,

244

v.

Ajodhyapnrshad and others,

Puddnm Lochun Doss,

1).

602

Esther Guerinniere,

Putnee Mu], (Rajah) Rae Hurree Kishen,

33G
69

e.

Udheet Singh and others,

v.

140
---

Prannath Chowdhree and others,

Prankishen Gopt,

557

v.

Khedoo Sahoo,

and others,

509
374

v.

I’ran Piaree (Musst.) and others,
Prannath Chowdhree,

...

Doss Ghose and others,

Chowdhree,

255
509

Phool Mala (Mnsst.) and others, Kalee Shnnker Pal and othels,
Pogose, (J oakim Gregore) Brij Ruttnn Doss, v.
I’oorun Mul and another,

...

...

Pertab Chnnder Rae and others, Snnkurree Dassea,
Portal) Nurain Singh,

'

'

v.

H. Shepherd,

v.

43

1).

v.

. .

...

50
343

xiii
Faye.

Purkhit Sircar
Purmanund

and others,

2).

Pnrsnnnonath

Rae and others,

Purkhit Sirear

Rae and others,

Purbhoo Roe,

Purmanuud

Rae and another, Watson and Co.,
v.

4-19

and others, '0.

419
453

v.

Bhekhun Rae,

572

R.
Rabea Khatoon (Musst.) and another,
Rabea Khatoon (Musst.) and another,
Ram Rutten Mitter and another,

1:.

Bndroonnissa,

1;.

Itujnboonnissa,

Hurrischunder

72
72

Chunder,

13

v.

Ramdhun Dibbea, (Musst.) v, Roodernerain Chowdhree and others,
Ramzan Alli and another, Mnsst. Chootnn,
Ram Ruttun Roy and others,
Ram Tunnoo Mnndul,

1). Snmboochnnder

Gnngannrain Bannerjee

v.

Ram Churn Puree, Kishenpershad Bannerjee,
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Sawunt,

'v.

37

and others,

43

57

'0.

90

Notes Soondree,

1;.

Komar Singh,

Rajkoomar Deokinundun,

Raj Bunsee Koonwnr

49

o.

Sureop Chunder Dutt and others,

Rai Prankishen Mitter,
Rajkoomar Bissessnr

241

Roy and others,

Radamohun Ghose, Sham Lol Thakoor and others,
Ramnurain

17

'u.

0.

93

Musst. Sookh Nnndun Koor,

102

Bahoo ltughoonnudun Singh and others,
Musst. Munoruthee Koonwur,

and another,

'v.

Raj Mohun Rae and others, Kishen Mohun Rae, v.
Raj Koonwaree Kirpa Mayee Dibbea,
and others,
Rahm Khan and others,

v.

o.

Rajah Damoodhur Chunder Deb
226

11. Golam

Alli

Rambuksh Mheta and another, Henry Cowie,
Ram Sabaee Chobey and others,
Radha Mohun Serma Chowdry,

0.
'v.

133
164

Bikram Sahee and others,

Ram Taruk Sawnnt and others,

104

113
135

and others,
v.

138

Enaiet Alli and others,

150

Gungaperhad Chuckerbuttee and

others,

166

Ram Kooer, (Rajah)

v.

Government and others,

Ram Kooer, (Rajah) Government,

186

...

a.

Ram Kooer, (Rajah) Ranee Kntteeance,

186

186

'u.

Ram Kooer and others, Chintamun Abustee, o.

209

Radhamohun Ghose Chowdhree,

215

'0.

Ram Chand Mustofec and others, ..

Ram Chand Mustofee and others, Radhamohun Ghose Chowdhree,
Rana Kamehana,

v.

Ram Ram Beish,

v. 13in

Gour Singh and another,

Bamjye Dutt and others,

215
227

Mohun Dutt and others,
Tara Chuml Buttaeharj,

v.

238
v.

239

xiv
Page.

Ram Churn Das, r. Chuttur Bhojo and another,

242

Rajchunder Dhur and others, Maharajah Kisheu Kishore Manik,
Ram Fotdar and others, Gungapershad Ghose,

1;.

311
314

v.

Has Monee Dossea, Kunhya Lal Thakoor, o.

315

(Musst.) and another, Moulvee Abdoolla, v.
Rae Hurree Kisken, v. Rajah Putnee Mull,

3'20

Rajesri Dossea

ltamdyal Singh,

'0.

343

Bhyrub Chunder Singh,

345

Musst Joy Konwur and others,

347

Radha Govind Mitter,

v.

tam Buksh Rae, o. Sheo Ram Rae and others,

Ram Kesnb Pal and others,

Rajkisthr

1:.

'u.

40‘3

---

Deb, Prankishen Gopt, v.

Ramgopal Mookerjee,

371

Asaram Pal and others,

Gholam Durbesh

J owur and

413
others,

Radha Benode Misr,

u.

Sheikh Musheentoollah and others,

Ramsnroop Pandey,

'u.

Sheikh Imdad Alli and others,

Ram Mookerjea,

'v.

Ramdoolal Chuckerbutty and others,

Ramdoolal Chuckerbutty and others, Ram Mookerjea,
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o. Gooroo

418

418

o.

447

a.

450

Purshad Goh and others,

Ramdhun Majoolea and others,

Jyeram Chatterjee,

1:.

Ramdyal Singh and others, Guueish Dutt and others,
Rajbunsee Kowur, Kooldeep Nurain,
Rajbunsee_Kowur, Oorahee Kowur,
Iladhakanth Buhadoor, (Rajah)

45S
1).

a.

. .

463

...

467
467

v.

Ram Dhun Haldar,
Ram Dhun Haldar, Rajah Radliakanth Buhadoor, 'u.
Ramnurain Dutt and another,
Rajnah Tewaree,

o.

518

1:.

a.

518

Snroop Chunder Bose and others,

Robinson,

v.

567

668

Gyauurain Pandey,

Registrar of the Supreme Court, Bibi Ushruf-oon-nissa alias
Banoo,

...

. .

N undkomar F otedar

Roodernerain Chowdhree

Roopnerain Singh and another,

1).

N njeeba

m

. .

and another,

and others,

416
417

Ramnarain Mookerjee and others, Shama Mohun Bose,
Rauiloehun Goh,

414

- -

655
47

v.

Musst. Ramdhun Dihbea, v.

17

Bukshee Bhugwnnt Singh,

100

Hoop Kowur (Musst.) and others, Ranee Moradnn, 1:.
Roushun Khatoon Chowdrain, v. Collector of Mymensingh and others,
Roshunnuk-oon-nissa and others, Wuzeer-oon-nissa,
v.
and
others, '0. Musst. Moornt Pauree and
Singh (Rajah)

218
307
500

Rughoonundun
others,

m

..

. .

Russik Chunder N eogee, Omaohuru Banncrjee and others,
Rujuboonissa, Musst. Rabea Khatoon and another,

11.

3
29

...

7..

XV

Page .

Singh (Baboo) and others, Rajkomar Deokinundun

Rughoonundan
Singh,

101

1:.

Rughonath Singh, (Rajah)

'u.

Rajah Hurrehur Singh,

Ruggonath Raee and others,'Koonwur

14-6

Sutehurn Ghosal, v.

203

Rumzoo Dye, Monlvee Ubdoollah, v.

370

Rumonee Dassee and others, Taraehand Desmookho,

Rnttun Mouse

and others,

a.

403

'u.

Joogul Kishore Knee and others,

411

S.

Sagm Khatoon, (Musst.) '0. Abdool Alli and another,
Salt Agent of Bullooah, o. Chunclermonee and others,

200

Sahib Perhlad Sein, Chowtreea Run Murdun Sein, o.

348

Sahib Perhlad Sein and others,

Sahib Perhlad

Sndder Board of Revenue,

Sein, Ranee Sreekaunt Deybee,

Seetaram Opadhya,

408

Govind Misr and another,

348

v.

553

Shah Muhammodee and others, Beehoo Opadhia and another,
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Sham Loll Thakoor and others,

Shams Mohun

v.

and

(Musst.)

another,

'0.

Mirza

Ahmad

J

others,
Sheebnauth Dutt and others,

2;.

Heeralal Birjbasee and others,

Sheikh Sufdar Allee and others, '0. Duttnerain and another,
Sheikh Mahomed Ismail, Lalloo Ram Dullal, v.
Sheikh Dhnnnoo Shalgur, o. Sheikh Boorhan,
Sheikh Boorhan, Sheik Dhunnoo Shalgur,

v.

Sheikh Emaum Buksh, 1:. Sheikh Enayut Ali,
Sheikh Enayut Ali, Sheikh Emaum Buksh, v.

non

Sheikh Musheentoollah

'vi

and others, Radha Benode Misr,

Sheikh Imdad Ali and others, Ramsuroop Pandey,

1:.

on

Sheikh Kureemoollah and others, Khosalee Biswas, o.
Sheikh Fuzl Hossein, 'v. Meer Niamut Alli and others,
Sheikh N ubbee Buksh, v- Shewuk Mehtoon,
Sheikh Hadi Ali, Sheonatli Singh, 1;.
..
Sheikh Gholam Mohammad, Musst. Shurfun and

on
another,

a.

Sheikh Shufaetoollah, 'v. Joykishen Mookerjee and others,
Sheikh Mokeem Sirear, o. Turee Bibi and others,
Sheikh Bundhoo,

v. Gouree

1:.

341

Radamohun Ghose,

Bose, 'u. Ramnarain Mookerjee and others,

Shams. Soondery

348

1:.

o.

Purshad and others,

Sheopershad Singh and others, Musst. Lalehee Koonwur,

.
11.

447
an and

xvi
Page.
Sheo Gholam Singh, 11. Sultan Singh,
Shoo Churn Tewarree,
Sheo Suhaye

Aond Beharree

hill

and another,

Singh and others, Byram Singh,

_,

41

or.

55
76

4:.

Sheo Suhaye Sahoo, 'u. Sreekishen Sahee and others,

Ram Bnksh Rae,

Sheo Ram Rae and others,

Sheonath Singh,
Shepherd, (H.)

0.

v.

371

v.

Sheikh Hadi Ali,

616

Eknatheens Paniotty,

Shepherd, (H.) Eknatheens Paniotty, v.
Shea'nk Mehtoon, Sheikh N uhbee Bnksh,

509

509
503

v.

Rajah Kishenchunder Baha door,

Shunkeree Dassee and others,
Shnri'un

123

(Musst.) and another,

v.

Sheikh Gholam

Mohummnd and

..

others,

1;.

..

Mr. J. P. Wise,
Geinda Lal and another,

Sidhisree Debea (Musst.) and others, 1:.
Sobhnauth Misser and others,
Sonatun Mndduk,
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Sonaram Gazor,

1:.

v.

0.

Gnngagobind Biswas,

Obhyram Gazer and others,

J

nnnomjoy, 1:.
Sena Munee Dassee and others,
Soorjah Koonwur, (Musst.) v. Doosht Dowun Singh and others,
Sookh

Nundun

Koor,

(Musst.)

Raj

Koomar

Singh, '0.
Sooltan Singh and another, Mewa Lal and others,
Soondernarain Bhoonya,
‘

'u.

Bissessur

Komar

1:.

Bhurntehurn Sntputtee,

Soondur Sahee, (Baboo) Mitterjeet Lall and others, 1;.
Sreekunt Sen and others, Kishore Munnee Dossee, 'v.
Sreekishen Sahee and others, Sheo Suhaye Sahoo,

11.

(Rance) 'v. Sahib Perhlad Sein,
Sreenauth and others, Muha Rance Konwnl Koonwaree,

Sreekaunt Doybee,

Sreemunt Lal Khan,

11. Messrs.

J.

v.

and R. Watson,

Snbudra Chowdmin, (Musst.) v. Goluknath Chowdhree and another,
Sudder Board of Revenue, 0. Dilawur Alli and another,
Sudder Board of Revenue,

1:.

Sahib Perhlad Sein and others,

Prannath Chowdree,
.,
Sultan Singh, Sheo Gholarn Singh, 1:.
Rain
Ruttnn
Roy and others,
Sumboo Chunder Roy and others,
Sulleemoollah Chowdree,

v.

Sumesher Pandey and others, a). Rajah Gopal Snrn Singh,
Suroop Chunder Dntt and others, Ramnarain Sawunt, v.
Suroop Chunder Sirkar, Bajpie Rajah Gunesh Chunder, o.
Sutrunjeeb Pal and others,

0.

Hurree Doss Baboo and others,

o.

205

xvi!
Page;
21.Snrbjeet

Sunkur Roy and others,

Roy and others,

414

an

Surbjeet Roy and others, Sunkur Roy and others, 1).
Suzeena

Sunkurree Dassea,
Suroop

Fyaz and others,

Beebee and others, Mohamed
'u.

Pertab Chunder Rae and others,

Chunder

Syud Imjad Alli, Syud Urshud Alli Khan,
Syud Abdoollah,

J uggurnath Singh

Alli,

Syud Hussein Reza,
Syud Hussein Item,
Syud

456

Bose and others, Ramnurain Dut and another,

Sukhawut Hosein and. others, Omrao Singh and others,
Syud Urshud Alli Khan, 11. Imjad Alli,

Syud Furzund

414

449

u.

o. Musst.

657
61

0.

61

and another,

In

1:

112

Begum and others,

Ghakatee

139

o. Ameeroonnissa

and others,

143

1). Ameeroonnissa,

and others,

376

Alli Buksh, Musst. Ummut-ul-hadi

and another,

145

v.

Syud Sujait Alli, o. Musst. Tomb-oon-nissa Begum and others,
Syud Shah Mohummud Yasin, u. Synd Enyet Hussein and others,
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567

1:.

11.

333
.

338

Syud Enyet Hussein and others, Syud Shah Mohummud Yasin, o.

see

Syudooddeen Khan and others, Jugmohun Sein and others, v.

555

Syud Oulad Hose-in, Maharajah Moheshur Buksh Singh, 1:.

564

T.
Tara Chand Bhuttachaljee, v. Remjye Dutt and others,
Taro. Mnnnee Dassea, 'v. Motee Buneanee

Taramunni Chowdrain,
Turachand

o.

Desmookho,

Tara Soondree

and another,

..I
...

239
325

Gour Kishore Nag and others,

374

o. Rumonee Dassee and others,

Chowdrain,

'v.

403

Loknath Moitre,

Teetoo Ram Huldar and others,

11. Panoo,

Teehoo Muhtoon and others, 0. Tulsee Singh and others,

Thakoor Pyrag Singh, Bungsee Dhur Hajra,
Thakur Das, Dewan Rammth Singh, v.

565

43

_,_

519

...

133

u.

Thakoor Dass Ghose and others, Permanund Mookerjeo,

310
v.

Tomb-oon-nissa Begum (Musst.) and others, Syud Sujait Alli,
Tulsee Singh and others, Toekoo Muhtoon and others, 1;. m
...
Turee Bibi and others, Sheikh Mokeem Sircar, u.

374
u.

333
519
600

U.
L'dhcct Singh and others,
L'mmut-ul-hadi
Ushoor

Khan

1;.

Musst. Pran Pierce and others,

(Musst) and another, 11. Syud Alli Buksh,
Domun Singh and another, '0.

Chowdree,

70
145
48

XVIII
Page.

Ushruf-oon-nissa

Bibi

alias

Nujeeba Dance,

1;.

Registrar of the Sn

...

preme Court,

655
'

v.
Vaughan, (Mr. Richard)

1:.

Nicholas Demetrius Elias,

175

W.
\Vatson and C0,,

1/.

Pursunnonath Rae and another,

Watson, (Messrs. J. and R.) Sreemunt Lal Khan, 1;.
Wise, (Mr. J- P.) Musst. Sidhisree Debea. and others,

453
605
'1).

...

159

Wuzeernn, (Musst.) v. Mahomed Hossain Khan,
Wuzeerun, (Musst.)"v. Musst. Khyrun and others,
Wuzeer Bukhsh, (Bluest)
Wuzeer-oon-nissa,

o.‘

Musst. Burfoonnissa and others,

1:. Roshunnuk-oon-nissn.

and others,

40
40

...

208
500
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Z.
Zummeerooddeen

and others,

Jyesunker Chund,

v.

461

CASES
IN THE COURT OF

SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

BISHNO CHURN SIN GH, Appellant,

~—
1841.

January 1-1.

versus

DEGUMBEREE DOSSEA

Respondents,

A Zillah
Court has ju~
Court of East Burdwan, for the recovery of 1983 rupees, 11 annas, risdiction in a
suit between
of principal and interest, on a balance of parties
being the amount
trading
in
Calcutta,
account
between the parties,
The plaintiﬂ' had a shop in Hunt

THIS
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and others,

was

an

within

kollah,

the

action

brought by the appellant in the Zillah

town of Calcutta, and it was there that the

transactions had been carried on which gave rise to the present
The case was referred to the Principal Sudder Ameen, Cazee

suit.

Russool Buksh, who, on the 28th August, 1839,’ gave judgment
against the plaintiﬂ‘ on the following grounds, amongst others :
that the cause of action originated in the town of Cal

First,
cutta,

and

hence

the

jurisdiction

Secondly, that one of the defendants named Manik had taken
beneﬁt of the

preme

Court

Insolvent Act, and that notice from the Sn

had been served on the plaintiff as one of the credi

tors of the insolvent.

The decision of the Principal Sudder Amcen was conﬁrmed
appeal by the Zillah Judge,

Mr. Dunbar.

The plaintiﬁ' then preferred an application, for the admission
a

in
of

special appeal, to the Sndder Dewanny Adawlut, which was ad

mitted.
The Court (present D. C. Smyth, Esq.) on the following grounds
over-ruled

the

tigation on its

Objections, urged by the lower Courts,to the inves
merits of the plaintiﬁ’s claim :

a

1

residing

lah, the cause
of action hav
ing arisen in

Calcutta.
One of the

defendants
taken
having
the beneﬁt of
the Insolvent

of the Mofussil Court was
Act

barred ;

the

but

within the zil

in

Cal

outta, is no bar
to the Zillah
Court’s
cog
nizance of the
action against
the rest of the
defendants.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLU'I'.

CASES
First, that

to have been the case, the parties
period of the institution of the suit were residents of the

at the

district of Burdwan, the Zillah Court had jurisdiction
Secondly, that Manik

alone of the

had taken the

defendants

of the Insolvent Act, and could not be prosecuted in the
Court under Sect. 41, Cap. 73, Stat.
Geo. IV.
This

beneﬁt

Zillah

9,

Bishno Churn
Singh,
versus
I) e g u mberce
Dnssea
and
others.

as appeared

;

1841.

if,

L9

was no bar to the

however

suit as against the rest of the defen

dants.

The suit was accordingly remanded

to the Zillah Court for in

vestigation on its merits.

__

OMESCIIUN DER PAL CHOWDREE

1841.

and

OOJUL MUNNEE DOSSEA,

Janusry 13.

MUSSAMAUT

Appellants,

vers lld‘

THIS
Court

was an action instituted by the respondents,

of Nuddea, against
for certain

decree,

sums

for the execution of

the appellants,
due to them

in the Zillah

as

which

rents,

they

in the year 1823, under the provisions of Regulation
1799, but were then unable to enforce in consequence of in

had obtained

VII.

the defendants)

brought

the respondents,

against

which the respondents’

an

action for

and obtained

amount

in execution of

property was about to be sold.

of Regulation
was rejected,

in consequence

The res

of the expiration of more than 12

from the date of the summary decree.

sued in

considerable

a decree,

then produced the decree obtained under the provisions
VII. 1799, and prayed for set off, which however

pondents

years

a

ability to discover any property which would meet the demand on
Pal Chowdree, (one of
the decree.
Subsequently Omeschunder

a

A suit to
enforce execu
tion of a sum
decree
mary
for rent, insti
tilted upwards
of
12 years
from the date
of the decree,
dismissed.

Respondents.

a

DREE,

a
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J

ISSUR CHUNDER PAL CHOWDREE, YNERAIN PAL
CHOWDREE and GUN GANERAIN PAL CHOW

regular action, as above-mentioned,

They consequently
to enforce execution

of the summary decree.
The defendants
defence,
the

in that suit pleaded, among other grounds of
12 years had expired from the date of

that more than

summary decree, which could not consequently

The Zillah Judge, Mr. R. P. Nisbet, pronounced
favour of the plaintiffs.

The defendant

Omeschunder

then appealed to the Snddor Dcwanny Adawlut.
1-2

be enforced.

judgment in
Chowdree

GASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

Mr. Rattray in the ﬁrst instance conﬁrmed
Zillah Court, but admitted
tion
on

a review

__..

of the

the decision

1841.

of judgment on the applica

of the appellants,

Omeschunder
specially on the point of defence urged
Pal Chowdree
the ground of the expiration of the period of limitation. On and
another,

further consideration,
of more than

quence

Mr. Rattray
12

was of opinion that, in conse
since the date of

having elapsed

years

summary decree, and in the absence of suﬂicient proof of de

the

and promise of payment,

mand

exceptions

was barred,

tion

so as to

laid down in Section

versus
lssur
Chunder
Pal
Chowdree and
others.

bring the case within the

14, Regulation

III.

1793, the ac

to reverse the decree of the Zillah

and proposed

Court.
Mr. D. C. Smyth concurred.

RAJAH RUGHOONUNDUN
and

DOEKEENUNDUN SINGH,

1841.

.____

Appellants,

January 19.

versus

by the respondents on the 30th
in
the Zillah Court of Sarun, to recover from the
of May, 1829,
appellants the sum of 4,950 rupees, as mesne proﬁts, (with inter
est)

was an actioninstituted

of certain

disputes between the parties,
and

ﬁnally

which there had previously been
which, had been carried into Court,

lands, concerning

adjusted by arbitration, by a distribution

of the dis

puted lands, under which 550 beegahs were assigned to the respon
land

plaintiffs now claim the mesne proﬁts

the

The

defendants

previous to the arbitration.

pleaded that the former suit respecting

was decided on the 1st September,

arbitration

award, nor

was

there any mention

not

now

in the

the land

1817, and that neither in the

decree of Court founded

made of mesne proﬁts,

upon

and that

it,

Of this

for the period of dispossession

it

dents.

was

open to the plaintiffs to bring an action for them, after

the expiration of nearly 12 years from the date of the decree.

The Principal Sudder Ameen,

Syud Sooja-ood-deen

Allee Khan,

judgment on the 4th January, 1833, in favour of the plain

An

was

struck

jected

by

appeal preferred

to the Zillah Judge by the defendants

off on default.

summary appeal having been re

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the defendants

for, and obtained, permission

to ﬁle
A

a

tiffs.

A

gave

special appeal.
2-3

applied

A

THIS

and others, Respondents.
claim to
mense proﬁts

of certainlands
which had been
adjudgedtothe

plaintiffsunder
a decree found
ed on an arbi
tration award,
preferred near
12
years
after the date
of the decree,
on
dismissed
the presump
tion that the

ly

N OORUT PAUREE

MUSST.

2
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SINGH

SINGH, JUDDONUNDUN

arbitratorshad
all.
adjusted
diﬂ'ereuees be
tween the par
ties respecting
the
disputed
lands.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

Mr. Dick :—The arbitration

1841.

___.._.

diﬂ'erences

between

the

award, which evidently settled all

parties

respecting

the lands in dispute,

Rajah Ru. contains
no mention of mesne proﬁts ; and the fact of the plain
gh o o n u ndun
having urged no claim to the proﬁts for a period of nearly
and tiﬁ‘s’
Singh
others,

corms

Musst. Noorut
Pearce
and
others.

would lead to the inference that they themselves

12 years,

dered
the

consi

the arbitration as a ﬁnal adjustment of their claims against

I

defendants.

would give judgment in favour of the defen

dants.

Mr. Lee Warner diﬁ'ered as to the right of the plaintiﬂ's to the
mesne

proﬁts,

but being of opinion that the investigation to as

certain the amount received was not complete, proposed to return
the case for re-investigation on that point.

Mr. D.

C.

concurred with Mr. Dick, and pronounced

Smyth
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ﬁnal judgment accordingly.

SUTRUNJEEB PAL

1841.

HURREE

tionhavingad
vanced a plea
which, if cor
would
rect,
barred
have
the
jurisdic
of the
tion

Court

trying

the suit, but
which
that
Court neglect
en
to
ed
quire into, the

Appellants,

versus

January 21.

The defend
ants in an ac

and others,

THIS
Zillah
cover

was

Court
a

sum

DOSS BABOO and others, Respondents.
action instituted

an

of 24-Pergunnahs,
of 1720 rupees,

vanced to the appellants,
dants

pleaded

24-Pergunnahs,

Principal

in the

respondents

against the appellants, to re

7 annas, on account

on deposit of an opium lot.

of a loan ad
The defene

that, as the transaction did not take place in the
the

jurisdiction of that Court was barred.

Sudder Ameen and

favor of the plaintiffs
ing into the

by the

plea

on

the

advanced

Zillah

Judge

The

gave judgment in

merits of the case, without enter
by the defendants

in regard to the

of the Court.
De jurisdiction
Sudder
Adaw
A special appeal was admitted by the Sudder Dewanny Adawi
wanny
returned
lut
lut.
,
the case as in
complete,

for

in vestigation

on that point.

Mr. D.
occurred

C.

Smyth

:-The

plaintiff

says that the transaction

within the jurisdiction of the 24-Pergunnahs.

On the

other hand the defendants plead that it occurred within the town
of Calcutta. There is strong presumption that the statement of
the defendants
side

The defendants

is the correct one.

in the Hooghly ditrict.

It

is therefore

moreover

of importance

re

that

evidence should be taken specially as to the place where the debt
was contracted.
3-4

If it should appear

that the transaction did not

CASES
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place within the 24-Pergunnahs, the Courts of that district

‘take

1841.

have no jurisdiction. The case must be returned for that purpose.
Sutrunjeeb
Pal and others,
Versus Hurree

Order accordingly.

Doss Baboo 60
others.

MOHUNT SHEO SUHYE DOSS, Appellant,

1841

January 25.

versus

MOHUNT SOOKH DEO DOSS, Respondent.

THIS

was an action instituted by the respondent in formd pau
in the Zillah Court of Behar, against the appellant, to set

peris,

aside a tumleekmmek, or deed of assignment,
pondent, and to recover

by the res

the property forming the subject of as

The suit was laid at 20,000 rupees, the alleged value

signment.

of the property.
The plaint set forth that in
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executed

consequence

of sickness and inabili

ty to attend to his affairs, the plaintiff, at the suggestion

of the

defendant, assigned to him certain property (to wit, some build
attached to a religious establishment called Katra Rajah

ings

Khyalee
beegahs

Ram, trees of various kinds, a garden in Sahibgunge,

held in farm and mortgage,
ing of cash, jewels, bonds,
deed of assignment

with

25

of lands ina. village called Sumroorputtee, certain villages
property consist

F.

S. The assignment

was made under

that, in the event of the plaintiﬂ’s recovery,

property should still be considered

the

as his and entirely at his dis

and with the verbal condition that the defendant should
pay to the plaintiff annually the sum of 300 rupees, by monthly
instalments of 25 rupees, for his support, and that he should

posal,

maintain

the necessary servants for the entertainment of travel
provide for the repairs of the buildings of the religious
establishment to which the lands appertained.
lers,

and

The plaint further stated

plaintiff the
stipulation
the

that the defendant

had paid to the

sum of 400 rupees at various times under the verbal

between

the parties ; but that he had afterwards stop

The plaintiﬁ‘ therefore sought the
interference of the Court to enforce payment of the stipulated
or, on failure of that, to recover the property assigned,
stipend,
ped

payments

assignment,
dismhasecl

[or

various kinds, &c.) under a want of proof
of the alleged
25th November 1832, corresponding conditions.
deeds of

dated

the 17th Aghun 1240

the assurance

and all his personal

Claim pre
ferred by the
respondent,‘ to
set aside an as
signment
ex
ecuted by him
self of certain
en.
religiously
dowed proper.
ty of which he
had
the ma
on
nagement,
the
alleged
ground of fai
lure
on
the
part ol'tho as
siguee to abide
by the condi
tions of the

entirely.

4-5
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defendant

having failed to conform to the conditions of the

assignment.

The defendant

Mohunt Sheo
Suhye Doss, o.
Mohunt Sookh
Dee Doss.

the claim, pleading that the assignment

denied

was unconditional.

He further urged that the claim for the 25

beegahs of land in the village of Sumroorputtee, was illegallyinclud
ed in

the present action, as

tiﬁ' to the defendant,
,establishment
'

at

it

had been transferred by the plain

for the purposes of idol-worship at another
Rajgeer, under

called

a place

a separate

or deed of assignment

of the rest of the property.
and of

The following is an abstract of the deed of assignment,
of the 25 beegahs pleaded

the conveyance

J yram

Doss,

fakeer or religious mendicant of the sect

deceased,

N anuekshye, inhabitant of

called

by the defendant,

Sookh Deo Doss, cbela or disciple of

of Assignment—I,

Deed

Sahibgunge,

being of sound mind,

of my own free will and consent execute this deed of assign

do
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deed ;

mention of which, to that effect, was made in the tnmleelmamelt

ment. The following property, viz. buildings attached to the estab

lishment of Katra Rajah Khyalee Ram, with the premises there
to appertaining, trees of various kinds, :1 garden in Sahibgunge, 25
beegahs in Sumroorputtee, certain villages in farm and mortgage,
jewels, bonds,

cash,

descended

&e.,

J yram Doss

Doss, and from

Jyram

from Bulbhuddur

Doss to

Of the above,

to me.

I

have

given the 25 beegahs in Sumroorputtce, under a deed executed
the

29th Sawun 1237, to Sheo Suhye Doss, for the purposes of
on

carrying

the idol~worship

The rest of the property
inheritance up to this
Sheo

on

Suhye Doss, and

I

date.

I

at the establishment at Rajgeer.
have held possession

I

now

assign

it

of by right of

over to Mohunt

withdraw from all claim whatsoever

to

the property assigned by this deed.

Dated 25th November 1832, or 17th Aghun1240
Deed

Deo

the 25 beegaha

of Transfer of
chela of

J yram

Doss,

N anuckshye,

execute

this

Doss,

deed.

F.

S.

in Sumroor‘puilee—l, Sookh
of the

fakeer

Whereas there

sect

called

is a parcel of

land to the extent of 25 beegahs in Mouzah Sumroorputtee, origi
nally granted as bishunpereet to Bulbhuddur Doss by Koonwur
Ramnarain Roy, which from the date of the grant to the present
period has been in the possession of Bulbhuddur and his descen
dants successively,

will

viz.,

J yram and myself

;

I

now of my own free

give the land to Mohunt Sheo Suhye Doss,

of idol-worship
5-6

at the shrine at Rajgcer.

for the purposes

The Mohunt and his

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
heirs shall annually cultivate the lands, and lay out the proceeds
in the expences of the shrine.
Neither I nor my heirs shall
henceforth have any

1841.

.—_.
Mohnnt Sheo

to the land or to the pro

claim whatsoever

thye

Dated 29th Sawun 1237 F. S.

ceeds thereof.

The case was referred to Futteh Allee Khan, the Principal Sud
der Ameen of Behar,
tiﬁ‘,

alienated,

in the
IThe

who gave judgment in favour of the plain

the general ground that endowed

on

~vately

property cannot be pri

of this nature he considered

and

the evidence

the property in question to be.

case. clearly established

Principal Sudder Ameen excepted from his decree the parcel

of 25 beegahs in Mouzah Sumroorputtee, which, having formed
the

subject of a separate

The

defendant

Sudder

transfer,

appealed

from the above

still resting his

Dewanny Adawlut,

ditional nature of the assignment

ought not to

executed

to

decision

the

case on the uncon

by the plaintiff.

The case was ﬁrst heard by Mr. Biscoe, who considered

that the

decision must rest upon the determination of the right or otherwise
of the superintendent of the establishment to alienate the property.
appeared to him that the assignment to the appellant was a'

It

diversion of the property from the original object of the endowment,
and, under the precedent of the ease ( Bhowanee Pershad Chowdree,
32c,

11.

IV. of

Raneo Jugudumbha)

at page 343, new ed., p. 437, Vol.

Sudder Dewanny Reports, could not be maintained. Mr.

Biscoe therefore

proposed

pondent for the whole

to give a decree in favor of the res

of the property sued for, amending

that

part of the Principal Sudder Ameen’s decision which excepted the
parcel of 25 beegahs in the village of Sumroorputtee.

Mr. E.

Lee

Warner, who

opinion that the assignment,

next heard the case, expressed his
as stated

to have occurred between

the parties, was an unauthorized transaction

plaintiff

;~ for

not

diverted or alienated

be

originally

the

property,

granted.

on the part of the
being a religious endowment, could

from the purposes for which it was

Mr. Lee Warner,

the

plaintiff

he

had voluntarily executed

however,

that

considered

could not sue to set aside the deed of assignment,

it,
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he considered

in the present action.

have been included

for

and had transferred possession of

the property, and could not now recede from his own acts.

He was

also of opinion that the appellant could not be permitted to hold
the property
therefore

under

an illegal conveyance.

that the sunyasces

It

appeared

to him

or devotees of the particular sect to
6-7

Doss, v.

Mohnnt Sookh
Dec Doss.

_
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which the parties belonged, should elect a person to olﬁciate for
the respondent
as superintendent of the establishment,
should

1841.

Mohnnt Shoo
Suhye Doss, o.
M ohunt Sookh
Deo Doss.

there be no chela or disciple of the respondent

entitled to sue

ceed ; or that, in default of this course of proceeding,
agents

under Regulation

appointed

XIX.

the local

1810, should take the

under their charge.

endowment

The case next came to a hearing before Mr. D. C- Smyth, who
with both the Judges who had preceded him. He was
of opinion that the case cited by Mr. Biscoe, in which there was
differed

a sale

and total alienation of endowed

tiff must

could not form any

lands,

for the decision of the present case, in which the plain

precedent

be considered

dant whatever

as having merely transferred to the defen

rights were possessed by him in the endowment.

Mr. Smyth further

differed from Mr. Lee Warner, observing that

the Court was not required to make any provision for the manage

ment of the property, but to decide upon the particular points at
Previously

to passing judgment in the case, Mr. Smyth called

In

in the pundit of the Court to sit with him.

answer

to ques

tions put by the Court, the pundit replied that it was competent
to the plaintiff to exocute the deed of assignment

pleaded by the

defendant,

by which the former had transferred to the latter what

ever right

or power he possessed over the Sungut or shrine, that
was perfectly valid, and also that

such a document

execute to another Hindoo a deed of assignment,

if

one Hindoo

without any sti

pulation or condition, the assigner cannot revoke such deed.

The

pundit further gave it as his opinion that the transfer by gift of the
25 beegahs

in Sumroorputtee (which had

to Bulbhuddur

Doss

as bishenpereet,

been originally given

and descended by right of

inheritance to the plaintiff) to the defendant,

for the purpose set
forth in the deed dated the 29th Sawan 1237, viz., for the worship
of idols at the shrine

of Rajgeer,

was quite legal.

The respondent
there
the

Mr. Smyth

:

admits the deed of assignment,

but states that

it,

then passed judgment to the following effect

to the effect that

was a verbal condition connected

with

appellant should pay him annually the sum of 300 rupees,
&c. as set forth

besides maintaining an establishment of servants,

in his plaint.
sum,

He

now sues to enforce payment of the stipulated

or to set aside the

failure of the
7
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issue between the parties.

condition.

deed of assignment

on the ground

of

The appellant denies the condition.

_

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
The deed of assignment
conditional;

nor

was duly registered :

it

is altogether un

any sufﬁcient evidence upon which to

is there

1841.

Mohunt Sheo
Dose, 1;.

in favor of the plaintiff, for the annual payment of Sizhye
Mohnnt Sookh
Dec Doss.
the sum claimed by him.
found

a. decree

There

remains

for consideration

whether the deed of assign

and the deed of gift, pleaded by the defendant,

ment

can now be

The replies of the pun

set aside upon the suit of the respondent.

dit fully meet this point, and clearly show that they cannot be
cancelled on the suit of the party who executed the deeds, and
upon whom they must be held to be binding.

For

these

reasons Mr. Smyth proposed

to reverse the decision

of the lower Court, and to dismiss the respondent’s

Mr. Tucker

claim.

in the view of the case taken by Mr.

concurred
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Smyth, and made ﬁnal the judgment proposed by himﬁ“

SHEIK SUFDAR ALLEE

and others,

Appellants,

January 30.v

versus

DUTTNERAIN

THE

respondents

and

REET LALL,

Respondents.

instituted this action on the 2nd December

in the City Court of Patna, for the recovery of

1834

1841.

3%}annas

A

mere ap

plication

for

to
permission
share of Mouzah Sumbulpore Chittra, Pergunnah Phoolwaree, to sue in formd
pauperia is not
which they laid claim as entitled by right of inheritance to that a “preferring
of a claim"
portion of the village, which they alleged had been originally within
the
acquired by one Choonee Lall, the son of a cousin-german of the meaning of the
rule of limits»
paternal grandfather of the plaintiffs.
tion laid down
There were numerous collateral branches of the family of the by Section 14,
Reg. 111.1793.

plaintiﬁ's, descended from one Gopeenath, their common ancestor;
but the following sketch will show the mutual relationship of such
members
ceedings

* It

of it as were
in the present

more immediately connected
action.

is to he observed that this decision does not in any way atlect the pre -

published decisions of the Court, founded on the established

vioualy

that endowed lands cannot be privately
action

with the pro

rested

his claim on a certain condition,

unit was dismissed,
signment

did

alienated.

it further appearing

principle
The plaintiff in the present

on failure

of proof of which the

to the Court that the terms of the as

not necessarily involve a diversion

of the property

from the ori

ginnl purposes of the endowment.

a

7-8
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10

GOPEENATH.

_..

1841.

Sheik Sufdar
and
others, versus
Duttnerain 8:

Alice

Telol‘re Chund.

Sooba bhund

lieet Len.

Khed Singh.

F—_*——p

Choonee Lall
died without
issue, leaving
a widow Mussamaut Dolaroo.

It

Motee Lnll died
withoutissuqleav
ing a widow Mus

.
AJeet Smgh.

*—'.\
Futteh

Duttnemin,
plaintiff.

Reet
plaintiff.

F.

Singh.

samsut Poona.

appeared

Bundhoo

Lall.

lel,

that the village of Snmbulpore Chittra had been

Lall

originally acquired by the brothers Choonee
the elder

j.

Luchmun Singh.

Doss.

Nundkishore

brother Choonee

Lall being

and Motee

Lal],

proprietor.
Motee Lall died ﬁrst, leaving a widow Musst. Poona 5 his death
the recorded

shortly followed by that of his brother Choonee Lal], who
left a widow Musst. Dolaroo: she died in 1222 F. S. and the
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was

property then fell into the hands of Mnsst. Poona, when disputes
arose

between her and Bundhoo Lall, the son of Luchmun Singh,

cousin-german

Poona receiving

1-96 and

to other persons,

and

by

a

and Motee

Lal],

division of the property, Musst.

Buudhoo Lall

T76.

They sold their shares

after. various mutations the village had

fallen into the hands of the defendants,
descendants

Lall

of the father of Choonce

which were ﬁnally adjusted

of the original purchasers

some of whom were the

and some again purchasers

from them.
The plaintiffs instituted the present action in further prosecu
tion of certain proceedings

adopted

by Ajeet Singh, the father of

Dnttnerain, and Futteh Singh, the father of Reet Lall, which will
more

be

particularly

alluded to in noticing the ﬁnal judgment

passed by the Suddcr Dewauny Adawlut.

_

The defendants resisted the claim, which the plaintiffs had set
up, on the ground of hereditary right, and further pleaded that
the action was barred by the rule of limitation.
also

for the

legality

Musst. Poona, though the widow of
in effecting
debts,

They contended

of the transfer of the property made by
a

Hindoo, as her sole object

the sale was to realize money for the payment of the

due by the original proprietors of the village, and also in

curred on account of their funeral expences.
8~9
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11

The case was referred to Ajodhea Pershad Tewaree, Principal
He
Sudder Ameen of Patna, who decided against the plaintiffs.

1841.

alluded to the expiration of the period of limitation allow
Sheik Sufdnr
Allee & others,
the
on
judgment chieﬂy
for civil actions, but pronounced
1;. Duttnerain

brieﬂy
ed

of the

merits

case,

with reference to the fact that

had never made the slightest objection to the vari

the plaintiffs
ous changes

and especially

and transfers

of the property, with which the pro

ceedings shewed them to have been perfectly well acquainted.
appealed to the City Court, and the Additional

The defendants

Judge, Mr. E. C. Ravenshaw,
pal Sudder

reversed

Ameen, considering

the property of Choonee

Lall

the decision

of the Princi

the plaintiffs entitled to share in

to the extent claimed by them.

From this decision a special appeal was admitted by the Sudder
Dewanuy Adawlut, on the application of the defendants.
Mr. Lee Warner proposed to reverse the decision of the Zillah

His
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Judge, and to conﬁrm that of the Principal Sudder Ameen.
judgment was generally to the following effect :—

I

am of opinion that the cause of action must be considered

have

arisen on the death

F. S. or 1811 A. D.

of Choonee

LalL

He died in

The present suit' was lodged in 1834

to

1218

corres—

The plaintiffs
ponding with 1241 F. S. or nearly 24 years after.
have indeed alleged both in this and the lower Courts that Futteh
Singh,

the

father

of Rest Lall, and Ajeet Singh, the father of

Duttnerain, presented an application on the 23d December 1822,
to

the Judge

of the district for permission to sue for the same

property in formd pauperis. It appears that they did present such
a petition, but during their life-time took no further steps to
follow up the application.
Singh’s

death,

permitted

They died ; and ﬁve years after Futteh

his son Beet Lall, the plaintiff, petitioned to be

to follow up the

application.

The ﬁrst application

then, for permission

to sue in formd pauper-is, was presented up
wards of 11 years after the death of Choonee Lall, whereas it
ought to have been presented

institution of

in time enough

the suit within twelve years:

it

to admit of the

was not followed up

by the original petitioner, nor does the plaintiff, Reet Lall, ap
pear to follow it up till ﬁve years after his father’s death. The
mere presentation of the ﬁrst petition cannot, in my opinion, be
held to bar the application
which this

of the general rule of limitation, under

action must be dismissed.

Mr. D. C. Smyth was of opinion, that the cause of action must
B 2

9-10

and Reet Lall,
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CASES
1841.
-__.

to have arisen on the death of Musst. Dolaroo, the

be considered

widow of Choonee Lall, which last appeared to him to have been

&'.

Sheik Sufdar
the original proprietor.
He observed that the action was in
Allee others,
1:. Duttnerain stituted 16 years after the death of Musst. Dolaroo,
but that ass.
and Beer.

Lall

period of seven years had elapsed, from the date of the ﬁrst appli
cation to sue informd pauperz's, to the date of its ﬁnal disposal, he
considered

that that time should be deducted

from the entire

period which had elapsed from the accruing of the original cause
of action, and that, under this calculation, the rule of limitation
would not bar the cognizance of the suit.
Mr. Smyth however
held that in consequence of certain errors in the plaint, the plain
tiﬁ‘ should be nonsuited, with leave to sue de-no'vo.

Mr. Tucker,-—Let

July

the

death.

period

I

Musst. Dolaroo’s

Ajeet Singh, the father of the plaintiff Duttnerain,

1815.

died 15 years, and Futteh

institute any

of Heat

Lall,

of Fu'tteh Singh,

death

Dolaroo:

of the property now under

The respondents

was presented

or

6

part

the

action for the recovery

The application, for permission to sue in formd pauper-is,
5

on

Singh, the father of the plaintiﬁ' Beet

died nine years after her. During their life-time they did not

litigation.

years after the

or 15 years after the death of Musst.
however plead the application for per

mission to sue in formd pauperis, presented by their fathers Ajeet
Singh and Futteh Singh, which was lodged within 12 years after
This petition should

of Musst. Dolaroo.

have been

but

it

followed up at once, andthe suit instituted within the 12 years
was neglected

;

the death

by them, and the period allowed for the in

stitution of civil suits was suffered to elapse without any further
steps being taken by them or their representatives.
Adverting
by Constructions 813 and

am of opinion that the mere presentation

of the

1036,

I

to the principle recognized

petition

to sue

Regulation

ment proposed

lO-ll

III.

1793,

and

I

14,

a

A

in for'md panperis, on the part of jeet Singh and Futteh Singh,
“ preferring of the claim” within the meaning of Section
not

is
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Lall,

be calculated from the date of

ﬁnd she died in Asarh 1222 F. S. or

by Mr. Lee Warner.

accordingly conﬁrm

the judg_

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

HURRISCHUNDER CHUNDER,

13
1841

-___-...__

next of kin to

KEENEE DOSSEE, Appellant,

January 30,

061‘81118

RAM RUTTEN MITTER

RUSSOMOY BOSE, Guardians

and

of KALEE Krsnnn Cnunmm, Minor Grandson

of RAM-

.

cnssnaa Cnunnnn, Deceased, Respondents.

THIS

was an action instituted by Keonee Dossee, in the

Court

possession of

Jadooratee

Civil

to recover

of the 24-Pergnnnahs, against the respondents,
and other talooks.

The plaint set forth that Rajchunder Chunder, the husband of the
was one of four brothers,

plaintiﬁ',

viz., Preetram Chunder, Raj

Rajchunder Chunder (the husband of the plaintiff) and
Ramchunder Chunder ;that Rajchunder Chunder had from his own

kishun,

means
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private

disputed property, in the

the

purchased

year

1204

B. S., from the Rajah of N uddea, had his own name regis

tered

as

held undisputed possession

proprietor, and

of Poos 1231 B- S. when

month

plaintiff

he died, leaving as his heirs the

his widow, and an adopted son

J ankeenath Chunder, the

son of his brother Ramchunder Chunder.

The elder brother of

plaintiﬂ"s husband died, leaving a son by name Hurrisehun

the

Rajkishore died, leaving a widow Bimmola.

der Chunder;
remained
to

up to the

the

other

of the plaintiﬁ‘ to conduct the management

the inability

the

property left by her husband,

and to the minority of

nath Chunder, managed it for her.

of

J ankoe

Jankeenath however, in the

year 1825, appeared before the Commissioner
and presented

There

brother Ramchunder Chunder, who, owing

of the Soonderbunds,

stating that he was the adopted son,

a petition,

together with the plaintiﬁ‘, the heir of Rajchunder Chunder ;
and to this effect a statement was also made before the Commis

and,

sioner by Ramjchunder Chunder, the father of
sequently

Ramehunder

property,

and

in

persuading

also

J

Chunder collusiver got possession of the
to ﬁle a petition denying his adoption

ankeenath

J ankeenath

died in Kartick

Chunder,

Sub

embezzled the proceeds ; and he further succeeded

by Rajehunder Chunder,
of Ramchunder Chunder,
separated.

J ankeenath.

and stating that he was the fourth son
from

died

whose family he had never been

in Asarh 1237 B.. S., Ramchunder

of the same

and a grandson

year, leaving a son Sreenath

Kalleekishen Chunder.

The plaintiff:
11-12

The fact

of

of a
probate
will, affecting
property under
the local juris.
diction of the
M o 1' us
Courts, having
been granted
the
Sn
by
Court,
preme
does not bar
into
enquiry
the authenti
city and vali~
of the
ditv

sil

will.
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1841.

Hurrischun
der
Chunder,
1;. Ram ltutten
and
Mitter
others.

heir to her husband, now sues the guardians of Kalleekishen,

as

who‘are in possession of the property.
The defendants replied that the brothers Rajchunder Chunder
and

Ramchunder Chunder separated from the rest of their fami

ly, but held their

own property in partnership.

They purchased

property with their joint funds, and held joint pos
though Rajchunder Chunder, as the eldest brother, was

the disputed
seSsion,

as the proprietor in the Collector’s

registered

Rajchunder

ofﬁce.

Chunder died in Fees 1231, and before his death bequeathed

by

will his share of the property to his brother Ramchunder Chunder,
providing at the same time for the maintenance
widow.

The

Chunder;

Rajchunder
wise

defendants

beneﬁt

the

of the plaintiff his
of Jankeenath

the

adoption
deny
by
urging that even if true, that could in no

J ankeenath

as

plaintiﬁ“,

died after Rajchunder

Chunder, and left a widow still alive; that the plaintiff, with a
view to recover her husband’s
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Jankeenath
was

the

and

adopted

induced

son of Rajchunder

color of this statement
the different

share of the property, colluded with

him to state to the authorities that he
Chunder

;

and that under

she brought forward repeated claims

Courts of law,

in

in the whole of which she was un
-

successful.

The Principal

Sudder Ameeu,

judgment, on the 13th January

Moonshee

Hafeezooddeen,

gave

1835, in favor of the plaintiﬂ.

He

put forth by the plaintiff,

rcs~

that the statements

was of opinion,
pecting the purchase of the property by her husband Itajchunder
Chunder from his own separate funds, had been fully proved, and

that the will pleaded by the defendants
The

defendants

plaintiff,
Chuuder,

dying.
the

appealed

was a forgery.

the case to the Zillah Judge.

The

was succeeded by her next of kin Hurrischunder

son

of Preetram Chunder, her husband’s elder

brother.
The Zillah Judge, Mr. W. Cracroft, upheld the will pleaded by
the defendants, (probate of which had been obtained by them
from the Supreme Court,) and reversed the decree of the Princi
pal Sudder Ameen.

A

special

appeal

was then applied for by the plaintiff to the

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and admitted.
Mr. D. C. Smyth :—The Zillah Judge would appear to have
had
upheld the will pleaded by the defendants, because probate
his
to
been taken out from the Supreme Court, which, according
12

CASES IN

THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLU'I‘.

opinion, precluded

I

its rejection or any question

as to

15

its validity.

1841.

am of a different opinion, and hold that the mere fact of probate

having

been

taken

the authenticity

out

does

and validity

bar

not

investigation

into

of a will affecting property under

our own local jurisdiction, when pleaded

I

and ﬁled in our Courts.

consider the will to be a forgery. The question of the adop~
tion of Jankeenath, which has been denied by the defendants, is
immaterial as between the present parties.
I would uphold the

of

decree

the

Hurrischun
Chunder,
der
1:. Ram Rutteu
Mitter
and
others.

Sudder Ameen, for the reasons therein

Principal

stated.

Mr.

Lee

Warner concurred with Mr. Smyth, and made ﬁnal

the judgment proposed by him.

COLLECTOR OF CHITTAGONG,

Appellant,

1841.

u—-_"

’UETS’ILS

February 2.

MALLAKA BANOO,

Widow of Kumsss

ALLEE SOOBAHDAR, Respondent.

Allee Soobahdar, to recover the sum of rupees 1979-13, being
portion of a sum of 5000 rupees deposited by the late Soobahdur
in the Collector's treasury.
The plaintiff claimed the above sum
out of the deposit as the share of herself and her infant daughter,
of Kumber Allee she was entitled to

The

Collector

and had applied to the Collector

replied that the Soobahdar

sum of 5000 rupees in his treasury as

had deposited

the

loan to the Government;

it

a.

that he (the
Collector) had forwarded the prescribed certiﬁcate
to the Acounta nt General, in order to obtain
promissory note to
that amount in favor of the Soobahdar, but that
before
could
be made over to him he died ;—that
information of his

death
given to the Accountant General, who informed the Collector
reply, that as the money had been paid into his
treasury as an
investment
in the public funds,
could not be repaid until
was

it

had been subscribed was made

the orders of Government, but that

ceased Soobahdar

if

under

of the loan to which

it

payment

A

r

of the deposit,
but without effect.

a

for

it,

that proportion

p

stating that as the widow

the heirs of the de

would appear before the Magistrate of the dis

13

s

1835, against the Collector and the rest of the heirs of Kumber

claim, for
repayment
of
a deposit,
a_
a C01
gainst
lector by the
heirs of a party
deceased, who
had deposited a
sum of money
as an invest
ment in the
public
funds,
but died before
the
obtaining
m
sory
note, disullow
ed, -—sale ufthe
ry
pr m is
note
distri
bution of pro
ceeds
among
the heirs or
dered.
s
o

Court of Chittagong,

in forma
on the 27th June

i

by the respondent

o

the Zillah

dz

an action instituted

was

0

THIS

pauperis,_, in

in
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CASES

16

trict,

1841.

and

the

take

entitled to the
Collector of
Chittagong,

v.

Banoo.

estate

should be made

M ussam a u t receipt
M a l l ak a
could

on

of the
to

over

not agree

deceased,

them

the

promissory note

signing the usual

of deposit;--that the heirs
and presented} conﬂicting

to the

money

the

their

on

themselves,

among

for

to prove that they were

steps

Collector's certiﬁcate

the

applications

necessary

Collector,

of course

who

could not pay them, but referred them to the Civil Court for an
The Collector pleaded
in
adjustment of their differences.
that he ought not to have been made a party to
conclusion
the action.
\ The rest of the defendants
what they considered

to be their portions of the deposit.

The Additional

of Chittagong, Mr. R.

judgment

Judge

the Collector.

against

the prescribed

the

Kumber

Soobahdar
Judge therefore

there

had

of deposit

Allee

before

his

adjudged

The Additional

death.

payment of the

principal

with interest from the date of deposit

rupees,

that

to the Accountant General,
transfer of the promissory note to the

certiﬁcate

which prevented

He observed

Torrens, gave

on the part of the Collector in transmitting

been some neglect
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their claims to

replied, asserting

of 5000

to the date

of

all costs of suit, against the Collector, directing
that the sum thus decreed should be paid to the heirs of the
and

payment,

deceased Soobahdar

this

From
Dewanny
Smyth,

Adawlut,

who

in their respective

decision the
was

and

portions.

Collector

the

appealed

to the

Sudder

case was ﬁrst heard by Mr- D. C.

of opinion that it was not competent

to the

Collector to refund the money to the heirs of the deceased Soo
Mr. Smyth observed that
bahdar, or of the Judge to order it.
the money, having been deposited as an investment in the public
funds, could not be repaid without the orders of Government
published

in

had

neglect

that ofﬁcer,

the Government Gazette;
been

shewn

that in his opinion no

on the part of the Collector ; and that

in consequence

of the dispute between the heirs of

the deceased, could not have properly acted otherwise

did,

vizv,

than as he

referring the claimants to the Civil Court for an adjust

ment of their respective

claims.

Mr. Smyth

was therefore of opi

nion that the judgment of the lower Court must be amended,
and that the Collector must be altogether absolved from the pay
ment of costs.
Mr.

Smyth then
13-14

.

called

upon the

law ofﬁcer of the Court to

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
state the

shares

pectively

entitled,

ing

to

the

heirs of the decassed were res

proposed

to pass judgment to the follow

which

and

etl'ect : that the promissory note should be obtained from the

Accountant General by the Register of the Court, sold at the market
and the proceeds remitted to the Judge of Chittagong, with

rate,

instructions

to

pay

the

of suit out of the same, and to

costs

17
1841.

of
Collector
r.
Chittagong,
M u ssam a u t
M a l l ak a
Banoo.

divide the balance among the heirs of the deceased, according to
shares as set forth in the futwa. of the chief

their respective
Cazee.

Mr.

Warner, fully

Lee

ﬁnal

made

concurring

with

Mr. D. C. Smyth,

the judgment proposed.

MUSSAMAUT RAMDHUN

DIBBEA, Appellant,
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versus

ROODERN E RAIN CHOWDREE and

THE

against

the

February 10.
others,

respondents,

to recover the estate,

real and personal, of her deceased father Govind

The

Principal

Respondents

this action in the Zillah Court of

appellant instituted

Moorshedabad

Dass Chowdree.

of the district gave judgment in

Sudder Ameen

of the plaintiff for recovery of one-third of the real estate,
but referred her to a separate action for the personal property.
favour

The appellant appealed to
latter part of the decree.

1841.

In an action
founded on the
right by inhe
ritance for pos~
session of the
estate, real and
ofa
personal,
deceas
party
ed, the lower
Court
gave

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut from judgment

in

regard to the
real estate, and
the
referred
to a
plaintiﬂ'

the

Reid. As the action was brought for re
of the entire estate, both real and personal, the Principal
suit
separate
Sudder Ameen acted against the practice of the Courts in giving for the persons

By the Court—Mr.

covery

in regard to the real estate, and referring the plaintiff
to another suit for the personal
property. The decree should

judgment
have

entire

contained the judgment
claim.

be returned

of the Court on the merits of the

The investigation

being incomplete, let the case gnlar in the
with it as latter respect,

to the Principal Sudder Ameen to proceed

and that the
Court
lower
should have de
cided on the
merits of the
entire claim.

above indicated.

Order accordingly.

('

:11 property:
the
held
by
De<
Sudder
wanny Adaw~
lut that the
order was irre~

14-15
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CHUTTOORBHOJ

1841.

RAMANOOJ DOSS, Appellant,

February 13.

‘UCTSNS

MOHUNT HURNERAIN DOSS, HURBUNS SEHAI and
.RUGHOBUN

S

SEHAI,

Respondents.
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THIS

According to
was an action instituted by the appellant, as heir of
Hindoo
the
Luchmun
Doss, against the respondents, in the Zillah Court of
law, the estate
of a deceased
for the recovery of arrears of rent, accruing on a
Bhagulpore,
surety, who en
Doss on the security
gages to fulﬁl farm held by Mohunt Ahoomnl Ramauooj
an
obligation
of
whom
had
and
had been succeed
both
died,
Piaree
Lall,
of
one
in the event
of default by
ed, the former, by the defendant Mohunt Hurnerain Dos, and
his
principal,
for the latter, by the two other defendants
is
Hurbuns Sehai and
liable
debts of
the
the principal, Rughobuns Sehai.
on
accruing
The defendants, Hurbuns Sehai and Rughobuns Sehai, pleaded
the
engager
ment for the that payment in full had been made, by the original farmer, of all
of
fulﬁlment
due on the farm.
the rents
which
became
surety
The Principal Sudder Ameen, Moulvce Majid Khan, gave a
responsible.

verdict in favour of the plaintiff, for the entire claim, against the
This decision was reversed by the Zillah Judge,
three defendants.
Mr. T.

Wyatt,
was

plaintiﬁ'

on the

ground that it did not appear that the

entitled to succeed Luchmun

Doss, by whom

the

farm had been originally given.
the

From

J udge’s

decision

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

Mr.

Biscoe

was

of opinion

a special appeal was admitted by

that the decree of the Principal

the exception of a triﬂing
Sudder Ameen was perfectly just, (with
be nnhold.
should
and
sum which he proposed to deduct)
in giving a judg
Mr. Lee Warner :—l agree with Mr. Biscoe
ment

Mohnnt Hurnerain Doss, the heir of the original
As regards the other defendants it was stipulated in the
and the arrears
bond, that, if the farmer did not pay,

against

farmer.

security

by attachment of the farm, then the surety
Now it does not appear that Piaree Lall
should be responsible.
his life-time to pay any portion
was ever called upcfn during
could not be realized

Under these circumstances, I am of opinion that
of the arrear.
and would release
the heirs of the surety are not responsible,
them from the demand.

ob
Mr. D. C. Smyth :—The security bond was an accessary
“ Dana Pratibhoo,”
law
in
Hindoo
ligation of the nature called
15-16
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on the representatives of the

under which the obligation devolves

I

deceased surety?

1 9

concur with Mr. Biscoe, and make

ﬁnal the

Chuttoor
bhoj
nooj

Rama~
Doss, v.

Mohunt Hur

judgment proposed by him.

nerain
Doss
and others.

RAJAH KISHEN CHUNDER
RAMCHUNDER,

and

KOONWUR

1841.

Appellants,

February 15.

versus

MAHAN UN D ROY,
THIS
shcdabad,

brought by the respondent on the 13th
in formd pauperis, in the Zillah Court of Moor
against the heirs of Rajah Oodwunt Singh, to recover

possession

of an eight-anus share of Pergunnah Futteh Singh,

was

December

the

an action

1836,

The suit was laid at

property of the late Purmanund Roy.

three times the sudder jumma of the estate.

rupees 1,32,473-13,
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Respondent.

Boy, the proprietor of
childless in 1226 B. S-, but that pre

The plaint set forth that Purmanund
the

contested

estate,

died

viously to his death he executed a will, in the month of Asin of
that year, by which he empowered his widow Pirtima Soondree to
adopt a son; that in compliance

with the authority

to her, she adopted the plaintiff, the ceremony

taken place

thus granted

of adoption having

in the mouth of Aghun of the same year, in virtue

of which the plaintiff became the legal heir to the estate of the
deceased

Purmanund

were

dents

Zemindaree

in

Roy.

possession

Of this estate, however, the defen

of the greatest portion, comprising the

of Futteh Singh, under the following circumstances.

Rajah Oodwunt Singh, the father of the defendants,
an action against

Pirtima Soondree,

Boy, for foreclosure
on a deed

of a mortgage

of mortgage

by Purmanund

alleged

Boy on the

ing from the Rajah a loan
decree

for the

the

had

of the entire Zemindaree,

to have been executed

16th

brought

widow of Purmanund

J eyt

of rupees

1226

to him

B. S., on receiw

1,77,000,

and obtained

a

same in the Provincial Court of Appeal at Moor

shedabad on the 6th February 1823, and had been put in posses
sion under this decree in the year 1229 B. S.
sued

The plaintiff now

for recovery of the property, urging that the former suit, to

which he was not a party, could not in any way affect his rights.
* Vide note at page 285 of Macuaghten’s
C 2

Hindu Law, Vol.

II.

1 6-1 7

A

decree of
Court
of
competent ju.
risdiction,
in
an action for
foreclosure
of
5
mortgage,
a

against the 111‘
leged heir, in
possession
of
the propertyof
the
deceased
is
mortgagor,
no bar to the
of
recovery
the
property
awarded
by
the decree on
suit instituted
by the rightful
heir.

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.

CASES

The defendants

1841.

grounds,
Rajah

Ki

shen Chunder
and Koonwur
Ram Chunder,
v. Mahanund

Roy.

mortgage

'

disputed the claim chieﬂy on the following

that on the expiration of the period stipulated in the
of the loan by Purrnannnd
bond for the repayment

their father Rajah

Roy,
mode

Oodwunt Singh had proceeded in the

by Section 8, Regulation

prescribed

ing the usual notice

of foreclosure

XVII.

1806,

by caus

to be served on l’urmanund

Roy’s widow, Pirtima Soondree, who was then the registered pro
prietor, in possession of the estate, and that, on failure of pay
of the debt, he had brought

ment

and

obtained

a

decree

ferring to him the
appeal

a

regular action against her,

foreclosing the

proprietary

that, in execution

and

It

defendants.

was therefore

;

trans

that on

same, he had obtained

of the

and had been succeeded

possession,

and

by the Sudder Dcwanny

this decree had been afﬁrmed

Adawlut,

mortgage,

right in the estate

on his death by his sons, the

pleaded

on the part of the defen.

III.
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dants that the action was barred by Section 16, Regulation
1793,

which prohibits the entertainment

heard

and determined

of a cause previously

by a Court of competent jurisdiction

further that under any circumstances

the

3

and

plaintiff’s action could

not now be maintained under the law of limitation, more than
12 'years

having expired

decree awarding

The Zillah

from the date of the Provincial Court's

the property to the defendants’

J udgo,

father.

Mr. F. W. Russell, observed that in regard

to the material facts of the case there could be no doubt.
clear that the deed of mortgage

pleaded

It was

by the defendants

had

been executed by Purmanund Roy to Rajah Oodwunt Singh, and

that the latter had obtained possession of the estate in execution
of the decree given in his favour by the Provincial Court. On the
other side it was equally clear that the plaintiff had been adopted
by Pirtima Soondree, the widow of Purmanund Itoy, under the
authority granted

by her husband.

The point for decision was

to the determination of the question, whether
the decree of the Provincial Court held good against the present

therefore

conﬁned

plaintiff.

The Judge was of opinion that it did not ; he observed

that the notice of foreclosure
1806, should

minor, on his guardian:
had

under Section 8, Regulation

XVII.

have been served upon the plaintiff, or, as he was a

the plaintiff

and as such had not been the case, nor

been in any manner a party to the suit decided

in favor of the mortgagee

by the Provincial Court, such decree

could not affect the plaintiff’s right, who was entitled to recover
17-18
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1841.

The Judge therefore passed judgment
plaintiﬁ', directing at the same time an adjust

of the estate.

cssession

in favour of the

Rajah

of accounts between the parties.

ment

the defendants

From this decision

appealed

to the Suddcr

Roy.

'

lower Court.

The appeal was ﬁrst heard by Mr. 0. Tucker, who, after recapi
tulating in his judgment the several features of the case, observ
This

follows.

ed as

entirely on a deed of mortgage,

rests

case

the necessary con-_
have been duly carried

the ﬁrst point for investigation is whether

and

and preliminaries to a foreclosure

ditions
into

or, in other words, whether the no

or the contrary,

eﬁ‘ect,

8, Regulation

prescribed by Section

tice

XVII.

1806,

has

another

arises, as to who was the legal representative

question
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Purmanund Boy at the period of the issue of the notice,
prior to that date, the respondent

whether,

and known
which

his adopted

as

of
and

had been recognized

Now it appears that the deed

son.

authority to Pirtima

gave

been

Here

duly served upon the mortgagee or his legal representative.

Soondree

to adopt is' dated in

that is, prior to the date of the application made by
to the Civil Court for issue of notice to the mort

Asia 1226,

the mortgagee

and that the

gager ;

adoption took place in Aghun of the same

and further that about the same time certain proceedings

year ;

actually held, in another case, in the Provincial Court
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, between Rajah Oodwunt

had

been

and

Singh and one Ramsoonder
in

Roy on the part of the respondent,

which it was clearly set forth and established

dent

the adopted

was

There can

that the respon

child of the deceased Purmanund Roy.

therefore be no doubt that, at the time of the issue of

notice,

the

manund

the respondent

Roy,

was the legal representative

well known as such.

and

dressed

to her

as the

her reply to

which

point

Court.

The

and

was ad

Roy,
fact
she
subsequently pleaded,
in
the action instituted by Rajah Oodwunt Siugh,
: and

as the owner of the estate, the

that, though she was registered
property belonged

It

legal representative of Purmanund

which she clearly was not
in

of Pur

Then as to the sufﬁ

ciency of the notice served upon Pirtima Soondree.

to the respondent

however
notice

was

not

therefore

in virtue of his adoption

;

investigated by the Provincial

must he held to be insufﬁcient,

the suit which subsequently

followed

cannot be considered
18

Ki

shen Chuncler
and Koonwur
Ram Chunder,
o. Mahanund

Adawlut, resting their case on the same grounds as in

Dewanny
the

21
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l0N)

in any way affecting

as

1841.

not
Rajah

Ki

shen Chunder
and Koonwur
Ram Chunder,
v. Mahanund

Roy.

is

civil

preferring
minor
since

actions,

during
the

who

was

The plea of the appellants, that the action
reason of the expiration of the period allowed for

by

barred

of the respondent

the rights

to it.

party

a

the greater

of the

date

will not hold; for the respondent was a
portion of the period that has elapsed
of the Provincial Court, and has

decree

brought his action within

5 or 6 years

barred

on this ground.

of the

appellants,

after attaining his majori

of his claim cannot therefore

ty, and the judicial cognizance

be

There remains to consider the objection

that the decree of the Provincial Court was

to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and there conﬁrmed.
then a. minor, petitioned the
appears that the respondent,

appealed

It

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

if

effect that

institute

an

and

costs

and

appeal

pleaders'

within three months, depositing security for
fees,

the appeal would be admitted.
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Ramnerrain ‘Boy failed to do
be considered

as the dismissal

the mortgage

This,

but the failure on his part cannot
of an appeal preferred

by the res

redemption of

of the estate, and to an adjustment of the mesne

proﬁts arising therefrom,
his representatives
Provincial

;

is clearly entitled to an equitable

who

pondent,

that orders were passed to the

a relative of his, by name Ramnerrain Roy, would

Court.

were

For

during the time that the mortgagee

or

in possession under the decree of the
the foregoing

reasons

Mr. Tucker

pro

posed to afﬁrm that part of the decision of the lower Court, which
awarded
restoration of the property to the respondent ; but sent
case for another voice, as he considered

on the
some

alteration

in

the mode

it proper to

make

in which the Zillah Judge had di

rected the adjustment of accounts

between

the parties.

The case was then laid before Mr. Dick, who differed with Mr.
of opinion that the proper course for the respon
dent to have adopted was that of an application for a review of

Tucker,

being

the judgment in the former

Mr.

suit.

D. C. Smyth, who concurred

made absolute

1%)

It

was ﬁnally disposed

of by

entirely with Mr. Tucker, and

the judgment proposed

by him.

CASES IN THE sooner. DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

LAL PURMESSUR BUKSH SINGH,

IOU:

Appellant,

1841.

February 16.

'UCTSW

BAJAH OODWUNT PURKASH SINGH,
THIS

action was instituted by Rajah Gopal Surn Singh, the

of the respondent,

father

in the Zillah Court of Shahabad, to re
of certain diara lands, alleged by the plaintiff

cover possession

to his village of

to appertain

had

which

Respondent.

Monaimpore Talookah Buxar, but
of by the defendant under the

been taken possession

plea

that

The

action

they

were

attached to his villages of Omurpore,

was laid at 300 rupees

sudder jumma

dzc.

to be three times the

(stated
assessed on the lands,) exclusive

of mesne proﬁts

during the period of alleged dispossessiou.

The defendant pleaded that the lands appertained to his estate,
had been for years in his undisturbed possession.

and
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The case was referred

to Syed Munowur Allee, the Principal
Amcen of the district, who, on the 26th December 1834,

Sudder

the plaintiff, on the ground of the property not having

nonsuited

properly described, it appearing, from some former proceed
in the Criminal Court, that the lands formed an
alluvial accretion to two villages, which was different from the
been

ings

held

now put forth by the plaintiff.

statement

Rajah

Gopal

Zillah Judge,

Surn Singh died, after appealing the case to the
and

was

succeeded

by Rajah Oodwunt Purkash

Singh.
The

Zillah Judge

May 1838,
and gave

(Additional) Mr. H. S. Lane, on the 15th
of the Principal Sudder Ameen,

reversed the decision

the plaintiff a decree for a considerable

portion of the

lands sued for.

A special appeal was admitted by the Sudder Dewanny Adaw
lut on the application of both parties.
Mr. Biscoe entered into the merits of the case, and
proposed
to dismiss the entire claim of the plaintiff.

Dick was of opinion that the value of the property should
been assessed at the selling price, and that the
proceedings
should be returned to the lower Court, to allow the
Mr.

have

plaintiff to
supplementary plaint rectifying the error.
Mr. Lee Warner z—Thc principle on .which
the value of the
property in this case has been computed, is altogether wrong. It
is not a merc error in
calculation, which can be rectiﬁed by per<
ﬁle a

19-20

The value of
certain
mal
goozari lands,
not hearing a
deﬁned
jum
ma,
having
been computed
at the rate of
an
arbitrary
jumma
ﬁxed
upon it by the
plaintiff,
in
stead
of its
estimated sell
ing price, held
that the plain
tiff must be
nonsuited.

IN THE

CASES

24
1841.

SU DDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.

the plaintiff to ﬁle a supplementary plaint.

mitting

The action

is brought for the possession of certain malgoozaree
LalPurmes
Buksh
rs. Ra~
jab Oodwunt
P u r k as h
sur
Singh,

Singh.

no deﬁned jumma, and therefore

ing to the

annual revenue

not capable

payable

of valuation accord

selling price of the lands,

of ﬁxing an arbitrary jumma on them.

opinion be nonsuited,
Mr. D.

with permission

He must in

my

to sue de now.

with Mr. Lee Warner, and made

Smyth concurred

C.

The plain

to Government.

tiﬁ' should have sued at the estimated
instead

lands having

ﬁnal the order proposed by him.

CHOOTUN, Appellant,

MUSSAMAUT

1841.

.____

March 15.

versus
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RAMZAN ALLEE
Theplaintiﬁ',
l- Hindoo wo
man, ﬁrst de
nied her con
version to Ms.
h o In e danism,
subse
but
quently claim
ed the proper~
ty of a deceas
ed Moslem, as
his widow and
heir
at law.
Claim estop
ped by reason
ofrepugnancy.

and

MUSSAMAUT NITTEE,

Respondents.

THE

appellant instituted this action in the City Court of Pat
na, on the 15th September 1835, to recover possession of the
of the late Meer Salamnt Allee.

real and personal,

estate,

She

stated that she had been formerly a Hindoo woman, but had been
converted

and married, according to Moslem

to Mahomedanism,

on her

deceased in the year 1818, who then settled

to the

rites,

rupees under a duly executed kabeennameh
or deed of settlement; that, on the death of the Meer however,
a dowry of 10,000

the

defendants

had

been

put by the Civil Court in possession

of his estate under the provisions of Regulation V. 1790, as the
son

alleged

and

daughter of the deceased.

that the defendants

were

The plaintiif denied

related to the deceased,

in any wise

and now sued for his estate as his widow and sole heir

The defendants

in reply denied

the

marriage

at

law.

of the plaintiff

with Meer Salamut Allee, alleging that she was a Hindoo woman,
unconverted

to the faith of Islam, and could not therefore

been his wife.

her claim the plaintiﬂ‘ ﬁled the deed of settlement,

.In support of
and adduced

have

>

oral evidence

in proof of

its

due execution

as well

as of her marriage.

The defendants
cial proceedings,
on the
with

death

on the other hand ﬁled copies of certain

from which it appeared

of her own mother, applied to the Court, jointly

another, to be put in possession of her property.

plication

was

20-21

judi

that the plaintiﬁ' had,

made

to

the

Patna Court, upwards of

This ap
12 years

the date of the alleged

in

had

any

her conversion

denied

that she was still

ed

way

on which the

any thing to deprive her of her right to

J.

The Zillah Judge, Mr.

Chootun,

vs.

or Rsmzan Alles

Hindoo, and had never been outcasted,

done

Mussamsut

assert

to Mahomedanism,

succeed to the legal share of her mother's

and another.

property.

W. Templer, dismissed

the plaintiff’s

that after her distinct denial of the very grounds

claim, observing

which she now claimed, the present action could not

on

1841.

the estate of Meer Salamut Alice, and she

claimed

distinctly

then

deed of settlement

,

now

plaintiﬁ'

a

alter

2_5

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

be main—

tained.

On appeal by the plaintiff to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
law ofﬁcer of the Court delivered an opinion that by reason

the

in her statements,

of repugnancy

on the record,

as noted

plaintiff’s claim was estopped under Mahomedan law.
(present

Mr. R. Barlow) accordingly

The Court

the judgment of

the appellant.

AN UN DEE RAM CHUCKERBUTTEE, Appellant,

1841.

versus

IT

brought

Collector
the

a

had

from

appeared

summary

was

of the

given,

of this case, that the appellant
action against the respondent before the
for recovery
summary

the

of arrears of rent.

respondent

lease, on which the appellant

summary suit was decided
and

the

pondent

by the

present

Principal

After

suit, but before any decision
brought this action

Zillah Court to set aside the kub001eeut

pellant,

March 30.

Respondents.

record

of Chittagong,

institution

thereon

the

and others,

founded

in the

or ecunterpart of the

his summary suit.

The

by the Collector in favor of the ap
was decided in favor of the res

action

Sudder Ameen (Mr. Doucet), and the

special appeal was admitted

by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

'

9.

Zillah Judge (Mr. Raikes), who declared the summary judgment
of the Collector to be null and void.
From the above decisions

the

binding. The plaintiff sued to set aside
kubooleeut, and
lower Courts nullify a summary decree the decisions of the
a

;

it

Mr. Lee Warner :—The summary award cannot be set aside
without an action instituted for that purpose, and until set aside

I

below are both wrong.
would nonsuit the plaintiﬁ',
with leave to sue dc new to set aside the summary decree.

Courts

I)

21-22

An
action
been
having
brought to set
aside a kuboo
leeut or coun
en~
terpart
gagement of a
a
lease,
by
party, against
whom a sum
mary suit had
been previous
preferred
before the Col
lector for ar~
rears of rent
nnderthesama
ly

HYDER ALLEE

is
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the lower Court, with costs against

conﬁrmed

the

engagement,
and in which
a decree was
given in favor
of the summa

ryplaintiﬁ'sub
to
sequently
the institution
of the regular
suit to contest
the ku boolee~
ut, the Sudder

Dewanny

A

26

_

CASES

IN THE

SUDDER.

Mr. D. C. Smyth :—I agree with Mr. Lee Warner as to the
lower Courts, but I think it hard

1841.

merits of the decrees of the

dawlut permit
ted the plain
tiﬁ' in the re
gular suit to
ﬁle a supple

mentaryplaint
as an applica

tiontosetaside

him suffer for the irregularity of the

upon the plaintiﬁ‘ to make
proceedings
have

of the Courts.

conformed

The Principal Sudder Ameen should
1831, and then

the error into which he has fallen would have been avoided.

I

would return the proceedings

ll

original

VIII.

to Section 14, Regulation

the summary
Court of original jurisdiction
decree, as well
kuboo
the
as
plementary plaint, praying
leeut, the can
should be reversed, as well
0e
in g of
which
form founded, set aside.
the subject of

his

DEWAN N Y ADAWLU’I‘.

to the Zillah,

instructing the

to permit the plaintiﬁ‘ to ﬁle a sup
that the decision of the Collector
as the kubooleeut,

Mr. Dick concurred with Mr. Smyth.

on which

it

was

Order accordingly.

plaint.
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April

LALCHEE KOONWUR,

MUSSAMAUT

1841.

Appellant,

versus
5.

According

SHEOPERSHAD SINGH, RAMPERSHAD SINGH, BUKSHEE
SIN GH and GOUREE SINGH, Respondents.

THIS

was an action instituted by the respondents

in the Zillah

to the Hindoo
Court of Tirhoot, against the appellant and three other women
law as current
in Mithila, a named Bhola Koonwur, Rajranee Koonwur, and Bunnoo Koonwur,
inhe
widow
during for the purpose of obtaining an injunction to the Collector to
rite,
life, her
her
register them as proprietors of a moiety of the property of one
deceased hus
band's share of Surrobur Singh, consisting of the Mehal Chuk Allee Shere, a 4
ancestral pro
anna share of Mehal Tal Kujooree and certain lakhiraj lands
when
perty
held in seve situated in a village called Moonja.
rnlty; but is
The following table shows the connection between the parties :
only entitled
mainte
to
SURROBUR SINGH

nancewhenthe

had two sons.

es
ancestral
tate is held in
joint tenancy.

ﬂ
Bngobheer Bingh
had two sons.

Dyal Singh,
the father of
the plaintiﬂ's.

A
Eghan Dntt
had two sons.

lssur Dutt, died childless,
leevin two widows:
Bhola
defen
oonwur
dant.
Ra'ranee Koonwur, de
endant.

f

Singh,
Sndnshib
childless, leavin
dow Bunnoo
wur, defendant.

22-23

A
died
a wi00])

Ramchurn
died
Singh,
childless, leavmg a wi~
dow
Lalchee
Koon
wur, defendant and ap
pellant.

CASES IN

THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

The plaint set forth that the plaintiffs were in undisputed
possession of half the estate of their common ancestor Surrobur
to their father Dyal Singh

by right of succession

Singh

they were entitled to the

that

succession

and

remaining moiety by right of

to Issur Dutt, the son of Rugobheer Singh, their pater

Dutt

nal uncle, alleging that Issur

was in possession

of this por

F.

tion of the property to the period of his death in 1240

S. ; but

to the Collector to be registered as proprietors

that on application

to the Civil Court in consequence of

they were referred

thereof,

;

who claimed as heirs of _

the opposition made by the defendants,
the said Issur Dutt.

with the exception of Rajranee Koonwur, re

The defendants,

plied, that the estate of Surrobur Singh had been divided between
his sons

effected and

been

ment,
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and

Singh and Dyal Singh, the partition having

Rugobheer

with all

Dyal

fully

completed

by the ﬁscal oﬂicers of Govern

the necessary legal forms : that Bugobheer Singh

Singh

had for many years held their respective

shares

separately ; that Rugobheer Singh had been succeeded by his sons

Issur Dutt and Eshan Dutt
succeeded

by his widows,

again by their respective
was

;

that the former of these had been

and

the latter by his sons, and these

widows 3 and that the claim now set up

altogether unfounded.

The Principal Sudder Ameen,
that the evidence

Mirza Abdoolla

Beg, observing

as to the partition of the property

Rugobheer Singh and Dyal Singh, with the
of the lakhiraj land situated in the village of Moonja,

the brothers

between
exception
gave

was clear

the plaintiffs a decree for the latter

;

but rejected their claim

in regard to that portion of the estate which had formed

the sub

ject of division

The case was appealed to the Judge of Tirhoot, Mr. Dashwood,
who, on the 23d February
the entire claim, making
tenance
brother

for the widows

1835, gave the plaintiffs a decree for

provision at the same time for a main
of Issur Dutt, and of the sons of his

Eshan Dutt.

Mr. Dashwood

was succeeded by Mr. Oldﬁeld, who applied to
Sndder Dewanny Adawlut for permission to review Mr. Dash
wood’s decision in the case, which was granted.
Mr. Oldﬁeld
the

gave

judgment on the 22nd December

Mr. Dashwood,

though

A special appeal

1838, to the same effect as

on different grounds.

was applied for by Lalchee
n 2

Keonwnr,
23-24

the

1841.

M ussam aut

Lalchee Koon
wur, 11. Shoe
per-shad Singh,
and others.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES
1841.
Mussamaut

Lalchee Koon
wur, v. Sheo
pershad Singh,
and others.

Widow

of Ramchurn

Singh, son of Eshan Dutt, and admitted by

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

Court of Sudder

By the

Dewanny Adawlut.—MrBiscoe,
that the plaintiffs had sued on the ground that there
had been no division of property, whereas such division of a con
observing

portion of it was clearly proved,

siderable

the claim should be dismissed,

was of opinion that

and the decision of the lower Court

reversed.

Mr. Lee Warner :—I am of opinion that, under the Vyavustha
of our pundit, which has been delivered in answer to arequisition
of the Court, the appellant is entitled to hold possession during
her life-time
the

of the share of the divided property, which, under

law of inheritance, fell to her husband,

but not of the lands

in the village of Moonja, which were left as joint undivided pro
_perty by the brothers

Rugobheer Singh and Dyal Singh.

I

pro
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pose to modify the decree of the Zillah Court.

Mr. Dick
Mr.
Singh

was for conﬁrming the decree of the Zillah Court.

D. C. Smyth z—Surrobur Singh had two sons Rugobheer
and

Dyal

Singh.

The plaintiffs are the heirs of Dyal

Singh.

Rugobheer Singh had two sons, Issur Dutt and Eshan

Dutt.

Issur Dutt has now no heirs, either child or widow,—his

widows, who were originally defendants in the Zillah Court in this
case, having died since the institution of the suit.
had two

sons : both are dead.

Eshan Dutt

Lalchee Koonwur, the appellant,

is the widow of the younger son Ramchurn Singh.

According to

a widow has a life interest in the ancestral
property of her husband which has been separated from the an
the Mithila

cestral
husband

Shaster,

estate; but in the case of property being
as

a

their common
the present
and the

held by her

joint undivided estate with the rest of the heirs of
ancestor,

she is entitled only to maintenance.

In

case, it is clear that the assessed lands were divided,

appellant is entitled to hold possession during her life of

her husband’s

share in these.

I

agree with Mr. Lee Warner, and

modify the decree of the Zillah Court as proposed by him.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY'ADAWLUT.
NEOGEE, Appellant,

RUSSIK CHUNDER

1841.

11878M

and

THE

GOPEEKISHEN BONNERJEA

BONNERJEA,

OMACHURN

April 8.

NUBEENKISHEN BONNERJEA,

Respondents.

in the Zillah Court of the

appellant sued the respondents

An action in
the

Supreme
on
a
bond or
p r o miss 0 r y
note
against
one ofthe con
tractors,
who
alone was sub
ject to
the

24-Pergunnahs for the recovery of a sum- of 17,683 rupees, being Court
The plaint set joint
the amount, with interest, of a debton bond,
forth that the three
10,000

rupees

plaintiff brought

jointly borrowed

defendants
the plaintiff;

from
an

against

action

a sum of

but that, failing to pay, the
one

Omachurn

of them,

Bonneijea, in the Supreme Court of Calcutta, to the jurisdiction
of which Court he was at that time liable, and a verdict was given
in favor of the plaintiff,

recovered

a small portion

by the sale of such property of the defendant

debt,
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who

could then be discovered in the town of Calcutta.

of the

Ornachurn as
The plaintiff

of the defendants

in the Zillah Court, (two
of whom were not made parties to the suit in the Supreme Court,)
now sued the whole

with a view to obtain a decree against the whole of them, and to
enforce execution against

The defendants

their property in the 24i-Pergunnahs.

Gopeekishen

and

Nubeenkishen pleaded that

they were no parties to the bond, which had'been executed solely
by Omachurn,

and

by whom their names had been added, they

having been minors at the time.
The defendant

Omaehurn

the

cause

having been already

provisions

pleaded that the action was barred,

of Section 16, Regulation

under

III.

1793, the

heard and determined by a Court of

competent jurisdiction.

The Zillah Judge, Mr. Cracroft, held, that the plaintiff, having
his course of suing Omachurn Bonnerjea, one of the defen

taken

in the

dants
against
nion

Supreme Court, could not now bring another action

the three defendants

that

in the Zillah Court. He was of opi
to give a verdict against the whole of the defendants

would be an interference,

beyond

his competency,

with the decree

of the

Supreme Court, and accordingly gave judgment directing
execution
only against Omachurn, and releasing the other two

defendants

from the claim.

From the above decision
Dewanny Adawlut.

the plaintiff appealed

to the Sudder
25

jurisdiction of
that
Court,
does not her
an
action,
against
the
other
co-con
tractor, in the
M o fu
il
Courts.

II

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

30
1841.

By the Court :—Messrs.

D. C. Smyth and R. Barlow—It

is

that the bond was executed by the three defendants,

established

R n s s i k who were jointly and severally bound to the re-payment of the
Chunder N eo~
The debt not having been paid, the plaintiff sued one of
gee, 11. Oma~ loan.
churn Bonner
Omachurn Bonnerjea, in the Supreme Court, on the
them,
jca, & others.
ground that he alone of the defendants
diction of that Court

; and,

proof that the defendants

It

in the Zillah Court.

all three defendants

tion against

juris

Court, he brought the present

the decree of the Supreme

der

was liable to the

not being able to realize the debt un

Gopeekishen and

ac

is on

Nubeenkishen had

attained their majority at the time of the execution of the bond.
see no legal objection of the nature urged by the Judge to the

We

institution of this suit, in the Zillah Court, against the defendants
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which exempts these defendants,

1841.

_-_.--—

MUSSAMAUT

a it)

In the event
of joint succes
sion by a Hin
doo family to
ancestral pro
joint
perty,
tenancy will be
presumed until
the contrary is
proved.

Accordingto
Hindoo
the
law as current
in Mithila, a
widow is only

to
entitled
m a i n tenance
when the an
cestral
estate
is held in joint
But
tenancy.
when there are
no sons, a wi
inherits,
dow
during her life,
p r o p e r t y,
which belong
ed solely toher
husband ; but

is accordingly over-ruled.

J ORAON

KOONWU R, Appellant,

versus

April 19.

0‘

That part of the Zillah decree

and Nubeenkishen.

Gopeekishen

CHOWDREE

DOOSHT DOWUN SINGH, MUSSAMAUT
SOORJA KOONWUR and others, Respondents.

THIS

was an action instituted by the appellant,

against the

in the Zillah Court of Tirhoot, with a view to have

respondents,

her name registered

in the ofﬁce of the Collector as proprietress of

certain property, which had formerly belonged to her husband.
The

of the plaint is brieﬂy as 'follows

subject

Singh, the

husband

of the plaintiff,

ancestral and acquired property

;

:

that Opendur

was possessed

of certain

that, on his death in 1230, the

plaintiﬁ', his widow, succeeded to his estates, which she managed
through the agency of Ooda Singh, her husband’s brother 3 but
that she continued in sole possession of the property during the
life-time of Ooda Singh, and indeed after his death ; that subse
quently disputes arose between the plaintiff and Soorja Koonwur,
widow of Ooda Singh, which were settled by an amicable ad

the

justment providing for an equal distribution of the property be
tween

them

;

that accordingly application

was made

to the

Collector to register the plaintiff as proprietress agreeably to the
settlement ; that that ofﬁcer however, declaring Ooda Singh to be
the their of the plaintiff’s husband,
25-26

and one Uddea Dutt, entitled

CASES
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to succeed to the estate of Ooda Singh, under a will executed
the

the application of the plaintiﬁ', and referred

latter, rejected

her to the Civil Court

;

as

registered

proprietress

of the

estates falling to her under the

entered into between her and Soorja Koonwur,

of settlement

deed

and that she now accordingly sues to set
of the Collector, and to have her name

the proceedings

aside

by

the widow of Ooda Singh.
Some
law

of the defendants

of inheritance,

appeared,

the plaintiff

and replied that, under the

had no right to the property to
'

which she laid claim.

The Zillah

Mr.

Judge,

following effect.

H.

S. Oldﬁeld, gave

judgment to the

order to a correct understanding of the

(In

it should be observed that the brothers
“ It is clear from
and
Ooda
Singh
Singh died childless.)
Opendnr

Zillah Judge’s arguments
the plaintiff’s

own

that her husband

admission

Opendur Singh
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died before his brother Ooda Singh ; there is no proof on the part
of the

that the property of the two brothers Opendur

plaintiff

Singh and Ooda Singh was ever divided between them, and in the
absence
place ;

of such
such

it must

being

current in Mithila,
succeeded

be presumed

that no division ever took

the case, Ooda Singh, according to the law as

which in such cases regulates the succession,

to his brother on the death of the latter. On the death

of Ooda Singh his widow

will inherit for her life-time,

plaintiff Joraon Koonwur

is entitled only to maintenance.

deed

of

and the

The

executed between the plaintiff and the widow

adjustment

of Ooda Singh, which has been pleaded by the plaintiff, is clearly
on

illegal

both sides : on that of the plaintiﬁ',

only to a maintenance,
only

a life-interest

as she was entitled

and on that of Sooija Koonwur as she held

in the property.

The plaintiff’s claim must

be dismissed.”

On

appeal

to

the

(present : D. C. Smyth,

Sudder

Esq.)

Dewanny Adawlut,

that Court

the decision

of the Zillah

conﬁrmed

Judge.

26-27

1841.

without
the
Powerof alien
ating it.

CASES
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MAHOMED AMEER

AMEENA,

MUSSAMAUT

1841.

April

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
SABIR JAN BEEBEE,

and

Appellants,

versus

20.

KUTTOO KHAN,

The second
of a
marriage

THIS

Respondent.

_

was an action instituted by the respondent

in the Zillah

M a h o m e dan Court of Mymensingh for the recovery of the person of his wife

women during
her ﬁrst has
band's lifetime
is invalid, and
forms no bar
to the recovery
of her person
her ﬁrst
by
husband, on ci
vil action, not
with standing
her unwilliug~
ness to return
to him.

Mussamaut Ameena
The plaint set forth that one Guggun Takoor
of Assin

tiff; that

had-

in the month

1231 B. S. given his daughter in marriage

to the plain

or deed of settlement

a kabeennameh

was regularly exe

cuted on the occasion ; and that the plaintiff's wife had lived with

plaintiff

the

for a period

of

7

years; but that in the year 1238,

Sabir Jan Beebee, the mother of Mussamaut Ameena,
her daughter

away

get her

plied

endeavoured

to

but had been unsuccessful; and that now he ap

back,

as a

that the plaintiff repeatedly

;

had taken

last resort to the Courts of justice, understanding that
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her mother was about to give his wife in marriage to another.
The defendants
maut Ameena

repelled

the claim, urging, that in 1231, Mussa

was only 3 years

old; that

the plaintiff forcibly

Sabir Jan Beebee and her daughter Mussamaut Ameena,

seized

and detained

them ; that application was made at the time to the

authorities, but the prosecution

police

want of funds;

was not followed

up for

that, in 1243 B. S., Sabir Jan Beebee, the

and

mother of Mussamaut Ameena, (her father Guggun Thakoor being
gave her daughter

dead,)

in marriage to the defendant Mahomed

Ameer.

The Principal Sudder Ameen of the district, Moolvee Jelalood
deen

Mahomed, gave judgment to the

following

eﬁect

on the

21st April, 1838 :—

It

is

proved

that Guggun Thakoor and Sabir Jan Beebee took

200 rupees from the plaintiﬁ‘,

him in marriage,

in the month of Assar 1231 B. S.

mony was conducted
Mussamaut Ameena,
a

period

Ameena

of seven

and gave their daughter Ameena to

it

is established,

years.

It

The cere

to the Mahomedan rites

according

is

;

and

lived with her husband for

also

proved

that Mussamaut

was brought away forcibly at night from her husband’s

through the agency of a slave girl ;—and was afterwards
given in marriage to the defendant Mahomed Ameer. The second
is invalid, and Mussamaut Ameena must be restored to
marriage
house,

the plaintiff.
27-28

IN THE SUDDER. DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

The Acting Judge, Mr. R. Torrens, on the 16th January
confirmed the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
decisions

those

special

admitted by

was

appeal

33
1840,

3 and from.

Sudder

the

Adawlut.

Dewanny

By the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

Mussamaut
Ma
Ameena,
homed Ameer
and Sabir an
B e e b e e, 1:.

J

:

Mr. Biscoe was of opinion that under the special circumstances
of the case, the person of Mussamaut Ameena

1841.

Kuttoo Khan.

should not he made

over to the plaintiff, but that damages should be awarded

to him.

Mr. Dick would dismiss the plaintiff’s claim, and leave him to
sue

for damages.

Mr. D. C' Smyth.—The
law as provided

Mahomedan

that the marriage contracted
has
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dau law,she

between the plaintiff and Mussamaut
as required

married to another.

by the Mahome

However unwilling

be to return to her husband,

may

she must

Under the exposition of the law and the

up to him.

given

to

plaintiff divorce Mussamaut Ameena,

and that, until

cannot be legally

precedent

according

in Section 15, Regulation IV. 1793.

been legally proved

Mussamaut Ameena
be

decided

of the chief Cazee, called for by this Court, sets forth

The futwa
Ameena

case must be

in the case of Abdool 'Wahab,

'u.

Mussamaut Hingoo

(page 200, new edition, p. 238, Vol. V., Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

Reports,)

I

would conﬁrm

the Principal

Sudder Ameen’s decree.

Mr. Lee Warner concurred with Mr. D. C. Smyth.

HEDGER, Appellant,

1841.

'UCTSW

April

MAHA RANEE KUMMUL KOOMAREE,

Respondent.

MAHA RANEE KUMMUL KOOMAREE,

Appellant,

22.

versus

HEDGER,
THESE

appeals arose out of an action instituted by Mr. Hedger

in the Civil

Kummul
10,000
famatory

Respondent.

Court of East Burdwan, against the

Koomaree,
rupees)
and

with reference
the Magistrate

for

to recover damages

injury

done

to

libellous expressions
to

the

the plaintiff
used

Maha Ranee'

(which were assessed at
by certain de

by the Maha Ranee,

plaintiff in petitions presented

by her to

of the district.
1:

28429

Defamatory

and
libellous
e x pressions,
when used by
a party in the
course
of a

judicial

pro
are
ceeding,
not actionable,
though punish

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
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34

It

1841.

of

Magistrate

the
able as a con
tempt, by the
Court in which
they are used.

that the plaintiﬁ' had made certain applications to

appeared

it

who,

Burdwan

on

Bussunt

of Ranee

part

the

of the late Rajah of Burdwan,

younger widow

the

Koomaree,

was kept in illegal duress by the defendant,

was alleged,

of the Rajah, and by Dewan Pranchund Boy,

the

elder

the

principal manager of the affairs of the Burdwan family;

widow

and

it was in her replies to the allegations put forth by the plaintiff,
that the expressions occurred which gave rise to the present ac
tion.

The defendant admitted the expressions

by her;

having been used

among other reasons, pleaded that they had been

and,

made in her own defence in the Magistrate’s Court.

The Zillah Judge,
fendant

had

awarded

Mr. T. Wyatt,

was of opinion that the de

failed to justify the terms
to the

damages

made use of by her, and

to the extent of 500 rupees,

plaintiff

with all costs of suit.
From

the

above

decision

both parties appealed

Mr. Hedger

and the Maha Renee

on the ground that the words used by her were not of an action
able nature.

By

Court.

the

defence
preferred
and

E. Lee Warner and D. C. Smyth :—

Messrs.

The Court consider

the

does not

ﬁled in the Magistrate's

Court, in reply to the charges

her by the plaintiﬂ‘,[hto be very objectionable,

against

that the plaintiff

however

appear

in her

used by the defendant,

language

punishable by the Magistrate as a contempt

It

of Court.

tothe

complained

The question now before the Court

the libel

is

of the defendant.
bearing

upon

actionable.

Dewanny Adawlut
Courts of law,

;

the

and

is,

Magistrate, or made any application to him for the punishment
whether

There does not appear to be any precedent
previously decided by the Sudder

point,

but, adverting to the practice of the English
the

which have been consulted,

precedents

which discountenancwprosecutions for damages against suitors in
respect of their applications to Courts of justice, as well as to the
reasons

for protecting such

applications against prose

cution, the Court are of opinion that the libel complained of

is

obvious

not actionable.
The plaintiff

further urged

that he could not be considered

party to the case before the Magistrate, but must be held

Court over~ruled
29-30

the argument

5

in the light of a third person, or as

a

as

a
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on the ground of insuﬂiciency of damages;

;

stranger to the case.

observing

The

that the plaintiﬂ' was
a

~
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CASES
present,

as agent

for the Rance Bussunt Koomaree, when the en

quiry in the Magistrate’s

Court was being made, and could not

in the light
.

be considered
self.

35

in which he now represented

him

Hedger, v.
Maha
Rnnee
Kummul Koo —
maree.
M aha Renee
Kummul Koo~
maree,
versus

Hedger.

N UBKOMAR CHOWDREE

and others,

Appellants,

1841.

versus

KUMMUL KISH EN SHAH,

THIS

was an

instituted by the respondent

action

in the Zillah Court

appellants,

April

Respondent.

against the

of Mymensingh, to obtain pos

session of Talook Pykurpoorah, dZG. The plaint, set forth that the

property, for which the plaintiff now sued, had been mortgaged

Lushkur

to him by its proprietor Ram Dolal

payment of the debt, plaintiff proceeded
closure in the manner prescribed
when
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1806,

;

that, on failure of

to give notice of fore

XVII.

by Section 8, Regulation

N ubkomar Chowdree, deposited the
debt in Court, stating that Ram Dolal Lushkur
the estate to him.
Plaintiff objected to receive

the defendant,

amount of the
had

transferred

the

money

from a third party, and brought the present action to

obtain possession of the mortgaged property.
The defendant, Nubkomar Chowdree,
repelled the
urging that the property
to foreclosure,

having

been

he was fully competent

to discharge the mortgage

upon it.

The

Principal

Sudder Ameen,

claim,

transferred to him prior

Moulvee

J elalooddeen,

held,

that the plaintiff was bound to take the amount of the debt due
to him

when

deposited

in Court, and dismissed

his claim to the

property.

The

Zillah

plaintiff
than

Judge,

Mr. R. Torrens, on appeal, held, that the

was not bound

the

mortgagor,

to take the money

and

deposited

by another

in his favor, reversing

gave judgment

the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen.

From
Sudder

the

above decision a special appeal

was admitted by the

Dewanny Adawlut.

Mr. Lee Warner t—The mortgage bond was not produced at the
of issue

time

to

of notice under Section 8, Regulation

has it ever been produced; and the proceedings

nor

shew that instead of a mortgage

cuted.

I

would

nonsuit

the

XVII.

1806,

would tend

bond, a deed of sale was exe

plaintiff,

with leave

to sue de

novo.

E2

30

The

28.

tender

to the mort—
gagee of the
money borrow—
ed by aperson
to whom the
In 0 r t g age d
property has
been transfer
red
by the
is
mortgagor,
sufﬁcient
to
prevent a fore‘
closure.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

'36
1841.

Mr. D.

C. Smyth :—There is another action pending in appeal

in this Court, in which the question of the validity of the transfer
Nubkomar
Chowdree and
others, v.Kum

Kishen

mul
Shah.

The investi
of the property to the present appellant is involved.
gation in that case is incomplete, and it has been returned to the
Zillah Court for further enquiry
no ﬁnal decision

can

;

be passed

but until that point be decided,
in this case, which

I

would also

return, in order that it may be disposed of together with the other
suit. Adverting however to the decision of the Zillah Judge in

I

this case,

am of opinion that the tender to the mortgagee of the

by

borrowed,

money

a person

to whom the mortgaged

has been transferred by the mortgager,

property

is sufﬁcient to prevent a

foreclosure.

Mr. Barlow

concurred

entirely with Mr. Smytb.

Order

ac
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cordingly.

BEEBEE

1841.

SAHEEBUN,

Appellant,

'UH'SllS

May 18.

BEEBEE HINGUN

and

BEEBEE BOODHUN,

Respondents.

In

an action
dower by
widow
the
against
heirs of a de
Mos—
ceased
lem, the Court
held, under the
circumstances,
that the ac
for
the

knowledgment
of one of the
the
to
heirs
justice of the
claim was in
sufficient for a
even
verdict
the
against
party

it.

making

THIS

instituted by the appellant against the
in the Zillah Court of Tirhoot, to recover the sum of

was an action

respondents,

the balance of a sum of 4l,016 rupees, the dowry

35,889,

rupees

to have been settled upon her by her late husband, Shah
Gholam Imamooddeen, whose estate was now in the possession of

alleged

his daughters,

the defendants.

that the dowcr
Musst. Beeboe Hingun replied
been paid by
had
and
10
dirms,
of the plaintiff had been ﬁxed at
The defendant

Shah

Gholam Imamooddeen.

other defendant Musst. Boodhun in acknowledging the
the
notice of action served upon her, added a clause, admitting
The

justice of the plaintiff’s claim.
The Principal

Sudder Arneen,

Abdool Wahid Khan, observed

of Musst. Boodhun, on the notice

served
that the endorsement
of
acknowledgment
upon her, could not be received as a sufﬁcient
had complete
the claim, and, being of opinion that the plaintiff

ly failed to establish

her claim, gave judgment in favor of the de

i'endants.

The plaintiff appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
51

\

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
no kabeennamah

at the time of her marriage

cuted

or deed of settlement exe

with Shah Gholam lmamood

by her, has quite failed to
There remains the acknowledgment of one of
evidence

deen :, and the oral

prove her claim.

produced

Beebee Sn
heebun, versus
Hin—
Beebee
Beebee
gun
Boodhun.

endorsed on the notice of action, to the justice of

the defendants,

the plaintiff's

1841.

plaintiff is the mother of the defen

Mr. D. C. Smyth.—The
dants ; she produces

37

81.

CASES

Admitting

claim.

that this acknowledgment has

properly made, it is insufﬁcient as a ground on which to
The claim
a judgment even against the party making it.

been

found

it

is of that nature that

cannot be divided ; nor can a decree be

given in favor of the plaintiff as against one of the defendants

and

not against the other, for they stand in precisely the same rela
tion

to the plaintiff,

inherited equal portions of their father’s property.

having

acknowledgment
collusive

act.v

I

moveover

The

of Musst. Beebee Boodhun is clearly a

the judgment of the Lower Court.

conﬁrm

RAM RUTTUN ROY

and others,

Appellants,

1841.

1,6781.“

May 20.

Rammohun Ghosal and Ashotosh Dey) appeared

third parties,

as

against

the

alleging,

defendant

that they had obtained money decrees

Sumboochunder Roy,

and

praying that

their interests might be protected.
Principal Sudder Ameen, Moulvee Hafeezoo ddeen Ahmud

The

Khan, being of opinion that the mortgage was clearly proved,
and that the prescribed
measures had been taken by the plain'
tiﬁ‘ to
the

procure

a foreclosure,

third parties

Sumboochunder

gave judgment in his favor,

to pursue their

leaving

claim against the defendant

Roy, by the sequestration

and sale of any other

property he might possess.
From
Dey

the

appealed

above decision,

Rammohun

to the Zillah Judge.

Ghosal and

Ashotosh

The Additional Judge, Mr.

A. Grant, was of opinion that the present action was altogether
31-32

a

t

fendant; their
interest
was
held to entitle
them to appeal
from a judg
ment
which
tended to bar

their right of
11
u
the
against
real
property
of their debtor.
o

The defendant did not appear, but other parties (viz.

mortgage.

the respondents

gm n tcreditorsinter~
vened
in an
action for fore
closure
of a
in
mortgage,
which
their
debtor was de
e

the respondent Sumboochunder Roy, in
Zillah Court of 24-Pergunnahs, to obtain foreclosure
of a
sued

t
i

the

appellants

J

THE

u
d

SUMBOOCHUN DER ROY, RAMMOHUN GHOSAL,
and ASHOTOSH DEY, Respondents.

e
x
e
c
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both being her own daughters, and both
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CASES
1841.

Ram Ruttnn
Roy &. others,
'11. Sumboo~
chunder
Roy,
and others.

collusive

between

proceeding

the

plaintiff

and

the

defendant

Sumboochunder Roy. to prevent execution against the property
of the latter under the decrees obtained by the appellants ; and
accordingly reversed the decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen.

A

special appeal was admitted by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

Mr. D. C. Smyth proposed to conﬁrm the decree of the Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen, reversing that of the Additional Judge.
Mr. Lee Warner :—Under the precedent of the case of Imdad

Ali,

versus

Kadir Buksh

and others,

(page 296, new edition, page

I

345, Vol. V-, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports),

that it was perfectly open to the respondents,
and

Ashotosh

Dey,

Rammohun Ghosal

to appeal this case to the

order to protect their interests.

am of opinion

Zillah Judge, in

The mortgage

on which the

plaintiff rests his claim, appears to me to be altogether a collusive
', and

proceeding

I

would

uphold the judgment

of the Zillah
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Judge.
Mr. Reid z—ln addition to the case cited by Mr. Lee Warner,

I

may mention that of Aimau Beebee, versus Ibrahim Khan, (page
new edition, page 355, of the same volume,)

304,

and

I

conﬁrm

the judgment proposed by Mr. Lee Warner.

M USSAMAUT SOORJA KOONWUR, Appellant,

1841.

.____--_

versus

May 27.

DOOSHT DOWUN SINGH, MUSSAMAUT JORAON
KOONWUR

In an action
under the Hin
doo law of in
heritance,
a
third

in

party

t e rvened,

claiming

a
portion of the
on
property,
the ground of
purchase at a
sale made in
execution of a
decree against
the ancestor of
one of the de
fendants. Held
that the deci~

THIS

was

respondents,

and others, Respondents,

an action instituted

by the appellant against the

in the Zillah Court of Tirhoot,

having her name registered

for the purpose

of

in the ofﬁce of the Collector of the

district, as proprietrcss of certain property, which had formerly be
The plaint set forth that Dowlutwur

longed to her husband.

Singh left two sons, Opendur Singh (the husband of the defen
Koonwur) and Code Singh (the husband of
the plaintiff) who jointly inherited his property ; that no division
dant Musst. Joraon

of property ever took place between the brothers ; that Opendur
childless, and, according to the law of succession in

Singh died
regard

to

joint

the plaintiff's
32-33

ancestral

husband

property, was succeeded by his brother

; and

that, on the death of the latter,

he

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

between

place

Some disputes took

by the plaintiff, his widow.

succeeded

was

39

widow of Opendur Singh,
Collector to register their
the
in an application to
the plaintiﬁ' and

which

ended

names

in succession

the

to their husbands

;-—the

plaintiff, however,

asserting before the Collector her claim to the entire property left

that which he had inherited from his

Code. Singh, including

brother
by

Singh.

Opendur

Uddea Dutt,

one

Before the Collector a claim was set up

a relative

of the plaintiff‘s husband,

and

of the defendant Doosht Dowun Singh, who pleaded a will

father

executed
jected

The Collector on this re

in his favor by Ooda Singh.

the

claim

‘of

by

the plaintiff, and referred

her to the Civil

Court.
defendants

of

inheritance
also

Singh,

as

severally

a

The

by

The Zillah Judge, Mr.

Doosht Dowun

in favor of his father, by

of the plaintiff.

H.

S. Oldﬁeld, rejected the will pleaded

Doosht Dowun Singh, and, observing

defendant

that, in

of sons, the widow succeeded for her life to the property

default

of her husband, held solely by him, gave judgment in favor of the

village called Hurpore Poosah, to which

a

The Judge however excepted from the decree in favor

plaintiff

a

plaintiff.
of the

claim

Lal Mohunt, which claim

had been set up by one Achumbit

was

followed up, as stated below, in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

The plaintiff

appealed

to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut from

such part of the Zillah decree as rejected

her claim to the village

of Hurpore

was pending, Achumbit

purchased

the

appeal

petition to the Court setting forth that he

portion of the village, which had been sold in

of a decree against Uddea Dutt.

the plaintiff’s
the parties,

Zillah

Judge

should have

claim to the village of Hurpore Poosah
and not have excepted

decided

as between

from his decree because

a

Mr. D. C. Smyth :—The

it

execution

a

had

While
a

Poosah.

Lal Mohunt presented

third party laid claim to it. The decision, as between the parties,
regarding the excepted village, possession of which was
by
held

Ooda .Singh, should have followed
ing the

the same course as that regard

a

it

rest of the property.
Should
appear, in the course of
the execution of the decree, that the third party had
good title
to

the Judge would
not executing the

it,
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the claim, pleading the law

The defendant,

the will executed,

pleaded

Ooda Singh, the husband

the

repelled

bar thereto.

744,

proceed under the spirit of Construction
decree

against

the claimant, but refer
33-34

N

18-11.

sion
of the
Court, as be.
Ween parties,
should
em~
brace
the
whole
of the
property, leav.
ing the claim
of the third
party
to the
determination
of "- Beparate
action.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY

40
Mummme
Down“ Singh,
an d othe: 8.

to a regular suit to contest such claimant’s

ring the decree-holder

I

right.

ADAWLU'I‘.

would modify the

J udge’s

decree, giving judgment in

favor of the plaintiﬁ' for her entire claim.
.

Mr. Reid concurred.

__
1841.

MUSSAMAUT WUZEERUN, Appellant,

June 7.

MAHOMED HOSSAIN KHAN, Respondent.
MUSSAMAUT WUZEERUN, Appellant,

versus

'vermc

MUSSAMAUT KHYRUN

"°”.t“k°

sued

as the

heirs

suits instituted by the respondents against
The respondents
Zillah Court of Behar.

at law of Dost Allee Khan, for recovery of his

real estate, which the appellant, his widow, held in satisfaction of
a claim of dower set up by her.

The property had come into the

of the appellant under an

possession

order of the Civil Court

passed under the provisions of Regulation V. 17 99 g and

it

was to

obtain the reversal of this order, and to obviate the results which
ensued from

that the respondents

instituted the present action.

The Principal Sudder Ameen, Futteh Allee Khan, gave judg
ment in favor of the plaintiﬁ's, on the grounds upheld in appeal
by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
By the Court (present Mr. R. H. Rattray).—The plaintiffs
The defen
claim as heirs at law of Dost Allee Khan deceased.
dant has obtained possession under an order of Court in pursuance
of

a

claim of dower set up by her, which

The subject

of action

the real estate

the absolute

cannot

become

dower,

without the

consent

property of

disputed by the heirs.

of the deceased.
the widow

of the heirs or

This

in lieu

of

judicial decree.‘F

it

Her claim to dower may be true or may not, but she must sue to
and the property must be restored to the heirs who
establish
it,

dicial decree.
But see note'

two

a

Liaisbﬁtdowti:

were

appellant in the

is

Pm.“
session of his
estate in
real
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THESE
the

is

widogg

it,

fTlmd

Zioﬁefﬁn,

and others, Respondents

have

been dispossessed

by the summary order under Regulation

V. 1799.
Appeal dismissed.

.

Had there been no dispute as to the dower, and no doubt that its amount
entirely absorbed the estate, the law would have sanctioned a different decision.
See Macnaghteu's

[34-35

—_

Principles and Precedents

of Mahomedan

Law, page 275.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

smcn,

SHEOGHOLAM

41

Appellant,

1841.

.___

0873148

SULTAN SIN GH,
THE

estate of the appellant Sheogholam

Singh had been sold by

of Shahabad, under orders of Court in execution

the Collector

decree, and had been
aside, on the plea that
and in consequence

it had

applications to have the sale set

been illegally made, but had failed,

instituted

of Shahabad

of a

The appel

by the respondent.

purchased

lant had made sundry summary

Court

June 12.
Respondent.

the

action in the Zillah

present

to procure its reversal.

The grounds of ob

jection to the sale were various, among others
sale had not been previously issued the

that the notice

full time required

of

by law.

The Principal Sudder Ameen, Syud Monowur Allee, gave judg
ment in favor of the plaintiﬂ' ; but his decision
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appeal by the Additional Judge
was

of Shahabad,

was reversed

on

Mr. French, who

of opinion that no material irregularity suﬂicient to render

the sale illegal had been proved.

From the foregoing decisions a special appeal was admitted by
Adawlut.

the Sudder Dewanny

Mr. Lee Warner.—The
the Collector on the 16th

property of the appellant was sold by

July

1835, under the provisions of Re

gulation XLV. of I793, in execution
ed against the appellant

of a decree of Court, obtain

by one Baboo Dyal Singh.

The appellant

made application to the Zillah Court to have the sale set aside on
the ground of irregularity, but his application was rejected,
rejection being tantamount to aconﬁrmation of the sale.
appealed

summarily

(present

Mr.

Subsequently
a

similar

D.

to

the

such

He then

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, where

Smyth) his application was also rejected.
to this, the appellant made another application, of

nature,

C.

J udge:

to the Zillah

that there was no remedy

who recorded

thereon,

open to the appellant but that of a re

This order was beyond the competency of the Zillah
of opinion that the action is barred by Construction
as it is an action to set aside “ an order passed in the exe

gular action.

Judge
1129,

cution
parties

I am

of a decree in regard to

a

matter in dispute between the

I

to the suit which is involved in the decision.”

am

further of opinion that the only remedy open to the parties to the
original suit against
Clause

1, Section

the

order of a Zillah Judge passed under

5, Regulation

VII.
F

1825, is a summary

appeal

35-36

Held that an
action, by the
late
proprie
to set
tor,
a sale
aside
madein execu~
tion of a de
an up
cree,
plicationto re~
versewhichhas
been summari
ly rejected un
der the previ
sions of Section
5, Regulation
VII. 1825, by
the Courts of
original
and
appellatejuris
diction, is not
barred
either
by the terms
ofthat section,
or by the rule
of Construc
tion No. 1129.

CASES
1841.

as

for
Sheogholam

Singh, 1:. Sul
tan Singh.

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

There is no provision
provided in Clause 2 of that Section.
a regular suit to dispute the order passed in summary appeal

in the presence of, and between the parties to, the original suit,
which is therefore
claim

ﬁnal and conclusive.

I

would dismiss

the

but, with reference to the point of law involved in it, re

;

that the case may be taken up by two Judges sitting to

quest
gether.

D.

Messrs.

Smyth and R. Barlow.—-“ We are of opinion

C.

that Construction

1129

does not apply to this case.

That Con

struction refers to matters involved in the decision of the suit,
decree

the

passed

in which

present

action refers

in the

decision

is in course of execution.

to a point in no wise necessarily

The

involved

of the case between Baboo Dyal Singh and the

appellant, and one upon which the Court cannot be said to have
a.

pronounced

formal judgment.

The suit has been instituted to

set aside a sale made in execution
a distinct
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opinion, quite

In

matter,

a decree,

constituting, in our

and a good ground of action.

to the argument founded

regard

VII.

of

on

Section 5, Regulation

of 1825, we observe that prior to the passing of that

ment,

the only remedy

against

tion.

Section 5, Regulation
enquiry, but such summary
regular action

an illegal sale

VII.

enact~

was a regular ac

a summary
enquiry was not substituted for the
1825,

sanctioned

nor did it debar the defendant,

whose property
might have been illegally sold, from further contesting the sale
by regular suit, notwithstanding the failure of his summary ap

With

plication.
that the
30 days

;

notice

advertence

to the

facts

of the case, it appears

of sale was served for a period of 28, instead of

prior to the sale, as expressly

sale is consequently

required bylaw,

The

illegal in a very material point, and must be

set aside."

Judgment
decree.

for the appellant in reversal

of the Zillah Judge's

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

CASES

43

RAM TUNNOO MUNDUL, Appellant,

1841.

versus

BONNERJEE

GUNGANARAIN

THIS

was an action

Collector
rent-free
produce,

instituted

of Burdwan,

II.

1819,

to resume lands held on an alleged

in appeal by the Judge of Burdwan, Mr. A. Smelt;

by the former in favor of, and by the latter against,
'

special

the plaintiff’s

appeal was admitted by the Sudder Dewanny Adaw
‘

lnt.

Mr.

June

16'.

In an action
by a landhold
er for recover
ing rent free
lands, in which
the suit was
laid
at
one
year's produce
instead of at
the value pres
cribed for suits
regarding rent
free lands, the
plaintiff was
nonsuited.

Lee Warner :—The suit has been laid at the value of one
produce,

ing rent-free
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the

illegal
The suit was laid at the value of one year’s
and was decided upon its merits by the Collector, and

claim.

year‘s

before

tenure.

subsequently

A

I

by the appellant against the

Section 30, Regulation

under

respondents

and others, Respondents.

struction

instead of at the value prescribed

for suits regard

The plaintiff must be non-suited under Con

lands.

576, dated 1st October 1830, with leave to sue de now.

Mr. Barlow concurred.

TEETOO RAM HULDAR

and others,

Appellants,

1841.

,_._.._-._

’UCTS‘US

PANOO, Widow of Asmwrr KHAN, deceased, Respondent.

THIS was

an action instituted by the respondent against the
ap
in the Zillah Court of 24-Pergunnahs, to recover posses
sion of 2 beegahs of land, together with mesne proﬁts
during the
period of dispossession.
The plaint set forth that Ashruﬁ‘ Khan,
pellants,

the plaintiff's husband,
puted

had taken a lease in perpetuity of the dis

subject to a ﬁxed rent, and had built extensively
but that, upon his death, the defendants
had ejected the
plaintiff from the property, which she'now sued to recover.
upon

land,

it;

The defendants

June 17.

In
for
lands,

an action
certain
held

underapottah,
alleged by the
lessee to con—
vey a lease in
pe r pe t u ity,
but
declared
by the lessor
to be condi
tional,
the
pottah
itself

replied that the plaintiff’s husband had taken a
not
having
of the land from the defendants, upon the condition, that he been produced,
it
was held
would quit when required by them to do so, receiving
{4118 of the u n d e r the

lease

of the buildings, such value to be adjusted by arbitration;
but that if he quitted at his own pleasure, he should
receive only
}th of such value; that Ashruﬁ‘ Khan began building upon the
ground, but shortly after absconded in consequence of the de
value

mands

made upon him by his creditors, and also leaving a heavy

arrear of rent unpaid ; that the defendants
ground, calling upon his representatives
'

r

2

issued notice upon the

to appear and pay

upthe
37

circumstances
that the lessor
had
not the
power of sum
mary
ejeet~
but
meat,
should
have
sued
to
set
aside thelease.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

44

heavy arrears and enter into engagements

1841.

them appeared, and
Teetoo

made arrangements

Ram with other parties.

Huldar, versus
Panoo, widow
Ashruff
of
Khan, deceas
ed.

for it, but that none of

that then the defendants

The Zillah

Mr. E. R. Barwell, gave judgment in favor

Judge,

of the plaintiff

; and from

the defendants

his decision

to

appealed

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
Mr.

Rattray

proposed

to reverse

the decision

of the Zillah

Judge, the plaintiff having, in his opinion, failed to prove her case.
Mr. Tucker :—The appellants admit that they gave the plain
tiff’s husband

a pottah of the lands, but plead that it was condi

tional, and further assert that the plaintiff’s husband
leaving heavy
prove;

and

of rent.

arrears

the

This they have entirely failed to

kubooleeut or counterpart of the pottah, which

they have ﬁled, is quite at variance

But admitting their

plaint.

absconded,

with their answer

own statement

to the

to be true, they can
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not dispossess the plaintiff without fulﬁlling the conditions of the
pleaded by themselves,

engagement

I

have done.

Mr. Dick

which they do not pretend to

would conﬁrm the decision of the lower Court.

was of opinion that the case admitted of further

in.

vestigation, and was for returning it for that purpose to the Zillah
Court.

Mr. Lee Warner :—It

is

in evidence that Ashruﬁ' Khan, the

husband of the plaintiff, was for a very long time in possession of
the disputed land, which is certainly presumptive of the truth of
; and I concur with Mr. Tucker to the extent of

her statement

that, under the circumstances,

thinking

the defendants

had no

right summarily to eject the plaintiff ; but I cannot go to the
of conﬁrming in full the decree of the lower Com-t, which

extent

it to

declares

under

a lease

be established

that the husband of the plaintiff held
The pottah has not been produced,

in perpetuity.

and the defendants plead that it was conditional
of either of these statements

evidence

is on record

enough

occupancy,
ment

been

produced

;—

to shew that the plaintiff has the right of

until the defendants

which they plead

tiﬁ‘ t0 possession,

has

,- and no decisive

; and

prove the violation of the engage

I would

therefore

restore the plain

leaving it to the defendants to sue to set aside

the lease under which she holds.

I

would accordingly modify the

decree of the Zillah Court.

Mr. Tucker, on further consideration,
Warner.
38

concurred with Mr. Lee

THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

CASES IN

AJAIB SIN GH

and others,

45
1841.

Appellants,

terms

HAJEE BEGUM,
THIS

June 23.
Respondent.

was an action instituted by the respondent

appellants, in the Zillah Court of Shahabad,
beegahs,

between

vested in him by Regulation
the

the respective

bo'undaries

was

parties

estates; and

quantity above-mentioned,

stated

The

1824.

in her plaint

distinctly

The defendants

the
al

of their estate, alleged that the land
was wittin the limits of their pro

by the plaintiff

now claimed

XV.

in regard to the boundary be
the plaintiﬁ', in suing for the

of the parcel which she claimed.

stating the boundaries

so,

204,

had been maintained by the Magistrate of the district,

the powers

dispute
tween

for the recovery of

the

biswas of lakhiraj land, in the possession of which the

2

defendant
under

against
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perty.

The Principal Sudder Ameen, Synd Munowur
judgment in favor

gave

Allee

Khan,

of the plaintiff; and his decision was

conﬁrmed by the Zillah Judge.

A

special

appeal

admitted

was

Adawlut, on the ground that more
plaintiff, by the
'

for.

decrees

by the Sudder Dewanny
had been awarded

to the

of the lower Court, than she had sued

By the Court. Mr. R. H. Rattray :-—The plaintiff sued for 204
2 biswas, according
to the measurement of the ameen

beegahs,

by the Magistrate, while the case, under Regulation
of 1824, was pending before him. It was necessary that

appointed

XV.

some statement of the quantity sued for should be made, in order
to the adjustment of the value of the stamp required for the

plaint

; and

the plaintiff, in stating the quantity according to the

measurement
done

of

the ameen

appointed by the

It

all that she could be expected to do-

that according

to the measurement

made

Magistrate, has
appears, however,

by the local Moonsiff

under the order of the Principal Sudder Ameen, the real quantity
of land within the boundaries

mentioned in the plaint is 243 bee
and for this quantity decrees have been given in favor of
the plaintiﬂ' by the lower Courts.
There can be no doubt that
the land awarded to the plaintiff by those decrees, is the parcel

gahs;

within the boundaries set forth in the plaint.
sion to be a perfectly

I

consider

the deci

equitable one, and would dismiss the appeal.
39

The fact of
quantity

the

of land

com~

Within
prised
a parcel
for
which
the
plaintiff sued,
with mention
of its boun
daries,
being
in
somewhat
excess of that
in
mentioned
the petition of
plaint, held to
be no bar to
the
recovery
by the plain
tiﬂ' of the en—

tire parcel.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.

CASES

46
1841.

With

Ajaib Singh
and

others, 0.
Hajee Begum.

however to the technical objection taken by the
let the case be sent on for another voice.

reference

appellants,

Mr.

D-

C.

Smyth

:—It

is to be observed,

that neither the

Principal Sudder Ameen nor the Judge speciﬁes in his decree the
exact quantity, in beegahs, of the land for which judgment is given

in favor of the plaintiﬁi
in exact

boundaries,

They both

state

the- parcel with its

conformity with the plaint.

ownership in the parcel was the real subject
merely the quantity of land comprised

within

The right of

of dispute, and not

it.—I

concur with.

Mr. Rattray.

NOORUNISSA BEGUM, Appellant,

1841.

’UCT-HLS

June 26.
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NAWAUB SYED MOHSIN ALL-EE KHAN BAHADOOR',
Respondent.

In a suit by
a. Mahomedan
wife
against
her
husband,
recovery
of
exigible dower
barred by lapse
of time. Dow
er not exigible
is not recover
able until the
death
of the
husband,
or
o
thehdissolution
t emarr'
e
by divorce:as

THIS

was

an action instituted, on the 6th May 1837,

Zillah Court of Moorshedabad,

in the

by the appellant, to recover from

her husband, the sum of 60,000 rupees, being
the respondent,
the amount of dower settled
upon her at her marriage, which
took place

in the year of the Hejira 1217, corresponding with

1803.

The defendant pleaded ﬁrst the law of limitation which barred
the action 3 and secondly,

payment of the full dower, half only of

which however was immediately exigible.
The Zillah

Judge, Mr. F. W. Russell, gave judgment in favor

of the defendant

lst.

on the following grounds :—

That the claim for the exigible dower was barred by the

law of limitation,

under the precedent

Musst. Doordana Khatoon,

appellant, versus

103, new edition, page 136, Vol.

N njib

Obllah,

respondent,

page

of Meer

I. of the Sudder Dewanny Adaw

lut Reports ; and secondly, that under the exposition of the
Mahomedan law, as given by the law ofﬁcer of his Court, no claim
would lie for the dower

not exigible, until the death of the bus

band or the dissolution of the marriage by divorce,

In

this case

though it appeared that the parties were living separately,
was no evidence

of

there

a divorce.

On appeal to the Suddcr Dewanny Adawlut, the Court (present
Mr. 0. Tucker) afﬁrmed the iudgment of the lower Court.
3940

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANXY ADAWLUT.

N UN DKOMAR FOTEDAR

-

47
1841.

Appellants,

and another,

087'81‘8

ROBINSON,
THE

appellants,

On delivery

price.

lated

former

had entered into a contract

defendants,

of the sugar,

a dispute

it was to be paid for in Sicca or Company’s

whether

2.

Respondent.
Heldthatthe
Courts
Civil

a certain quantity of sugar to the plaintiff, at a stipu

supply

to

July

are not antho
rized to take
of
cognizance
for the
suits

as to

arose

rupees, the

plaintiff asserting the latter, while the defendants demanded recovary of
costs incurred
payment in the Sicca currency. The article having however been in c ri minal
cases.
put on the plaintiff’s boats, he was carrying it away, when the de
fendants

applied

to

Nuddea, who

Zillah

pay the

defendant

the Magistrate,

in

Darogah of Thanna Santipore,

the Police
seized
Sic-ca

the

plaintiﬂ', and compelled

him to

The plaintiff complained to

rupees.

but was referred by him to the Civil Court.

The
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plaintiff then instituted the present action, in the Zillah Court of
of rupees 126-5 on the following ac-

for the recovery

Nuddea,

:—

count

Difference between Sicca and Company’s rupees,

in the Magistrate's Court,

Costs

Total
Zillah

The

J udge,

vour of the plaintiff.
der Dewanny

Mr. R. P. Nisbet,
The defendant

.

57

15

0

68

6

0

126

5

0

gave judgment

in fa

then appealed to the Sud

Adawlut.

Mr. Reid :-—The question

of the currency in which the sugar

to have been paid for, has not been properly investigated by

was

the lower Court, and the case must in my opinion be returned
for
is

that purpose.
connected

ruled

by

rized to

With

regard

to

the

part of the case which

with the costs in the Magistrate’s Court, it has been

Construction 367, that the Civil Courts are not autho
take

cognizance

of such suits; and

cision of the lower Courtas awards repayment
versed,
the

and

the respondent

so

much of the de

of costs must be re

be told he is at liberty to apply to

Magistrate for reimbursement

of his expenses in the Criminal

Court.

Mr. D. C. Smyth was for reversing the decree of the Zillah
Court in toto, and dismissing the plaintiff's claim.
Mr, Lee Warner concurred with Mr, Reid.
40-41

,

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.
DOMUN SINGH

1841.

July

and another,

Appellants,

versus

3.
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USHOOR KHAN CHOWDREE,
The defen
dant
having
in a
pleaded
case before a
P r in c i p a l
Sudder Ameen
that the plain
tiff had greatly
overvalued the
property which
formed
the
subject of Ms
tion, such ex
cess of valua—
tion
making
the case np~
peslable to the
Sudder
De
wanny Adsw
lut instead of
to the Zillbh
the
Judge,

THIS

was

lah Court
possession
claimed
he

he

had

been

a.

mokurrerree pottah, but of which
by the defendants, who
in which the lands were si

dispossessed
estate

The suit was laid at 5,047 rupees, including mense pro

ﬁts during the period of dispossession.
was

in the Zil

against the appellants, to recover
of certain lands, the right of occupancy in which was

proprietors of the

the

tuated.

an action instituted by the respondent,

of 24-Pergunnahs,

by the plaintiff under

alleged

were

Respondent.

ﬁled by the

statements

plaintiff,

with a view

A supplementary plaint
to correct some of the

of his petition of plaint.

The defendants

repelled the claim, denying the statements

put

that the property had been
in the petition of plaint.

forth by the plaintiff,

and

pleaded

greatly over-valued
Courtheldthat
the
Principal
The Principal Sudder Ameen,‘ Rae Radha Govind Some, gave
SudderAmesn
was bound, in judgment in favor of the plaintiff, without adverting to the
plea
the
spirit of
of the defendants in' regard to the valuation of the property.
Section 5, Re
gulationXllI.

to en
1808,
From the above order the defendants appealed to the Sudder
quire into the
plea before pro
Dcwanny Adawlut.
ceeding to try
the merits of
the case. Fur~
The
Mr. Reid :—The decision of the Court below is faulty.
ther held that
was
in
the
Ameen
of
Section
Sudder
bound,
5,
spirit
Principal
a decree for
landed proper
1808, to enter into the plea of the defendants
Regulation
ty should spe~
city in detail in regard to the valuation of the property, as that point was of
the property of
in determining the Court to which the ap
which it a~ material consequence
wards posses
and
this
he should have done before proceeding
lie
should
;
peal
without
sion,
to to try the merits of the case. According to the plaintiff’s valuation,
referring
any other (lo
the appeal would lie to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut 3 whereas
cuments tode~
termine
what
according to that of the defendants, the Zillah Judge would be
that property
the appellate
Again, the decision is imperfect, as it
authority.
is.

XIII.

does not

specify

the

land of which it awards possession to the

plaintiff, but merely refers

to the schedules

and supplementary plaint, which do not agree.
specify the land of which
41-42

possession

given in the plaint

The decree should

is to be given, so that

it

may

The case must be remanded

ments.

to the lower Court.

D
n
m
and
ingh
another,verszu
u

without the necessity of reference to any other docu

o

be enforced

4.9

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

Ushnor Khan

Order accordingly.*

Chowdree.

KISHEN PE RSHAD BONNERJEE,

Appellant,

1841.

~—

perms

RAMCHURN PAREE,

July

Respondent.

21.

Pro art on
instituted by the respondent against the
whichp
ythe
of
Court
the
Zillah
appellant, and one Kishenpershad Roy, in
plaintiff had a
The defendant, mortgage hav.
Midnapore, under the following circumstances.

THIS

was an action

8,

XVII.

1806

but before the expiration of the

period speciﬁed in the notice, the defendant,
brought

Kishenpershad Bon

for debt on simple bond against the

an action

mortgagor of the respondent, obtained an ex parte decree, caused
the sale of the property mortgaged to the respondent, notwith
standing

the objections

of the latter, and succeeded in obtaining

from the Court the whole of the proceeds of sale.

The plaintiff

sued to recover the loan lent by him, with interest,

now

from the

Roy, and from Kishenpershad Bonner
the party who had received the proceeds of the sale of the

mortgager Kishenpershad
jee,

property, on which he (plaintiff) had a prior lien.

Principal Sudder Ameen, Abdoo Summud, gave judgment

The
for the

plaintiff against

Kishenpershad Roy the mortgagor,

ty

exempted the defendant Kishenpershad Bonnerjec
to make good the

On appeal

by

the

Erskine,

but

from all liabili

plaintiff’s claim.
plaintiff against that part of the judgment

which exonerated Kishenpershad Bonnerjee,

the Zillah Judge, Mr.

modiﬁed the decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen.

He

observed that the plaintiff clearly had the ﬁrst right to the pro

proper course.

from the Court's

been proved,

nonsuit

order

the Court

would

that had the defendants' plea of
in their opinion,

would,

Had the excess of valuation

appellate jurisdiction,

property, and that Kishcn

have been the

been such as not

probably

have considered

to aﬁ'ect the

it

inferrible

over-valuation

a

It

of the sale of the mortgaged
is

ceeds

‘

sufﬁcient

to tax the plaintiﬂ' with the costs on the excess.

u
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Regulation

;

served the mortgagee with the notice prescribed

pendent

nerjee,

loan of 1,000 rupees,

The loan not having been repaid, the res
in Sec

payable in one year.
tion

from him

42-43

ing

been sold

in execution of

a decree ob
tained
by a,
common bond
creditor,
the
Court _ held
that, notwith.
the
standing
sale, theplain.
tiﬁ' should sue
to foreclose the
mortgage, ins
stead of for the
money lent
him. the saljer
b

receiving

property to

certain landed

mortgaged

having
made
no alteration in
his position as
mortgagee_
Held that
wascompetent
to the Court,
under special

it

on

respondent,

the

had

Roy,

a

Kishenpershad

circumstances,
to over-rule a
part of the dos
"59
Of the

Court of ﬁrst
instance,
to
which no ob.
jection
had
been taken in
the
stage.

CASES

50
1841.

K

i s h en

Bon~
pershad
nerjee, versus
Ram c h u r n
Puree.

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

Bonnerjee,

pershad

the receiver

of the proceeds, must refund the

Judgment in the Zillah

amount received

by him.

was consequently

against both defendants.

A

special

was

appeal

J udge’s

admitted by the Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut.
Messrs.

Tucker and Barlow.—It has been ruled by Construc

tion 898,

that, in the case of

ordinarily

only sue for possession of the property pledged.

sale

a

conditional sale, the lender can
of the decree obtained by
no diﬂ'erence in the position of

the mortgagee: only the rights and interests

of the proprietor

having been sold, as provided by Clause 7, Section

VII.

The

of the property, in execution

Kishenpershad Bonnerjee, makes

1825, the purchaser

3, Regulation

takes the property with all its liabilities.

The decrees of both the lower Courts should therefore
aside, and the plaintiff be at liberty to sue for a foreclosure
mortgage

in the usual way.

be set

of the

To this course there is an apparent

difﬁculty, owing to the circumstance of no objection
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Court

having been

taken at any stage of the proceedings, in appeal and special ap
peal, to the decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen against the
borrower Kishenpershad Roy.

Notwithstanding

this, the Court

the power to eve-rule the judgment of the Court of original
jurisdiction, under Construction 997- This appears to be a case
have

in which the power therein referred to should be exercised.
The decisions of the lower Courts were accordingly over-ruled
and

the

plaintiff’s

the foreclosure

;

claim dismissed, with leave to him to sue for

of the mortgage

__-_

PUDDUM LOCHUN DOSS, Appellant,

1841.

versus
August 25.
Theplaintiﬂ'

ESTHER GUERINNIERE,
ONE Peter Brillard

executed

Respondent.

to the respondent

three several

who had ob
bonds, by which he became bound for the payment of certain
tained adecree
from the Su~ sums of money to her ; and, for the greater security of the debt
Court
preme
for a sum of incurred by him, further executed a deed of mortgage of a house
money secured
in Dacca.
The respondent sued Elizabeth Brillard, executrix of
by a mortgage
on
property
Peter Brillard, in the Supreme Court at Calcutta, and, on the 18th
had
which
been sold in January 1837, obtained a decree in her favor for rupees 9,336-11-2,
execution of a
with interest at 8 per cent. from the 15th January 1829.
decree
of a
M o f u s s i l One Khyrun Beebee had also sued Elizabeth Brillard for a sum

43-44

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
of 3,000 rupees in the
from

Principal

the

house mortgaged

City Court of

Dacca, and obtained

Sudder Ameen in execution

to the respondent

51

of which, the

had been sold, with reserva

of the rights of the mortgagee, and purchased by the appel
lant‘ for a sum quite insufﬁcient to meet the demands on the two
tion

decrees

of the plaintiff and Beebee Khyrun.

stituted the present action

in the

The respondent

Decca Court

1841.

a decree

in

to recover the

amount due to her by the re-sale of the house, resting her claim on

Court, sued to
have the pro
resold
perty
in satisfaction
of the decree
of theSupreme

Court—Judg

in favor
of panes.

ment

the decree given in her favor by the Supreme Court.

The
favor

Principal Sudder Ameen, Mr. Reily, gave judgment in
of the plaintiff, and from his decision an appeal was prefer

red to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

Mr. Lee Warner :—-The respondent
house

until

her claim founded

is satisﬁed; the appellant purchased

property
reservation

the property with
of the rights of the mortgagee, and he must either pay
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to the respondent
Supreme

clearly has a lien upon the
of that particular

on the mortgage

to her by the decree of the

the sum awarded

Court, or the house must be sold in satisfaction thereof.

Appeal dismissed.

LALLOO RAM DULLAL, Appellant,
1841.

versus

SHEIK MAHOMED ISMAIL,
THIS

was an action

instituted

Respondent

September

by the appellant against the

in the Zillah Court of Cuttack, for the recovery of a
sum of rupees 2,404-6-10, being principal and interest of a
debt
on bond.
The bond executed between the parties set forth that
on the expiration of three months the
plaintiff should sue the
respondent

defendant ; that the defendant
judgment

should admit the claim, and allow

to go in favor of the plaintiff ; that then the defendant

should

give assignments
upon the rents of certain lands and
other assets,
_which were to be appropriated to the payment of the
debt due to the appellant, after the
payment of the debts due to
the other creditors of the
defendant ; that if the

plaintiff's claim

was

not satisﬁed by these assignments

within a year, he was to

receive assignments upon
certain other assets, from which he was
to recover his dues, but without
interest ; that if the defendant
did
was

not appear in Court and admit the
plaintiff’s claim, the case
to be decided ex parte; and
that, in that event, the Court

a 2

44

A

7.

Party,

ac
having
]: n o w l e d g ed
the justice of
a decree given
against
him,
was not allow
ed to impeach
it in appeal,
preferred sub
to
sequently
such acknow
ledgment.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

U!to

should proceed to recover the principal sum, without interest, by
the attachment of the property mentioned in the bond 5 that the
plaintiff should not proceed in any other manner to execute the
0
Ram
Lallo
Dullal, versus
decree against the defendant; nor_ should he be at liberty to
1841.

Sheik Mahom
ed Ismail.

cause the sale of any other property belonging

Principal

The

to him.

Sudder Ameen, Cazee Gholam Russool, gave

judgment in favor of the plaintiff; his decision was on appeal re
versed by the Zillah Judge, Mr. Hathorn.

A

appeal

special

was

admitted

by the

Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut.

It

that the plaintiﬂ" had taken out execution of the
Sudder Ameen's decree, and that in the course of exe

appeared
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Principal
cution the defendant had twice admitted the justness of the claim,
time to pay', notwithstanding which, he subse
and obtained
The
quently carried the case in appeal to the Zillah Judge.
appeal

to the Judge was admitted,

and

months

7

decree.

Mr.

J

.

F.

after the date of the

for special reasons, 3 years
Principal Sudder Ameen’s

M. Reid :—Though therefis strong presumption that

the respondent took advantage of the ignorance of the appellant,
in entering in the bond the unusual conditions they contain, do
is clearly
not think it necessary to dwell upon that point. It
of the
proved that the respondent twice acknowledged the justice
decree, given against him by the Principal Sudder Ameen, by

I

be allowed
asking time to satisfy it. I do not think he can now
Zillah
of
the
Judge,
decree
I would reverse the
to impeach it.
Ameen.
and conﬁrm that of the Principal Sudder

Mr. Tucker concurred.

FELIX LOPES

1841.

and another,

Appellants,

versus
September

In

CHOWDREE BHEEM SINGH,

11 .

a transac

THIS

was an

Respondent.

action instituted by the respondent

against the

tion partaking appellants,
in the Zillah Court of Bhagulporo, to obtain posses:
of the nature
Pergunnah Chye, under the fol
of a simple sion of Mouzah Shewanundpore,
in
mortgage,
It appeared that the plaintiff in the pre
circumstances.
whirl;
the lowing
in the Provincial Court of
mortgageewas
sent action had obtained a. decree,
not put in pos~
others, proprietors of
against Kalessore Singh and
session of the Moorshedabad,
property mort
In order to satisfy this decree in part, the
the disputed village.
45

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY AIDAWLUT.

CASES

executed

proprietors

they bound themselves
plaintiff,

with the

28th

the

As

1822.

proprietors,

and, on the 20th September

his regular

action.

XVII.

possession
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rested

on

the

14th

The

The appellants were

suit in the lower Court,

the date

of the transaction on'which the plaintiff

appellants

pleaded in the lower Court that the action was

by the law of limitation.
Ameen, Moulvee Mahomed Majid, gave
in favor of the plaintiff, being of opinion that the deed

Principal Sudder

judgment
which

on

to do

May 1839, and ﬁnally ﬁled

his claim.

The
barred

1806, upon the

as they were in
under
a
from
the proprietors,
village,
purchase

to the

after

effected

transaction

1826, was desired to ﬁle

his plaint on the 14th August of that year.
of the

the

He accordingly applied for permission

this in formll- pauperie
parties

se

the plaintiff served the no

8, Regulation

by Section

prescribed

which was pledged as

16th Magh 1229 F. S., corres

January

partook of the nature of a mortgage,

made

with the

was to become the property of the plaintiﬂ".

was dated

engagement

that the

plaintiff rested his claim was clearly proved, and

the

law of limitation

did not apply to a case of mortgage,

3, Regulation II. 1805.
The appellants then appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

as provided

Mr.

by Clause 4, Section

Barlow

Construction
pauperie

:—I
813.

am of opinion that the action is barred

An application for permission

application,

III.

of Sec

1793 ; but even to the date of ﬁling that

more than 12 years had elapsed from the date of the

order referring the plaintiff
the judgment

under

to sue in formd

is no preferring of a claim within the meaning

tion 14, Regulation

to a regular suit.

I

of the lower Court.

would reverse
‘

Mr. Lee Warner :—The Principal Sudder Ameen has misapplied
4, Section 3, Regulation II. 1805, which applies to an ad
by the mortgager for recovery of property in the occupancy

Clause
tion

of the mortgagee

without proprietary right.

Ina case

of the present

nature, the mortgagee must institute his action to foreclose with
in

12

years

of the expiration of the year of grace allowed

mortgager for redemption.

I

1841.

sum of 5,470 rupees to the

of Shewanundpore,

for the debt,

ponding

tice

by which

that, in the event of failure of pay

1823 ; and

20th September

This

to pay the

plaintiﬁ',

by the 30th Bhadon 1230 F. S., corresponding

ment, the Mouzah
curity

to the

an engagement

53

agree with Mr. Barlow.

45-46

to the

gaged, it wal
held that the
m o r t g a g so
must bringhis
action,forfore
closure of the
m o r t g a g e,
12
within
years from the
date of the ex—
piration ofthe
year of grace
allowed to the
mortgager for
redemption.

CASES

54

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
MOHOMMUD HOSSEIN, Appellant,

1841.

venue
September

23.

MULLIK NAJEEB HOSSEIN

and others, Respondents.

THE

instituted this action for the recovery of 200
A decree of
appellant
a Zillah
11de
of
land
the respondents in the Zillah Court of Be
beegahs
against
reversing a de
of
th e har, and obtained a decree in his favor from the Principal Sud
cree
Principal Sud
On appeal to the Zillah Judge, the
der Ameen of that district.
der
Ameen
without sum~ Additional Judge, Mr. St.
Quintin Quintin, reversed the decision
the
moning
r e s p o n d e n t, of the Principal Sudder Ameen merely on the case of the defen
set
aside as
dant, who was appellant to the Zillah Court, without calling upon
illegal.

J

the plaintilf, the then respondent,

A

special appeal

to appear.

was admitted by the Sudder Dewanny Adaw

lut.
Tucker and Reid

Messrs.

:——The reversal

decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen,

without serving notice

Opposite party to appear, was against all law and prac
The decree of the Additional Judge must be set aside, and

the

upon
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by the Judge of the

tice.

the case returned for trial in proper course.

Order accordingly_

RAJ AH GOPAL SURN SINGH,

1841.

Appellant,

versus
September

MARTINDELL,

27.

THIS

was an action

Respondent.

instituted by the respondent against the
for the recovery of

Action by a
mortgagee, to
recover princi
pal and inter
est, decreed in
his favor, on

stances.

proofoffailure,

of the plaintiff, lent to the appellant

on the part of
themortgager,
fulﬁl the
to
condition mu
tually agreed
upon, of trans~
the
ferring
m o r t g ag ed
property to the
of
occupancy
themortgagee.

appellant, in the Zillah Court of Shahabad,
44,331 rupees, principal and interest,

under the following circum

The plaint set forth that General Martindell, the ancestor

payable in 20 years, on a mortgage

the sum of 28,059

rupees,

of certain estates, the property

of the appellant; it being stipulated that the property should be
in the occupancy
was in
the

of the mortgagee, during the time the mortgage
and that notwithstanding the payment of

continuance;

full amount of

the loan by the mortgagee

to the mortgagor,

the latter had evaded the transfer of the property agreeably to
the conditions mutually agreed upon, the plaintiff therefore
brought the present action to recover the debt with interest.
The defendant pleaded that the money stated to have been
lent}
was never received by him.
46-47

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

UsLi

Zillah Judge gave judgment in favor of the plaintiff, and
defendant appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

1841.

The
the

Raj ah Gopal
Surn Singh, v.
debt Martindell.

Mr. Rattray was of opinion that the decree of the Zillah Court
be reversed,

should

as

of the

no action for the recovery

lie within 20 years, the period mutually agreed upon for
repayment of the loan, and of which 14 years'were yet un

would
the

As to the question of the occupancy

expired.

Mr. Rattray

mortgagee,

the

sence

of

parties

to

had taken possession

the

stances,

of his death,

and the ab

him, the mortgagor

(appellant)

but that, in consequence

in possession,

proper

represent

of the estates
course

;
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ceived

the
in

:—I would conﬁrm

decree of the lower

the

In

my opinion it is clearly proved that the mortgager re
the full amount of the loan, and as clear that he never gave

possession
clear

of the property to the mortgagee.
There has been a.
of engagement on the part of the mortgagor, and

breach

plaintiff is entitled to recover.
such cases,

Sudder Dewanny

That a money action will lie

by the precedent

is shown

Nirmul Puri, page

117, new

edition,

of Kunhai Lal, versus

page

139, Vol. V. of the

Reports.

Messrs. Tucker and Barlow, sitting together,
ment

to have pursued

of possession during the un

of the mortgage.

Mr. Lee Warner
Court.

and that, under these circum

for the respondent

would have been to sue for recovery
expired period

of the property by

was of opinion that he had been put

conﬁrmed

the judg—

proposed by Mr. Lee Warner.

AON D BEHARREE LAL

and

POORINDUR

MEHTOO,

Appellants,
'versus

SHEO CHUBN

THIS

TEWARREE,

October 5.

Respondent.

was an action instituted by the
respondent,

in the Zillah

Court of Sarun, against

Sri Govind Singh,
Gour Govind Singh,
Aond Beharree Lall,
Poorindur Mehtoo,

}

Appellants, and

Gang». Dyal Sahoo—under the following circumstances

The plaint

1841.

:—

that Mouzah Nussera was the joint property
of Sri Govind Singh, Gour Govind
Singh and Jye Govind Singh,
set forth

47-48

Held

that

the failure to
publish notice
of sale, on the
ad~
property
the
vertized,
sale
having
been made by
the Collector in
execution of a
d e c r e e of
Court, vitiatea
the sale.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU

CASES
1841.

T.

of Bunwarree Lal ; that the two former, for themselves and
for Jye Govind Singh, their minor brother, borrowed a sumof
sons

A 0nd
Be
money from the plaintiff, on the security of the village, which
harree Lal 6;
1;. they made over to the plaintiff, to be held in possession by him
another,
Sheo
Churn until the payment of the debt, that having however forcibly dis
'l'ewsrree.

the

possessed

of possession of the village

recovery

action against

he brought an

plaintiﬁ',

,-

them for

that while the suit was pend

ing, Sri Govind Singh unconditionally sold his share of the village
to the plaintiff, and represented
before

Ameen,

whom

the

the same to the Principal Sudder

pending,- that the suit

case was

was

January 1834, in favor of the plaintiff, by a
decree which awarded to him the proprietary right of l-3d of the
decided

on

the

23d

village, viz., the share of Sri Govind Singh under the deed of

sale

admitted by him, possession of l-3d, viz. the share of Gour Govind
Singh until his portion of

debt was paid off, and recovery

the

of the remaining l-3d of the debt, viz. the share of the minor Jye
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Singh, from his elder brother Sri Govind Singh.
proceeded
the

defendant

Bunwarree La],
sale of the

made
red

a

by

and

Sahoo

him

had

in satisfaction

taken

out execution

the brothers,

against

of the

same

the

of

sons of

had procured

village, (the sale having been effected through the
by the other defendants, Aond

which was purchased

Collector,)
Beharree

Dyal

Gunga.

obtained

decree

a

The plaintiff
that notwithstanding the decree in his favor,

to state

Lal

and

summary

Poorindur

Mehtoo.

After the

sale, plaintiff

application to have it set aside, but was refer

to a regular action ; and

it

was to set aside the sale that the

present action was instituted.

The

defendants,

pleaded

that

perty when

as

it

Aond Beharree
the

La] and

plaintiff had preferred

was under advertisement

Poorindur Mehtoo,
no claim to the pro

for sale, the present

ac

tion was barred.
The plaintiff replied that the notice of sale had not been pub
lished in the village, and that therefore
intended

he was ignorant of the

sale.

The decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen, Moulvee Fuzl-ool

Huk,

was to the following eﬁ'ect :—

According to Regulation

VII.

1825,

the proclamation of sale

be published on the spot ; but it is proved in this case
that this necessary preliminary was omitted in regard to the vil
The failure of plaintiff to object prior to
Inge now in dispute.

should

48-49
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28th January

dated the

applied

same

and did not

it

1834, whereas

for execution

Dyal Sahoo
year,

to institute a regular suit

The former decree obtained by the plaintiff

to contest the sale.
is

full liberty

failed he is at

sale having

nnd
Be
harree Lal
another, versus
Sheo
Churn
Tewarree.

apply for attachment of the yillage of

until the 4th December following

Nussera

appears that Gunga

5th February of the

on the

1841.

._..._.
8:

bar his action, and summary application after the

not

sale does

57

A

CASES

; and as

Gunga Dyal

had no lien upon this particular property, the sale must be

Sahoo

set aside.

auction

purchasers

appealed

conﬁrm the

be

considered

objection prior to its taking place.

which

I

any

can

not

would

of the Principal Sudder Ameen reversing

order

his decree

the

to make any provision as to the man

as he has failed

but

;

the sale therefore

against the plaintiff, who may fairly

therefore offer

sale

is quite clear that the notice of

N usseera

been aware of the sale about to be made, and could not

to have

would specify that

the

plaintiff should be put in possession of 1-3d of the village as

his property

to be executed,

I

in

is

ner

;

that he should hold possession of 1-3d, the share

portion

of the

village,

viz.

should

be

Sahoo,

the

ests

of the

debt

the

due to the plaintiff

shares

purchaser,

and that 2-3ds of the

of Gour Govind Singh and Jye Slugh,

in execution

resold

;

of Gour Govind Singh, until payment be made of that individual’s

of the

decree

of Gnnga Dyal

who purchases 'only the rights and inter

whose rights are sold, not to obtain posses
of Gour Goviud Singh, until his debt to the pre

parties

sion of the share

sent plaintiﬁ has been paid.
by

Mr. Tucker concurred
ment proposed

with Mr. Reid and made ﬁnal the judg

him.

SHAM LOL THAKOOR, HUR LOL THAKOOR

and others,

1841.

October

'uersu:

RADAMOH UN GHOSE,
THE
Jessore,

respondent

instituted

Respondent.

this action in the Zillah Court of

on the 21st February 1834, corresponding
500 Reg.

XLV.
H

6.

Appellants,

'
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:--It

was not issued in Mouzah

not stand

to the

Adawlut.

By the Court. Mr. Reid
sale

this decision

from

;"‘

The

Sudder Dewanny

with the 11th

1793, See. 12.

49-50

In an action
for recorery of
pay
surplus

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

CASES

58
1841.

Nund Koomar Thakoor and others, the

Phalgoon 1240, against

Thakoor

Mohun

heirs of Gopee

and Ladle Mohun Thakoor, to

ments of rent, recover the sum of rupees 7524, 2 annas, 7 gundas, 3 cowries,
thecause of ac~
from
tion in which being the amount of principal and interest of rents, exacted
commenced at
due.
what
was
justly
him over and above
the date of an
orderof Court,
The plaint set forth that the plaintiff purchased in the year
the
Sudder

Dewanny

Turuf

Talook, viz. Mouzah Bahergaon,

F. S. a dependant

1203

Adawlut

ap~
Pergunnah Esufpore, from the then Zemeendar
Russoclpore,
plied the rule
Sree Kanth Ray, the annual rent being ﬁxed at rupees 981-9-1-7 ;
of limitation,
calculating the
that in 1212 B. S- Gopee Mohun Thakoor and Ladle Mohun
p e r i o d of
twelve
years Thakoor, purchasers
of the Zemeendaree by private sale, were
from the date
of such order, desirous of enhancing the rent by a measurement of the lands of
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notwithstand
ing that the

Talook;

the

ensued, and ﬁnally a petition on the sub

disputes

had ject was presented
plaintiﬁ‘
by them to the Civil Court, and the matter
made
certain
to
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut ; that one
carried
ultimately
ap~
summary
to
plications
Ram Koomar Boy was appointed ameen to assess the Talook on
Court
in con—
of the lands, who ﬁxed the rent at rupees
with a measurement
nection
the same pro
at which rate he (the plaintiﬂ') was compelled to pay
1776-14-0-19,
ceedings, sub
to from 1212 to 1218 B. S.
sequently
The plaint- proceeded to state that
such date.

of the ryots, being dissatisﬁed

some

ducted

the

by

ameen,

complained

with the investigation con

to the Civil Court, and were

referred to the usual remedy of a regular action

3

that according—

ly some of them instituted separate actions against the plaintiﬁ'
and

the Zemeendars

,-

that another ameen, by name Prem Chand
; that by this ameen’s

Dutt, was deputed to revise the assessment

it

proceedings

that

appeared

the

former ameen had measured

beegahs 808-16 more than the Talook contained,

amounted to rupees 601-13-12

ly

; and

that decrees were according

passed in favor of the ryots, founded
on

register,

the
the

;

by the Judge on the 24th
passed

in

the

at

rupees

rent of the Talook
was

6th July

on the

July

1817 or 10th

that on this, the plaintiﬁ‘ applied for a review of

judgment

application

by the

on these accounts,

8th November 1816 or 24th Kartik 1223, and

the

upheld in appeal
Sawun 1224

the rent of which

rejected
1818

original

by the

or 23rd

which

case

l776-l4-0-19

,'

ﬁxed

but that the

Sudder Dewnuny

Adawlut,

Assar 1225 B. S.,which Court

that the parties

should adjust the rent ami
cably on the basis of the last measurement; that all endea
howeVer

vours

to

authorized
50

directed

arrange

matters

by the Zillah

amicably failing,

the

plaintiﬂ' was

Court, on the 18th December

1822 or

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLL'T.

CASES
4th

Poos

B.

1229

to institute a suit

S.,

the rent ; that be appealed

for adjusting

de novo

the Court

of Sudder

Dewanny Adawlut

;

and

that ﬁnally an

latter Court to adjust the rent on the

was passed by the

basis of the measurement

and accounts of the ameen Prem Chand

Dutt; that accordingly

the

Zillah Judge, on the 14th January

1824 or 2nd Magh 1230 B. St, ﬁxed the rent at rupees

1171-6-2-3.

The plaintiff further urged that the order of the 6th

July

1818,

in point of time limited the original annual rent of 177'6-14-0-19,
the year

to

1218

rent,

ed

the demand

at

with interest
5273-5-5-2,

S. ; that from 1219 to 1223 he had paid to

for those

years

amounted to only rupees

leaving an excess paid by him of rupees 2250-13-2-1,

5856-14-13-3,
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B.

rupees 8107-11-0-16, but at the rate of the revis

the Zemeendars

12

per

from 1220

cent.

to

1240, viz.

amounting in all to rupees 7523-2-7-3,

rupees

for which the

present action was brought.

replied that the original rent was ﬁxed by the
that the plaintiff paid the same without demur or

The defendants
Court,

and

that subsequently the plaintiﬁ‘ induced the ryots

remonstrance;

to sue, to cancel

the jumma ﬁxed by the Court's ameen, and in

league

with them

review

of judgment in the original case

of the

6th

any

July

the

concealed

;

that neither the order

1818, nor that of the 14th January

of refunding payments,

mention

and then applied for a

assets,

1824, made

and that the action was

barred by the rule of limitation

The Zillah Judge gave a decree in favor of the plaintiff for the
full amount of his claim.
The defendants then appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
Mr. W. Money :—The rents for the years, of which the plain
a refund of the surplus, were voluntarily

tiﬁ' now

sues

by him

under the former

for

paid

The present
action has been instituted long after the expiration of the period
of limitation ; and I would dismiss the claim as untenable, revers—
decree

of this Court.

ing the judgment of the Zillah Court.

Mr. Braddon :—I do not think that the period of limitation
exceeded in the institution of this action.
The ﬁnal

has been

order ﬁxing the rents payable
was
sued

passed
before

on the 14th
that,

by the plaintiff at the reduced rate

January

1824,——he

could not well have

and this action was lodged on the 21st Febru

n

2

1841.

to the Court of

against this order

for the Calcutta division, by which he was referred to

Appeal

order

59

51

Lol

Sham

Tbakoor,
others,

and
versus

Radamohun

Ghose.

therefore

give

a

would

in favour of the plaintiff, but modify the decree of the

decree

lower Court, which
interest sued

plaintiff the full amount of

has given the

by awarding to him the interest to the date

for,

of action equal only to the principal.

Mr. Tucker :—I

In

the

barred

under

order of the Sudder Dewanny

1818, rejecting the plaintiff’s application

expressly

stated

the

1218

plaintiff then

B.

It

to the

clearly competent

was therefore

is

it

of the judgment passed in the original case,
that this decree did not affect the rents beyond

review

year

July

S.

a

Adawlut dated 6th
for

am of opinion that the action

rule of limitation.

the

is

Lol
Sham
Th akoor, an d
others, versus
R a d a m oh u n
Ghose.

within 12 years.

I

that

ary 1834,

1841.

is,

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

60

to sue, to have the rent annually payable by him

ﬁxed on the basis of the investigation made by the ameen, Prem

He did not

summary applications,
order

14th

this course, but made sundry

which ultimately resulted in his obtaining
January 1824, ﬁxing his rent at the re

The amount

now sued for

duced

rate.

1223,

prior even to the decrees

obtained

on account

of 1219 to

by the ryots.

cause of action must, in my opinion, be calculated from 6th
as the plaintiff did not institute his suit

and

concur with Mr. Money that the action
judgment

proposed

to

be

is

1818',

barred,

till

The

July

1834,

and conﬁrm the

passed by him in favour of the appel

lants.
The above decree was dated 10th April 1839.
review of judgment having been admitted, the case was

A

Lee Warner, and D. C. Smyth, and
Mr. Lee Warner agree
ﬁnally decided on the 6th October 1841
and D. C. Smyth up
Tucker
Messrs.
and
Braddon,
ing with Mr.
holding the former judgment of the Court.
by Messrs.

Tucker,

;

heard

CHEDEE LAL, Appellant,

1841.

versus
October

the

proprietary
same

in the
in the

Court

of

right

Respondent.

this action in the Zillah Court of
Sarun, against one Nohur Sahye, to obtain possession of Mouzah
athird
The plaint set forth that Nohur
,who Putarpoor, Pergunnah Baul.

an'action
real pro~

for
perty,
party,
claimed

BABOO KISHEN PERSHAD,

the

THE

appellant instituted

village to him in consideration of
mortgage bond dated 23rd Decem
loan of 5,000 rupees, under
The debt not having been repaid at the stipulated
ber 1829.
Sahye

had mortgaged

a

In

6-

'

the

a
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an

on the

adopt

I

Dutt.

is

Chand

51-52
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CASES

plaintiff had served

the

period,

prescribed

Section

by

8,

dent,

ﬁled
had

1806, and now

1841.

sued
Principal Sud

the conditional sale.

did not appear; but a third party, the respon
petition in the Zillah Court, stating that the defen

a

previously mortgaged

Pershad, under
that he
landed

a deed

view

;

to the petitioner in the month of February 1827 ;

Gobind

Pershad

the manner prescribed
a

village to one Lala Gobind

the

of conditional sale dated 7th May 1820

had subsequently sold the same with other

(defendant)

property

that Lala

with

XVII.

defendant

dant

in

61

mortgager with the notice

the

Regulation

and make absolute

to foreclose,

The

DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

SUDDER.

had proceeded against

by Section

8,

the mortgager

Regulation

XVII.

1806,

to render

der A mean, on
a
judgment
being given in
favour of the
plaintiff, ap~
peeled to the
Zillah Court.
The decree of
the
Zillah

Court in favor
of such third

party,
upheld
by the Sudder
De w a n n y

absolute
the conditional sale to him, Adawlut
petitioner, in order to secure his own right in the
village under the deed of sale executed to himself in Febru
the

when

1827, paid

ary
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on the

property;

the

amount

of

Lala

that ﬁnding Nohur

Gobind Pershad’s
Sahye

claim

was breaking faith

him in regard to the property which formed the sub
of sale, he had brought an action against him in the Pro
vincial Court of Patna, for recovery of the sum paid for the
with

ject

that this suit was decided on the 3rd May 1831, on a
of compromise, by which, among other conditions, the
village
dispute, with some other villages, became the
property of the

property;
deed
in

petitioner;

and that under these circumstanoes his claim
(which
originated in February 1827) being long antecedent to
that of the
plaintiff’s, he had a prior title to the village.

The Principal Sudder Ameen,
Soojaooddeen Allee Khan, gave
judgment in favour of the plaintiff ; but his
decision was reversed
by the Zillah Judge, on the
appeal of Baboo Kishen Pershad.

A special appeal was then
applied for by the plaintiff, and ad

mitted by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
The Court, present Messrs.

Rattray, Tucker and Dick, (dissen
tient Messrs. Lee Warner and
D. C. Smyth) conﬁrmed the deci
sion of the Zillah
Court.

SYUD URSHUD ALLEE KHAN, Appellant,

1841.

versus

SYUD IMJAD ALLEE, Respondent.
THE
the

November 25.

respondent instituted this action against the
appellant, in

Zillah

Court of Behar, to recover

possession

of a third of
52-53

In

a case Of

mortgage
executed

by

CASES IN THE SUDDElt DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.

62
1841.

____.
the several pro
of a
prietors
with.
village,
out speciﬁca
tion of shares,
who jointly re
the
ceived
loan, 6: bound
themselves to
repay it at oue

au eightanna share of Mouzah Kandha, Pergnnnah Nurhut.

The

plaint set forth that a moiety of the village belonged in equal
shares

to the plaintiff and

to the defendant

same

cribed

of the property.

the

by Section

mortgagee,

his two brothers,

who mortgaged

jointly receiving from him

in six years, the defendant

3001 rupees payable
session

on

8,

the

a loan of

being put in pos

On the service of the usual notice pres

Regulation

XVII.

1806,

at the instance of

after the expiration of the period speciﬁed in the

it bond, the plaintiﬁ‘ deposited a third of the sum lent by the defen
payment,
was held that
dant to the three brothers, and instituted the present action to
one of the pro
prietors could
recover his share of the village.
not redeem his
The defendant repelled the claim, pleading that in the mort
own particular
share on de
gage bond there was no speciﬁcation of shares, and that the plain'
positing his al—
leged portion
tiﬁ' was not entitled to redeem a portion of the property by pay
of the debt.
ment of a portion of the debt, which the three brothers had agreed

in the

bond.

The plaintiff

obtained

in his favor from Moulvee

judgment

N eamut Alleo, Principal Sudder Ameen, and Mr. W. St. Quintin
Quintin, Additional Judge of Behar.
A
lut

special appeal was admitted by the Sudder Dewanny Adaw

on the application of the appellant.

Mr. Barlow :---The only point for decision is whether one sharer,
by depositing his alleged portion of the debt, can redeem his share
of the property. The deed of conditional sale does not specify the
shares of the several vendors, and it provides that the loan shall
be paid at one time:

it

contains

no provision allowing any

sharers to redeem his separate share.

full amount of
my opinion

the loan there would have been no difﬁculty ;

that he cannot redeem

party, as ruled in the case of Sadhoo
159,

new edition, page 212, Vol.

I

Reports, and

of the

Had the plaintiff deposited

Lal

III.,

a

as it

is

the

is,
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to pay at once, on the expiration of the period mentioned

portion of the pro_

11s.Naecma

Beebee, page

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

would reverse the decrees of the lower Courts.

Mr. Reid concurred with Mr. Barlow, and made ﬁnal the judg
ment proposed by him.

53-54
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Avietick Ter
Stephanoos, 2nd
husband of Han
naye, and appellau
of

L___

Respondent.

me unknown.

__

1820.

Peeroo alias Gabri
Avietick Ter
Steplmnoos and
Luckhee his
mother.

63
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63
1841.

GASPER MALCUM GASPER, Appellant,

_____

versus

EDMUND KENT HUME

November

and

THE appellant instituted this action

against the respondents

in

l00,000 rupees.
The

of the family of the parties, given on the opposite

sketch

will serve to illustrate the case.

page,

the ancestor of the

The plaint set forth that Ter Stephanoos,

Mar

wife, had three sons, viz. Sarkies Ter Stephanoos,

plaintiff’s

Ter Stephanoos, and Kerakoos Ter Stephanoos.
The last
mentioned left a daughter named Susan Beebee, —and Sarkies Ter

tyron

Stephsnoos left a son named Michael Sarkies.
noos, his uncle,—and Susan Beebee his cousin.

Ter Stephanoos

of Martyroos

Ter Stepha

During the life-time

the other two persons, viz. Susan

and Arratoon Michael, according

Beebee

to the Armenian law, had

or title to the property of Michael Sarkies.

right

On the

in 1790, his uncle, Martyroos, and his

of Michael Sarkies

death

Michael Sarkies died,

Arratoon Michael a natural son,-—Martyroos

leaving
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A decree of
Sudder
the
ew a n n y
Adawlut in n
suit between
two Armeui<
ans, whereby
they and ano
person
ther:
then deceased,
were declared
to have been
enti—
equally
tied to acer
tain
estate,
held to he sufﬁ
cient evidence
of the amount
of the said de
ceased person's
share
in the
estate
in a
s ubs eq u en t
suit at the in
stance
of a

Zillah Court of Dacca; the property at issue being valued at D

the

no

30.

Respondents.

others,

party claiming
directly under
his will, and
a will, by alleging
him

natural son, Arratoon, took out letters of administration from the

In

Supreme Court.

the year 1 796 Martyroos executed

which he constituted Arratoon Michael his successor and lawful
and

heir,
to

left to him the property now sued for, with succession

his descendants.

Arratoon accordingly obtained possession,

to have been
entitled by the

Armenian law
to the whole.
A deed of

Avietick Ter Stephanoos however sued Arratoon for a portion of compromise
the

and

Beebee,
ny

Adawlut

Michael

obtained

'

in the

a

from

decree

year

the

Sudder

Dewan

for one-third of the estate of

1820,

Arratoon Michael held the other two-thirds,

Sarkies.

with the proﬁts of the estates which thus fell to him, he pur

and,

other

chased
on

the grand-daughter of Susan

property in right of his wife,

leaving

1823,

ther of two
of the
wife

extensive

9th Bysakh,

the

a

Beebee

Mariam

'

0n

husband ;

and Susan

S“

with the 20th April,
Seth Agacy, the mo

Catharine and Helen, the latter the wife
the

death

Mariam produced

by her

cuted

corresponding

daughter Susan Catchick

daughters,

plaintiﬂ'.

He died

property in lands and houses.

1230,

of Arratoon Michael, his second
a will
'

alleged

to have been

this led to disputes between

Catchick

Page 9, new edition,

exe

Beebee

Seth Agacy, which after various

page 11, Vol. 111., s.

n. A. Reports.
54‘55

executed by an

Armenianlady

of
possessed
two thirds of
an estate, both
of which had
to
descended
her from her
who
father,
held one~third
in
absolutely
his own right,
and the other
under the will
of his graud~
uncle, whichit
was
alleged
had given him
only a life in—
terest in that
third,—held to
be binding on

CASES
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law

proceedings

ended

the

compromise

the

in a compromise

between

of plaintiff’s

mother

wife

them.
consented

By
to

the lady's re
give up a moiety of the estate of her father Arratoon to his
p resentatives,
second wife Beebee Mariam. lSusan Catchick Seth Agacy died
not
though
claiming in her in 1827,
the aforesaid Catharine and
leaving two daughters,
right but di
Petroos Gregory and David Mullik Feri
under Helen, then minors.
rectly
will, as
the
doon Beglar were appointed their guardians.
Beebee Mariam also
it
appeared
that, notwith
died, having ﬁrst contracted a marriage with the defendant Hume.
the
standing
On her death Hume produced a will purporting to have been
deed of com
promise, they executed
Of the guardians of the minor chil
by Beebee Mariam.
were still left

in

possession
full
one
third of the
and
estate,
there was no
doubt of her
competency to
dispose of the
other third.
of

dren

of Susan

the daughter of Arratoon, one died and the other

resigned ; two others (viz, Bird and Sarkies) were then appointed.

Catherine and Helen afterwards

married,

and are in possession of

half of the estate of Arratoon Michael ,—the other half has gone,
under the deed of compromise and the will of Beebee Mariam, to
By the will of Martyroos Ter Stephanoos the
of Arratoon

the defendants.
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entire estate should have devolved to the descendants

Michael.
riam,

and the will of Beebee Ma

The deed of compromise,

under the Armenian law be considered nu

must

therefore,

gatory and invalid.

The plaintiff on these grounds sues, in right

of his wife Helen, for one moiety of the portion of the property
made over to Mariam Beebee by the deed of compromise,

for one-fourth

that is,

of the estate of Arratoon Michael his wife’s grand

father.

Hume replied that Michael Sarkies was in possession of the
tire estate during his life-time.
'l'er Stephanoos

his uncle, Beebee Susan his cousin, and Arratoon

Michael his natural sou.
shares.

equal

Michael

en

He was succeeded by Martyroos

They succeeded
Ter

Martyroos
and

successor

Stephanoos

heir to his property.

to his property
appointed

in

Arratoon

After which Avie

tick Ter Stephauoos sued in right of his wife, the grand-daughter
of Susan Beebee, for a share of the estate of Michael Sarkies, and
obtained

a decree,‘IF

The other

which awarded

to him one-third of the estate.

two-thirds were declared

by the decree

to belong to

Arratoon Michael, one in his own right, and the other in right of
Martyroos Ter Stephanoos.
Beebee obtained
between

'

her and

On

his death,

possession of his property.
Susan

This

Catchick Seth Agacy,

See page 9, new edition, page 11, Vol.

55

his widow

III.,

Mariam

led to disputes
the daughter of

S. D. A. Reports.
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which ended in a compromise,

Michael,

Arratoon

.

65

stipulating that

There can
each should have one-half of the estate of Arratoon.
in
regard to the
be no doubt as to the legality of this compromise
of the estate of Michael Sarkies which descended from Edmund Kent
and
; and as to the share which Arratoon

one-third

Arratoon Michael

to

him

will of Martyroos Ter Stephanoos, the objec
tion of the plaintiff is also invalid, for the will provided that the
property should go in succession to the male descendants of Ar
obtained under

the

no such stipulation in regard to the female

but included

ratoou,

Beehee Mariam held the

descendants.

the deed of compromise,

under

one-half of the estate

executed a

and

will in favor of

Hume, her husband, with certain legacies to others.

The Judge
to the

By

dismissed

The plaintiff then appealed

and another

in right of his

case‘"

Tucker and Barlow.)—The
now before the Court, has

for her share of the entire estate of

wife,

Michael Sarkies, upon the ground that, after the death of Michael,
uncle Martyroos Ter Stephanoos was his sole heir, and that

his

to his heirs,—the

to descend

her

“ heirs"

bequeathed

the property to

Arratoon

to be held during his life as an entail, after which it was

Michael,
and

will

by his

Martyroos

plaintiff

contending

that his wife

are the only parties now living to whom the term

sister

as used in the will can apply.

We are of opinion that

there is nothing to prove the plaintiff’s assertions, but that, on
the terms of the

contrary,

the

tyroos

himself

will

are opposed to them, for Mar

states in his will that there were three sharehold

had

of the property of Michael Sarkies, and that Arratoon Michael
inherited his share from his father Michael Sarkies.
Again,

as

to

ers

the property being of the nature of an entail, this will not

hold good

;

for

we

ﬁnd

that in the will Martyroos calls Arra

his heir, in the same way that Michael Snrkies acknowledged
him as such, and that was unconditional. Further, as to the

toon

of the plaintiﬂ' that the entire state of Michael Sarkies

statement
devolved
has

0n Martyroos

been

of the

8th

decided

February 1820, which declared one-third only to be his

Portion, and
clared

Ter Stephanoos as heir at law, that point

by the decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

cannot now be impugned.

one-third

That decree further de

to be the property of Michael Arratoon as heir

f

See next case,
1

.56
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Messrs,

the Court (present

plaintiff in this,
sued

the claim.

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
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to Michael

1841.

__--—I
GuperMa-l

cum Gaspelw'

Edmund Kent
H u m e and
others.

In

Sarkies.

it
of

plaintiff’s own admission
under the deed

sister,

regard

to the share of Martyroos which

under his will to Arratoon, we ﬁnd that according to the

devolved

is in the possession of his wife and her
executed

compromise

their

between

mother and Beebee Mariam, Arratoon’s second wife

that he

5 and

is now suing for what he further alleges to have belonged to Mar
but which we ﬁnd did not belong to him. The judg
tyroons,
ment of the lower Court must be conﬁrmed.

_d

GABRIEL AVIETICK TER STEPHANOOS,

1841.

November
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In

'
30

GASPER MALCUM GASPER, Respondent.

THE

a claim

for real
prgv
t B
ert
glainytiﬂ' deni~
ed the facts,
and impugned
the merits of
adecreepassed
by the Sudder
D ew an ny
Adawlut in an
action regard~
ing the same
be.
property
tween the an
cestors of the
parties to the
suit.
present
under
Held,
these circum
that
stances,
the former de
cree was bind
ing asbetween
the
present
parties~

Appellant,

werqu

I

instituted this action in the Zillah Court of

respondent

the appellant, to recover

Dacca, against

of 'Pergunnah

cowree share

Dukhun

3 gundas, and

2 annas,

Shahbazpore,

&c., and of

certain houses in Dacca, the whole valued at 21,000 rupees.
The sketch on the opposite page is the same as that in the pre
ceding case.
ancestor

of the

wife, had three sons, viz. Sarkies Ter Stephanoos,

Mar

The plaint set forth that Ter Stephanoos,
plaintiffs
tyroos

and

Ter Stephanoos,

the

Ter Stephanoos.

Ke.rakoos

mentioned

left a daughter named Susan Beebee

Stephanoos

left a son named Michael Sarkies.

died,

leaving Arratoon

Michael,

his uncle,—and

Stephanoos

The last
Sarkies Ter

Michael Sarkies

a natural son,—Martyroos

Susan

Beebee

the life-time of Martyroos Ter Stephanoos

viz. Susan

; and

his cousin.

Ter

During

the other two persons,

and Arratoon Michael, according to the Arme

Beebee

nian law, had no right or title to the property of Michael Sarkies.
On the

death

of Michael Sarkies, in 1790, his uncle

and his natural

son

from the Supreme

Marter”,

Arratoon took out letters of administration

Court.

Had Susan

Beebee

any right

to the

property of Michael Sarkies she would unquestionably then have
preferred

plication.
he

her claim,—or,

In

at all

events,

have

the year 1796, Martyroos executed

acknowledged

resisted

their ap

a will by which

Arratoon Michael to be his successor and law

ful heir, and to this will, Susan Beebee was an attesting witness ;
thus showing

clearly that she never

Avietick

perty.
daughter

of Susan

56-57

Ter Stephanoos,
Beebee,

the

had any right to the pro
husband

of the grand

brought an acction in the Provincial

Kerakoos Ter
Stephanoos died
before Michael
Sarkies.

“

Susan Kaloos sur—
vived Michael
Sarkies.

Name unknown.
\

____-—
\

Avietick Ter

lsband
Bagram,

____.

""'

A223???“

Stephnnoos sup
vived MartY roos -

Stephanoos, 2nd
husband of Han—
naye’ and appellant

of

,

1820.

Peeroo alias Gabriel

Avietick Ter

Stephanoos and
Luckhee his
mother.
I

Appellant.

.

6

.__

l
l

"I,

.

\.
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__—_—____-_~

Mackertick.

Name unknown.

—__-_

66
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CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
for what he declared to be the share be longing

Court of Decca,

Beebee of the estate of Michael Sarkies,

to Susan

On

dismissedtaiued

appeal

a decree.

action,

the one being
who

Stephanoos,

not born;

were

16, the other

obtained

Avietick Ter Stephanoos,
been

10 years

decree

the

Avietiek Ter

old.

died leaving no

Peeroo

alias Gabriel

will, purporting to

Ter Stephanoos,

in which the

is made to call Gabriel his son—whereas the

a bastard,

was

produced

they are still under

in 1820,

a forged

by Avietick

executed

alleged testator

the

of Lukhee,

child

the slave

said

girl of

to the property. The
plaintiff sues in behalf of his wife Helen, the grand-daughter of
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Susan

Beebee,

and has no right whatever

Arratoon Michael, for the portion of the property left by the said
Avietick

Ter Stephanoos,

daughter

of Arratoon Michael,

Martyroos
as also
the

the

asserting

Ter Stephanoos
next

successful

her right both as the grand

the devisee

under the will of

the sole heir of Michael Sarkies, and

of kin to the wife of Avietick Ter Stephanoos,

plaintiff in the suit decided by the Sudder Dawan

ny Adawlut in 1820.

The defendant pleaded that the decree of the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut passed in 1820, was ﬁnal as to the right of Avietiek Ter
to a third of the estate of Michael Sarkies ; and that
sueweded to the estate of his father the said Avietick, all claim

Stephanoos
he

to whose estate on the part of the branch of the family to which
the plaintiff's wife
decree

belonged

was barred by the above-mentioned

of the Sudder ; and further that his father had executed a

will in his favor, leaving him the whole of the property now sued
for.

The plaintiff distinctly alleged
answer that he rested

in his reply to the defendant’s

his claim on the will of Martyroos Ter

Stephanoos, and that it made no matter of difference

whether the

will set up by the defendant was a forgery, or the contrary
The case was tried by Mr. Reily, the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Daeca-

'v.
phanoos,
Mal
Gasper
cum Gasper.

Catherine and Helen, the grand

On his death, however, the defendant

Gabriel

Gabriel Avie‘
tick Ter Ste~

of Michael Arratoon, the latter the wife of the plain

daughters

have

v0b.

for l-3d share of the estate of Michael Sarkies.

tiff in the present

heirs.

1841.

but his suit was

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, he

to the

When this decree was obtained,

age,

‘37

He observed that the plaintiff 's claim appeared

to be

i“ See
page 9, new ed. page 11, Vol. 111., S. D. A. Reports.

I

2

57-58

v
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68
1841.

founded

on two distinct grounds,

Martyroos Ter Stephanoos
GabrielAvie
tick Ter Ste
v.
phanoos,
Mal~
Gasper
cum Gasper.

ﬁrst, on the will executed by

(the sole legal heir, as alleged

by the
plaintiff, of Michael Sarkies) in favor of Arratoon Michael, the
grandfather of the plaintiE’s wife ; and secondly, on the ground
of Helen the plaintiff’s wife and her elder sister Catherine being

the only heirs of Avietick Ter Stephanoos,

who obtained

the decree

from the Sudder Court in the year 1820.
The defendant pleads,
ﬁrst, that the decree of 1820, cannot be interfered with ;—and
secondly, that the will executed by his father in his favor, was
decisive of his right.

The Principal Sudder Ameen then went into
the merits of the case, considered the merits of the former decision
of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, dated in 1820, and gave judg
ment in favor of the plaintiff.
the property sued
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The Principal

Sudder Ameen

of opinion that the plaintiff’s wife inherited the portion of

was

for as heir to Arratoon Michael, her grand

father, to whom the property of Michael Sarkies devolved under
the will of Martyron Ter Stephanoos, the sole heir of the said

But apart from that

Michael-

up by the defendant
he

being an illegitimate

tick Ter Stephanoos
ed

he

considered

was not proved,

and

that the will set

that, consequently,

child, the relations of the wife of Avie

must, under the Armenian law, as explain

by the Armenian vicar, to whom a reference had been made,

succeed

to the property acquired by the said Avietick in right of

his wife.
The defendant appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
The Court (present Messrs. Tucker and Barlow) observed, that
the two grounds originally asserted by the plaintiff were repug
nant to each other; that the claim under the will of Martyrocs
was opposed to that of inheritance in succession

Ter Stephanoos
to Avietick

Ter Stephanoos,

stand together

;

and

vice versa, and could not both

that the plaintiff however had himself waived his

claim as heir in right of his wife to Avietick Ter Stephanoos, and
that then the case was narrowed to a consideration of the claim
under the will of Martyr-cos

set up

point

had been

Adawlut
ble

passed

settled

claim,

Ameen.
58-59

As that

in 1820, which the Court considered as not

to be impugned in the present

plaintiffs

Ter Stephanoos.

by the decree of the Sudder Dewanny
action,

reversing the decree of the

lia~

they dismissed the
Principal

Sudder

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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MUSSAMAUT BRIJMALEE, Appellant,

1841.

118Tqu

PRAN PIAREE

MUSSAMAUT

Widows of

and

December

MUSSAMAUT

27.

RUNGEEA,

SHEODYAL Simon and others,

BABOO

Respondents.

THIS

in the

respondents,

of a third share

by the appellant against the

Zillah Court of Shahabad,

for the recovery

of the real estate of Baboo Buncha Singh, her
The following sketch will serve to illustrate

paternal grandfather.
the case

instituted

an action

was

:—
BUNCHA SINGH
had two sons.

According

to the Hindoo
law as current
in the West,
thedaughter of
a son who died
before his fa
ther, the origi—
nal acquirer of
the
at
property
issue,
as no

right
A

the
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2

1

r

3

4

‘

of the widow
of a grandson
in the male
line of such
ac
original
quirer.

Gulab Singh‘
had one son.

Sriedhs Singh, who died before his
father, had ﬁve daughters.

5

,
Baboo Sheodyal
Musst. Ky- Mnsst- Di- Musst. Brij- Musst Soon- Mnsst. Singh, who died
Chittur. childless, leaving
lawnr.
lasee,died
malee,pluin- koonwur,
died childtwo widows Musst.
tiﬁ'
childless.
Pmn Piaree, and.
less.
Musst. Rungeea,
defendants.

The plaint set forth that the property was originally acquired
by Buncha Singh, on whose

Singh,

Golab

who

again

death

it

came to his surviving son

by his only Son Baboo

was succeeded

Singh, on whose death, without children, his widows
took possession of the estate.
The plaintiff now sued as one of

Sheodyal

the

three surviving daughters of Siedha Singh, who died before
father Bunchs Singh, asserting that she and her sisters had

his

preferential

claim

under the law

to

a.

the widows of Sheodyal

Singh.

The claim was repelled by the defendants
had no right

plaintiff

on the plea that the

whatever to inherit

any

portion of the

property.

The Additional

Principal

Sudder Ameen of the District, Syed

Buksh

Khan, dismissed the plaintiff’s claim, who thereon
to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
By the Court—present Messrs. Rattray and Tucker.-It ap

Allee

appealed

pears

Singh,

that

the

estate

of Buncha

his only surviving son

;

Singh

came entire to Golab

then to Sheodyal Singh, the only
59-60

during
life time

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
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1841.

son

of Golab Singh; and on his death, without children,

was

taken possession of by his widows.

M u s s amaut
1:.
Brijrnalee,
Pran
Musst.
Piaree
and
others.

The plaintiﬂ‘,
Singh, can
Baboo

whose

have

father died

before

his father Buncha

no claim during the life-time of the widows

of

Singh, the grandson in the male line of Buncha

Sheodyal

Singh.

The decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen must be con

ﬁrmed.

This

order

does

not touch the question

of the right of

the plaintiff on the death of the widows of Sheodyal Singh, should
she then press it.

UDHEET SINGH

1841.

and others, Appellants and Plaintiffs,
versus

December

27.

MUSSAMAUT PRAN PIAREE, MUSSAMAUT RUNGEEA
and

others,

Respondents and Defendants.

THE SAME

Respondents,
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'UBTSHS

THE SAME,
In an action
for immediate
recovery of real
unr
property,
der the Hindoo
law of inheri~
tance, the low
er Court de
creed against
the plaintiﬁh,
but' provided
for theirrever
sionary inter~
the
est
on
death of pre
sent
incum~
bents.

THIS

suit was for the same property as that involved in the

preceding
against

Appellants.

by Udheet Singh and others
in the Zillah Court of Shahabad, for re

case, and was instituted

the defendants,

covery of the property which, on the death of Sheodyal Singh,
had devolved on the defendants, his wives.

The plaintiffs declared the property to have been acquired by
their common ancestor Pirthee Singh, and sued for their share of
the same, while, on the other hand, the defendants alleged that it
had

been acquired

their husband.

by Buncha Singh, the paternal grandfather of

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
1841.

-___

sketch of the family will serve to illus

following enlarged

trate the case :—

Held by the
Sudder

PIRTHEE BINGH.
2

a
Siedha Singh
died without sons.

Nemin Sihgh
died childless.

Bamsnrn SinghI
plaintiﬁ'.
2
A

r
Kumhnr Singh.

p

Chei't
3

Sin

Udheet Singh,
plaintiﬁ'.

4

1

A

Dyoon Singh Knrpa Sinin Dookul Singh Undroo
died childless. died childless.
adopted by
Runra' Singh.

_\

Singh.

Dornun Singh,
Plaintiff.

Sntrooghur Singh,
plamtiﬁ'.

4}
2

I
F

Nur'koo Singh.

ﬁ

Sheoohurn Singh
olive.

Chutturdharee
Singh alive.

8

Singh.

2

1

Petember

3

Uddut Singh
died childless.

Golab Singh.

Sheodynl Sin h died
childless,
caving
two widows, Musst.
Pmn Pierce and
Must Renew, de
ﬁnal-11¢!

3

ﬂ

2

1

,

Lower

Runrai Singh.

Singh.

Sumdea Singh.

Iiukht Singh.

Singh.

T01qu Singh.

Biijnrith Singh.

The Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of the District, Syed
Allee Buksh Khan, decided against the claim of the plaintiffs, for

the

but, on the ground of their having

reversionary

therein, he proceeded to make provision in his decree for

plaintiﬁ's’

succeeding

to

a

interest

of the property from the possession of the
a.

defendants

recovery
;

immediate

portion of it, on the death of the

of Sheodyal

in the property, which the Principal Sudder Ameen was

Singh,

who were declared

to have

a

widows
interest

life

clearly of opinion had been acquired by Buncha Singh, the pater
nal grandfather of Sheodyal

Singh. From this decree both parties

appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
By the Court :-Messrs. Rattray and Tucker.—The
Sudder

Ameen;

Principal

in pronouncing upon the reversionary interest of
61-62

Court

should
have
ro n
n
u
m n
upon the claim
as preferred.

p

i

2

Bunchn

3

j

Singh.

Nullukdee

1
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2

11,

Amiga

A

5

1

circumstances,
thatsuch order
was irregular,
and that the

Aneet Singh.

Singh.

u

ﬁber

e c
e
1; d.

1

De

wasny Adaw
lut, under the

g o

The

71

d

CASES
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72

the plaintiffs

1841.

beyond

in the present

stage of the proceedings,

what he was required to do.

has gone

The plaintili's sued for im

d h e e t mediate recovery, and it would have been sufﬁcient to dismiss the
Singh, 1;. Pran
claim on the ground of the life-interest in the property vested in
Piaree
and.
others.
the widows of Sheodyal Singh.
will be time enough on the

U

It

death of the widows to determine

who shall succeed them, a mat

ter which it would be irregular and even impossible to decide at
present,

seeing that there may be numerous

other claimants than

besides the present plaintiffs.

Judgment accordingly.

MUSSAMAUT RABEA KHATOON

.—4
1841.
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December

and

MEHROONISSA,

Appellants,

28.

116781“

BUDROONISSA, Respondent.
MUSSAMAUT RABEA KHATOON and MEHROONISSA,
Appellants,
UCTJMS

RUJUBOONISSA,
'

Under

the

ll all 0 m e dan

THESE

Respondent.

were two suits separately instituted by the respondents

in the Zillah Court of Tipperah, for reco
law, in a com
of very of their shares, under the Mahomedan Law of Inheritance, of
mutation
against

the appellants

money for mo
the estate of one Bukshoollah Khan deceased.
delivery
ney,
must be im~
Bukshoollah Khan died, leaving a mother (the respondent)
It
mediate.
is essential to Mussamaut Itujnboonissa, two wives Mussamaut Rabea Khatoon
the validity of
and three daughters,
a contract of (appellant,) and Mussamaut Shurfoonissa,
exchange, that via. Mehroonissa,
(appellant)
by his wife Rabea Khatoon, and
the subject of
and Kareemoonissa by his wife Shurfoonissa.
Musst.
it, and the con Budroonissa
be
sideration,
Kareemoonissa died before the institution of the present actions.
d is t i n c t 1y
speciﬁed.
The defendant Rabea Khatoon pleaded that Bukshoollah Khan

had settled

av moiety

of his estate on her in lieu of dower, which

was denied by the plaintiffs.

The Principal

Sudder Ameen,

Moulvee Mahomed‘Allee, gave

judgment in favor of the claims, though the distribution of the
tate ameng the several shareholders

in his

decree-

conﬁrmed,

was not quite correctly made

The decrees of the Principal Sudder Amcen were

on appeal, by the Zillah Judge, Mr.

62-63

es

‘

J.

Shaw.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

appeals were then admitted by the Sudder Dewanny

Special

1841.

Adawlut.

The
stance

referred

Musst.

Rabea

the kabeennamah

or deed

to the Mahomedan

law it was

The deed was brieﬂy to the following effect :—
have settled upon Musst. Rabca Khatoon the sum

or otherwise.

Whercas

I

of 12,000 rupees and 500 gold mohurs ;
her, in lieu of the

to

of settlement ﬁled by

Khatoon to the law oﬁicer of the Court, with in

to state whether according

structions
legal

laid before Mr. Lee Warner, who in the ﬁrst in

cases were

above dower,

I hereby

sell and transfer

moiety of my landed pro

or money allowance

and of the Moshahira

perty

a

on account of

certain lands payable to me from the Government treasury.

The chief Cazee replied that the deed was good as proof of the
of Bukshoollah

marriage

and the

with Musst. Rabea Khatoon‘;

of the property

transfer

being payable

in money,

;

ﬁrst, because the Moshahira,

was of the

nature of

a

price paid for

in the present case it was given as an equivalent

something

else;

for certain

rights possessed by Bukshoollah Khan in the lands on

account of which the Moshahira was granted ; the dower was also
payable in money, and here
property,

proposed

by the

it

was given as a consideration

for the

deed to be settled upon Musst. Rabca

As far therefore

Khatoon.

as the Moshahira was concerned,

the

transaction

was a commutation of money for money, and in all
such commutations immediate delivery is necessary,‘ otherwise the
contract is illegal : as there was not, and in fact could not be, such
delivery in the present instance,

the Moshahira. being receivable

at

stated periods from the Government treasury, the deed was illegal.

in regard

to the landed property, there was no speci
which rendered that part of
also

illegal,

as

the law requires

it

ﬁcation of the price paid for

it,

Secondly,

such speciﬁcation

in all contracts of

exchangen‘
Mr. Lee Warner then called upon the chief Cazee to state whc~

proof of marriage,

heirs of Bukshoollah
given

reply in the negative

having

to this question, the Cazee was required to state the
"‘

been

affected in any way the rights of the other

Khan.

A

as

a

that the rights of Musst. Rabea Khatoon, under the kabeennamah

1'

Macnaghten’s

See Macnaghten’s

Mahomedan

Principles of Sale, N o. 12.
Law, Principles of Sale, N o. 18, and page
G
3

178.

J
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Khan

that it was illegal in regard to the conditions of settlement,

but

Musst. Rw

hea Khatoon
and
Meliroo
nissa, v. Bud—
roonissa
and
others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
1841.

proportions in which the

estate of Bukshoollah Khan was to be

The Cazee in his futwa stated

divided among his surviving heirs.
Musst. Ra

Khatoon
bea
Mehroo
and
nissa, v. Bud~
and
roonissa
others.

that the entire estate, after payment of debts, was to be divided
into 1200 shares, of which
131

Shurfoonissa, (widow) would receive
Musst. Rabea Khatoon, (widow,)

--

. .

...

(mother,)

Rujuboonissa

Budroonissa, (daughter,)

448

. .

336

(daughter,)

Mehroonissa,

75
210

Total,
Mr. Lee Warner proposed

1200

to pass judgment in conformity to

futwa, slightly modifying the decrees of the lower Courts.
Mr. Reid concurred with Mr. Lee Warner, and made ﬁnal the
the

REMARKS.
The process by which the chief Cazee arrived at his conclusion
the distribution of the estate, exempliﬁes two or three
der the Lla— in regard to
law
homedan
of the Mahomedan Law of Inheritance. The heirs of Buksh
in the case of Points
and three
a widow, mo
oollah Khan at his death were two widows, a mother,
ther and two
would
widows
law
the
the
Mahomedan
to
According

Rule of dis
tribution uu~

the mother

and the daughters

or

%.

take

,1;

daughters.
Eli,

or more daugh
ters.

of his estate (Mac

Principles of Inheritance, 14-33-17.) In such case the
the widows
less than
estate could not be divided by a divisor
mother
the
stated,
above
out of which, as
leaving
would take
would receive in the ratio of
This

estate.

and the daughters {,0f the entire

division cannot be made without leaving a fraction
would form the return, to be divided between

The surplus

over.

in the proportion of their original
it.
the widows not being entitled to share in
to
shares or as
and
113-114,
Inheritance,
pages
Law of
(Baillie’s Mahomedan
143, note 2nd.
Precedents,
page
and
Macnaghten’s Principles
the share
deducting
after
when
The rule in cases of this nature,
the
return,
the
in
not entitled to participate
of the person who
with the shares of the persons who are
do not quadrate
and

daughters

is

4,

mother

1

the

instance

which

6%

to participate,

to multiply the original divisor (in this

instance
by the aggregate of these shares (in this

the aggregate of the shares (5.) when reduced

5,

entitled

is

parcels

8)

The widow
is not entitled
to participate
in the return.

%

§,

.5,

5

8

naghten’s

is
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judgment proposed by him.

to fractions
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CASES
of the

same

Thus 8

denominator.)

x

75

will give 40, as the

5

number of parcels into which the estate must be divided, of which
the wives

will take

naghten’s

mother

5, the

7 , and the daughters

28.

(Mac
But in this

Principles of Inheritance, 95, page 26.

“M
1841.

Rule of dis
tribution
in
the case of two

ascertain

wives, a mo
ther and three
daughters.

which the estate is to be divided.

daughter
dy
ing before dis

and three daughters,

there were two wives

case

and in order

to

the share of each it will be necessary to multiply the
Exempliﬁca
shares above given by 2 and by 3, or by 6 their product : thus the tion of the
= 30 or 15 each, the share of vested inheri
shares of the
wives will be 5 x 6
tance
of the
the mother 7 x 6 = 42, and the shares of the daughters
28 x 6 survivors
in
= 168 or 56 each, making 240 as the total number of shares into the case of a
One of the daughters

of the

distribution
Shurfoonissa,

her

Mehroonissa,

who
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father’s

Kareemoonissa, died before the

however,

leaving as her heirs her

estate,

mother

uterine sister Budroonissa, and her half sister
have

interests in her portion of her

vested

in the following proportions"

property,

:

The rule of
to Q or g, and Mehroonissa to
distribution in such cases, when all the sharers are entitled to
in the return, is to divide the estate into as many

parcels as may
the parties
a

half sister

with the number of shares to which

correspond

Thus in the present case of

are entitled.

l,

and g. the estate of the deceased Kareemoouissa

ed

into

one

ﬁve

of her

a mother,

uterine sister whose shares are respectively

and

is to be divid

parcels of which one is the property of her mother,

But the

half sister, and three of her uterine sister.

share of Kareemoonissa

of her father’s estate was 56 parcels out

of 240 ; and as 56 is not divisible by 5 without a fraction,
comes

i,

necessary

it

be

to multiply the whole of the shares into which

the estate of ,Bukshoollah

Khan

that distribution may be made

has been divided by 5, in order

of the share of Kareemoouissa.

Thus
The share of Shurfoonissa

(widow)
Ditto Musst. Rabea Khatoon (widow)
Ditto Rujuboonissa

Ditto Budroonissa
Ditto Mehroonissa

15

x

5

.

15

x

5

42

x

5

=

210
280

(mother)
(daughter)

Ditto Kareemoonissa

(ditto)
...

(ditto)

=
=

. .

...

75
75

56

x

5

=

56

x

5

= 280

56

x

5

=

280
1200

_' Macnaghten’s

Principles of Inheritance,

J

2

33, 23 and 27

64-65

of

estate, leaving
a
a
mother,
halfeister, and
a uterine sis
ter.

Rule of dis

Shurfoonissa to tribution

%, Budroonissa

participate

tribution

in.
the case ofa
mother,
half
sister, and ute
rine sister.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

76

_—

dividing the share of Kareemoonissa

But

1841.

in the manner above

stated, 56 parcels or -} of her share must be added to the share of
Rule of dis
her mother Shurfoonissa, 56 or % that of her half sister Mehroo
in
tribution
The
the case oftwo nissa, and 168 or 2- to that of her uterine sister Budroonissa.
wives, a mo
ther and three
daughters, one
of the daugh
having
ters
before
died

distribution,

leaving a mo~
ther, half sis—
ter, and ute~
rine sister.

result will be as follows :—
The share of Shurfoonissa

75 + 56

. .

=

Ditto of Rabea Khatoon

131
75

Ditto of Rujuboonissa
Ditto of Budroonissa

280 + 168

Ditto of Mehroonissa,

280 +

56

. .

210

=
=

336

Total

448

1200

as shown by the futwa of the chief Cazee.

BYRAM SINGH, Appellant,

1841.
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-___—

versus
December

In

28.

an action

for debt, sim
ple

interest

SHEO SAHYE SIN GH

THIS

an

raj Singh against

only is to be pore,

allowed to the
date of the de
of the
cree
Court of origi‘

was

action

Respondents.

instituted by the respondents
of 90,940

rupees,

under the following

The plaint set forth that the

circumstances.

and Moh

the appellant, in the Zillah Court of Bhagul

for the recovery
Singh, Bhyroo

Byram

and others,

Singh,

and

Gungaram

three

Singh,

brothers
sons of

nal
jurisdic Bussawun Singh, lived in family partnership, and carried on trade
tion. The Sud
In 1236 F. S. they separated, and the two brothers
der Dewanny together.
Adawlut modi Bhyroo Singh and Gungaram Singh sued Byram Singh for their
ﬁed the decree
lower
of a
which
Court,

portions of the property.

respective

They succeeded in obtain

ing decrees, awarding to them each one-third. Byram Singh
consolidated
thb
principal however had since collected a large sum of money on account of
and interest to
the date of the debts

petition
plaint,

due to the three brothers for the period they were in joint
of partnership, and for which he had obtained decrees of Court in
and

awarded inter
est on the ag
sum
gregn I 0
forunnl from
such date.

his own name

;

and

it

was to compel payment

by Byram Singh

of the shares of Bhyroo Singh and Gungamm Singh that the pre
The respondents were the sons of
sent action was instituted.
Bhyroo

Singh, and the plaintiﬁ' Mehruj Singh, son of Gungaram

Singh.
The defendant
portion
obtained

of the
by him.

65-66

denied that the plaintiﬁ‘s
amount

had any claim to any

which he had realized under the decrees

CASES
The

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
to the Principal Sudder Ameen of the

was referred

case

Mahomed

District, Moulovee

and, while the suit was

Majid Khan,

pending in his Court, the plaintiff Mehraj Singh withdrew his
for his portion of the amount for which the action was
claim

The Principal

brought.
of the

present

Sudder Ameen gave judgment in favor
awarding

respondents,

to

them

the

following

sums :

Principal,

22,581

4 0

Interest to the date of the institution of the suit

12,505

5 0

35,086

9

interest on the above sum of 35,086-9

and

0

from the date of the

petition of plaint to the date of payment.

From the above decree the defendant

appealed

to the Sudder

Dewanny Adawlut.

Court, present
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The

cipal

sum

in regard

awarded
to the

the practice

the

date
to
the

Lee Warner and Reid, conﬁrmed

of the Courts, as prescribed by the Circular Order of

petition of plaint.

The Court accordingly awarded

plaintiffs the principal sum of 22,5814, with interest to

date

of the decree of the lower Court, and interest on the

consolidated
the date

but modiﬁed it

They observed that in conformity to

date

of the

the

by him to the respondents,

interest.

March, 1836, simple interest should have been awarded
of the decree of the lower Court instead of to the

4th

the
to

Messrs.

decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen in regard to the prin

the

amount

1841.

of principal and interest from that date to

of payment.

66

B y r a m
versus
Singh,
Sheo
Sahye
Singh & others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

KISHORE MUNNEE

1842.

DOSSEE,

Widow of GUDADHUR SE8,

Appellant,
January 4.

08TH“

SREEKUNT SEN, BHYROCHUNDER SEN, INDURMUNNEE
DOSSEE, and PARBUTTEE DOSSEE,
Respondents.

THE

purchase
appellant instituted the action from which this appeal
a
by
in
the Zillah Court of Mymensingh, against the respondents,
arose,
Hindoo,
a
member
of a to recover possession of a half share of Pergunnah Attyah, with
joint undivid
The suit was instituted on the 3rd May 1837.
ed
family, mesue proﬁts.
with his own
The plaint set forth that Gudadhur Sen,the husband of the
funds, vheld to
be his exclu~ plaintiff,
(who had derived nothing from his father, Gopal Pershad
sive property.
A suit for Sen, he being a pauper) had by his own exertions amassed consi
the
recovery
derable wealth, which he laid out in the purchase of land.
He
of property at
sale also maintained Sreekunt Sen, his nephew, and others of his rela
public
the
against
The husband of the plaintiff and
ostensible pub tions who resided with him.
chaser, on the Musst.
Bhageruttee Debbea purchased at public sale a oue-anna.
that
ground
the plaintiﬂ" s share of Pergunnah Attyah, for 46,600 Rs. ; each paid half of the
ancestor
was
money, and each was entitled to half the property pur
the real pur~ purchase
insti. chased ; the purchase of the half share of the plaintiff’s husband
chaser,
tuted upwards
was made in the name of Sreekunt Sen, and that of Bhageruttee
of 12 years af
ter the date of
Debbea in the name of Rammohun Mitter Muj moodar. After the
purchase, held
to be barred conﬁrmation of the sale, Musst. Bhageruttee had the name of her
under the law

A
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made

of limitation.

Kishenmunnee,

daughter,

substituted for that of

Rammohun

Mitter, as proprietor of her half share, while that of Sreekunt Sen
continued in the Collector’s registry
After

moiety.

as the

proprietor of the other
having ﬁrst given

that, the plaintiff’s husband,

permission to the plaintiff to adopt a son, went to Benares, where
he died in

Jeyt

1235 B. S.

On this the plaintiff succeeded to his

property, including the halfanna share of the Pergunnah Attyah,
maintained the defendants.
Sreekunt,
and like her husband
endeavoured

however,

to

oust

her from the property,

when she

the attachment of

applied

to the Collector with a view to procure

it

Collector referred her to the Civil Court, to which she ac

; the

cordingly applies.
The defendant,

Sreekunt Sen, replied, that he himself was the
of Pergunnah Attyah, now in

purchaser of the half-anna share
dispute;

that the plaintiff’s husband

had

nothing to say to

it;

and that as he had been in undisturbed possession since the date
67

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

79

of the purchase, being a period of upwards of 12 years, the action

The Principal

K

half-anna

tended

of Pergunnah

share

the

joint

and

that consequently

husband's

i

Mahomed Khoorshed, was of

Sudder Ameen,

that the evidence

opinion
the

III.

.

1793.

to shew that the purchase

of

had been made with

Attyah

of the plaintiff’s husband and of the defendants,

funds

the plaintiﬂ‘ was entitled to succeed to her

share of the property, under the general

law of inheri

tance; but as the form of action did not admit of a decree to that
being passed, he dismissed

eﬁ‘ect

tiif to sue

the suit, with leave to the plain

de novo.

The action being for a sum below 5,000 Rs., was appealable
Zillah

the

defendant

before

it

whom

to

was carried in appeal by the

Sreekunt Sen, who, notwithstanding the dismissal in

lower Court, considered that his rights were compromised

the

by

of the Principal Sudder Ameen's decree.

the terms

The Zillah Judge, Mr. R. Torrens, gave judgment to the follow

is clear

the property

of Sreekunt Sen.

plaintiff’s husband,

the

whether

joint funds, or with money belonging
or to Sreekunt Sen, the recorded pur

The evidence goes to the proof, that the money paid for

chaser.

he

belonged

is

purchase

stances

husband and the

; and there is no doubt

The question to be cleared up

was made with

the purchase

the plaintiff’s

in dispute was purchased at public sale in the

that
name

to the

that

joint undivided family

defendants formed a

is,

It

ing eﬁ‘ect:—“

to Sreekunt Sen, and under such circum

exclusively entitled to the property under the pre

of Soobuns Lal versus Hurbuns Lal and another, and of
Purtab Bahaudur Singh versus Tilukdharee Singh, at pages 91
178, new edition,

and

pages

121

and 236,

volume

I.,

, cedents

Sudder

Dewanny Adawlut Reports.

Further, the sale took place on the

28th Phagoon

corresponding with the 10th March

1825,

with

corresponding

the
be

3.,

the 3rd

May

on the 22nd Bysakh 1244,
1837.

As Sreekunt

was

in

by the evidence under the purchase made
period of 12 years prior to the institution of the suit,

cannot be heard.

decree

B-

as proved
a

him for

1231

this suit was instituted

and

possession

it by
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Judge,

therefore

So much of the Principal

as declares that the

s
h
0

by the rule of limitation in Section 14, Regulation

was barred

1842.

Sudder Arneen’s

purchase was made with

joint funds, and gives the plaintiﬁ' leave to sue

de nouo,

reversed”,

67-68

must

re

Munnee
Dos.
see, widow of
GudadhurSen,
v.
Sreekunt
Sen
others
&,

CASES

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.

80

The Court (present Mr. R. Barlow) conﬁrmed
the Zillah Judge.

A

Adawlut, 0n the application of the original plaintiff.

Gudadhur Sen,
1;.
Sreekunt
Sen
others.
8!.

K i s h 0 re
Munnee Dos~
see, widow of

was then admitted by the Sudder Dewanny

appeal

special

ASHOOTOS DEY

1842.

and

the decree of the

PURMUTNATH DEY,

Appellants,

5.

versus
January

MISS JULIA GREGORY, after her death the REGISTRAR
OF THE SUPREME COURT, and Ma. OLIVER FIELD,
Respondents.

against

was instituted

action

Julia

by the respondent

Gregory,

Oliver Field, and the present

other respondent,

the

ap

pellants, in the Zillah Court of 24-Pergunnahs, to recover 3,000
debt, under the following
principal and interest of

rupees,

a

as set forth in the petition of plaint :—-—

“ The defendant

Field mortgaged

situated in Sealda,

of land,

gunnahs, on receiving

to the plaintiff four beegahs

within the jurisdiction of the 24~Per

loan

of 2,000

rupees,

at 12 per cent., for which he duly executed

bearing interest

bond, and delivered

to the plaintiif the title deeds of the property.
dated on the let February 1828.

Mr. Field

entered

In

into negotiations

The bond was

September of the same year,
with Roop Nurain Ghosal,

for the sale of the land, for the sum of 4,200 rupees
application to her for the title deeds, the plaintiff
to Baboo
copies

Obhye

of them.

other defendants,

Churn Doss, from whom Roop

;

circumstances,

a

and on his

entrusted them

N umin

obtained

When the sale was about being effected,

the

Dey and Purmutnath Dey, set up
claim to the land, in consequence of which Roop Nurain refused to

a

Ashootos

a

with
pay the amount of the purchase to Field, but deposited
In consequence of this claim set up by the Deys, the
plaintiff has been‘kept out of her money, for which she now sues."

it

security for a
debt contract
ed in Calcutta
by a party rs
sident in Cal~
outta, does not
him
render
subject to the
jurisdiction of
Zillah
the
Court as to the
debt.

THIS

a
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The pledge
of property out
of Calcutta, as

third party.

The Zillah

Judge, on the 23d June 1832, gave judgment in

favor of the plaintiﬂ'.
The defendants

Ashootos

Dey and Purmutnath

Dey, appealed

to the Provincial Court for the division of Calcutta, from whence,
on the abolition of that Court, the case was transferred to the ﬁle

of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
remanded

By

the Sudder the case was

for further enquiry, on the 15th April 1833, and was

transferred to the Principal
08-60

Sudder Ameen of the Zillah, before

in consequence of the

whom,

The Principal Sudder
appeal to the

.

Ameen gave judgment to the same effect

occasion,

and

his decision

was

conﬁrmed

on

Zillah Judge.

The present
Adawlut

the Re-

D .

mgnzz’h

o otos
d P ~

aegis;

D3,,
5:11;:

others.

to the Sudder Dewanuy

then applied

appellants

for permission

1842.

A sh

to carry on the suit.

seen the former

of Julia Gregory,

death

Court who administered to her estate,

gistrar of the Supreme
appeared

Bl

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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to ﬁle a special appeal, which was admit

of the doubt that existed as to the jurisdiction
of the Zillah Court in regard to the case, it appearing that the
loan was contracted
in Calcutta within the jurisdiction of the
ted on the ground

Supreme Court.

By the Court
ed is
the

:

Mr. Dick.—“ As the land which was mortgag

within the local jurisdiction of the 24-Pergunnahs,

was taken on the score of

The appellants were no

negotiated between her and Field.

parties to that transaction,
them on the action

and therefore

no claim can lie against

in its present form.

The question between

them and Field of right to the land cannot now be entered upon.

I

that the principal, in
terest, and costs be charged to the defendant Field,”
would

absolve the appellants,

Mr. Reid

:——“ The defendant

Field is

in Calcutta

the debt was contracted
land in the

and order

24-Pergunnahs

a resident

; the mere

I

would

reverse

fact of

a. parcel

of

having been pledged as security for

the debt, does not make the suit cognizable

district.

of Calcutta, and

by the Court of that

the decrees of the lower Courts, and

nonsuit for Want of jurisdiction,

charging all costs to the plain

tiﬁ‘."

Mr. Barlow concurred

with Mr. Reid

HURPERSHAD

enosn,

Appellant,

1 ,2.

1767‘s?“

(THUNDER KANT MOKERJEA,

THIS

January 1‘

Respondent.

was an action instituted by the respondent,

against

the

in the Zillah Court of Backergunge, to obtain possesappellant,
SlOD of talooka Jowar Bora Majmoodar,
610., under the following
K

69-70

In
2‘?
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justiﬁes the hearing of the suit by the Zillah

which

The plaintiff’s claim is for the amount of a debt on mort

Court.
gage

think

When the case was for

suit was rightly instituted there.

merly before this Court, no objection
jurisdiction,

I

an

notion

P1535821:
Pul'chMod 8‘"
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1842.

sale made by
the Sheriff of
in
Calcutta,
execution of a

of
judgment
the
Supreme
Court, it is not
to
competent
the Company’s
Courts to enter
into any en~
quiry as to the
merits of the
decree of the
S u p r e in 0
or of
Court,
the
proceed~
ings in execu
tion under it.

The suit was
“ Bho~

and instituted on the 18th January 1840.

Ghose, the father of the defendant, pledged the dis

wanneepershad

puted estates and certain other property to Ram Rnttun Mokerjea
and Mr. Wm. Balston, on receiving from them a loan of 1,64,000
rupees,

and

fendant

then

died

before

of the same, leaving the

repayment

By the time that the defendant

a minor.

de

had at

his majority, Ram Ruttun Mokerjea had died, and the
not being repaid, the other pledges, Mr. Wm. Balston

tained
money

in the Supreme

sued the defendant

ed judgment in his favor.

Court at Calcutta, and obtain

The property which had been pledged

was sold by the Sheriff of Calcutta in execution
purchased
60,000

by the plaintiff on the 5th

rupees.

April

of the decree,

and

1838, for the sum of

The plaintiff obtained possession, but as the

de

still kept in the Collector’s

registry as pro
for
seven
months
of
the
the
estates,
paid the Go
plaintiﬂ"
prietor
In
Asarrh
vernment revenue in his name.
1246, the defendant
fendant’s
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in the petition of plaint.

as stated

circumstances,

laid at 47,213-5'4,

'

name

was

with a large body of men attacked the plaintiff’s kutcherree, and
The plaintiff applied to the
ousted him from the property.
Magistrate, but was referred by him to the Civil Court.”
He stated that when his
The defendant repelled the claim.
father died, leaving him
the

plaintiff’s father,

Mokerjea endeavoured

a

minor, his uncles, viz., Goluck Chunder,

Ram Ruttun

Mokerjea, and Ramnerain

to get possession of the whole of his estate,

Ramnerain
plea of taking care of it for the defendant.
and
Court,
the
during his
receiver by
Supreme
was appointed
on

the

incumbeney of that ofﬁce, embezzled and made away with much
of the defendant’s property. When the defendant was on the
eve of attaining

his majority,

about the mortgage

bond,

they put forward the statement

and the purchase

by the plaintiff at

the

Sheriff’s sale of the property now in dispute.

the

Sheriﬁ‘

was an

The sale by

illegal alienation of the property of a minor,

and cannot hold good in law

The Zillah Judge, Mr. B. Golding, gave judgment on the 29th
December
shews

1840, as follows :—“ The decree of the Supreme

that Bhowanneepershad,

Court, on the action

instituted by Balaton,

justness of the demand

against

Court

appeared in that
and confessed to the

the defendant,

him.

In

execution

of that de

cree, the property in dispute was sold by the Sheriff and purchased
The opinion of the Advocate
by the plaintiff for 60,000 rupees.
70-71

THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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accompanying

General

address of the Judge

to the

February 1807,

26th

the letter of the Secretary

a copy

83

to Government

and Magistrate of Hooghly, dated

of which has been ﬁled, shows that

it is not for this Court to enter into any enquiry as to the merits
Supreme

it,

which the defendant

Court or of the proceedings

Court of Hooghly and the

Sudder Dewanny Adawlnt in the suit of Besumber

Seil

es.

kanath Tagore, Attorney of Prankishen Haldarzand others,
10th

March 1834 and 23rd September

The plaintiﬂ’s purchase

having been proved, he

is

respectively

the

Mokerjea.

This doctrine was moreover

impugus.

decrees of the Zillah

upheld by the

upon

Hurpershad
Ghose, versus
Chnnder Kant

Dwar
dated

1837!

entitled to

a

of the decree of the

[1842.

.—__.~

decree.

The defendant then appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

Mr. R. Barlow.-“ That the property

By the Court:
Sheriff

the

to Bhowanneepershad

belonged

is

it

in the Supreme

sold by
whom

Court,'is not disputed,

to impugn the decree and the proceedings

attempted

followed in execution.

but

which

Into these points this Court cannot enter

for the reasons stated in the Zillah Judge’s decree, which must
be conﬁrmed.”

Appeal dismissed.

DAVID MULLIC FERIDOON BEGLAR,

1842.

Appellant,
’UCTSIIS

January 28.‘

CARAPIET SARKIES by

N

BIBI DASHKOOR WANIS CACHICK,
UZLOOM

Daughter of
B131,

Respondent.

value of

a

mother,

under

against

the appellant,

for the

moiety of certain jewels belonging to the estate of her
the

following circumstances as averted

in the

petition of plaint.
The plaintiﬁ’s father Carapiet Sarkies died on the 13th Decem
about

and

two lakhs

jewels and other property to the value of
of rupees in the hands of her mother N uzloom

left

N obin Kishen Halder vs. Besumber Sell,
Vol. VI. of the Reports, where precisely the

See case of

same point

General given at length.

It
2

ber 1837,

and the opinion of the Advocate

dated 23d Septem
is

ber 1817,

71-72

ruled,

that
Held
to
according
the practice of
Sudder
the
w a n n
D
Adawlut, suits
in
regarding
be<
heritance

y

respondent instituted the action, out of which this appeal

in the Zillah Court of Dacca,

e

THE
arose,

'
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the decree was passed

Ghose, against

tween Armeni
ans, should be
acdecided
cording to the
exposition

of

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
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84
1842.

____

the law cur
rent
among
them, as given
by the eccle
au
siastical
thorities of the
A rm en i a n
until
Church,
otherwise pro
for by
vided
a
legislative
enactment.

Bibi.

The defendant,

was in bad circumstances,

who

married

Nuzloom, and traded with her money.
Nuzloom died intestate
on 2nd Magh 1242 B. S. (14th January 1836) when the plaintiff s
brother, Johannes Carapiet Sarkies, was in Calcutta. By the
and her brother are entitled to the

Armenian law the plaintiff

She applied to the Zillah Judge, who

left by her mother.

estate
directed

nazir of his Court to make an inventory of the

the

his order,

drew

with

but, on the counter-application of the defendant,

property,

and referred

accordingly sues for

the plaintiff to a civil action.

She

moiety of the value of the jewels, the other

a

half being the right of her brother.
The defendant

He

the claim.

repelled

stated that the plain

tiﬁ's father was deeply involved in debt, became a bankrupt in
1815, and ﬂed to Serampore to avoid the process of the Supreme
Court.

He died

of no property whatever.

anloom,

her family by her former husband.

and

and her husband

bad

according

borrowed

a considerable

and supported

her

The plaintiff moreover
sum of money from the

all which tend to show that the defendant was not in

defendant,
the

possessed

married his widow

The defendant
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in 1817

stated by the plaintiff.
But besides,
to the law as current among Christians, a husband is

circumstances

to the property of his wife.

sole successor

further by
of whatever

The defendant's

nuncupative will left the defendant

a

she possessed;

wife

sole proprietor

and under these circumstances

the

claim urged by the plaintiff could not be admitted.
The Zillah Judge, Mr. Cooke, was of opinion that the evidence
on record went to shew that before the marriage

with the

defendant

she was possessed

of Nuzloom Bibi

of jewels to the value of

about 25,000 rupees, and he accordingly put the following ques
tion to the Vicar of the Armenian Church at Calcutta :—-“ An Ar
after her husband‘s

female,

menian
menian.

At her

death,

jewels which belonged
prove

that the

mother

death, marries

her daughter

another Ar

sues her step-father for

to her mother.

The

evidence

prior to her second marriage

sessed of jewels to the value of about 25,000 rupees.

being brought against
the

the

second

children of her ﬁrst marriage,

property

1”

in Calcutta

husband
who

was pos

An action

of the deceased by

is to

succeed

to this

The reply of the Vicar of the Armenian Church
was to the effect

been destroyed
73-73

goes to

that the Armenian law books had

with the national existence of Armenia

3

but that,

of his knowledge,

best

to the

N Y ADAWLUT.
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menians residing

custom

the

followed

85
1842.
-_,___

by the Ar

in Persia was that the property of the ﬁrst hus

David Mu].

into six parts, of which the children inherited lic Feridoon
Beglar, v. Bibi
and the widow one ; and that this was the practice recog

band was divisible
ﬁve,

by the Archbishop of

sized and adopted

Zillah

The

exact

with reference

after

the

of the value

to the uncertainty as to the

of them he estimated at 16,000

value

of which,

brother were entitled to ﬁve-sixths

which,

of the jewels,

that under this exposition,

Judge observed
her

plaintiff and

Dashkoor Wa.
nis Cachick.

J ulfa in Ispahan.

rupees, for a moiety

deducting one-sixth, he gave a decree in favor of

the plaintiff.

From

the above decision

the defendant

appealed to the Sudder

Dewanny Adawlut.
The

was

case

ﬁrst

further reference

to

laid before Mr. D. C. Smyth, who made a
the
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cutta, and to the Vicars
the

Vicar

of the Armenian Church at Cal
The reply of

at Madras and Bombay.

Vicar at Calcutta was to the same effect in substance

given

as

that

by him to the Judge of Dacca ; the Vicar at Madras stated

that no case of the

Vicar at

while the

kind

had ever come within his knowledge

;

Bombay stated, through another party, his

inability to reply in consequence of indisposition. Mr. Smyth,
remarking, that while the appellant objected to the opinion of the
Vicar

of the Armenian Church at Calcutta, he had failed to pro
to shew its inaccuracy, observed that according to

duce any other

the usual
kind

had been

ties; and that
decide

upon

of opinion
Judge

of the Court all points of law in cases of this

practice

had

considered

the

referred

opinion

before them.

in regard to the facts

authori

Mr. Smyth however was

of the case, that the Zillah

Mr. Smyth
overrated the value of the jewels, which
should, according to the evidence, be estimated at

13,800 rupees ; he
the Zillah

to the Armenian ecclesiastical

in conformity to such practice the Court must

accordingly proposed to modify the decree of

Court, by awarding the sum of 5,750 rupees, which

bore the same ratio to the value assumed by him, as the amount
awarded

by the Zillah Judge

computation

to the value of the jewels at the

of the lower Court.

The case was then laid before Mr. Dick, who before proceed
to judgment summoned
tain other ministers of the
ing

rent

among

Armenians.

and

examined

the Vicar, and cer

Armenian Church as to the law cur_

Mr-

Dick then

decided as follows
73

:—

86
1842.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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.

“ The plaintiff has sued under the
Armenian law
ed by

the

witnesses

but it is prov
Court that there is no

in this

examined

;

David Mill such thing as Armenian law current in this country, or indeed
lic
Feridoon
in the country of the Armenians themselves ; that in cases of
Beglar, u. Bibi
Daehkoor Wa
disputed inheritance the parties refer to their prelate, but if dis
nis Cachick.

law.

are

It

considered

as

British

from Morton’s Reports, pages

appears

Court Armenians in this country

that by the Supreme

139-140,

they have recourse to the

of justice, and decision is passed according to

courts

Mahomedan

the

or opinion,

with his award

satisﬁed

Mahomedan

It

subjects.

has moreover

by this Court in the case of Durand, appellant,

been held

versus

Julian

Boilard and others, respondents, (page 176, new edition, page 209,
Vol, V-, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports,) that the law of the
ment in cases of hereditary property.

by English
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governed

Court to be tried

de

law,

and

I

This case therefore must be

would remand

it

to the Zillah

new on a supplementary plaint to be ﬁled by

the plaintiﬁ‘ within a given period.
the

should govern the judg

to whom the parties are subject

Sovereign

I do

not propose a nonsuit, as

institution of the suit in its present form could not well have

been avoided,

and the additional expense would be grea

Mr. Shaw.—“ Disputes
nians

have

ence to

always

been

the ecclesiastical

The

Calcutta.

law of

inheritance between Arme

in

this

Court

by

a

refer

authorities of the Armenian Church at
the

followed

in the

Court which considers

Supreme

of British subjects cannot be
does
not consider them in that
Court,
which
this
by

Armenian Christians
light.

regarding
decided

.”

light

The invariable practice of this Court has the force of law,
until altered by a new law.”

and must be followed

Mr. Reid concurred
lowing the precedents
the opinion
Messrs.

with Mr. Shaw

as

to the necessity

of fol

of the Court, in disposing of such cases on

of the authorities of the Armenian Church.
Reid and Shaw considering the evidence insufﬁcient to

prove the plaintiff’s case in regard to the quantity or value of the
jewels,

reversed

the decision

ment for the appellant.

74

of the lower Court, and gave judg
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COLLECTOR OF GORUCKPORE, Appellant,

7

1842.

11678148

February 7.

MAHARAJAH CHUTT URDHAREE SAHEE,
Respondent.

Sahee and others,

possession

the plaintiff

of which

possession

the ancestors

of the defendants

The plaintiff sued

them in the Zillah Court of Sarun,

Court of Civil
a decree from the Register under acknowledgment Judicature, or

right, and obtained

of the lands, according to the arbitration award, at the

of an ameen deputed by the Civil Court for that purpose.
of the ameen however some objections were

To the proceedings
raised

by the opposite party;

these were enquired into, but over

ruled, and application was made to the Judge of Goruckpore,
(in
whose jurisdiction the defendants
resided) for assistance in carry
ing into execution
made

the decree of the Sarun Court.

various objections

decree ; these

The defendants

to the Judge of Goruckpore against the

were overruled, and the orders of the Zillah Court

conﬁrmed in appeal by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Allaha

The objections

bad.
the

urged

by the defendants

to the Register of

Sarun Court were also

overruled, and from his orders they
to the Provincial Court at Patna.
appealed
On the abolition of
that Court the petition of appeal was forwarded to
the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, which conﬁrmed
the orders of the lower
Court. The defendants ﬁnding themselves foiled in the
Courts
of

Justice, then had recourse

to the revenue oﬂicers, and by an
application to Roy Manik Chund, Deputy Collector of Goruckpore,
got the boundaries
made by the Court ameen altered, and
new
boundaries laid down, according to which the whole of the
dis

puted land was annexed to the
property belonging to the defen
which

means

the plaintiff was ejected.

The plaintiff
4-7

5

by

7

dmts;

to proceedings
in execution of
a
judicial
award
under
which
posses
sion of proper.
has been
given.

N. B.—The

above
of
course
to be
taken with the
as
ation
laid down in
n struction
1128, “ unless
by order of the
Courtl or with
the consent of
the parties."
is

of the plaintiff’s

defendants

r

the

v

possession

Sahee and

1737

by

Dil Bahadoor

r

and obtained

to 1220,

and Inderdomun

ltis notcom.
perent to rave
nue ofﬁcers en_
'
gaged in mak.
ingsettlements
under Regula
tion IX. 1833,
or employediu
the
manner
therein provid
ed, to interfere
in regard to
any case which
may have al—
ready
been
judicially de.
termined by a

e

Sahee,
others.

hands

to arbitration, under the

the plaintiff held unmolested

he was forcibly dispossessed by Ramsahee

when

made

respecting

:—

the land now sued for

neighbouring proprietors, which were

and

in 1213 F. S. by a reference

settled
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of 144 beegahs of land, situated in Mouzahs

Various disputes had arisen

award

in the Zillah Court of Snrnn, to

&c., under the following circumstances

Bujorn, Bulloa,

between

this action against the appellant,

o

recover

“

instituted

respondent

Bahadoor

C

THE
Dil
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88
1842.

the acts of the Deputy Collector of Goruckpore t0 the

represented

Collector
of
Goruckpcre, v.
M a h e. rs ah
Chutturdharee
Sahee.

Judge of that district, who directed the Collector to preserve the
laid down by the Court ameen.
The Collector issued

boundaries
orders

to the same effect to his subordinates

tation made to him by his ofﬁcers,
himself, and set aside the
laying down
the

but on a represen

he proceeded

the spot

to

of the Court ameen, by

proceedings

thereby ousting the plaintiff from

fresh boundaries.

of the lands now in dispute.

whole

;

The plaintiff also made

application to the Judge of Sarun to uphold the former decree of
Court, by maintaining the plaintiff in posses

the Sarun Register’s

The Judge observed that the former decree of the Register

sion.

by the plaintiff having acknowledg
that he had obtained possession of the

had been completely executed

by a written receipt
if after that he was ousted by the Collector of Goruckpore,

ed

lands;

or by any other parties,
ground of action,

the

dispossession

constituted

a new

by a regular suit.

only to be decided

The
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plaintiﬁ accordingly sues for possession, urging that as the lands
were

in the Sarun jurisdiction,

the Collector of Goruckpore had

nothing to say to them, and that the whole of the proceedings

of

the Goruckpore revenue authorities were altogether unauthorized."

Dil Bahadoor

Sahee

and

the

other defendants

(with the ex

ception of the Collector) replied that the ameen appointed by
the Court had not abided by the arbitration award in giving
possession

to the

plaintiff;

that the lands now claimed were

situated within the defendant’s
ruckpore,

in the jurisdiction of Go

estate

which was contiguous to that of Sarun
had been

boundaries

laid down

by

authorities acting under Regulation
tiﬁ' had no right whatever

the

IX.

;

Goruckpore

that

the

revenue

1833, and that the plain

to the lands now claimed by him, which

had been all along in the possession of the defendants.

The, Collector replied much to the same effect, stating that he
had

been

to the spot, and satisﬁed himself by local enquiry and

examination of two of the arbitrators who were still alive, that
the

land now

arbitration

claimed by the plaintiﬂ

award

on

which the

decree

was not included in the

in favor of the plaintiff

was founded.

The Principal

Sudder Ameen,

the case was referred,
‘

Moulvee Alee Buxsh, to whom

was of opinion, that the evidence

on record

proved that the land in dispute was within the boundaries ﬁxed
by the Court ameen, on the occasion of his giving possession to
7 5-76

CASES IN

THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

89

plaintiff under the former decree of the Court, and that as

the

the ameen’s proceedings

had been approved

Court, it was not competent
in any way so as to

he held

stances

Under these circum~

that a decree must be passed in favor of the
that the proceedings

1842.

by the

to the revenue authorities to interfere

alter those boundaries.

plaintiﬁ" ; for supposing

of the ameen were

Collector of
Goruckpore, v,
M a h ar aj a h
()hutturdharee
Sabee.

they could be amended only on a reference to the

correct,

not

and conﬁrmed

Civil Court, and were not subject to revision or alteration by the

But

authorities.

revenue

besides this, the defendant

ruled both

in the Courts of original and appellate jurisdiction,

The claim

of the plaintiff was therefore fully made out.

ment

J udg

accordingly.
case being for a sum above 5,000 rupees was appealed

The

the Collector

by

of G0rnckpore‘ to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

The Court, present
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had raised

of the ameen, which had been over

objections to the proceedings

Mr. R. H. Rattray,

conﬁrmed the decree

of the lower Court.

FUTTEH SINGH

and others,

Appellants,

1942.

versus
I

BIKRAMAJIT SINGH,
THE

arose

the respondents,

for the recovery

March 9.

instituted the action out of which this appeal

appellants

against

Respondent.

in the Zillah Court of Shahabad,

of certain real property by redemption of the

The defendant pleaded that the mortgage
had been foreclosed under a judgment of Court in a suit between
mortgage thereon.

himself and certain
the

other parties.

This having

been established,

Principal Sudder Ameen and Zillah Judge successively gave

judgment

against

the plaintiffs, without going into the merits of

their claim.
On appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

the Court (pre

Tucker and Reid) set aside the judgments of the
lower Courts, remarking that the former decree could not bar

sent Messrs.

into the claim of the plaintiff who was not

enquiry

The case was accordingly remanded

'

a

party to it.

for trial on its merits.

A separate appeal was preferred by the other defendants.

|__-_—

A decree of
foreclosure of a
mortgage does
not bar enqui
ry into the
oi
a.
claim
not
claimant,
a party to the
suit, for reco<
of the
very
samepnoperty.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
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RAMNARAIN SAWUNT,

1842.

Appellant,

versus
March 17.

In

an action
land and
mesne proﬁts,
Zillah
the
Judge having
the
awarded
former and left
the latter for
futuredecision
adjust
and
the
ment,
De~
Sudder
wanny Adaw
lut held that
the decree was
i n c o m p 1et e,
and remanded
the case with
instructions to
the Judge to
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for

pass judgment
on the entire

claim.

SUROOP CHUN DER DUTT

THIS

and others, Respondents.

was an action instituted

by the respondent against the
in the Zillah Court of East Burdwan, for possession of

appellant,

an eight-anus.

of a durputnee tenure,

share

with mesne proﬁts.

The Principal

named

Suhujpore,

Sudder Ameen gave judgment

in favor of the plaintiff for recovery of the land, but rejected his
The Zillah Judge on appeal conﬁrmed

claim to proﬁts,

part of the decree of the
altered

the

rest,

be considered

Sudder Ameen,

Principal

as to direct that the question

and proof thereon

cution of the decree.

the ﬁrst

but so far

of proﬁts should

taken in the course of the

exe

On special appeal to the Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut,
The Court, present Messrs.
decree of the

Judge

Tucker and Reid, considered

the

the

case,

to be inoOmplete,

and

remanded

directing him to dispose of the entire claim at once, leaving for
future execution

a clear

and

instead

speciﬁc,

of a vague and

uncertain order.

GUNCA SAHOO, Appellant,

-__

1842.

versus

March 23.

In

the case

of a bond or

other
instru—
ment
for the
of
payment
the
money,
origin of the
cause of action
is to be reck
oned from the
date
of
the
money becom
ing payable.—
See Construc
t'on 196.

BHOOKIM MISSER,

THIS

was

defendant

an action instituted

by the appellant against the

in the Zillah Court of Behar, to recover the principal
He obtained a decree from the Principal

and interest of a debt.

Sudder Ameen,
ground

Respondent.

which was reversed

by the Zillah Judge on the

that the suit was barred by the rule of limitation.

On application for special appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adaw
lut, the Court (present Messrs. Tucker and Reid) remarked that
though the bond under which the plaintiff sued was dated up
wards of 12 years before the institution of the suit, yet that the
date

on which payment

was within

12 years

was demandable

as speciﬁed in the bond,

of the date of action, and consequently

the

The special appeal was admitted, and the
suit was cognizable.
case remanded to the Zillah Judge to pass judgment on its merits.

77-78

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

91

DOORGA DUTT, Appellant,

1842.

_____.

versus

DIRGOPAL SIN GH,
THIS

March 24.
Respondent.

an appeal from a judgment passed by the Judge of

was

The appellant sued the respondent

Tirhoot.

tain lands,

and

the

action

rupees,

the case

trict.

After a considerable

been taken,

for recovery of cer

having been laid at less than 1,000

was referred

to the Sudder Ameen of the dis

part of the evidence in the case had

plaintiff ﬁled a supplementary plaint to supply

the

emission in the valuation of the property, by which its value

an

was raised to a. sum beyond
to

The record

try.

the competency

of the Sudder Ameen

accordingly returned by the Sudder

was

Ameen to the Zillah Judge, who then referred it to the Principal
Sudder

The Principal

Ameeu.

Sudder Ameen dismissed

claim, and his judgment was conﬁrmed
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on appeal to the Zillah

then applied for permission to appeal

The appellant

Judge.

the

specially to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, which was granted.

sions

ferred

from

the, Court of
the
Sudder
Ameen to that
of the Princi
Sudder
pal
the
Ameen,
Sudder
De~
wanny Adaw~
lut held that
the latter was
bound to take
the
evidence
dc nova, in~
stead
of de
ciding
upon
the
evidence
taken by the
S u d d e r
Ameen.

taken in the

Ameen decided entirely on the evidence

Court of the Sudder Ameen,

not to have done.
himself,

witnesses

the case

Court, present Messrs- Tucker and Reid—The Princi

By the
pal Sudder

he ought

In

of a suit trans.

which as a Court of ﬁrst jurisdiction
He was bound to have sent for the

and have examined

them de novo.

The deci

of the lower Courts will be set aside, and the case remand

ed to the

Principal

Judge, in order that it may be again referred to the
Sudder Ameen with instructions to re-admit the case on

his ﬁle, and take the evidence dc now in his own Court.

GOLUKNATH

RAY CHOWDHREE, Appellant,

1842.

versus

BHYRONATH
THIS
sheenath

Ray Chowdhree,

Collector’s

Dyamye,

Ka

to obtain registry of his own name in

in substitution

for that of the defendant his

-

widow.

The

against

the widow of one

books as proprietor of the estate left by Kashee

nath Chowdhree,

1190,

March 29.
Respondent.

was an action instituted in the Zillah Court of Mymen

by the respondent

singh

the

CHOWDHREE,

plaint
having

averred

that Kasheenath Ray Chowdhree

ﬁrst authorized hi
1. 2

wife Dyamye to adopt
‘

died in
a son 3

78

In a suit in
stituted for the
purpose of ef- I
fecting a mu~
tation of name!
in the Collec
tor's register of
pro
landed
prietors, on an
col
apparent
under—
lusive
be~
standing

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
that she accordingly adopted

1842.

__.__

with the prescribed

1221,

the

plaintiff on the 9th Bysakh

ceremonies,

and

on his attaining his

tween the par~ majority made over to him the estate of Kasheenath, but failed
ties in order to
defeat
the to have his name entered in the Collector's registry in lieu of
r i g hts o f
her own as proprietor of the estate.
The plaintiff accordingly
the
others,
Sudder,
De
sues to have this effected, estimating the action at 25,758 Re.
wanny Adaw
The defendant Dyamye ﬁled an answer admitting the truth
lut gave judg
as be
ment
of the several facts stated by the plaintiff, and concluded by say
tween the pan
ties agreeably
ing that she had no objection to the mutation of names sought
to the admis~
by him.
sion of the de
but
fendant,
The present appellant Goluknath Ray Chowdhree appeared as
made all costs,

includingthose a third party, declaring himself to be the heir at law of Kashee
of a claimant
and that the present action was a mere
who interven nath Ray Chowdhree,
ed

as a third

party, charge
able

to
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plaintiff.

the

collusive proceeding on the part of the plaintiff and defendant to
him of his right. The Additional Principal Sudder

defraud

Ameen, Mahomed

to whom

Khoorshed,

the

case was referred:

gave judgment in favor of the plaintiff.

to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

The case was then appealed

by the claimant Goluknath Ray Chowdhree, and was ﬁrst laid
before Mr. Dick, who was of opinion that the statement of the
regarding the adoption was not proved; that the suit

plaintiff
was

a collusive proceeding

defraud

the

between the plaintiff and defendant

heirs of Kasheenath Ray Chowdhree

; and

to

that the

claim should be dismissed, and the decree of the Principal Sudder
Ameeu

Mr.
the

reversed.

Reid.—“ The suit

is

merely to obtain

the

registry in

Collector’s office of the name of the plaintiff, in substitu

tion for that of the defendant
recorded.

As the defendant

for the plaintiff.
sive, and

Dyamye, whose

agrees

name

is now

to this, a decree must pass

The whole transaction however appears collu

the decree will not affect in any way the rights of other

As the parties should have applied to the Collector
to make the alteration in his registry before coming to Court, the

claimants.

plaintiff must pay all costs in both Courts."
Mr. Lee Warner concurred with Mr. Reid and
accordingly,

79

passed orders

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.

CASES

1m PRAN KISHEN MITTER,

03
1842.

Appellant,

11678148

March 31.

MOTEE SOON DREE, Widow of RUSSIK LAL MITTER
deceased, Respondent.

property, real and personal,

forming part of the estate of Neelmunnee

The suit was instituted on the 1st December

deceased.

The plaint set forth that Rai Ram Soonder
exertions,

had acquired

Mitter

1837.

Mitter, by his own

property in the districts of

considerable

He

Patna, and 24-Pergunuahs.

Behar,

to the value

died in 1226 B. S. leav

N eelmunnee Mitts-r and Kai Pran Kishen Mitter,
of whom the former succeeded to an
8% arms, and

the defendant,

latter to a

anna

of their father’s property;

share

Neelmunnee however acquired

they
other

considerable

the

10th Sawun

1241, leaving

a

property, and died in 1239 B. S., leaving an only son Rai Russik
Lal Mitter, who inherited his estate.
Russik Lal Mitter died on

widow, the plaintiff.

Rai Pran

Kishen Mitter took advantage
sues for

that part of the property which

is

and

of the plaintiff’s unprotected state,
ousted her from the property left by her husband.
She now
within the jurisdiction

of the 24-Pergnnnahs.
The defendant
for

inter alias, that the plaintiff had sued
in the Supreme Court at Calcutta, and
the present action would not lie in the Zillah Court, as
pleaded,

the same property

therefore

provided

by

Sec- 12, Reg.

III.

1793.

The Zillah Judge gave judgment in favor of the
plaintiff on the
merits of the case.
The defendant

then appealed

By the Court, present

Mr.

J.

to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
F. M. Reid :~“ The record shews

that the plaintiff instituted an action for the same
property against
the same

party on the 5th March 1835, in the Supreme

Under leave obtained

on the 21st

plaint on the 1st September

on the 5th February

plaint in

the

while
the

the action
spirit

1840.

Supreme

of Sec. 12, Reg.

her

She ﬁled her petition of

Court on the 1st December

in the

Court.

1835, she amended

of the same year; and her claim was

dismissed

Zillah

July

111.

1837, that is,

Court was pending.
1793,

I
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the

lived together;

7.}

ing two sons Rai

do not

Under

think the
79-80

ac

Held that a
suit in
the
Zillah Court,
while an ac
tion
by the
same plaintiff
against
the
same party for
the same pro~
was
party
pending in the
u
m
Court,
was
under
barred,
the
spirit of
Sec. 12, Reg.

III.

1793.

0

to recover

Pergunnahs,

of 90,793 rupees,

24:

e

the appellant, in the Zillah Court of

against

r

out of which this appeal arose was instituted by

respondent

p

the

action

S

THE

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

94

Rai
Pran tion in the Zillah Court can be entertained,
Kishen M it'- e",
v Motee b‘uom
dree.

and would dismiss the

claim."

with Mr. Reid, and made ﬁnal the

Mr. Lee Warner concurred
judgment proposed by him.

RAJAH NOWUL KISHORE SlNGH,

1842.

Appellant,

versus
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March 31.
Held that in
a suit laid ata
sum exceeding
5,000 rupees,
but in which
the
Principal
Sudder Ameen
gives a decree
for a sum less
that a
than
mount, the ap
peal from the
Principal Sud
Ameen's
der
decree lies to
Sudder
the
D ew an n y
Adawlut.

ACHUMBUT RAY

THIS
Zillah

and others, Respondents.

was an appeal from a judgment passed by the Judge of

The appellant brought an action against the

Sarun.

respondents,

with the view to obtain

as Zemindar,

to assess certain lands held by the defendants

alleged
rupees,
arrears
the

mocurruree

but

declaration of his right

supplementary

a

ﬁled

with interest, to 4,220

rupees,

8

for

annas, 3 pie,

making the total valuation of the claim 5,345-8-3.
was referred

the

plaint

of rent at the increased rate of assessment, amounting in

aggregate,

ment

at an

The plaintiff laid his suit at 1,125

tenure.

subsequently

a

to the

Principal

The

case

Sudder Ameen, who passed judg

declaratory of the plaintiff’s right to assess, but dismissed

His

claim for arrears of rent.

defendants,

decree was, on appeal by the

reversed by the Zillah Judge.

The plaintiff then

applied for permission

peal in the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut,

to ﬁle a special

ap

which was granted.

By the Court, Messrs. Tucker and Reid.—“ The claim having
been in excess of 5,000 rupees, though the decree was for a sum
less than that amount, the appeal was not cognizable

but should have
under Section

4, Act

must be quashed,
to

been made

the Sudder

to

XXV. of

1837.

with permission

by the Judge,

Dewanny Adawlut

The decree of the Judge

and notice

to the defendants

prefer an appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

three months from the date of service of notice.

Order accordingly.

80-81

within
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CASES

MUSSAMAUT HUKEEMUN, BEEBEE KUBEERUN,
BEEBEE AMEERUN, Appellants,

95
1842.

and

April 3.

'UCTSHS

MEER KUBEER HOSSEIN, MUSST. AMEERONISSA,
SYUD YAR ALLEE, and GHAREEB HOSSEIN,
Respondents.

APPELLANTS

in

sued

formal

pauperis for 5,128

rupees as

their share of 41,000 rupees, the dowry of Mussamaut Akila, the

of Musst~ Kadira, the mother of the plain

maternal grandmother

The suit was lodged

tiﬁ‘s.

December

21st

the

Akila,
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Allee, had executed agift of

of Meer Keramut

in the year 1204 Hijree, to her granddaughter Musst.
Keramut

Meer

Allee

also

in 1215 Fnslee executed a reviewof judg

of Bye Mokasa of all his property in lieu of the dowry set

deed

his wife, to Mussarnaut.

tled upon
session.

A

Hossein,

sued

nephew

Kadira, and gave her full pos
Allee, by name Kubeer

of Meer Keramut

and others for the entire estate of

Musst. Kadira

Keramut Allee in the Provincial Court of Patna, in the year

Meer

F. S.

1223

His action was dismissed

on appeal to the
for

The petition of plaint states that Musst.

1835.

wife

her dowry

Kadira.

in the Zillah Court of Behar on the

on the 22d

of the estate of Meer Keramut Allee.

her

heirs, Keramut

by the

was payable

out

Mussamaut Akila died leav

Kadira her granddaughter'in the

Half of

line.

female

Akila

Allee her husband, Mussamaut Kumul

own sister, and Mussamaut

the other

husband,

1822, but,

Adverting to the futwa delivered

Sudder law ofﬁcer, the dowry of Mussamaut
ing as her

April

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, he obtained a decree

1-3rd of his claim.

the settled dowry (20,500) reverted to her
half (20,500) went to her sister Mussamaut

Mussamaut
Kumul died, leaving as her heir Massa
Kadira, the granddaughter of her own sister—and the latter

Kumul.
maut

consequently

inherited her property.

(her daughters),
Property.
1829,
of sale

settled

her death was

—aud

together with certain others, are entitled to her

all the estate of Meer Keramut Allee included in the deed

ssmaut Kadira,
dowry

On her death the plaintiﬁ's

Up to the date of the Sudder’s decree, viz., 22nd June

to Mussamaut

Kadira remained

having been

made

in the possession of Mus

over

to her in lieu of the

upon Mussamaut Akila her grandmother, and after
in the possession of the plaintiffs and other sharers

therefore

there

The opinions
recorded
by
Judges of the
Sudder
De
wanny Adaw~
lut on a ﬁrst
decision,
are
not
et aside
merely by the
admission of a
or
re-hearing,

was no necessity

for bringing any action
81-82

ment.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.

96
1842.

for the dowry.

of Meer Keramut Allee, and one Ghareeb

estate
Musst. Hu.
keemun
and
others, 11.M eer

Kubeer

Hos.

seiu &, others.

As Meer Kubeer Hossein obtained

l-3rd, the plaintiffs now sue for their share, deducting the
of the husband and sons of Mussamaut Kadira.
The defendants

replied,

the father and

that

the

had been lodged
that

the

Akila;
Allee

2% years ago;

of the plaintiffs had made

brothers

after the expiration of the period of limitation

that Mussamaut Kadira
;

no

3 that the present suit

grandmother of the plaintiffs died before

not inherit

shares

that Mussamaut Akila died upwards

of 40 years, and Mussamaut Kumul upwards of
claim whatever to any part of the property

therefore,

her daughter,

could

that Akila died before her husband Meer Keramut
to

and half to her sister Mussamaut Kumul, but the

any claim to her share, though she lived

latter

never

made

wards

of

years after the death of Mussamaut

12

;

Mussamaut

that her dowry was divisible, according to the law, half

;

her husband,
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1-3rd of the

Hossein claims

Akila

3

up

that the

plaintiffs therefore cannot one through her, and further that the
deed pleaded by the plaintiffs was set aside in the former case.
The

Principal

Sudder Ameen, Futteh Allee Khan, dismissed

the claim for the following reasons :-—First.

the plaintiffs died before

Mussamaut Kadira therefore
Mussamaut

Akila;

and

;

Kumul,

her

own

sister,

was

Mussamaut Kumul lived upwards of

after the death

upon Meer Keramut

Akila

could not inherit the property of

Mussamaut

entitled to succeed.
years

The grandmother of

her mother, Mussamaut

12

of Mussamaut Akila, but made no claim
Allee for any portion of the dowry settled

upon Mussamaut Akila

;

from this it must be concluded

that

the claim for the dowry was foregone.
Secondly. —Mussamaut

Akila died upwards of

maut Kumul upwards of 24 years

ago.

40, and Musse

The suit therefore is

barred by the statute of limitations.

Mrdly.-The

deed of Bye Mokasa was pleaded in the former

suit and set asidé by the Court.
On appeal
sent

to the

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, that Court (pre

Mr. W. Money) conﬁrmed

the decree of the lower Court

in full.

A

review of judgment was applied

for, and admitted by Messrs.

Braddon and Tucker after Mr. Money had left the Court.

Mr. Biscoe.—“ The

deed of Bye Mokasa pleaded 'by the plain

tiffs, and on which they chieﬂy relied, was set aside by the Sudder
82

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
in the previous

and the reasons given

advertence

I

decisions,

of the Principal Sudder Amecn should be confirm
but with reference to the admission of the review of judgment

I

Judges of the Court,

Dick.—“ True, the present plaintiffs did not in the suit of

forward

for bringing

the

chief Cazee,

It

further appears,

appears

that Mnssamaut

Kadira

she left no nearer rela

that Mussamant Kadira. was in posses

of Meer Keramut Allee.
is

It

no reason

From the

on the dowry.

up to the date of the decree obtained by the

sion of the property
heirs

of the dowry, but

there was therefore

any plea founded

heir of Mussamaut Kumul

may be the
tion.

on the score

plea

on the Bye Mokasa

rested entirely

of

urge any

if

Hossein

;

Mr.
Kubeer

reply

send on the ease for another voice.”

it

by

ed,

that the decree

two

in evidence

also

in the former case that Mussamaut

And

to the

dowry

there

therefore
that
claim,

further appears

questions
is

Cszee

will

therefore

from the reply of the chief

put by Mr. Tucker, that in claims for
in the Mahomedan law.

no limitation

of the plaintilfs

in favor

decree

would.

with this reservation,

Kumul

of kin to Mussa-mant

any nearer

should

The rule of limitation

Allee.

I

Kerainnt

it

Meer

make any

this decree shall not prejudice their rights.”
was then laid before

The case

Mr.

to the law ofﬁcer

following question

Lee Warner, who put the

:—

“Hsve the plaintiffs any claim to the dowry of Mussamant
the

grandmother

maternal

mother of the plaintiffs? and

to

inherit

Kumul,

dowry

not be any nearer

the sister of Mussamaut

than

the

The reply

so, to what extent?“

her estate,

plaintill's would be entitled
the

Mussamaut Karlira,

following eﬂ'ect:—“ Should there

of kin to Mnssamaut
entitled

of

Mus-summit

Akiln,

Kadim,

the

in

Was to the

if

Akila,

right of their mother to succeed to
of Mussamaut Akila, the grandmother of Musso

maut Kadira.

With reference

to the

other heirs as

shown.

by

like proceedings}

the share of the Plaintiffs would be 5l25 rupees.

But

also

it
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of

Kadira was in possession of the property even during the life-time
not apply.

appears

had another

sister,

in that case

they
“

from the record

that Mnssamaut Kumul

Mussamaut Shakim, who hasleftheirs—and
Would

be entitled to succeed

to her property,

Meaning the plaintiffs and defendants only.
M

1842.

to this

___..__.

am of opinion

83

Musst. Hu—
and
keemun
others, 1;. M eer
Kubeer
sein

Hos
others.

I

With

Adawlut in the former suit.

Dewanny

97

6!,

CASES

98

-_
1842.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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not the plaintiffs through their mother Mussamaut Kadira"

and

—Mr. Lee Warner

then decided solely upon this futwa ; observing
Muest. Hu— at the same time that Mussamaut Kumul
during her life-time

keemun
and
others, v. Meer

was neither in possession of the estate of Mussamaut Akila, nor

sein & others.

ever made any claims to

Kubeer

Hos

it

;

and as the claim was that of inheri

tance to the property of Mussamaut Kumul, it must

be dismissed.

The reasons urged by the former Judges on the ground of

ex

piry of the period of limitation did not appear to Mr. Lee Warner
to affect the case. As the claim was dismissed by Mr. Lee Warner
solely on the ground of the Cazee’s futwa, the case was sent on
for another voice.
Mr. D. C. Smyth—“There are two pleas urged by the respon
dents which are to be considered.

First—That

the action is barred by the statute of limitations.

Secondly—That

heirs of Mussamaut Shakira, the sister

as the
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of Musst- Kumul, are alive, the plaintiffs cannot inherit.
The ﬁrst plea cannot

be admitted, for, setting aside what the

says regarding there

Cazee

tion for dowry,

being no limitation of time to an

ac

the period for the plaintiffs to sue must be cal

J one

culated from the 22nd

1829, the date of the Suddel’s decree

given in the former case.

In

regard

to the second plea, no beneﬁt

can accrue to the res

pondents—that affects the heirs of Musst. Shakira
this case must be as between the parties."
Concurring

: the issue

of

with Mr. Dick, Mr. D. C. Smyth decided in favor

of the appellants, and made ﬁnal the judgment accordingly.
The respondents

then presented

a re-hearing on the

two petitions, one applying for

merits of the case,

right of another voice

the other claiming the

in the ﬁnal decision,

as the concurrent

opinions of Messrs. Smyth and Dick were met by those of Messrs.
Money and Biscoe.
death of Mr. Smyth, the case was laid by the Register

On the

that orders might be passed on the petition of
objection to the ﬁnality of the judgment which had been come to.
On this the Court came to the following resolution :—
the Court,

before

“ The Court observe

that the suit was originally decided against

the plaintiﬁs by the Principal Sudder Ameen of Beliar
on

to this

appeal

Court his decision

that a review

was conﬁrmed

; and

that

by Mr. “7.

admitted by Messrs.
Braddon and Tucker, and the case then laid before Mr. Bisooc, who

Money

;

83-84

of judgment

was

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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the case

for another voice with reference to the opinions recorded

for the

admission

who was

It

of the review.

then came before Mr. Dick,

for reversing the former decisions and decreeing in favor

of the appellants.

Mr. Lee \Varner was for dismissing the claim

of the appellants,

but on different grounds from Messrs. Money

Bisooe ; the late Mr. D. C. Smyth concurred with Mr. Dick,

and

judgment proposed

and made ﬁnal the

With reference

to the

the case

was decided by Mr. Smyth, and two opinions in favor of

Court, adverting to their resolution of the

claims ; the

their

three

of this Court (two of them on the same
claim of the plaintiffs, in whose favor

the

against

grounds)

by him.

foregoing detail, which shows

J udges"

by the

opinions

18th September
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of the lower Court, but sent on

the decision

fully conﬁrmed

also

99

1840 in the case of

N ewaub

Syed Mahomed Allee

Khan versus

N igai Aorah Begum

Mr. Smyth’s

judgment in the case passed in conformity with the

of Mr. Dick cannot

opinion

and others,+ are of opinion that

be considered

as ﬁnal ; and they ac

cordingly resolve that the Register be directed to send on the case
to another

Judge.”

the Court been of opinion that Mr. Smyth’s decision

Had

the application for a re-hearing

ﬁnal,

been laid, as a

was

on the merits would have

matter of course, before Mr. Dick.

The case was then laid before Mr. Tucker, who was of opinion
that the
proposed

petition of plaint was defective in many respects, and
to nonsuit the plaintiffs.

Mr. Barlow concurred
the

with the Judges who proposed to dismiss

appeal, and conﬁrm

ed ﬁnal

the decree of the lower Court, and pass

judgment accordingly.

REMARKS.
With reference to the opinion of the chief Cazee noticed in the
claim

Report, to the effect

that there is no limitation to a
of dower under the Mahomedan law, the following “ notes"

foregoing

are extracted

Macnaghten’s Principles

from

and

Precedents of

Mahomedan Law, pages 285 and 287.

“It

down

may

be a

in Section

question,
14,

how

Regulation

f Viz. Messrs.

far the rules of limitation laid

III.

1793, and the subsequent

Money, Biscoe, and Lee Warner.

1- See Reports
m 2

[or 1840.

84-85

1842.

Musst. Hu
keemun
others,v.

and

Meet

Kubeer Hos~
sein 8: others.

100

CASES

(II. of 1805) should be held to apply to a demand of
There can be little doubt, I should suppose, that the

enactment

1842.

dower.
Musst.

kceiniil\

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

Hu

rules of

a.

positive enactment

supersede

the tenets of the Moohum

and

mudan law ; but, if the circumstance
of the cause of action
others, 11.Meer
Kubeer Hos
having originated twelve years before the institution of the claim,
s'cin & others.

be

an

deemed

who could

there would be very few widows

bar,

insuperable

obtain their dower,

nor would they be likely to

save

their claim by proving an intermediate acknowledgment on the
part of the husband

;

amicably together,

demand

a

for, supposing

I

usual but disreputable.

parties to have lived

would not only be

tion does not run contra non 'volentem
red, by some legal incapacity,

‘

Prescrip

agere against one who is bar

from pursuing;

for in such

case,

nor dereliction can be imputed to him.

This
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rule is, by a favorable interpretation, extended to wives, who,
rererentz'd maritali,

forbear

un-l

ﬁnd that the provisions of the Scotch

with this view of the question.

law exactly coincide

neither negligence

the

of payment

to pursue

actions

competent

can

to them

but every prescription runs against wives
persons.’—Erskine’s Principles of the Law of

against their husbands,
in favor of third
Scotland, page 369.”

may be the propriety of applying the
case of the wife herself, who, for obvi
to
the
limiting regulations
ous and natural reasons, may have omitted, during a period of

However questionable

more
can

than

twelve

hardly

supersede

be any

doubt

the doctrine

as the present,
between

years, to adduce her claim to dower, yet there

the

of the legitimacy of its application to

of the Mahomedan

where a period

law, in such an instance

of more than twelve years elapsed

death of the widow and the institution of the claim

of dower on the part of her heirs.
See also the note at page 295 of the 2nd volume of the Sudder

Dewanny Adawlut Reports.

ROOPNERAIN

lSl‘l.

._.__._

BHUGWUNT SINGH,
HUR

a resporp
dent, his judg~

SALGltAM SINGH,

'UCTSUs

BUXSHEE

of

and

Appellants,

April 4.

Onthedeath

SINGH

TH E

and on his demise, MANO

DOSS and BECHORAM, Respondents

respondent

anshee Bhugwnnt Singh

commenced

tion in the Zillah Court of Shahabad, against
8586

this ac

the appellants,

to

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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possession of certain property speciﬁed

obtain

der the following

101

in his plaint, un

circumstances.

The defendants are the sons of the plaintiff, who stated that he

property in their names, they being

considerable

had purchased

minors at the time : that however he had held possession of the
purchased property for a length of time after the purchases
ejected by his sons, the defendants,

had been subsequently
he now

sued

to

;

but

whom

the property of which he had been dis

recover

possessed.

The

replied that

they \had, for various reasons,
from their father many years ago; that they had in

defendants

separated

herited some

from their mother,

money

of their \own exertions,

means

The

was dismissed by

case

Sudder Ameen of the district.
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and with this, and by

had purchased

the property for

the plaintiff now sued.

which

Syud

Manowur Allee, Principal

His decision was reversed by the

Zillah Judge, Mr. Garrett.

A special

was then admitted by the Sudder Dewanny

appeal

Adawlut

on the application of the present appellants ', and while

the

case

was pending

thee

Bhugwnnt Singh died.

Manohur

Doss

in the Sudder Court, the respondent

and Bechoram,

decrees

against

applied

for permission

appellants
to evade

were

the

deceased,

admitted

to

to

Bux

Who are bankers, and held money
Buxshee

defend

the

Bhugwunt
appeal,

Singh, then

stating that the

the sons and heirs of the deceased, but in order

payment

of their father’s debts would not appear.

this a question

On

defend

arose as to whether the creditors could be

The Court, present Messrs.
appeal.
Reid, and Barlow, ﬁnally decided, with reference to the
precedents
of Imdad Ali, versus Kadir Baksh and others, and
the

Tucker,

Aiman Bibi,

versus

Ibrahim

Reports,

that

property

of their debtor,

they might
On
gave

Khan,

at pages 296 and 304, new

pages 345 and 355, volume V., Sudder Dewauny Adawlut

edition,

1842.

considering

the interest the creditors had in the
for liquidation of the debt due to them,

be admitted.

the merits of the

case, Messrs.

judgment, aﬂirming the

Ameen and reversing

decree

Tucker, Reid, and Barlow
of the Principal

Sudder

that of the Judge.

9——
86-87

ment creditors,
with reference
to the interest
had in
they
that
shewing
the contested
he
property
lnnged totheir
were
debtor,
to
permitted
defend the ap
peaL

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.

RAJ KOOMAR

1842.

KOMAR SINGH,

BISSESSUR.
Appellant,

April 9.

versus

MUSSAMAUT
In default of
sons,
grand
sons,and great
grandsons, the
widow
suc
ceeds to the in
heritance
of
her
husband,
living separat
ed from his an
cestral family,
to
according
the
Hindoo
law as current
in the West.
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When parti.
tion is denied,

THE
the

Respondent.

action out of which this appeal arose was instituted
the respondent,

against

appellant,

Sarun,

SOOKH NUNDUN KOOR,

obtain possession

to

in the Zillah

of a one anna

by

Court of

share of Talookahs

Pursootercum, and others, with mesne proﬁts
Bazeedpore-Dowlut,
The suit was laid at 11,960 rupees, 14 annas, l3
thereon.
and was instituted on the 28th

gundahs,

July

1837.

The plaint set forth that the property in dispute formed part of
the

property of the plaintiff and the defendant’shus

ancestral

band, and of Rajah Deendyal Singh and others.
the

in

property was made

of

vA settlement

the year 1198 F. S., in the names of

Rajah Sirkishen Singh, the ancestor of Rajah Deendyal Singh and
others, and of Baboo Abdoot Singh, the ancestor of Hurpcrshaud

the fact may
be ascertained
by a reference
to
separate
possession
of
house, or sepa
rate
transac
tion of affairs.

Singh.

Singh and Sheopershaud
of Bhowaneepershad
a.

two anna

share

nankar lands.
'

parties,

N ubkoomar

Singh, obtained
of the

Baboo

estate,

a decree

with

Raj Singh, the

had two sons, Dhurum Behadoor

plaintiff, and Bishen Nubkoomar
defendant.
respective
and

Dhurum Behadoor Singh, the

and Bishen

father of the plaintiff,

the

Singh, the father
in their favour for

exception

common;

the

Singh, the father~in-law of

the

They held joint possession; after their death, their
sons, the plaintiff and defendant’s

held joint possession

husband, succeeded,

to the time of the death of the latter,

is his heir by law; the defendant

tenance.

of the

Singh, the father of

which took place in the month of Bysakh 1242 F. S.

tiff

of certain

ancestor

She,

however,

Courts, adopted

measures

through

The plain

being entitled only to main
the

of

instrumentality

which led to the

the

plaintiff’s ejection

from the share of the property which he inherited from the

defen

dant’s husband, and for the recovery of which he now sues, stating

that no division

of the property had taken place up to the

date

of the institution of the suit.
The defendant replied, that the plaintiff and her husband
related only as the fourth in collateral descent from a

were

common

ancestor; that they lived six coss apart; that the property

had

father;

and

been divided during the life-time

that consequently
87-88

the plaintiﬁ"

of her husband’s

had no claim whatever

to it.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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delivered judgment in favor of the

in his opinion,

The proof

defendant.

was

to the division of the property in the

as

by the defendant,

manner stated
had no claim

1842.

Ameen, to whom the case was referred,

The Principal Sudder

clear,

103

and consequently

the plaintiff

during her life-time.

Raj Koomsr
Bissessur Ko~
mar Singh, 1:.
Musst.
Sookh

Nundun Koor.

to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

The defendant then appealed

case was ﬁrst laid before Mr. Dick, who put various ques~

The

the pundit

tions to
evidence

of the

Mr. Dick observed, that though there was

of partition.

of the partition, yet, independent

evidence

no documentary

Sudder Court regarding the law of
of the

proof to the fact, there was strong presumptive evidence

rest of the

of such partition having taken place, such as the separate posses

of house, and the separate transaction of affairs

sion

enjoined

law

was denied, as laid down in Colebrooke’s

partition
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partition

is denied, the fact of it may be'aseertained

of kinsmen,

dence

relatives,

If

a question

it

partition,
record

the

arise

must

“

When

by the evi

and by written proof,

among

co-hqirs

be ascertained

of the distribution,

in regard to the fact of

by the evidence of kinsmen, by
or by separate

transaction of

alfairs."
Mr-

Dick
Court,

lower

succeeds
the

according

to the

Mr. Shaw,
tions

to conﬁrm

of the

the decision

of her husband, when separated from

to the law current in the West ,- but, with

point of law, requested the opinion of another

.

Judge.

cited

proposed

in default of male heirs in a direct line the widow

to the inheritance

family,

reference

accordingly
as

referring to the law as laid down in the authorities

Mr. Dick, and to the reply of the pundits to the ques
to
them in the case of Mussamaut Deepoo versus Gouree
put
by

Shunker,

page

Dewanny

Adawlut

the lower

310,

Text
of
Yajnyawalcya,

of house or ﬁeld."

or by separate possession

“

and witnesses,

Hindoo

Translation of

edition, pages 391-92.

new

page 376,

Mitacshara,

the

: the

when the fact of

a reference to these circumstances

new

edition,

page

410,

Vol.

III.,

Sudder

Reports, concurred in afﬁrming the decree of‘

Court.

88

Text of Na
reda.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY
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1842.

RAJ

DEOKINUNDUN

KOOMAR.

GUNESH KOONWUR

and

ADAWLUT.

SINGH

;

after his death,

MUSSAMAUT GOPESSUR,

Guardians of his minor son BRIJ N UNDUN Srsen,

A pril 9.

Appellant,
1167‘8148

SINGH, BABOO JUDOONUN
BABOO RUGHOONUNDUN
SINGH;
DUN
BABOO RADAMOHUN STNGH; BABOO
SHEOPURSHAD SINGH and BABOO HURPURSHAD
SINGH, Sons of Tsnnnnnannn Sums,
Respondents.
Two Judges
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come
having
to the same
decision in a
case, but dif
in res
fering
gard to amate
a
fact,
rial
concurrence of

in
opinion
would
which
have led to a
different deci
sion bv one of
the Judges, it
was held that
a third voice
was necessary.

THIS

in the Zillah

respondents,

of a
and

l

an action instituted by the appellant,

was

anna,

1 pie,

Court

gundah,

1

other (altogether

58)

against

the

of Sarun, to obtain possession

2% cowree share

villages

of Surya Gopal

in Pergunnahs Pipra and

Mahasee, under the following circumstances.

The annexed

of the family will serve to illustrate the

sketch

case.

The plaint set forth, that the Pergnnnahs Pipra and Mahasee
were

the ancestral

propert

The settle

of the plaintiff’s family.

ment of the Pergunnahs was made in 1198 F. S. with Rajah Sir
kishen Singh and Ubdoot Singh, the ancestor of the defendants
Singh

Sheopurshad

and

Hurpnrshad

Singh, at a jumma of

after deducting 12,535-13-1

1,25,358-2-0,

as malikanah.

Rajah

Sirkishen Singh died in 1205, leaving three sons, viz. Rajah Gun
Singh, Bahoo

gapershad

Singh,

and

son, was

the

name

Dost Domun Singh, and Radamohun
of Rajah Gungapershad Singh, his eldest

entered in the Collector’s {egister

The three brothers lived together.
Gungapershad
management
delivered

Singh entrusted Dost Domun Singh with the full
of his property, gave him a power of attorney, and

to him his seal.

this, alienated

of landed proprietors.

On 25th Magh 1205 F. S.,

Dost Domun Singh took advantage

some of the property and recovered

of

from the pur

,chasers certain villages which had been formerlysold, and had them
registered

in the names of himself, his son, and his brother Radarnc

hun. Gungapershad howeverhadjointposscssion of these till l2l7,
when he died leaving' two sons, Rajah Deendyal Singh and Gonree
nath, the father of the plaintiff“.

Dost Domun Siugh had the

names of Rajah Deendyal Singh and Goureenath Singh registered

together with his own and that of Radamohun Singh,
89

as

proprie
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I’rithe
Singh.
l

‘

L.

>

Ragah Deen

.
‘

Dyal Singll.
0

Rajah
l

Singh.
Sirkishen}

I

Rajah G unga Pershad
Siugh.
.
I

Deokinun|

Dost
Domun

I

Singh.

Gouree
|

Nath.

dun Singh.

nunduu
Jndoo
nnnduu

I’laintlf.
Siugh.
quemlmzt.
Defendant.

Rughoo1
1

Siugh.
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GURJ smen.
\

Ubdoot
Singh.

l

l

Badamohun
Singh.
quendant .
Teluckdharee
|

Singh..

Sheopurshad.
|

Singh.

Defendant.

Pertab

l

Behadoor.

Hurpershad
Singh.
l

Defendant.

Koonw

CASES
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tors of that portion of the estate which had never been out of the

of the family, but still kept himself as the registered
proprietor of the villages which had been recovered.
In 1228

1842.

possession

arose about

disputes

acting under

Reg.

the recovered

VI.

From

Domun Singh,

that

period

lages.

In

it was

decided

J udoonundun Singh, the

of

sons

of their uncle ltadamohun Singh.
the heirs of Rajah Gungapershsd Singh have
and

kept out of possession

been

Civil Court

1813, summarily upheld the possession

Baboo Rughoonundun Singh and
of Dost

villages, and the

of their share of the recovered vil

a former case which was brought into the

Civil Court,
that the entire family estate was originally divi~

sible into equal shares between Rajah Prithee Singh and Sutrajeet
Singh, the sons of the common ancestor Guj Singh.
The moiety
of Rajah

Sirkishen Singh, son of Prithee Singh, is divisible into

shares, of which one share is the right of Rajah Deendyal
Singh and Goureenath,
the sons of Rajah Gungapershad Singh,
three

eldest
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the

of Sirkishen

son

Rughoonundun

Singh,

one share

is the right of

Singh and

Judoonundun Singh, the sons of his
son Dost Domun Singh, and one share is the
right of his
third son Radamohun Singh.
Rajah Deendyal Singh and Gouree
nath were accordingly entitled to
or a 2 arms, 13
second

gunda, 1
§d
krant share of an 8 anna share of the entire estate ;
of this Goureenath, the plaintiff’s father,
was entitled to one-half,
orol anna, 6 gunda, 2 cowree, 2 krant
share.
Goureenath is
dead, and the plaintiff now sues for that
portion of the villages

l

eowree,

which were recovered
which he remains
possession

with the joint funds of the family, but of

out of possession.

of Sheopurshad

One of the villages is in the

the sons of Teluk
of Sutrajeet Singh, the proprietor of
the other moiety of the estate, who
are accordingly included
dharee Singh,

and

Hurpurshad,

the grandson

among the defendants.
The case was referred

The suit was valued at 2378-70-15.
to the Principal Sudder Ameen of the

district.
The

defendants

Rughoonundnn Singh, Judoonundnn Singh,
Singh replied, that part of the property sued
for, was, as admitted by the
plaintiff, in the possession of Shee
purshad Singh-and Hurpurshad
Singh. The remainder was in
and

Radamohun

their

own

possession.

These

villages however had been sold by
Singh in conJunction with Baboo Teluk—
Singh, and had been purchased back from the purchasers

Rajah Gungapersbad
dharee

x

89-90

Rajkoomar
Denkinundun
Singh
and
others, 0. Ba
boo
Rughoo
nundun Singh
and others.
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No objection
by Dost Domun Singh with his own private funds.
had ever been made to these purchases by the plaintiff’s grand

Rajkoornar father, father or uncle, and therefore the plaintiff’s claim was
Deokiuundun
now barred.
On a former occasion indeed he did claim four of
and
Singh
others, '0. Ba
them as having been re-purchased by himself, but advanced no

Rughoo
boo
nundun Singh
and others.

claim in regard

to the others.

The Principal Sudder Ameen of Sarun, Soojaooddeen
in favor of the plaintiff.

gave judgment

suit mentioned

the former
the

made

same

plea

by the

plaintiff, the defendant had

of a re-purchase

of the alienated property

with their own funds, as was new advanced

It

overruled.
manager

was

Ali Khan,

He observed that in

;

but that it had been

in evidence that Dost Domun Singh was the

property on the part of Rajah Gungapershad

of the

Singh, and that when he was appointed manager he executed
that all purchased

stipulating
belonging

to the general estate.
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Sudder Ameen

was

a deed

property should be considered as
On these grounds

the Principal

of opinion that the plaintiff had established

his claim.
then appealed to the Zillah Judge, Mr. C. G.
Udny, who gave judgment as follows :—“ There have been vari
ous suits between the members of the family; the ﬁrst decree
The defendants

was

given

on the 24th

May

1802,

and subsequently

decisions

were passed in another suit by the Zillah, Provincial, and Sudder

Courts respectively
consideration

in 18l4, 1822, and 1826.

is whether

the

The ﬁrst point for

former decrees affect the present

case, and whether the plea set up of the purchase by Dost Domun

Singh from his own funds has been set aside or not.

There is

in my opinion, that the former decrees do not affect
The decisions of 1814, 1822, and 1826,
the present claim.

no

doubt,

Were founded
ﬁxed
the

Singh

In

on the previous

one of 1802 ; that decision

merely

right of the family of Sutrajeet Singh to the moiety of
general estate which was recorded in the name of Abdoot
the

: no mention

like manner

is made of the share of Rajah Sirkishen Singh.

the subsequent

decrees relate to the shares of the

heirs of Sutrajeet Singh, and have nothing to do with the moiety
of the general
defendants,

estate

I

which descended to Rajah Sirkishen Singh

of opinion that the plea advanced by the
that their ancestor Dost Domun Singh purchased

and his heirs.

am

the property in dispute with his own funds, is proved, and there
fore reverse the decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen]:
90-91
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A special appeal was then admitted by the Sudder Dewanny
.
Adawlut, on the application of the plaintiff.
By the Court, present Mr. C. Tucker :—-“I agree with th

e
o

Rajkooml-r
kinundun
D
and
Singh

that the former decrees do not affect the present

Zillah Judge

The evidence in the case shews that the disputed proper

claim.

Singh, but the sale was not

ty was sold by Rajah Gungapershad
absolute.

I

entertain

no doubt, from the evidence and the nature

others, 1;, Bra
boo
Rughoo
nunduu Singh
and others.

that the sale was conditional, and the property

of the documents,

on payment of the sum borrowed by Gunga
The right of the conditional vendor is not ex

to redemption

open

pershad Singh.
tinguished

until the usual process for foreclosure

has been gone

through, and therefore there is no doubt that the plaintiff yet has

It

right in the lands.

a proprietary

is proved that Dost Domun

in the letter

the incumbrance on the lands before he can

obtain possession.

Looking

at the

evidence

on record,

joint

tain no doubt the redemption

was made with

ing to Rajah Gungapershad

Singh and his brothers,

a

and

decree passed in favor of the plaintiff.

am

would reverse the

of the lower Court.”

decree

before whom the case was next laid, put

Mr. Smyth,

a

and

enter

funds, belong

that the claim should have been admitted,

I

therefore of opinion

I

he must discharge

question

whether

sharers of their own and their co-sharer’s

rights in joint undivid

The reply being in the negative,

sale by two

of their own shares

Mr. Smyth proceeded to observe

pronounced
fore

Singh and Telukdharee Singh, by

by

sale which was

by the pundit to have been illegal; and that there

the plea set up by the defendants

standing

a

that the property now sued for had been originally alienated
Gungapershad

?

was valid or not in respect

ed property,

a

to the pundit of the Court, to ascertain

would not avail, notwith

that the sale was unconditional.

Mr. Smyth therefore

concurred with Mr. Tucker in reversing the decree

of the Zillah

Court.
petition

was then presented

by the respondents

praying that

might be sent on for the opinion of another

the

case

the

deciding

udgo, as

J

A

Judges had

come to their conclusions

on different

grounds.

2

The petition was laid before Mr. Suiyth who directed
N
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in the former case, the plaintiff can at once recover

is,

the point for enquiry

joint or private funds :—
;

Singh redeemed the lands, and therefore
whether be effected the redemption with

that the

91-92
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._.._..

Mr. Tucker, in order that if neces

papers should be submitted to
the

Court at large might be taken on the

opinion of the

sary
Rajkoomar point of practice involved in the petition.
D so kinundun
Mr. Tucker was of opinion that the case should have been sent
and
Singh
others, '11.Ba
on for a third voice, as he differed with Mr. Smyth as to a mate
boo
Rughoo
nundun Singh
and others.

rial fact, respecting
must have come to
of the case.

In Mr. Tucker's

conditional, and therefore
would deprive

with Mr. Smyth, he

which, had he concurred

conclusion in regard to the decision

a different

view the sale by Gungapershad was

no lapse

of timeprior to foreclosure

the vendor of his right of redemption,

II.

by Clause 4, Section 3, Regulation

other hand appeared to consider the sale as absolute.
observed

as provided

Mr. Smyth on the

1805.

Mr. Tucker

that had he thought the same, he must have dismissed

the claim as barred by the rule of limitation.

The case was accordingly laid before Mr. Reid, who concurred
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with Mr. Tucker and made ﬁnal the judgment proposed by him.

'MOHANUND

1842.

CHUTURJEEA,

____—

April

12.

Appellant,

versus

GOVINDNATH RAY, HURDYAL RAY
DHOB‘ RAY, Respondents.

and

BANEE MA

THE

In a case of
appellant instituted this action against the respondents,
c 0 nd i tion a1
in
the Zillah Court of East Burdwan, to recover the sum of 1975
sale, ifthedebt
be not re-paid, rupees, being principal and interest of a loan advanced to Ram
the lender, un
less good and dhun Ray, Govindnath Ray, and Hurdyal Ray, on the security
sufﬁcient cause
of a conditional sale of certain property belonging to the defen~
he shewn, has
not the choice dants.
of suing for
The plaint set forth, that the defendants Govindnath Ray and
the money or
for the proper
Hurdyal Bay, the latter the son and agent of Ramdhun Ray,
ty pledged. but
is restricted to borrowed from the plaintiff the sum of 1,333 sicca rupees, on exe
an action for
cution of a. deed of conditional sale of an 8 anna share of Talooka
the latter.
Duree-Doss-Batee,

&c.,

on

the

registered in the

property

was

ancestor

of the defendants,

Kartik

19th
name

1239

B. S.

of Denonath

The

Ray, the

and the deed was signed by G0vind~

nath Bay for himself, and by Hurdyal Bay for Ramdhun Ray.
The debt was payable on the 15th Kartik 1242.
But not hav
ing been re-paid, the plaintiff applied
Section

8, Regulation

92-93

XVII.

1806,

to the Civil Court under

for a foreclosure

; and

after

I
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the prescribed

going through

corresponding

1836,

al

with the 24th Phagoon 1242, referred to a
of revenue on the 6th Bysakh 1245

for arrears

sold

was

sale

preliminaries was, on the 6th March

The property forming the subject of the condition

suit,

regular

The plaintiff accordingly sues to recover

B. S.

10‘.

the principal and

interest of the debt.
The

Govindnath

defendants,

that they

Ray and Hurdyal

received the loan from the plaintiff.

had

that the ancestors of the plaintiff and defendants

Ray, denied
They stated

had dealings with

other, which had been continued between the parties to the

each

present action; that in the year 1232 B. S., an adjustment of ac

which shewed a balance in favor of the plaintiff

counts was made

of 1468 rupees, for the security of which the plaintiff took a deed
of conditional

the plaintiffs,

loan due to
2819-13-0

was paid, leaving a balance on ac

of 1333 rupees, for security of which the plain

deed of conditional sale on which he now sues, re

the

In

turning the former deeds and bonds.
of this sum,

payment

The

including principal and interest, was

of this 1486-13-0

;

of interest

tiﬂ' took

in the

were instituted on

Chunder Chuckurbuttee, the plaintiff's relative.

of Bhyroo

count

Proceedings

which were amicably settled by the intervention

this transaction,
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of the property, from the defendants,

sale

of Nutfur Chund his uncle.

name

order to ensure prompt

the plaintiff took a farm of the lands con

ditionally sold, in the name of his nephew Gooroo Doss Mokeijca,
himself being surety.
The condition of the lease was that after
paying

the

lessors

should

the

Government

debt ; the

by the

plaintiff however

should

have

faction

of the debt

been

paid

&c-,

revenue,

be received

the

plaintiff

rent payable
in

to the

liquidation

of

took the whole amount, which

to the Government as revenue,

in satis

due to himself ; and were an account

called

for from the plaintiff, it would be seen that there isa large sum
due by him to the defendants.
At length the estate was sold
for arrears

of revenue,

the name of

N ufiur

and purchased

by the plaintiff himself in

Chund.

The plaintiff replied,

denying the statements

of the defen

dants, in regard to the farm taken by him, and the circumstances
which led to the public sale of the property.

At this

stage of the proceedings

Ramdhun Ray died, and was

succeeded by his sons, Hurdyal Ray and Banee Madhob Ray.
The claim was dismissed

by the Principal Sudder Amcen
93

of the

1842.

M oh snund
v.
Chuturjeea,
G ovin d n ath
Ray diathers.

110
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Zillah Judge, Mr.
M oh a nund
Chuturjeea,
u.
G o v in d nath
Ray 8; others.

A

special

His

Jonab Allee

J.

decision

was

afﬁrmed

by

the

Dunbar.
admitted by the Sudder Dewanny

was then

appeal

Adawlut.

By
the

Court (Mr- E. Lee Warner).—-“I am of opinion that
for recovery of the money lent is barred under Con

the

action

struction 898 of the
circumstances.
a foreclosure

The plaintiff had obtained permission

sale

revenue

his father-in-law

Lushkur,

1834, except under special

September

to sue for

of the property, and it is clear he was aware of the

sale, for the

intended

the

5th

was always paid by Sumboonath

and agent, and he might have stopped

of the balance.

by payment

I

Construction cited.

would

There is no sufﬁcient

rea

of the rule laid down by the

son in this case to bar the operation

conﬁrm

the

decrees of the lower

Courts, but request another voice."
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Mr. Dick
remarked,
make

observed

in addition to what Mr. Lee Warner had

that the plaintiff

the conditional

perty for arrears

had

three years in which to sue to

sale_ absolute,

of revenue.

prior to the sale of the

He therefore concurred

pro~

in think

ing that the money action was barred, and ﬁnally conﬁrmed the
decree of the lower Court.

’_
1842.

April 21.

BISHENNATH BISWAS, SUMBOONATH BISWAS, KA
SHEENATH BISWAS, and CIlUNDEENATH BISWAS,
for themselves and for TAltUKNATH BlSWAS, Minor
Son of ANUNDMYE BISWAS, Appellants,
'061‘81“

MAHARAJAH GRISCHUNDER DEB, after his death RAJAH
SEREESH CHUN DER ROY, Respondent.
THE

In a case of
respondent instituted the action, out of which this ap
lifelease, it was
the appellants,
in the Zillah Court of 24
against
held
that re peal arose,
trans
peated
Pergunnahs, to recover possession of Deehee Bhatparah and
ters
of the
The plaint set forth that the plaintiff had apro
of the other villages.
rights
and
lessee,
a period in which
length ofpos— prietary right in the villages, but that, during
form
session,
his estate was under the ofﬁcial management
of the revenue
no bar to the
of authorities, Mr. John Prinsep obtained a life lease of the lands
recovery
of
possession
for which the plaintiff now sues, the particulars of which are de
the lands by
the lessor or tailed in the
report of the ease of the same appellant 'vt’T-WJ
his representa
of the Soonderbuns and others, reported attpsgc
on the Commissioner
tive,
94
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205,new edition, page 243, Vol. V. of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

In that

plaintiff also sued to recover possession,
but not being able to shew that Mr. Prinsep was dead, his claim

Reports.

the

plaintiff consequently

now

sues

to recover

the lands with

thereon from the date of his death.

mesne proﬁts

The defendants in reply claimed under a deed of sale executed

Kelso, the vendee of Mr. Prinsep, and under settlement
in 1800, under which the defendants pay 4541-2, viz. 4000

by Mr.
made

rupees to Government,

and

541-2,

to the plaintiff as malikana.

They admit the plaintiff’s proprietary right and his claim to ma
likana, but deny his right of possession.
The Zillah Judge, Mr. Biscoe,
was dismissed
death
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because the plaintiﬁ‘ had failed to shew the

solely

; as that fact had now been substantiat
that no further obstacle existed to the re

of opinion

of possession

covery
ment

observed, that the former action

of the lessor for life

ed, he was

by the plaintiff, and accordingly gave judg

in his favor.

The defendants

then

appealed

to the Sudder Dewanny Adaw

lut.
By the

plaintiff.
lessee

Mr. R. Barlow :—“I concur with the
far as he admits the proprietary right of the

Court, present

Zillah Judge

in

so

The lease obtained

having

died,

the

to the villages.

But

for

and

many

years,

various transfers,

1842.

case the

Mr. Prinsep died on the 30th November 1831, and

was dismissed.

111

I

as

lessor

by Mr. Prinsep was for life,~the
or his representative

the defendants

the villages

have been in possession

have come to them through

am of opinion that

bly be passed, allowing the defendants

is entitled

adecree might equita

to hold possession on pay

If

rent at the pergunuah rates.
they refuse these terms,
must be ejected, and the plaintiﬁ' left at
liberty to make his
own arrangements
for the lands.”

ment of
they

Mr. Lee Warner.—“

The lease was limited to the life-time of
the lessee having died, the zemindar is
clearly entitled
*0 possession of
the lands.
I would conﬁrm the decree of the
lower Court
awarding possession to the plaintiff.”
the lessee ;

Mr. Reid concurred

with Mr. Lee Warner.

94~95

death of
lessee.

the

112
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1842.

SIN GH

and

PREM SINGH,

Appellants,

versus
May 3.

SYED ABDOOLLAH,

THE
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The plaintiﬁ
sued
to
set
aside a sale,
made in exe~
cution of a decree, of certain
property alleg~
ed to have been
previously pur
chased by him
in the name of
his
daughter~
in-law. As the
latter, who “as
nominal
the
was
vendee,
not
made
a
to the
party
suit, the Sud
der Dewanny
Adawlut non—
suited
the
plaintiff.

commenced

respondent

lant in the Zillah

Respondent.

this action

against

the

appel

Court of Patna, under the following circum

stances.

The plaint set forth that the late Syed Khadim Hussein had
to the plaintiff for the sum of 16,00l rupees a 6-anna 2%

sold

dam

share

of certain

den,

called

Toolsee

speciﬁed villages,

Mundee.

the 9th Jamadi-ﬁ-saui
Poos

or

1234,

Cazee

and

and %d of a bagh or gar

The deed of sale was executed on

1242, Hegira, corresponding

with the 25th

8th January 1827, and was duly attested by the
The plaintiffs
by the Register of deeds.
(deceased,) was married to Jena Begum,

registered

son, Mahomed

Ali Khan,

the

of Khadim Hussein, which circumstance

daughter

led to the

of sale being drawn up in the name of plaintiff’s daughter
The defendants obtain

deed

in-law, the said Jena Begum, as vendee.
ed a

decree

and

Hussein, and in execution of the

Khadim

against

same attached

caused

to be sold, in spite of the plaintiffs

four of the villages, which belonged to the plaintiff under
The plain
the deed of sale executed to him by that individual.

protest,

tiﬁ‘ now sues to set aside the sale.

April

the 10th

The suit was instituted on

1839, and was laid at 3,000 rupees, the estimated

value of the property at the rate paid by the plaintiﬁ' for his en
tire purchase.
The defendants replied, that they had obtained a decree against
Khadim Hussein in the Patna Provincial Court, from which be
to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, applying at the same

appealed

time to stay

execution

of the

on giving security.

decree

The

security tendered and accepted, after due enquiry, was that of his
daughter, Jena Begum, who pledged the property, the sale of
which the plaintiff now sues to reverse.

The plaintiff was him

self an attesting witness to the security bond.

The decree of the

lower Court having been conﬁrmed,-and the debt not paid, the
defendants

took out execution

against

the property of the debtor

and his surety.

The

Principal

Tewarree,

Sudder Ameen

gave judgment

of Patna, Adjoodhea Pershsd

in favour of the plaintiff, being of opi

nion that he was the real purchaser of the property in dispute,
95-96
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Jena Begum was not empowered

and that

113

to pledge it as securi

ty for the debt of Khadim Hussein.

decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen was conﬁrmed

The

in

Zillah Judge, Mr. Smelt.
A special appeal was then admitted by the Sudder Dewanny

appeal by the

Adawlut on the application of the appellants.
By the Court, Mr, Rattray.-—“ The connection

of Khadim Hussein

family

the

that the plaintiff was cognizant

shows

been

having

pledged

the circumstance
property

(the

years

plaintiff sued on the 10th
objection,

any

being attached

pledged

April

to the security bond ;
a period
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I

of nearly 12

on the 21st August 1827, and

1839,)

to elapse without starting

all tend to the conclusion,

that the suit has been

instituted with a view to defraud the creditors
and

of plaintiff with
in the case which

of the fact of the property

of his having allowed
was

J

u ggurnath
and
Singh
Prem Singh, 1’.
Syed Abdool
lah.

Begum, as security for Khadim

by Jena

Hussein, his own signature
and

; the eyidence

1842.

of Khadim Hussein,

would reverse the decrees of the lower Court.”

Mr. Reid.—“ The plaintiff sues virtually to set aside the right
and interest

of Jena Begum in the property, without making her

to the suit, and must therefore,

a party

in my opinion, be non

suited."
Mr. Lee Warner concurred

RAHM KHAN

with Mr. Reid.

and others, Appellants,

1842.

versus

BIKRAM SAHEE
THE
dents,

appellants

instituted the present action, against the respon

in the Zillah

mesne proﬁts,

June 14.

and others, Respondents.

Court of Sarun, to recover 95,000 rupees

under the circumstances

detailed below.

The suit was instituted

on the 23d February 1839, in formd
The plaint set forth that the plaintiff's ancestors had
the ancestors of the defendants, for certain real property, and

pauperis.
sued

a partial

obtained
1821,

decree in their favor on the 5th December
in the Provincial Court of Appeal for the division of Patna.

The decree

was

in the Sudder Court on the 13th Fe
bruary 1827, with the addition that the question of mesne proﬁts
therein

conﬁrmed

be left to the determination of another suit.

tiffs now

sue for the mesne

The plain

proﬁts from 1211 to 1229 F. S-, or
0

96-97

In calculat
ing the period
for bringing an
under
action,
the
general
rule of limitstion, no alloW<
ance can be
made for the
time
during
which a mere
application for
to
permission
sue in formd
pauperia
pending
Court.

is

in.
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from 1803 to 1822 A. D., being the period of the dispossession
their ancestors by the opposite party.
-

1842.

1

all?

Ramebau
Othgrzilv'
ram
96

"d Mb“!-

The defendants

inter

pleaded,

of

alias, that the suit was barred

by the law of limitations.
The Principal Sudder Ameen,
was referred,

Fuzl-ul-Huq, to

whom the suit

in favor of the defendants

gave judgment

on the

merits of the case.
The plaintiffs then appealed to the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut.

By

the Court, present Messrs.

Rattray and Tucker.——The

ﬁrst

decree in favor of the ancestors of the plaintiffs was passed on the

in 1822.

possession

February 1827

13th

the

of the same they obtained
The decree was conﬁrmed by the Sudder on
;

1821, and in execution

5th December

the application for permission

to bring

the present action in formd paupert's was presented to the Zillah
Court in 1836, or nine years after the decree of the Sudder Court;

in

decree

to the institution

1837, and the petition of plaint

Thus from the date of the ﬁrst

of the present action

18 years, and

is

ﬁled on the 23d February 1839.

from the date of obtaining possession 17 years, and from the date
of the decree of the Sudder 12 years and 10 days.
the precedent

Adverting to

of Sheik Sufder Allee and others, appellants,

Dutheram and

another,

versus

can be made

no allowance

respondents,

to sue in form? paupen's
The appeal must therefore be dismissed,

for the time application for permission
in Court.

was pending

Order accordingly.

'_
June

I

——

PRANNATH CHOWDREE, for himself, and for KASHEE
NATH CHOWDREE, DEBNATH CHOWDREE, PUR.
BUTTEENATH CHOWDREE, OOMANATH CHOW.
DREE and SHAMNATH CHOWDREE, Sons of the

1842.

16.

late

RADAMOHUN

Cnownnss, Appellants,
versus

appeal

from

for recovery

the

taiu lands sold

sion of Pergunnah Mullye-

3|; ism-lg:
“Md‘demer

being
was
'

three

.

against

of the proprietary right and posses _
The suit was laid at

0,729 rupees,

times the annual revenue assessed on the estate, and

instituted on the
97'98

judgment given in the Zillah

cause instituted by the respondent

fgegzgeem

appellants,

Respondent.

7

essore, in

a

was an

ROY,

.

t

23:11:51meﬁsr:

THIS
Court of

J

111611131"th

a

T

RAJ AH BURRO DAKAUN

C
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the application was allowed

{3th

April

1837.
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This suit followed

immediately upon one between the same
and Bisnosoondree Babes and others, which was decided

plaintiff,

Court at Calcutta.

in the Supreme

in the Supreme

case

Mr. Morton’s

The following report of the

Court has been taken,

from

by permission,

omitting the judgment of Mr. Justice Mal

reports,

kin, who diﬁ'ered with the majority of the Court.

Rum

BURRODICAUNT

Bar

and others,

BISNOSOONDERY Danna and others.

“This

case was ﬁrst heard

was re-heard before the

Lordships delivered
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ed

April

The cause

1835.

full bench, and on the 10th May 1836, their

judgment

the arguments

and

Mr. Justice Grant alone,

before

his decree on the 11th

fully

are

The facts

reriatim.

of the case

stated in the judgment of the learn

Chief Justice.
“ Turton and Leith were for the
complainants.
“ Pearson, A. G., and
Priusep for the defendants
“

J .—-I

Ryan, C.

of papers

mass

great
suit,

regret

that the Court have not been able to

their judgment in this case at an earlier period

deliver

which

I

nion.

It

that two native zemindars

appears
and

the

arrears of revenue, applied

Nemychurn
the

loan

mortgage

Mullick,

at

Deorgachurn
by

of the

lands
be

to

and warrant

are dated

was

of

negotiated

advanced

Mullick,

of Doorgachurn, agreed to
the

whole

transaction

and

it

agreed

of Pergunnah
given

as a

confess judgment.
17th

to pro

This sum of money

rupees.

the instance

Nemychurn

and warrant

that

am

to Doorgachum Mookerjee

a loan of 52,000

Pergunnahs should

Mullick

I

names

being about to be sold by the Government for

estates

them

of the

being in pecuniary distress in 1795,

Gopeynauth,

their

advance;

arising in this

me at least from before delivering my epi

and

for

but the

will endeavour to state that opinion as concisely as

Sreecaunt

cure

;

was necessary to look through, and the

difficulty of the questions

and

importance

have prevented

able.

it

was

Mullye

and

security, and

that

of November l795.

the other
also a bond

Nemychurn
but the sum

actually paid to Sreecauut and Gopeynauth was only

44,600 3 and the balance 7,400, as admitted _by all parties, was re
0 2

98

to recover pos~
session of the
same property
which is held
by them under
a title derived
from the pur
chaser at the
Sheriﬂ's
sale.
The suit in
the
Supreme
Court having
been
com
menced within
the peri0d0f12
years of the ad~
verse
posses
sion of the de
fendants,
it
was held by
the
Sudder

Dewanny

Adawlut

that

the suit in the
mofusailCourt,
com—
though
menced
after
the expiration
of 12 years of
such
posses<
sion, was not,
under the cir

cumstances,

barred by the
rules of 880‘
tion 14, Reg“.

lation

III,

1798,
and
Clause 8, Sec
of
tion 3, Regu
a. lation II. 1805

This mortgage and the bond

the whole of this 52,000 rupees,

now sues the
present defen
dants
(who
could not be
made
parties
to the suit in
the
Supreme
Court for want

of jurisdiction)

'UCTS'LLS

who pronounced

1842.

116
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CASES

1842.
-.__..__

tained by Doorgachum

Mookerjee.

the 16th of September

On

without any previous demand of payment, judgment was
at h entered
upon the warrant, and on the 17th of September, the day
1796,

Pro 11n
Chowdree and
others, 1:. Ra~
Burroda
kaunt Roy.
jah

stipulated for the repaying of the mortgage money, execution

and the mortgaged Pergunnah Mullye was, on the 14th of
November 1796, sold by the Sheriff to one N ilmoney Holdaur for
The sum endorsed on this writ, and which the
27,800 rupees.
sued

Sheriff was directed to levy, was 57,893 rupees.
February

1797,

account

on

of the balance still remaining due, the sum of 20,000

a second

on the writ not having yet been sa

seizure was made of Pergunnah-Syedpore, pro
and Gopeynauth, but which was not

to Sreecaunt

perty belonging

included in the mortgage.
and purchased

rupees,

The Pergunnah was sold for 40,000

by Doorgachurn Mookerjee in the name of

Sibchunder Mookerjee.

In

purchased of Nilmoney

Holdaur

the same price
after

years after, Doorgachurn

about three

Pergunnah Mullye,

that it was sold for by the Sheriff.

of Syedpore,

sale

On the 15th of

and Gopeynauth paid tolNemychurn,

Sreecaunt

The sum endorsed

rupees.
tisﬁed,
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is

his release

Sreecaunt was thrown
in

1801

he

died,

After the

into jail, and shortly

“

N ow

side.

It

the facts which

a bill
Mullick
N emychurn

I

12 years

of

have stated are not disputed on either

is in 1805 that the validity of these transactions is ﬁrst

in

questioned

necessary

I

his

leaving Baneecaunt

heir, who is alleged to have been at that time about
age.

at nearly

ﬁled by Baneecaunt

to go into detail through the

have stated,

and Gopeynauth against

and Doorgachurn Mookerjee.

bill

;

I think

it un

it sets forth the facts

a fraudulent coutrivance of Doorga

and charges

churn, by which be retained

the 7,400 rupees.

The bill prays

that the defendants may be decreed to come to an account on the
footing of the mortgage
over

may pay
lent

;

the

and monies

money

they have

really lent, and that they
received above the money

that the sale of Pergunnah Syedpore may be set aside, and

that Doorgachurn may pay over the rents and proﬁts received for
Syedpore.

“ Answer of Nemychurn Mullick, ﬁled April

advanced

bill,

the whole rupees 52,000,

1805.

That he

on the securities stated

and security of Doorgachurn Mookerjee.

Denies all

in the
know

ledge of what passed between Doorgachurn and the complainants.

Paid

in full
98-90

amount_ to L011 Beharry Bonerjee

(52,000 rupees,)

ﬂ

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

Agreed

Admits that the whole of
for complainants the loan.
Denies he
loan was carried on by him.

the negotiation for the
ever

as principal in the

appeared

Admits be procured

business.

and became security for the re-payment.

the money

That corn

that 7,400 rupees should be allowed defendant

plainants agreed

for becoming security.

Denies the tin and lead transaction :gave

an order on L011 Beharry for 7,400 rupees: denies that

defendant

Mullye was sold to Nilmoney Holdaur on his account

N ilmoney Holdaur
defendant

was himself the purchaser

from Nilmoney Holdaur

purchased

of settlement,

10,000 : admits purchase

and

: asserts

that

after three years

:

: denies

the order

of Syedpore

for

of November
to

fendant

pay

Final

principal,

June

decree,

and

1806, master’s

and proﬁts of Syedpore

De

interest of 7,400, being 16,527

purchase

money'

amount of outstanding debts : defendant

got possession,

and interest upon the

to re-convey Pergunnah

From this decree there was an appeal to the Privy

Syedpore.

Council, which appeal was dismissed in 1817
“

:

balance of amount of rents

from the time defendant

deducting 81,625

report, 11th

3d of February 1808.

to pay complainant 48,724,

defendant

after

19th

decree,

1807.

Before

I

proceed to consider

think it better to mention what

the nature of the present

I

suit,

I

conceive to havo been decided

in the suit relating to Syedpore.
I think that decree has found
that Doorgachurn Mookerjee
fraudulently retained the 7,400
rupees :
be sold

that he fraudulently caused the Pergunnah Syedpore to
for a debt not really due, in order that he might at an

inadequate
can

which

value become the purchaser.

drawn from

be

in his

a decree

answer

security for the
a

there

was nothing by

conclusion
throughout

I

he alleged

was given-to him for becoming

Rajah to Nemychurn Mullick,

aside

sale

by the Sheriff, in which,
draw

these

lently endeavoured

What other conclusion

directing 'him to refund the money,
and

also setting

if fraud was not apparent,

which its legality could be affected?

The

this decree and the evidence

that,

from

transactions, Doorgachurn Mookeijee
to take advantage

of the necessitous

is,
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40,000 : surplus paid to complainants.

“ Interlocutory

fraudu
condition

99-100

at

h

a
n
u

r

his intimate friend.
“ Answer of Doorgachurn Mookerjee, ﬁled April 1805.

to procure

1842.

Admits Doorgachurn to

Doorgachurn kept back 7,400.

whether
be

Does not know

and took his receipt.

of complainants,

order

by

117

P

CASES

Chowdree and
others, v. Ra
jah Burroda~
kaunt Roy,

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

11s
1842.

of the Rajah, in order to possess himself of both Pergunnahs
Mullye

Pran

n at h
Chowdree and
others, u. Ra~
jab Burroda—

kaunt Roy.

and

at an inedequate

Syedpore,

value, and that he was

in his attempt, and did purchase those Pergunnahs at
a sum below their value at the time.
successful

“The

appeal

dismissed,

being

Baneccaunt died

I

as

in

stated,

have

1817,

on the 27th of February 1819, and on the 22d

of February 1828, the present bill was ﬁled by Rajah Burrodicaunt
Roy, an infant of ten years, by his next friend, against the
defendants.

present

“ The complainant is the sole surviving heir of the mortgagers
of Pergunnah Mullye, and ﬁles his bill against the representatives
The prayer

of Doorgachurn Mookeijee and Nemychurn Mullick.
of this bill is in substance

to adjust the account arising therefrom between the
on the pleadings

Before

enter upon this,

and

right to re

think

is

which arises

whether the complainant has

it

deem this mortgage.

right

think this case must be decided by Hindoo law,
It true that the instrument, by which
and by that law only.
in

cannot,

it, and unless
according

does, this Court must decide

to their

own

law.

interest did this deed convey

can regulate the

between

Hindoos

The ﬁrst question then

is, what

to Nemychurn Mullick, according

The Hindoo law applicable to this subject
Digest, Title,

to the Hindoo law?

will

in

case between

to be applied to the rights of the parties taking under

it

law which

is

Hindoos only, think the form of the conveyance

a

conveyance; but

English

an

form,

I

this property was conveyed to the ancestors of the Mullicks,

is,

is

I

to state that

be found in the 3d Chapter of Mr. Colebrooke's

written contract and with

a

to time, with

a

a

is

called
pledge
Hypothecation, and Mortgages :—‘
band/ta, and divisible into four kinds, moveable or personal, and
limited as
ﬁxed or real, for custody only, and for use unlimited, and
Pledges,

verbal attested

agree

ment.’

Now according

is

ment

it

a

not probably injured by use,

limited or unlimited as to time?

The

are in form English deeds of lease and

to English

ﬁxed, the equity of redemption

100-101

is

it

instruments of mortgage
release.

is

thing which

Is

law, although

a

a pledge for use.

it

is

is

being deﬁned, that

a

“ Now what species of pledge must the present he considered?
pledge for use,
clear that
ﬁxed or real, also

it

It
is
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evidence in this suit

I

is,

The real question

a

and

parties-

I

Mullye,

a prayer to redeem the Pergunnah

day of pay

continues primd facile open

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
In

foreclosure.

subjoins

the distinctions

‘limited

and

pleasure,

that

period of the pledge,
subject to redemption at

the

respecting

a

is,

unlimited,’-—'unlimited,

at

released

be

to be released at no speciﬁc time,—limited, to

In

speciﬁc time.

page 143, examples are given,

is

a

now received

I

is

a

-‘

given to pay the
pledge
by me, and
will redeem the pledge, else this
debt at the close of the year;
loan

shall be your absolute

time.

But in

is

then only shall the pledge be released,|
The latter

lost to the

never

Thus in page 185

owner.

is

for a'thousand years.’

said:

not forfeited,

I

gained

owner by any lapse of time while

have

page 292, who

volume,

stated—‘ prescription runs in

by long possession,

but his property in

it

silent neglect,

1st

pledge

is

other cases, titles being

is

cites as his authority Menu,

it

Sir Thomas Strange,

a

In

even

The authorities are

many in support of this position, in the chapter to which
referred.

is

clear,

for use for an unlimited

pledge to be used for an unlimited time

though unredeemed

Now

be dismissed.

pledge

it

a

bill should

is

to Hindoo law, that

barred of all right of re

is

and that this

present

or the relief

suit, setting aside the sale of
is

demption,
according

is

and lost by

never lost to the

remains as such out of posses

And see also the case of Purvuttee versus Soorruj, 2d
volume, Borradaile’s Reports of Sudder Adawlut of Bombay,
where after
was held, that the heirs of the
lapse of 75 years,
a

it

sion.‘

mortgagor were not barred
the property

of their right of redemption, though

Zillah Judge, Mr.
Anderson, holding that the law of mortgage was, that the mort
gager could always recover his property on payment of the sum
advanced.
The Sudder Judges, Mr. Homer and Mr. Ironside, con
had

ﬁrmed this deeree.

been

re-mortgaged,—the

No mere lapse of time, therefore,

possession,

is

plaintiff’s right of redemption.

it
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complainant

the

‘A

the interest Nemy

adverse possession,

Court, in

by this

granted

Syedpore,

time

such

it

from lapse of time,

whether
ready

was a pledge of ﬁxed or real

took under these deeds, the next point for consideration

a

churn

If

an unlimited time,

for

con

what

and consequently

al

Nemychurn took under this deed,
property

that

the meaning

I

as to time.

must be put on this instrument,

is

unlimited

ceive

limited as to

in this form—‘ whenever the
is

shall be discharged,

is

debt

This

property.’

the agreement

it

case

is

pledge

1842.

the author

page 141 of Colebrooke,

would bar the

As to any title arising from adverse

clear that the sale under the judgment was valid,
101-102

s. n n nth
Chowdree and
others, 0. Raw
jah Burroda

P

until actual

119

r

CASES

kaunt_Ro_v.

120
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CASES
1842.

If

law.

P r an n

a th
Chowdree and
others, 1:. Raw

jah Burroda‘
kaunt Roy.

by English

redemption

it

Hindoo law,

it

law,

is

or Hindoo

clear law here, that an equity of

be sold under

cannot

by English

is to be decided

whether the question

aﬁerifacias ; according to

the

pledgee cannot sell or dispose of

is clear that a

a

for use for an unlimited time, and the sale by the Sheriff

pledge

under process issued at his suit cannot give validity to such a
I am not quite satisﬁed, on the whole of this evidence,
sale.
that Nilmouey

Holdaur was

a bond

ﬁde purchaser,

but if he was,

what title could Doorgachurn gain by adverse possession,
claim under him,

who

in 1st volume,

Strange,
chaser

he bought with

when

privy

being

full notice of the
Sir Thomas

had no right to sell?

and that the pledgee

pledge,

page 291, says,

it

is agreed that a pur

the estate being in mortgage

to

or those

at the time,

the transfer shall not avail him.

translation

Macnaghten’s

pages 169, 190, 191,

by

a

loses

his property

that
not,

it

portion of the Metac

also in Colebrooke’s

Digest,

see

2d volume,

is laid down that :—‘ he who sees his land

;’ an exception

this right,

to this rule is now propounded,

with pledges, boundaries, &0.

property connected

therefore,

a

stranger for 20 years without asserting

is,

possessed

to Hindoo

according

law

what adverse

do

pos~

a

is

in the present case that could be bar to the com
But one of the grounds on which the Advocate
plainant’s claim.
General mainly relied in answer to this claim, was that the mat
session there

ter had in truth
before

been adjudicated upon, that the facts were all

the Court in the suit which set aside the sale of Syedpore,

felt this the most

case, and

of course feel the

of the learned Judges,

lief

fore

the more strongly, as in the opinion of one

thought

a

of this objection

confess

I

have always

in the present
is

force

question

I

established.

it

effect,

doubtful

I

and that the validity of the sale of Mullye was, by that decree, in

;

bar to the complainant’s

re

certainly in that suit the whole of the facts of this were
the

be

Court, and they could have adjudicated upon the right

to redeem

Mullye, had the complainant sought such relief in his

bill,

sale

The

of Syedpore

was set aside as unnecessary andas

well as being fraudulent, clearly on the ground that by the sale of

between

Doorgachurn and the complainant

observed also, that, on the coming in of
10 2-103

taken.

N emychurn’s

It

is

Mullye, and the subsequent payment of the 20,000 rupees, the debt
due to the mortgagee was satisﬁed, and on this footing the account
is
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shara, pages 201, 207,:and

of

I

In Mr.

to be

answer, the

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.

as to Mullye
billisdismissed'as regards him, and no relief is prayed
Does the omission to claim all the relief to which the party was

In

I

this question,

considering

am of course taking

it for

granted,

that he would have had a right to redeem Mullye, had he sought
us
to do so in that suit at that time ; I do not understand Mr.
Malkin

tice

to dispute

If the

this position.

J

decree of February

1808
rights of these parties, then it might
have been pleaded in bar to this suit, it being clear that a decree
has determined

the

rights of the parties,

determining the

bill for the same matter.

Now on

may be pleaded to a new

of this nature, so much

a plea

of the former bill and answer must be set forth as is necessary to

It

shew that the same point was then in issue.

seems to me that

no plea could have been framed that would have been good in ar

The question in the former decree was the fraud in the
The
not the right of redemption of Mullye.

sale of Syedpore,
sale of Syedpore

was held invalid,

the time of the sale 3
sale

of Mullye

had

been

seems to me not to have said that the

and

could issue

execution

it could

or averment

at all events no debt was due for

therefore

5

appear,

but

the

I

do not see how by any

that, in the former suit, the

right of redemption was abandoned,
0n

no debt was due at

was valid, but only that by that sale the money

paid,

the

it

because

the relief now decreed

and

ground of such abandonment.

If that

decree cannot

pleaded

in bar, it seems to me that the proceedings

are no

answer to the relief claimed in the present.
have stated,

roneous

think

I

conclusions

in the Mofussil,
pledged

am of opinion that this decree must be con
however,

deemable,

have expressed

of foreclosure

and

such

present

the

mortgage

express

redemption

to guard against

any

any er—

my opinion.

Although lands
of this Court,

nature similar to the present, would,

taken place, be primd facie re
not
redemption
generally barred by lapse of

time,—yet the present
where

necessary

and without the local jurisdiction

by instruments of

no decree

the rea

that might be drawn from the points of Hin

I

doo law, on which

For

had

decision

would not

had been foreclosed
opinion here,

apply to any cases

by decree, nor do

I

I

a

I

ﬁrmed.

it,

sons

he

in that suit

at

from this view of the law of

of lands in the Mofussil, as in any way applicable to

2

lands situated within the local jurisdiction

of the Court, and

I

which
plea

if
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gument.
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am

an n
th
Chowdree and
others, 'v. Ran

r

P

entitled in that suit, bar his right to relief, for what he had omit
ted to claim, in any subsequent suit instituted for that purpose?

1842.

a

CASES

jah Burrodm
kaunt Roy.
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1842.

P ra n n nth
Chowdree and
others, a. RB~
jah Burroda
kaunt Roy.

quite clear that it cannot apply to cases where there has been a
decree of foreclosure ; the Court having, by an uniform course of
held that by decree the right of redemption, in cases
of pledges by Hindoos by instruments of this nature, might in all
proceedingY

cases be barred."

“ Grant, J., concurred with the Chief Justice.

had pronounced

His Lordship

his opinion at length on the former hearing”

It

will be seen that the above report shews the Pergunnah
Mullye to have been last in the possession of Doorgachurn
Mookerjee,

Holdaur.

who purchased

it from the auction purchaser N ilmoney

Sheeb Chunder Mookerjee,

the son of Doorgachurn, sold

the Pergunnah to Prannath Chowdree

in

the month of September

declared the right of the complainant to redeem the mort

Court
gage
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but

it

and Radamohun Chowdree,

The judgment of the Supreme

1816.

on the Pergunnah, notwithstanding the sale by the Sheriff ;
was

insufﬁcient to restore

property to the plaintiff, as

the

was in the possession of the present

subject to the jurisdiction

of the Supreme

complainant having obtained

Court, and consequent
The

declaratory of his right, as

a decree

Court, among whom the re

against the parties before the Supreme

of Doorgachurn Mookerjee

to recover possession from the defendants
sale executed

who were not

be made parties to the action in that Court.

ly could not

presentatives

defendants,

were included, new sued
who claimed

under the

to them by Sheeb Chunder, the son of Doorgachurn

The defendants

in their answer entered into a detail of the facts

of the case, which are fully stated in the judgment of the learned
Chief Justice of the Supreme
present

Court.

They pleaded in bar to the

action the law of limitation as declared by Section 14, Re

gulation

III.

1793, and Clause

3, Section

3, Regulation

II.

1805.

The Zillah Judge, Mr. Edward Deedes, gave judgment in favor
of the plaintiff, and from his decree the present appeal was prefer
red to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

Mr. Dick observing that the

sale made by Sheeb Chunder Mookerjee

to the appellants,

appeared

to have been a fair and bond ﬁde transaction, was of opinion that
the present action was barred by the rule of limitation, and pro~
posed the reversal
Messrs.

of the judgment of the Zillah Court.

Reid and Shaw.—-The plea on which the appellants lay

the greatest stress is that of the expiry of the period of limitation

allowed by law for the commencement
the

of civil

actions.

Were

appellants able to shew that their acquisition of the property
104

>
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could be traced back to no fraudulent but a bond ﬁde transaction,
and

that they had held possession of the same more than 12 years
the institution

to

prior
Court

to

competent

But

been admissible.

The appellants

take

of an action for recovery thereof in any
of it, the plea would have
cognizance

we do not ﬁnd these facts to be established.

Pergunnah Mulleye from Sheeb Chunder

purchased

Mookerjee in September

not parties

to

It

It

is urged however

is true that the defendants

Court,

they could not be there sued

under

a title derived

as any way affecting their
were not parties to that

action,

viz.,

the

should

have

been

any suit could

it

but as the appellants held

was necessary that the original trans

Sheriff’s sale, and

the right acquired

ﬁrst set aside by the Supreme

have

thereby,

Court, before

been admitted in the Mofussil Courts to dis

possess the appellants

in the

was instituted

;

of the Supreme

from Doorgachurn, the vendee of the pur

chaser at the Sheriff's sale,
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Court

that the appellants

case, because not being subject to the jurisdiction

present

claiming under Doorgachurn.

As the suit

Court within 12 years, and the

Supreme

followed within a few months after the date of

action

judgment of that Court, we are of opinion that under Section
Regulation

III.,

1793, and Clause 3, Section 3, Regulation

sales

to the auction purchaser,

Mookerjee, have

II.

14-,

1805,

The merits of the case are simple;

the plaintiff has saved his time.
the

jah Burroda
kaunt Roy.

the suit in the Supreme Court, and that

therefore that suit cannot be considered
right.

P r an n nth
Chowdree and
others, 1:. Ra<

on the 22d February1828, that is, within 12 years

was commenced

from the date of the sale.
were

and the suit in the Supreme

1816

1842.

—~_

and by him to Doorgachurn

been set aside by a judgment which it is not for

this Court to impugn, and as the action is not barred by the
length of adverse possession

of the appellants,

lower Court must be conﬁrmed.

the decree of the

The appellants must look to the

heirs of Sheeb Chunder Mookerjee for the amount of their purchase
money.

snno SUHAYE SAHOO,

Appellant,

4

MET-8148

ssssmsnns

SAHEE, RAM SURN SAHEE and
RUGHONUNDUN SAHEE, Respondents.

,—

#75,
1842.
June

16.

THIS was an action instituted by the appellant against the
Sale of joint
defendants in the Zillah Court of Tirhoot, for the possession of undivided pro
party situated
certain landed property named in the petition of plaint. The suit in the diﬂtlict
was laid at 5,925 rupees.

r

2

104 105
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1842.

The plaint set forth, that the defendants, Sreekishen Sahee and
Ram Surn Sahee for themselves, and as guardians for their minor

of Tirhoot by

brother Rughonundun Sahee, executed, on the 13th January 1836,

one

partner
without
the
consent of the
rest, is illegal.

a conditional

in dispute, on receiving

sale of the property now

from him a loan of 5,925 rupees, payable
defendants

nary to

on the 11th

with the 10th June 1836.

1243 F. 8., corresponding

Asarh

at once

The

failed to pay, when the plaintiff took the step prelimi

a foreclosure

XVII.

8, Regulation

of the conditional sale prescribed

by Section

The plaintiff now sues accordingly.
Sreekishen Singh, replied, that being in want,

The defendant,

1806.

he applied to the plaintiff for a loan of money.

The plaintiff ad

The
him 200 rupees, on his executing a bond for 700.
him
after
for
assistance,
to
about
a
further
defendant applied
year

vanced

when the plaintiff advanced

but took from defendant
loans,

present

him an additional sum of 100 rupees,
bond for the former and

a consolidated

About

of 1125 rupees.

two years after, the

de~
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fendant and Ram Surn Sahee applied to the plaintiff for another
loan,

but were directed to get their names ﬁrst registered

Collector’s ofﬁce
after which

he

a

proprietors of the

would advance them

in the

property now in dispute,
a

further loan,

The defen

dant did so: and on this the plaintiff advanced them 1543 ru
pees,

and

took a consolidated

to the amount of 4,000

bond for the whole three loans,
This

rupees.

loan was made

on the

security of the landed property.
at the stipulated period,

The loan not having been repaid
the plaintiff took a fourth consolidat

for the entire principal and interest to the amount of
rupees, charging interest on the whole of the sums borrow

ed bond
5,925

at the

ed

rate

of 24 per cent. per annum, besides making other

illegal demands.
Musst. Chowrasee

Konwur,

the

mother and guardian of the

Ram Surn Sahee and Itughonundun Sahee, replied in
their behalf, that at the time of the execution of the bond men
defendants

tioned on the plaint the

two above-mentioned

defendants

were

minors, and that of course they could not be held responsible.
The Principal

Syed Abdool Wahid Khan, ob

that the share of Rughonundun Singh could not be made

served
over

Sudder Ameen,

to the plaintiff in virtue of any act done by his brothers;

that further it appeared from the evidence that Sreekishen

Sahee

was a member of a joint undivided family, was half an idiot, and

in fact

was not

10-3106

the proprietor of the property which the plain

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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125

tiff now claimed: that in regard to Ram Surn Singh he also ap
minor when the money was borrowed—
and ﬁnally that it was established that illegal interest had been
Under these cir
extorted by the plaintiff from the defendants.
have

to

peared

cumstances

a

been

the claim for

Principal Sudder Amceu dismissed

the

possession of the property, leaving the plaintiff to sue

if

SheoSuhaye
Sahoo, v. Sree
Sahee
kishen
and others.

he pleas

of the money alleged to have been lent by him.

for recovery

ed

1842

-—.~—_

The plaintiff then appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
By the Court, present

property

shares,

under that deed.

There

IV.

of

speciﬁcation

of the Sudder Dewanny Reports,

the sale of joint undivided property
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no

under the precedent

of Sheo Sarun Misser, versus Sheo Suhai, at page 158,

therefore

new edition, page 201, volume

of the rest is illegal.*

consent

is

the property was undivided;

and

is clear that at the

and consequently there can be no alienation of

was a minor,

dun
his

Mr. R. Barlow .It

of the deed of conditional sale, Rughonuu

of the execution

time

by one partner without the

The conditional sale therefore is

invalid, and the decree of the lower Court must be conﬁrmed.

ANOODA PERSHAD

RAY,

Appellant,

1842.
,___.

versus

BHYROBEE DASSEE,

MUSSAMAUT

THIS

was

an appeal from a judgment passed by the Judge of

East Burdwan, in a case in
and

the respondent

tain lands as
to her

which the

which the defendant
The suit

Zemindaree.

was

suit

for

Special Deputy
returned

the

the

same

sued to hold cer

claimed

referred

under the provisions of Section

but it having been represented

another

appellant was plaintiff

The plaintiff

defendant.

lakhiraj,

of the district
1819;

June 21.

Respondent.

as attached

to the
30,‘

Collector

Regulation

II.

to that functionary that

lands had

been

decided

by the

Collector on the prosecution of Government, he

record

to the Judge without any opinion as to the

merits of the case, observing that without

a

local measurement

the question of whether the lands now disputed were included in
the Government suit could not be determined.
On this the Prin
Q

The

zapore,

precedent

but

cited

was a case which originated

the note at page 160, new edition,

doctrine was also maintained

in the district of Mir

page 204-, shows that the same

in a case which arose in the district of Tirhoot.

106-107

A Collector
having return
ed tothe Zillah
Court, without
the prescribed
report, a suit
referred to him
under the pro
visions of bec~<
tion 30, Re
11.
gulation
which
1819,
was then de
cided by the
Principal Sud
der A mean and

Zillah Judgein
the absence of
such
the

report,
Sudder

Dewanny

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.
1842.

cipal Sudder Ameen of the district, to whom the suit had been
ferred,

dismissed

the

claim, and his order was conﬁrmed

re

in ap

Adawlut

set peal by the Zillah Judge.
aside the de~
An application was then made to the Sudder Dewanny Adaw
Cisions as in
complete, and
lut for the admission of a special appeal, which was granted.
remanded the
case with in~
The Court, present Messrs. Tucker and Reid, being of opinion
structions
to
make a second that the Collector was bound to have submitted to the Civil
reference
to Court his
report on the merits of the case, set aside the decisions
the Collector.

of the Courts below,

and

remanded

Sudder Am‘eeu through the Zillah

case to the Principal

the

with instructions to

Judge,

refer it again for that purpose to the Collector.

HUR SHUNKER NERAIN SINGH,

1842.

Appellant,

versus
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June

30.

The
mere
fact of an es
tate
having
been sold at a
public sale for
arrears of re
does
venue,
not
exempt
the purchaser
from
liability
to an action for
mesne
proﬁts
during the pe
riod of
his
in
possession,
the event of
the sale being
set aside by a
civil action.
It is compe
to
the
tent

De
wanny Adaw
lnt, in remand
ing a case for
retrial to the
Zillah Court,
to restrict the
Sudder

enquiry to any
p ar tic ular
point or points.

KISHEN
THIS

DEO

action instituted

was an

mesne

Respondents.

by the appellant against the

proﬁts of certain

belonging to

estates

and others,

in the Zillah Court of Sarun, to recover the sum of

respondents,
99,247-3-6,

NERAIN SINGH

landed property.

Certain

the plaintiﬁ' had been sold by the Collector

of Serum, for arrears of revenue, and purchased

by the defendants

;

the sale had been set aside on an action instituted by the plain

tiff in
and

the

Provincial Court of Appeal for the Division of Patna,

plaintiff

the

the period

n'ow

sued

of his dispossession

to

~recover

the mouse proﬁts during

under the sale.

The defendants pleaded, ﬁrst, that Government should have been
sued as well as themselves

; secondly,

that as purchasers

at

a

pub

lic sale for arrears of revenue they ought not to be made responsi
ble for mesne proﬁts ; thirdly,
due

to them

that a very large sum of money was

as interest on the

purchase

and fourthly, that the Plaintiff’s statement

money paid by them;

of the proﬁts was al

together false and exaggerated.
The Principal

Sudder Ameen,

Fuzl

ool Huq,

was of opinion,

that in a case of this kind, the auction-purchasers ought not to
made responsible

be

for mesne proﬁts.

The plaintiff then appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
By the Court, present Messrs. Reid and Barlow,—“ We do
not

see

sufficient reason for exempting the respondents

from the

claim of mesne proﬁts, during the period of their possession, mere
ly because they were auction-purchasers at a sale made for arrears
107-108

CASES
of reVenue.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
The practice of the Court is opposed to this

;

127

but the

1842.

amount of proﬁts must ﬁrst be investigated in the Court of origi

With

nal jurisdiction.

reference

to Construction

1073, which de

clares the power of this Court to restrict the enquiry in a case re
manded

to

any particular point or points, let the proceedings

returned to the Principal Sudder Ameen with instructions to
sess

the amount

judgment

be
as

Hur

Shun~

kcr
Nerain
Singh, versus
Den
Kishen,
Nerain Singh
and others.

of proﬁts, after due investigation, and to pass

accordingly,

wihout entering upon any other part of

the case."

HEMLUTTA DEBEA,

1%,

Appellant,
o

'06T8168

(

1842.

ML.
~

July
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GOLUCK CHUNDER GOSAYN, after his death his Widow
BIRM MYE DEBEA, Respondent.

1.

THIS was an appeal from a judgment pronounced by the Ad
Under
the
ditional Judge of Zillah N uddea, in a case in which the appellant Hindoo law as
was plaintiff

and

the respondent

for recovery of a

defendants,

moiety of the estate, moveable

and immoveable,
of Bindrabun
Chund, the common ancestor of the parties.
The plaint averred that Bindrabun Chund left two sons Kirpa
nund and Brijanund.
The latter died, leaving a widow named
Dokowree and two minor children, a son and a daughter, both of
whom died before their mother, Kirpanund

died leaving two sons,
Madabanund Gosayn, the husband of the plaintiﬁ', and the defen
dant Goluck Chund, both of whom survived the widow of
their
uncle Brijanund.
After the death of the widow of Brijanund, the
brothers Madabanund and Goluck Chund held joint possession
of
the ancestral estate ; but on the death of the plaintiff’s
husband,
Goluck Chund contrived to get the entire estate into his
own
session.

The plaintiﬁ' now

heir to her husband

pos

sues

to

recover

a

moiety thereof as

Madabanund Gosayn.

108

current

in

the
suc
de~
fault of son,
grandson, and
great-grandson
in the male
wife,
line,
d a u g h t e r,
daughter’s son,
and
father.
The
mother
thus inheriting
has no power
to alienate an.
cestral proper
Bengal,
mother
ceeds in

*7

On the mo
ther’s
death,
the
property
will devolve on
the heirs of her
who
son,
in
this case were
his
paternal
uncle's sons.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

128

Hemlutta

The following sketch will illustrate the connection

Debea, v. Go-~
luck
Chunder
Gosayn
and
another.

of the parties.

BRINDABUN
CHUND.

l

l

Brijanund Gosayn,

Kirpanund

married Dokowree
Debbea, by whom
he bad

Gosayn.

\|—____

l

Madebnnund
Gosayn, husband of Hemlutta Debbea,

Plaintiff.
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___|____

I

_ A

(laughter.

A

Musst. Rohi
and Go
"1nd Chund

Goluck Chund
Gosayn, husband of Brim—
mye Debbea,
Defendant.

nee

son.
.

The defendant pleaded special conveyances of the property to
himself by Mussamaut Dokowree and Madabanund Gosayn his
elder brother.
Mr. H. P. Russell, Additional Judge, gave judgment against
being of opinion that the defendant had established

the plaintiﬂ“,
the transfers

pleaded in his answer.

of the property to himself,

The plaintiff then appealed

to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

and during the appeal the defendant

died, and was succeeded

by

his widow.
The case was ﬁrst laid before Mr. Braddon, who was of opinion
had entirely failed in proving his answer, and

that the defendant

that the case must be decided according to the Hindoo law of in
heritance.

He propounded certain questions

to the pundit of the

Court, but left the Court before the case came on for decision.
was

It

then brought before Mr. Lee Warner, who put further ques

tions to the pundit.

The questions,

upon the answers to which

the case was ﬁnally decided, were as follows :—
1.

Kirpanund

and

'session of their ancestral
109

Brijanund,
estate.

full

brothers,

held joint pos

Brijanund died, leaving a widow

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

CASES

and two minor children, a son and daughter,

Goluek Chund, both of whom
Brijanund's estate

are

living.

Who is the heir to

"I

Supposing that Dokowree, the widow

2.

ceeded, is she at liberty to alienate

of Brijanund, suc

the property to her husband’s

nephew, the family being still undivided ?

younger
3,

both of whom died

Madabanund died, leaving a widow, a daughter,
brother

son and younger

:

a daughter’s

which of them succeeds to his estate?

The pundit replied to the ﬁrst question, that on the death of
his estate

Brijanund
that

on

the

son's son,

devolved

of the

death

wife,

daughter,

on his son, Govind Chund, and

latter,

without sou, son’s sou, son’s

daughter’s son, or father, his share of

the property would fall to his mother Dokowree.

To the second, that under the circumstances
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had no

to

power

would

go to

Debea,

the

alienate

the

stated, Dokowree

property, which, after her death,

her husband’s heirs.

To the third, that Hemlutta

widow of Madabanund, succeeded to her husband's

estate.

AUTHORITIES.
cited in the

Yajnyawalcya

1.

without son, grandson

or

Dayabhaga :-—“

son, then on his father, then

then daughter’s

If

a man die

great-grandson in the male line, his

on his wife. in default of her on his daughter,

property devolves

on his mother, and

in default of her on his brother's son.”
Catyayana cited in the Dayabhaga :—“

2.

out son, grandson,
The

property.

If

a man die

with

or great-grandson, his wife shall succeed to his

wife

in her husband’s

should during her life-time live religiously
and

house,

penditure of the estate

5

make no waste or unnecessary

ex

after her death, the property will go to

her husband’s heirs.”
3.

Dayabhaga

trative,

used

:—The

word

wife in the above extract is illus

to shew the law as “applicable

generally to all we

men, who aequire property by inheritance.
4.

Daya-crama

succession devolves

:—“ In default of other

Sungraha

.

heirs, the

on the uncle’s son."

Mr. Lee Warner, concurring with Mr. Braddon, that the de~
fendant had failed to prove the conveyance of the property to
himself
der the

as

stated

in his answer, proceeded to give judgment un

Vyavustha,

1842.

Kirpanund left two sons Madabanund and

their mother.

before

129

in favor of
Q

the plaintiff, as heir to her
hus
_110

H em l ut t a
Debea, v. Gov
luck Chunder
G osayn
and
another.

CASES

130
1842.

who

band,

was

shewn

nund’s

the pundit‘s exposition of the law to

by

with his brother, Goluck L'hunder,

been joint-heir

have

H em l utta
Debea, 11.Go
Chunder
lnck
and
Gnsavn
another.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

of the ancestral

share

maut Dokowree,

of Brija

property, on the death of Mussa'

the widow of the batten—Mr.

Lee Warner

gave

in favor of the plaintiff for real property, but referred
her to another suit for the personal property in consequence of
a

decree

the deﬁciency of proof on this point in the present case.
with Mr. Lee Warner

Mr. Dick concurred

perty, but proposed to give plaintiff

as

a decree also

property, for which he considered

the personal

to the real pro
for a portion of

there was suﬁiei

ent proof.

Mr. Barlow proposed
and

property,

to

to give the plaintiff a decree for the real

dismiss

the

claim for the personal

property

which had not been proved.
Mr. Reid concurred

with Mr. Barlow and passed judgment

ac
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cordingly.

—_

DHUNUNJAI SHAH

1842.

July

2.

In an action
for recovery of
a debton bond,
U i vi 1
the
Courts are not
to
competent
dismiss aclaim
interest
for
on the
solelv
ground of de~
in suing
lay
for the debt.

and

JUNNUM SHAH,

Appellants,
versus

HABKALEE MITTER
THE

instituted

appellants

and others,

Respondents.

the action from which this appeal

J essore,

arose

in the Zillah Court of

dents

the SUHI of 1,066 rupees, 11 annas, 8 pie. principal and in

to recover from the respon

The suit was instituted on the 24th

terest of a debt.

July

1838.

The plaint set forth that one Radanath Mitter, from whom the
defendants inherited, was in the habit of purchasing various arti

In

cles from the plaintiffs.

of accounts

justment
rupees
39

in

the

500

the year

1234 B. 8., they had an ad

there appeared

favor.

a

balance

to him, and gave

a. bond

for the balance of

1234, by which

that sum in the months of Poos and Phagoon

year, and

in default of payment

of 589

liadanath paid 50 rupees. had

rupees, dated 12th Sawun

Sicca

to pay

plaintiff’s

remitted

rupees

‘when

to be chargeable

he engaged

of the same
with interest

The debt not having been paid, the plaintiffs
at
sue the heirs of Radanath for the amount, viz. principal 500, and
the

a like

legal rate.

sum

Company’s

as interest,

making a total of 1,000 Sicca or 1,166

rupees.

The defendants
110-111

denied the debt.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES
The

Sudder

Principal

for the principal of their claim, together with interest from

tiﬁ's

of the

date

dated

whereas the suit was lodged on the 24th
'
1245.

or 10th Sawun

went

Dhununjai

Shah and Jun
num Shah, 'u.
Harkalee Mit~
ter and others.

in Sawun 1234, and the money being payable at the close

of that year,

The

of the neg

to urge their claim, the bond having been

of the plaintiﬂ's

lect

The interest accruing prior to the in

action.

of the suit was not awarded in consequence

stitution

1842.

gave judgment in favor of the plain

whom the case was referred,

the

Hurreenarain Roy, to

Baboo

Ameen,

131

July

1838

plaintiffs appealed against that part of the decree which
to deprive them of interest for the period prior to the date
Their appeal

of action.

was dismissed

by the Zillah Judge.

to the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut for the

They then applied

of a special appeal on the same ground, which was ad

admission
mitted.

,
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The Court, Messrs. Lee Warner and Dick, were of opinion'that
under
versus

the

of Balnath Sahoo and another,

precedent

appellants,

Rajah Buddou )lohun Singh and others, respondents,

48, new edition,

it

Reports,

page 64, volume

to the Courts below to dismiss

was not competent

claim for interest on the ground stated.

Courts was accordingly

of the lower

page

Sudder Dewauny Adawlut

111-,

the

That part of the decrees
set

and judgment

aside,

passed in favor of the plaintiffs for the entire claim.

GOUR CHUNDER. PAL, RADAMOHUN PAL. JUGGA
MOHUN PflL, and OMANATH PAL, Appellants,

August 25.

versus

KH A'JA ALEEMOOLL
THE
persons,
2,454

AH, Respondent.

instituted the action, from which this appeal

respondent

arose, against

the appellants,

and certain

others, in all ﬁfty-seven

in the Zillah

rupees,

being

Court of 'l‘ipperah, to recover the sum of
the amount of arrears
of rent on certain

lands alleged to be due to him.

The defendants

denied

that they were tenants of the plaintiff,

or were in any way indebted

to him.

The Principal Sudder Ameen of the district, to whom the case
was referred,
whole

amount

gave judgment

against

of the claim, releasing

the four appellants for the
the rest of the defendants

from liability.
Q 2

1842.

111-112

Held that an
action for ar~
rears of rent
against a large
portion of the
of
inhabitants
a village, who
are in no wise
connected with
ea ch 0 ther
as resi
than
in the
dents
same
village,
are
nut
and
J'oint tenants,
is lable to be
nonsuited.

CASES

1.32.
1842.

._l_

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
to the Zillah Judge, he modiﬁed

On appeal
der

Gonr Chuu~
der Pal and
others. 1:.K ha
ja Aleemool
lah

tiff

A

the Principal

decree, by reducing the sum awarded

Ameen’s

Sud

to the plain

special appeal was then admitted by the Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut, on the application of the appellants.
the Court present Messrs. Lee Warner and Reid :—-“ The

By

plaintiff claims the proprietary right in the property for the rents
of which he sues. This however is disputed, and the plaintiff has
a. large

against
no

portion of the inhabitants of a village, who are in

connected

otherwise

with each other than as residents in the

liable

is

to

failed to prove

be

The action there

joint cultivators.

village, and arp not

same
fore

The plaintiff moreover has instituted his action

to prove it.

failed

nonsuited ;but as the plaintiff has entirely

his right, we dismiss the claim, reversing the dc

crees of the lower Courts."

__
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1842.

MUSST. MUNORUTHEE KONWUR,

Appellant,

versus

September 1.

RAJ BUNSEE KONWUR

and

SAHEJ KONWUR,

Respondents.
According
to the Hindoo
law as current
in Tirhout, the
of an
widow
undivided bro
ther
has no
right to her
husband’s pro
perty.
A person died
possessed of an
ancestral land
ed estate, leav
ing two sons,
subse—
who,
to
quently
their father's
death, jointly
the
enjoyed
estate
one of
them died leav
ing a widow,
his share ofthe
con
pr--perty
de~
sequently
volvad on his

;-

surviving bra
ther.
de-tb

On
Hf

the
the

latter without

THIS
Sudder

an appeal from a judgment passed by the Principal

was
Ameen

of Zillah

Tirhoot, in

Konwur was plaintiﬁ', and
Konwnr

Sahej

present

appellant,

rupees,

was instituted

and

Musst.

and

Hoolas Konwur, were defendants.

and

was laid at 6,782

the

Raj Bunsee

a case in which

on the

The suit
21st May

1838.

The plaint set forth, that Nirmul Chowdree,
the plaintiff’s

Bhujjuu
Snmboo

husband,
had

Chowdree

Dutt Chowdree,

died,

the grandfather of

leaving a son, Bhujjun Chowdree.

three

sons,

viz., Gungaram Chowdree,

and Nundoo Chowdree.

childless before his father,

leaving

Gungaram died
Hoo

the defendant,

a widow,

las Konwur, who was maintained by Bhujjun

On the

Chowdree.

death of Bhujjun, his estate consisting of landed property, devolv

his surviving

ed on

Dutt

sons Snmboo

Dutt died without children, leaving

Konwur;

ruthee

Chowdree,
his mother,
pointed

the

at the period

guardian

sion of the estate.
112-113

Nundoo.

Snmboo

the defendant,

Muno

of his death, his brother, Nundoo

husband of the

the defendant

and

a widow,

Sahej

plaintiff,

was aminor,

to whom

Konwur, was consequently

ap

N undoo Singh on coming of age took posses
He died the year preceding the institution of

CASES
the

suit;

133

Sahej Konwur, entered upon possession

and his mother,

As the family was undivided, the plaintiff claims as the
the whole of the estate
and heir of Nundoo Chowdree,

of it.
widow
which

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT‘

to

originally belonged

N irmul

his grandfather,

Chowdree,

1842.

his
children ,
widow
suc~
ceeds.

and sues for recovery of it accordingly.

The defendant,

Musst. Sahej

leging that there were daughter’s

Konwur,

denied

sons of Bhujjun

the

claim,

Chowdree

al

alive,

who had a, prior claim to his estate.

Munoruthee Konwur and Hoolas Konwur, also

The defendants,

denied the plaintiff's claim to the entire estate.
Sahej Konwur, compromised

The defendant,

the case with the

Court, and it accordingly proceeded

plaintiff in the lower

only

against the other defendants.

The Principal

Sudder Ameen gave judgment 'in favor of the

providing that she was to make provision for the widow

plaintiﬁ‘,
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of her husband’s brothers

during their life-time.

From this judg

ment Musst. Munoruthee Konwur appealed to the Sudder Dewan
ny Adawlut.

Mr.

Warner, before

Lee

of inheritance

question

Court.

for the

opinion of the pundit of the

The pundit replied, that on the death of Bhujjun Kon

wur his estate devolved
Chowdree

;

on his sons Sumboo Dutt and Nundoo

that as they lived and

divided family, the
Chowdree;

and that as the

and he

according

held possession as

a

joint

un

widow of Sumboo Dutt was not entitled to

him on his death

succeed

latter,

whom the case was laid, referred the

in preference
entire estate

to his brother, Nnndoo

thus devolved

on the

without children, his widow succeeded him

died

to the law as current in Tirhoot.

On receipt

of this opinion, Mr. Lee Warner conﬁrmed the de

cree of the lower Court.

1'“

BUNGSEE DHUR HAJRA, Appellant,
'uersua

_THAKOOR PYRAG SIN GH, Respondent.
THIS
poudent,

was an action instituted by the appellant against the res
.

.

_

in the Court of the Principal Assistant to the Agent of
stationed at Manbhoom, in the division of

the Governor General,
Hazareebaugh,

to

recover the sum of 710 rupees, principal and
113-114

.—
1842.

September

A

5.

Hindno

emale in pos
session of pro.
derived
petty
from her hus~

bind, in which

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

134
1842.

interest of
Ruthun

she had a life~
interest,
cnnv
tracted
debts
entirely
per
sonal, and for
purposes other
own.
Held
that her hus~
band's
heirs,
on whom the
estate devolv

edatherdeath,
are not respon
sible
for her
debts,
which
can be recover
ed only from
her
separate
property.

nah

ofa

from the plaintiff a sum of 376 rupees, on

bond dated 27th Fees 1245 B.

B,

but died

before

After her death, her property devolved in succession

repayment.

to Soorujnerain Singh and the respondent.

The debt not having

the plaintiff sues the latter, who is now in possession

been repaid,

of the estate.
The defendant replied, that his grandfather, Gopal Singh Tha
koor. had two sons, viz., Chundermohun Singh and Soorujnerain

Singh, the fat-her of the defendant.

Chundermohun, as the eldest

inherited his father’s

and, dying childless, was sue

son,

ceeded

brother,

his

by

Koomarec

estate,

Soorujnerain.

the

Mussamant

Ruthun

widow of Chundermohun,

brought
Thakorain,
action against Soorujncrain for recovery of the estate left by

an

A

her husband.
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Thakorain, Zemindar of Turuf Unwa, Pergun

BandraI borrowed

execution

The plaint set forth that Mussamaut

a debt on bond.

Koomaree

decree was passed which awarded to her posses

sion of the property during her life-time, but without power to
alienate it ; and further provided, that on her death the estate
should devolve

on Soorujnerain.

thun Koomaree

made various attempts

On obtaining possession,

property.

On this, the defendant’s

the Judge

of the Civil Court of Jungle Mehals,

and
ests.
bond

praying that measures
This took place

Ru

to alienate portions of the

father presented

a petition to

stating the fact,

might be taken to protect his inter

in 1243, two years before the date of the

under which the plaintiff sues.

A proclamation was issued

strictly prohibiting any alienation of the property, except for pay
The plaintiff therefore
ment of arrears of Government revenue.
can

have

no

claims against the property in which Mussamaut

Koomaree had only

Ituthun

have succeeded to

it

a

life-interest, or against those who

as heirs to her husband.

This was

a person

al debt incurred by Mussamant Ruthun Koomaree, and can be
recovered

only from her separate property.

The Principal Assistant dismissed
on appeal, was conﬁrmed

A special

appeal

the claim ; and his decision,

by the Agent to the Governor General

was then admitted by the Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut.
By the Court, Mr. A. Dick :—“ The defendant is not the heir
of Ruthuu Koomaree, but of her husband; the debt was personal
to her and cannot be levied from the heirs of her husband, or from
the property

left by him.

114-11 5

I

would conﬁrm

the decrees of the

CASES
lower Courts

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
but, with reference

;

to the admission

of a special

appeal in the case, wish for the opinion of another Judge

Mr.

Warner referred

Lee

opinion
estate

as to whether,

to

borrow

on her husband’s
by

her.

money

if a

to

the pundit

of the Court for an

woman in possession of her husband’s

heirs, they are responsible

1842.

”

and on her death the property devolve

money,

135

B u n gsee
Dhur Hajra,v.
Thakoor Py~
rag Singh.

for the debt incurred

replied that they are responsible if the
was borrowed for any purpose of the nature of that under
The pundit

which the woman was authorized by the law to alienate a portion
of the property, such as to pay her husband’s debts, or perform
his funeral obsequies, but not otherwise.
On the receipt of this
Mr. Lee Warner, concurring with Mr. Dick that the debt
incurred by Mussamaut Ruthun Koomaree was entirely of a per
sonal nature, and in no way connected with her husband,
passed
opinion,
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ﬁnal orders conﬁrming the decrees of the lower Courts.

RAM TARUK SAWUNTH, BANMALEE SAWUNTH,
SEEBRAM SAWUNTH, Appellants,

and

versus

GOLAUM ALEE, ZUHEEitUDDEEN,

1842.

September

14.

and 13 others,

Respondents.

IN

this case it was asserted by the appellants that, to effect

their ruin,

Zuheeruddeen

Magistrate

and

Sawunth
forged

and

stamps

(one of the responleurs)

to him that the appellant Banmalee

represented
Ramjewan

Naga were

and vending

another respondent,

on

went to the

in the habit of preparing

illicit opium

more

; and

that Goluum Alee,

than one occasion

waited at the
Magistrate’s dwelling and conﬁrmed the statements,
adding that
Banmalee and Sonatun Corpa and others also sold
contraband
opium and other stolen articles.
The appellants moreover in
their plaint represented that the enmity of these two
respondents
went further—for in 1243, they and
Golockchandra, the third
respondent,

jail,

and

assent

to

for Roshun, lately a prisoner in the criminal
him invited the munduls of the district to
visiting Hooghly on business,- that the mundnls

sent

through
his

declined compliance, when respondents insisted,
saying Roshun
must go to Hooghly; that
shortly after a petition was prepared

and caused

to

by the respondents

the effect that Banmalee

to be presented to the Magistrate,
Sawunth had concealed the murder
115

The Court
will not assess
or award da~
wages on ques
and
tionable
conﬂicting evi
dence adduced
by
plaintiﬂ‘,
for alleged de—
of
famation
character.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

136

Ram Taruk
Sawunth and

committed by Mudhusudun Hatee and Narayan N ujjar, on their

wives,-thc

others, 0. Go—
beating
laum Aiee and
others.
alleged

kicking her to death, and the latter by

former-by

They moreover stated that it

her with a hatchet.
that

Chandra, was at their house
and salt

;

was

property carried away at a dacoity committed at
that they dealt in contraband opium

;

that stolen gold and silver articles, melted into lumps

by Gooroochurn and Ramdhun Sonakar, were buried underground
in their house,- that Iswar Roy had left with them, in deposit,
stolen property and gold mohurs,

ment of the

if their dwelling-house

murders brought to light.

two

warrant was issued,

search

and

these eﬁ'ects and goods would be found,

searched,

That upon this

being discovered,

Zuheeruddeen

a

their whole property placed in

and

charge of the nazir, and on strict examination no suspected
was directed

goods

to cite witnesses

to

and further examination was accord

the charges preferred,

prove

were

and the conceal

Magistrate, in dismissing the case on the 30th December 1836, and
censuring

plaintiffs, remarked

the

testimony of the witnesses
honest men

3

:—“ the

defendants

for the prosecution,

are,

on

to be

declared

and no property of a suspicious character has been

found in course

of the search

in their house,

nor any forged

Appellants
stampt paper or instruments for such purposes.”
therefore
instituted the action against the respondents whence
arose this appeal.

The appellants sought to recover 10,000 rupees

interest, as damages for the injuries they had suffered,

with

and

the calumny they had been exposed to.

Golaum Alee, Zuheeruddeen,
the facts charged

The Principal

and the other defendants

denied

by the plaintiffs, and their liability for damages.

Sudder Ameen, who tried the case, dismissed

it

with costs
this,

From

appellants preferred

an appeal to the Sudder De

wanny Adawlut.
The

case was

ﬁrst heard by Mr. James Shaw,

Court, on the 19th January,

:1.
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ingly entered into, when the result acquitted the appellants. The

Judge of the

1842, who was of opinion on a peru

sal of the papers of the case, that plaintiffs had established
some of the defendants
charges

their

preferred

against

property had

their character,

sustained.

116

and the damage

He therefore

minimum sum of 500 rupees should
leviable against

against

their claim to idemniﬁcation for the false

be awarded

proposed

that

that the

as compensation

Golaum Alee, Zuheeruddeen, Goluck Chunder

137

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
Bhuttacharjay,

and

Roshun, with costs

Mr.

tionate to the amount.

from the claim,

defendants

Shaw
and

of both Courts propor

released

referred

the case to another

Lee Warner,’ who
papers

called for certain

Fouj

from the Court below, to ascertain points of facts
arising in the perusal and consideration of the case

incidentally

On their arrival, the hearing of the case was reumed

;

daree

sat on

next

it,

Judge.
Mr.

when

Mr.

Warner concurred as to the amount of damages proposed to

Lee

but differed in the opinion expressed by Mr. Shaw,

be awarded,

It was
named by him.
that both the Judges should sit together for

to the liability of the four defendants
proposed

but owing to the illness of Mr. Shaw, it was or

ﬁnal judgment;

by Mr. Lee Warner, that the case should be referred to

dered

It

accordingly came on before Mr,
The substance of his judgment
as follows.

F- M. Reid.

claim

is

claim of appellants for damages

not tenable.

Such

on clear and satisfactory proof of the

only admissible

is

having been preferred in the Foujdaree Court wilfully and
motive of harassing

avowed

and annoying him

not maintainable on mere statements

but

is

person of unblemished reputation, with the

it

maliciously against

:

charge

a

a

The

ly

certain

of individuals made on en

quiry of the police, which might turn out otherwise than what re
port had represented

them to be.

The proprietors and farmers of

their

local managers, and the munduls, putwarrees,
and other heads of villages, are declared responsible for reporting
and affording information

to the police, whenever they may hear

If

under

consideration, that no report of the kind

is

individual of suspected conduct.

it

of any

ruled in the case
is

and

land,

to be made to

police authority, without subjecting the informant to an ac
tion for defamation,
in that case no persons will communicate
the

information possessed by them without being exposed to the

risk of an action
in‘_the

In this
presume

case

there

Civil Court.
is

any

no good and sufﬁcient evidence

that Golaum Alee, Zuheeruddeen

and

even to

Goluckchundra,

wilfully and maliciously concocted, in consultation with Roshun,
the false
plaintiffs

charges,

and

incited him to give evidence against the

so as to constitute the charge actionable.

On the con

R

is

clearly in evidence, that Roshun, the prisoner, when
apprehended in the case of Abdulwahed, had of his own accord in

trary,

it
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is

third Judge.

a

therefore

J.

as

1842.

other eleven

the

116-17

Ram Taruk
Sawunth and
others, 1:. Go
laum Alee and
others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

138

his examination,

1842.

the

charged

plaintiﬂ's with selling illicit opium

and stolen goods.
Ram Taruk
Sawunth and
others, '0. Go
laum Alee and
others.

adduced by the plaintiffs themselves

The witnesses

as to Roshun being sent for by

very 'conﬂicting evidence

indeed

Golaum Alee

have borne

for the purpose of preferring

at his own house,

Their evidence

the

is there

charge before the Magistrate.
fore not credible, independent of the fact of some of the witnesses
dcfaulters of rent due by them to the plaintiffs. On the
alleged

being

whole the charge of defamation cannot be sustained.
of opinion no action can lie against the respondents
therefore

afﬁrm the decision

I

am clearly

on a charge

of the Principal

of defamation, and
Sudder Ameen with costs of both Courts against the appellants.
In thi opinion Mr. Robert Barlow concurred}

HENRY cowm,

1842.
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_____1
September

Appellant,

1167M

15.

RAMBUKSH MHETA

and

ACHUMBIT LALL MHETA,

Respondents.
Documents
on
executed
plainpaper,un
der Section 79
of the Act for
the Relief of
n s o lv en t

I

Debtors

(9th
George 4, Cap
are ad‘
73,)
as
missible
evidence in the
C o m p a n y's
Courts without
beingstamped.

THIS

the Judge of
appeal from a judgment passed by
were
plaintiffs
in a case in which the respondents

was an

Zillah Tirhoot,

and Mr. David Brown was the defendant.

of the in
The plaint alleged that Mr. David Brown, proprietor
on the
the
to
plaintiffs
a bond
digo factory of Kewan, executed
of
16,501
them a loan
23d November 1837, on receiving from
payable

rupees,
per

until

cent,
the

and
debt

interest at 12
on the 30th December 1838, with
the factory
alienate
that he would not

stipulated
was

paid.

The

debt

not having been paid, the

interest, laying their claim at
the Principal Sudder Ameen,
18,574-l0. The case was referred to
defendant in his reply admit
Moulvee Abdool Wahid Khan. The
but
transactions with the plaintiffs,
ted that he had had money
large
a
included
was
claim there
pleaded that in the present
sue for principal

plaintiffs

and

amount of illegal interest.
and after enquiry as to the
On the application of the plaintiff,
the Principal
intention of alienating his property,
defendant’s

1839, ordered the defendant
Sudder Ameen, on the 18th February
claim, and in default there
to give security for the amount of the

* The

above report is taken by permission,

Mr. Sevestre’s report.
117-18

with very slight alteration,

from
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of the attachment
given,

of his property.

appellant then represented

that the factory had been mortgaged

the factory of

including

Kewan, was attached.
The present

1842.

The security not having been

property of the defendant,

the

139

I
to the Zillah Court

to him, as security for a

H e n r y
Cowie, v. Ram
buksh
Mheta
and another.

heavy debt due by Brown to him.

The case was subsequently

J.

ditional Judge Mr.

transferred to the Court of the Ad~

French, who, on the 10th December

1841,

gave judgment in favor of the plaintiffs, and at the same time re

jected the claim of the present appellant to the factory of Kewan,
which consequently
the

was rendered

as provided in

decree,

liable to be sold in execution

of

3, Section 5, Regulation

II.

Clause

1806.

From this judgment the appellant appealed to the Sudder De
wanny

Adawlut.

The case was brought before Messrs. Rattray

Reid at a joint sitting.

The Court were of opinion that the

appellant

had a lien upon the factory preferable

plaintiffs,

and though the claim of the appellant was supported

by documents
had

executed

been rejected

Act to
George IV.,

the

cuted,

to that of the

upon plain paper, for which reason they

by the Zillah Judge, yet under Section 79 of

provide

for the Relief of Insolvent Debtors, (9th,

Cap- 73,) in conformity to which they had been exe

they were admissible

as evidence.

The Court accordingly

reversed that part of the decree of the Zillah Court which declared
the

factory of Kewan liable for the debt of the defendant

to the

plaintiﬁ's.

SYUD FURZUN D ALEE, Appellant,

_..

MUSSAMAUT GHAKATEE BEGUM

and others,

November

7.'

1842.

’UCTJILS

Respondents.

THIS was an appeal, from an order passed by the Principal
Held that a
Sudder Amecn of Purneah, in a case in which the appellant was party appoint.

for a portion of his alleged
by

the Principal

chargeable,

Sudder Amcen, Moonshee

ltnkunoodeen

the parties, the costs being made

between

by the Principal Sudder Ameen's order, to the plaintiff.
2

cided

Khan, on a compromise

ancestral estate, and the suit was de

118-19

ing a pleader

under Section
Regulation
1833,
2.

'

plaintiff and the respondents were defendants.
The plaintiff sued the defendants in the Zillah Court of Purneah,

R
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and

KIL,
but

omitting

to specify the
amount of re.

muneration
settled
required

for

as

by
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From the above order the plaintiff appealed to the Sudder De

1842.

wauny Adawlut,

it had

the ground that as

on

been stipulated

of between
5
the parties that each should pay his own cost, the
that Section,
Sudder Ameen ought not to have charged the whole of
Principal
reco—
cannot
ver costs of the costs to the plaintiff.
feel
pleader’s
from the oppo
Mr. Rattray, before whom the case was ﬁrst laid, was of opi
Clause

site party.

Sudder Ameen’s order, in regard to

nion that the Principal

the

costs, ought to be overruled, and each party charged with his own
costs, as settled

between them.

Messrs. Tucker

and Reid.-—“ The only document which states

that the costs shall be paid by the parties respectively,

is that

ﬁled by the plaintiﬂ' himself withdrawing the suit, and therefore,
Under

that cannot be made to tell against the defendants,

XXVII.

tion 31, Regulation

The vakeels,

plaintiff.
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were appointed

1814, the costs are chargeable

to the

on the part of the defendants,

however,

under Regulation

Sec

XII.

1833, but the remuneration

to be paid to them was not speciﬁed in the vakalutnameh as re

quired by Clause
-

5, Section 2 of that Regulation;

and therefore

from the plaintiﬁ' on

nothing is recoverable

by the defendants

count of that item.

The order of the Principal Sudder Ameen

ae

must be amended to the extent of relieving the plaintiff from all
charges on account

of the pleaders employed

by the defendants.

Order accordingly.

BRIJ RUTTUN

1842.

DOSS, Appellant,

versus
November

24.

Held that an

JOAKIM GREGORE POGOSE,
THIS

was

Respondent.

from a decree of the Principal Sudder

an appeal

action by a per
in a case in which Beebee Akhsa
Son as friend or Ameen of Zillah Backergunge,
next of kin to
peer was plaintiﬁ‘ and the appellant was defendant.
devisees under
a will, one of
The plaintiff sued on behalf of Nekose Petrose Pogose, her
the executors
and
oakim Gregore Pogose, the son of her husband’s bro
son,
under the will
being alive, is
ther, for foreclosure of a mortgage and possession of the mort
and
irregular,
dismissed
ac gaged land.
The plaint set forth that Khajeh Nekose Marks-r

J

cordingly.

executed a

will by which

the parties on whose
pointed
Pogose
the

he left his property to his two grandsons,

behalf the plaintiff now sued

his sons Petrose Nekose
executors

Pogose

to his will, giving them

and

;

that be ap

Gregore

Nekose

the management

of

property during their life-time ; that Gregore Nekose Pogose
119-20
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J oakim

said

Katherine

a minor son, the

and

Gregore Pogose : that the plaintiff’s husband Petrose
and Katherine, the mother of Joakim, very

was in jail,

Nekose

named

a widow

died, leaving

141

inﬁrm ; and that she (the plaintiff) therefore
and kin sued in their behalf.

as

their next friend

-

The following sketch illustrates the ease z~

KHAJ EH NEKOSE
MABKAR.
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Petrose Nekose
Pogose married
Beebee Ahhsapeer
the plaintiff by
whom he has a son.

Greg-ore Nekose
Pogoee died, leaving

widow Katherine
and a minor son.

\

J oakim

Nekose Petrose
Pogose.

Gregore
l’ogose.

The defendant denied the claim.
The

Principal

Sudder Ameen,

Chunder Seekur Chowdree,

missed that part of the claim which was preferred
in behalf of her own son, as that appeared
between her husband and the defendant,

From

but gave a decree against

above judgment the defendant appealed

the

Dewauny Adawlut,

Joakim

to have been adjusted

for the share of Joakim Gregore Pogose.

the defendant

der

dis

by the plaintiff

and in this stage

of the

to the Sud
proceedings

having attained his majority, prayed to
be allowed to appear for himself.
Gregore

The
under

Court
the

of executors
and
as

one
the

Pogose,

(present

circumstances
to the

Barlow) decided that
set forth by herself of the appointment

Messrs.

Reid and

will of the testator,

who had acted under it,

of whom was alive, the form of action by the plaintiff",
friend of the devisees, was altogether wrong ; and that

such being the case,

J oakim

Gregore

Pogose could not be allowed

to be substituted for the original plaintiff.

ly dismissed

The Court according

the plaint, reversing the decree of the lower Court.

—_

120-91

1842

Brij Ruttun
0. Joa

Dose,

kim Gregore
Pogose.
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NOOR BUXSH CHOWDREE,

1843.

Appellant,

'UCTSILJ

March 10.

M»

MAHOMED

ARIF CHOWDREE,

Respondent.

By the
appellant instituted the suit, out of which this appeal
homedan law,
a
Kabeenna
arose, in the Court of the Zillah and City of Decca, against his
meh, or deed
father, the respondent, under the following circumstances, as set
of
marriage
is
settlement,
forth in the petition of plaint.
invalid in res
to pro~
pect
That on the marriage of defendant with Purbut Khatoon, the
not in
perty
the possession mother of the plaintiff, in 1222 B. 8., he executed a deed of set
of the husband tlement,
by which he settled on his wife the whole of his property
at the time of
and acquired ; that in 1224 B. S. he put her in posses
execution
‘of ancestral
the deed.

THE

sion of the

whole of the property thus settled,

the management

but continued in

thereof on the part of his wife; that the defen

continued in possession to the day of her death in
B. S. ; that on her death the plaintiff, her son, succeeded,

dant's wife
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but, having been ejected by the defendant,

his father, he now sues

for the recovery of the property.
The defendant
tlement

;

replied that he knew nothing of the deed of sets

that he was a minor when married to Purbut Khatoon

by his father Nazir Tareekoollah

;

that his father was then alive

;

that the property now sued for belonged to N azir Tareekoollah,
and was in his possession, at the time of his (defendant’s) marriage;
and that consequently defendant

had no legal power to settle or

it.

alienate

The Principal Sudder Ameen of Fureedpore found that the deed
of settlement

had been executed by the defendant

and at a time

when he was of full age, and that he was, therefore,
Accordingly, the Principal

provisions.

bound by its

Sudder Ameen gave judg

ment in favor of the claim.
On appeal to the Judge, that authority agreed with the Princi
pal Sudder Ameen that the defendant had executed the deed of

It

settlement.

appeared

dant had succeeded
property,
the

the

rest.

to him however

only to a 2 annas,

proved

that the defen

2 kowrees

share of the

other heirs of N azir Tareckoollah having inherited

He accordingly modiﬁed the decree of the Principal

Sudder Ameen, by giving judgment in favor of the plaintiff only
for the share above speciﬁed.
The plaintiff then applied for permission to prefer a special ap
peal to the
123

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, which was granted

; and

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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on objection being also taken by the defendant to the decree of the

1843.

Judge, the whole case was tried on its merits, on the general prin
Noor Buxsb

ciple recognized in Construction 868.

By
“The

Tucker,

Reid and Barlow.—
deed of settlement under which the plaintiff claims is inva—
the

lid in

Court

respect

Messrs.

: present

Chowdree,
M ahomed
Chowdree.

v.

Arif

of the property sued for, which is proved to have

at the time of execution of the deed, in the possession of

been,

Nazir Tareekoollah, and not in that of the defendant.
cedent

The pre

in the case of Oojadhea Beebee and others, versus Mohun

Beebee, page30, new edition, page 34, volume

VL, Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut Reports, is to the point.”
The Court accordingly gave judgment dismissing the claim in
toto.

REM ARKS.
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If

a deed of dower in favor of his wife, pur

a person'execute

porting to convey to her the proprietary right in land, of which
he himself was not then proprietor, but which subsequently came
to his possession,

the only way by which validity can be given to

the deed, under the Mahomedan law, in respect to such property,
is by putting

his wife in formal possession of it subsequently to

his acquiring

the right

to it.

There was nothing in the above

case to shew that such possession

had been given.

SYUD IIUSSEIN REZA, Appellant,

1843.

versus

AMEEROONISSA

THE

and others,

April

Respondents.

plaintiffs, as the heirs of the late Rajah Akbur Hussein,

instituted

this action,

against

the appellant, in the Zillah Court

of Purueah, for recovery of their shares of the Rajah’s estate.
reference

A

to the case reported at page 164 of the 3d volume of

22.

Claims
to
' the entire es~
tate of a de
ceased Maho~
medan having
been set up by
his widow and
brother,
mi.

the-Reports, will shew that on the death of Rajah Akbur Hussein,
which occurred about 24 years before the institution of this suit, ther of which
conﬂicting claims

were set up to his entire

estate

by Rani Ze

his widow, and Rajah Dedar Hussein his brother,—
the former on the ground of deeds of gift and sale alleged to
have been executed in her and her daughter’s favor by the late

hooroonissa
by

Rajah, and by the latter on the plea of an immemorial usage of
123-94

appeared to be
well founded,
the period of
limitation for
the institution
of an action by
his heirs at law
was calculated

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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from the date the family, that the surviving male heir should succeed to the
of his death,
of females and other branches of the family. The Sud
exclusion
and not from
the date of the
der Dewanny Adwalut on that occasion decided against the claim
d e c r e e b e~
tween his wi
of the brother, Rajah Dedar Hussein, while, at the same time,
dow and bro
they expressed their opinion that the documents on which Rani
ther.

Zehooroonissa

grounded

her claim were invalid, and that the estate

of the deceased Rajah should be divided among his heirs. From
the above decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut an appeal
was preferred

to the

Privy Council, which ultimately

judgment of tho Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
case was pending,

Rani Zehooroonissa,

husband’s

died,

estate,

afﬁrmed

the

While, however, the

who held possession

of her

was succeeded by her brother Syud

and

Hussein Reza, against whom the present action was now institut
ed by the heirs of Rajah Akbur Hussein.

As to the merits of the

claim now urged by the plaintiffs on the ground of their relation
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ship to the late Rajah there could be no doubt, that point having
been

fully

to.

It

was

barred under the rule of limitation,—-Rajah Akbur Hussein

by the proceedings

established

was pleaded,

however,

in the case above alluded

by the defendant

that the action

having died 24 years before the institution of the suit.
The Principal

Moulvee Ruknooddeen, was of

Sudder Ameen,

that the period of limitation should be calculated from

opinion

the date of the decision of the Privy Council, or of its promulga
tion in this country, which occurred
institution

of the suit.

a very short time before the

He accordingly gave judgment in favor

of the plaintiff.

An

having

appeal

been

preferred

to

the

Sudder Dewanny

the Court (present Mr. Reid) conﬁrmed
.
the lower Court.
Adawlut,

The appellant then

applied

ground that the decree of the

for

a review

the decision of

of judgment, on the

Court was at variance with one

it

on the 4th August 1820, in which the right of Rani

Zeh00roonissa

(in lieu of dower) was recognized to certain lakhi
lands, which she sued for in that particular case.

passed

by

raj and garden

The review was granted, and the case was again heard by Mr.
Reid, who, however, saw no reason to alter his former judgment,
but requested that the case might be laid before another Judge.
Mr- Barlow.—“ I do not think that this action can be enter
tained.

The plaintiffs sue as heirs of Rajah Akbur Hussein—he

died in 1813,
121-25

and

this suit is commenced

in 1836.

The suit

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.
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1843.

Privy Council, between Rajah Dedar Hussein and
Rani Zehooroouissa, is pleaded in justiﬁcation of the delay in the
institution of the present action. I do not consider the plea to
to the

carried

Hus
Syud
sein Reza, 11.

The cause of action unquestionably arose on the death

be good.

it

of Rajah Akbur Hussein, and

was open to the plaintiffs to sue

the party or parties in possession without reference

to the claims

They failed to do so, and, being beyond time, their claim

-of others.

Ameeroonissa
and others.

'

must, in my opinion, be dismissed."

Mr. Rattray

with Mr. Barlow, and ﬁnal judgment

concurred

against the plaintiffs was accordingly passed.

MUSST. UMMUT-UL-HADI alias BEGUMEE JAN and
INAYET KOBRA alias MAHOMMADI BEGUM,

1843.

J no

Appellants,

5.
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versus

SYUD

THIS

ALI BUXSH,

Respondent.

suit was instituted on 21st December

1839, in the Patna

City Court, by Ali Buksh, against the appellants and Mann Beebee,
their mother, to recover Sicca Rupees 1,500 advanced to Mann
Beebee,

as

daughters,

it

is

stated,

expences of one of her

for the marriage

Mahommadi Begum, and to repay former loans.

re-payment,

she held under her Kabinnamah, or deed of marriage
1234 to 1237, with conditions that

from
repaid

For

she granted him a. farm of mouza Kurreemabad (which

in that time

village in question

Government

the

lease

if

settlement)

the advance were not

was to continue

in force.

The

was lakhiraj ; and, having been resumed by the

authorities,

the

settlement was

made

with

the

of Mann Beebee, which ejected the plaintiff.
He ac
cordingly sues for the recovery of the money advanced by him.
daughters

Mann Beebee did not appear.
The daughters replied, that their mother never had any right
or title in the village which belonged to their father, and which,
on his death, came into their possession by inheritance.

The Principal

Sudder Ameen,

on 30th

April

1839, decreed for

the plaintiﬂ' against Mann Beebee alone, observing
not

enter into the question

that he could

of the right to the village, the suit

being merely for the recovery

On appeal
1842,

modiﬁed

of the money advanced.
to the Judge, that authority, on the 8th January
the Principal Sudder Ameen’s
s

decision

by making
125-26

The
plains
sued the
a
defendants,
mother
and
her daughters,
for
recovery
of a sum of
money lent to
the former on
the
security
of a farming

tiﬁ

engagement
of a certain
village,

right

of

the
the

in
mother
which wasdis'
puted by the
daughters,who
obtained
had
to
possession
the» ejectment
of the plaintiff.
these
Under
circumstances,
it was held by
theSudder De<
\vanny Adawlut that the
Zillah

Judge

was wrong in
declaring that
the village was
tor the
liable
debt, and that
he should have
confined him

CASES
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ree
EMILE)

ecplaintiﬁ‘
for the money
to him,
due
the
leaving
question of the
liability of pro-

all:

cation of the
deme'

the village Kurreemabad
prietary right between
-

responsible,

thereby

deciding the pro
-

.

which was not in

mother and daughters,

Issue‘

On this arose the present

special

on

appeal

the part of the

aughters.

d

the

dto

self

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

The case was heard by Messrs. Rattray,

Tucker, and Barlow,

who were of opinion that the Principal Sudder Ameen’s judgment

must be upheld, and that the respondent

must proceed in execu

The Court

swerable.

the property should be perferred,
Regulation

-_’-i

n

1843.

RAJAH RUGHONATH

SINGH, Appellant,

RAJAH HURREHUR SINGH,

was an action instituted by the respondent,

5331‘ ﬁgmhjf

it

is

has been

from time immemorial, that the eldest son of the deceas

ed incumbent succeeds

to the raj and zemindaree,

other sons receive only subsistence

and that the

allowance; that the plaintiff’s

father, Rajah Beer Singh, had ﬁve Ranees

that he

the eldest

is

Rance but younger than the plaintiff
ties died

in

eyt 1246 B. S.

;

;

that the father of the par

and that the plaintiff being unable

to give security to the Governor General’s Agent to enable him to
enter upon possession, the estate was made over to the defendant.

He now sues to recover it.
was
For the defence
for the eldest

son

of the

alleged, that

it

or

;

Rate.

is,

born of the youngest or ﬁfth Renee, and
consequently,
Tomi; son, but
that the defendant
son of entitled to succeed
the son of the ﬁrst

it

eldest

estate of the plaintiff

situated in Pergunnah Raipore, in regard to which

custom,

J

girlie

_

The plaint set forth, that the ancestral

is

igntgef
deceased

the

Agent at Hazareebauvh,
c

;

is

‘3:

in the Court

subordinate to the general

jurisdic' jurisdiction
of the Governor General’s
the
the
tion of
the
circumstances.
Ge—
under
following
Governor

:fmlgagﬁzgf

Respondent

a

THIS

of the Principal Assistant at Manbhoom,

giifbﬁj‘gf

2:,
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they would be disposed of under

Judgment accordingly.

1’87‘8348

the cafie

succession

objections to the sale of

-_-.__

JunesIn

1825.

(9

ll
if'

VII.

that

observed,

if

tion of that decree against whatever property he may deem an

was the family custom

ﬁrst or pet Ranee to succeed ;—:md

upon this point of family custom the parties joined issue.
The Principal

Sudder Ameen,

to whom the case was referred,

after taking evidence to the prevailing family custom, gave judg
126-97
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ment in favor of the plaintiff as the eldest son of the Rajah against
the claim of the defendant

The defendant

as the eldest son of the

then appealed

pit

to the Sudder Dewanny Adaw

lut, and the case was heard by Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and Barlow,
under the provisions of Act

II.

1843 ; the reference

to a

full

bench having been made by Mr. Barlow.

that the evidence tended rather to shew

Mr. Barlow observed,
that in the Jungle
son

Mehal estates the custom was for the eldest

of the pat Hence

stated

to which was disputed, by Futteh Singh, the grandfather

cession

in evidence

of the parties,

so far back as 1209 B. S.

given by him in a suit then pending
Further, in reply to some requisition

by the public authorities, Rajah Beer Singh, the father of

made
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to the raj; and that this was

to succeed

in regard to the particular estate the suc

as the custom,

had

the defendant

as the

“

chotd Rajah,"

the

parties,

and

the plaintiff as “Babu,”-thus shewing which of the parties

designated

he looked upon as entitled to succeed to the raj.

For

these reasons

Mr. Barlow would have reversed the decree of the lower Court.
Messrs.

Tucker and Reid differed with Mr. Barlow, and record

ed their opinion in the following terms

:—

“ Both
parties agree that one son succeeds to the raj to the ex

clusion of the other sons.

The plaintiff urges that the eldest son

of the Rajah, be he the son of the youngest Rance, succeeds.
defendant
succeeds,
wives.

pleads
even

that,

if

the evidence

to

contrary practice

the ﬁrst or pat Ranee have a son he
is certainly shewn by

be that stated by the plaintiff.
so as to assume the force

quires the strongest
evidence,

The

should he be younger than the sons of the other

The ordinary course of succession

To establish a

of family custom, re

But the defendant

evidence.

nor can he adduce

single instance

a.

has no such

in which it ever

that a son of the pat Ranee succeeded to the raj, to the
prejudice of an elder son of the Rajah by another wife.
What,
occurred,

therefore,
custom.

is'not proved ever to have occurred, cannot be called a

It

is true that

Futteh

Singh, the

parties, deposed in his evidence many years
was as now stated by the defendant-

grandfather of the

ago that the custom

But that was not the point

at issue in the case in which he gave his evidence, which must be
taken for what it is worth.

Now the party who pleads Ithis cus

tom has not been able to shew a single instance

of the kind.

We,

therefore, conﬁrm the judgment of the Principal Sudder Ameen.’:
s

".4

127

1843.

Rance.
Rajah Ru~
ghon ath Singh,
0. Rajah Hur~
rehnr Singh.

148
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KALI

1843.

DOSS NEOGEE, Appellant,
'087‘8U8

July

20.

'CHUNDER NATH RAI CHOWDRY,

Respondent.

THIS

The plaintiff,
was an action instituted by the respondent, in the Zillah
in the lifetime
of his father, Court of Mymensingh, against the appellant, to recover portion
sued
to set of Pergunnah Kogmari, his ancestral estate.
aside a sale of
was stated in the'plaint that the estate was originally in the
ancestral pro<
party executed
possession of one Gopenath Ray, who had three sons, Dejanath
by the latter
while a prison
Ray, Bholanath Ray, and Shunkernath Ray. The second son,
er in jail under
Bholanath Ray, was the father of the plaintiﬂ', and was still alive,
a criminal sen
tence
Clann
but in jail under a sentence of 14 years’ imprisonment. The de
as
dismissed,
- the father had fendant,
who was an ofﬁcer on the Collector’s establishment,
had
full power un
to
contrived
a transfer of the property to himself under an
effect
der the H indu
law to effect alleged
deed of sale said to have been executed by the several
the sale.

It

shareholders,
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the

for the purpose

and

of obtaining the signature of

plaintiff’s father to which, that individual had been brought

from

the

criminal jail.
that

no consideration;

jail under
tate,

could

That he signed
moreover

a criminal sentence

not alienate

it.

the

deed, but received

and not in possession

of the

es

The plaintiff was a minor when the

but, being now

transaction occurred,

the

plaintiii’s father, being in

of age, sues for the reco

very of his father’s portion of the estate.
replied that the full

The defendant

consideration had been

paid to the plaintiff's father for his portion of the estate, and
that the sale was a voluntary and bond ﬁde transaction
on the part of the seller, and could not now be impugned on the
contended

suit of the son. the father being still alive.
The Principal Sudder Ameen dismissed the claim on the ground
that the facts stated in the defence had been fully proved.
The Zillah

J udgc

on appeal reversed

the decree of the Principal

Sudder Ameen, because in his opinion it had not been proved that
any consideration had been given for the property.

A

special appeal was admitted

on the

applicat'oi

still

being

of the

alive,

it

was

action for the recovery

The

case

bench under

defendant
competent

to try whether the father
to

the son, to institute an

was ﬁrst heard by Mr. Reid, who referred

Act

II.

>

of the property now sued for.

it to

a

full

of 1843.

By the Court, present Messrs
128

by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

Tucker, Reid, and Barlow z—f“It
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has been

of the Court that

by precedents

established

a

Hindu

father in Bengal can dispose of his property without the consent
of his sons : and as in the present instance the father is still alive,
has not given any legal authority to his son to institute the

and
‘

the

action,

therefore

plaint must be dismissed.
and

is reversed,

149

The decree of the Judge

1843.

Kali

Doss

N eogee, verqu
Chun der N ath
Rai Cho wdry.

that of the Principal Sudder Ameen

afﬁrmed.”

MEWA LAL, RAMBUXSH SINGH, and SHUNKER DYAL
SINGH, Appellants,

1843.

July

’UCT'S’MS

SOOLTAN SIN GH

and

25.

RAM SUNNEHEE LAL,

Respondents.

THlS

of Shahabad,

Court
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was an action instituted by the appellants,

property

to recover,

which had been sold by the defendant,

Lal, to the other defendant

in the Zillah

in right of pre-emption,

Ram Sunnehee

Sooltan Singh.

The claim was urged on the ground of partnership and vicinage.
The defendants

that, as the parties were Hindus, the

pleaded

right of pre-emption could not be recognized

between them ; and,

further, that no claim had been made for a period of nine months.

The Principal Sudder Ameen gave judgment in favor of the
claim, but ordered

of purchase

money

one defendant

who,

law.

the plaintiﬁ's appealed

in substance, conﬁrmed

to the Zillah Judge,

the decree of the Principal Sudder

Ameen;

but being of opinion that the sum to be paid by the
plaintiffs should be regulated according to the value of the pro
perty, somewhat reduced the sum.
The plaintiffs still
decree
sion

dissatisﬁed
with that part of the Judge’s
which ﬁxed the sum payable by them, applied for permis

to prefer

a special

which was granted.
the

appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

The purchaser

Court for the admission

purchase

Sooltan Singh also applied to

of the special

appeal, to have his

upheld.

The Court, present Messrs.
judgment on the 25th
f‘

July

Rattray, Tucker, and Barlow, gave

1843, as follows :—

The claim set up by the plaintiff is founded
-

that

that the plaintiffs-should pay the full amount right
origi
entered in the deed of sale executed by the nates in the
Mahomedan

to the other.

From this order

Held,

where the right
pre-emption
Hin~
among
dus is recog
nized on the
ground of lo_
cal custom, the
rules and re~
strictions
of
the Mahorne.
dan law
are
to
applicable
claims of that
nature, as the

certain of

on the right of
128-29
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Mewa La] ,
and others, '0
Sooltan Sing};
and Ram Sun.
nehee Lal.

which is recognized among Hindus in some parts of

pre-emption,

the country on the ground of custom ;

by the

even

has its origin however in

law, the rules and restrictions of which are con

the Mahomedan
sidered,

it

Hindus

themselves,

In this

practice as existing among them.

as applicable to the
instance,

the prelimi

nary requisites necessary to sustain a claim of preeemption, viz.
the declaration of an intention of becoming the purchaser imme
diately on hearing of the sale, followed by afﬁrmation by witnesses
of such intention, either in the presence of the seller, or of the
or on the premises, [vide Macnaghten’s Principles and
of Mahomedan Law, page 48, section 7,] were not

purchaser,
Precedents
attended

in

to

by the claimants, and the plaint must be dismissed

toto.

Order accordingly.

RAM SUHAEE CHOBEE
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1843.

and others, Appellants,

versus
August 22.

A

case hav~
been de
cided by the
Principal Sud
der Ameen and

ing

Zillah

Judge

entirely
by a
to
reference
the records of
cases
other
previously de~
cided, theSud
der Dewauny
Adawlut.
set
aside both de
cisions,
and
remanded
1he
case with in—
structions that
the
plaintiﬁs
should be re
to ﬁle
quired
the
evidence
to
necessary
their
support
claim.

ENAIET ALI
THE
appeal,

Respondents.

instituted the action, out of which arose this

respondents

Court of Shahabad,

in the Zillah
original

pellants, the

and others,

to recover from the ap
certain real property speciﬁed

defendants,

in the petition of plaint.
to the Principal sudder Ameen, who,
after referring to certain records of cases indicated by the plain
The

case was

referred

tiffs and previously decided,

gave judgment in their favor with

out calling upon them to ﬁle, themselves, any evidence in support
His decision was on appeal afﬁrmed by the
of their claim.
Zillah Judge.

A

special

appeal

Adawlut, and the
Rattray,

was then admitted by the Sudder Dewauny

case

Tucker,

was heard by a

full

bench,

and Barlow,) under Act

II.

(present Messrs.

of 1843, when the

following order was passed :—

“We

are

of opinion that this case has been illegally decided.

The documents

on which the plaintiffs in the lower Court depend

ed for substantiating their claim, appear

of the records
disposed

of;

to have formed portions

of other cases, regular and summary, previously
and

forms.ny with

the

Principal

Sudder Ameen, instead of, con

the law, requiring

parties to ﬁle their exhibits,

having sent for the records above alluded to, decided the case
129-30

011
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of them;

a perusal

which decision

was

151
1843.

afﬁrmed by the Zillah

justice

The Court is now called upon to determine in appeal the
or otherwise of the decisions of the lower Courts, without

having

access

Judge.

on which those

the documents

The proceedings

founded.
with

to

decisions

are

must be returned to the Zillah Judge,

instructions that the suit be restored

Principal Sudder Ameen, and

tried

required to ﬁle their own evidence

de novo,

to

the

Ram Suhaee
and
Chobee
others, versus
Enaiet Ali 56
others.

ﬁle of the

the plaintiffs being

in support of their claim.”

BAJ PIE RAJAH GUNESH CHUNDER,

Appellant,

1843.

versus

SUROOP CHUNDER SIRKAR,

against the
A plaintiff,
c on so u tin g,
N
in
the
Zillah
Court
of
uddea.
appellant,
his
through
The plaintiff stated that his father, Womeschunder, had, in the duly appoint~
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THIS

August 29.

Respondent.

year

was an action instituted by the respondent,

1232

B.

S.,

conditionally sold certain lakhiraj property to

the defendant

on receiving from

that defendant

applied for foreclosure of the conditional sale

that,

on the

the defendant

29th Maugh
the sum of

him a loan of rupees 13,638

fused to receive

13,000 rupees towards the liquidation

then promised

to give up the

of the balance; that he subsequently re

the balance and to give up the deed of sale, but

wrongfully held possession

after 1244

B.

S., and had realized

more than sufﬁcient to pay the entire debt.

therefrom

; and

1235, the plaintiff’s father had paid to

of the debt; and that the defendant
deed of sale on receipt

;

The plain

tiff, therefore, now sues to recover the 13,000 rupees paid by his
father in cash to the defendant,

and an equal sum as interest.

The defendant denied the payment.
The case was made over to the Principal Sudder Ameen.

In his

Court the constituted vakeel of the plaintiff expressed, on the part
of his client, his readiness to submit the issue of the claim to the
oath of the defendant.
made

oath

to

the

The defendant,

truth of his statement of the non-payment

the 13,000 rupees to himself by the
cipal

Sudder Ameen

appealed

accordingly, appeared and

then dismissed

plaintiffs
the

father.

claim.

of

The Prin
The plaintiff

to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and the case was heard

by Mr. Barlow, whose judgment was as follows :—

“The

only question

for consideration is, whether a plaintiff,

consenting through his duly appointed vakeel, to a settlement of
130-31

ed vakeel, to
the settlement
of his suit in
Court, by the
statement
on
oath of the de'
fendant,
can
not object to a
deereeof Court
founded
on
such
state~
ment.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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his claim on the oath of the defendant,

1843.

Court founded
Bajpie Ra
Gunesh
jah

other words,
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see no reason

THIS

for

adjustment

does not bar
an action by
the same plain
tiﬁ‘against the
defen
same
for his
dants
share of cer
tain ancestral
al
property
leged to have
fraudu—
been
lently conceal~
ed by the lat.
ter, at the time
of the adjust—
ment

ap

for disturbing the

Appellant,

versus

14

MOOKERJEE, MUDDOOSOODUN

MOOKERJEE
suit

I

Appeal dismissed.

PRAWNKISHEN

A

by the act of his vakeel duly

CASHEENATH MOOKERJEE,

real
property,
and personal,
in right of in
heritance, hav
ing been ad~
justed between
the
parties,
held that such

to a decree of

on oath of such defendant? in

statement

2

1843.

September

the

He clearly is so ; and
of
the lower Court."
judgment

pointed
v.

Uhunder,
Suroop Chun
der Sirkar.

on

is a client bound

can object

was an action

pondents,

and others,

Respondents.

instituted by the appellant, against the

res

in the Zillah Court of the 24-Pergunnahs, for recovery

of certain property,

real and personal,

valued

at 14,877 rupees,

under the following circumstances.
The plaint
Prawnkishen
to recover

forth,

set

that the plaintiﬁ had previously sued

Mookerjee, Muddoosooduu Mookerjee,

and others,

of the estate, real and personal, of his deceased

l-Gth

father Ramlochun

Mookerjee, and that the suit was adjusted by

razeenamah and safemamah,

to the effect that the property left by

his father should be divided into six portions, of which he is to
have one.
razeenamah,

The partition statement

it

and

is recorded

in the body of the

was provided therein that the delivery of the

property should be effected within one month from the date there
of.

This condition not having been fulﬁlled as regards the real

property, and the plaintiff having since discovered that a large sum
in

Government securities,

been fraudulently
corded

in the razeenamah,

rupees

6,586-7

this action

belonging to his father’s estate, had

Concealed and withheld from the schedule

re

and further that a sum of Company‘s

had been falsely debited in the same, he brought

to enforce execution

of the deed of settlement,

quoad

the real property therein allotted to him, and further to recover
1-6th of the value of the Government securities
charge above noticed.
131

and the over
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1843.

The following is an abstract of the deed of settlement :—
Balanee of personal estate, including inter~
53’794
est on notes, &c., to 20th Sawun 1234,
z
Receipts from 21st Sawun 1234 to 17th Poos
1244, agreeably to an abstract account signed
by all the sharers, drawn up from the books

1' 15 2

44,000

13 17 0

97,794

15 12 2

ofaccount,
Denver
Expences
from

21st

of every kind
Sawun 1234

to 17th Pace 1244,

57,243

Amount advanced on
accounts of
mortgages,
which are closed,
----Advance on
still due,

14 9 0 0

27,346

0 0 0 0

902

2 6 2 2

1,002

10 6 3 1

pledges
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Ineﬁioientbalance,aris
log out of some error of
accounts and remitted by
the parties,_
... “Isunn

,

—-—--—-

Balance rupees,

Of this sum,

plaintiﬂ

the

received

new states that he has subsequently

86,494
11,300

2

2

4 10

0

11

1-6th=1883-5-6-2.

The above

of Government paper was withheld from the account.
sum

of 97,794-15-12-2

included 11,300

notes, whereas the amount
father’s

estate

at the

28,000, leaving

still

1-6th of which is

time

of settlement, amounted to rupees

to be accounted

for Rs. 16,700

since discovered,

IOU-lonociolOOOOIIlII

Add value of the landed property
under the ruﬁ'anamah, not yet made
oclg|goonoon......
over to the plaintiff,

The defendant

0

0

0

0

”

6’586

7

0

0

0

,,

23,286

7

0

0

0

”

3,881

1

2

0

O

,,

10,996

2

14 2

2

14,877

3

162

2

Totalrupees......

other sharers

of Government

rupees

of Government notes, belonging to his

To this add an overcharge in the ac
count disbursements

He

discovered that a large amount

Prawn Kishen Mookerjee replied that he and the

were ready to carry out the deed

r

of adjustment in
132

Gas heenath
r.
Mookerjee,
P r a w n kishen
Mookerjee and
others.

cases

154
1843.

He

its terms.

all

THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

IN-

repelled

however

the additional claim for pro

perty alleged to have been fraudulently concealed from the plain
C asheenath
v.
Mookerjee,
P ra w nkishen
Mookerjee and
others.

till"s knowledge,

denying the fact

On

which that

claim was

founded.

The other defendants

replied to the same eii'ect.
Sudder Ameen, to whom the case was referred,

The Principal
threw out the claim for rupees 3,881-1-2'as inadmissible, after
an adjustment between parties which was to be taken as ﬁnal
and not open to future dispute. He however decreed possession
of plaintiff’s share of the lands, exhibited in the ruﬁ‘anamah.
On appeal
plaintiff,

case came before Mr. Diclt who, on 27th December

the

1841, recorded

Mr.

to the Sudder Dewan-ny Adawlnt by the original
his opinion that the plaintiff should be nonsuited.

Lee Warner,

on 19th January 1842, came to the same con

clusion, but on distinct
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gentleman considered
case,

grounds from Mr. Dick.

The former

that a decree having already issued in the

a new suit could not be indtitnted ; that with regard to the

ruﬁ'annmah

the plaintiii' should sue out execution,

and in regard

to the additional claim he should apply to the Court for a review
of judgment.
Mr. Lee Warner was of opinion that the matter
should have formed the subject of two separate
or enforcement

execution

of the ruﬁ'anamah,

suits, one for the
the other for the

additional claim.
The case was then laid before three Judges stiting together, via,
Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and Barlow, who observed, with reference to

Mr. Dick’s Opinion, that no decretal order was passed by the lower
Court in the lsuit which was adjusted ; that the suit was struck
off the ﬁle on mutual application under the ru-ﬁ'anamah, and the
value of the stampt paper returned to the plaintiﬁ'; and that no
execution

could be taken out on such

a disposal

of a suit.

After an attentive consideration of the whole case Mr. Tucker
and Mr. Barlow

concurred in opinion that this suit was admis

sible in its present form—the additional claim being so connected
with

the

former adjustment, as not to be separable, and that

there was no inconsistency in applying for the enforcement
ruﬁ'anamah
ferred

quoad obtaining possession

of tho

of the lands therein trans

to the plaintiﬁ', and at the same time impugning the deed

in the matter of the personal property stated to have been con
and withheld by the bad faith of the defendants at the

cealed

time of the adjustment.
132-33

Mr. Reid, on the other hand, considered
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to be a ﬁnal adjustment not now impugnable by

either party, and would conﬁrm the decision of the lower Court
Under these circumstances Mr. Tucker and Mr. Barlow directed

1843.

C n s heenath
M oukerjee, v.

should be returned to the Principal Sudder Ameen, P r a wnkishen
with instructions to receive from the plaintiff such documentary M mkerjee and
that the
and

case

evidence as he may wish to adduce in proof of his asser

oral

others.

tion of fraudI in withholding from the schedule of his father’s
estate, Government notes to the value of rupees 16,700, of which
to him

just

With

thereon

1-6th, and to pass such decision

he claims

as may appear

and proper.

regard to the item of rupees 6,58,6-7, Mr. Tucker and

Mr.

Barlow also concurred in opinion, that on this point the ruﬁ‘ana
mah is not open to revision; indeed that the ruﬁ‘anamah as far as
it goes, must be upheld, but in regard to the Government notes
they are extra or not included in the settlement, and the charge
when the adjustment was
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is that they were fraudulently concealed,

that he, the plaintiff, had not then the means of de

made, and

tecting the fraud, but trusted to the good faith of the defendants.

They considered this to be a clear and distinct ground for reject
ing the one item, and admitting the other to proof.
The case was accordingly remanded
Ameen, to investigate

the plaintiffs

to the Principal Sudder

claim to the share of the

said to have been fraudulently concealed at
the Period of the former adjustment.
Government paper

__

s ULLEEMOOLLAH CH 0 WDRE E, Appellant,

1843.

'Uerue

PRAWN N ATH

September

C HOWDREE, Respondent.

THE plaintiff (respondent) instituted this action, against the
Collector of essere and Sulleemoollah Chowdree, for the recovery
of 15,856 Sicca rupees, 4. 41-11338,10 gnndas, 1 cowrie, or 16,913

J

Company’ 8 rupees,

realization.
Cossinath

5 11.111188,10 gulldaﬂi

He states
Banoorjea,

against

whom

gundas

was established,

18.

with interest to date of

he was one of the securities for the late

treasurer

of the

Jessore

a defalcation of 15,270 Sicca rupees,
on which he (plaintiff)

r

2

Collectorate,
7 annas,

was called
133-31

10

upon

A treasurer
of a Collector
having embez
zled a sum of
money, his se~
was
curity
called upon to
make good the
amount deﬁci~
ent. He depo
sited it, and
received from

reimburse~

°

N Y ADAWLUT.

receiving from the Collector three

monetary

hoondee for 3,000
Sicca rupees signed by Sul
leemoollah Chowdree.
An obligation signed by
Ram ye Use for 1,000 Sicca

A

Collector
the
three monetas
ry obligations,
the
property
of the treasur
er, towards the

for that amount, and paid

obligations as per margin,’

the property of the treasurer,

from

Whom they were taken by the Collec

tor, on one of

J

1843.

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN
it,
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which however

rupees had been realized

rupees.

A

bond for 2,500 Sicca
of the
ment
rupees signed by Kumla
sum
paid by
Kanth Biswas.
Subse~
him.

surer.

Plaintiff,

400

by the trea

under orders of Go

vernment, was to be repaid, by the
Collector, the amount he had given in

Go~
quently
ab
vernment
satisfaction of the treasurer's defalcation.
An account was drawn
solved
the
surety and di~ up by the Collector on the 14th December 1837, or 1st of Poos
rected re~pay~
which
annas,
appeared that 23,060 Sicca rupees,
ment of the 1244, by
amount
depo
and
were
to
interest,
due
principal
plaintiff, in liquidation of
sited by him.
On being re~ which the plaintiff consented by petition to take
quired by the
6,100 Sicca rupees principal,
to
Collector
the
restore
5,837 interest,

being unable to realize

ever,

the amount due upon these docu

for the sum of 11,937 Sicca rupees,
2d
1244
to 25th Bhadoon 1247, the date
from
Poos
with interest
ments

sues

defendants

the

cowree, or Company’s

rupees

16,913,

5

gundas,

1

8

a

4

2

4

annas, for
months
of plaint, being 3,919 Sicca rupees,
years,
total of 15,856 Sicca rupees,
and 25 days, making
annas, 10
ounce, 10 gun

das, with interest to date of realization.

The Government pleader answered that when the amount of the
treasurer’s defalcation was recovered from the plaintiff, his securi
ty, the three documents
5

made over to him

were, on application by the

plaintiff,

that on receiving orders from the Government

;

to repay to plaintiff the amount realized from him as the treasur
that plaintiff
er’s security, the Collector oﬁ'cred cash payment
preferred

a

him. Heldthat
the
Govern
ment was ab~
solved fromall
liability under
the
obliga
in the
tions,
of the
event
surety
being
unable to rea‘
lize the sums
due on them
from the par
ties who exe—
outed them.

a

a

money obliga~
he (16*
tions
clined
to do
11,937
re
so,
and
that
quested
the
nominal
due on the three above-mentioned
documents, with cash payment
value of them
might be de of
total of 23,060
further sum of 11,123 Sicca rupees, making
from
ducted
and
was
thus
Plaintiﬁ‘, how
Sicca
the
account
adjusted.
rupees,
the
amount
to
payable

ly
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it

ll

settlement in the mode in which the account was ﬁnal

adjusted, and

documents

that he would not consent to give up the three

which he had already received as the property of the

treasurer.

The defendant,
131-35

Sulleemoollah Chowdrcc, pleads in

answer——

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

157

That the plaint is inadmissible, as distinct claims founded
on different documents cannot form ground for a single action.
(2nd) Heurges that the obligation is signed by Ram ye Biswas,

1843.

(1st)

J

a

vakeel, who had no authority to borrow money on his account.
(3rd)

The hoondee for 3,000 Sieca rupees, on Calcutta, he al

was

leges

drawn in favor of the treasurer,

the ‘same sum on his account

who promised

Sulleemool~
lah Chowdree,
a. Prawnnath
Chowdree.

to pay

into the Collectorate—

as revenue

this he failed to do ; in consequence defendant

himself discharged

'

the Government dues.

As to the bond for 2,500 Sicca rupees he pleads that it bears
the

signature of Kumla Kanth Biswas, the mookhtear of Noor

Buxsh Chowdree,
nies

being

sum is claimed

The

is responsible

who

for the amount, and be

heir to Noor Buxsh Chowdree,

de-'

on which ground this

from him.
Sudder

Principal

Ameen

pronounced

judgment

as
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follows :—

“ Plaintiﬁ‘ cannot

He took

sue Government in this case.

the

three documents alluded to, and, on being required to give them
up when Government

ordered

a refund

of the amount realized

from plaintiff as security of the treasurer, he refused to make
them over, and petitioned for payment of cash balance, holding
as part payment of the sum to be received

the said documents

by

him in adjustment of account.

“ As

regards

the hoondee for 3,000 Sicca rupees,

it

appears the

Collector appropriated the sum of 1,000 Sicca rupees, paid into
his hands as malgoozaree of Sulleemoollah’s lauded property, to
realization in part of the said hoondee

:

plaintiff had never de

manded this 1,000 rupees from the Collector, against whom a
parate action must be brought for that amount.
mainder of the hoondee
mah

se

As to the re

and the balance due on the howalutna

or obligation, plaintiff is entitled to recover these sums, and

Sulleemoollah having,
on the 9th

July

1832,

in his engagement

given to the Collector

taken upon himself the discharge

claim he must be held responsible

of this

for it—he may however sue

the treasurer's heirs for recovery.

“ As
regards the bond for 2,500 Sicca rupees signed by Kumla
Kanth Biswas for Noor Buxsh Chowdree, the amount of which
plaintiff claims from Sulleemoollah as heir to Noor Buxsh, he must
sue the said

Kumla Kanth

in

action.

a separate

with Sullecmoollah and Government
135

v

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
“ The
plaintiff

1843.

the
Sulleemool

lsh Chowdree,
v. Prawnnath
Chowdree.

same

will

recover

with interest to

2,600 Sicca rupees,

and costs in proportion to the sum decreed,

amount,

from Sulleemoollah;

the Governmeﬂt will be released from the

claim and costs charged to plaintiff, who must apply to the Col
lector for the

1,000

appropriated, and sue for it if

he

rupees
~

refused.”

On appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the case was heard
by three Judges (Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and Barlow) under Act

II.

of 1843. Their judgment is to the following effect :—
“ This action is brought upon a hoondee for 3,000 Sicca
rupees
drawn by Sulleemoollah on Birj Mohun Huldar of Calcutta, writ
ten, and ﬁled, on unstampt paper.

“ Upon

a bond for 2,500 Sicca rupees signed by

Kumla Kanth

Biswas on part of Noor Buxsh Chowdree ; and
“ Upon a howalutnamah
signed by Ram ye Biswas on part of

J
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Sulleemoollah Chowdree

for 1,000 Sicca rupees

;

both documents

are written on stamp of under-value. The Court are unanimously

of opinion that the ﬁrst of these documents

being on plain paper

is inadmissible.‘

“ The two transactions to which

the bond and howalutnamah

and which form the remainder of the claim, bring forward

refer,

the names of Kumla Kanth Biswas and Ram
the documents respectively

;

J ye

Das, who signed

they have not been made parties to

this suit, which was absolutely necessary.
“ rl‘he voluntary act of the plaintiff in taking these documents
in part payment from, and refusing to give them up when de
manded of him by the Collector, exoneratcs the Government from

all responsibility in this

case.

No action will lie against

defendant Sulleemoollah, grounded on these documents,

the

which

cannot be received by the Court for the reasons above indicated
they therefore

nonsnit the plaintiff, and give judgment in favor of

the appellant, charging all costs to the respondent."

1' The hoondee
where it was
required

136

had

made

a stamp.

;

been originally executed within 100 miles of the pine

payable,

and had in fact been negociated,

and therefor

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
MUSSAMAUT SIDHISREE DEBEA, GOLUCK

RAI, PULTUN TEWAREE,

159

-_

1843.

NURAYUN

and 32 others, Appellants,

November

'L'BTSMS

J.

Mn.

THE

P. WISE, Respondent.

J.

plaintiff, Mr.

P. Wise, who is in possession of

7 annas

of Pergunnah Bowal in Zillah Decca, partly by purchase and part
ly by farm, instituted the present

N urayun Rai, Kali

N urayun

It

action to recover from Goluck

Rai, and Mussamaut Shidisree Debea,

of the remaining 9 annas of the Pergunnah [which was
recorded at that time in the name of Sidhisree Debea, the mother

Company’s
damages
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Kali Nurayun Kai]

and grendmother of

Tewaree,

and

rupees 41,793-5-10-2,
sustained

Pultun Tewaree
cd

Rai

Nurayun

and from Pultuu

thirty-two

others,

of

the sum

as the actual loss and

estimated

by him, in consequence

of

a.

riotous attack by

and the other defendants

(who had been convict
of the same by the Criminal Courts) instigated by Goluck

Numyun
cutcherries

Rai, Kali Nurayun,
of Modafa.

and Sidhisree, on the zemindaree
on the 26th Ughun 1245

and Bhurraria,

B. 8., corresponding with the 10th December 1838.
lars of the claim are as follows :—
Balance due from the ryots
for 1244 B. S., . ...............

Rent for 1245,.... ...........

3,500
29,057

0 0
12 11

The particu

damages.

0
0

32,557 12 11 0
Deduct collections realized
from the 17th Bhadoon 1245
to 16th Bhadoon1246,... ......20,095
6 10 0
12,462

Tuccavee advances,
Plundered at the
Modafa cutcherry,
cash,

...............

Various articles
of property, ..m.

467

11

6

1

0

15 0

824 0 0 0
85 1 0 0
909

1

0 0

57

8

0 0

Plundered at the
'
Bhurraria cutcherry, cash,........ .. 50 8 0 0
Various articles
of property,
7 0 0 0

---—--.-

Expence of measuring
Actual loss,

the

1and,.................

...............................
136-37

966900
.

having
proved
that one of
defend—
the
ze
a
ants,
had
mindar,
a
instigated
riotous attack
on the zemin
daree cutcher~
ree
of the
the
plaintiff,
De
Sudder
wauny Adaw
lut, on the suit
of the latter,
to
awarded
him the value
of the proper
ty plundered
and a reason~
sum as
able
been

zemindars

of Goluck

30.

7,000

0

0

..20,896 10 15

0
1
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160

_—‘

Brought forward,

1343_

Mum Sid_
liisree
Debea,
and others, 11.
Mr.

Wise.

J.

...............................

.....20,896

10 15

Damages,
namely, antitipated proﬁts, loss of
character, 6w. . ........
............................ 20,396

Company's rupees

P.

.i.

l

.

'—_—

10 15 1
5 10 2

-——-0—
41,793

The plaintiﬁ' stated, that, in consequence of the zemindaree

pa

pers having been destroyed at the attack on the cutcherries,he had

full amount of rent due to him from

been unable to collect the

ryots—the

the

having been realized by voluntary

amount collected

The charge of 7,000 rupees is founded on the necessi
of
of the estate ; the measurement ohittahs
re-measurement
ty

payments.

having been destroyed

with the other papers.

The remaining

items require no explanation.

The defendants

deny

that they plundered, or instigated the

plunder of the cutcherries.
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The case having been made over to Mr.

J.

Reilly, the Principal

Sudder Ameen of Dacca, he, on the 8th October 1841, passed a
decree in favor of the plaintiff against all the defendants (except

Kali Nurayun

Rai, whom he exonerated) awarding him the fol
to the defendants.

lowing sums, and charging costs proportionally

Outstanding balances due from the ryots to the end of 1245, ex
clusive of the amount realized,
Deduct expences of collec
........
tion,

12,462

6

1

0

_-—
2,710

10 12 2%

9,751

11

7 2

Value of property and cash plundered at the
cutcherries,
................ ~.................... ... 966
In part oftuccavee advances,........................ 300
Expences of re-measurement,........................ 2,500

9
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0

4

7

4

7

Total loss Company’s rupees 13,518
Add an equal sum for damages, .........
--. 13,518
Company’s

Goluck Nurayun
decision,
Tewaree

and
and

ing demised,

Pultun

were

Tewaree

81

0

Rai and Sidhisree Debea appealed from this
afterwards

joined in the appeal

the other defendants.
was

rupees...27,036

——

succeeded

by Pultun

Musst. Sidhisree Debea hav

by her son, Coluck Nurayun Rai.

and Rambux Singh, two of the defendants

who

had been convicted of the attack by the Criminal Courts, also
mised after the institution

The case was heard under the provisions of Act
13 7-38

de

of the suit.

II.

of 1843,

by

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

three Judges, Messrs.

161

Tucker, Reid, and Barlow, and judgment

recorded as follows :—
“
0n consideration of the whole of the evidence

adduced,

the

that the plaintifs cutcherries at Modafa and

'Court are satisﬁed

Bhnrraria were attacked and plundered, and that the attack was
at the

made

instigation of Goluck Narayun Rai.

that the zemindaree

satisﬁed

Musst. Sid
hisree Debea,
In. Mr.
P.

Wise.

J.

They are not

referred to in the plaint,

papers,

actually destroyed or carried away.

were

1843.

___'

They do not, therefore,

consider the plaintiﬁ‘ entitled to recover the sums claimed by him
the

under
and

‘

of‘ outstanding

heads

re-measurement

the cash and

merely to the value of

property plundered at the two cutcherries, viz.,

and to a reasonable

966-9-0-0,

‘tuccavee advances,’

balances,’

of the estate’—-but

amount of damages, for which they

consider 5,000 rupees an adequate sum.

They, accordingly, amend

the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen, and decree that the

Mr.
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plaintiff,

J.

P. Wise, recover from the defendant

Goluck Na

rayun Rai, the sum of Company’s rupees 966-9-0-0, with interest
thereon at 12 per cent. from the 10th December 1838, the date
and

of the attack,

a further sum of 5,000 rupees, with interest

from the date on which execution of this decree may be taken out
to the date of realization, and costs of Courts proportionate to the
amount

The Court, being of opinion that there is no

decreed.

proof 1 against

the

other

appellants, the defendants

in the lower

Court, annul the decree against them with costs chargeable

to

Mr. Wise.”

REMARKS.
Goluck N arayun Rai had been acquitted by the Session Judge.
The evidence
sumptive;

connecting

him with the outrage was merely pre

but the Court held that the evidence in the present

suit was suﬁicient

to render him liable in an action for damages,

notwithstanding his acquittal on the criminal charge.

FRANCIS BOTELHO, Appellant,

An acquit~
tal on a crimi
nal charge is
not a sufﬁcient
plea to a civil
action for dam
ages grounded
on the same
transactions.
1843.

versus

THE

Rsvn. Ma. LACROIX and Ma. GREGORY

HERKLOTS,

THE

plaintiii‘,

2.

Respondents.

Francis Botelho, brought this action in the Zillah

Court of 24-Pergunnahs, (from which it was transferred under
the authority of this Court to the Zillah Court of Hooghly,) to
recover from the defendants,

December

_

executors
U

of the will of Lewis Adrien
138-39

The plain
tiﬂ‘ married in
Calcutta
a
girl of Dutch
at
parentage,
the
time
of

_ 162
her marriage a
ward of the

Dutch Orphan
Chamber
at

Chinsurah,

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

De Brueys, the sum of Company's rupees 38,968-11-1
of his wife Caroline, granddaughter of the testator.
Lewis Adrien Do Brueys, a Dutch gentleman,

in right

pie

who died in 1823

but resident in A. D., left a will, written in the Dutch language and executed at
Calcutta ; and
instituted the Hooghly on the 9th January 1809, whereby he left the whole of

his property to the child or children of his daughter Mrs. Susanna

Anna Louisa

Broeagar,

share

and share

alike, on his or her or

their attaining the age of 25 years or on their marriage.

He

appointed Mr. Daniel Antony Overbeck and Mr. Antony Theodore
Bogaardt, executors of his will, with power to substitute others in
their room.
Mr. Bogaardt did not act ; but Mr. Overbeck, on
going to Holland,

the

appointed

Revd. Mr.

Lacroix

and Mr.

Gregory Herklots, executors in his room.
Mrs. Susanna Anna Louisa Broeagar died prior to the institution
viz-, Louisa Maria (who

of this suit, having left two daughters,

married one Mitchell and received her share or one moiety of the
property left under the will) and Caroline.
Mr. Hans Carl Broeagar, the husband of Mrs. Susanna Anna
Louisa Broeagar, and father of the girls, left them by his will un
der the guardianship of the Orphan Chamber of Chinsurah.
Mr.
applied

Botelho, having met with Caroline Broeagar
to the Orphan Chamber for permission

in Calcutta,

to marry her, but

permission being refused, be next applied to the Revd. Mr. Fisher,
the Senior Presidency Chaplain, for a. license, and obtained one by
means

of an afﬁdavit of Mr. Henry Phillips, who falsely called

himself guardian of the Said Caroline, who was a minor, and the
marriage was solemnized
on the 28th December

at the Cathedral by the Revd. Mr. Fisher
The plaintiff applied to the execu

1838.

it,

tors for the money due to his wife under her grandfather’s will,
instituted thi action.
and, on their refusal to pay
defendants

denied

validity

the

of the marriage

;

The

and as

Caroline was not of age, refused to give up the money without an
order of Court.
The Judge of Hooghly, Mr. F. W. Russell, considered
to hinge on the validity of the marriage according
Dutch ﬂag at Chinsurah,

and

language.

the

legal, as having been contracted with

139-40

will being drawn out in

Under that law he considered

of the Orphan Chamber.

case

Dutchman, and residing under the

a

Dutch

the

to Dutch law,
the

the marriage

i1

the testator being himself

a
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present action
to recover from
the executors
of her grand~
father's
will
(written in the
lan_
Dutch
guage) a sum
of money be~
by
queathed
to her.
him
Held, that the
case must be
tried accord
the
t0
ing
English, and
not according
to the Dutch
law.

minor without the consent

He, therefore, on the 14th August, 1841,

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

CASES

163;_

claim of the plaintiff with costs, and passed orders
for taking the property out of the hands of the executors, and for
the

dismissed

the

thereof in the hands of the Orphan Chamber for

investment

to this Court, Mr. A. Dick con

The plaintiff having appealed

in opinion with the Zillah Judge, that the case should be

curred
disposed

of according

September,
dismissal

that

to the Dutch law, and accordingly on the

1842,

conﬁrmed the decision as far as regarded

of the plaintiff’s claim; but reversed as surplusage

portion of it which regulated the future disposal

of the

money.

A

petition of review was put in by the plaintiff, who pleaded

that it was not competent

to Mr.

Dick sitting

alone to pass an

order which reversed any portion of the decree of the lower Court,
claimed

The

to have the case sent on for another voice.

petition having been laid before two Judges, Messrs. Tucker and
Reid,
came

they admitted the review on that ground, and the case
on for hearing before the same Judges, who recorded

judgment as follows

ﬁnal

:—

“ We do not consider that the case should be governed

by the

Dutch law.

“ The will itself

marriage, whether
Holland,

does not contain any special provision as to the

it

in

was to be

It

or any other country.

accordance

with the law of

merely provides that the

grand-children of the testath shall receive their respective

shares

on attaining the age of 25 years, or on their marriage, should that

event take place before their attaining that age, without any re
ference to the consent of parents or guardians.
Mr. Botelho and
Caroline Broeagar were both British subjects

;

they resided in Cal

cutta, and were married at the Cathedral in Calcutta by the Seni
or Presidency Chaplain, under a license formally obtained.
We
are, therefore, of opinion, that the case must be decided according,

fectly legal

and

it,

Though fraud was resorted to, to procure the
binding, and

is,

to English law.

license, the marriage under

according to English law, per

under that law, as the will did

not exclude the right of the husband, and no settlement of the
money conveyed by the will was made by Mr. Botelho on his
he, by such marriage,

mariti, to the personal propertyto
2

jurc

became en

which, under the
140

,

wife previous to their marriage,

titled,

U
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and

Laeroix

and another.

Broeagar.

the

Francis Bo

telho, o. Revd.

of the lawfully begotten children of the said Caroline Mr.

the beneﬁt

27th

1843.

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.

CASES

164

Francis Bo~
telho, v. Revd.

direct that

and another.

We hold the executors

Mr.

-

will, his wife was entitled on her marriage.
We therefore decree
the appeal, and, reversing the decision of the Judge of Hooghly

1843.

Lacroix

the executors,

the Revd. Mr. Lacroix and Mr.

G:

Herklots, pay over to Mr. Botelho the sum due under the will.
to have been fully justiﬁed in declining
to give up the funds committed to their charge without an order
of Court ; and therefore, direct that the costs incurred by them,
in the Zillah Court and this Court, be defrayed from the funds of
the estate."

KISHEN MOHUN RAIE,

1843.

_-_..___

Appellant,

versus
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December

2.

RAJ MOHUN RAIE

and others,

Respondents.

THE appellant, who was the original plaintiff, alleges that the
It is irregu
lar in a Court
personal
property of himself and the respondents, who are of the
examine
to
one of the de
same family, was attached by the Criminal Court, at the instiga
fendants in a
in the month of Sawun 1233, or July
tion of the respondents,
suit as a wit
ness in proof
That subsequently, on a release of the property from at
1826.
of the plain
tachment, the Magistrate’s nazir and others divided the joint pro
tiﬁ’s claim.
perty amongst

the sharers.

That many articles, however,

ing of gold and silver ornaments,

consist

and other utensils, employed

in

the worship of Lukhee Narain Thakoor and other idols, and which
articles had partly been attached, and partly not, Were not divide
ed.

These articles were

trusted. to the charge

locked up in

a room,

and the key en

of Ruttun Kishen Moonshee,

the joint

of the family.
That this person afterwards went on a
visit to Benares, leaving the key with his wife, and that the res~
gomashtah

pondents fraudulently possessing themselves of the key, appropri
The appellant having a right to
ated all the above property.
one-third of the same, amounting to Sicca rupees 1,937-4-13'1-1,
sued

the respondents,

and Ruttun Kishen Moonshee,

in the Civil

Court of Dacca, on the 22d January 1838.
The defendants

replied that when the property was put under
of the whole, including the articles now

attachment, a schedule
sued for, was prepared,

and when the property was released,

this

property was divided amongst the sharers, each granting a receipt
in full, for his share of the chattels.
‘

The case was made over to the Principal Sudder Ameen, Mr
James Reily, who made the defendant, Ruttun Kishen Moonshee,
141
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CASES
a witness,

on the strength of his evidence,

and

with the exception

the

respondents,

lows

:—“ That they

deposit

decreed against

appraised

;

that on the articles being so deposited, they be
duly qualiﬁed, and one-third of the value

by persons

thus estimated,

be paid to the plaintiff.

In the

event of the de

fendant’s refusing to deposit the property in Court, that the valua

tion of the plaintiﬁ' be taken, and a decree, with costs, be given
-

to him upon that valuation.”
The

respondents,

Raj Mohun and Bhoobun Mohun, appealed

against the above decision to the Judge, who, on the 22d of May,
the decree with costs of both Courts-

1841, reversed

fully

that

the

plaintiﬂ‘ received

was

established
back

He observe

by documentary evidence, that

his share of the property which had

in which was included the property that forms
of
the
the ground
Against this there was nothing
present suit;
attached,

been
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it

ed,

but a mere unsupported list of articles, bearing the signature of

Ruttun Kisheu

Moonshee,

and the equally inconclusive evidence

of the same Ruttun Kisheu.
The appellant applied to this Court to be admitted to ahearing
on a special

appeal, which was admitted on the 22nd December,

1841.

The

case

was then heard by Mr. Gordon who recorded

judg

ment as follows :—

“

There can be no doubt that it was quite irregular to make

Ruttun Kisheu
a

a witness.

He is a servant of the plaintiﬁ'; and

careful perusal

he

was

was

of the case leaves no doubt in my mind, that
the mere creature of the plaintiff when the present suit

instituted.

it is

Besides had no objection on thescore of legality

in my opinion, to compare the evidence
of this man, with the satisfactory documentary proofs of the false
existed,

ness

1843.

of Surb Mohun Raie, as fol

in Court, within one month, all the

articles to which Ruttun Kisheu distinctly speaks, ashaving been
under his charge

165

impossible

of the claim, which the respondents

ﬁled, without coming to

the conclusion, that the suit ought to have been dismissed.”

The decision of the Zillah Judge was accordingly afﬁrmed.

141-42

Kisheu Mo¢
Raie, v.
Mohun
Raj
Raie 6; others.
hun
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RADHA MOHUN SERBIA CHOWDRY,

1843.

Appellant,

116719148
December

CHUCKERBUTTEE, RUKYAKUR

GUNGAPERSHAD

16.

BISWAS
A claim by
a
zemindar
his
against
for a
farmer,
sum of money
to
alleged
have been 'rea
lized
by the
latter
from
the
tenantry
under the head

appellant, zemindar of Lot Burroodah,

&c., instituted

this action, in the Zillah Court of Rungporo, on the 25th August,
1840, to recover from the defendants, the farmer of the mehals
in question,

and

their sureties,

the sum

of Company’s

rupees

pie, under the head of zabita batta, i. e., an excess of half

7,542-13-4

in each rupee on the amount of the farming jumma under

anna

their kaboolyut, dated 22d Bysack 1231 B. S., for 11 years. com
zabita
mencing with 1231 B. S.
or cus

of
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THE

and others, Respondents.

ﬁnite,
levy
tomary
of an excess of
half anna in
the rupee, and
to
stipulated
be payable to
the zemindar,
dismissed . as
illegal.

The defendants,

Chuckerbuttee and Rukyakur

Gungapershad

They
plead the law of limitation as a bar to the action.
full
amount due
say that the rental was variable, and that the
Biswas,

by them to the plaintiff had been paid.
The Principal

Sudder Ameen of Rungpore, to whom the case

was referred, dismissed

An

by the plaintiff,

1842,

Act

the plaintiff’s claim.

appeal was preferred from this judgment, on the 20th

II.

and

J

une,

the case came on for hearing, under

of 1843, before three Judges, (Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and

Barlow,) who pronounced the following judgment :—
“ The kaboolyut provides that the farmers should pay such
sums, over and above the stipulated jumma, as are realized in the
Mofussil
1812,
es,

under the head of zabita batta, Section 3, Regulation V.

provides

that the imposition of arbitrary or indeﬁnite

cess

whether under the denomination of abwab, mutlwte, or other

denomination, is illegal, and that all stipulations of that nature

'

should be judged by the Courts to be null and void.
\Ve, therefore,

dismiss

the appeal, and uphold the dismissal of

the original suit, by the Principal Sudder Ameen, with costs.”

MUSSAMAUT SUBUDRA CHOWDRAYN,

1843.

_____
December

“M
A
widow

Widow of SHAM

Cnusnna CnownnY, Appellant,
'vers'us

28.
l

H indu
claim~

GOLUKNATH CHOWDRY

and

CHOWDRAYN,

THE

MUSSAMAUT

BIRJISRI

Respondents.

appellant, as the widow of Sham Chunder Chowdry, in

stituted a suit, in the Zillah Court of Mymensingh, to obtain pos
142-43
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of a third of the estate

session

of her husband’s

brother Ram

Chunder Chowdry, from Goluknath Chowdry, the brother’s
and

Birjisri Chowdrayn,

a brother’s

167

son,

widow of the said Ram Chun

der Chowdry, on the plea that her husband having given her per

to adopt

mission

a

son,

she was entitled to possession

for the

adopted son whom she might hereafter adopt.

Goluknath Chowdry denied the right of the plaintiff.
The Principal Sudder Ameen, Moulvie
on the 20th January,

1842, dismissed

J elalooddeen

Mahomed,

the claim of plaintiff, de

claring that, as she had not adopted a son for 22 years, no action
would lie merely on the alleged permission to adopt.
The Judge, Mr. W. Onslow, agreed in dismissing the plaintiff’s
but added that the anoomuttee pair, or deed of permission

claim,

to adopt, was unworthy of credit.
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Adawlut for a special appeal, to have that part of the
set aside which rejected

J udge’s

de

the anoomuttee pair, as such portion

of the decree would be a bar to any claim of a son whom she might
hereafter

adopt.

Her application

was allowed.

Tucker and Reid were of opinion that tho action of the

appellant (plaintiﬁ') on behalf of a son whom she might adopt,
under an alleged
ceased

husband,

deed of permission to that effect from her de

would not lie, and should have been dismissed

by the lower Courts, without pronouncing any opinion as to the
validity or otherwise of the said document.
ﬁrmed so much of the decision

They, therefore, con

of the lower Courts as went to

dismiss the claim of the appellant ; but annulled so much of that
of the Judge, as declared the anoomuttee pair to be unworthy of
credit.
Mr. Barlow, on the other hand, would have dismissed
peal

of

the ap

the appellant, and have passed judgment on the validity

or otherwise
on which

of the permission from her husband to adopt a son,

plaintiff’s claim to 1-3d of her husband’s

perty is brought.

Mr. Bar10w considered

brother’s pro

that the Courts were

bound to give their opinion on the documents
tiff’s claim was founded.
integrity

the expression

of any opinion

as to

on which the plain
that
the question of the
He observed

of an anoomuttee putr (when, as in this case, no son was
disposed of by the Sudder De

adopted) was investigated and

143-44

the au

thenticity
the

of

deed was,
in the present
action, uncall~

edfor.

The case was heard by Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and Barlow, un
der Act II. of 1843.
Messrs.

lut, that until

the
adoption
was made no
action
would

lie,—and that

The appellant then preferred a petition to the Sudder Dcwanny
cree

ed a share of
ancestral
pro
perty
(under
an
anoomut
tee pair,
or
deed of per
mission
to
adopt a son,
alleged to have
been executed
by her hus~
in be—
band)
half of the
son whom she
might adopt.
Held, by the
Sudder
Des
wanny Adaw

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN
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Y ADAWLUT.

wanny Adawlut, (present Messrs. C. Smith and W. B. Martin),on

1843.

the
Musst.
Su—
Chow~
hudra
drayn, a. Go
luknath Chow~
dry and ano~
ther.

14th

pellant,

February,
versus

1825, in the case Himlutah

Chowdrayn, ap
Puddoo Monee Chowdrayn, respondent, volume

1V., page 19, new edition, page 25 ; and, applying the some prin~
ciple to this case, he would dismiss the plaint brought on the
ground of the anoomuttee putr, which is the ﬁrst step in the process
of adoption, and which he considered
Judgment

not proved in this case.

was recorded in conformity with the opinion of -the

majority of the Judges.
1843.

December

\
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04

MAHA RANEE BUSSUN T KOOMAREE,
29.

0‘M

r‘

Appellant,

versus

MAHA RANEE KUMMUL KOOMAREE on part of RAJ AH
MEHTAB CHUNDER and PRAWN BABOO,
Respondents.

THE

A claim for
the title deeds
of
property,
not within the

in the Court of the Judge of East Burdwan, on the 3d May, 1839,

the Sudd or Do

jewels, ornaments,

jurisdiction of
wauny Adaw
lut, dismissed
as not cogniza~
able
the
by

for the

appellant instituted this action, against the respondents,
recovery

the erection

of certain documents,
household

for personal allowance,

utensils, a seal, a sum of money for

of a new house, and for right to perform as shewayet

the religious ceremonies

of the idol Radha Bulluh

J ceo.

She

claims, as widow of the late Maha Rajah Teyj Chunder, Rajah of
Court.
'
Aclaim bya
Burdwan :
Hindu widow
for an allow—
0 0
On account of ornaments, ........................
2,413,058

ance from her
husband's
fa
mily, dismiss~
ed with refer
ence
to
her
own
conduct,
which, in the
of the
opinion

Court, depriv~
ed her of all
claim

to

maintenance
from them.

a

For Title Deeds of 3 Bazars
TerettaBazar,....................

situated in Calcutta,

m'z.,

3,26,000

............. . .....................
.................................
For personal allowance, ...........................
Cost of a new house, ..............................

0

0

Pooshta Bazar,

2,00,000

0

0

New China Bazar,

3,00,000

0

0

1,49,500

0

0

40,000

0

0

10,000

0

0

l5

0

0

or Co.’s Rs. 13,53,144

S

6

.
An idol,
A Seal, ...............................................

Sa. Rs. 12,68,573

Maha Rance Kummul
Mehtab Chunder, pleads

Koomaree,

on part of the minor Rajah

that the plaintiff has in her possession

the jewels given her previous to her late husband’s
that she, herself,
144

as head

death, and

of the family, had also made up new

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES
ornaments

for her since Rajah Teyj Chunder’s decease ;that the
in Calcutta, were purchased

bazars situated

to the worship of the

and dedicated
that

169

plaintiff

by the late Rajah,

idol Radha Bullub

is not entitled to any personal

allowance,

J

ace 3

or to a

separate residence, the idol, or seal.

The Rajah Mehtab Chunder, having attained his majority, ap
peared to defend the suit on the 7th September,

1 840.

The Judge of East Burdwan, on the 9th of June, 1842, dismiss
much of the claim as referred to the ornaments,

ed so

of the plaintiff’s vakeels before the former

mission

on the ad

J ndge,

on the

1840, that they had no evidence to adduce,

19th September,

in

support of that item of their claim.

He

was of opinion the three bazars were clearly proved to have

by the late Rajah Teyj Chunder, in the name of

been purchased
the

plaintiff, merely to keep out of the jurisdiction of the Su

preme Court, and dedicated
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mentioned

idol

;

by him to the worship of the above
that he managed them himself during his life

time, and that he was the real proprietor.

He further recorded his opinion that,

as the

plaintiff voluntarily

quitted the raj barree by night in the same carriage with a per
son named Baboo Dhukinarunjun,
she is not entitled to a new
house,

01' separate

allowance,

and that the reasons for rejecting

her claim as shewayet of the dawuttur property are equally valid
against her claim to the idol and to the seal.
On the above grounds be dismissed the plaint in

toto, adding,

as

a condition, that plaintiff will be entitled to 1000 rupees per men

for life from the Rajah, in the event of her returning to the
raj barree and living as a Hindu widow in accordance with the

sem

shasters,

and

the customs

of the family, under their protection

and surveillance.

The plaintiff,

being dissatisﬁed

with this decision, appealed to the

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut on the 5th September, 1842—the defen
dant further making application, under Constructions Nos. 868 and

to the Court to relieve him from that part of the Judge’s de
which directed the conditional monthly payment to the plain
tiﬁ‘ of 1000 rupees.
The case came on for a hearing before three
997,

cree

Judges, Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and Barlow, under Act

II.

of 1843.

Before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the pleaders 0n the part
of the appellants verbally relinquished their claim to every thing
but the title deeds, and the moshahira or maintenance.
v

145

1843.

____s
" MahaRanee
Bussunt Koo~
marce, v. Maha
Ranee
Kum
mulKoomaree
and others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

170
M aha Renee
Koo~
Bussunt
mareeyu. Mah-a
Kain
Renee
mul Koomaree
and others.

The following judgment was then recorded :—
“ The property affected by the deeds claimed, being situated

out

of the jurisdiction of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the claim

for

the deeds cannot be entertained.

As regards

the

arrears of moshahira

claimed, the Court deter

mine they cannot be allowed, inasmuch
no

speciﬁc

sum for moshahira of widows

as the shasters prescribe
', and

it

is obvious the

appellant has received what the law does prescribe, namely,
and apparel,

With

respect to the moshahira proposed to be given by the Judge

Court are of opinion that

prospectively and conditionally,

the

the appellant has by her conduct

forfeited all legal claim, accord

ing to the shasters,

to maintenance

from her husband’s

they, accordingly, amend the decision of the Judge which
a

prospective

conditional

allowance

Rajah, and dismiss her claim in
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food

and a residence.
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toto,

family ;
awards

to the appellant from
with costs.”

the

CASES
BABOO
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ODYET NARAIN SINGH,

171

Son of MORE? NARAIN,

Appellant,

deceased,

January 8.

versus

JUGGOMOHUN DASS and MUNSOOBURT D'ASS, Sons
heirs of BRIJ MOHUN 3 BABOO ANWUR DASS, for

J

self and as heir to Moran LALL

ZEMAN KHAN,

THIS

5 and

and

KUREEM

Respondents.

suit was brought to cancel a deed of sale, dated the 29th

Plaintiffs

held
money
decreesagainst
Singh, appellant’s father, of talook Rehtooa, Pergunnah Bhoojpoor, one Nurunjon
and
Singh,
and half of village of Beyoor, for Company’s rupees 49,430, 8 took out exe
cution against
annas, with the view to recover 10,402 Company's rupees, 11
his
property,
7 pie, principalgames,
and interest, still due on two decrees which was at
The
tached.
against the said Nurunjon Singh, in favor of the plaintiffs, viz.
d e f e n d an t
a pri~
1st, in favor of Brij Mohun Dass and Janwnr Dass for Sicca pleaded
sale to
vate
Sale
rupees 15,215, passed on the 26th October 1835,
due himself.
balance
was stopped;
Company’s
rupees 8,952, 11 annas ;-—2d, in favor of Kureem and the plain~
referred
Zeman Khan for Company’s rupees 1,442, 12 annas, 3 pie, passed tifo
to
a regular
on the 30th April 1840, balance due Company’s rupees 1,450-0-7
suit to prove
the
liability
The plaintiffs, decree-holders as above, sued out attachment in of
the proper
for
the
.execution of their decrees against the above-mentioned property. ty
debts of Nu‘

December
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1844.
_..__

1839,

The defendant

ﬁde

purchase

from

Baboo

N urunjon

Singh to Mohep Namin:

Mohep Narain opposed the sale, pleading a bonﬁ

N urunjon

of the same from

Courts overruled

the

claim, and

ordered

Singh.

The lower

the property for sale.

to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, Mr. J. F. M. Reid,
6th January 1841, declared the question of the integrity
of the deed of sale could only be adjudicated in a regular action,

On appeal

on the

and

therefore

reversed

intimating to the

the summary orders of the lower Courts,

decree-holders

bring an action for its reversal.

that they were at liberty to
The present action was accord

ingly brought on the 23d August 1841.
After Mohep Namin’s death, his son Odyet Narain,
appellant,
defended the suit, maintaining the
property in dispute was pur
chased by his father,
Singh.
and

also

on the 29th December

In support of the
the

plea, he produced

mutation proceedings

1839, from
a registered

N urunjon
Icobaleh,

runjon Singh.
This suit was
ac~
brought
cordingly, and
decided in fa
vor
of the
plaintiﬁ's
by
the
Principal
SuilderAmeen,
who
found
that the sale
was a ﬁctitious
to
transaction
defeat
the
claims of the
plaintiﬂ’s. The
Court, for the
same reasons,
conﬁrmed
the
decree of the
Lower Court,
no twithstand
ing the attach~
ment
under
1806,
Reg.

from the Collector’s ofﬁce ;
II.
and, in order to prove possession,
copies of two summary decrees whichhadbeen
for arrears of rent
for,
against his tenants.
He further alleged an old applied
debt of 35,330 rupees was due
by Nurunjon Singh to Mohep
v 2
147
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had

not

actually

been
issu

ed.

Narain,

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLU'I‘.

which, with

14,100 rupees then paid, made up the full

amount of purchase money 49,430 Company’s rupees, 8 annas.
The case was decreed in favor of the plaintiffs by the Principal
Sudder Ameen of Shahabad,
1842.

September

Monowur Allee Khan, on the 23d

On which an appeal

was

preferred to this

Court by Odyet Narain Singh on the 17th January 1843.
The Court, (Messrs. Rattray, Tucker and Barlow,) on review of
the proceedings, documents and evidence in the case, were of
opinion that there were no grounds for interfering with the judg
ment of the lower Court.
They considered

the sale obviously ﬁctitious, with the view to

They found that Mohep Narain,

defraud the plaintiffs.
alleged
seller’s)

purchaser,

was

the

brother of

the

Singh’s (the

wife 3 and that his alleged former debt to Mohep Narain

It

was not satisfactorily established.

perty in dispute was repeatedly
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N urunjon

of decrees against

was clearly shewn the pro~

advertised

for sale, in execution

Nurunjon, in favor of Brij Mohun and others,

previous to the ﬁctitious transfer to Mohep Narain, which left no
doubt of the fraudulent nature of the transaction.
The Court,
with reference to this point, were of opinion, notwithstanding no

II.

attachment under Regulation
application

was made)

that the

Singh to Mohep Narain,
declared

null and void,

in execution of
upheld the

of 1806 had issued (though

nominal transfer by Nurnnjon

of the property in question,
and the property rendered

decrees against

N urnnjon Singh.

should

liable to

be

sale

They therefore

order of the Principal Sudder Ameen, and dismissed

the appeal with costs.

7 1844.

RAJAH KALEE SUN KER GHOSAL, and after his death
son and heir KOONWUR SUTCHURN GHOSAL,

his

Appellant,

January 13.

versus

NUBKOOMAR
Held,

that
the sale of an
11nd e r~tenure
balances
for
cannot be up
held in part
and
reversed

THE

plaintiffs,

RAE

as sharers

and others, Respondents.

of a 4 annas, 3 gundas,

1 cowry, 2

krant share of Kismut Purmolla, &c., a talook in Pergunnah Sulee‘
mabad,

in Zillah Backergunge,

the zumeendaree

of the appellant,

sued originally to set aside the sale of their own individual share;

and afterwards, by a supplementary plaint, of the whole of
147-48

the

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLU'I‘.
kismut, sold on the 11th

July

decree against the recorded

The

who

defendant,

and was

name,

the

for the arrears

sold

173

1836, in satisfaction of a summary

sharers of the kismut.

had

the

purchased

talook in his son’s

pleaded that the kismut was
Act VIII. of
due on the whole estate, and that he need 1835,
not hav
decree-holder,

any sharers who were not recorded in his oﬁice.

not recognize

The Principal Sudder Ameen, Chunder Sikker Chowdhree,
cided the case on the 27th December

1839.

de~

He observed that the

plaintiffs had proved their right to four annas, three gundas, one
cowry, two krant of the estate ; and further, that the sale was irre

gular, inasmuch as the advertisement of sale, which under Act

VIII.

1835 should be published for ten days, both in the cutchen'y
of the Collector and the Judge, was ﬁxed up in the udge’s cut
cherry on the 4th July 1836, while the sale took place on the
11th day of the same month.
He reversed the sale to the extent

J
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of the plaintiff's share 3 ordering,

very unnecessarily, considering
that they were one and the same party, that for the price of that
the purchaser

portion

should sue the decree-holder.

He ordered

also, that whatever portion of the sum awarded by the summary
decree was due by the plaintiffs should be payable
wise the
perty

advertisement

Further,

sold.

by them, other

was to be again published, and the pro
the plaintiffs

were to receive wasilat from

of their dispossession to that of their recovering posses

the date

The expences of the suit were made payable

sion.

by the defen

dents.

From the above decision, Rajah Kalee Sunker Ghosal appealed
to this Court, and after his death Koonwur Sutchurn Ghosal pro

the appeal.

The Court (Messrs. Reid, Gordon and Bar
were of opinion, that the decree was altogether erroneous,

secuted
low)

for the whole of the estate having been advertized
not competent

of the sale.
plaintiff’s

for sale, it was

to a Judge to uphold a part and to reverse a part

Moreover, no good reason existed for exempting
share

from sale,

as the whole

the

of the under-tenure was

liable to be sold for a balance legally due from it.

The Court,

were of opinion, that the sale could not stand, as the
of ten days’ publication in the ofﬁce of the Collector and

however,
period

in the Court of the Judge had not taken place, as provided for in
Act

VIII.

of 1835.

in part.
The
sale was how.
ever
wholly
upset on ac~
count
of the
requisitions of

The Court, therefore,

reversed the sale as

illegal; and as it appeared from the proceedings, that the decree
holder had received back the price in balances, it was declared to
148-49

ing been com
plied with.

CASES

174
1844.

been not necessary to order. that the price he paid back to

have

The defendant’s

him.
Rajah Kalee
Sunker
Gho~
cal and others,
1;. Nubkoomar
Rae 8: others.

it

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
claim to balances thus reverted to what
The plaintiffs were held, however, entitled

was before the sale.

to receive wasilat during the time they had been out of possession.
The Court also awarded costs in both Courts against the plaintiffs;
as the defendants

inasmuch

had proceeded

legally to realize

the

balance due from the under-tenure.

Ma.

McKIN N ON,

1844.

~_.—January 15.

versus

MAHOMED TUKEE KHAN, MEER FUZZLE ALLEE, MEER
MAHOMED MEHDEE, MEER MAHOMED KAZIM,
WARISONISSA BEGUM, and TUKKEEAH
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BEGUM,
An action
for recovery of
for
damages
defamation, in
consequence of
the defendants
in a
having
petition chargp
ed the plain
tiﬂ, who was
Post Master at
TirhootI with
having clan
destiner open
ed

a

parcel

containing

certain papers.

The Principal
Sudder Ameen
dismissed
the

claim for (as

observed
by
the
Court)
very nnsstis~
rea
factory
sons.
The Court
the
reversed
and
decree,
a w a r d ed
10,000 rupees
damages, with
costs, against
the defendants.

Appellant,

THIS

Respondents.

case was instituted on the 17th May 1841, by the appel

lant, who was the Civil Surgeon and Post Master in Zillah Tir
for defamation ; the damages were
hoot, against the respondents,
laid at 1,00,000 Company’s rupees.
The cause of action was founded
presented

to the

Judge

on a miscellaneous

petition

July

1840, by

of Tirhoot, on the 16th

Syef Allee Khan, on the part of the respondents, charging
appellant with having opened the envelope of a parcel containing

Seyed
the

record of papers called for by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

and sent to him by the Judge for transmission to the said Court,

in

a case then

were

pending before

appellants,

with defacing,

and
and

it;

in which the present respondents

Meer Abdoollah respondent; and further,

otherwise

injuring certain documents in the

said record.

The answer

of the defendants

was a repetition of the charge,

neither denying nor justifying the libellous matter,——they persist
ed in maintaining the allegations
without the least attempt to
them, urged that not having proceeded to proof, no offence

prove

was committed;
ment

that the petition in question

of facts quoad the papers

; and

was merely a state
that no direct imputation

had been especially made against the plaintiff.
The Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 27th March 1843, assign
ing, in the Court’s opinion, the most frivolous and unsatisfactory
reasons
present

for his judgment, dismissed the plaint, against which the
appeal
149-50

was preferred

on the 8th

June

1843-

The Court

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
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Rattray, Tucker and Barlow) were unanimous, that the
be reversed; and that the appellant

(Messrs.

1344.

Court’s order should

lower

was entitled to a decree.

The

Court found that after the petition in question had been

presented

to the Judge, that ofﬁcer applied to the Sudder Dewan-'

ny Adawlut for instruction how to proceed in the matter 3 and, in
reply, was directed to refer the complainants and their petition to

Mr. Makin
'v. Maho
Tukee
and
Khan,

non,
med

others.

the Magistrate, in his capacity of justice of the peace :—notice to
was accordingly served by the Judge on the present

such effect

the complainants.

respondents,

On the 5th August 1840, the

to the Magistrate ; from which date
proceedings
transmitted
to the date of institution of the suit, viz. 17th May 1841, the res
were

had

pondents

to establish the charge they had

taken no steps

preferred.
The petition in question the Court considered
most
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character
case,

imputations,

serious
;

and,

as noted

above,

on

to contain the
the

appellant’s

to all the circumstances of the

with reference

they were of opinion, that an award of 10,000 rupees da

mages, with all costs in both Courts, would be an equitable judg
ment, and decreed accordingly.

MR.

RICHARD VAUGHAN (after his demise ROBERT
O’DOWDA) and Ma. PETER JACOB PAUL,
Appellants,

1844.

January 18.

'UL’TWJ

NICHOLAS DEMETRIUS

ELIAS,

(after his demise THEO
DOSIA ELIAS, his widow,) Respondent.

BEEBEE DISPONE KALONAS

and

NICHOLAS KALON AS,

Appellants,
versus

THE SAME,

Respondent.

THE

respondent, Nicholas Demetrius Elias, instituted a suit in
Held, thata
Zillah Court of Dacca, for himself and his minor brother and Zillah Court
was incompe
to pro
tent
sisters, to recover from Beebee Dispone Kalonas, widow, and Nicho
the

las

Kalonas,

son

of Marines Kalonas, deceased, and from Peter

Jacob Paul, the sum of Sicca rupees 13,398-14-8-1, or Company’s
rupees 14,290-2-6%, being the principal and interest of seven
Government

promissory

notes

for 9,000

nounce

Sicca rupees, which he tion
150

any

opinion on the
power of the
S u p r em e
and
Court ;
that by Sec
16, Regu!

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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Of alleged that he, one of the executors of the will of the late John
it had
1793,
Elias, paid into the hands of his co-executor Marines Kalonas to
no jurisdiction
in a claim for pay certain legacies, but which he, in collusion with Peter Jacob
money proved
to have been Paul, also a co-executor, did not devote to that purpose.
paid into the
The defendants pleaded, that the notes had been deposited in
SupremeCourt
by order of the the Supreme Court, under an order of Court in an action in which
S u p r em e

lation

Court.

III.

Peter Jacob Paul was complainant, and Marines Kalonas and the
The same
plaintiff Nicholas Demetrius Elias were defendants.
by Mr. Vaughan, the receiver appointed by the
Court, who had been, subsequently to the institution of

was urged

plea

Supreme

the suit, made a defendant

The Principal

on the 3rd December

a decree

passed

by a supplementary plaint.
Mr.

Sudder Ameen of Dacca,

James

Reily,

He ruled, that

1841.

Court had no authority to pass any order affecting

the Supreme

the plaintiff; and decreed,

that the plaintiff should recover the

sum of 9,000 rupees with interest, partly from the defendants at
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large, and partly from Peter Jacob Paul and the heirs of Marines

Kalonas.
Separate
Beebee

appeals,

the

one by Mr. Vaughan,

&c,

the other by

Kalonas, &c. having been preferred from this

Dispone

cision, the case came on before

Mr. Barlow

de

on the 19th September

He recorded his opinion, that the claim of the respondent

1842.

could not be maintained against any of the defendants, there be
ing no proof that Marinos Kalonas had, either alone, or in collu
sion with Peter Jacob Paul, expended the amount of the promis
sory notes in question ; for it appeared that Marinos Kalonas, in
conformity with an order of the Supreme Court, in acase in which
Peter Jacob Paul was complainant against Marines Kalonas and
Demetrius Elias, defendants,

Nicholas
sory

He

had deposited the promis

in the hands of the master, after deducting his expen

notes

that what had been paid into the Supreme
Court, and was in its custody, could not be affected by any or
ces.

observed,

der passed by this Court or any tribunal subordinate to it ;
that the Principal Sudder Ameen of Dacca had exceeded his
competence

in deciding what was the extent

ters
ed

within his own power to determine.
to decree

respondent
decision

both

with

the appeals,

costs

of the Principal
151

of the jurisdiction

Court, and should have conﬁned himself to mat

of the Supreme

in

all

He

and dismiss

the

therefore

propos

the claim of the

Courts, and to reverse the

Sudder Ameen.

Y ADAWLUT.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN

Mr. Reid entirely concurred with Mr. Barlow.
of 1793

the decision

;

be decreed;

appeals

Court preventing any

of the Supreme

It was

other Court from entertaining it.
the

He held the

of the claim to be barred by Section 16, Regulation

cognisance

III.

177

accordingly ordered, that

that the claim of the respondent

be

dismissed; and the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen re
'
versed.
Costs in both Courts were charged to the respondent.

LALA MITTERJEET

cholas Deme~
trius Elias ; dc
Beebee
Dis~
pone Kalonas
and another, 12.
the same.

SINGH, Appellant,
1844.

mere-us

BRIJ BUTTON

Mr. Richard
Vaughan and
another, 0. N i

DOSS, Respondent.
January 19.

BRIJ RUTTUN

DOSS, Appellant,

versus

LALA MITTERJEET

SINGH,
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LALA MITTERJEET SINGH
Court of Dacca, on the 19th

April

Respondent.
a suit in the Zillah

instituted

1841, to recover from Brij Ruttun

Doss the sum of Sicca rupees 42,000, or Company's
sion of the estate of his adoptive

requisite funds,

the

succeeded

superintendenoe

sideration

it

of this assistance,

take

6

annas

and advanc

in carrying the suit through

all the Courts, and obtained a ﬁnal decision
should

came for

the defendant

father,

ward as his friend, and by personal
ing

rupees 44,80 0.

to institute a suit to obtain posses

The plaintiff having occasion

in his favor.

In

that the defendant

was agreed

estate; and, on the

of the recovered

con

2131;

(4th July 1830,) a shirakutnameh to this effect was
executed by the plaintiff ; in which, among other matters, it was
Assar 1236,

that the sum of 21,000 rupees had been advanced

recited

defendant

for the shradh,

or funeral ceremonies,

mother and other relations of the plaintiff.
separate

possession

of their respective

discovered
never

been

paid or received

shares of 10 and 6 aunas,

for him.

Brij Rutton
years,

had in fact

He pleaded his minority

the point before.
Doss,

pleaded

was of age at the time when he executed
a period of 11

on

with the nature of the deed; and

as the reason for not contesting

that

had entered

that the 21,000 rupees therein mentioned,

The defendant,

of the grand

The plaintiff stated,

that in Kartick 1247 B. S., be and the defendant
when he became acquainted

by the

that the plaintiff

the shirakutnameh,

and

9 months and 16 days had elapsed

since the date of that deed ; that during this interval two
w

4

sep_a~

151-52

An action
for recovery of
42,000 rupees,
principal and
interest,
on a
s h is :1kn. t na
meh, or deed of
p a r t nership,
in which it
was stated that
sum
of
the
21,000 rupees
was
paid by
defendant
to
but
plaintiﬂ',
the
which
plaintiff

now

‘
he
asserted
receiv~
never
ed. The Court
held under the
circumstances,
that after the
lapse of nearly
12 years from
the time of the
to
transaction
the institution
of the suit, the
was
plaintiff
not entitled to
the de
put
fendant on his
of the
proof
actual
pay
of the
ment
sum, and dis—
the
missed
claim in toto.
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adjustments of accounts

rate

had taken place between

him

and.

the plaintiff, viz., in 1239 and 1246, when no objection was made
LalaMitter
jeet Singh, 0
Button
Brij
Doss, and Brij
Button Doss,
'11. Lala Mit
terjeet

Singh.

to this item; that, on the 4th February 1833, (24th Magh 1239)
when there was no doubt that the plaintiff had obtained his ma
jority,

he

mookhtar

the deed to be registered

caused
;

and,

the mutation of names

when

through his

own

on the 16th November 1838, (2d Aghun 1245,)
was

he assented to the arrangements

made in the Collector's ofﬁce,

by presenting a petition praying

for the mutation through his mookhtar

; and had, on several

occa

sions, instituted and carried on suits in Court as proprietor of the
10 annas.

The Principal
the

reasons

September

Sudder Ameen of Dacca,

stated

in his decree, passed

Mr. James Reily,

for

judgment on the 16th

a

1841, in favor of the plaintiff, for 21,000

rupees with

out interest.
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From this decision both parties appealed

; the defendant,

from

that part of the decree which made him liable to the payment of
21,000

rupees ; and the plaintiff from that portion which refused

him interest.
The Court (Messrs. Tucker, Reid and Barlow) were of opinion,
that the plaintiff had no claim to reeoter the sum in question.
The

papers

fully

aware of the contents

on

the

record

clearly showed that the plaintiff
of the shimkutnameh

was

; and by his regis

tration thereof in 1239, and applying for the mutation of names in
1245, and his failure to offer objections
settlements

of accounts

to this item at the two

in 1239 and 1246, he was held to have

to the transaction as a boadﬁde one. The Court were
not satisﬁed that the plaintiff was a minor when the shirakutnamdi
consented

was executed ; and his plea that he was all along under the inﬂu
ence

of the defendant,

considered

and had no power to make objections,

not to be established.

it

years and 9 months and more,

was

After therefore a silence of

11

was not thought that the plain

tiﬁ' had any right to put the defendant

on his proof of the actual

payment of the sum in question.
Under these circumstances

the appeal of

Brij Ruttun

decreed and that of Lala Mitterjeet Singh dismissed

all the Courts.

Doss was

with costs in

eases IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
FUKEER CHUND MITTER,

179

__

Appellant,

1844.

versus
Masses.

HILLS, WHITE

January 20.

and 00., and others,

Respondents

THE
June

appellant, originally

plaintiff, stated that, on the 9th of
obtained a decree of Court, awarding

1831, the respondents

to them the right of possession to Mouzahs Hakimpoor, and others,
as dur-pntneedars

;

That from the time that the respondents obtained posses

2,351.

sion they never paid any rent to the appellant, though, on several

they stayed the sale of the putnee tenure, by deposit

occasions,

ing the balance due at the time of sale.
the putnee

1833,

was

sold

of rupees 600 and

balance
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That, on the 13th May

by the Collector of
odd,

Zemindar, and that the putnee

N uddeah,

for a

by the putneedar to the

due

tenure was then bought by the

in the name of their attorney Ooma Churn Mookerjea,

respondents

for rupees 851 ; they being at that time, in balance for rent, them
selves, to the appellant.

On the 20th

July

1841, he sued the res—

in the Zillah Court of Jessore for a reversal of the above

pondents
and

sale,

for the difference between the rent payable by him to

the Zemindar, and that for which the respondents
to pay to him, amounting in all to Campany’s

The respondents,

Messrs.

Hills, White

had contracted

rupees

9,097.

and Co., denied that the

sale was a henamee one, and that they were in balance

ther pleaded,
balance,

if he

; and

fur

that it was the duty of the putneedar to pay the
wished to save the putnee from sale.

The Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 23rd March 1843, dismiss
ed the

suit with costs, on two grounds; let, that it was the busi

ness of the appellant to pay the balance due by him to‘the Zemin
dar,

which he had failed to do

the

talook

White

; 2d,

that it was not proved that

had been bought by the respondents,

and

Co.

From

this decision

Messrs.

Hills,

the appellant preferred an

appeal to the Court of Sudder Dewanny.

In

the

VIII. of1819,
a dur-putnee<

they having purchased the same from himself, dar

for rupees 9,500, and for an annual rent of rupees

the putneedar,

Held, that
under Section
9, Regulation

opinion of the Court (present Messrs. Reid, Dick, and

Gordon) it was proved, that the respondents, Messrs. Hills, White
and Co., had bought the talook in the name of their attorney,
.Ooma Churn Mookerjea.

It

was proved, further, that at the time

of sale, the respondents were in balance to the putneedar.
w 2

153554

The

may buy
the putnee te
nure, if he do
not fraudulent

lywithholdany
balance
due
from
him to
his putneedar.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN
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F nkecr
Chund Mitter,
Messrs.
v.

Court were of opinion, however, that under Section 9, Regulation

VIII.

of 1819, a dur-putneedar may buy the putnee

Hills, White a do not fraudulently

Go. and others.

Y ADAWLUT.

withhold the balance

case no fraud was established

against

tenure,

due by him.

In

if

he

this

the respondents; the suit

which the appellant instituted, to prove that the respondents were
in balance at the time of the sale, having been brought many
years

to the sale.

subsequently

sale; dismissed
payable

the

The Court therefore upheld the

appeal; and made the costs of both Courts

by the appellant.

FUKEER CHUND MITTER,

1844.

Appellant,

versus
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January 20.

In an action
for recovery of
the price of a
te—
durputnee
nure lost to the
by
plaintiffs
the defendant
having allowed
the sale of his
putnee tenure,
the Sudder De
wauny Adaw—
decreed
lut
against plain—
be~
tiffs—1st,
cause the plain.
tiﬁ's were them.
selves the pur
chasers of the
putnee tenure;
and
2d, be
cause, as dur
p u the ads rs,
they were in
balance at the
of the
time
sale of the put~
nee tenure.
(See Clause
6, Section 17,
R e g u l at ion
V111.of 1819.)

HILLS, WHITE

Massns.

THE
except

and Co., Respondents.

facts of this case are the same as those in the preceding,

that, in the present

case, the respondents,

Mesrs. Hills,

White and Co., were the plaintiffs, and that they sued the appel
lant, in the Zillah Court of Jessore, on the 5th February, 1841,
with interest, the price of the durputnee tenure, which

to recover,

they had
tenure

to be

20,266-10-8.
Ameen,

of the appellant allowing his putnee
They laid their action at Company’s rupees

by reason

lost,

sold.

This

case

was

decided

Ram Koomar Chowdry;

who,

by the

Principal

Sudder

on the 23d March, 1843,

in favor of the plaintiffs, with costs and interest up to
the date of payment.
decreed

On a consideration of all the circumstances

of this case, the

Court (present Messrs. Reid, Dick, and Gordon) were of opinion,
that the respondents had no just claim to the recovery of the price.

In

the ﬁrst place,

it

was proved to the satisfaction of the Court, that

they had bought the putnee tenure themselves, and thus, instead
of losing had beneﬁted, to the extent of the difference in the rent
by them

formerly to the putneedar, and that now pay
to the Zemindar.
In the second place, according to Clause
Section 17, Regulation VIII. of 1819, it is incumbent one. dur

payable
able
6,

putnecdar to prove that he was not in balance himself, at the time
of sale, before he could sue for the recovery of the price.
In this
case it was proved by decrees of the Principal Sudder Ameen, and
Judge of
of sale.
decision

J essore,

that the respondents were in balance at the date
Court,
The
therefore, upheld the appeal, reversing the
of the Court bel0w; and awarded the costs of both

Courts, against the respondents.
154'
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GOUR CHUN DER PODAR, Son of Goran Krsnsn Poms,
deceased, Appellant,

’

’UCTSUS

KULLAH,

CHUNDER

1844.

February 8.

Widow of HOLASSEE SHAH,

deceased, Respondent.
ABSENT

IN APPEAL

SURN SHAH, DOLEE CHAND
SHAH, KISHEN MOHUN SHAH,

z—RAM

SHAH, POLTARAM
another RAM SURN SHAH, and HARRAIEE
RAM Gomashta.
GOPAL KISHEN PODAR,
of Sicca rupees

covery

6,760,

7

annas,

with an

15 gundas,

equal amount of interest, forming 13,520 Sicca rupees,

151};annas,

rupees 13,810-15-11, balance of account

due up to

or Company’s

Kartick

4th

Mohajunee;

1238,

Assar 1230 Mohajunee,

7th

through their gomashta

(the defen

Harraiee Shah alias Haroorarn Shah, which was closed on

dant)
the

alleging that the defendants,

and Ram Surn Shah, opened an account, on the

Shah

Holassee
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brought this action, in

Sudder Ameen of Dacca, for the re

of the Principal

the Court

deceased,

above

Sicca

date,

rupees,

7

4th Kartick 1238, leaving a balance of 6,760

l5

annas,

gundas.

Shah and Ram Surn Shah, denied
count with the plaintiﬂ‘

5

The defendants,

Holassee

ever having opened an ac

and also denied having introduced Har

Shah to him as their gomashta, or having authorised the
latter to have any transactions with the plaintiff on their behalf.

raiee

The Principal Sudder Amecn of Dacca, on the 11th

For

July

1842,

the plaint.

dismissed

the following reasons the Court (Messrs.

Tucker, Reid and

Suit for re
covery of mo.
ney, on a ba~
of ac
lance
couut
opened
with the plain
tiﬂ"
the
by
d efen d an t
a go
through
meshta.
The
d e fe n d a n t
denied
the
The
amount.
Court remand
ed for further
;
investigation
and
observed
on the Princi~
Sudder
pal
Ameen's
pro
ceeding, in con
a
de
verting
fendant into a
and
witness,
in his direct
ing the parties
how to proceed
in the case,
such being in
c 0 n traveution

Barlow) were of opinion that this case had not been sufﬁciently 0f
Circular
13th
Order,
enquired into.
The Principal

1st.
of the

plaintiﬁ‘,

a witness,
as

which

the evidence

Sudder Ameen, with the consent

had converted
was considered

in

a

of the

Harraiee Ram into

highly objectionable,

of a party, so deeply

the action, could not be received
interference

the defendant

however

interested

inasmuch

in the result of

but with great hesitation.

The

presiding Judge, in the course which parties

suit may pursue,

in proof of their pleas, was also deemed

extra-judicial and irregular.
On this point, the Court directed
the attention of the Principal Sudder Ameen to their circular,
13th September

1843, for his future guidance.
155
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1843.
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1844.

Chunder
Lab.

The plaint

2nd.

involved accounts

in the

commencing

year

1230 Assar, Mohaj unee, whereas the Principal Sudder Ameen took
up tho account for the year 1235.

Kul

3rd.

Notwithstanding

the

Ram, into a witness,

raiee

of the defendant, Har

convorsion

which the

Principal Sudder

Ameen

must have thought essential, or he would not have suggested
to the plaintiff, yet he failed to adopt effectual

to cause his appearance

in Court.

Thus the object for the attain

ment of which this irregular proceeding

Under these circumstances,

defeated.

crediting the oral evidence produced

all

the

that

measures

was adopted was entirely

to dismiss the claim,
in support of

it,

course

(which
proof which could be adduced by the plaintiﬂ') when

dis
was
by

Gour Chun
der Podar, v.

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.

of both parties ab initio, the truth

an examination of the accounts

could have been elicited, was inequitable.
was therefore

that the appeal be decreed, and

Sudder Ameen be cancelled

be returned with

the prooeedings

the

and that

instructions to the Principal

Sudder Ameen to restore the case to its original number on his ﬁle;

period referred
consideration

to on the record
on its merits.

;

to replace
Harraiee Ram in his position as defendant in the case;
to require both parties to produce their account-books, for the

and to decide the case after full

The question of costs was left to

be

settled when the case should be disposed of by the lower Court.

SOBHNATH MISSER

1844.

and others, Appellants,

versus

GEIN DA LAL
THIS

Held, that a
notice issued

and

HOOMUC LAL,

J

February 29.

Respondents.

suit for enhancement

1812,

and

on

notice issued under Section

9,

was founded

Regulation V.

decree was given in plaintiff’s favor by the Principal

Sudder Amcen and the Judge of Zillah Purneah, whereupon the
defendants preferred
special appeal to the Court of Sudder
a

was found that
On perusal of the notice,
the defendants
to
which
rent
the
was
made
of
mention
speciﬁc
no
to
the
defendants
It merely intimated
were to be made liable.

Dewanny Adawlut.

the

rates

of land

155-56

it

rent to which
the
parties
served with it
are to be made
liable,
and
must intimate
how the land
holder has ac
the
quired
right of en
the
hancing
demand.

a

;

a

of rent by a farmer holding
from the Zemindar a farm of three villages, in which the defen'
under Section
9, Regulation
and to recover the rents due, for the years 1245
V. 1812, must dants were ryots
the and 1246 Moolkee,
The claim
on one of them, viz., Mehselee.
specify
was

a
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ordered,

of the Principal

;

It

decision

said to prevail in the said villages,

and stated

CASES
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they attended at tho cutcherry and gave in a kubooa
In the opinion of the
lyat, theyiwould be charged at those rates.
Court, (Messrs. Tucker, Reid and Barlow,) such a notice was not

1844.

that unless

to sustain

sufﬁcient

in question

section

a claim for enhanced rent, to which alone the
was applicable.

notice that the rents heretofore

the

There was no intimation in
paid by the defendants

to be enchanced, nor of the rightlunder
could be demanded from them.

;

others,

and
versus

Geinda

La]

and another.

which any enchancement
and

e.,

Sec-_

they had no resource but to dis

ticn 10, the Court considered
the plaint with costs

bhnath

were

Under these circumstances,

with reference to the provision of the following Section, i.
miss

S o

Misser

with the proviso, that the dismissal

should

not be held to bar the plaintiff’s claim, to recover any

arrear

that might be due from the defendants,

according to the

former jumma.
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BEEPUR CHURN CHUCKERBUTTEE,

Appellant,

1844.

versus

MAHARAJAH DHEERAJ MEHTAB CHUND and SHEEB
SHUN KER MOOKERJEA, Respondents.
THE plaintiff stated that Maharanee Kowul Kocwaree, the
guardian of the defendant, Maharajah Mehtab Chund, had obtain
ed a decree in Zillah Burdwan against Hurree Shunker Mookerjea,
Tara Shunker Mookerjea, and
Boyd Nath Mookerjeai
viz.

four annas share

In

Sheeb

Shunker

Mookerjea, and

execution of the same their property,

of 'l‘uppa Koondahut Knrraia, with other

property, all situated in the district of Beerbhoom,
attachment,

from
decree

had been

On the 11th March 1837, the lands had been released

attached.

had

been

by order of the Judge of Beerbhoom,
satisﬁed.

In the month of Sawun

as the

1244 B. S.,

(A. D. July 1837,) the appellant had bought the share of Koonda
hut, belonging to Sheeb Shunker, for rupees 2675, in the name of
his

son

minority

Kishen Chunder

Chuckerbnttee, but, on account of the

of his son, had himself been in possession.

By order of

the Principal Sudder Ameen of West Burdwan, the above proper
ty, which had originally been attached,

and released as stated, was

again placed under attachment, preparatory to its being sold,0n the
Thus the plaintiff was
plea, that the decree had not been executed.
compelled
Beerbhoom,

to sue the defendant’s

guardian in the Zillah Court of

for the release of his property.

21st November 1838, laying his action at rupees

This he did on the
1277-1-10.
156-57

March 27

ty

Real proper

had
been
from
bought
a person who
a judg
was
ment
debtor,
after date of

judgment-The
was,
question
whether
the
under
sale,
such
Circum
was
stances,
The
legal Y
Court, as there
was no attach-a
of the
ment
property at the
time, decreed

its legality.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.‘
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131-4,

of the answer put in by the respondent

The substance
rajah M ehtab

in the plaint

B e e p u \- decrees against the persons mentioned

ﬁstulas“:
Nehemiah

year

B. S., (A.

1241

to have

moved

Maha

guardian, was, that there had been ﬁve

Chund’s

D. 1834-35,)

3

that, in the

Court of Burdwan

the

their property attached

was

on account of the ﬁve

decrees ; that, in the month of Bhadon of the same year, the pro—
”‘Wther'

perty had been attached
to have

it

;

that the present plaintiff had no right

from attachment

released

;

nor had

the

Judge

of

any authority, from the Court which ﬁrst ordered the

Beerbhoom

sale, to release the property from attachment; and that his order

for the release of it was thus null and void.
The

Principal

Sudder Ameen,

30th November 1839,

on the

decreed for the plaintiff with costs, because he had purchased

property by private sale,

after it had

ment by the Judge of Beerbhoom

the

been released from attach

; and there

was no proof of the
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allegation that the property had been again attached.
The Judge,

J.

H. D’Oyly, on the 16th February 184l, in
an appeal from the above decision, decreed for the defendant, on
Mr.

the grounds that the decree-holder

in the original cases, had peti

tioned the Court of Burdwan for the attachment and sale of the
property on account of the ﬁve decrees; and though it did not
appear that this ﬁve-fold attachment had ever taken place, that
was not the fault of the decree-holder; that though the Court of
the property only on account of

Beerbhoom had attached

it

one

that decree was satisﬁed, yet the
existence of other decrees against them was known to the original

decree,

and

released

defendants;

when

for one of them to sell his property, before all

and

the decrees were satisﬁed,

was

obvious

fraud.

The Judge also

ﬁled by the appellant, of a deci
Court of Appeal of Moorshedabad, to the effect

as sound, a precedent,

considered

sion of the late

that after a decree the property of a party cast, cannot be sold by
him, until the decree be satisﬁed.

In this

case a special appeal was admitted, on the 1st Septem

ber 1841,

by Messrs.

Judge’s decision
1832, or not

‘
am

was

Tucker

and

Reid, to try whether

i

“ With

reference

to the question

directed

to state,

that until the proclamation

issued,

the

contrary to Construction 588,‘ 8th April

in conformity

his property.”
156-58

contained

in your second paragraph,
of attachment

I

has been

with the above rule, the defendant may legally alienate
1

'

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I’.
Reid,

The Court (Messrs.

in question,'at the

property
was

lant,
sold

Dick and Gordon) found that the
time it was purchased by the appel

under attachment, and therefore might be legally

not

The Court accordingly revorsed the decision

by private sale.

of the Judge, upholding that of the Principal Sudder Ameen,

and

KADIR DAD KHAN,

Nooaoomsss,

April

instituted a suit in the Zillah Court of Mymen

respondent
61.0., in

Tuppeh Hujra Dee, from the appellant Kadir Dad
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by her husband

Illah Dad Khan,

whom,

together with

others, she included in the suit.

The claim was dismissed
want of proof

of possession,

by the Principal Sudder Ameen for
and also because the deed of marriage

did not contain speciﬁcation of the lands litigated.

settlement

His decision was reversed in appeal by the Zillah Judge, who was
of opinion that plaintiff's possessitm was established, and who
doubted

the genuineness

defendant

founded

of a deed of exchange

on

which the

his title to the lands.

A special appeal having been admitted, the suit was ﬁrst heard
by Mr. Barlow, who, on the 28th September 1842, recorded his
opinion, that the plaintist
which contained

no

claim, resting on

speciﬁcation

;

for such

in lieu of dower, could not be

a kabeennameh

chief cazee insufﬁcient to conVey
opinion,
ever

a kabeennameh,

of the property alleged to have

been granted to her by her husband,

sustained

had been declared by the
property.

He was

also of

that the plaintiff had entirely failed to prove that she
of the property in question ; while, on the

had possession

other hand, Kadir Dad Khan had satisfactorily proved his posses
sion for a period

of

30 or 35 years, under the deed of ewuznameh,

executed by the father-in-law of the plaintiff, whereby he made
over the land in question, with other lands, to Kadir Dad,Khan,
in exchange

17.

Respondent.

Khan, on the plea that the land had been settled on her in lieu of
dower

Dheeraj Meb
tab Chund and
anuther.

___-.

to recover possession of eertaim lakeraj land, &c., in Kadir

singh,

e e p u r
Chuc~
v.
kerbuttee,
M a h are j a h

1844.

Appellant,

versus

Jungle,

B

Churn

costs against the respondent, Rajah Mehtab Chund.

awarding

THE

185

for a portion of his family estate, which had been
had come into the hands of Kadir Dad

alienated by himself and

x

158-59

Hold that a
kubeennameh,
of
or
deed
set~
marriage
ﬁement, isin
valid if the
property eon
veyed by it he
not speciﬁed. ‘

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
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186
1844.

Khan.

He, therefore,

Zillah Judge,

Kﬂdil‘ Dad of all the Courts.
Khan, versus
_
Noomonissm

Mr. Reid concurred

to reverse

proposed

and to dismiss
_

With

the decision of

the

the claim of the plaintiff with costs

Mr. Barlow,

_

and passed Judgment ac

cordingly.

RAJAH RAM KOOER,

1844.

Appellant,

'UCTSQLS

May 6-

THE GOVERNMENT, RANEE KUTTEEANEE, KUMLA
KAUN TH BOSE, AND BASEENATH, Respondents.
THE GOVERNMENT,

Appellant,

versus

RAJAH RAM KOOER,

Respondent.
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RANEE KUTTEEANEE,

Appellant,

versus

RAJ AH RAM KOOER,
Held

that“

THE

Respondent.

history of this case, as collected from the proceedings,

is

The plaintiff, Rajah Ram Kooer, purchased eight vil

as follows.

me
acti°n_
6 main 2?“;
.
.
.
00- lages in putnee from Rajah Baboo, alias Sree Narain Smgh, 1n the
against

for thirty-six

thousand rupees, at an

lizﬁsnfu

Bengal year 1242,

toys-:52“?

of Government, for the resumption thereof.

annual

0886 of rent- jumma of 9,601 Sn. Rs.
Four of these villages were lakhemJ
free lands le-4
and
four
malgoozaree.
gany resumed,
but afterward“
The putneedar had been in possession but a short time, when
from
released
_ _
_
assessment by the four lakhera] villages became the subJect of a suit on the part
mvor-

favor of Government
to Baseenath,
Bose

,

was appointed tusseeldar

In

decree passed in

in 1246, the lands were let in farm

and in 1247, were held khass, when Kumlakaunth

ing he, the putneedar,
him.

3 and,

A

applied

to collect the rents, notwithstand

to have the settlement

made

with

the resumption suit the putneedar did not appear at all.

The claim to resume

was against the Zumeendar (now Renee
Kutteeanee, the mother of Srec N arain Singh, lately deceased) who
defended the suit.

Eventually,

at the representation of Rance Kutteeanee, the

Government waived their right to receive revenue from the said
four villages, not as
159-60

a,

matter of right, but favor

; and directed

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
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the amount paid into the public treasury, by the farmer and the
to be refunded to her.

tusseeldar,

ment of accounts

rupees

Company’s
to pay

Accordingly,

12,437-14-9.

a portion of his

The putneedar had continued

jumma, equivalent to the amount due for

remaining four villages in his possession

the

on an adjust

with the Collector, she received, on this account,

coming to a settlement

; and the

Ranee not

of accounts with him, he instituted the pre

sent suit against her, the Government, the farmer and the tusseel
dar ; in which, not content with claiming the above 12,437-14-9

from the
putnee,

Ranee,

he sued

as a set

the amount at Company’s
ed

Company’s

off against the entire jumma of his

for wasilat for the years 1246 and 1247, laying

rupees

rupees

21,470-15-21}.

10,261-9-1,

payments

To this he add

made by him to the

making a total of Company’s
rupees 31,732-8-3s, from
which he deducted Company's rupees 20,482-2-8, the jumma pay
able to the Bones for the entire putnee for 1246 and 1247, leav
ing a balance due to him of Company’s rupees 11,250-5-711, which,
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Rance,

with

interest to the

date

of institution

of suit,

via,

rupees

amounting together to rupees 12,824-15-14,
the amount of his claim.

formed

1,5749-24,

The Principal Sudder Ameen of Pumeah, considering the plain
tiﬁ‘ entitled to wasilat from the Government, adjusted the
account
as follows :—
Amount gross collections for 1246 and 1247
assumed from the tusseeldar’s collections for 1247,
as proved by the plaintiff, viz. Co.’s Rs. 8,005-6-11,

Deduct expenses of collection, at 10 per cent,

Deduct

paid

Kutteeanee,

by

Government

. . .

16,010

13

10

1,601

0

0

14,409

13 10

12,437

14

9

1,971

15

1

to the Rance
I .- n- no

nun-u.

Balance due to plaintiff, ............
Interest from-1247 to date of decree,
Total Co.’s Ra,

591

.

2,563

14 0

13

1

The Principal Sudder Ameen then proceeded to adjust the ac
count between the plaiutiﬁ' and the Renee Kutteeanee, which he
did as follows

:_

x 2

160

__
1844.

Rajah Ram
Kooer, v. the
Government
others.

8:

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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from the plaintiff in part jumma of

Received

1843.

putnee for the years 1246 and 1247,
Rajah Ram
Kooer, v. the
Government&

9,895

9

1

12,437

14

0

22,383

7

2

20,482

2

8

1,851

4

6

250

3

5

'

from Government as shown in the

Received

......................

preceding account,

‘

others,

Deduct two years’ full jumma due on the

.....................

plaintiff's putnee,

Due to plaintiff from Ranee Kntteeanee,.........
Interest thereon to date of decree,
'

Total Co.'s

Rs...

2,101

7

ll

From this decision three appeals were preferred as shown in the

With

lst.

regard to the appeal on the part of Government, they

considered that, as the resumption was maintained on legalgrounds,
and the Government right to assess the lands waived as a matter

of

favor,

quence,

the plaintiﬂ‘ was not entitled to wasilat, and, in conse
had no claim whatever against the Government.

They

accordingly reversed that part of the decision of the lower Court
which awarded to the plaintiff wasilat, with interest amounting to
Co.’s

Rs. 2,563-13-1,

against the Government, with costs in both

Courts.

With regard to Rance Katteeanee's
ed the

adjustment right and proper,

appeal, the Court consider
and conﬁrmed

that part of

the lower Court’s decree which awarded Co.’s Rs. 2,101-7-11to
the plaintiff, payable
to day of payment,

by Rance Kutteeanee, with interest thereon

and dismissed

the appeal with costs.

ed there existed

no grounds for

and dismissed

it

to Rajah Ram Kooer’s appeal, the Court consider

it,

With regard

accordingly

with costs. The Rance Kntteeanee was ordered to pay her own
costs, and that of the plaintiffs in the lower Court, in proportion
to the amount
payable

by
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outset, on which the Court (Messrs. Rattray, Tucker and Barlow)
were unanimous in coming to the following decision :—

160-61

decreed

the plaintiff.

against her.

The remainder was made

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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CATCHICK MACKERTICK,

189

for himself and as Guardian of

1844.

Mamas Carcuros, his minor Daughter,
May 15.

Appellant,
versus

ARATOO'N HARAPIET ARATOON,

THE

appellant sued the respondents,

620.,

in the Zillah Court of

on the 1st September 1842, to recover

Dacea,

rupees

Company’s

under the following

interest,

including

9,851-15-11,

Respondents

circum

That his father-in-law, Johannes Seetagaoee, by his will,

stances :

5th November 1820, left his brother Catchick Seetagacee,

dated

Held

that

an entry in an
of a
account
sum of money
to a
payable
female on her
marriage, and
bearing

inter

heir of his real and personal property, bequeathing to each of his est ud interim
is not of the
two daughters 1,500 rupees on their marriage ; that Catchick See nature of a de—
brother; that

children of his deceased

the

.on the

17th Bysack

28th April, 1829,) the said Catchick Seetagacee

D.
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of all the property, and brought up

came into possession

tagacee

1236, (A.
brought to the credit of the appellant’s wife, Catch Katoon, in his
sum of rupees

accounts,.the

sum bequeathed
sented

6,000, of which 1,500 rupees

was the

by her father, and rupees 4,500, was a sum pre_

to her by himself.

The entry bore, that the principal

would be paid to Catch Katoon on her marriage, and that in the
per cent, would be paid to

mean

time interest, at the rate of

her.

Catchick Seetagaeee died in the month of Magh following,

leaving two daughters,

minors,

4a}

his heirs.

A

contract of mar

having been agreed upon between the appellant and Catch

riage

Katoon, the latter on the 5th Bhadon 1237, (A. D. 20th August
1830,) petitioned the Court to the eﬁ'ect, that the guardians of
Catchick Seetagacee’s

children should pay to her the above sum

of rupees 6,000, as she was to be married that night.
the 6th September

on

following, declined passing

der for the payment of the money, and referred
a regular suit.

lant

and

against

their

J une

summary or

the petitioner to

1836, and the appel

his daughter, as her heirs, brought the above action

the

respondents, who were of age, and in possession of

father’s

defendants.

Catch Katoon died in

a

The Judge,

property.
Calculating

Their

husbands also were included as

the date

of the origin of the cause of

action, from the date of the Judge's order, viz., the 6th Septem
ber 1830, 11 years, 11 months, and 25 days had elapsed.
The substance

of the respondent's answer, was, that the alleg

ed entry in Catchick Seetagacee’s

book was an interpolation ; and
161-62

posit, provided
for under Cl. 4,
Sec. 3, Reg. 11.
but is
1805,
subject to the
ordinary rules
of limitation.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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1844.

that

the

as

took place on the 20th August 1830, the

marriage

present suit was barred by the rule of limitation.
C a.t c h i ck
The Principal Sudder Ameen, Mr. James Reily, on the 30th
hiackertiek, v.
Aratuon Ha— March 1843, dismissed the suit with costs, being of opinion that
Ara
rnpiet
the action was barred by the rule of limitation, and that the al
teen, &0.

entry in the accounts was not established.

leged

Upon this

an

to the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut.

appeal was preferred
Under all the circumstances

of the case, the Court (Mr. E. H.
Gordon) saw no reason to interfere with the above decision. There
was reason to believe, that the marriage took place on the 20th

A petition from the lady herself

of August 1830.

to the Judge

on that date, and one from the guardians of the respondents,
of that day.

This statement
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not

take

witness,

worthy

was corroborated

place
backed

until some days after, the evidence of the
as it was by the petitions, was deemed

of credit.

that remained
the account,

by the evidence

other
more

The only point, under this view of the.case,

to be considered,
even

if

a

was whether the alleged

entry in

true entry, would take the case out of the

class, to which the ordinary rule of limitation was applicable.
the course

of

of

stated that the marriage did

and though one witness

a witness,

had

was to take place in the evening

both set forth that the ceremony

the pleadings,

In

the appellant tried to bring the “en

“ deposits," provided for under
try” under the class of cases called
Clause 4, Section 3, Regulation

“
ly of opinion, that the entry"

posits”

referred

to.

costs, and the decision

1844.

II.

The Court was clear
of 1805.
“ de
was not of the nature of the

Accordingly the appeal was dismissed

with

of the Court below upheld.

RAJAH KISHEN KISHORE MANIC,

Appellant,

versus

Msy_22.

MR. COURJON,

Respondent.

MR. COURJON,

Appellant,

11678118

RAJAH KISHEN KISHORE MANIC,
Held that the

Civil

Courts
can
interfere
with a land
lord, as $0 the
of
amount

THE
Kishen

Respondent.

suit, out of which these appeals arose, wasﬁled by Rajah
Kishore

Manic, on the 24th June 1836 A. D., in the

Zillah Court of Tipperah,
plaintiff stated
162-63

(rainst Messrs. Courjon and Delaney.

that Mr. Courjon rented

The

from him a house at
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After residing in it for some time, he left it and placed
Mr. Delaney therein. That he, the plaintiff, wishing to occupy it
Comillnh.

caused a notice to be served on both the above-named

himself,

rent which he
demand
may
from a. tenant
re f u sin g to
quit premises,
the possession
of which the
landlord
has
established his
right to reco
ver.
H eld that the
amount of rent
to be awarded
in the shape
of
damages,
on a tenant's
r e f u si n g to
quit, ought to
depend on the
degree of un~
reasonableness

on

the 26th Poos 1245 Tipperah, or 1242 B. S., to quit within seven

days—This proving

ineffectual,

he served

another notice on them

if they failed to
quit in ﬁfteen days, the rent would be raised to 10 rupees a day
from» the date of the notice.
This also proving ineffectual, a third
on the 9th Magh 1242 B. S., warning them, that

notice

wms

rupees

issued

on the

28th Magh, raising

the rent to 100

a day, unless they quitted on the date of the notice.

continued in occupation of the premises,

they

As

he brought his

action to recover rent calculated as folllow :—

From

9th

Magh

1242

to 27th

days, at 10 rupees per day,

19

Magh

1242,

........... . ............
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28th Magh 1243 to 30th Bysakh 1243, 3 months
and 3 days, at 100 rupees, ......m .....................

.

Sa. Rupees,

190

0

0

9,300

0

0

9,490

0

0

involved inthe
tenant’s
saucy.

Mr. Couljon made answer to the followmg effect ; that from the
of Rajah Ram Gunga Manic, father of plaintiff, and Rajth

time

Kashee Chunder, plaintiff’s uncle, he had had the house at a rent
of 20 rupees per month, under :1.
kuboolyut, dated 24th Phsgoon
1232 Tipperah, or 1229 B. S., that is, for more than 12
The
yearsnotice at 10 rupees, dated 9th Magh 1242, had been received by
him and acknowledged.
He had never received another notice.
Plaintiﬁ' had formerly sued him for rent, but they had come to an
amicable

adjustment,

and

he had

ﬁled a razeenamah

in con

sequence.

Mr. Delaney brieﬂy replied that as Mr.
was the renter
Conrjon
I
of the house, he had nothing to do with it.
The opinion of the Zillah Judge, dated 30th December 1836,
was as follows :—

With
the

to the
circumstances of the case, particularly
of 24th Phagoon 1232 Tipperah, the razeenameh

reference

kuboolyut’

and

safeenameh, and decision in the former case, it is quite clear
that the plaintiff, with a view to eject the
defendant, instituted a

'

A

translation
of the several documents herein mentioned is not required
because the text, particularly in the
sequel, snﬂiciently explains their contents.

163

-

recu
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1844.

suit No. 4408

to recover

and that this case was
Rajah Kisheu
Ma
Kishore

soolehnameh

rent one. notice of 100‘ rupees a day,
according to razeenameh

decided

In

20th January 1835.

on the

the razeenameh

and'

it

is agreed to abide by the terms of the soolehnameh, and! that deed
11. Mr.
nie,
Co urjun.
states that plaintiff shall refrain from claiming rent under the
terms

of the notice, and that rent shall in future be paid accord

ing to the kuboolyut; and the kuboolyat recites that 20 rupees a
month shall be paid as the rent of the house.
If therefore plain
tiﬁ‘ wishes

to get possession

a condition

caused

This not having

soolehnameh.

bungalow, he should have

of the

to that effect

to have

been

done,

been entered
and

in the

the kuboolyut

containing no condition for the evacuation of the

house,

the

defendant from the house,

plaintiff’s suit with a view to eject

under a similar notice, cannot stand, and is contrary to Section

III.

Regulation

16,
more

1793.

than 12 years,

The bungalow and premises have, for

from‘ the time of Ram Gunga and Kashee
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Chunder Manic, father and uncle of plaintiff, been occupied by
the defendant

3 the

cannot hold.

The enmity between the parties is notorious;

plaintiE’s

claim having been

once'deq'ded

the Courts are not the place to give effect or countenance

I

enmity.

am

of opinion that this case does not partake of the

nature of a claim for rent, but rather to levy

If

defendant.

this case be allowed,

to annoy another, and bring

For

and

to such

a. new

a fine and

annoy the

any one may institute asuit
suit, when he likes.

the foregoing reasons, the claim was dismissed

with costs.

The Rajah thereupon appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
and on the 29th April 1837, Mr. W. Money recorded his opinion
as follows :—

The point at issue is: had the plaintiff a right, under the de'
kuboolyut, to turn him out

fendant’s

of this, has decided
incomplete.

on other points.

The Judge, losing sight

?

The decision

Ordered, that it be returned

orders to restore the case to the ﬁle, and

had a right to dispossess

the

defendant,

is therefore

to the Judge, with

try whether the plaintiff
and occupy

the house

himself.
The Zillah

Judge, on the 19th August 1837, again gave judg

ment in favour of the defendant

It

is

in the following terms.

proved that in 1232 Tipperah, Rajah Ram Gunga Manic,

father of plaintiff, took a kuboolyut from defendant at 20 rupees
month for the bungalow and grounds.
164

a

The defendant has from the

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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the bungalow

:

1844.

neither the father nor uncle of the plaintiff during
with him.

Though the plaintiff did on a

former occasion sue the defendant

in case N o. 4408, that case was

their time interfered

amicably settled betweenthe parties, the razeenameh reciting that the
case

should be decided according to the soolehnameh,

and the latter

document that defendant should in future pay rent according to the

kuboolyut, no mention being made of any right of plaintiff to inter
fere

Had it been the intention

with the defendant in his occupancy.

of plaintiff to have retained thepower of dispossessing
and

the defendant,

of the bungalow, he would have caused a

taking possession

condition to this effect to have been entered in the soolehuameh.
he did not do

As

according to the ru

so, the case was decided

The defendant

fanameh.

his kuboolyut,

therefore

has in no respect violated the terms of
the plaintiff’s claim is untenable.

kuboolyut appears to contain two conditions
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_—

of the kuboolyut to this time, a period of 16 years, occupied

the Rajah, that as long as defendant,

: one on the

The
part of

paying the rent according to

the kuboolyut, shall occupy the bungalow,

the plaintiff shall have

no right to dispossess him 5 another on the part of defendant,

that

on his quitting the station he shall not rent or sell the bungalow
to any

one else, but that the conditions of the kuboolyut shall be

voided

whenever

defendant

As the defen

quits the bungalow.

dant has not quitted the bungalow, and the plaintiff does not al
lege

the non-payment of the rent, and allows that the property

of the defendant and his brother-in-law are still
is therefore beyond his power to dispossess
issue of the notices is clearly for the purpose

the

it
The

in- the house,

defendant.

of annoying the de

fendant.

The plaintiff’s claim was accordingly dismissed with costs. The
Rajah, still dissatisﬁed, appealed again to the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlnt.

By

the Court, Mr. A. Dick, (proceedings

The

Judge

has

not determined

30th May 1840).

on this point whether the de

fendant has quitted the house, and gone to live in another house.
Plaintiﬁ‘

says defendant

into the house and

has

fraudulently put his brother-in-law

quitted it.

The

defendant

pleads that he

holds possession by means of letting his sister live there,
property and cattle

remain there,

for his present

and his

residence

is

small and not yet ﬁnished, and that his children frequently re
side there.

The Judge ought to take proof from the parties whe
1

164-65

'

Rajah Kishen
Kishore Mr
nic,

o.

Courjon.

Mr.

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
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ther the defendant left his sister in the house with

1344.

fraud the plaintiﬁ' or from necessity,
RajahKishen
Ma
Kishore
11.
nic,
Courjon.

Mr

was there
the

before

the institution of the suit or after, and whether

and his children are in the habits of going to the

defendant

of his own not being convenient

in consequence

house

intent to de

and whether his property

and quite

ready.

For these reasons the
trial on the above points.

In

Zillah

the

the

case was sent back to the Judge for re
'

Principal Sudder Ameen, to whom the case
the following judgment on the 18th

transferred, pronounced

was

February 1841.
The Sudder Dewauny Adawlut directs that enquiry be made,
has placed his sister in the house through

whether the defendant

fraud, or not, and whether his property was there before the suit
was instituted, and, whether defendant

there occasionally in consequence
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present

house.

It

is proved

is in the habits of residing

of the incompleteness

by the evidence

of his

that, prior to the

of the suit, the sister and brother-in law of defendant

institution

dwelt on the premises, where also his elephants

and horses stood;

but it is not proved that he himself has eVer resided there, since
he

left

it

to live in the circuit house.

the plaintiff

Some of the witnesses

of

commodated

say that defendant’s elephants and cattle can be ac
in defendant’s present house.
I do not think this

is the case.

The house is near the cutcherry, and

tunities

of seeing that elephants

of the notices

was

tion of any money
demanding

a rent

of

10

After
rupees

have oppor

cannot remain there. The issue

in this fashion.
rent.

I

The ﬁrst contained no men
this it is said there
a day,

and

a

was one

third claiming

100 rupees per diem as rent. Acber and Moheern, two witnesses
of the plaintiff, do not prove these notices.
The name of the ﬁrst
witness is entered in the three notices, but he does not mention
the issue of that for 10 rupees.
He says that Mr. Courjon came
to the door and took from him the 100 rupees notice.
Moheem
he
took
the
ishtehar
outside the house.
Their evidence
says
therefore

is inconsistent.

Plaintiff

says the notice

was issued in

Tipperah, while the witnesses say it occurred in 1245 Ben
galee, being a difference of three years.
Hence the notices cannot
1245

be considered as proved.

The defendant however acknowledges

the issue of the 10 rupees notice. Hence the plaintiff is entitled to
rent at the rate of 10 rupees for 19 days, or 190 rupees, from Mr.
165-66
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Though defen

dant says that according to the terms of the knboolyut and
soclehnameh the plaintiff cannot dispossess him until he chooses

1844.

_..-__.

Rajah Kishen
Kishore M a.
is
to give it up ; yet these deeds contain no such condition.
nic,
Mr.
v.
conditioned, that as long as he resides there, the Rajah shall not Courjon

It

let

it to

another, but not that he shall not himself dispossess him.

The soolehnameh

has

been set aside by the order of the Sudder,

ordering that the case be decided according to the kuboolynt.
Again the Judge’s decision on the question of the kuboolyut has
been

set aside,

and the case has come back for enquiry into the

It

points before recited.

does not appear to be the opinion of the

Sudder Dewauny Adawlut that under the kuboolyut and sooleh
the plaintiﬂ' cannot dispossess

nameh

the defendant.

dant is but a renter, and this he acknowledges,

The defen

and plaintiff has

it, he himself annulled it, and issued another at 100 rupees

a day—he can get no more than that.
Accordingly

of

the plaintiff’s

claim was decreed

190 Sicca rupees, or 202-10-8

Company’s

to the extent
with propor

rupees,

tional costs, and Mr. Delaney was released from responsibility.
Both parties,

with this decision, appealed to the

dissatisﬁed

Sudder Court.
The case was then ﬁrst
laid before Mr. R. Barlow, who deliver~
184:2, as follows.

ed his judgment on the 9th December

In regard to the 1st point.

incumbent on the

The defendant’s

it

do not consider

to affect this

grounded on facts occurring after the rufanameh.
“ Aindih,” in the ru
plea, in regard to the term

not good

;

is

which

I

for that rufanameh related to claims of

prior to its execution.

fanameh,

was

Defendant does not deny the
of the house.
His plea of the rufanamch

does not affect this case

case,

notice, and

to obey the notice.

plaintiﬂ"s ownership
41. date

according to the

The plaintiff, as owner of the house,

it

right to issue

;

every

defendant

If

'6

1st or the 2d notice

2

authority to issue notices of the nature stated? 2d.

he had such authority, what rent must be paid

has

Had

for that deed recites that in future, “Ain
Y
2

(lih," the kuboolyut will be acted on

The kuboolyut contains
166-67

a

himself,

1st.

he wished to reside in

it

the plaintiﬁ‘, the owner of the house,

if

There are two points for consideration in this case.

is
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for, after he had

is

he can get but 190 rupees under

rupees,
sued

it,

every right to turn him out, but he sues on the ishtehar of 10
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1844.

condition that as long as defendant
not be rented

Rajah Kishen
Ma
Kishore
nic, v.
M r.
Courjon.

to another,

shall remain, the house shall

and that 20 rupees per mensem shall

From this word “ Aindih," it may be presumed

be paid as rent.

that as long as defendant remains, 20 rupees rent shall be taken,
This does
and the house shall not be rented to a third party.
not preclude the owner himself from occupying the house
wish it

if

he

is no such condition in the deed.

; there

Though, with reference to the 2nd point, the plaintiff produces
two witnesses

to prove the issue of the 2nd notice of 100 rupees

a day, their evidence

Defendant denies

is not entitled to credit.

The plaintiﬁ' cannot therefore claim at the rate of 100

its issue.

He is however entitled to rent at 10 rupees

rupees a day.

according to the 2nd notice, the

issueof

acknowledges.

a day,

which the defendant

Hence plaintiff“ is entitled to receive Sicca Rs. 1120, C0.’s Rs.
1'0 rupees per day from 9th Magh 1242
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1194-10-8, as the rent at

to

30th Bysa'kh 1243, for 3 months, 22 days, from

This decision required the proceedings
ther Judge.

Mr. Courjon.

to be submitted to ano

They were accordingly laid before Mr. Tucker, who,

on the 28th January

the following opinion.

1843, recorded

The plea of the Rajah, that in consequence of the defendant not
rliving in the house, the conditions of the kuboolyut are annulled,
and that
papers

the

Rajah may do

as he pleases, is

not good; for the

shew that the house was let to defendant

on a rent of 20

that on 18th Bhadoen 1243 Tip. (1240 Ben.)
the Rajah served a notice on the defendant to quit the house in
a

rupees
ﬁfteen

month;

days, and on 23rd Asseeu

quence of defendant

1243 Tip. (1240 Ben.) in conse
not quitting, he issued anotice calling on him

to quit in ﬁve days, under penalty of a rent of 100 rupees a day;
that defendant
length

did not quit, and the Rajah sued for rent, and at

the suit was settled by rufanameh

and razeenameh

20th January 1835, or 7th Magh 1244 Tipperah
the present
issued;

notices

and on

the

;

on

that after that

of 10 rupees and 100 rupees per day were
defendant

declining to

quit, this suit

was

brought to recover rent at 100 rupees a day.
The Rajah’s vakeel
notices

left the

being asked the cause of the issue of the

prior to the rufauameh,
house

resided

in another,

says that the defendant

laney and property in the house.
kuboolyut been cancelled,
16'!

having

leaving his sister and Mr. De

the notices

Hence, the conditions of the
were issued.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
This
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is worthy of consideration ; but, on consideration of

plea

1844.

That was settled

other points, the plea of the Rajah is untenable.

Rajah Kishen
for the ground of that suit was that the defen
Ma
Kishore
0. Mr.
dant had quitted the house, and lived in another house, and that nic,
Courjon.
After the institution of
the kuboolyut was therefore cancelled,

in the former case

;

it amicably,

that suit the parties settled
rufanameh

and the Rajah in his
the notice, and that the

that he has cancelled

states

rent according to the condition of the ku

defendant

was to pay

boolyut.

The rufanameh

does not bind down the defendant

live in that house, and not live in another.

it

been settled ; and

was agreed that the rent should be paid ac~

cording to the terms of the kuboolyut.

until

rufanameh,

Therefore after the date

This

Since the rufanarneh,

has not acted contrary to its conditions.

defendant

dant therefore,

a

of 20 rupees

house

month.

The defen

at Comillah, whether be live

as long as he resides

contested

or not, is entitled to occupy it at a rent
Both the former and the present notices

were for rent, and not for possession.

The Rajah’s claim there

Let the papers, in consequence

of my diﬁ'er
laid
Barlow,
from
Mr.
be
before
another
that
an order
ing
Judge,
stand.

fore cannot

passed to the effect that the Rajah’s appeal be dismissed,

be

that

of Mr. Courjon decreed, the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen,
of 18th February 1841 reversed,
Pringle,

of 30th December

All

held.

In

1836

costs should be charged

and those of Messrs.

Shaw and

and 29th August 1837 be up

to the Rajah.

J.

of this, the case was taken up by Mr.

pursuance

whose judgment, pronounced

Reid,

on the 1st

June

F. M.

1843, was to

the following effect.

of opinion that the case must be determined by consider
under the terms of the kuboolyut, the Rajah has a
right to raise the rent on the defendant, for I do not consider the
1 am

whether,

restricts

to raise

been set aside by the rufanameh,
the Rajah has clearly

the rent, with

right to issue

view to turn out the defendant,

he choose to pay the enhanced
the precedent

but rather

Unless that kuboolyut contains some clause
a

which

have

by it.

notice
unless

rent—this right
recognised by
of the case (Mr. Woodin, appellant, versus Abool
is

conﬁrmed

a

kuboolyut to

a

ing

it,
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suit was brought under the kuboolyut.

the

are entered into

some new engagements

the parties, that document must be acted upon.

between

in

then that

Admitting

has acted contrary to the kuboolyut, that point has

the defendant

of the

to

167-68
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1844.

Khyr

Ali,

Mahomed

Rajah Kish en
Kishore Ma
nic,
v.
Mr.
Courjon.

I

7th January 1835, page

decided

respondent.)

15, new edition, page 16, volume

VI., Sudder Reports.

think that this case not being expressly

Regulations must be decided

for by the

provided

the

and that

intentions of the granter of the pottah, of which the kuboo

lyut is

a

counterpart, in granting the pottah, must be taken into

It

consideration.

it

III.

under Section 21, Regulation

1793, according to justice, equity, and good conscience,

was the

is evident from the whole of the proceedings,

that

intention of the Rajah's ancestor to grant the house

only in consideration

of the defendant

connection between

them

being his mokhtar, and that

being broken, the right of the defen

dant to hold against the Rajah’s will, at the rent then ﬁxed, can
not be upheld.

Looking

not think the defendant
hold his lease.
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occupation by

to the wording of the pottah,

I

do

has shewn a sufﬁcient occupancy to up

He has himself left the house for years ; and the
his brother-in-law and sister, I cannot consider as

an occupancy within the meaning of the kuboolyut, which provides
that as long “ as I (defendant) occupy the house, you (the Rajah)

will not rent the

house to another person."

I

therefore

think

the

Rajah was authorized in using legal means to compel the defen
dant to evacuate his house.
This mode of raising the rent on an
obstinate tenant, who refuses to quit, is recognised by the practice

of

I

English

the

therefore

Courts, and also by the precedent

above

quoted.

that the order proposed by Mr. Barlow should

think

pass ; but as the grounds on which

I

have come to this conclusion

diﬂ‘er from his, the case must go to another
was made ﬁnal by

Mr. E. M. Gordon

J udgq.

This

decision

on the 22d November 1843.

Afterwards on an application by Mr. Courjon for a review of
judgment (which was admitted to try the question of amount of
rent, but refused as regarded the intent and meaning of the
kuboolyut,) the following ﬁnal award was pronounced by Messrs.
Reid and Gordon on the 22d May 1844:.
There appear

to be two points for consideration in this case

Whether, in the event of a landlord having

1st.

a

right to reco

ver possession of a bungalow from a tenant who refuses to quit,
this Court can interfere with the landlord as to the amount

of rent which
the

he

demands

from the tenant?

Court have a discretionary power

der all the circumstances,
Rajah

?

168-69

would be

a

to

2d.

Supposing

interfere, what,

fair rent to award to

un
the
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respect to the ﬁrst point, the Court are clearly of opinion

With

that they have aright to interfere, and that, were they not to do so,
In the present case. for in
great injustice might be committed.
stance, the Rajah might have ﬁxed an amount
as

.

to appear

unjust

- .
1n the OPIDIOII

of rent

of all man

.

With

second point, the amount of rent to be awarded

the

of damages
pend

degree of unreasonableness

tenant's

In this

recusancy.

that he had

the bungalow, through his rela

right in virtue of a compromise
Although the Court

itself.

He claims this

into in a former case

entered

Rajah and him, and also in virtue of the kuboolyut

the

between

is implied in the

case Mr. Courjon has all along held

right to occupy

a

which

and by placing some of his property in it.

tives,

respect to

in the shape

reason of a tenant refusing to quit, ought to de

by

on the

so enormous

have disallowed this claim, yet it is

worthy of notice, that several judicial ofﬁcers, and amongst them
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one

of the Judges of this Court, have held that Mr. Courjon’s
This is at least enough to shew that the recusaucy

claim is good.
was not wilful
compromise
bungalow,

nor perverse.

was

entered

nor does he appear to have done

personally,

that time.

Again it appears that when the
into, Mr. Courjon did not occupy the
so

from

Although, in the opinion of the Court, the Rajah did

not on that account lose his right under the kuboolyut to recover
possession,
damages

they
in the

cumstances,

still

consider

shape

they think

that

it is a reason for moderate

of increased rent

; and

under all the cir

that the imposition of a rent double of

that which the Rajah previously received would be sufﬁcient.
The Court do not consider the precedent

(Mr. Woodin versus
on
the
part of the Rajah to prove
Ali) cited
his right to receive full rent agreeably to the notice, to be strict
Abool Khyr Mahomed

ly

analogous;

inasmuch

a formal agreement

as in that case the tenant had executed

to restore the houses to the landlord on his

giving one month’s previous notice.
The Court accordingly,
altering the decision of the Principal
Sudder Ameen, decree that the Rajah receive from Mr. Courjon
the rent of the bungalow
in question from the 9th Magh 1242
Tipperah style,
three

months

to

and

the 30th Bysakh following, being a period of

at the rate of Sicca rupees 40 per
with costs in proportion to the amount decreed, and
Interest from the date of this decision.
22 days,

mensem,

169-70

I
0nic,
.
Courjon.

Mr
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SALT AGENT 0F BULLOOAH,

1844.

Appellant,

061'! M

May 24.

CHUNDERMONEE,

JUGDEES MOOKERJEA,

Widow, and

Son of RAM CHAND MOOKERJEA

and his

(deceased,) Darogah,

Securities KISHEN KISHWUR NUNDEE', MOZUF
FUR MAHOME'D WASIL, and RAM NATH
KYAL, and others, Respondents.
Held
that
the accounts of
a Government
ofﬁce require
to be proved,
as those of an
individual.

THE

plaintiff

Chittagong, on the
from them,

recover

14th June

seers,

Court of

1836, against the defendants,

rateably, according to their agreements,

sum of 4,703 Sicca rupees,
9

this action in the Zillah

instituted

13 annas,

to
the

2 pie, value of 1237 maunds,

8 chittacks of salt, found to be deﬁcient on the outturn

of certain

under charge

golahs

of the

Some

Darogah.

of the

securities having died, their heirs were included in the list of
Kishen Kishwur, one of the securities,

defendants.
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he was not called on to

pleaded

that

at the weighment of the salt

be present

when the golahs were cleared out 3 that Mozuifur, another security,

wished to be present at the weighmeut, but this was not permit
ted ; that the loss must be ascribed

of

account

3

during the years

to wastage

and added that a deduction on this

the salt was in the golahs,

per cent. was allowed by the Board.

The plaintiff

rejoined that the Darogah was present at the clearing out of some
of the golahs, when on the discovery

of a deﬁciency he absconded

;

that process was issued for his apprehension, and that the securi
ties,

on

being summoned,

absented

themselves

Magistrate of Chittagong had been requested,
1831, to cause the attendance

The

Principal

;

and that the

on the 8th August

of Kishen Kishwur.

Sudder Ameen, on the 13th January 1841, dis

missed the claim on the ground that he had frequently, as'had the

former Principal Sudder Ameen, called upon the plaintiff to prove
the security bonds and other documents he had ﬁled, no evidence
had however

been

produced;

it being urged

on the part of the

plaintiff, that none was necessary, and that the monthly accounts
and papers of the Salt Agent’s serishtah should be held sufﬁcient
proof of claim,

and

had always

such.
The Judge,
above

been admitted in the Courts as

-

decision,

in appeal,

following grounds.
170-71

on the

12th May 1841, conﬁrmed the

on which a special appeal

was preferred on the

CASES IN THE SUDDER. DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
That the

Sudder Ameen had rejected

Principal

papers

201
pro

1844.

duced from the Salt Agent's ofﬁce as unworthy of credit, for which
special

some

were passed on the strength of the month

cases, decisions

opium

ly accounts,

kaboolyuts,

ment records

were

be deemed

security bonds

and

that if Govern

;

Salt

Agent

of Bulloosh, v.
C h u n d 0 rule
nee &_others.

unworthy of credit, numerous other docu

drawn out between

ments,
also

should have been given; that in salt and

reason

Government and individuals, would

and unworthy of credit, which would give

false

rise to much difﬁculty.

The Court (Mr. Barlow) found that the plaintiﬁ', though re
called upon to verify his accounts, and to produce evi

peatedly

dence in support of his exhibits, had failed in doing so ; nay, had
asserted in the face of requisitions of the Court, that such requisi
tions

were unnecessary.

It

had not passed judgment

was observed

that the lower Courts

on the exhibits ﬁled by the plaintiff,
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but had dismissed the claim, because those exhibits were not sup
The Court, therefore, conﬁrmed the

ported by requisite evidence.

the appeal with costs.

decision of the Judge, and dismissed

RAJ AH BIDANUND SIN GH,

Appellant,

1844.

versus

LUTC-HMEE DUTT PAUREY, Father
Dooaes Psnsano PAUREY,

PERSAD PAUREY,

THE

and Guardian of

minor, and

Respondents.

plaintiﬁ'si nstituted this action, in Zillah Bhaugulpore, to
a summary

reverse

decree,

passed

on the 24th December 1840,

by the Deputy Collector of Monghyr, in favor of the appellant, for
of rent due

balance

revenue,
were

to him as sale purchaser, at the Collector’s

of a mehal, Damoodurpore, sold for arrears of Government

oﬂice,

due by Rajah Rehmut Allee Khan.

putneedars

under Regulation

be sued regularly for balances,

VIII.

They pleaded they

of 1819, and could only

and were not subject to summary

They further urged that, by the Collector’s award, rents
had been decreed to the appellant for a period antecedent to his
process.

purchase, and that they had been illegally charged with interest.
The defendant answered that he purchased the mehal Damoo
durpore at the Collector’s oﬁice, and obtained, on the 24th
ber 1840,

a summary

Decem~

decree for balance of rent due from the plain

tiﬂ‘s, as stated in the plaint, and urged that a summary action did

lie against

them.

z

May 30.

KALEE

_

171

Held that a
putneedar can
be summarin
sued
for an
rears of rent.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
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1844.

Dutt

VIII.

of 1819;

and

This order

ofﬁcer, on the 6th

A

1841, decreed
a

could not be realized but by process under Regulation

Paurey decision

and others.

July

plaintiffs, recording his opinion that balances against

for the

Reieh Bidﬂ- putneedar

nund Singh, 0.
L n t ch mee

Sudder Ameen, on the 30th

The Principal

therefore

reversed

the Collector’s summary

was, in appeal to the Judge, upheld by that

June

1842.

special appeal was, on the petition of Rajah Bidanund Singh,

Tucker and Reid, on the 14th September

admitted by Messrs.

1842, on the following grounds ; that the rights of a purchaser at

public sale could not be affected by a putnee tenure granted by
the former proprietor

;

that the consideration of this point had al

together been omitted by the Judge

3

and that the question could

only be set at rest by the admission of a special appeal in order to
its discussion.

This

was accordingly allowed,

and the case was ul

timately laid before a Full Bench.
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The Court (present Messrs. Rattray, Tucker and Barlow) were
of opinion that a summary award against a putneedar was no
where

by law

prohibited

;

on the contrary, they observed that

Clause 2, Section 18, Regulation

VIII.

of 1819, provided for sum

mary decisions against the holder of any intermediate tenure,
tween

the

Zemindar and the actual cultivator

; and

be

that quoad

this point, the Collector’s decision must be upheld. They however
disallowed the award of 381 rupees, 11 annas, 5 gundas rent for
the month of Poos 1247, given by the Collector to the plaintiffs in
the summary suit, inasmuch as the estate was only purchased by
the appellant on the 11th Maugh of that year, consequently the
kist of Poos had become due by the tenant previous to the sale,
and was therefore

the right of the late proprietor.

allowed the charge

They also dis

of interest on the balances accruing prior to

the amulnameh granted by the Collector, for two reasons.
1st.
That the purchaser was not himself liable for interest
prior to that date;
2nd.

Because

on the sale of lands, for balance due to Govern

ment, the Collector prohibited the payment of rents to any person

till

further notice;

though willing,

consequently,

the ryots and under tenants,

could not pay their rents till duly authorised.

the decision of the Judge, and passed a
decree in favor of the appellant with costs payable rateably; hav

They

therefore

reversed

ing restricted their investigation to the adjustment of accounts
between

the parties in Court.

171-72
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KOONWUR SUTCHURN
Kannssnusxns
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Rum

GHOSAL, Son of

1844.

Gnossn, Appellant,
June 5.

perms

RUGGONATH RAIE

THE
Kumer

and others, Respondents.

of this case were as follows z—Talookeh Kismut

facts

Khalee, and others, was

a dependency

called 5% annas Pergunnah Suleemabad,

Zillah Backergunge.

for a balance due on account of 1241, and obtained
them.
was

on the 6th Maugh 1243, B. s.

by Goluckchunder

1837,)

a decree

against

upon this decree, the talookeh was sold, and

Consequent
bought,

The

as Zemindar, sued the respondents summarily,

father,

appellant’s

of the zemindaree

Mundul,

Chunder Shah, his nephew

(A. D. '17s. January

in the

name

and gomashtah.

of Madhub

The respondents

brought a regular suit, to set aside the above summary decree,
but their suit was dismissed
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however,

by the Sudder Ameen.

17th September 1839,

on the

reversed

The Judge,
the summary

chieﬂy on the ground, that the Zemindar had illegally

decree,
attached

talookeh before he sued for rent.

the

authorised the

The Judge, also,

to sue for the reversal of the sale,

respondents

which was effected in satisfaction of the summary decree.
the present suit, which was instituted on the 14th September

against appellant and the auction-purchasers conjointly.
action, including mesne

proﬁts, was laid at Company’s

Hence
1840,

The
rupees

9,999.

of the appellant’s

The substance

answer

was that the Judge

admitted the appeal long after the period prescribed for the ad
mission of appeals

;

that although an attaching ofﬁcer had been

deputed to collect revenue from the ryots of the talookeh, no col

lections had been realized, and therefore there had been no attach
ment;

and

that as the original

Sudder Ameen,

decision

had

been passed by a

the appellant had been debarred from preferring

a special appeal to the Court of Sudder Dewauny Adawlut against
the

J udge’s

decision,

reversing that of the Sudder Ameen.

The Principal Sudder Ameen of Backergunge, on the 25th June
1841,

decreed

for the plaintiffs, on the ground that the decision

of the Judge was ﬁnal.

As it was proved,

that Goluckchunder

Mundul bought the property in the name of Madhub ChunderShah,
and was in possession, mesne proﬁts were declared payable by
these two persons from the date of the sale up to that of recovery
-

z

2

172-73

The Zillah
Court reversed
the sale of a
talook
made
in execution of
a
summary
decree, which
de<
summary
cree was itself
s u bsequently
set aside, and
directed
the
to
purchaser
sue the decree
holder for the
of the
price
The
estate.
Sudder
De~
wauny Adaw
lut conﬁrmed
the reversal of
the sale, but
the
declared
auction
pur
chaser entitled
at once to the
of
recovery
the price paid
by him, which
decreed
they
the
against
d e c reeholder,
with interest
from the date
when the mo
ney was paid.
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1844.'

of possession.
Rajah and

Koonwur

S u t churn
G h as a l, v.

The plaintiﬁ‘s’

the

purchasers

;

whether the sale was legal.
their own

Ruggonath of

expenses were decreed against the
these having neglected

to ascertain

were directed to pay

The defendants

respectively, and the purchaser to sue the heirs

costs

the late Rajah for the price of the estate.

Raie&others.

The Court of Sudder Dewauny Adawlut (present Messrs. Reid,

Dick

and Gordon,) were of opinion that that part of the Principal

Sudder Ameen’s decree, which reversed the sale, consequent
the reversal

J udge’s

of the summary decree,

upon

should be upheld, as the

order, upon which the Principal Sudder Ameen proceeded,
as final, and as the Court saw no reason

should be considered

to

The Court, however,

dissent from the propriety of that order.

remarked that though the summary decree was reversed on the
the heirs of the Rajah were not barred from su

grounds stated,

ing the respondent

regularly,

if

a balance

of rent were due to

them for the period included in the summary suit.
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The Court

further of opinion, that the auction-purchaser was entitled

were

at once to the recovery of the price paid by him at the sale

it

as

appeared

they decreed

from the date when the money was paid.

all
son

3 and

that the former Rajah had received this money,
that it should be paid by his heirs, with interest,
They also decreed, that

the costs should be paid by the appellant,

there being no rea~

why the auction-purchaser should be saddled with any por

tion of them.

In

other respects,

they upheld the decree of the

Principal Sudder Ameen.

With

reference

to a petition presented

by Madhub Chunder

Shah, objecting to his being made jointly liable for the mesne
proﬁts,

in as much as he had no real interest in the purchase,

Court directed that

if

the

the fact were so, and Goluckchunder Mun

dul did not pay the whole,

the petitioner was at liberty to sue

they could not pass any direct order on this
point, it not having been investigated in the presence of both par
him, and

observed

ties or their vakeels.

Madhub Chunder had rendered himselfliable,

primarily by having lent his name to the transaction.
accordingly dismissed
made payable

the appeal,

by the appellant,) and modiﬁed as above the decree

of the Principal Sudder Ameen.

173-74

The Court

(the costs of the appeal being

RAJAH KISHEN CHUN DER BAHADOOR,

1844.

Appellant,

11618163

June 12.

Panama Run,

Run, minor, afterwards

Mother and Guardian of Puasuuusru

BHARUT CHUNDER RAIE,

deceased, and

Guardian of the minor

RAMCHUN

and after his discharge,

;

Wife of

D

SHUNKEREE DASSEE,

(Jr

c

1::

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

GUNGOLEE, Guardian,
Respondents.

of

aunas,

l3

gundas,

1

to 6th Fees 1244, (A. D. from 1835 to 19th Decem

1242

a
6

from

ber 1837,) on account

cowree,

crant

share of the hereditary farming lease of Turufee Benode Godun

The respondents

a

the assessment

ofﬁcer deputed
ed

;

to increase

a

rent of rupees 1,295 (odd)
decree of Court
That the appellant had obtained

annum.

per

that the minor had had an heredi

answered,

of the above property at

tary lease

that according to the valuation of an

for the purpose, an excessive. rent had been impos

of rupees 6,800

That, in consequence

(odd.)

of the imposi

tion of the excessive rent, the minor had given up the lease, his

Collector

it,

non-acceptance
the

of
of

it

resignation of which he had tendered to the appellant, upon whose

with

or

1239

B. S., delivered ﬁrst

it

to

19th Chyt

1240.

to the appellant

on 31st March

From the date of giving

itup,

respondents had ceased to collect from the estate any rent.
that as he had not accepted

was not competent

Commissioner to sanction
of the respondent,
from
pal

the

(minor,)

respondent

either to the Collector or

being in balance

had injured

the

to him.

property,

the ryots, and by cutting the timber on it-

Sudder

with costs,

Ameen,

on the

chieﬂy because

The

particularly under the circumstances

was

clearly proved,

Besides

by driving
The Princi

25th June 1840, dismissed

it

which,

it,

relinquishment,

the

the deed of

that

the suit,
a

contended,

it

appellant

to
the

Rajshahye,
subsequently
to be forwarded
Division, who caused
and

perwannah addressed

a

1834,

in

was,

Zillah

Commissioner of the

it

notice

had been served on the appellant, to the effect that the lease had
been given up by the respondent

;
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para, the annual jumma of which he stated to be 2,832 rupees.

and because the appellant had
174-75

a

if

of revenue

of rupees 8,7 96-9-4, principal and interest, as balance

a

27th December 1837, to recover the sum

on the

Held that
tenant
on a
perpetual lease
has the power,
even although
in balance, of
his
resigning
he do
lease,
formally
and at
pro~
season,
per
2., at the
of the
close

it

Moorshedabad,

in the Zillah Court of

i.

appellant sued the respondents,

1

THE

year.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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1844.

altogether failed to prove that the respondents
session

RajahKishen
chuuder Baha‘
door, 11.Shunkeree
Dassee
and others.

and

collected

lant sued for rent.

had been in pos

rent, during the years for which the appel
He authorised the appellant to sue separate

ly, for the damage which he alleged the respondents
the property.

The appellant, dissatisﬁed

lower Court, preferred

had done to

with the decision of the

an appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adsw

lut.
The case came on before Messrs. Reid, Dick and Gordon.

Messrs.

Reid and Gordon decided as follows :—
The Court are of cpnion that a tenant on a perpetual lease has
the

though in balance,

even

power,

of resigning his lease, but

that he must do so formally, and at a proper season, that is at the
of the year.

close

The Court say formally, because it must

done in such a way as to protect the landlord from

be
he

against for breach of the peace, should be, after resig

proceeded

nation tendered,
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liability to

be resisted,

on going to take possession,

by the

tenant, who may wish to withdraw his resignation and to continue
in possession.

In

the present action, which is for rent from 1242 to 6th Poos
B. S., the Court do not

1244

resignation was made in 1239.

see

any proof that such formal

But the proceedings

aﬁ'ord strong

grounds for presuming that a bona ﬁde resignation did take place,
at least from the time that the revenue authorities in 1840 for
the deed of resignation to the Rajah.

warded

might have

that the defendants

evidence

This presumption

been rebutted by the Rajah having proved by good

.month of P003

1244.

In

continued in possession up to the

the opinion of the Court the evidence

by the Rajah is insufﬁcient to prove this fact.
The Court therefore dismiss the appeal with costs

adduced

and reject the appellant’s

Courts,

the rent for the period above stated.

pondents

both

The Court

see no

to interfere with that part of the order of the Principal

reason

Ameen, which gives the Rajah the option of suing to

Sudder
cover

in

claim to recover from the res

damages

respondents

re

for injury alleged to be done to the estate by the

committing waste thereon

Mr. Dick’s judgment was to the following purport.
appellant, sues for rent due by defendants, res
tenants of a permanent leasehold property, for the years

The plaintiﬁ',
pondents,
1242,

1243

and

1244

to the month of Poos.

The respondents

centend that they are not liable, because they tendered a resigna
17 5

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
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gave up possession of the property.

tion of the said leasefand

To this the appellant replied, that

certainly made through the Collector in the end of 1240, which he
to accept, because the tenant had not paid up arrears of

refused

rent due for 1239 and

had damaged

and

1240,

the

property

greatly by cutting down the fruit and other trees, and had besides
continued in possession.

is in evidence

grounds of non-payment of arrears,
the respondents

that the tender was

that it was declined

the Collector, and

through

made

It

620., and

on the

that in consequence

brought the matter before the Courts, and the

Sudder Court ﬁnally decided,
suit.

that they could not interfere in a

It

is‘fnrther in evidence that thefarrears for
1239, 1240, 1241, were subsequently paid by the Collector to the

miscellaneous

appellant by an order of the Court, out of sums belonging to the
estate

of the tenant—no mention, or proof of any second tender,
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is on record, and

I

cannot go on presumption or assumption, that

In

any thing of the kind did ever occur.

my opinion the refusal

of the appellant to accept the tender of resignation was perfectly
justiﬁable,_ without payment of the arrears due, &c., and that after
order of this Court in 1835,

the

should have

been tendered

or 1241, another resignation

after payment of all arrears, and pos

session formally and publicly relinquished.

The appellant has brought evidence to prove, that the tenant
continued in possession till 1245.
evidence

full

produced

by the respondents

Though

and satisfactory ; yet

I

deem

I do not consider

that

it far superior to that

to prove that they, the tenants,

had

relinquished possession from the time of their tender of resignation.
However, I do not think it at all incumbent on the appellant to
prove

that the tenant continued in possession

;

for he could not

himself have taken possession after his recorded refusal to accept
the

1844.

a tender of resignation was

resignation, without rendering himself obnoxious to punish

ment, by an aﬂ'ray ensuing from resistance

by the tenant.
The case was disposed of according to the judgment of Messrs.
Reid and Gordon.

175-76

Rajah Kishen

chunder Babb
door, 1;. Shun
keree
Daesee
and others.
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MUSSAMAUT WUZEER BUKHSH, Pauper, Appellant,

1844.

'UCTSZLS

June

19.

MUSSAMAUT BURFOON N ISSA,

and others, Respondents.

THIS

A suit to
suit was instituted in the Zillah Court of Patna, by ap
obtain posses
on
the 22nd September
1840, to obtain possession from
sion from de~ pellant,
fendant of pro
of property appertaining to the estate of Bibi Mukh
respondents
perty left by a
mul, deceased, estimated 'at Company’s rupees 8,207-3-0, on the
supposed Moo
on
sulmanee,
of her being the legal heir of the deceased.
the ground of ground
plaintiff being
The Principal Sudder Ameen did not consider the appellant to
M o o nnlmanee
and
and the legal have proved herself what she claimed to be acknowledged,
whereas
heir,
the
the
with
reference
dismissed
his
to
suit,
recording
opinion,
the defendant
was said to be fact of all the parties being dancing-girls, that neither the Hin
a Hindoo.
laws of inheritance were applicable to them,
but only the general custom and usage of their class.
doo nor Mussulman

In

the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut the appellant was ad
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mitted as a pauper, with reference to the assumed facts of the res
pondent Burfoonnissa, a Hindoo, having, in virtue of her adoption

illegally succeeded to the estate
of the latter; and to the consequent better claim of

by the deceased, a Moosulmanee,
on the demise

appellant, also a Moosulmanee, and blood relation.
(present Mr. Rattray).
that the parties to, and connected with this case, were

By the Court

“I

ﬁnd,

all Hindoos,
and the

the females

gentleman,

of

caste of dancing-women 5

for many years, of a European

as a Moosulmanee

when she died; but when,

if ever,

went through the customary or any form of conversion, does

she

not appear.

The appellant also calls herself

is clearly proved

profession,

Moosulmanee ;but

as

it

does

that of a prostitute, limits the

to this : the father may have been one of many

who, at the time, purchased
is no proof whatever
;

a

that she was born of a Hindoo mother, whose

involving

known parentage

ism

a common

mistress,

with whom she resided at Patna. She appears to have

been regarded

it

the

deceased,

the use of the mother’s person.

There

of this woman’s conversion to Mohummudan

while it is clearly established

that she had followed her call

ing as a dancing-girl, till she became the claimant of this proper
ty.

The principal defendant,

the prosecution,

Burfoonnissa, artfully associated in

by the appellant, with thirteen slave-girls of the

Bibi Mukhmul, is

the daughter of Adhar, the brother of
the latter, who took charge of her from him when an infant, and
deceased

176-77
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who for upwards

of thirty years brought her up as her own child,

and

her as the heir to her estate.

Bibi

whose

I

executors,

on

ﬁnd,

his demise

(which took place within a week after that of his mistress) paid
her six thousand rupees, evidently bequeathed with reference to
her near relationship, and the avowed sentiments

entertained

,-

it

with the espressed

inherited.

aﬂirm the

CHIN TAMUN ABUSTE

E,

of the lower Court.”

decision

Appellant,

1844.

versus

RAM KOOUR

and

SUHJOO KOOUR,

the Widows of Snsocmmu

Anus'rss, deceased, and Mother and Gaurdians of KUNAILAL

July

17.

Asusrsn, the minor Son and heir of the deceased,
RespOndents.
Sheoehurn

Abustee,

Abustee,

his elder

and

had been partners in

in 1223, Fusly, the house was carried on by Sheochurn,
ceased
died,

In

the month of Sawun 1236, Fusly, Balgobind

leaving Baychoo
these

compromise,
brother’s

in behalf

of Chintamun and Balgobind, the sons of his de

and

brother.

between

house,

in Zillah Behar. _On the death of Mudunmohun,

at Sahebgunge,
of himself,

brother,

mercantile

and

Sumurto, his wives.

Disputes arose

and Chintamuu, but they were at last adjusted by

of

and Chintamun became possessed

property.

In

the

as expended on account

entries

extended

from

the

of the house, there were sums

books

entered

the whole of his

of Balgobiud and his wives.

16th

Kartrick

These

1885, Sumbut, (22nd

November l828,) to the 4th Assar 1890, Sumbut, (21stJune 1833,)
and amounted, with interest, to Company’s
rupees 5,331-1-1.
To recover

this sum, the respondents

sued the appellant, in the

Zillah Court of Behar, on the 21st December 1839.
The substance of the appellant’s
ment

answer,

was, that an adjust

of the accounts of the house, as regarded
A

the partners,

had

177-78

Held that
suit
between
partners in a
con~
banking
c‘ern
should
be
laid
fnr
general adjust
ment
of ac
counts and not
for particular
items.

a

deceased,

a

THE

Mudunmohun

A
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is

it

wish and intention of her from whom

-

of the property

and the possession

undoubtedly in accordance

is

by the latter

there

on Burfoonni:

I

sa's, on the score of religion

to

as ob

ﬁve degrees distant

no proof of right on her side, or the absence of
;

is

served by the Principal Sudder Ameen,

is,

wards her by her aunt. The relationship of the appellant

Mnssamaut
e
v.
Bukhsh,
Musst.
Bur<
fuonnissa
and
others.

W

r

lived;

Mukhmul

too by the gentleman with whom

e

to have been regarded

u
z

represented

pears

1844.

As such she ap

CASES
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'1844.
,_.,___
Chintamun

and

not taken place, and until such an adjustment should take place,
a suit for particular items, against individuals, as partners, could
that, when a proper adjustment should take place,

0.

not stand

; and

Koour

it would

be found that the respondents

Abustee,

Ram

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

others.

were largely indebted to

the appellant.

On the

7th January 1841, Moulvee Neeamut Allee, the Prin

cipal Sudder Ameen,

decreed

for the plaintiffs, with costs, and

this decision was upheld in appeal, by the Additional Judge, Mr.
On an application for a special
Quintin, on the 15th April 1841.
appeal,

Messrs-

Tucker and Reid, on the 8th December

ruled, that a regular appeal was admissible,
ing above rupees 5,000.

1842,

the sum sued for be—

On the 17th August 1842, Mr. Battray re

turned the cnsc for re-investigation, inasmuch

as the examination

of the accounts had, in the Court below, been entered into by the
treasurer of the Collector's ofﬁce, which was contrary to Circular
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Orders of the 4th February 1840, No. 68.
On the 31st December

1842, the

Principal Sudder Ameen, Mr.

DaCosta, decreed for the plaintiffs with costs.
The Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (Messrs. Reid, Dick
and Gordon) were of opinion, that in disputes between partners
respecting mercantile accounts, the plaintiff ought to bring his
action for the whole of his demand against the defendant. To
allow him to sue for a particular item or items, would be to an
thorise the splitting of the cause of action, which is prohibited by
law and practice.
ted,

inquiry

Besides,

were such a mode of procedure

permit

plaintiﬁ' might obtain a decree on one item, while a full

the

into the state of the accounts might show a balance

favor of the defendant.
Principal

Sudder Ameen,

With
the

reference

in

to the decision of the

Court observed that even were it

not necessary to reverse his decision on the above grounds, the
case must have been sent back, as the Principal Sudder Ameen
did not take suﬂicient evidence to authenticate the accounts of
the house.

The Court accordingly decreed for the appellant with costs.

.178
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MAHARAJ AH DHEERAJ MEHTAB CHUN D BAHADOOR,
Appellan t,

THE
at

BANOORJEE,

for

arrears,

held under Regulation

talook of the zemindaree

Kajooree, a putnee

pore, and paid all along the

bill

Respondent.

respondent bought, in 1240 B. S., corresponding with 1833,

a. sale

full jumma to

VIII,

of 1819, Lot

Pergunnah Bishen

In the

the Zemindar.

of sale granted by the Zemindar, mouzah Jamjoora was in

cluded in the above putnee tenure.
After the respondent got
possession, Rammohun Gossain and Brijmohun Gossain sued him
and

to obtain possession of the above mouzah

others,

and got a decree.
sent suit in the

The respondent,

therefore,

as lakheraj,

instituted the pre

Court of West Burdwan, on the 1st April 1840,

against the appellant and Rammohun and Brijmohun Gossain, to
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effect a reduction in the jumma of the putnee,

proﬁts of the above mouzah, viz., rupees 284,

to the extent of the
5 annas, 10 gundas,

and to recover mesne proﬁts.
The appellant answered as follows—In the bill of sale, the
whole

was not described

mouzah

former

as rent-paying

in which the respondent

case,

land.

In

the

was sued by Rammohun

and Brijmohuu Gossain, he ﬁled no answer, from which collusion
with the lakherajdars was to be inferred ; he, the present appellant,
had not been

a

party to that suit

;

and from the time of the pur

by the appellant’s father, in 1213,
of Lot Kajooree had all along collected

chase of Pergunnah Bishenpore
the

talookdars

putnee

from the above mouzah some rent, as from rent-paying land.

On the 14th December

1840, the Principal Sudder Ameen dis

missed the suit, with costs ; because he considered,

for the reasons

by him, that the bill of sale did not convey, to the

mentioned

the

auction-purchaser,

whole

of mouzah Jamjoora, but merely a

parcel

of land in it ; and because it was clearly shewn, from the

papers

of the case, that the former talookdars had not possessed

mouzah Jamjoora
On

the

decision,

22d
being

November 1842,

the

Judge reversed the above

of opinion, that the whole mouzah was conveyed

by the deed of sale.

A

special

appeal

in this case was admitted by Messrs. Tucker

and Reid, on the 1st March 1843, that the point might be tried,
a a 2

1844.

August 7.

'UETWS

ESHANCHUNDER

_—

179

Plaintiﬁ‘pur
chased a put~
use from de~
fondant: sub~
a
sequently
portion
was
decided to be
I a k h i r a j.
Plaintiff sued
for a corres~
re~
pending
duction of the
putneejumma.

The Court of

Sudder
De
wanny Adaw~
lut held that
under the cir.

cumstancesthe
seller was not
responsible for
the loss sus~
tained by the
purchaser.

'CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.
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1844/

whether,

under the circumstances,

the seller was responsible

for

the loss incurred by the purchaser?
Maharajah
D h e e r aj

M ehtab

The Court (Messrs. Reid, Dick and Gordon) were unanimously
of opinion, that unless fraud be clearly proved against the seller,

Chuud
1). the purchaser must submit to the loss himself.
Bahadnor,
Eshanchuuder
individual buying a putnee tenure at a sale, held
Banoorjee.

In

sions

of Regulation

eyes

open; and

if

VIII.

the case of an

under the provi
of 1819, the purchase is made with his

he should

unfortunawa

make a bad purchase,

Zemindar,
the remedy is left to him, of not paying the rent to the
It is next
sale.
and of allowing the tenure again to be put up to

to impossible,
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included in

a

that the Zemindar should minutely know the lands
tenure, which may have been created a. great many

bond ﬁde with the auction
years before; and provided he acts
he ought not to be made liable for that purchaser’s
purchaser,
In the present case the Court could not discover that the
loss.
Even if the Court,
appellant was guilty of the smallest fraud.
the Zemindar should be
as a general rule, held the opinion, that
loss which the purchaser
made to abate rent in proportion to any
case, it would
could prove he had sustained ; still, in the present
the respondent,
incumbent on them to refuse compensation to
the whole of
that
be
proved,
because they did not consider it to
bill of sale, executed in
amjoora was included in the

be

mouzah

J

of the previous auction sale

consequence
means

proved,

; because

it

was by no

of
that the former putneedars were in possession

land of the whole mouzah; and, because, on the supp0sition,
mouzah, he
that the respondent got possession of the whole
was brought
which
neglect in not defending the suit
showed

the

gross

him by the lakherajdars—a neglect which, in the opinion
claim to deduction
of the Court, would of itself deprive him of any
decreed for
of rent from the appellant. The Court accordingly,
and upholding
the appellant, reversing the decision of the Judge,

against

and
that of the Principal Sudder Ameen. The costs of appeal,
all the Courts, were directed to be paid by the respondent.
Norm—See page 143, Vol.
a somewhat

of Sudder Dewauny Adawlut Reports, where

analogous case is reported ; but the distinguishing

two will be seen on perusal.

17 9-80

II.

of

features of the

CASES
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GOPEENATH

SUDDER.

KOOND
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213
1844.

BHARUT KOOND,

and

Appellants,
August 22.

versus

LUKHUN BUKSHEE, FUKEER CHAND SHAH,
RAM LOCHUN

THIS

SHAH,

and

Respondents.

was an appeal from a judgment passed by the Principal

Sudder Ameen

of Zillah

which the appellants

Tipper-ah,

were

plaintiffs, and the respondents

were

defendants.

The plaintiffs sued
amounting

the

to Company’s

Moonsiﬁ‘ of Hajyguuge,
December

1842,

jointly. Of
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Principal

for

defendants

a. balance

rupees 108-15-6-8,

in the

above

of account

in the Court of the

Zillah, and, on the 22nd

obtained a decree against the three defendants

these three Lukhun Bukshee alone appealed,

Sudder

Ameen

when the

him, and made the whole

exonerated

amount of the decree payable by Ram Lochun Shah. Thereupou
preferred a special appeal to the Sudder Dewauny

the plaintiffs

Adawlut, maintaining the liability of all three defendants.
Mr. Tucker, on the 2lst N ovcmbcr
to inquire into and determine

appeal

1843, admitted the special

the responsibility of Lukhun

Bukshee for his portion of the amount decreed in the Moonsiﬁ‘s
Court.
der

Afterwards the grounds of admission

the

provisions of Section 8, Act

determine

the competency

III.

were amended,

un

of 1843, as follows :—to

of the Appellate Court to interfere with

the decree of the Lower Court, as respects parties not appealing
and not otherwise

therefrom,

before the Appellate Court

The Court of Sudder Dewauny Adawlut (present Messrs. Tucker,
Reid

and Barlow) were of opinion that, according to Con
struction No. 997, the Principal Sudder Ameen had jurisdiction

over the whole

of the case ; but that he had not exercised it in
the proper manner, for it was obviously wrong to pass any decision

unfavourable
fore,

as

to a person who was not before the Court, and there

in the case of Ram Lochun, in the present instance, not

able to offer objections to increased liability.

When he saw reason to

add to Ram Lochuu's responsibilities, the Principal Sudder Ameen

ought to have summoned him as well as Fukeer Chand, as respon
dents,

and

allowed

them

Held that an
e l 1 ate

A pp
on the 24th April 1843, in
Court,

the opportunity of urging any thing in

their behalf.

Deemiug, therefore, the decision of the Principal
Sudder Am'een irregular, as regarded Ram Lochun and Fukeer
180-81

inter

fering with a
decree
of a
Lower Court,
cannot
pass
decision
any
inn fa v ourable
to parties not
a p p e a l in g
therefrom, and
not otherwise
before
the
A p p el la t e
Court, without
allowing them
the opportuni<
ty of urging
any thing in
their behalf.

_
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Gop eenath
and
another, venue
Lukhun Bill-b
shes & others.

the

Chand,

Koond

case was ordered

to be sent back

Sudder Ameen, with instructions
and to decide

it

de covo,

to

to the Principal

restore the case to his ﬁle,

after calling on Rain Lochnn and Fukeer

as respondents.

Chand,

SHEIKH DHUNNOO SHALGUR,

1844.

Appellant,

versus
September

An

19.

PLAINTIFF,

action

for

possession
of real proper
ty on a sale
absolute, but in
reply to which
d e f e n dau ts
pleaded a con~
ditional sale.

The
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SHEIKH BOORHAN,

plaintiﬂ'
could not pro
duce a bill of
sale, but the
return by de
to
fendants
plaintiff of the

Zillah

the

on the

1st

Court of Dacca

Respondent.

March 1838, instituted this suit in
for possession

of two parcels

of la

kheraj land, the ﬁrst pledged, on the 18th Assin 1233, by Sheikh
Haree, for 60 rupees ; and the second pledged, on the 18th Maugh
1234, by Sheikh Secunder, son of Sheikh Haree, for 80 rupees, to
him, both which parcels he alleged

were, on the 15th Chyte 1234,
absolutely, on a further payment of 60 rupees to the defen~

sold

who

dant,

gave up the ikrars drawn out when the sale was only

conditional.
The defendant,

Sheikh Secunder,

denied the absolute

sale ; a1

ikrarnamahs leged the pledge of the two parcels of land 5 that he offered them
out
drawn
for sale ; that plaintiff would not purchase, on which defendant
when the sale
only con
told him he would sell to some one else ; accordingly, on the 5th
ditional, held
to be concln~ Jheit 1238, he did sell to Sheikh Dhunnoo for 199 rupees, and
sive proof of
deposited the amount advanced by the plaintiﬂ‘ on the two mort'
an
uncondi
was

tional sale.

gage bonds, viz. 140 rupees, in Court.

The Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 2nd
ed
a

April

1839, dismissd

claim, on the ground that the plaintiff could not produce

the

bill of

sale of a date subsequent

of 60 rupees

on

the

15th

to the alleged further

Chyte

payment

1234 ; and consequently,

transaction, in his opinion, was that of a conditional sale.
The Judge, on the 31st December 1841, reversed the above
der.

He considered

plaintiff produced
the defendant.
conclusive

the

the ikrars which had been

proof of an unconditional sale.

the

plaintiff,

sale,

or-~

as the

returned to him by

The return of these documents,

opinion that the payment
by

transaction an absolute

the

he held to be

He also recorded his

of the additional 60 rupees,

as

alleged

was proved ; and gave a decree in favor of the

plaintiff, with wasilat from date of dispossession.
A special appeal was admitted by Messrs, Tucker and Reid, on
the

7th April 1842,

an

unconditional sale without a written deed
181- 82

on the ground that the Judge had admitted
; and also because

CASES
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wasilat was given from date of dispossession,
'

in the plaint.

215

though not included

The Court, (present Messrs. Tucker, Reid and Barlow,) on full
consideration of the proceedings, saw no reason to interfere with
of the Judge of Decca as regarded the right and title
lands.
to the disputed
They however amended his decision in
the orders

1844.

Sheikh Dhun
n00 Shalgur, v.
Shaikh
Boon
hen.

of wasilat, which was awarded from the date of plaint on

respect

ly, with interest thereon, and charged costs to the appellant.

GHOSE CHOWDREE, Appellant,

RADHAMOHUN

1844.

versus

RAM CHAND MUSTOFEE

and others, Heirs of Rueorm'rn

Musrornu and others, absent, Respondents.

PLAINTIFF,

on

the Zillah Court of
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B.

S.

the

9th Assin 1247, brought this action in

J essore for rents alleged

to 1246, and obtained

Ameen of

so

a decree

to be due from 1226

from the Principal Sudder

much rent as was due for the 12 years immediately

preceding the plaint.

I

The Judge, on the 20th April 1843, nonsuited the plaintiff, and
threw

out the whole claim, giving him permission to sue

for whatever

rents he might consider

de

now

September

26.

In an action
for arrears of
for 20
rent
years, plaintiff
entitled
on
proof to a tie
cree for such
period as may
not be barred
by the statute
of limitations.

due, within the 12 years

immediately preceding the date of plaint.

A special appeal was admitted by Mr. Tucker, on
N oVember 1843, as the J ndge’s order was opposed to the

the 21st
practice

of the Courts, which admits and recognises such portion of the
claim as comes within the period of limitation.
Under

the

above

circumstances,

the

Court

(present

Messrs.

Tucker,

Reid, and Barlow) directed that the case be restored to
the ﬁle of the Judge 5 and that he be instructed to try the case,
on its merits, for such portion of the claim as may not be barred

by the statute of limitations.

BEYDNATH

GHOSAL and MOHESHCHUN DER BANOOR
EE, Appellants,

J

versus

MR.

ALEXANDER DEVERELL,

September

26.

Respondent.

THIS was an appeal from a judgment passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen of Moorshedabad, in a case in which the respondent
was plaintiff, and the appellants were defendants together with
one Srecnath Dass.

1844.

The

Com
Courts
pany's
ave no power
to __ interpret

the

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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meaning

interfere
or
with the exe
cution of any
decree passed
the
Su
by
preme Court.

The respondent

that he had obtained, by private pur

alleged,

chase, the remainder of the lease of 600 beegahs of land in mouzah

in the year 1243, from Naraiuee Dassee, the widow

Ruggoopore,

of Kishensoonder Ghose, the original lessee, which he had sowed
in 1245 with indigo, and had carefully reared the same. In Assar
1246,

he was about to cut the crop, when Beydnath Ghosal took

possession of the land and crop, with the aid of the police, in vir~
tue

of a writ of the Supreme Court.

The respondent

complained

In

to the Criminal Court of the district, but without success.
mean

the

time, the appellants cut and carried off the crop of indigo

grown on the above land, whereupon
in the Zillah Court of Moorshedabad,

the respondent

sued them

on the 5th August 1839, to

recover the value of the indigo, laying his action at rupees 13,941.

Moheshchunder Banoorjee
Ghosal, on

Beydnath
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and the putnee

The respondent

Mouzah Ruggoopore.

Beydnath Ghosal of the
urged

a decree

by

that the present

gulation

III.

above

600

and the indigo crops,

had illegally dispossessed
beegahs,

of the Supreme Court.

and he recovered

Accordingly he

action was barred under Section 16,

Re

false, either

a lease as he asserted,

had ever obtained

or

of the land had ever been given to Kishensoouder

chdnath Ghosal

Ghose.

from

in which is comprised

of 1793, and stated it to be, moreover,

that the respondent
that a lease

that he had purchased

with all its appurtenances,
talookeh Lot Sheeta-hattee,

Sheeta-hattee,

possession

stated

3rd Phagoon1245, the factory called

the

conﬁrmed

ment.

the truth of the above state
.

On the 29th April 1841, the Principal Sudder Ameen decreed
for the respondent, principally on the ground that the decree of
the

Supreme

Court awarded to Beydnath Ghosal, only

the rent of the disputed land,

_a

right to

and by no means authorised the

appropriation by him of the crop, reared by the respondent
to the decree.

For the reasons enumerated

prior

by him, however, the

Principal Sudder Ameen reduced the respondent’s claim to rupees
The appellants were ordered to pay the costs
5,896, 2 annas.
according
being

to the amount of the claim proved; the remainder

payable

From this appellants appealed to

by each party.

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
Mr. R. Barlow, a Judge
1842,

dismissed

the appeal, and upheld the decree of the Princi

pal Sudder Amccu.
183

of the Court, on the let September

But he did not approve of that part of the

217
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'

in which it was stated that the defendant,

though the Principal

; and

Sudder Ameen in his ﬁnal order had not restricted the possession

it proper

to the receiving of rent, he considered

of the defendant

that the proceedings

J edge,

should be laid before another

this point might be cleared up.

that

Also, as the case had originated

under a decree of the Supreme Court, which contained the words
“
possession with appurtenances," he deemed it proper that it
should go before another Judge, that the meaning of the words
“ with
appurtenances” might be ﬁxed.
1842, Mr. Abercromby Dick

On the 5th December

recorded

the following opinion.

It

appears

that the appellant got possession of the crop with

This possession was, through
the aid of the Magistrate, given by the'Sheriﬂ" of the Supreme

In

Court, by virtue of a decree of that Court.

the decree,

it

is

stated, that the appellant shall get possession of the land, with
There is only this point therefore to be in
its appurtenances.
quired

into, what is the meaning

does it comprise

the word crop ?

by the Supreme

of the word appurtenances,

and

Since the decision is one passed

Court, the interpretation of that decision is be

yond the jurisdiction of this, or any Company’s

Court.

The pre
Court. The

case must be sent to another Judge, that a ﬁnal order

he should

of the same opinion) may be passed to the effect that there be a

decree

for the appellants

;

be

(if

sent claim ought to have been preferred in the Supreme

and the decision

of the Principal Sud

der Ameen reversed, and the claim of the respondent

The proceedings

non-suited.

were then laid before Mr. Gordon, who record

agree

with Mr. Dick in thinking, that

if

ed his opiniou as follows.

I

the respondent was

dissatisﬁed with the mode in which the decree of the Supreme
from that tribunal
interpret
decree

;

Court was executed against him, he ought to have claimed redress
the meaning,

the

Company’s Courts having no power to
of any

or to interfere with the execution,

passed by that tribunal.

therefore,

In

concurrence with Mr. Dick,

decree for the appellants, reversing the decision of the

I
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the land on which the crop grew.

Principal Sudder Ameen, and non-suiting the plaintiff, respondent,
with the costs of both Courts.
184

r

Court about receiving rent

Supreme

Beydnath

and
Ghosal
another, v. Mr.
A
x an
Deverell.
d
e

that there was nothing in the decree of the

He observed

land.

only a right to the rent of the

e

Court, acquired

of the Supreme

1344.

by the decree

l

decree,
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RANEE MORADUN,

1844.

__-.-_
October

Wife of RAJAH TAJ ALLEE KHAN,

deceased, Appellant,
8.

176781“

ROOP KOWUR, Heir of Pmsnoo Cnmn Sane,
POOCHEE SINGH, SAHID SINGH, and CHOWDREE
’
DOWLUT SINGH,

MUSSAMAUT

Respondents.

In a sale of
lands made in
execution of a
the
decree,
notice of sale
must be pro~
or
mulgated
stuck
the

town
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Musst. Roop Kowur, got a decree in the Sudder
Court, against the plaintiff

sold village Sreekhundee,

; and,

in execution,

Pergunnah Oomrithoo, in Zillah Bhau

gulpore, which was bought by the defendant

Dowlut

Chowdree

in Singh, 12 annas on account of Poochee and 4 annas for Sahib Singh,
up
principal on the 19th July 1841.
Plaintiff brought this action, on the 7th
or

vil~

lageappertain
ing to the pro
be
to
perty
sold.

The defendant,
Ameen of Behar’s

for reversal of the said sale on the ground of

November, 1842,
.

irregularity.
The Principal
and

plaint

Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpore dismissed

had taken place in the proceedings

; he considered

that notice of

sale having been afﬁxed in the thanah of Sheikhpoorah,

village Sreekhundee
clamation.

the

the sale, being of opinion no irregularity

comﬁrmed

situated, was sufﬁcient

was

Against this decision

in which

and legal pro

the appellant appealed

to the

-

Sudder Court.

The only point, and this was admitted by both parties, in the
case, was the following.

Was it necessary that the notice of sale

should be posted in the principal village or town of the property to
be sold ’1

The

Principal

Sudder Ameen had

declared,

it

was hung up

near the property, and plaintiif was aware it would be sold.

The Court (present Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and Barlow) observed,
that under Section 12, Regulation XLV. of 1793, proclamation or
notice of sale must be afﬁxed, among other places, in the princi
pal town or village situate in the lands to be sold, and that in
this case the publication was ﬁxed in thanah Sheikhpoorah, and
not

as required

therefore, reversed
sale,

and decreed

by law in the principal town or village.
the decision
possession

They,

of the lower Court, annulled the

to the appellant, on the amount of

purchase money, with interest, being deposited ; and further pro
vided that the purchaser should account to the proprietor for
wasilat with interest.
184-85

All

costs were charged

to the defendants.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
MAN SINGH

ZALIM SINGH,

and

219

Heirs of SunnsnAM

Swen, Appellants,

ZALIM

November 28.

@6781“

DEYALEE DASSEA

and

1844.

-____

KOWALA DASSEA,

Heirs

of KITERPAL Dsss, deceased, Respondents.

KITERPAL

DASS

sued the appellants, in the Zillah Court of

Held by the

Sudder
De
to recover the sum of
wanny Adaw
Company’s rupees 3,295, 15 annas, 5 gundas, principal and interest, lut that the

on the

Rungpore,

15th

for money advanced
Suddaram

December 1838,

in the years 1243 and 1244,

to the houses of

Zalim and Suddaram Man Singh in Rungpore, and which

For

houses he declared to be one and the same ﬁrm.
advanced,

the money

called hath-chittahs, were given by

acknowledgments

the said ﬁrm to Kiterpal Dass.

The appellants answered, that the houses referred to were not
one but two ; and that the claim could not legally form the sub.
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ject of one suit

; and

that though money had, at different times,

been received from Kiterpal, their books showed that

with the exception

repaid,

it had

been

of a small balance, for which drafts

had been offered and refused.

The case was submitted to arbitration, with the consent of both
parties.

The arbitrators gave an award in favor of the plaintiﬁ‘s,

but said, the defendants were entitled to a deduction, on account
of an assignment
certain
from

persons,

Kiterpal's

on them for cotton, which Kiterpal had given to
called
own

Bautool and Ruttunchand, as appeared

in the Criminal Court.

him

contained in

admission,

a

petition ﬁled by

The arbitrators however failed to

specify in their award the amount of the deduction authorised by
them.

The Principal Sudder Ameen
costs, in favor of the plaintiffs.

decreed for the whole claim,with

With

respect to the item deduct

ed in the award of the arbitrators, as the amount was not speci
ﬁed, as the defendants
on

by

failed to state its amount,

though called

the Court to do so, and as the amount could not be dis

covered from an inspection of the defendants’

written in

the

N agree

character,

books, they being

and there being no one procur

N agree,

the Principal Sudder Ameen saw no
reason to make any deduction ; but, at the same time, authorised
the defendants to sue separately on account of this item.

able who could read

This

decision was upheld by the Judge on the 18th
B B 2

April

185-86

1841.

award of arbi~
trators cannot
be set aside,
but, if it be not
a u ﬂi cie n t ly
the
speciﬁc,
matter may be
referred
back
to them for
their award to
be amended.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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A

1844.‘

special appeal was admitted in this case, by Messrs. Tucker
Reid, on the 8th December 1841, because the Courts below

and
'

Man

contrary to the award of the arbitrators, to do which

had decided

Singh

and another, 11.
Deyalee DM—
sea & another.

is prohibited under Section 9, Regulation XVI. of 1793.
By the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (present Mr. Gordon.)-There
be no doubt in my opinion that the decision

_ can

Sudder Ameen,

of the Principal

as interfering with the award of the arbitrators,

is illegal. The proper course would have been to remand the case
to the arbitrators, informing them that their award, in its present
was not capable

shape,

cumbent on them,

of being executed; and that it was in

either to specify

were entitled, or not to make any

tion to which the defendants

Accordingly

deduction at all.

Judge

this case is returned, that

instruct the Principal

may

the amount of the deduc—

the

Ameen to re-admit

Sudder.

the case on his ﬁle, and to follow the course above indicated.
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The price of the stamp of the petition of appeal must be returned
to the appellants.

IRANEE KUMMUL KOWAREE,

1844.

Appellant,

perm
December

KUNGAL CHUNDER

5.

A‘Collector's
decree
on a
suit
summary
for arrears of
rent, forms no
ground of ac'

tion againsta
third party.

THIS
on the

MOJOOMDAR,

Respondent.

suit was instituted, in the Zillah Court of East Burdwan,
141th

July

1840,

by the respondent,

21 villages,

Modoosoodunpore,

who had bought let

in 1226 B. S., from the appellant,
of jumma to the extent of 75

with the view to obtain remission
Sicca rupees per annum,
he alleged

however

on one of them called Aot Bauk, which

to be a julkur meha1,notavillage,

of which

he had been dispossessed, by an order of the Collector of Burdwan,
dated

the

16th

September

1828,

passed

in

a summary

suit

brought by him against a certain ﬁsherman.
Respondent further claimed rents paid to appellant between
Assin 1235 and 1246, amounting to principal and interest, 1,483
Company’s

rupees,

10 annas.

The appellant admitted that respondent bought the village Act
Bank ; but denied his purchase of julkur Aot Bank
The Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 3rd August 1841, decreed
in favor of the respondent.

An
on the

appeal

was preferred

to the Judge against

1st August 1842, upheld the decision

186-87

this order,

whO,

of the lower Court.

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

having ﬁrst deputed

an

to inquire whether mehal Aot

ameen

it to

Bauk was a village or julkur, who reported
the 7th December

On

221

a special

1842,

be a

julkur.

appeal was admitted

against this last order.

Messrs. Tucker, Reid and Barlow) found

The Court (present

Board of Revenue

RaneeKum
mul Kowaree,
c. K n n g a. l
Chunder
M0
joomdnr.

for balance

that in the summary suit brought as above-mentioned
of rent, the Collector rejected

1844.

the claim, on the ground that the

that the julkur rights were

had already decided

not included in the Renee's zemindaree; hence the respondent,
her putneedar,

had no right to demand

There was no evidence

or assertion

rents from the ﬁshermen.

on the record,

vernment had, under due course of law, obtained

that the Go

a decree

for the

resumption of the julkur, which by the preamble

XXVII.

to Regulation
of 1793, is declared to be the private right of the landed

proprietors—hence, the Collector had no authority in such a case
the question
of right of property in the mehal, but
should have conﬁned himself to the enquiry, whether the defen
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to entertain

dant

in the summary suit was respondent’s

ryot, and had in
rent
to
him
for
the
preceding
years paid
privilege of ﬁshing.
It
was incumbent therefore on the respondent to have instituted a
regular suit to contest the Collector’s decision; not having done
this, the Court considered

the

respondent had no claim on the
They further observed that there was no fraud appa'
in the transaction on the part of the appellant, who sold to

appellant.
rent
the

what she had purchased

respondent

that the

respondent

was in possession

at the Collector’s sale

;

for several years, and the

appellant was in no way instrumental to respondent’s disposses
sion.
Under these circumstances,
the Court annulled the
decisions

of the lower Courts with costs against respondent.

SOON DERN

ARAIN BHOON YA,

Appellant,

venue

BHURUTCHURN SUTPUTTEE,

Respondent.

THIS

suit was instituted by respondent, on the 12th August
1842, in the Zillah Court of Midnapore, to obtain joint possession
of certain lands, the mortgage on which had been
foreclosed,

together with mesne proﬁts

,' the

2

The respondent stated

names,

and

3

cowries.

suit being laid at rupees 9,66l,
that himself,
187-88

~
1844.

December

30.

In a claim
to obtain pos_
session
of
landed proper~

ty, condition
ally
sold to
three

brothers

CASES IN THE SU DDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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in joint part~ Gooroopershad
Sutputtee, three
Sutputtee, and Hurgobind
nership, which
uterine brothers, had lived together in joint partnership. That
was preferred
one, the
by
whilst thus carrying on business, certain lands called 8 annas of
Court of Sud
der Dewauny
mouzahs Singai, &c., were bought, .under a deed of conditional
'
de
Adawlut
the father of the appellant, on
cided that the sale, from Chunderchoor Bhoonya,
plaintiff was the 24th Poos 1235 Umlee, for rupees 5,000, the amount to be
to a
entitled
The
within 11 months, or the sale to become absolute.
decree to the repaid
extent
whole
but the three
deed was written in the name‘of Gooroopershad,
of the proper~
ty purchased brothers had a joint interest in the purchase, and the price was
in cuparcene.

ry.

paid out of their joint funds.
brothers agreed
deed

to

extend

On the

5th

Bysack 1237, the

the period for repayment,

and a new

for the old one the interest on the old

was substituted

transaction being paid.
This

new deed, which was written also in the name of Gooroo
was registered
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pershad,
deed

had

new

deed,

; and

it

recited,

been paid to Hurgobiud-

that interest on the old

The money due upon this

not having been paid, and the mortgage

being legally

In the mean
foreclosed, the seller forfeited all right in the lands.
time Gooroopershad died in the month of Kartick 1243, without
heirs.

In

all the cases in which the deceased had brought suits

to gain possession

of lands on foreclosed

mortgages,

the respon

dent, Hurgobind, and Cowsilla Dey, the wife of the deceased, came
On the 17th
forward as his heirs, and as such obtained decrees.
son
and
his
died;
Nuudgopal
also
Uinlec,
Hurgobind
Assun 1247
So also did
lived with, and was in partnership with respondent.
Cowsilla, though she had ineﬁ'ectually attempted to get separate

of the property registered in her husband’s name.
The substance of the appellant’s answer was, that the deed of
and the
was executed in favor of Gooroopershad exclusively,

possession

sale

that the money was
price paid with his money ; and were it true
could not sue,
paid out of the joint funds, even then, one sharer
l793;that the amount
according to Section 13, Regulation III. of
as mesne

demanded

not indeed be
mortgage

a

and that there could

proﬁts was'excessive,

claim to any mesne proﬁts

was foreclosed,

Gooroopershad

;

that after the renewed
and appellant’s father

owing to the poverty of appellant, Cowsilla Dey
amount payable to her at
consented to a compromise, ﬁxing the
the
disputed lands in lease for
rupees 6,666, 10 annas, and taking

had died,

and

She was then in
thirteen years, in discharge of the above sum.
had promised to return the deed of
possession, and though she
188
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1844.

she had failed to do so, being under the

appellant,

inﬂuence of the respondent.

In the Zillah Court

a

petition was ﬁled by Cowsilla Dey, sup- rainsﬁggjsv':

porting the truth of the appellant’s

Nundgopal, the

1,,

statement.

of Hurgobind, also ﬁled a petition in the

son

Zillah Court, in which he upheld the claim of the respondent,

and

had, before his death, adopted

besides, that Gooroopei'shad

stated

22"“

his (the petitioner's) younger brother, and that the deed of adop
tion had been registered.

0n the

30th June 1843, the Principal Sudder Ameen decreed

in substance

that there was an entire

as follows : he considered

want of proof to shew that the lands had been bought exclusively
by Gooroopershad: on the

lived in partnership;

obviously

that Gooroopershad

was in separate possession of any property,

it

was

satisfactorily shown by decrees of Court, that in cases similar

to

the

after

present,
and

brothers

his widow

Gooroopershad’s

Under these circumstances

Even

if

had

as the

joint proprie

a right

to

a. share.

Goeroopershad

the son of his younger brother.

false; for

if

adopted

because

had

as being

a

his wife had no'fright to alienate

money,

childless widow, and

it,

the disputed property had been bought with Gooroo

pershad’s

was

all

the surviving

death,

had been adjudged

tors.

apparently

The story of the lease

true, the deed of mortgage would have been

returned to the appellant,

and

the

objector Cowsilla’s wakeel

admitted that she was still living under the protection of the res
was

As all three had rights, the consent of all to the suit
Hurgobind’s

necessary.

Cowsilla

does not,

under

lease.

She

says

Nundgopal,

son,
she

is

pondent.

a

consent,

but

in possession of her right,

The Principal Sudder Ameen, therefore,

decreed

possession of 2-3rds of the disputed lands to the respondent,
costs to that extent.

with

possession of the whole
appealed

of the

disputed lands in

a

;

Against this decision, Soondernarain Bhoonya appealed to the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and the respondent, also, who claimed
joint

form,

under Construction No. 868, from that part of the de

cree, which adjudged possession of only 2-3rds of them.
By the Court, (present Mr. E. M. Gordon.)—I am of opinion,
that that part of the Principal Sudder Ameen’s decree, which

withholds

possession, in

a
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the three brothers had
and whilst no proof was given,

other hand,

joint

form, of part of the lands compris188-89

‘

3)“!an
butpul"
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1844.

ed in the
and

Soonderna

rain Bhoonya,
v.

Bburut~

churn Sutput
tee.

of conditional sale, is manifestly unjust, illegal,

deed

inconsistent with the Principal Sudder Ameen’s own admis
The petitioner Cowsilla is confessedly a childless widow

sions.

and, as the Principal

legally alienate

;

Sudder Ameen himself allows, she could not

any property in which she can only have a life

rent interest, and yet, by his award, he sanctions

the permanent

alienation by this widow of her share, and this too though he dis
of the farming lease to her altogether,

the existence

believes

and

even expresses his opinion, that she was acting
appellant-

The right of the respondent

collusiver with the
to the possession of the

of the land, in a joint form, seems to me indisputable.

whole

The three brothers were clearly in joint partnership, and this joint
sort of right must continue in the survivors and heirs of any of

until

the deceased brothers,

a division is sought for, and obtained,

The collusion of Gooroopershad’s

according to law.

widow, with
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the appellant in this case, is quite apparent, and the withholding
of her consent to the institution of the present suit, cannot be
bar to the respondent’s claim, especially as the respondent
admits Cowsilla’s right to a life-rent interest in the third of the

held

as a

disputed property.
Clause

2,

I

accordingly dismiss the appeal, and under

Section 2, Regulation

IX.

of 1831, return the case, that

Sudder Ameen may re-admit it on his ﬁle, and
He will at the same time pass suitable
rectify his judgment.

the Principal
orders

respecting

the payment

he has been altogether silent.

189-90

of mesne proﬁts, a point on which
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CASES

RAJ THAKOOR,

BHOG

(Defendant,) Appellant,

HURNATH CHOWDREE,

absent,

menus

FUTTEH CHAND

SAHOO, (Plaintiff) Respondent.

Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen of
Tirhoot.

Special

Messrs.

RATTRAY,

A SPECIAL

Bannow, and Gonnos :—
was admitted by Mr. Tucker, on the 21st

appeal

November 1843, on the ground that the Principal Sudder Ameen’s
of the 20th April 1843, in which a sale made by Hurnath

decision

to Bhog Raj Thakoor was declared

Chowdree

illegal, was opposed

to the Court’s Construction, dated the 8th April 1831, No. 588.
We are of opinion that the decision

of the Principal Sudder

The Construction referred

Ameen must be upheld.

to by Mr.
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Tucker supposes a bond ﬁde sale to have been made.
The Princi
pal Sudder Ameen declares in the case that no sale was in reality
made, and that

it is

ed seller and buyer,

Under Act

decree.

merely

a plea set up

in order

III.

collusiver by the alleg

to prevent the sale in satisfaction of

of 1843, this Court cannot interfere with

what has been established

as fact in the Courts below; and the

opinion of the Principal Sudder Ameen, with respect

to what is

the fact, must be held to overrule that of the Sudder Ameen, who
possesses an inferior jurisdiction.

The Court reject the appeal with costs, conﬁrming the decree of
the Principal Sudder Ameen.

REMARKS“

A

case

tachment
Baboo

January
Volume

of ﬁctitious sale, prior to the issue of proclamation of at
under Regulation

Odyet
8th,

II.

See case of

1806, was reversed.

J uggomohun

N arain Singh

versus

1844, reported

at page 147, new edition, page 171,

Doss,

decided

V11. Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports.

The Sudder

Dewanny Adnwlut

ﬁde sale, prior to

decreed the legality of a bond

attachment of property under Regulation

1806. See case of Baboo Odyet

N arain Singh

Doss, decided January 8th, 1844, reported
page 171, Volume

VII.

versus

II.

J uggomohun

at page 147, new edition,

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports.

191

Construction
588, (para- 4,)
which
rules
that a defeu~
dant may le
gally alienate
his
property
prior to pro~
clamatien
of

attachment

underClause2,
Section 5, Re
gulation
1806, held to
be applicable
only to bond

II.

M "1“
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RAJ KOONWAREE KIRPA MAYEE DIBEEAH,

1845.

(Plaintiﬂ‘,) Appellant,
February 20.

a4

.

l/

,L

, ' ‘1

'061'82“

4/

RAJ AH DAMOODHUR CHUNDER DEYB,

a'nd others,

(Defendants,) Respondents.
Special
Messrs.

THE

According
t 0 H in d o 0

Appeal from a decision of

the

Judge of Nuddeah.

Rem, DICK, and Goanon :—

plaintiff sues for a portion of an allowance,—-granted

by

her father’s grandfather to his younger sons, in lieu of any share
law, property
derived
by a
in his landed property, left wholly and solely to his eldest son,—
mother
from
her son, can— in succession to her mother, deceased, who succeeded her son.
not be suc
The defendants contend that the allowance in question was not
ceeded to by
her daughter,
intended for females, as is evident from the deed granting the al
the sister nes
ver being heir lowance.
In it no mention is made of the grantor’s own daughters
of the brother.

then alive, and no provision made for any of three daughters of
of his deceased sons, though a portion of the allowance
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one

is

granted to the adopted son of that very son.
The Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 8th
in the defence

the claim on the reasoning

July

1838, dismissed

; and the

Judge,

con

curring in opinion with the Principal Sudder Ameen, conﬁrmed
his decision in appeal, on the 10th September

1842.

The Judges of this Court admitted the special appeal, on the
4th January 1843, not being satisﬁed with the grounds on which
the lower Courts decided

; the

point under discussion being novel.

The Court ﬁnd that the property in question
having in several

able,

manner.

But,

instances

as Musst.

been

is decidedly herit

inherited in the usual

Neel Sursnttee inherited from, and

through her son, and not from her husband,—-according to the
Hindoo law of inheritance, her daughter is not heir after her; the
sister never being heir of her brother.
'

The Court consequently

and dismissed

uphold the decisions of the lower Courts

the appeal with costs.

REMARKS.
This suit originated in

the following circumstances.

Rajah Kishen Chund,* Zumeendar of N uddea, left all his pro

‘

See the ease of Eshanchhnder

Rai versus Eshorchunder

Rai,

decided

February 23rd, 1792, Sudder Dewsnny Reports, Vol. 1., page 2. Also the case
of Rajah Grishchuud Rai versus Sumbhoochund Rai, decided May 9th, 1806,
Sudder

Dewanny

192

Reports,

Volume 1., page 133, new edition, page 177.
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perty to his eldest son, with pecuniary provisions for his other
sons, to be paid to them out of the proceeds of the estate.

On its

sale for arrears

of revenue

Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut directed the attachment of two lakhs of

rupees

on the 29th of December 1812, the

out of the proceeds

of sale for payment of the above

which sum having been invested

lowances,

of it was devoted to the purpose.

the interest

a1

in Government paper,

__
1845.

Raj Koonwa

rec Kirpa Mas
yee Dibeeah, v
Rajah Damoo
dhur Chunder
Deyb.

Subsequently the

sum was reduced to one lakh of rupees, the deposit of that amount

sufﬁcient
The parties who latterly were entitled
interest on account of their allowances, were Rajah Bejoy
Chunder Deb and Ranee N eel Sursuttee, who shared equally.
On
the death of the latter, her portion reverted to the heirs of the
being
to

deemed

the

and

former,
daughter,

it

was

to

have

it continued to herself that her

the plaintiff, brought this action.
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RANA KAMSHANA, (Plaintiff)

Appellant,

1845.

'UCT'S’ILJ

‘GOUR SINGH

and

SOORJ SINGH BURKUNDAUZE,

(Defendants)

March 13

Respondents.

Special Appeal from a decision

of the Principal

Assistant

at

Goalparah.

Tucxna, Ram, and BARLOW z~
this case the plaintiff sued for damages, in consequence of
the defendants having charged his wife with theft before the
po
lice, and causing his house to be searched.
The Sudder Ameen
Messrs.

IN

of Goalpsrah gave a decree
damages.
sioner
cause

in plaintiffs favor for 64 rupees as
On appeal, the Principal Assistant under the Commis

of Assam,

stationed at Goalparah, reversed this order, be
the plaintiff’s wife was a woman who
appeared in public in

the Bazar, at the market places, &c.,
stating that the plaintiif
should have complained in the Foujdaree Court.
A special appeal was admitted by Mr. J. F. M. Reid, on the
10th February 1844, on the following grounds :—“ As this deci
sion lays it down as a rule that slander against a female, who

is

not of that rank in life which renders her
seclusion necessary,
though undoubtedly of good character, cannot be visited
by da
mages in a Civil Court, and that a party falsely accused in a Cri—
minal Court can only sue in that Court for the punishment of
c o 2

192-93

S l a n d e 1'
against a fe
male of good
al
character,
though not of
that rank in
life which ren
ders her seclu
sion necessary,
may be visited
by damages in
a Civil Court.
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the false accusers,

1845.

and not for civil damages 3

I

admit a

spe cial

appeal to try these points.”
Rana Kam

shans, v. Gonr

Singh
another.

M

1845.

The Court are of opinion that the principle laid down by the
Principal Assistant, in appeal, is equally opposed to law and jus
Annulling the decision of the Principal Assistant, they di
rect that the case be returned to him for disposal on its merits.
tice.

RANEE CHUNDER MONEE,

Widow of RAJAH RAM Dsss,

and Mother of KALEE KISHEN SINGH, minor,

(Plaintiff) Appellant,

March 20

berm

RAJ AH BIRJNATH SINGH, RAJ AH RAM LOCHUN,
others, absent in appeal,

and

(Defendants,)

Respondents.
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Special Appeal from a decision
Messrs.
The rules of
a positive en~
su
actment,
the
persede
tenets of Him
doo law.
A claim to
recover posses
sion of proper
founded
ty,
upon adoption
had
which
been postpon
ed beyond 12
years, was dis~
missed.

THIS

of the Judge of

Mynmzeingk.

Tucxsa, REID, and Bannow :—

suit was instituted, on the 19th March 1841, correspond

ing with 7th
her adopted

Chyte 1247
Kalee

son,

B. S., by the plaintiff, on the part of

Kisheu Singh, for succession to the pro

perty left by Kisheu Chunder Singh, the brother of her husband's
father. The accompanying genealogical table shows the relation
ship

existing between the parties.

N ath Singh, two full
each, in the 2

brothers,

Kishen Chunder and Kisheu
were

equal sharers, 4% gundahs

annas share of Pergunnah Sooseraj,

the property

of their father Roghoonath Singh. Kisheu Chunder died leaving
widow,

Parbuttee, who succeeded, for her life-time, to her

ed husband’s

share, and died herself in 1228 Srabon.

a

deceas

Ram Dass

Singh, son of Kisheu Nath, plaintiff’s husband, died in 1220 B.

S.,

without leaving any children

by either of his wives, but having

previously granted

to them to adopt a son.

nee

died

in 1247

permission
;

and

Taramo

in Phalgoon of the same year plaintiff

adopded Kalee Kisheu.

On the demise of Parbuttee in 1228 B. S., the

4% gundas

share

of Kisheu Chunder Singh, her husband, was taken possession of by
the heirs of Roghoonath Singh’s other sons.

The present suit

oust them in favor of plaintiff’s adopted son.
The Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 27th May 1842,
Judge,

on the 22nd

193-94

May 1843, dismissed

is to

and the

the claim under

the

Rada
uggun
Nath.

.

J

Ramlochun,
Defendant,
Respondent
and others

Chunder.

Rooder

Gopee
Nath.

I
Kaunt.

Wife.

Bhola
Nath.

Wife.

Kaunt.

Kishen

3rd

SINGH.

Kis

en __
_

Chunder.

tiﬁ,

Monee,
=
Plain-

Appellant.

widow.

Chunder

Parbuttee
died
in
1228.

4a] wire.

L

Nath.

2nd

NATH

ed Son.

Kalee
Kishen
the adopt

1220.

Ramooss
the adop=
ted
Son
died
in

Nath.

Kishen

widow, died
in 1247.

Taramonee,
his
other

HHCIGHS

Bri'o
Nath,
De endant,
Respondent
and others.

Rama
Neth.

V'Vife.

ROGHOO

NI EIHL

Singh.

Ramnath

‘—

1a

RAJAH
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of limitation, considering the cause of action to have arisen
on the death of Parbuttee in 1228 ; and a special appeal was ad
mitted, on the 19th December 1843, to try whether this was good
law

1845.

—__
RaneeChun
der Monee,

u.

Birj

Rajah

nath
Singh
and others.

law, the adoption not having taken place till 1247 B. S.
If this case were to be decided solely (in the principles of the
Hindoo law, the Court would have to determine in the ﬁrst in
stance whether there be any, and, if any, what limitation to the
adoption

by Hindoo widow. In this case, however, the
assuming the right to adopt, comes into Court to claim,

of

plaintiﬁ‘,

a. son

on behalf of her adopted

son, the restoration of property which

the possession
passed, in consequence of her failing to adopt, into
of other branches of the family, 19 years before the institution of

the suit, and up to the present time has been held by them un
der bond ﬁde titles. Hence, it becomes a question whether the
rules of limitation laid down in Section 14, Regulation III. of
1793, do not bar this suit, quoad the possession of the disputed
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property.

Without

reference to the validity or otherwise

of the adoption,

after the demise of plaintiff's hus
(which took place 27 years
of
opinion, to quote the words“ of Sir'Wil
band,) the Court are
“ there can be little doubt that the
liam Hay Macnaghten, that
rules of a positive enactment supersede the tenets of Mahomedan
law," and also, as the Court hold, of Hindoo law. The claim
law of
therefore for possession cannot be entertained under the
limitation.

In

conﬁrmation of the lower Court’s orders, the ap
with costs.

peal is dismissed

1845.

GOPAL DAS SINDH, MAUN DATA MAHAPATER,

March 26.

'uersus

I‘;

NHL”

(Defendant,) Appellant,

SINDH,
NUROTUM SINDH, BUN MALEE SINDH, RAM
and NARAIN SIN DH, (Plaintiﬂ's,) Respondents.
a decision of the Judge of Z illah Cuttack.
Appeal
from

Special

Mr. DICK :—

It

is no bar
to the division
amongst heirs,
ofan estatethe
of a
property

for

defendant, appellant,
plaintiffs, respondents, sued the
Malinge, purchased
their shares in a. landed estate called tuppa
The de
during dispossession.
by their father, and for usufruct

THE

'
1 94-95

Vide note, page 286, Mahomedan

Law.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
of the property in

admitted the purchase

appellant,

question

by their and his father

;

but denied their claim to share
Hindoo
ly, that

in it. their father having by deed left the whole of the estate in

divisible to him, as his eldest son; that afterwards
as

it

it,

price of

the

had been purchased

In proof of which,

conjointly.

their uncle,

gave up his portion in the estate, receiving

brother,

by him and their father

he produced

a

his father’s

deed of arbitration

but which, and

is

a

of 15th Ughun 1238 Umlee, in which aformer deed of arbitration
mentioned,

deed of relinquishment

of claim,

subsequent

gave him another
also ﬁled.

a

were not ﬁled, being on taal putr (palm leaf) and unstampt.
to that, before

And

punchayet, the plaintiffs, respondents,

deed of relinquishment of all claim, which he

He further asserted, and produced

witnesses residing

on the estate to prove, that the property had always been indivi

in the family of the original proprietors, whose eldest son

sible

inherited, and took

--that his father
wise registered

the

title

of Mann Data Mahapater;

took up the title, and that he, appellant, like

his

name as proprietor, in the Collectorate, with

title afﬁxed, and had

when his father died

;

the

been

alone

two of his brothers,

in possession since 1225,
the plaintiﬂs Bunmalee

and Namin, acting as his surbu'mlcars.

under the
and

chase,

the claim.
dismissed

A

revenue

sole heritage,

of

the estate to be divisible, be

appellant, and assuming

settlement,

and because

was

a

cause

disbelieving the documents

Sudder Ameen,

it

The Principal
defendant,

pur

no family usage of the parties, decreed

The Judge, in appeal,

on much the same grounds,

the appeal.
appeal was admitted in this Court, on the ground of

special

usufruct having been improperly decreed, without speciﬁcation of
date of dispossession,
and not included in the amount at which
the suit was laid.

a

.

The plaintiffs, respondents,
all defaulted by non-appearance;
but another person, alleging himself to be purchaser from them
of the shares decreed to them, petitioned to be allowed to de

referred

to

a

The case was ﬁrst brought to

full sitting—and

a

fend the suit in their stead.

it
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alone

1845.

hearing before Mr. Dick, who

the respondents

were allowed

to

appear by their pleader.

The respondents claim on the Hindoo law of inheritance. The
appellant denies their claim on four grounds :-—lst. The devise
195.96

fami
fcr~
merly belong
ed to one, in
which the 0118‘
tom of succes
sion
by the
eldest son ob
tained.

it

fendant,

231
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of the estate

1845.

‘Gopal

Due

The relinquish

ment of all claim to it by the respondents.
3rd. His sole right
to it by descent, according to local custom, under Section 36,
Regulation

othm-

to him solely by his father. 2d.

XII-

Under

4th.

1805.

the

having been in sole possession upwards
tion of suit.

law of limitation,

he

of 12 years before institu

The appellant has been unable to establish his ﬁrst

will of his father being

allegation—the

taal puttur, or palm

on.

He has also failed in

not ﬁled.

leaf, and unstampt, and therefore

proving satisfactorily his second ground, from unusual irregulari
ties and omissions in the execution of the deed of relinquishment

I

ﬁled. His third ground, consider valid and fully borne out. It is
in evidence that the estate descended indivisible in the time of the

original proprietors, whose eldest son took it alone, and assumed
the title of it of Mann Data
evidence

of the

Mahapater

;

and not a. particle of

in contradiction has been adduced.
contending parties,

Again, the father

on purchasing the property, assumed
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the customary title, and the uncle who was in partnership with the
father, when

the

estate was purchased,

appellant after the father’s
money

decease,

it up wholly

gave

to the

taking other property and

Appellant was admitted tobe

instead of any share in it.

proprietor of it by one of the respondents, Bunmalee, be
his name in the Collecto
fore arbitrators ; and he registered

sole

rate as sole proprietor, with
these
how

facts

the

customary title aﬂixed.

All

incontestibly what the local custom was, and
by the father, the uncle, and the brothers, until

evince

considered

in 1247 Umlee. The law refers expressly to
something the very reverse of gavelkind in England,

the disagreements
local custom,
and

not to family usage as the lower Courts have considered

The family usage, therefore,

it.

of the contesting parties has nothing

whatever to do with the question at issue ;—and, in the province
of Cuttack,

the law includes

prevailed; consequently,

the

all

estates in which the custom has

objection of the Principal

Ameen, from the estate being under revenue
Vant and futile. The appellant’s
He has shewn that he registered

fourth plea,

Sudder

settlement, is irrele

I

also consider valid.

his name as sole proprietor, with

the customary title of the estate aﬁixed, in the Collectorate in
1233 ;—that his brother Bunmalee, one of the respondents, acted
for him before arbitrators duly authorized by the Magistrate,

and

declared before them that he was in sole possession ;—-that another
brother of his, Narain, acted as one of his servants in the estate to
196-97
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collect the rents, and all this on indubitable documents

;

233

while the

respondents have produced not a title of credible evidence to evince

I

that they ever held possession as shareholders.

think all this,

of the estate, which must not

coupled with the fact of the custom

sight of, clearly shows sole and undisturbed, good, and

be lost

admitted by the adverse party, possession for upwards of 12 years

I

previous to the setting up the claims in suit.
cidedly

Messrs. Rum, and GORDON

de

costs.

:—

four younger sons of

respondents,

J ugoo Sindh Mandhata

sued the appellant, their elder brother, for possession

Mahapater,

of 4-6ths, or 10 annas,

1814,

September

13 gundas,

1 cowry,

Bunchas, purchased

Mulunch, Pergimnah

or 22d

l3

1

krant of Pergunnah

by their father on 14th

Bhadoon 1221

stating the remaining shares

Fukeeroolla,
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full

the appeal with

sion. and decreeing

The

am therefore

for rejecting the claims, reversing the lower Court's deci

Umlee, from Sheikh
to belong,

1-6th,

or

krant, to the appellant, and a like
gundas,
share to Sham Churn Sindh, their second brother, who did not
2 annas,

1 cowry,

join them in the suit.

1

They laid their suit at Rs. 1386-10-8, the
and prayed to be allowed to

rudder jumma of the share claimed,
recover mesne proﬁts,

The appellant,

chal

as stated.

father,

Sindh, resisted the claim on the following

He asserted that the Pergunnah was purchased

grounds.

That

in 1224 Umlee, his father executed on

tea! leaf a deed of partition, 0r
several respectable

by his

tulcaeemnameh,

in

the presence of

persons, assigning the Pergunnah in question,

as his self-acquired,

not hereditary property, to himself, as the

eldest son, and providing that his brother, Beer Buder Sindh, and
his sons, should receive
a proportional

lant,

and

share

deposited

shares

in the personal

of the value of the estate from the appel
the deed with Shistee Punda.

father’s death in 1225 Umlee, he had

without any
would

have

Pergunnah.

property, and

opposition

That on his

his name duly registered,

on the part of his uncle and brothers,

as

been the case had they been entitled to share in the

That in 1237, his uncle took his share of the person

al property, and executed a deed relinquishing his claim to share
in the estate; and that in 1244 the defendants also, after their
dispute

had

been referred

to arbitrators, executed

a deed relin

quishing their claim. He also asserted, that the estate had always
been held by the former Hindoc proprietors, prior to the acquisi
n 1:

197-98

-—
1845.

Das
Gopal
Sindh, v. N uro
tum Sindh and
others.

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
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1845.

tion of it by Fukeeroolla, as a raj and indivisible estate, devolving

the eldest son, or male heir, consequently that the division
Gopal Das thereof was barred under Section 36,
Regulation XII. 1805.
Sindh,v. Nuro~
Sham Churn Sindh, the second brother, put in a petition, as a
tum Sindh and
on

others.

third party, denying the right of the defendant

to hold the estate

as indivisible.

The Principal Sudder Ameen of Cuttack, Moulvee Gholam Rus
sool, before

whom the case came on, observed

by evidence that, up to 1247,

the plaintiﬁ's,

that it was proved
the

and

defendant,

third party, sons by the same mother, had joint possession,

the

and that defendant
sible

had failed to prove that the estate was indivi—

under the old Zumcendars; and that it was neither a jungle

me/ial, nor a

hill

estate, nor a tributary one, that

divisible under Regulation

XII.

it should

be in

1805; that, it being a regular as

sessed estate, there was nothing to prevent a division ; and, even

admitting

it
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when

it to

have been indivisible under the old Zumeendars,

was by them

longer hold.

sold

to Fukeeroolla the custom would no

_He further observed that the tukseemnameh, alleged

to have been executed by the father of the parties, had not been
ﬁled ; and, for the reasons stated in detail in his decree,
ed the deed of renunciation ﬁled by the defendant

c0nsider~

as unworthy of

plaintiffs entitled to their res

credit.

Deeming, therefore, the

pective

shares, he decreed in their favor on the 7th October 1841,

awarding. them possession thereof, with mesne proﬁts, during the
period of dispossession,

and costs.

The case having been brought by appeal

before

Mr. H. B.

Brownlow, Judge of Cuttack, be, for reasons similar to those urg
ed by the Principal Sudder Ameen,
19th March 1842, and dismissed

conﬁrmed

his decision on the

the appeal with costs.

Gopal Sindh Mandhata, still dissatisﬁed,

applied

to this Court

which was admitted by Mr. Reid on the 215$
a special appeal,
June 1842, because the suit for possession of the land and mesne
for

proﬁts had been laid at the amount of the jumma, without any
additional valuation on account of mesne proﬁts.
Though a special

appeal was admitted in this case, only on a

point foreign to the merits, it is necessary, according to the prac—
tice that prevailed in this Court, prior to the enactment of Act III.
1843, to deliver judgment on the whole case. That case comprises
the

following points.

succession,
198

of the

1st.

What

was the custom,

in regard

to

Hindoo family, who formerly possessed the es

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
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which forms the subject .of the present suit'l

tate,

to

that custom

2d. Supposing

ing to another
existed?

Hindoo family, in which the practice of division
that the practice of indivisibility

Admitting

3d.

in the

family does not bar division in the latter, and that there

former

in the present case which shew that division is

circumstances

the rule in the family, what contingency alone would warrant the

to award the whole

estate to the eldest brother,

With

that non-division was the practice.

denies

and the witnesses

With

indisputable.

as

ed in

respect to the second point, the law quot

1800, taken in connection

and

of 1805,

the

silent; but the

spirit of Regulation X. of

with Regulation XI. of 1793, and with

opinion, that

bar the practice

a

be the dictates of reason, lead us to pronounce

seem to

decided

former practice of non-division does not

of division, in the case supposed.

That the legis

lature had no wish strictly to enforce the rule of indivisibility

will.

clear from the wording of SectiOn

even in those

what object

families, where

could the legislature have

Regulation X.

might

heretofore

be

of indivisibility

it

the custom

2,

proprietor might legally divide his property by

if

But

of 1800,
through,

is

rule obtained,
This

in

plain from this, that even in those cases where this
a

is

succession,

broken

prevailed,

in interfering with the

practice of division, known to obtain in any family?

With

respect

to the third point, there can be no doubt, whatever, that division
the rule in the family, of which the respondents

the

property, which forms

bought
mained

of his

jointly
in

the

brother,

an equivalent.

dents

subject of the present suit, was

the

joint

of his share, long after the death

possession

renouncing his claim at last, to the appellant,

In

like manner,

for their shares.

Under thee

we are clearly of opinion, that no Court ought to

possession of the whole

estate to the eldest brother, to the

to shew,

that their father had
n

n
2

evidence

for

admitted, that the respon

exclusion of the younger brothers, unless there should

tory

that

his father and uncle, and that this latter re

were to receive compensation

circumstances,

award

by

and the appel

The appellant admits in his pleadings,

are members.

is

lants

it

is
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XII.

Section 36, Regulation

absence of any prohibition,

what

Neither

on both sides speak to the fact

it

it,

may be admitted,
party

and does

respect to the ﬁrst point, it

is

Court

that contingency exist, or not?

1845.

of the entire estate by the

have been succession

son, would that bar division, in the event of the estate pass

eldest

are

l0 UK

be satisfac

disposed
199

of the
4

Gopal

Das

Sindh,v.Nur0
tum Sindhand
others.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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236

con
property in this manner, or that the younger brothers had
As to the
veyed their rights in the property to the appellant.
Mention,
no doubt,
whatever.
no
is
proof
Dss ﬁrst supposition, there
Gopal
Sindh,u.Nuro~
executed
allotment,
by his
is made, by the appellant, of a deed of
1846.

his death, by which he (the appellant) was to get
the whole of the disputed property, his uncle and brothers receiv
But this deed is not forth
ing an equivalent for their shares.
to our minds, in the
coming ; and the execution of such a deed

father, before

is,

tum Sindh and
others.

a

It will be observed, that the person
highest degree improbable.
without
alleged to have executed this deed, had no right to do so,
half of the
the consent of 'his brother, who possessed nearly
it

if

Under these circumstances,
property about to be disposed of.
would have been an
a transaction of this kind had taken place,

;

not say this

But

even the appellant does
to, was one which
alluded
and the sort of allotment

at that time-

allotment, completed

reliance whatever on the alleged

;

it

connected

cumstances

positively denied by them and the cir
with
impress us with the belief that
it,

It

of renunciation by the

deed

is

younger brothers.

a

forgery.

give no account of

it,

;

a

is

The appellant states that, when setting out on
in
1243, he entrusted his brothers with goods and
pilgrimage
money, to the value of rupees 50,000, for purposes of trade and
that on his return, as they had squandered this money, and could
they gave up their shares of the property,

is

It
under dispute, to him, by executing the deed in question.
remarkable that, in making over this amount of property to his
;

is

brothers, he does not appear to have taken any acknowledgment
in itself incredible but supposing
This
whatever from them.

it

the animus existed in his brothers, to

to be true, and that

defraud him, (and this he insists on throughout,) why should
they have executed the deed of renunciation, seeing that he had
no means

carried their disputes.
friends

of this deed.

No mention of

in the Criminal Court, into which both parties
The

witnesses

to

it

fatal to the genuineness

was made

it

deposited
seem

of proving the receipt by them, of the large property
There are other circumstances which

with them?

ﬁrst

are not relations or

of the family, but persons picked up from some distance.
it

The stamp was notpurchased from the vendor, who resides near
the spot where the deed
said to have been executed, and
a date
199-200

of purchase,

no less

than

year and

a

bears

a

is
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We place no

effect at some indeﬁnite future time.

was to take

half

before

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
the date of alleged execution.

Lastly, the deed was not register

The only other document,

ed.

uncle

share of the property
; this cousin claiming his father’s
under dispute.
The award is given in favor of the appellant;
and his brother, Bunmalee Sindh, (one of the respondents,) is
made to say, that his cousin’s father had already received his
share of the property under dispute, and had executed a deed of

in favor of the

appellant,

Bunmalee to be‘ the real proprietor
WVe

facts

who

in this alleged

award;

is admitted

by
of the disputed property.

may observe, that we place no conﬁdence
stated

in the truth of the

that even

if

they were
to the appellant’s uncle, this would form no
reason for depriving his brothers of their rights.
In regard to
the uncle, it is stated by the appellant, that he gave up his share
and
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true, with respect

of the disputed property in 1237.
It seems extraordinary, if
this were true, that this uncle's son should, immediately after
such a transaction, claim his father’s share, in total ignorance of
that transaction.
their

the

uncle,

The respondents,
appellant,

in their pleadings, state that

and themselves,

continued in joint

of the

disputed property from the time of their
up to the year 1233, when their uncle, in lieu of
his share of the disputed property, received another
estatejcalled

possession

father’s death
talookeh

1845.

ﬁled by the appellant, in support

of his claim, is the copy of an alleged award by arbitrators, dated
the 15th Aghun 1238, in a case between him and the son of his

renunciation

237

N urainpoor,

which all had held in joint property. It is
remarkable, that the appellant no where, in his
pleadings, denies
this speciﬁc fact, which we think bears the
impress of truth ; for
if N urainpore had not been joint property, or if it had not been
transferred, as alleged, the disproof of the double
allegation, would
have been easy.
Accordingly, we have no faith in the alleged
deed of renunciation by the uncle in
favor of the appellant ; and
it is a curious circumstance that this deed has
not been produced.
But however the matter may stand, as between
the appellant and
his uncle, nothing short of full legal proof of
the renunciation of
their rights, by the younger
brothers, can deprive them of those
It is true, that the name of the eldest brother
rightsalone was
registered in the book of mutations, in the
Collector’s oﬂice ; but
we are of opinion, that this was
with the consent of the younger
who did not on that account lose
their right of property
brothers,
111 the eitate, but on the
contrary received possession, in support
200-201

Dee
Gopal
0. Nu
Sindh,
rotum Sindh 8:
others.
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1845.

of their right, of the original deed of sale executed in their father's
We accordingly reject the appeal, with costs,

favor.
Des
Gopal
Sindh, 1). Nu
rotum
Sindh,
and others

the decrees of the Courts below, with the exception

which award

mesne

conﬁrming

of those parts

As this part of the claim was not

proﬁts.

covered by a proper stamp, we can only decree mesne proﬁts from
I
the date of the Principal Sudder Ameen’s

decision.

RAM RAM BEISH, (Plaintif’f,) Appellant,

1845.

versus

BIRJ MOHUN DUTT

March 26.

and others, (Defendants,)

Respondents.

Petition of Ram Ram Beish, of the 29th ﬂing; 1844,12” the admis
sion of a Special Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder
Ameen
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versing

of

under

Mymensingh,

that of the

Moonsif of

date the 28th February 184.4, re
lllymensz'ngh, under date 23d

Hay

1843.

Mr.

BAR-LOW

:—

plaintiff sued his nephew Bidenath Bcish, and Bin Mohun
Dutt and others, to recover possession of 2 annas of 12 annas,
of
quirements
into 16 annas) of talook Bonjais, and also 2 annas of a
Act XII. of (divided
1843, had not jote in village Kunchunpore, sold by his nephew,—a sharer to the
been fulﬁlled.
extent of 6 annas only 3—who, it is alleged however, sold his own
A

suit was
remanded be
cause the re

THE

above

the

6 annas,

and

others.

The defendant

2

annas

disputed, to Birj Mohun and

Biij Mohun

and

others,

pleaded

they

Bidenath, in his answer,

bought the 8 annas from Bidenath.
states the purchasers forcibly took from him a deed of sale of the
8 annas, although he, Bidenath, had only a 6 annas share.
The Moonsiﬁ', after full enquiry, and, so far as it would appear,
on sufﬁcient grounds, decreed in favor of the plaintiff, detailing,
at length, the grounds of his decision above quoted.
The Principal Sudder Ameen reversed this judgment in general
terms, saying, “it appears, from the papers, that Bidenath had
8 annas share, and sold

it to

the other defendants.”

XII.

of 1843, he should have been more explicit,
be ground
and pointed out on what documents, and what proofs,
that
as
reversal,
such
passed
A
general
sweeping
ed his decisiou.
Under Act

Principal

by the

Sudder Ameen,

can

hardly be called a judg

ment, and is opposed to the practice of the Courts.
count

I

admit

201-202

a special

appeal.

On this

ac
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Ordered accordingly, that the case be restored
.

,

to the Principal

Sudder Ameens ﬁle, and that he be instructed to record fully,

239
Ram

Rm}

eisb, u. Bir]

M01,“ Dam

and distinctly, the grounds of his decision.

TARA CHAN

D

BHUTTACHARJ E,

(Plaintiff,) Appellant,
1845.

versus

RAMJYE DUTT
A

and others,

(Defendants,) Respondents.

Special Appeal from a. decision of the

Principal

April
Sudder

19.

Ameen

of East Burdwan.
Mr. REID :—

THE

plaintiff sued the defendants,

beegahs

in the Zillah Court of East

on the 9th November 1842, to obtain possession of 137

Burdwan,

of malgoozaree land, and recover the value of the crops

The Sudthereof, laying his suit at Company’s rupees 794-5-0.
der Ameen, on the 13th December 1843, passed a decision, deGenerated for alum (Columbia University) on 2015-05-26 12:07 GMT / http://hdl.handle.net/2027/coo.31924069401945
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creeing possession of the land and a portion of the crops claimed,
to the plaintiff.
The

1844.

Ramjye

by the

reversed

was

plaintiff,

Dutt

appealing

from this decision, it

the

10th

September

and the defendant,

should

and

decreed

by the Sudder Ameen

up to the plaintiff, and that each party should

pay his own costs.

The
the

case was taken up this day in consequence

plaintiff

claiming
alleging

;. and

one Chundee Churn

that the compromise

of a petition of

Rai put in a petition,

the contested land under a purchase

him, and praying that

from Ramjye Dutt,

was collusive in

order to defraud

the petition for a special appeal

might be

refused.

Under these circumstances it is merely necessary to provide
for the parties regularly before the Court, as the decision will
It cannot
merely affect them, viz., the plaintiff and defendant.
affect

must

It

Chundee
therefore

"egg
£87232?
X
both

parties):

2:116:22“?
81

tgereilvlitll.

Ema:

32%? A (12::
Ramjye Dutt, a solehnameh, by which it was lut.

that the land

be given

Irxslzggzjz:

5:31;:

1844, the plaintiff ﬁled a razeenamek,

agreed that the plaintiff should pay to Ramjye Dutt the sum of
75 rupees,

a case in

Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 16th May izdgmflngw
:5
with this decision, applied to Conrt,waspas
dissatisﬁed

this Court on the 2d August 1844, for a special appeaL

On

In

Churn Rai, who

is not a party to the suit, and

be left to seek his remedy

by

a

regular suit.

that the special appeal he brought
regularly on the ﬁle; and this having been done, that, in confor
is accordingly ordered,

202.203
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mity with the razeenameh and

1845.

aolehnameh,

Principal Sudder Ameen be reversed
Tara Chand

B h u ttacharje,

versus Ramj ye

Dutt.

the award

gards

;

possession of the contested

as regards

the

decision of the

that of the Sudder Ameen,
and as re

lands, afﬁrmed,

of a portion of the crops, reversed;

and that

both parties pay their costs in all the Courts.

REMARKS.
Chowdhuri, for self and minor ne

See the ease of Prannath

Cliowdhuri,

Kaseenath

phew

of Radhamohun Ray,

son

of the late Brijmohnn Ray, and Fazil

Khan versus the same respondent,
tion, page 385, volume

Chundramuni Devi, guardian

'versua

V. of

reported

at page 328, new edi'

the Sudder Dewanny

AdawlutRe

ports.

1845.

.__,___

RAJAH MODE NARAIN SINGl-l,

(Plaintiﬂl)

Appellant,

versus
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April

26.

MUSSAMAUT MAN KOONWUR

and

TEK KOONWUR,

(Defendants,) Respondents.

tional

Mode Narain,
of the 11th March 1844, for
a
Special
Appeal,
of
from a decision of the Addi
Judge of Zillah Behar, under date the 12th December

1843,

aﬁirming that

Petition

of Rajah

admission

the

that district,

An Appel

should
dictate

Court
to

not
B

Lower Court
what decision

it

should pass.

THIS

Sudder

Ameen of

Tucxna, REID, and BABLOW :—

Messrs.
late,

under

of Mohamed Ibrahim,
date Ist September 1843.

suit was instituted by the petitioner to recover a balance

of rent, alleged to be due from the defendants,

and also to cancel
The suit

lease, under which they held the lands.

a moohurrurree

was laid at Company’s

rupees 109-5-9,

the amount balance

said

to be due.

The case was tried, in the ﬁrst instance, by the Sudder Ameen,
who

gave

a decree

for a portion of the balance claimed

missed the claim, as respected
lease,

but dis'

ground that a balance of rent was no legal ground

on the

for doing

;

the annulment of the mookurrurree

An

so.

appeal was preferred to the Additional

who considering that the question of mookurrurree

Judge,

ought to

be

enquired into, actually decided that it was a good moL-urrurree,
and remanded

the case back to the Sudder Ameen,

with orders to

decide accordingly, and to non-suit on the point of balance of rent,

with reservation
203-204

to the plaintiff to sue separately

for the

same.

CASES

In
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pursuance of these orders, the Sudder Ameen decided, as di
though protesting against

rected,

his own judgment being

to

241

afﬁrmed

the right of deciding according

This second decision

invaded.

was

on appeal to the Additional Judge.

The Court consider the act of the Additional Judge, in dictat
ing to the Sudder Ameen what decision he should pass,

1845.

__._
Rajah Mode
Narain Singh,
11.Musst. Man
Koonwur and
another.

as essen

tially vitiating the entire proceedings ; nor can the Court see any
for such proceeding, as the ﬁrst decision of the Sudder

necessity

Ameen being in appeal before the Additional Judge, it was com
petent to that ofﬁcer to dispose of the case himself, in any man
ner he deemed proper.
Under these circumstances, the Court
in this case, and remand it to

quash the whole of the proceedings
the

Judge, who will again refer it for trial to the Sudder Ameen,

who will dispose of

it

according

to his own judgment.
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RAJAH LUKHEE NARAIN RAY,

(Plaintiﬁ‘,) Appellant,

1845.

11678118

MUDDEN MOHUN ADHIKAREE, AHSAN ALLAH KHANl
and others,

May 5.

(Defendants) Respondents.

Regular Appeal from a decision of

the

Principal Sudder Ameen of

Midnapore.
Messrs. TUCKER, REID, and BARLOW :—

THE

plaintiff, on the 22d September

1840, brought this action

D a. m a g ea
were awarded
against the defendant Mndden Mohun, and Ahsan Allah, a police
against a par ~
darogalt, and others, for damages to the extent of ten lakhs of ty for having
falsely charg
rupees, alleging that Mudden Mohun, on the 6th May 1835, had ed the plain
tiﬂ' with da—
falsely charged him with dacoitee, and that the darogah had in coitee
; but a
violation of the Magistrate’s order searched his house.
dura—
police
against
gah,
The defendant, Mudden Mohun, answers, plaintiff is at enmity whom
they
also
with him, because he is a moolctmr of Rooder N arein, who claim were
sought, having
ed to be adopt-ed'son of Anunderam Roy, on whose part he con
acted
legally
upon that par
Defen
ducted some cases against plaintiff in the Civil Court.
ty's informa
dant states he was absent from home on the night of the dacoitee ; tion, was ex
onernted.

but on hearing

of it returned, and in his deposition

before the

and others as having been the origina

charged plaintiff
tor and perpetrators of it. He also adds that the Rajah’s natural
father and relatives have been apprehended on similar charges in
darogak

other

cases.

E s

204
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3'42

—__
1845'

The Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 14th June 1842, dismiss
the suit, because the Rajah’s appeal for redress to the Commis

Rajah Lulf‘ sioncr was rejected ; because he did not trust to copies of proceed
Narain ,
_
_ ,
R", ,,_ Mud- lugs in the Foujclaree Court 5 and because he was of opinion the

-hee

in character, in consequence of
gaiik‘ﬁglgaﬁ Rajah had not in any way suffered
others.
the charge which had been preferred against him.

It
M

is clearly proved

did charge the plaintiff with dacoitee.

ohun,

in his proceedings

it to

caused

The daregah
of

use

are

for ﬁve or six years subsequent
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rupees.

It

to the date of the defamation,

justiﬁed

in having done

tiff 's participation in the
After

due

supposing

so,

an offence ; and he is

the

dacoa'tee to have

grounds for his belief of the plain

crime.

consideration, the Court award 500 rupees damages

rwith costs proportionably against the respondent,

Adhikaree.

to weigh

under which he took upon himself to

without reasonable

occurred,

for

or damages to the amount of

an innocent party with so heinous

charge

defen

be seen, to vindicate his character

was incumbent on the defendant

well the circumstances
not

The plaintiff has

cases.

in his plaint towards the

which he now seeks compensation
10,00,000

had in fact occur

to have exceeded the power with

terms

it will

dant, and took no steps,

The Magistrate,

1835, released all the parties

in such

invested

vno measured

Madden

out of the list of offences reported.

be struck

does not appear

which the police
made

July

of the 3rd

and, being of opinion that no dacoitee

charged,
red,

by the record that the defendant,

Plaintiff’s

Mudden Mohuu

suit against Ahsan Allah is dismissed, and

his costs are payable by plaintiff.

h_
134,;

MW

RAM CHURN DAS, Pauper, (Plaintiff) Appellant,
versus

CHUTTUR BHOJE

13-

and

RAM UNOOJE

ms,

(Defendants,) Respondents.
Rwyular

Appeal from a decision of

the

Principal

Sudder

Ameen

of C'uttack.
Mr. DICK :—

THE

appellant instituted this case, asserting his right to the
In “claim to
the
°i
_ 9m“
guddee of the math Dukin Paris, de p endent on Balshahee ’ la yl'ng
mo~
presiding
_
_
bunt ofamuth his suit at Rs. 5,74,573-6-9,
of which he had been deprived by
201-5
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CASES

of the local agents, acting under Regulation

the proceedings

of 1810.

being

XIX.

at

of the math being hereditary, and therefore,

ckela or pupil of the last mohunt, and the- person select

only a gowoobhaee, or spiritual brother, he should have been
The respondent
contended
preferred, and. appointed mohunt.
ed

that the appellant had

that he himself- had been properly elected,

from the selection on account

excluded

been

property of the temple,

of the

hereditary

of respondent

was not

the election and appoint

deeming

to the superintendency,

proper and correct,

rejected the claim of appellant and dismissed

In

of misappropriation

and that the succession

but elective.

The Principal Sudder Ameen,
ment

his suit.

the record of this case, the Court found nothing which could

shew whether the muth

They therefore

sent

in question was hereditary, or elective.

for the record in the case of Mohunt Rama
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Nooj Das, decided on the 17 th June 1839, and reported in Volume

VL,

page 262, new edition, page 328, Sudder Dewanny Reports.

perusal of the depositions

On

therein taken by order of this Court, of

the mohunts of the maths in Cuttack around

Juggurnath,

on this

very point, it appears that the math or temple in question in this
case is hereditary, and that, in maths of this class, a successor is

uusally nominated by the mohunt during his life- time
his death,

the

or chelae, and

disciples,

gooroobhaees,

;

if

not, after

or spiritual

brethren, assemble, and select the eldest chela, or disciple, if pro
perly qualiﬁed

,' otherwise

or even chelas,

dzc.

choice,

some other of the chelas, gooa'oobhaees,

of another math.

If they

cannot agree in- their

the ruling power is applied to, who commands

of mokunts

an assembly

to select a proper person, whom he conﬁrms in the

guddee or superintendency.

In

this case, the former mohunt appointed no successor, and in

consequence

of several

preferred to the Register,

claimants starting up, complaints were
the head civil authority

in the district

;

and he, after a reference to the brethren of the math, about the
appellant’s

him.
The
qualiﬁcation for the guddee, appointed
with
the
full
who
was
'vested
Province,

Commissioner of the

powers of the Sudder Adawlut, cancelled the whole of the Regis

tei’s

J uggurnath,

misappropria
The foundation of his claim rested on the succession to tion of its
pro

the superintendeucy
he

243

as illegal, and referred the case to the local
under
The local agents, af
agents
Regulation XIX. 1810.
proceedings,

ter excluding

the

appellant

on account
n n 2

of his having misap
205-6

and
the
8-1
die!
qualifying him
to
according
shastres,
the
was held, un‘
der Regulation.
XIX. 1810, to
ba: his title.

perty
funds by
plaintiff,
though not

244
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propriated by alienation

1845.

property

of

the

during

temple,

the

time he held the superintendency under the sanction of the Re
another assembly for selection of a proper successor

Ram Churn
v. Chut
tur Bhoje. and

gister,

another.

gave in detail their reasons for the same.

directed

late molmnt.

the

therefore

The
to

appointed

appointment conﬁrmed
done

is,

sideration
is

true,

was

been

by the appellant’s

urged

that misappropriation

cited,

pleaders,

in the case of Rama Nooj

given

not speciﬁed

XIX.

but the Regulation

as

1810,

and the local agents appointed, expressly for the
of preventing misappropriation,of the funds and proper

enacted,

purpose

ty of temples,
a

it

consider

not appealed
justify

&c., and therefore

the local agents were bound to

Their decision on that point

disqualiﬁcation.
has

been

virtually admitted by his attempt to

by similar conduct of other
himself.

respondent

Their

guilt,

mohzmts,

however,

The Court therefore conﬁrm

nocence.

was

from to the Commissioner by the appellant ;and

its truth

indeed

it

and even of the

cannot prove his in

the decision

of the Prin

cipal Sudder Ameen, and dismiss the appeal with costs.

1845.

NADIR

OON N ISSA CHOWDRnIN,
HEMAYET-OOLLAH,

Widow of Moossnss

(Defendant,) Appellant,

May 16.
’IJCTS'HS

PRAN KOONWUR BIRMUNNEE,

Widow of Duns Pu'r Banoo,

and Mother of RAM Soosnsn B10300, and
and other heirs of

(Plaintiffs)
Regular Appeal from a decision

NEELMADUB

GOOROOPERSHAD RAE,
Respondents.

lllr.

J.

Grant, Judge

of

RAE

of

Dinage

pore, dated 29th 1110311840.

Mr. Tucxsn :—
.

P :- o'p

having
decreed,

er t y
been
may

THIS
plaint

suit was instituted on the 18th September 1839

sets forth, that Dhun

206-207

Put Baboo,

Gooroopershad

;
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the

Thus then all

by the local agents.

as has

disqualiﬁcation in the ahastres;
was

by the local agents, and

usage, and the only point for con

in the bywastha

and apparent

Das above

was

whether the appellant was justly and legally exclud

ed from the selection

It

the gucldee

and

The respondent

by the Commissioner.

to established

according

elected the respondent,

assembly

a

to

is

Das,

and the

Rae, and

CASES
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were

Hemayet-oollah,

245

joint proprietors of Bhamun Koonda, &c.,

by them in the Bengal year 1208,
at a public sale held for the recovery of arrears of Government
ﬁfteen

purchased

Pergunnahs,

revenue.

the
became
of a
subject
fresh suit be
mem~
tween
of the
bers
successful pnr~
ty, for the ad»

of
in the Bengal year 1210, the said three persons made a. justment
their respeev
into
three
equal tive shares in
division amongst themselves of the property

That

it.

parts ; that

Thoke Khetualfell to the lot of Dhun Put Baboo,
Khass talooks to the lot of Gooroopershad

Thoke

Thoke Bhamun Koonda to that of Hemayet-oollali
and

that

the

said

Rae, and

;

or divisions have been held in distinct

thokes

and separate possession by each respectively ever since.

That

at the time of the division it was mutually agreed be

tween the parties that, in the event of any of the three being dis

of any

portion of the lands appertaining to their res
whole three should sue jointly for the re

pective

divisions, the

covery

of the same, and each hear an equal share of expenses

the mesne

proﬁts

due

thereon,

;

with

but, in the event of obtaining a decree, the lands recoVered,

should belong exclusively to the

party dispossessed.
That

in the year
of seventeen

one Rae Danish Mund dispossessed

1225,

That a suit for the recovery of the
same was instituted in the joint names of the parties, and the ex
them

penses defrayed

villages.

by each, share and share alike.

That a decree was obtained for only eleven villages.
eleven villages appertained

These

to the three thokes, thus :—
E" 5';

23;

:

E

4?;

Thoke Khetnal—rnouzahs N odah—Preeagpoor Gowarah
-Bishennnthpoor, and §d of mouzah Attaparah, _________
Thoke Khass talooks—mouzahs Burrul —-Badehburrul
Jhael—Tippoorah, and §d of mouzah Attaparah,4%
Thoke Bhamun Koonda—mouznhs Hurreenathpoor—
and §d of mouzah Attaparah, ......
Dosadpoorah,
......
That the mesne proﬁts on these eleven villages paid into

from the

ameen’s

accounts

expenses, amounted

the said sum would be distri:

butable, under the agreement above noticed, as follows
Thoke Khetna], ..................... Sicca rupees 2938
Thoke Khass talooks, ..........................
3589

—

13

Thoke Bhamun Koonda, ........................... 853 13 19
That this sum was paid by the Court to the parties, share and

3

_

to Sicca

2

That

ameen’s

2

7,381-14-2.

6

after deducting the

rupees

5

Court,

1
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1845.

share

because

alike,

the

AD'AWLU'I'.

plaint was a joint one, and the decree

no mention of a division of interests amongst

makes

the parties

Nadir-com
nissa
drain,

in the illofussil.
That by this distribution, the proprietors of
Chow
v. Pran Thoke Bhamun Kocnda have received Sicca rupees 1,606-3 more

Koonwur Bir
munnee.

than their due, of which Sicca rupees 477-11-6-2,

proprietors of Thoke Khetnal,

appertains to

the

and Sicca rupees 1,128-7-13-2 to

the proprietors of Thoke Khass talooks.

The present

suit was therefore instituted by the proprietors of

Thokes Khetnal

Khass talooks

and

.

vainst those of Thoke Bha'

mun Koonda, to recover the said amount, with interest thereon
from 29th

Mangh 1240 B. S. (the day on which the wasilat

was

Court) to the date of institution of
or together Sicca rupees
1,074-8-13,

to the parties by the

paid

suit, being

Sicca rupees

2,680-11-13,

equivalent to Company’s

rupees 2,859-7.

The case was not defended in the Zillah Court, and the Judge,
ﬁnding the plaint to be supported in all points, decreed in full
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for the plaintiffs on 29th May 1840.

An

to the Court of Sudder De

having been preferred

appeal

wanny Adawlut, the case came ﬁrst before Mr. Edward Lee War
ner,

his opinion on the 13th December

who recorded

1841.

Mr.

Lee Warner proposed to reverse the decision of the lower Court,
the

on

grounds that the original

distinction

of rights

the decree awarded

to the

thereon,

and

suit made no mention of any

interests among the parties, and that

the eleven villages, and the mesne proﬁts due

parties

jointly,

further that the objection

and

made at the time by the plaintiffs to the distribution of the mesne

proﬁts in equal

shares

having been overruled by the Court, the

matter could not now be the subject of a fresh suit.
The case was next heard by Mr.

J. F.

M. Reid, who recorded

Mr. Reid differed from Mr.
Lee Warner, and was for afﬁrming the decree of the lower Court.
his opinion on the 2d March 1843.

He observed that an order passed in execution
ing the

chose

of a decree, affect

to be taken from one party and given to the other

party, would clearly bar either of the parties bringing an action
to contest that point
the dispute

of their respective
ties

relatively

consequently,
as

the

but not

so when,

as

the successful

in the present instance,
party

as

to the amount

shares of that chose ; that the rights of the par

was not

the

point at issue in the former suit—

he was of opinion the present action would lie ; and

appellant’s

208

;

arose amongst

vakcel,

on being questioned,

had nothing to
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urge

against

of the statement

the correctness

247

made by the plain-

'

1845.

Mr. Reid aiﬁrmed the decree of the lower Court, with costs

tiﬂ's,

chargeable to the appellant, and directed the proceedings to be
laid_before a third Judge.
The case came on before me, this day
defendants

not appeared

had

that the

; and, observing

I

in the lower Court,

Nadir-eon»
nissa
Chow
drain, 1). Pran

Koonwur Bir

munnee.

should have

theappeal under the Circular Order of the 12th March
had not the two Judges above-mentioned
omitted to notice

dismissed

18“,

I

the point, and had
merits of the case.
proﬁts, entertained

not fully concurred with Mr. Reid on the

Had the Court, when paying away the mesne
the objections of the plaintiffs and overruled

investigation, then, it is my opinion, with reference

them after

to Construction No. 1129, dated 9th February 1838, this action
could not have been maintained
on the question

the decree
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mesne

but the Court refused to enter

of the relative rights of the parties, observing that

made

proﬁts,

;

no

distinction,

and

action was based on

private agreement

a

amount of

the

therefore

The present

must be paid to the parties jointly.
between

the

parties,

which bound them to sue jointly, should one or more be disturbed

in

possession,

with

so that

this agreement,

in all.

the

original suit was in strict conformity

if binding in

and

one point,

it should

The appellants do not impugn the correctness

be so

of the ac

count given by the respondents; but rest on the plea that the ac
tion is not maintainable, the point having been raised in the exe
cution 0f the original decree, and then overruled.

I

therefore,

the order,
chargeable

concurring in opinion with Mr. Reid, make absolute

afﬁrming the

decision

of

the lower Court, with costs

to the appellants.

MUSSAMAUT SHAMA SOON DERY, Wife of
SEIN,

deceased, and

BIRJ KISHWUR SEIN,

RADHA CHURN

1845.

(Plaintiffs,)

Appellants,

July

23.

versus

MIRZA AHMUD JAN

and others,

Special Appeal from a decision of

(Defendants,) Respondents.

Mr. R. Louglman, Judge of

Backergunge.
Messrs.

THE

REID, Dion, and GORDON :—
appellants

Zemeenders

of

state,

Pergzmnah

that their ancestor obtained,
Dukun

Shabazpoor,

from the

three talookdaree
209

The law of
limitation does
not apply to a

claim to a re~
duction of rent
on account of
diluvion,
pre~
ferred
during
the course of
diluvion; but
if delayed hc~
yond 1'2 years
after its cessa~
tion, the claim
Would be ban
red.
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one in the

pottahs,

mouzah

Zookeh

That

year 1156, and two in the year 1165, of

Manikpoor and mouzahs Neeamutpore and others.

in 1l71,

a regular settlement agreement

between

an

had

That the

that the Talookdar should

being,

of rent for land carried away by the river.

abatement

That diluvion
1230.

into

was entered

the Zemeendara and the Taloodar for the above lands,—

one condition of the settlement
receive

ta¢

taken

place,

to a great extent, from the year

appellants had

suitable reduction of rent.

without success, for a

applied,

from the year 1233, land

That

he

longing to mouzah Manikpore, had been appropriated by the Go
for the manufacture of salt,—the Zemeendars receiving

vernment,

of revenue

a remission
dare

none

from

16th

T0100]:

They accordingly brought the

the Zemeendars.

suit, on the

present

of the same, but the

on account

April,

to obtain a. reduction of

1839,

annual rent to the extent of Company’s

rupees 3,698-2-5

gnndas,

that being the amount to which they were entitled, according to
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measurement.

The respondents
had

answered,

included in the same suit

illegally

been

been

that no such

entered

into;

and

set

that as more than 16 years

from the date when diluvion is alleged

had elapsed

up to the date of action,

menced,

;

as that on which the appellants founded their

tlement agreement
claim, had

that two separate causes of action

the suit was barred

to have com
by the rule

of limitation.
On the 18th

July

1840, the Principal Sudder Ameen, Chunder

Seekur Rai Chowdry, decided that, with respect to the claim for
remission. on account of land appropriated for the manufacture
of salt,

the plaintiffs

might sue separately.

claim for reduction of rent on
doubted the genuineness
plaintiffs

; because

account

of diluvion, because

of the settlement founded

he considered

on

by

be
the

with the Zemeendnrs,

at an invariable rent ; and because the suit was

by the rule of limitation, more than 12 years having

barred

the

that at the decennial settlement

the Ihlookdars had entered into a settlement
for their lands,

He dismissed

elaps

ed from the date when diluvion commenced.

On the

17th

November 1843, the Judge conﬁrmed

the

above

conﬁning his conﬁrmation, in the claim for reduction
account of diluvion, to the ground, that the claim was barred

decree,

on
by

the rule of limitation.

A

special
209-10

appeal

was admitted

in this

case by

Mr.

J.

F. M

CASES
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July

Reid, on the 6th

1844, to try the point, whether

the rule of

‘249
1845.

limitation applied.
We are of opinion, that the rule of limitation has not been pro
perly applied in this case. Assuming, that an under-tenant has,
by the terms of his settlement,

a claim to a reduction of rent, on

account of diluvion, we think it would be a forced and unjust con
struction of the law of limitation, to require the under-tenant to
bring his suit within

it

12 years

The operation

menced.

is very slow

necessary,

and

gradual;

at ﬁrst,

slow

Sometimes,

therefore,

from the date when diluvion com

of diluvion is very uncertain. Sometimes
at other times it is equally rapid.

it is rapid

afterwards.

It

is absolutely

to allow some latitude to a tenant whose

lands have suffered from the action of the river, in ﬁxing the time
when he may think it proper, from the amount of loss sustained,
to bring an action
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entirely

ceased, no

years, that would
limitation

against his Zemeendar.

If after

claim for compensation
be a case,

we conceive,

were

diluvion had
for 12

made

in which the rule of

Over-ruling, then, the above ground for

would apply-

dismissing the suit, and observing

that the Judge did not inves

the other

tigate

re-admit

points, we return the case, that the Judge may
it on his ﬁle, and after making the necessary inquiries,

pass a suitable

The Judge will be careful in sifting the

decree.

Principal Sudder Ameen’s
of settlement between the

reasons for rejecting the alleged
Zemeendars and the Taloolcdar

terms

in 1171,

-—those reasons appearing to us any thing but satisfactory.
The
price of the stampt paper on which the appeal was written will be
returned to the appellant.

REMARKS.
This judgment, it will
though

delayed

beyond

be observed,

only rules that a claim al

twelve years,

diluvion the while proceed

ing, would not be barred.
The question remains whether the
abatement, if claimed for more than twelve years, would he allow
ed.

It

has already

been decided

that in an action for arrears of

rent for twenty years, the plaintiﬁ was entitled on proof to a de
cree for such period as was not barred by the law of limitations.
See the case of Radamohun Ghose Chowdree,
Mustofee

and others, 26th September

new edition,

versus Ram Chand

1844, reported at page 182,

page 215 of this volume.

210'11.

Musst.8ha.
ma b'wudery,
o. Mirza Ahs
mud Jan and
others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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SUMESHUR

PANDEE, KUTWAROO PANDEE, SOB
NATH CHOBEE, SUKRAJ CHOBEE, and HUNS

1845.

September

CHOBEE, (Defendants,) Appellants,

24.

Iversus

RAJAH GOPAL SURNH SINGH, on his demise, RAJAH
OODIT PURKAS SINGH, his son, (Plaintiff)
Respondent.
Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of ShaMbnd,
S. Alerander, May 20th, 1842, afﬁrming a decree qfthe

Special

Mr.

W.

Principal Sudder

Ameen, Mumwur

Ali,

passed November 16th,

1840.
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Messrs.

RATTRAY,

TUCKER,

and Bannow :—

TIlIS suit was instituted by plaintiff, on
To establish
a claim under to
recover from defendants
possession of
Regulation I.
1795, it is in
Pergunnah Chounsah ; the farmer of the
cumbentonthe
claimant
to being dead, and he (plaintiﬁ‘) having a right
prove his title
general proprietor of the Pergunnah.
as
villageze~
mindar of the

lands forming
the ground of
action.

the 28th April 1835,
Mouzah Gheoreea,

in

Mouzah (Sheoumber)
to what he claimsas

The statement of plaintiff was, to the eﬂ‘ect, that his ancestors

had been the original

proprietors of the whole

Pergunnah (of

Chounsah) from which they were driven by Rajah Bulwunt Singh;
that in 1189 Fuslee (1782,) they were restored by a :unnud from

Mr. Hastings, in favor of his progenitor Bhuggut Singh
to the present
ment

;

hour they receive

;

malikana from the

that up
Govern

that the village in question was let in farm, to Sheourn

her, in 1197 Fuslee ; that on his death in 1237 F., he (plaintiff)
a petition to the Collector, to have the settlement made

presented

with him, under the provisions of Clause
tion

I.

1795 3 that Sukraj

Chobee

5,

Section 3, Regulus

and others also applied, and

the Collector, without enquiring into his (plaintiff’s) rights, made
on
the ground of their names being
dufter ; that defendants had no docu
but that the Collector had pleaded for them that docu
ments,
ments could not have been preserved by them through such a
length of time ; but they assert possession in 1196 Fuslee, and

the settlement with them,

recorded

in the pareena

had they ever

possessed

any title-deeds, they would have

that the Collector states,

forthcoming;

pareena records, that defendants

from 1182

to

1196

on the authority of the

were in possession as

Fuslee; but

_these

records

signature, and are full of erasures and alterations
21 1-12

been

bear
3

Zemindars
no ofﬁcial

that the time

I

casss IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
too, is that of the forcible occupancy

stated,

if

Benares, whose grants,

Mya

251,

of the Rajah of

are invalid ; that the name of

made,

both before and after
1194, in the pareem papers, without the addition of “ Zemindar 5"
defendant’s

Chobee,

1845.

ancestor,

appears

S u m esh u r
Paudee
and
others, v. Ra

Sum
in 1806, (1213 Fuslee,) claims urged by Purkasht Pandee jah Gopal
Singh.
and Mohnn Chobee were rejected, because they had nothing to
produce in proof of a zemindaree right, and no appeal having been

that

preferred, that rejection was ﬁnal

;

1795, does not apply to defendant's
it,

plied

further,

and

July

previously to 1st

that Section I, Regulation

I.

case, as the Collector has ap

to Zemindars

has' reference

dispossessed

1775, (17th Assar 1182 Fuslee) ; that the

Collector admitted that his (plaintiff’s) ancestors held the Pergun
of Chounsah, “ umz'ndaree and rajgee,”—-why then does he

nah

refuse the settlement? that
.mnnud

of the

the Collector states the zemindaree

11th October 1781, to have been granted solely on

the urzee of Bhuggut

Singh,

who

styled

himself

“ the

old
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Zeminda'r of Pergunnah Chounsah,” but that was the custom of
the period, and he possessed papers. of an earlier date, granted
by competent persons, to prove his right ; that the Collector
states, that had he possessed zemindaree rights in virtue of those
documents, the settlement would have been made with him from
the ﬁrst,-—but this is refuted by Section 12, Regulation

11. 17 95;

that the Collector urges, that numerous villages have been settled
permanently and temporarily, and sales‘ public'and private made

with others,

ahd that decrees vha've'been passed

favor of many,

in

the Courts

in

any objection being urged by plaintiff's
family,—but‘ it is clear that the'settlement of 1197 Fuslee, did
not aﬁ‘ect proprietary rights, as'm'ay be seen by Section 26, Re
gulation

H.

without

1795, and his

(plaintifs)'family'were then deprived

of their rightful settlement only
not choose to admit'them

because the Rajah of Benares did

: this'wa's

afterwards revoked‘however ;

and he now claims to succeed, on‘thie death of the farmer, under
Clause 5, Section 3, Regulation
tiff’s

no

I.

1795.

answer to the above, observed, that the plain
claim to a general right to the whole Pergunnah, furnished

Defendants,
competency

inv

to him to institute a suit for possession

of a spe_

ciﬁc portion of it; that neither he nor his ancestors ever had any
such right; if they had, why had they so long abstained from
asserting it? many estates in the Ferguth had been perma
nently settled with‘otliers, as proprietors, and are daily being so
F

r

2
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1845.

Sumeshur
Pandee
others,

and
a. Ra~

jahGopalSurn
Singh.

Under
settled, without any claim being opposed by plaintiff.
law of limitation too, his claim is barred.
His sunnud does
confer any proprietary right.
in attendance

were

as a jagkeer,

What he states to have been grant

was not so.

ed as malikana,

the
not

Bhuggut Singh and

J uggut Singh

on Mr. Hastings, and the grant was for pay,

as may

be shewn

by the mnnuds of 11th October

and 16th September 1785, and by various papers ﬁled

1781

by

T he parema d-ufter was formed from accounts
plaintiff himself.
furnished by the canoongoes, under orders from the Board of
Commissioners

if

and

;

not attested, its documents are still

held

in great repute, and are constantly referred to in the Courts, Col
lectorates,

which now appear,

those
ﬁed

Originally there were no erasures or alterations:

dzc.

defendants
farmers,

were
ryots,

to plaintiff, who falsi

is

of no consequence; it is essential

year of settlement.
plaintiff,

only in

:

they were struck off

ﬁle in default on their (defendants’) part, which default
from their subsequent knowledge, that the claim they had
during the life-time of the farmer.

was not tenable
and

II.

of 1795,

were more in their favor,

than plaintiff's, as shewn by
was

ﬁled.

a decree

have

;

if

while,

made

as village-zemindars,

of the Sudder Court which

plaintiff's

claim were good, he should

altogether unworthy of credit, and there is no saying whence
come.

The plaintiff states, that the Rajah of Benares

Singh)

prevented

this is not credible

pears,

:

because

that, where

The

to by plaintiff, of 1091 and 1112 Fuslee,

the

by

in numer

had the settlement of every estate in the Pergumuih.

accounts referred

tiﬁ‘s uncle,

the

arose

When the settlements of 1202 Fuslee, were made

instances

by

Regulations I.‘

the Resident, the village-zemindars were acknowledged
ous

the

The decrees of the Mirzapore Court ﬁled

of no service to his cause

are

so that

to appear as gomaskteks of plaintiff, or as
Their names not appearing in the accounts

made
die.

of every year,
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may be ascribed

column containing the names of the Zemindars,

the

are

they

(Muheeput

settlement with him in 1197 and 1202:

other Pergunnahs were settled for with plain
he

had purchased them; and hence it

there were village-zemindars, their claim

ap
to a

settlement was paramount.

Plaintiff

added,

in reply, that the question to be determined,

was, which of the two, defendants

right in this particular village

: he

or himself, had the proprietary
claimed nothing further.

rest was explanatory of documents
213-14:

before noted,

or of facts

The
and
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circumstances which will be found adverted to in the appeal pro
ceedings of the Sudder Court.

The Principal
tary right

had

Sudder Ameen was of opinion, that no proprie
been

could

dependence

be

he deemed the evidence

sive in favor of his claim.

On the other

by plaintiff to be conclu

adduced

As furnishing proof of plaintiff’s right,

he adverted to a former decree, passed in his own Court on the 26th

February 1838, disposing of the very question before him, when
no such pretensions at those now urged, were advanced by defen
dants ,' and cited the following documents as additional ground
for the judgment which he considered

A perwannah of Mr. Hastings,

the case to call for, viz.
11th October 1781

dated

A proceeding of the Council, dated 11th April 1788 3
A proceeding of the Resident of Benares, dated 27th July

:

;

1791 ;
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and

A letter of Mr. Jonathan Duncan (the Resident,)

dated 16th

February 1788.
These were
such

that

to shew, that plaintiff’s family had origi
right to the entire Pergunnah of Chounsah ;

deemed

a proprietary

nally

right was acknowledged,

and possession held under it,

till Rajah Bulwunt Singh expelled them
stored

5

that possession was re

to them in the person of Bhuggut Singh, plaintiff’s pater

nal ancestor 5 and that as his descendant,

and heir to the proper

enjoyed by him, plaintiH’s title is clear, and must be upheld

ty

under Clauses 5 and 6, Section 3, Regulation

A

was

decree

appeal

I.

of 1795

passed in favor of plaintiff accordingly : and, in

to the Judge, the same was aﬂirmed, upon the same evi

dence as had induced the ﬁrst decision.

A special

appeal

was

then applied for; and admitted by the

Sudder Court with reference to a judgment passed in 1803,in the
case

of Rajah Pirtee Put, appellant, versus Sheonath and others,

respondents

;

in which on the 19th October, that year, it was de

termined that, in claims of this nature, the particular local pro
prietary right must be established,—-the

raj right, or that of lord

paramount of the Pergunnah, being insufﬁcient to uphold a claim
to actual possession

The

Court

of the soil.

observe,

S u m es h u r
Pandee
and
others, 0. Ra

established by defendants ; inasmuch as no
jshGopalSurn
placed on the documents which they had
Singh.

produced or referred to, in proof of such right.
hand,

1845.

that

plaintiff

claims the estate of Ghee
214
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1845.

——
S u m esh u r
Pandee
and
others, '0. Ra~
inh Gopal Surn
Singh.

with reference to a perwannah granted by Mr.

principally

reeah,

Hastings to his (plaintiff's) ancestor,
1781, and to certain proceedings

Bhuggut Singh, in the year

of the then Government, which,

as he asserts, recognised

his claim by awarding to him ‘malikana,’

which he still receives.

He

ﬁles a decision

of the Sudder Dewan

of the 6th January 1829, by which the plaintiff

ny Adawlut

the suit was declared to have the right of settlement
case;

present

and another decision

ed in the Sudder Court, December

those of the

of the lower Courts, aﬂirm

26th, 1836, in which the plain

a settlement of a' village in Pergunnah

tiﬁ’ obtained
under

in a village

Kuntit, under circumstances similar to

in Pergzmnah

a; deed

in

Chounsah,

of gift from Rajah Bhuggut Singh, from which

he

would infer the latter, his ancestor, to have possessed-a proprie~
tary right to the whole Pergunnah.
the Court ﬁnd, that

thequjah, styling himselfmalik of Pergunnah
the existence

of other village-zemindars

the said Pergunnah, to one of whom

he makes a grant of a vil

Chounsah, acknowledges
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in

On examination of this deed,

lage

which had always been in his (the anah’s) possession as a
3 thereby clearly drawing a distinction between

village-zemindar

his rights as malik of Pergunnah Chounsah,
village-zemindar of the Pergunnah.

The perwannak

granted to

founded on a representation from

Singh is evidently

Bhuggut

and his rights as

Bhuggut Singh, himself, to Mr. Hastings, in which he asserts that
Chounsah is his hereditary zemindaree, from which he

Pergunmh

has been ousted by Rajah Bulwunt Singh.

Upon this, Mr. Hast

ings directs that he be reinstated in the Pergunnah.
to the

of the Government alluded to by plaintiff,

proceedings

which have

been

On reference

furnished through the Secretary’s

ofﬁce at the

request of the Court, the Court ﬁnd that Bhuggut Singh did not
retain his possession

beyond a few weeks ; the Rajah of Benares

refusing to recognise
pecuniary compensation
of 11,000

rupees

These

period.

Mr.

him.

Hastings

then ordered that a

should be allowed to him, to the extent

per annum

proceedings

;

which was duly paid for

a

certain

subsequently came under the revision

of the Government, by whom they were referred to the Home
Authorities, as infringing on the rights of the Rajah of Benares
recommendation
services
allowance

accompanied

the reference,

of Bhuggut Singh, and in difference

I a

that, adverting to the
to Mr. Hastings, an

of 500 rupees per mensem should be paid to the former

by Government in lieu of that which, in point of fact, was paid by
214-1 5
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to him by the Resi

dent, with whom rested the control of his affairs.

It

has already been ruled by the Court, in a case decided by
in 1803, (the case with refer

Harington and Colebrooke

Messrs.

1845.

--—_
S u m sshur
Pandee
and
others, 0. Rib

jahGopalSurn
ence to which this appeal was admitted,) that to establish a claim
Singh.
under the law (Regulation I. 1795,) it was incumbent on the

claimant to prove his title as village-zemindar of the lands form
ing the ground of action
possession

;

all pretensions based merely on the

of the dignity of lord paramount of the Pergunnah, be

ing inadmissible.

Another decision

however,

by Messrs.

passed

Sealy and Turnbull in 1829, is opposed to the principle laid down
in the former.
ginal precedent
lation

II.

In the present instance, the Court follow the ori
3 deeming it (with reference to Section 12, Regu

1795,) more in conformity with the law, and decidedly

equitable towards those whose rights and interests are de

more

pendent on their construction of it.
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In

the case before them, the respondent

(plaintiff) has nothing

to adduce beyond his pretensions as lord paramount of the Per
gunnah of Chounsah : the Court therefore reject his claim, found
ed on such

pretensions,

with costs

to the village of Gheoreeah,

payable by him in the three Courts.

HENRY CHRISTIAN,

1845.

(Defendant,) Appellant,

versus

JAMES PARKER, (Plaintiff)

19.

November

Respondent.

Special Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen of
Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, passed February 28:], 1844, aﬁrmz'ng
a

decree

passed by the Sudder Ameen, Sulamut

12m, 1843.

Mr. Bursar

THIS

:

Ali

Khan, May

-

suit was instituted by respondent,

on the 6th May 1842,

to recover from appellant the sum of Company’s rupees 570-11,
the value of certain hides and horns, with reference to the fol
lowing facts and circumstances :—

Anactprov

ed in a Crimi‘

nsl Court be
ing made the
of a
ground
action,
civil
evidence

oﬁ'er

servants had charged appellant and his servants, ed in its dis~
proof cannot
before the Magistrate, with having carried away from their mas
Ptespondent’s

by
theCivilCourt.

be- refused

ter’s factory, by force, 200 hides,

150 horns, 25 maunds of kharee

nimuk, (sulphate of soda,) 10 buffaloes,
cused

denied

the charge;

and 50 rupees.

The

ac

but the Magistrate, deeming the vio
215-16
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to be proved,

lence

1845.

ﬁnal

Henry Chris—
tian, v. James
Parker.

charge

punished them, without any recorded refer

At

the amount of property taken.

ence to

the conclusion of his

order disposing of the case, he says, ‘let the hides under
of the Court be given to the prosecutor (respondent) on

his receipt, and let him be informed that, if he has any claim for
the remaining hides and horns, he may sue for them in the Civil
Court.’

Upon this, the present suit was instituted for the whole

of the items above enumerated.

Appellant opposed the claim,

praying to be permitted to call witnesses in disproof of it
ing,

at the same time, lthat respondent

back

some

of the hides from the Criminal Court, but had never
for the entire number (200) originally

sued

theless

; plead

had evidently received
stated to

have been taken from him.

The Sudder Ameen would not allow appellant’s witnesses
on the ground that a negative

summoned,

tablished

adjudging to respondent

could not thus be
the

es

value of the 200

to appellant the right to sue, should he see ﬁt,

reserved

hides,
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and,

;

to be

for the refund of the amount of as many as should be then proved
to have been restored by the Magistrate.
The Sudder Ameen’s
Principal

'deeree

Sudder Ameen

;

was

afﬁrmed,

the latter observing,

in appeal, by the
that, the aggres

sion having been proved in the Criminal Court, appellant could
not legally claim a right to have his witnesses called and ex
amined

in the Civil Court.

The above

decision

appearing to the Court to be both unjust

and illegal, the special appeal preferred against it was admitted,
and the case has now come regularly on for revisal.

With

refer

which the Court deem

to those points in the proceedings
objectionable, viz., the refusal to summon appellant’s witnesses;
the award of the value of the entire number of hides in the face
ence

of a judicial record of a portion having been restored; and the
'

or

der compelling appellant to bring a fresh action to recover the
value of those so restored ; the Court hereby direct, that the de
cision passed and now appealed from, be annulled and of no effect;
and that the case be returned, to be retried upon its merits, with a
due

observance,

Courts.

216-17
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257

and others, (Defendants,) Appellants,

.

versus

BABOO GOPAL

1845.

December

LAL THAKOOR,

(Plaintiﬂ',)

3.

Respondent.

Regular Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah Backergunge, Rae Chunder Seekur Ohwdhree.
Messrs.

THE

REID, DICK, and

J acxson

:—

The rule of
limitation does
purchase at auction sale for arrears of revenue, of 14! aunas of the not apply to a
suit for an ad~
which the talook in question is situated, sued to justment
zumeendareein
of
have it declared invalid, and his right admitted to re.let the lands rents.

The defendants,

anew.

in virtue of being the Zumeendar, by

respondent,

plaintiﬂ',

appellants, pleaded the right of istemrar
not liable to enhancement

or talookdars dependant,

dare,

of rent,

and also pleaded lapse of time as a bar to the suit.

Several under-tenants
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tenures, denominated
Principal
decreed

tenable,
a

make

new

howaladara,

likewise appeared, and opposed

claims to immunity.

their respective
The

of the Talookdars, on alleged permanent

I

Sudder Ameen, deeming the defence set up un
the taloak invalid, and the right of plaintiff to

settlement,

the right of Chundee

and he declared

Pershad Chuckerbuttee, who had purchased
manent tenures, from the defendants,

his hawalas, or per

some months after this suit

had been instituted, invalid, and liable to assessment anew.
The

defendants

appealed

to this Court, as did Chundee

Pur

_shad, in a special case.

Messrs. REID and

J sensor:

:—

The decision of this case was postponed by Messrs. Reid, Dick,
and

Gordon, at a previous sitting, to consider the question whe

the claim of the Zumeendar to assess the tenure of the de
fendants was barred by the fact of his not having brought his

ther

action within 12 years ; and the case was brought on again this
day.

After
assess,

mature
being

deliberation, we are of opinion that the claim to

a perpetually recurring cause of action,

cannot be

barred by the lapse of time, and that therefore the plaintiff was
justiﬁed in bringing this action.

In

regard to the claim of the defendants

a talook

on

a ﬁxed rent,

to hold their tenure as

we concur with the Principal Sudder

Ameen in thinking that the evidence adduced by them is insufﬁ
o

G

217-18
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1845.

_____

cient to bear

out their assertion

ever

been made to them.

Meertinjay

to interfere

We see no reason
Shah 8: others,
dismiss
1:.Baboo Gopal consequently
Lal Thakoor.

that any such grant had

with the settlement made,'and

the appeal, and conﬁrm the decision of the
The costs on the appeal are charged to

Principal Sudder Ameen.
the appellants.
Mr. DICK :—

I

hold that the

law of limitation does apply, as a bar to this

suit, which is a claim not merely to assess land liable to variable
Un
talook.

rent, but to cancel a ﬁxed rent tenure, a dependant

VIII.

der Section 49, Regulation
described

reedars)

istemrardars,

1793,

more than 12 years at a ﬁxed rent, are not liable

a

within

to be assessed

certain period,

has been

a

if

The principle of the law of limitation

fundamentally, that

it

is,

with any increase.
prescription

(mookurru

in Section 19, who have held their lands for
and of

right he not preferred

alienated,

and

foregone.

which has been subjected

from the date the claim
3,

Section

In

to payment within 12 years

preferred,

Regulation

only two exceptions

not one.

Regulation

can be heard; and in jus

of the proposition must hold good.

tice, the converse
Clause

Section

from the payment

Il.

1805, the legislature has en

this country, the elements

of destruction of docu

mentary proof are constant and numerous,

a

proof of having possessed the tenure at

the law

and therefore

of limitation should be strictly enforced here,
previous to the decennial

Under

to the law of limitation, and this

if

revenue,

acted

Clause

he

the present
of

Under

2,

elapsed.

In

it,

he

if

has foregone his right,

1793, no claim to hold land exempt

is

XIX-

A

who stands exactly in the place

settlement,

permit 12 years to elapse without preferring
case 25 years

fortien', the

is

successor of that Zumeendar,
stood in at the decennial

and lost.

was foregone

2,

it

settlement, avail himself of his right to challenge the

decennial

title of the ietmrardar,

4,

any where.

ﬁxed jumma

The

12 years

would have been easy, and
been preferred when
equitably required, had the claim to annul

it

settlement,

the law was enacted, and as the legislature doubtless

next to
218-19

the validity or otherwise

of the tenure.

miracle to have them to produce,

Now,
after

would

lapse

of

established

12

have been at hand, and would at once have

it

years would naturally
be

contemplat

The pottah and receipts of rent paid during the previous

a

ed.

a
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then the Zumeendar did not, within 12 years from the time of the
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and

50 years,

nearly

if

in equity, that

add,

I may

unjust to expect it.

most

259
further

1845.

the law be not applied to such claim, a
&

Meertinjay
Zumeendar has every inducement to hold back, until the land is
Shah
others,
brought into the highest state of cultivation, and then to pounce v.3aboo Gopal
Lal Thakoor.
upon it, when the holder of the tenure is least able to oppose his

of the labor and expenditure of gene

claim 3 and thus be deprived

In

rations!
sold

an auction~purchaser

like manner,

of revenue,

for arrears

of a zumeendaree

cannot enhance the rent of tenures

which have not been, and may not be proved liable to increase of
Under Section 51, Regulation VIII. 1793, he has
right to increase the rent of the tenure “ on proving that he

assessment.
the

is entitled

to enhance

by a special custom, or by the conditions

of the tenure, or by the holder having received abatements
The onus probandi, therefore,

jamma.”

of the

clearly rests on him.

Again, the right of the original proprietor is preserved to him by
Regulation XI. 1822.

The original proprietor had this right.

allowed

period
locmn

tenens,

by law,

3 so the auction-purchaser,

presumption in favor of the

a stronger

Talookdar, or under-tenant, from his right not having been
tioned

ques~

during so long a period, and in equity from his means of

defending his right becoming

daily more and more diminished.

If

A correct
the

his

with much greater justice, inasmuch as every sue

period creates

ceeding

it

he lost

If

to enforce his right within the

original proprietor neglected

decision in this case is of the utmost importance.
law of limitation of 12 years does not apply to claims of Zu.

to resume

meendars

or enhance,

neither can the limitation of

so

60 years apply to Government claims to resume.
2, Section

2, Regulation

II.

But by Clause

1805, no claim of Government, whe~

the: for the assessment of land held exempt from the public reve~
nue,
e., to resume land not paying revenue, or for the recovery
i.,

such

construction of the law, being

a

quently

a

of arrears, or for any public right whatever can be heard, beyond
the period of 60 years from and after the cause of action—conse
palpable contra

diction, must be erroneous.

.

are

deeds of sale and purchase

of

a

it

I

\Vith respect to the validity of the tenure, think excellent
and suﬂicient proof to substantiate
has been produced.
There
portion of the tenure bearing

c

title of evidence,

nay, not evena surmise,
2

not

G

There

a

!

date 1222 B. E. or 1815 A. D. These incontestably prove the
existence of the tenure at and before that time, 30 years ago
is
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that
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1345,

the tenure was created between that time and the decennial set
tlement.

Meertinjay

Lal

Thakoor.

But there are deeds, a marriage

settlement, and one of

allotment of property, in which the tenure is evidently mentioned,
and which prove its existence in 1178, B.
The marriage set

E.

tlement is open to no suspicion, having been ﬁled in a Court of
law for another purpose,
ceive,

the

so

appellants have proved

upwards of 70 years

I

Thus,

I con

the existence of their tenure

ago, in a manner

by a purely fortuitous;
evidence.

far back as 1812, A, D.

few can ever hope to do,

though most unexceptionable piece of

would therefore

decree

the appeal and reverse the

of the lower Court.

decision

REMARKS.
main question

The

at issue in the above case having been re

ferred for the consideration of the Court at large, the following
are

the

opinions which were recorded

on

it by

Messrs.

Gordon,
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Tucker, and Rattray.
is, whethera

Mr. Gordon-—“ The question for consideration,
suit brought by the purchaser of an estate, at
revenue,
purchase,

a sale

for arrearsof

and after the expiration of 12 years from the date of his

to assess the lands of an under-tenant, at full rates, is

barred by the rule of limitation alone, without reference to any
proof of right which the under-tenant may set forth, to hold the
'2 By Section 29 of Regulation XI. of 1822,

lands at a ﬁxed rent

an auction-purchaser acquires all the rights which were possessed
by the person,

If

then,

can

do,

with whom the original settlement

we would know, what,
we must ascertain,

was included.

in the case supposed, the former

what were the powers of the latter.
to the rents of under

The provisions of the law, which relate
tenures,

VIII.

are

in Sections

contained

of 1793.

48, 49 and 51 of Regulation

The ﬁrst of these Sections enjoins the Zumecndar

to enter into a settlement

with his under-tenants,

they are called, at full, or progressive

rents.

or Talookdar:

the conditions

upon

which the Talookdar is entitled to hold

lands at

rent.

-

a ﬁxed

as

Section 49 lays down

Those conditions are two.

An

the

increase of

rent cannot be imposed, if 'the Taloolcdar shall have held the lands
at a ﬁxed rent for 12 years, or for a shorter period than 12 years,

if

the Zumeendar

the rent.

Section

shall have entered into a contract not to increase
51 refers

to a class of tenures, the rent of which

cannot be increased, except under particular circumstances,
220

'

which

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
good deal of discussion has arisen concerning

nor can it mean a tenure

in full cultivation,

but one the lands of which are assessed at a
rate of rent greatly below that prevailing then in the Pergunnah.
Under either of these meanings, Sections 48 and 49 would be ab
solutely useless. The true construction, as it seems to me, of this
is, that the rent of a tenure in

Section,

full cultivation,

and assess

ed at the ordinary rate of rent then prevailing in the neighbour
hood," cannot be increased,

except under the circumstances

enu

This being the state of the law, with res
in the Section.
to under-tenures, at the time of the decennial settlement, let

merated
pect

us suppose A, a Zumeendqr,

brings a suit against B, a Taloolcdar,

his rent, though more than 12 years had elapsed from

to increase

In

it

such a case, what would

be necessary

for B to prove to be exempted from an enhancement

rent?

could prove that his tenure was of the kind describ

If he

of

ed under Section 49 as above noticed, A’s suit would be proper

ly dismissed. But if B could not
kind,

it

tenure existed

it

prove that his tenure was of that

would be incumbent on him,

was of the nature of those described

It

by me.

I conceive,

to show, that the

at the date of'the decennial settlement,

that

and

in Section 51, as explained

would not be enough that he should prove, that for

years he had not paid more than a certain rent ; for the for
bearance of the Zumeendar, for the past, to assess newly cultivat
12

ed

land, or his assessment of cultivated land at an inadequate

rent could not be a bar to his claim to assess at full rates for the
future, unless he had come under a contract hot to assess at full

This

rates.

view is supported by the precedent

Marcar, versus Ram Lochun Ghose, in volume

of Khaja N eekoos

III.

of the printed

It follows, that the
new edition, page 295.
suit alluded to at the commencement of these remarks cannot be
Reports,

dismissed,

page

221,

solely

on the ground of the auction-purchaser having

delayed for more than 12 years to institute the suit."
Mr. Tucker.—-“I concur with Mr. Gordon that a suit of this

XI.

on the law of limitations
1822, would be a mere

the value of landed property.
by the law of 1793,.that

tected

if

enhance

If the
it

nature cannot be dismissed
Section 29, Regulation

is,
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the date of the decennial settlement.

alone.

If so,

deception to

tenure be not pro

were not held at a ﬁxed
220-21

M eertin ay
Shah
others,
11.Baboo anal
Lal 'l‘hakoor.

j

cannot, in my opinion, refer to a tenure, only part of the lands of
which has heed brought into cultivation;

1845.

It

of the tenure that is mentioned in this Section.

the nature

t:

A

are enumerated.

261
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202
1845.

___..._
Meertinjay
Shah & others,
v. Babou anal
Lal 'l‘hakoor.

rent for more than 12 years previous to the permanent settlement
under Section 49, Regulation VIII., or, if it be not protected by
Clause

1

of Section 51, it is subject, at any time the Zumeenda-r
to assessment at the Pergunnah rates.

please to make the demand,

This is clearly laid down in Section
regard to purchasers

at public sale.

5,

Regulation

1793, in

Mr. Dick seems to lay stress

on the plaintiff, a purchaser at public

sale made

for arrears

of

having allowed 20 years to elapse before
in every case for a

Government revenue,

But it is not necessary

bringing the suit.

He has the rights of

purchaser to rest on his privileges as such.
an ordinary Zumeendar
as his special

XLIV.

by descent, or, private purchase,

privileges as auction-purchaser

it

3 and

as well
en

depends

tirely on the nature of the tenure he wishes to re-assess, whether
That will be necessary
he should plead those privileges or not.
only when the tenure may be held on such terms that, but for his
being an auction-purchaser, he could not touch it. I think Mr.
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Dick

has not correctly applied the rule laid down in Section 49.
That Section, as well as Section 5], relates to talooks then in exis

tence; and whenever the rights of Zumeendars

or Talookdars in

regard to such talooks may be matter of dispute, the question will
be disposed of under the rules contained in those Sections respec

I

tively—and

repeat, that,

if a

tenure be found to be such as the

of the time being might have

Zumeendar

you make

re-assessed,

Section 29, Regulation XI. 1822, an impudent deception, if you
bar the auction-purchaser’s right to do so now, merely under the
law of limitations.

The rent of land, liable by the tenure under

which it is held to a variable assessment,

it

is an annually recurring

if

I

cause

of action

house

from month to month, and the proprietor allow me to con
to do so for twelve years, he cannot enhance the monthly

tinue
rent.

If

the

hancement,

;

and

nature

that

rent a

of the holding do not protect it from

en

no length of time can convey that which does not be

long to it.”
Mr.

may as fairly be argued,

Rattray.—“

I

have

only these minutes before me

,- and

they do not show on what tenure the occupant of the land holds
possession ; and

his rights are.

without knowing

I presume

this, it is difﬁcult to say

he was found in possession

purchaser at the time of sale, 20 years ago,—-and
ed to remain so since, undisturbed
enhancement
221-22

of what

he

till this

paid before.

what
sale

has been alloW

demand

But

by the

was made for

he must have had a

CASES
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pottak, or a. something from the former malik

ly stated

terms,

;

and

those terms must be abided by.

what Mr. Dick states, that he was considered

if this

express—

I gather from

a molrurrurreedar

263

_—
1845

Meertinjay

at a ﬁxed rent.
really so, I should say, nothing could touch flgﬁbffghjgji
him (independently of the law of limitation); but if he stands L51 Thaw"

If

only on his

possess-ion
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he is not protected

for 20 years, and has nothing to show else,

against the demand now made against him.”

N)N)La
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ISSURCHUNDER GHOSE,

1846.

Appellant,

11078158

January 1 6.

NIL KUMMUL PAL CHOWDREE

and

others,

Respondents.

J

THIS was a suit instituted by the appellant in Zillah essore,
Difference as
to some of the
for possession of turf Omedpore, and recovery of mesne proﬁts
reasons of the
of a during the period of dispossession, and decided by the Principal
decree
Court,
lower
while there is Sudder Ameen of that district.
as
agreement
to others, does
not constitute
the difference
‘
of judgment,
which requires
the s i n g l 9
u d g e thus
partially dif
fering, to refer
the
case for
the decision of

J
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a

full

under
1843

The plaint set forth that the estate was the property of Rajah
Mohesh Chunder, unde'r mortgage to plaintiff“, who had obtained
upon the mortgage

a decree,

11.

Nil Kummul

the respondent

from the Supreme

Court in
;

and that

Pal subsequently, in collusion with

the Rajah, got another decree in the Supreme
property under another deed of mortgage,

Court possession.

Act

bond,

Calcutta, and also possession following upon‘the decree

Court for the

same

and endeavoured

to get

This brought the matter under the cognizance

of the

Magistrate, who held proceedings

under Regulation

XV.

1824,

and maintained the plaintiff in possession, under an order which
in appeal

was conﬁrmed

dant

;

Nil Kummul Pal

but for the reversal of which the
instituted

an

defen

action in the Provincial

Court of Appeal, transferred, on the abolition of that Court, to the
Zillah

Court. After this, a third party, named Madhooram, ob
tained a decree against the Rajah for 3,055 rupees, and procured

the sale of the estate in satisfaction of the debt; but the sale was
on payment of the amount of Madhooram’s

reversed
defendant
estate,

Nil

Kummul,

as trustee,

Nil

a.

decree by the

possession

of the

Court, thus ousting the plaintiff.

Kummul Pal was nonsuited

sues for recovery,

which bears

then obtained

on giving security, pending the suit instituted

by himself in the Zillah
action of

who

; and

The

the plaintiff now

resting his title on the decree in his favour,

prior date to any ground of action or claim which

can be urged by the defendants.

The

defendant

Nil

Kummul Chowdree

tained a decree in the Supreme

stated that he had ob

Court under a mortgage‘bond,

as

stated by the plaintiff, but that, having failed to obtain possession

in

consequence

of the proceedings

of the Magistrate under Regu

lation XV. 1824, he had brought an action under Regulation IV.
1793, in the Provincial Court of Appeal for the division of Calcutta,

with a view
223
..

f

the reversal of the order of the Criminal
of procuring

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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which, on abolition of the Provincial Court, was transferred

Court,

The Zillah Judge uonsuited the action on

Zillah Court.

to the

Court had decided on the matter,

that, as the Supreme

the ground

it was not competent
on ;

265

that consequently

Kummul

Chowdree.

was now equally beyond the competency

of the present action.

by the rule of limitation ; and that, although the sale of the estate
made

in satisfaction

aside,

yet it must be considered

do

so;

against the right

as conclusive

that decree, and of securing possession,

due on
to

of the decree of Madhooram had been set

plaintiff, who had the option of paying the amount

of the present

whereas

but had neglected

had actually paid the amount

the defendant

possession accordingly.

of the decree, and obtained

The Principal Sudder Aneen dismissed the claim on the follow

:—
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ing grounds

First, That the plaintiﬁ

did not pay the amount due under

decree, and the sale is therefore

Madhooram’s

a bar to his claim ;

Secondly, That from the date of sale under that decree, more
than 12 years had elapsed before this suit was brought ; and

That

Thirdly,

the

Court was not competent

matters connected with the execution

to decide upon

of the decrees of theSupreme

Court, upon which the claims of both parties were based.
From

the

foregoing

judgment

the plaintiff appealed

to the

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

0n

the 16th January 1846, the appeal was heard by the Court,

present Mr. Jackson, who pronounced

judgment in the following

terms :—
“ The order

1834 by the Zillah Judge,

passed on the 16th

July

on the claim of

Nil

Issurchunder’s

decree in the Supreme

Nil Kummul

Kummul

Pal, still

to both claimants
and the

Supreme

Pal, was to this effect that, although

as the estate

Court was prior to that of

would have been totally lost

Nil Kummul
Nil Kummul, is

had not

decree of Madhooram,

he,

Court

will

decide

paid the amount of the
to remain in possession;

regarding the

conﬂicting

claims under the two decrees of that Court,—the Zillah Court
being nnacquainted with the
such

cases.

practice

The claim therefore

order of nonsuit was passed.
claim is precisely

Issurchunder
Ghose, 1:. Nil

it

further alleged that the plaintiff's claim was barred

The defendant

1846.

to the Mofussil Courts to adjudicate there

Mofussil Courts to make cognizance

of the

_—

of the Supreme Court in

was not adjudicated;

This order

was ﬁnal.

but an

The present

of a similar nature, and cannot on the same
H H

223-24

Pal
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1846-

u'i-

Inumbunde,
cmmdﬁg,

be entertained

grounds,

the present

possession,

though therefore

;

but further than this, the former deci

that the present defendant

sion having declared

I

_-__

is to remain in

Al

claim to oust him must be dismissed.

by

266

do not agree in all the grounds assigned

the Principal Sudder Ameen,

his order appears to me correct ,the
The

sale having been set aside,

is

ﬁrst and second reasons assigned appear to me erroneous.
no bar to plaintiff’s

claim;

and the

have

recorded,

above

I

but on the grounds

I

likewise no bar

;

only, and on security,

is

possession of defendant, even for above 12 years, being conditional
to interfere with the order

see no reason

passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen.”

1846.

SHEEBNATH DUTT, HURNATH DUTT,
DUTT, Appellants,

BISHENNATH

11678118

HEERALAL BIRJBASEE, BEN EE MADHUB CH UCKER
BUTTY, and RAM N URAYN RAI, Respondents.
Heldthatthe

THE

131,121,332:

mokunt

appellants, putneeda'rs of taloolc Kendowlee, in

Ferguan

.

a

instituted this suit in Zillah Beerbhoom to recover
0:56: Sainpuharee,
Pomssim 0' =- possession of
male, or fair, held in the village of Kendowlee for
mile or fair, at
.
_
ten
in
the
month of P005 of each year, from Heeralal Bu]
days
13 yam,- Pro.
d‘m’ 1“ “118‘ bases, mohunt or superintendent of the temple or place of assem
The
cessary.
plaintiff may blage of the idol Jye Deb Thakoor, from which they alleged the
had dispossessed

them in 1240 B. S., levying from the

the rent of the
their suit at 10 years’
shops,—laying
of the land on which the fair is held, or 4,001 rupees.

shop-keepers
produce

They associated

with

the mohunt, as defendants,

Benee Madhub

Chuckerbutty and Ram Nurayn Rai, putneedara of Teekabeyta,
on the plea that they advised the mohunt to dispossess them.
Heeralal Birjbasee claimed to collect the rents under sunnud:
former Rajah of Burdwan, the Zumecndar

and also from the putneedars

in virtue of

a

granted by
gunnah,

of the Far

purchase from

whom the plaintiffs became putneedars.

by Mahomed Faik, the

July

1838

but, having

to the ﬁle by order of the Judge, who directed

to decide the case on its merits,

that

was again dismissed

by

been restored
oﬁicer

for informality

Sudder Ameen, on the 30th

3

The suit was dismissed
Principal

it

ed,

a
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January 21.

and

him on the 30th November 1839, on similar grounds, permission
224-25
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to the plaintiffs to institute a new suit, accurately

given

the land, and laying their suit at 18 years’ produce.

deﬁning

A regular

appeal having been admitted by the Judge,

of opinion that the

sunnud

J. H.

He was

granted by Rajah Tiloke Chund to

Birjbassee, former mohunt,

Radha Rumun

Mr.

to decide the suit on its merits.

he proceeded

D’Oyly,

on

the 4th Aghun

B. S., and a conﬁrmatory sunnud, dated 3rd Kartic 1171

1161

and that these deeds, and other

B. S., were satisfactorily proved,

oral and

evidence,

documentary,

blished the right of that person

produced

by the mohunt, esta

to the rent leviable from the shops

in the fair, and that the plaintiffs had totally failed in proving
their right to levy any rents thereon.
1841, dismissed

September

A
the
case

He therefore, on the 1st

the plaintiﬁ's' claim with costs.

special appeal in this Court was applied for, and granted on
9th March 1842 by Messrs. Tucker and Reid, because the
one of novelty, and

was

because

the Judge had appeared
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rather to have gone beyond his authority in declaring the right of
the defendant,

instead

of merely dismissing the plaintiﬁ's’

claim.

The case came on before Mr. Barlow, who, on the 19th Sep
tember

1842

proposed

to nonsuit the plaintiﬂ's'

claim, on the

ground of informality, inasmuch as they had not properly describ
ed the boundaries
and

when

of the land on which the mela, or fair, was held,

and in what manner they had been dispossessed

;

and

because they had not laid their suit at 18 years’ produce.

Mr. E. Lee Warner, on the 29th November 1842, thought that
plaintiff

the

ought to be nonsuited; but did not think the suit

should be laid at 18 years’ produce.
The

case next came on before Mr. Reid, who, being of opinion

that the plaintiff, in a case like the present, should be allowed to
lay his action at the amount in which he considered
endamaged,

and that there was no necessity

himself to be

to describe the boun

daries of the land on which the fair was held, as it might vary
every year, directed that it should be laid before a full Court.
The
Messrs.

1846.

suit was accordingly brought before a full Court, (present
Reid, Dick, and
ackson,) who recorded judgment as

J

follows :—

“

The Court concur with Mr. Reid in the opinion that the suit
should not be nonsuited, and that it was properly instituted at
the estimated value of the interest claimed.
'In regard to the
merits of the case, the Court entirely concur with the Zillah
n n 2
2-5-26

Sheebnath
Dutt & others,
Hear»
vem'u
lal Birjbasee
and others.
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_—
1846.

Sheebnath

Dutt 8: others,

verm

Heera

lal

Birjbasee
and others.

Judge.

As it is

by the documents

proved

that the right of

levying the shop rents in the mela claimed by the plaintiffs,
the decennial

long before

of the temple

settlement, been vested in the

in question, the Court

see no reason

has,

mohunt

to interfere

with the order of the Zillah Judge, and dismiss the appeal with
costs."

__

ISSURCHUNDER

1846.

SURMA, Appellant,

versus

February 7,

DEBBEA,

BEEMOOLLA

Respondent.

THIS was an action instituted, in Zillah Rungpore, by the
Heldthatthe
of the
respondent, against the appellant and others, to set aside a farm
plaintiﬁ to re
ply to the an~ ing lease of a fractional portion of kismut Hurreedebpore and
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failure

gwer of one de
fendant, with

other lands, and to recover

in the prescrib

wrongful dispossession.

ed time, while
the case was
p r o c eedin g
without neg»
lect or default
in regard to
o t h er defen~
dants, doesnot
constitute the

neglect involv
ing dismissal
of the action
Act
u n der
XXIX. 1841.

succeeded

son,

proﬁts during the period of

The plaint

set forth that plaintiff had

to the entire estate of her husband Sudaseo Chowdree
under the proper legal sanctions and

on his death, and,
monies,

mesne

cere

had adopted the appellant, Issurchunder Surma, as her

whom

she

also

appointed her mookhtar,

evil advisers,

repeatedly made endeavours

property and to obtain possession of

for the

Issurchunder inﬂuenced by

of her property—that

management

or agent,

to eject her from her

it for himself —that

at length

they came to an adjustment of their disputes by a division of the
property into fractional portions, the plaintiff retaining a moiety
of some estates and a fourth share of others—that notwithstanding
this, some of the relations and dependents
ed the collection

of Issurchunder resist

of the rents from the tenants of the plaintiff,

on the plea that they held the lands in farm—that

in collusion with Issurchunder—and
now

compelled

to resort to

right, to obtain possession

this was

that consequently

done

she was

a Court of Justice, to establish her

of the portions which belonged to her

under the various deeds of adjustment, and recover mesne proﬁts
during the period of dispossession.
The case was referred for trial to the Principal Sudder Ameen
of the district.
The defendant,

Issurchunder Surma, in his answer did not deny

the proprietary right of the plaintiff,
dispossessed

her.

but alleged that he had not

He stated that the farmers held the

lease un

der deeds, to which the plaintiff herself was a party before
226-27

the
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division of the property took place

269

that for his part he offer

in the suit, answered that they

The farmers, other defendants
held the farm

under a deed executed by the dewan or manager

plaintiff’s estates

;

was paid or

that the rent of her share

at least tendered to her ; and that the action was a device (in ad

dition to many others already put in practice) between the plain
tiﬁ' and her adopted son, the other defendant, to oust the farmers
from their lease.

The plaintiff in her reply to the above answers denied ever
having been a party to any lease to the farmers (defendants) ;
and

that the

alleged

dewan Hurrinath

At this

stage

had been done in collusion with her

whole

Roy, in order to spoil her property.
of the proceedings

Hurrinath Gangolee, the de

wan who had been included among the defendants,
he had

never

been

answered

a party to any lease to the farmers,

that

and had
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nothing to say in opposition to the plaintiff’s claim.
The plaintiff in reply stated that she had included the dewan
in the
the

having understood that he was in collusion with

action,

other defendants

5

but that with reference

to what he had

stated, she had no further reply to make to his answer.

The Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 22d August 1844, decreed
in favor of the plaintiff,
dispossession,

with mesne proﬁts for the period
from

recoverable

the

defendants,

of

Issurchunder

Surma and the farmers, jointly.
The defendant,
der

Issurchuuder Surma, then appealed to the Sud

Dewauny Adawlut.

set forth

He rested his appeal upon the grounds

in his answer in the lower Court

plaintiff had been guilty of neglect
of Hurrinath

Gangolee

default contemplated

3 and

further that the

in not replying to the answer

within six weeks, which constituted the
by Act

XXIX.

184,1,

involving the penalty

of dismissal of suit.

J aekson,

Mr.

before whom the case was heard, referred

the lat_

ter point for the opinion of a full bench of three Judges, with the
following minute :—
“ In this case
appellant states that in ﬁling a reply to the answer
of the defendant Hurrinath, more than six weeks was allowed to
elapse.

Hurrinath’s

answer

was ﬁled 22d December

the reply of plaintiff was ﬁled
days

too late.

1846.

to her collecting her portion of the rents.

ed no resistance

of the

; and

ADAWLUT.

The respondent

1843, and

on the 7th February 1844, three
states that three documents were
227

Issurchunder
Surma, v. Bee~
Deh~
moolla
bea.
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__
1846.

Issurchunder
Surms, 12.Bee
moolla
Deb
bea.

in the mean time, viz., on the 8th January 1844, so that it

ﬁled

was not owing to neglect
and

there

plete

as

of the case that the reply was not ﬁled;

to be some truth in this, for the case was com

seems

in fact, there was

regarded

other defendants,

whatever

that a reply should be ﬁled, for this defendant

necessity

and,

Still if

admitted the truth of plaintiff's statement.

no

a replyis

imperatively necessary in all instances, the rule has been broken
through, and Circular Order No. 36, 2d July 1845, distinctly ap

XXIX.

plies Act

1841 to such cases.”

The Court, present

Reid, Dick,

Messrs.

there

rule laid down in Act

Jackson, ruled,

shown such as to bring the case within the

no neglect

was

and

with regard to other defendants,

that as the case was proceeding

XXIX.

1841.

The case was again laid before Mr. Jackson,’who passed judg
ment as follows :—
“ The right of the plaintiff to eight annas in the estate is not
nor is it questioned
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questioned,
possession

during

that the farmers have been in

the time for which the plaintiff claims wasilat.

It

is incumbent on the farmers to prove their receiving the farm
from plaintiff for her eight annas share ; but no lease is produced.

It

is stated

there

was a lease, but, as

not be admitted as evidence.

it

bore no stamp,

The farmers

thority to collect from the plaintiff’s share.
prove
when
on

It

remains

is considered

; and

that the farmers are proved, by the witnesses

to be the

principal servants,

could

only to

that Issurchunder received the rents for both shares

it

both sides,

the

one his relation and the other two his

probability

is that the farm was a mere

No

cloak for his own collections from the whole estate.

of plaintiﬁ' for the proceeds of the estate are ﬁled
certain that she did not receive
prove

it

had therefore no au

any

thing

;

3 and

it

receipts

is therefore

her witnesses

that the whole of the rents were in some instances paid to

Issurchunder,

On

the

whole,

I

am quite satisﬁed

that the claim

of plaintiff is good against the four persons, cast in the Principal
Sudder Ameen’s decree.
Ordered, therefore, that the decree of
the

Principal

Sudder Ameen of 22d August 1844, be conﬁrmed.

Costs of this Court against the appellant, Issurchunder."
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Ramclilinder Tl]:
Died unmarried i
father’s life-ti

II
Sm
mo
bea

Pui'khotumI Th akur.
Succeeded his father
Scobhunkur.
Had issue.

Nurain Tlhal
Died in his fa

Thakur.

Lala Tlmki

Goouakur

life~time
issu

Ilad

Died in his father’s
life-time.

N0

Had issu

issue.
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Gnonanm
Thakur.
Had issu

l

Piltab Singh.
Succeeded N urin
dur, and was
adoyted by him.
A 0 issue.

Kishun Singh.
Died in hisfather's
life—time.

No issue.

|

Chuhtur Singh.
Succeeded his fa
ther Madho.
Had issue.
I.

Roodur Singh.
Succeeded his far
ther Chuhtur.
Has issue.
R E s PON DENT
in both cases.

A

in

P P
ca

/

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.

CASES

MUHA RAJ KOWUR BASDEO SINGI-I, Appellant,

.

'versus

MUHA RAJAH ROODUR SINGH BUI
R espondent.

i

February 27.

AD%‘
“‘4

(-71"

In a. suit for
succession to a
moiety of the
estate of the
Rajah of Tir
1840, to recover from respondent a moiety of the ancestral pro hoot, the claim
was dismissed
perty, real and personal, of the late Muha Rajah Chuhtur Singh: on the ground
that the suc
the estimated value stated at Company's rupees 24,46,958-1-13-2é.
cessiondevolv
The annexed genealogical table, introduced here to facilitate a ed upon the
defendant
in
of what immediately follows, exhibits the virtue of deed
ready comprehension
relative position of the parties towards each other, and those executed in his
favour by the
members of the family, whether living or deceased, whose names late
incum
bent, such suc~
appear on the proceedings.
cession
being
The decision appealed from, including a general exposition of in conformity
with the long
the case before the Courts, is to the following purport, generally established us~
of the
age
in the words of the deciding Judge, Mr. David Pringle.
a m
y, in
There is ﬁrst to be determined (the Judge observes) by what which the title
and estate had
law in this case the succession is to be governed.
The plaintiff uniformly de~
volved
entire
(appellant) says, by the Hindoo law ; the defendant (respondent,)
for many ge
Next, whether a certain nerations
by that of koolaclwr, or family usage.

THE

decree in this case, drawn up by the presiding Judge, Mr.

act; and,

his

if

to be that of Rajah Chuhtur Singh, was really
so,

whether good for the succession,

as therein

provided for, under the law that may be held applicable thereto.

The plaintiff asserts
the ground,

succession

in this zemindaree

justifying

usage,

his claim to succeed under the Hindoo

ﬁrst, that such has hitherto regulated the
;

and,

a deviation from

it,

law, on

secondly,

that no family

can be shewn ever to have

existed.

In support of
cended

the

of plaintiff

largest share

was obtained by Chuhtur Singh, father

went to Benares and there died

and defendant,

;

which

Madho Singh
who, with the knowledge and con
of his four sons, having made
partition of the estates, in

adopted

a

sent

;

who

the ﬁrst, he urges, that the property has des
inheritance, in regular succession, from Pirtab Singh,

that

has been upheld by the Provincial Court, in its
in the suit of Keerut Singh versus Chuhtur Singh
judgment
that in Madho Singh's deed, under which
took place, there

it

is ;'

‘

this partition

228-29

i
l

f

deed, purporting

by
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a

Rattray, is in the following terms :—
This suit was instituted by appellant on the 22nd September

1846.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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\0*IN)

no mention

of boolachar,

or family

usage, as the authority for
while the bywusteh, given in the
suit, distinctly states, that occupancy was to be taken

of the property,-

such disposition

Muha Raj aforesaid
Kowur Basdeo
as consent—on which ground the claim of Keerut Singh was dis
Singh, e.Muha
Rajah Rooder missed.
Singh Buha- _
As respects the family usage, it is alleged, that Madho Singh,
dur.

their grandfather,

was the

son of Eknath

Thakur, who was no

title Pirtab Singh only acquired on his adoption;
that Ragho Singh’s title, if he had it, only descended to his sons,
Bajah,—whieh
and

thus the claim was broken

one son should be preferred,
and

sion,

;

while koolackar demands,

that

in the same line, in unbroken succes

not for one or two generations

only

;

that Baboo Ram

Singh inherited with Nurindur Singh, and likewise enjoyed the
title of Rajah, as the admission of his sunnud for lakhiraj lands,
by Madho Singh, and eventually by the authorities, establishes;
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and that, by the shasters, no father can make an unequal division

of his property amongst his sons, such being ipso facto invalid.
The defendant, in answer, rests his claim to retain the whole,
on koolachar,

or family usage

alleging, that the raj and domain

;

appertaining thereto, have never been separated,
ed entire,
such

for fourteen generations,

on every succession,

custom

is

some generations

still in

but have devolv
and that

force 3 that this has been maintained for

under which

past through a deed of settlement,

the raj and estates have, on each occasion,

been conveyed

to the

eldest son, suitable provision being made for the younger branch
es ;

with the Mithila skasters, in

that this is in strict accordance

force

in Tirboot,

char,

or family, local, and regal usage

desachar, and raja

as applicable to koolachar,
; that,

in case of there not

being any son, it will devolve on the next brother and his
cendants

in right line, according

Singh thus acquired

the

to primogeniture ; that Chuhtur

whole

Singh, certain pergunnahs,

by a deed executed by Madho

as stipulated, being assigned

three

younger brothers; that, in like manner,

when

going

to Benares,

des

conferred

to the

Chuhtur Singh,

the whole on defendant,

a per

gunnah being assigned for the maintenance of plaintiff, and noti
ﬁcation duly made to the authorities ; that the Government re
venue

of pergunnahs

eldest

son, the

Keerut

so assigned,

parties

Singh, with

a

was always paid through the

holding them enjoying the proﬁts;that
view

to subvert this

custom,

brother Chuhtur Singh, but his suit was dismissed
229-30

3

sued his

that plaintiff

CASES

IN THE SUDDER. DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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why Madho Singh did not share equally with
Pirteb Singh during his life-time, nor accounted for Bishnn Singh's
succeeding his father Ragho Singh, notwithstanding that the lat
not

has

that the raj and states have descended

ﬁve brothers;

ter had

of the title of Rajah
it,

from Muhesh Thakur ; that the assumption

Ram Singh would no more prove him entitled to
Regu
than the same attenipt by Keerut Singh; that Section

XI.

Chuhtur

1793,

is

5,

by Buboo
lation

no

to koolachar; and that the deed of

bar

while

Singh was made to give possession to defendant,

he yet survived.

The documentary evidence on the part of the pluintiﬁ consists,

plaint; namely,
of Chuhtur Singh,

in his

;

of the deed of Madho Singh

of

now contested; of the application of de

of

a.

at the

lodged

solitary sunnud given by Ram Singh, and the proceed

added,

from the time of Pirtab Singh

and,

furnished, to prove the physical incapa
Singh, at the time the deed, asserted to be his,
is

lastly, parol evidence
city of Chuhtur

precedents are cited

;

A

it,

of the revenue authorities upholding the grant made by
release of the villages included in it.
genealogical table
;

a.

is by

ings

is

stated to have been executed.
On the part of defendant

to shew that Keerut

are, documents

table exhibited in his suit, did not style

Baboo Ram Singh, Rajah

letter from the Collector, end Govern

;

a

Singh, in the genealogical

such title to have been refused to Keerut

the grant of

kkilut to defendant

on his marriage

;

reply, shewing
a

ment’s
Singh

;

the

suit referring to his ancestor Melmet
reply of Madho Singh in
Thakur, and to the family rule of succession for a hundred and
sixteen years prior to his own time;

Patna, in

u

a

purwannah

which certain lands are adjudged

of the Councll of

to be rent-free

on the

;

;

a

ground of a sunnud produced in the name of Nirput 'I‘hakur,
proving the same to have been grant of the Nazinis in 1103 Fus
lee, and to have been held successively by Ragho Singh, Bishun
Singh, Nurindur Singh, and Pirtab Singh the authority of G0
vernment for conferring the title of bulmdur on defendant pro

and

with

authorities on the record of defendant’s

other proceedings

of

a

name,
ance

of the revenue

previous date, refusing compli

the application of Keerut Singh and Govind Singh that

their names might be

separately registered-

I

ceedings

1
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to

to the authorities; of his own objections

fendant
time

copies

and instruments referred
;

for the most part, of the proceedings

that

1816.

stated

Precedeuts

are added,

230-31

M uha Raj
Kowur Budeo
Singh, 1:.Muha
R“Jab Roudur
Singh Buhu.
dur.
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1846.

.—.._-_

in support of a recognition of koolachar; and, lastly, parol evi
to the circumstances attending the execution and issue of

dence

Muha
Raj the deed of Chuhtur SinghI and the existence of the family usage.
KowurBasdeo
The above is a succinct account of the pleadings and evidence
Singh,v- Muha
Rajah Roodur adduced in their support, as recorded in the ﬁnal
proceeding of
Singh Buha
the
lower
Court
the
of
which
now proceeds, with reference
Judge
dur.
;

to consider the law which should regulate this

to them,

succes

sion, directly and contingently ; the former, supposing the deed (of

Singh) authentic

Chuhtur

;

the latter,

if

it be pronounced

other

wise.

In

my judgment (he says) the plaintiff has entirely failed to
make good his claim to inherit under the Hindoo law ,' and that
for the following reasons.
The deed of Madho Singh, on which it mainly,

I

might

say,

entirely rests, can only be construed as the act of one who holds
It
at his own free will and disposal, that which he thus bestows.
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runs thus

:

“ Muharaj Madho Singh Buhadur, to Mubaraj Chuhtur

Singh, greeting

Whereas,

:

I

am

now

frequently attacked by

I

illness, and am about to proceed to Benares for holy purposes,

hereby bestow the raj, zeminda'ree, and property in Sircar Tirhoot,
with all my earthly possessions

in money and kind, elephants,

and the like, on you ; all of which you will hold and pos

horses,

sess ; likewise whatever proﬁts remain after payment of Govern

ment revenue,

all sums realized as malikana of separate villages,

of zemindaree, on from lands held by others, nankar lands,
and those appertaining to lakhiraj lands, with all rights of zemin
customs

daree attached
perg'unnalw
debts

and alturngah, in the

You will pay my just
what
is due to my estate,
and receive

as herein mentioned,

of which
ties.

to nizamut muhals, jagheers,

of Sircar Tirhoot aforesaid.

I

have accordingly given notice to the several

To the Muharaj Kowur Baboo Keerut Singh

ed pergunnah

J ubdee,

and

to the

as a suitable maintenance,

speciﬁed,

twa

others,

authori

1 have

assign

pergunnah:

as

(adding two horses and an

elephant to each,) who will enjoy all proﬁts of the same, and pay
which you will pay into the
to you the Government revenue,
You will shew all courtesy to
treasury with that of the estate.
each other ; and they will pay you that respect due to the rajned.
Dated eyt, Soodee 13th, 1214."

J

Nor
affect

does

the

case of

this opinion;
231

‘

Keerut

Singh versus Chphtnr Singh'
as said in my judgment just pronounced in

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

It

the case of Guuueish Dutt Singh.“

275

was there admitted and

held good, pro tanto, to set aside the claim asserted, to hold by
any other deed, the plaintiff declaring, as in this case, that it was

It

a forgery.

that there is here no mention of koala

is alleged,

to such rulel

than as giving effect

There

we have seen,

a

oluzr ,-

is,

but could the instrument itself be interpreted otherwise

But,
show the respect due to the rajneet.
of
how
can
such
one
unequal
to
be
partition,
assuming the deed
to

been recorded

has ever

in this zemindaree

coparcener

bits of the defendant,

it

is

cannot be shewn

that the name of

a

It

in the Collector’s regis_

while

is

a

single individual
tar as

with the Hindoo law, on which

to consist

be made

;

division

said to be founded?

it

injunction

speciﬁc

proved by exhi

that the applications of Keerut Singh and

Govind Singh, holding under this very deed, to have their names

Nor can

were rejected.

be shewn that Madho Singh

it

enrolled,

inherited along with his brother Pirtab Singh
is

it

a

;

to be proved, by the exhibit

endeavoured

suunnd of Ram Singh’s on which certain lands were held to

will

prescriptive title of

claimed for

and

it

the weight

it,

self sufﬁcient to maintain the party in possession

but give

it

but this,

held previous to the Company's rule,

:

so

Nurindur

be seen, was because of those lands being
a

;

Singh

it

be entitled to release, that he (Ram Singh) shared with

it

of

solitary instance
a

a.

all

stands but an isolated fact to

establish the operation of a law, said to have been in force in the
family, for centuries.
The plaintiff would date the origin of the family and the acqui
sition of the estates from the time of Nirput Thakur ;but his
of whose ﬁve brothers they yet admit.

would be superﬂuous
on this head;

immemorial existence

of koolachar,
of which (last)

in number, supported

from N irput Singh downwards,

as they are by the fact of possession

Decisions

1843, page 79, Decisions

need only instance the deeds

I

dant in support of

of settlement, as produced,

See printed

as regulating the succession

without any reference to that furnished by defen

it

family

3

in the

to enter more particularly into their
being in reality conclusive as to the

of the Sudder Dewauny

seven

in ac

Adawlut under Act

0(1846.
2

evidence

it

It

of any one beyond Ragho Singh, the

ignorance

x

existence

plead

I

witnesses

.
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supposition bar
red by the plaintifs own admission of his adoption by him, In

231-32

XII.

1846.

Muha Raj
Kowur Basdeo
Singh,v. llluha
Rajah Roodur
Singh
door.

Buha<
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with them, as abundantly established,

cor-dance

1846.

and the uniform

simultaneous enjoyment of the title,~—the remarkable purwannah
Muha

anur

Raj

Basdeo

Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Enha

Singh,v.

door.

alluded to in the exhibits, emanating from the Council at

above

other documentary proof.

Patna,—with
tifl' has made

As

I

consider the plain

to inherit by Hindoo law,

out no case whatever

I

need not here further notice the evidence in support of defendant's
7
cause.

I

(the Judge continues) proceed to consider the second
It has
point, the authenticity of the deed of Chuhtur Singh.
now,

been

shewn

in it

declared

poses

writing

absence

defendant's

ace ording to Hindoo law, a

though

in

memoriam

rei, and a written

under the provisions of Regulation

of such writing

XI.

1793,

would in this case be fatal to the

plea.

The plaintiﬁ‘ alleges that, for a period of 12 days and upwards
previous to his death, Chuhtur Siugh was in a state of bodily and
To establish this, there is brought the testi

mental incapacity.

mony of four witnesses,

who state as asserted, to the letter; while

they are compelled to admit, that though his estate was hopeless
from the ﬁrst, no steps were taken for his removal to the Ganges

till in articulo

mortis,

the

baladummee,

or rattle in the throat,

They further admit, that guilt was unques

having commenced.

tionably incurred by his sons, who were throughout present, by the
omission to take such steps sooner.

Without entering into
plication of disorders,

the features of the disease, or rather com

thus stated to have terminated his existence

I

portant—it

consider,

incredible, that for so long

a

—on which, in my opinion, medical evidence would have been im
is,

period, the

to the Ganges.
is

;

nesses are undeserving of credit

tal or bodily incapacity

The conclusion

is,

deceased should have been allowed to remain in this state without

being conveyed

that the wit

and consequently no such men

established,

warrant the rejection of this deed.

as would, on that ground,

The petition of the plaintiff

to the Collector on the 8th April, four days after Chuhtur Singh’s
In
he states, that on the 4th Chuhtur
demise, contradicts it.
it,
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and

the succession,

not to be essential to the validity of any distribution

of property, yet,
the

;

is said to be merely used

instrument

family rule, if the deed be
and for all pur

that, according to the

authentic, it is good to establish

Singh’s illness had
with him to the
232-33

terminated fatally, as they were proceeding

Ganges; which they had been obliged to

do so

hurriedly,

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

as

to

merely

277

an awning for the cot

be able to prepare

which he lay, suspending it in the manner of a (lhoolie.

on

1846.

'

CASES

But,

if for

Muhs Raj
twelve days before in a dying state, whence arose the neces
Kowur Basdeo
sity for such unbecoming haste, in the case of an individual of the Singhm Muha
Rajah Rondur
rank of Chuhtur Singh ?

Nor, on the other hand, do
witnesses

of the defendant.

deceased,

at the time,

I

credit the statement

Singh
made by
the door.

in regard to the circumstance of the

suffering under no malady whatever

; as

contradicted by the deed itself, which expressly declares, that,
entertaining no hope of recovery, he is about to set out for Benares.
That the deed was drawn up in a hurry, on astamp of insuﬁicient
value, and not in sufﬁcient time to be registered

while Chuhtur

Singh survived, would be .no bar to its authenticity, were sickness,
as is there stated, the cause of his suddenly coming to the deter
mination

of abandoning the world.

deed

contemplated

I

at some future period,

of such

cannot doubt;

this, an increase of his illness would readin account for his

and

anxiety to give speedy effect to.

The 2,000 rupees’ stamp, stated

by his servants,

to have been purchased

his

on the day preceding

it,

death, may have been obtained with a view to re-engross

always

he had not been, he would never have been

permitted thus long to remain without
was subsequently attempted.

retrieval)

(his
That he would thus pro

in conformity with immemorial usage, and

vide for the succession

with the recollection of the anxiety undergone

son's

cannot doubt.

death had

behalf,

I

sudden

Unless therefore

prevented

it

I

things,

by himself, in con

Singh's attempt to overthrow such order of

of Keerut

sequence

am of opinion that there, exists, a priori, the most
as

credit.

It

will

be observed,

each

therefore

;

is,

deed’s)

execution and publication,
as

be seen, as to

be found that any such discrepancy exists

in their statement of the minute circumstances

of that of Madho Singh

of the deed.

will

as renders
mutatis

attending its (the
undeserving of

it

nor will

it

Numerous witnesses have been examined,

for

that

were established

his taking such precaution in his

violent presumption in favor of the authenticity
this point

to the

being removed

by the alleged preeipitancy with which

as proved

mutandis,

while one draft suﬁiced,

of the other papers

transcript

in like manner,

at the time drawn out.

be of opinion that this deed was prepared,

I

Ganges,

it

which

a

it;

if

supposing the deceased to have been at the time capable of exe
cuting

,-
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was

That the execution

must

as stated,
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by

Buhr
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Singh,v. Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Bubs
door.

the desire and under the immediate

supervision ofChuhtur Singh;

though not perhaps so systematically as the witnesses make out,
and certainly not when the deceased Rajah was in the best possi
ble

health.

I

truth,
face

That the witnesses

entertain no doubt

of the

have in this deviated

from the
it,

1846.

_-__.

for

; and can only account

in the

of the deceased in the deed itself, by the

admission

alarm created by the circumstance of the witnesses for the plain.
tiﬁ' having

to Calcutta,

taken down

been

immediately

after

Chuhtur Singh's death, and there sworn before a Magistrate to the
facts

to be connected

alleged

what the

deceased

with

it;

himself admits,

which led them to conceal
and

the

of which

absence

would throw yet greater suspicion on the circumstance of the pre

and dismiss the suit, with costs chargeable
in it,—the appeal against which

Judge,

in

separate case, in which the present

was sued by Gunneish

Dutt Singh, his

cousin,

for

a.

same

now before the Sudder

On the same date another decision was passed, by the

Court.

a

respondent

similar parti

tion of the estate in his, the cousin's favor, as was claimed in the
case will be found elsewhere: but before

further in that under consideration,

proceeding

proper to

blended,

the evidence exhibited, that

as regards

si

and

a

that the two cases were found to be so intimately con

premise,
nected

of the

The result was the same: ade
is

tailed exposition

by the brother.

it

present instance

;

and that in any gene
multaneous disposal of both was necessary
ral observations, or allusions in what follows, the proceedings in

both cases are to
documents

will

as furnishing the data.

be considered

of course

be

referred

Particular

to by their respective

designations.

is

As before, so now, the point, to be determined,
in the case, the succession

are,by what law

to be determined—by the chaste",

by the appellant, or by koolachar (or family usage) as
claimed by the respondent; and, whether a certain deed, purport
as provided for by

it,

ing to be that of Rajah Chuhtur Singh, was really so, and
whether good for the succession,

if

as urged

so,

under the

gard to these points,
234-35

now repeated

;

law which may be held applicable to it.
What was before maintained by the parties respectively, in re'
is
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recorded

to the plaintiff.

decision,—with the facts, inferences, and opinions

the

is

is

This

uphold the

therefore

as thus provided for;

of the defendant,

the succession

and

deed,

I

in its preparation.

eipitancy observable

the appellant impugning,
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and item of evidence of importance,

miatim, every document

ﬁled

by, or furnished on behalf of the respondent ; and every deduc
tion from these by the Zillah Judge 3 and every opinion set forth
by him

as

to the applicability and bearing of the law and usage,

by which he professes
has arrived at.

to have been guided in the judgment he

I shall divide and arrange the matter to be investigated some
what diifereutly from the order before followed, and consider the
case under three heads :—
The deeds,

1st.

2nd.

regards their execution.

as

The koolachar,

or family usage, as proved, or otherwise,
of its legality with reference to

to have prevailed—independently

the skasters and the law.
3rd.

The validity of the inheritance and succession of respon
dent, under the deeds in virtue of which he claims to hold, with
reference to the usage, the shasters, and the law.
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The

deed

Zillah Judge

of Madho Singh
:

is the

which deed, he observes,

ﬁrst touched upon by the
‘

can only be construed as
holds at his own free will and disposal that

the act of one who

which he thus bestows.’

A translation of this

deed has already

been given.

Independently of this being invalid, because illegal, under any
other view of it, it is declared by appellant to be nothing more
than a common deed of partition, by the terms of which the here
ditary estate
time

was disposed

of, as shewn, by the occupant

of the

the larger portion bestowed

upon the eldest son (Chuhtur
Singh) having been so bestowed by consent of his younger bre
thren : koolachar, he observes, is no where mentioned or alluded
to in

;

it

;

and

raj/wet,

the art of government
as there introduced ;
and

which (correctly written rajrweti) signiﬁes
or duty of a prince, has no positive meaning
and, with the utmost latitude of expression

probable intention, can only be construed into a recorded
on the part of the father, that no proper
respect would

assurance,

be wanting

on that of the

junior members of the family, towards
him, whom, with reference both to age and station, they would
look up to as constituted, by themselves, the head and
represen
tative of the family.

I

be

think, with the Zillah Judge, that the deed in question must
regarded as the act of one, who held—or believed he held—at

his own free will and

disposal,

that which he bestowed

by it.

235

1846.

Muha
Raj
Kowur Basdeo
Singh,v. Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh
Bubs...
door.

as was presumed

competency

in due course

to exist

that will be

all we have now to deal with,

It

and, so far

is,

It

anticipated.

says respondent,

is

marked respect

the deed of

enjoin

a

with

reciprocal courtesy,

between whom,

a

his sons, his natural and legal

amongst

Rajah,

inheritor and possessor of the domain he bequeaths, from
of many centuries,

line of ancestry

by the descent and succession

is

which confers

nothing doubting that respect towards

thus appointed, which, independently of brotherly

his successor,
affection,

;

through which, that rule has become established,
the privilege he exercises

a

the

not

great proprietor

from the younger brethren towards their elder brother,
ed and

is

;

the will of

says appellant,

of all concerned,

consent
;

The wording of the deed
estate

of his property, as set forth, with the approval and

disposing

heirs

appropriates the

a

enough

it

clear

:

strument, the record of such intention.
questioned.

due to the rank and dignity which will invest him.

a

occur in

to dispute

were impossible,

think, on any

its total irrelevancy

deed of partition executed by

if

have been used,

ground,

I

may

reasonable

a

rajncet

it

However improperly, as regards its strict signiﬁcation, the word
found to

common land-proprietor.

it

However perverted to imply more superiority of age or fortune,it
and upon it, which cannot be
has the impress of nobility in
eﬂ'aced, and

evidence

On the asserted sanction or assent of the junior

of the family, to the execution of this deed, there
whatever; and
only remains to be mentioned that

no
an

from the Rajah (Madho Singh) to the District Judge, the

acknowledgment upon

which bears date

‘

urzee

noble.

towards

is

members

which will not admit of its use or adoption

it

any but

a

June

27th,

1807,’ inti

mates to that authority,

to proceed

is

that ‘he (the Rajah) being sick,
about
to Benares, and that he has conferred every thing on

his eldest son Chuhtur Singh, with exception to three Pergnnnahs
(named)

which are to be enjoyed by his other three

ous respec

Without quoting what may be found on reference,

it

tively.’
may he as

well to advert here to the Zillah Judge’s remarks generally,
this document

;
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the iu~

tentiou of the writer, and the true value and meaning of the in
is

door. _

and

considered

is

freedom
Muha Raj
KowurBasdeo
Singh,v. Muha
Rajah Rnodur
Singh Buha

upon the law applicable to such

depends

:

he so held

:

Whether

is,

1846.

it,
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and more particularly

upon

to where he observes, that

exhibits ou the part of respondent prove that the rejected applica
tions of Keerut Singh and Govind Singh, to have their names
235-36

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.

enrolled as coparceners in the zemindaree

This is true

of the deed by Madho

appellant

; the

utter illegality of

or ancestral estate, where

Singh, is not questioned

it,

execution

point contended

Of that presently

for.

by

under any other interpretation

than such as he has attached to

and circumstances

281

the only

meanwhile, this would

appear to be the place to consider

it,

ed deed

with

the authenticity of the impugn
of his (Madho Singh’s) successor, Chuhtur Singh; and,
such other deeds of their predecessors, as have been laid

:’

‘

These, all in original, are as
(in the two cases) before the Court.
follows ,ﬁled under the designation of dustavees rajgee

raj of Tirhoot

and

thing movable

and immovable, with all proprietary beneﬁts

2nd.

Pcrgunnah Dhurmpore (in Purneah)—every
and

and enjoy

it!

I

it,

Take

privileges.

am.

bestow upon you the

therefore

adopt you.’

The deed of Nirput Thakur, in favor of Muharajah Ragho.

:

is

,'

bestows

is

‘

He
old, and becoming more and
Singh, dated in 1108 Fuslee.
desirous of residing on the banks of the Ganges

more inﬁrm and

upon him (Ragho Singh) the

mi of Tirhoot,

and Dhurm

To Baboos Sheonundun Singh, Rugho
to hold and enjoy.
pore
nundun Singh, Nundnundun Singh, Kunwur Singh, and Thakur
;

as
provision certain lands, as set forth in
This bequest he (Ragho Singh) will conﬁrm.’

a

Singh, has given
separate'deeds.

The deed of Muharajah

3rd.

Ragho Singh, in favor of Muha

rajah Bishuu Singh, dated in 1146 F.

To the same purport, with

the omission of inﬁrmity or other motive to the execution,
preceding—with

as the
‘

the requisite change of names.

The deed of Muharajah Bishuu Singh, in favor of Muha

N urindur

Singh, dated in 1150 F.

‘

4th.
rajah

Is sick ,therefore,

&c.’

as before.

The

Muharajah

deed

of Muharajah

Nurindur Singh, in favor of

Pirtab Singh, dated in 1167 F.

‘

5th.

Had, before, when

sick, made over to him (Pirtab Singh) the management

growing worse, confers upon him the raj,’

cluding with
6th.

‘

affairs: now,

I

of the raj
6w.

con

have adopted you.’

The deed of Muharajah Pirtab Singh, in favor of Muha

rajah Madho Singh, dated Assar,Soodee13th,

J
J

'
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about to proceed to Benares.

I

Being sick and without hope of recovery,

:

Singh, greeting

To Baboo Nirput

I

in 1098 Fuslee, in purport thus:

‘

The deed of Muheenath Thakur, in favor of N irput Tha

1st.

kur, dated

1846.

____.

but the authenticity, that is the

:

is

it.

upon

it,

founded

:

CASES

1182

F-

‘In

23 6-37

the

IMuhlRaj
Kownr Basdeo
Slugh, u. M uha
Rijlh Roodur

Bub;

dur.

ta mto
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CASES
1846.

uncertainty
with

‘

of life at his advanced

Having no son,

I adopt

age, confers,’ d:c. concludes

you.’

Mnha Raj
7th.
The deed of Muharajah Madho Singh, in favor of Muha
KowurBasdeo
Singh,v~ Muha rajah Chuhtur Singh, dated in 1214 F.
A translation of this has
Rajah Roodur
Zillah
the
Judge.
Singh Buha already been given by
dur.

8th.

'

The deed of Muharajah Chuhtur Singh, in favor of Muha

rajah Roodur Singh, dated Cheyt, Soodee 11th, 1246 F.
the above

or marked with the ﬁsh, the

are superscribed

of sovereignty or high nobility

usual emblem

outline and the lines or characters

; each

it,

All

composing

as might be sup

The writing and paper are worn and discolored,
posed likely, with reference

Of

differing in

from the rest.

to the dates respectively.

these eight deeds, the authenticity

of the 6th and 8th only
is

remains to be further noticed. The ﬁve ﬁrst, appellant observes,
on record
are of dates antecedent to English rule, and nothing

‘

:

of them might be grounded the 7th has (as regards the execu:
tion of it) been already disposed of.
The 6th deed, that of Pirtab Singh, bears date as noted,
Assar,

be, the testator was alive to execute it.
was

not contested;

In

what

July
is

with the 12th of

the instrument

it

which date of course,

is

——on

if

Soodee 13th, 1182 F.’—corresponding

1775,

said to

the Zillah CourtI this

nor in the petition of appeal to this Court;

nor in the subsequent

pleadings.

for and obtained permission,

The appellant however applied

under Section 16, Regulation

VL

of

to ﬁle certain papers, procured by him (by copy) from the
Government records, to show, amongst other things, that, on the
of that deed, Pirtab

Singh was not in existence

and that

the deed must be a forgery, and be rejected as such.

consequently,

The following

is
a

date

;

1793,

transcript of the document submitted to

esta

:

blish the fact
“ Extract proceedings

ing that Rajah Pirtab Singh, who had been
sores on his neck and breast, expired

cerous
requests

a

an urzee

(Patna) of the 13th July, 1775. Received
from Roy Mohun Lal, renter of Sircar Tirhoot, represent

a

month

ill

with

ul-,

the 9th instant, and

purwannah may be written to his brother Mhadun Singh

desiring his attention to the collections.
Agreed, that we reply to Roy Mohun Lal, that we have received
his arm: advising us of the death of Pirtab Singh, Rajah

of
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that to prevent any interruption in the business of the
collections of that Sircar, We have complied

;

Mhadoo takes care of
the collections.

1846.

Muha Raj
Kowur Basdeo
a to act in the room of his brother; that We Singh,v. Muha
Rajah Roodur
'
direct him to send us in a particular list of the family of the Singh Buhﬂn
deceased; that it is also necessary Mhadoo Singh should apply for door.

with his request in writing to Mhadoo Singh

conﬁrming him on the raje, agree
able to 0. Regulation of the Honorable the Governor General and
from the presidency

a sunnud

Council of Revenue,

0. copy

of which we herewith enclose him.'f

Signed by ﬁve Members of the Patna Council.

it

On the part of appellant,
ofﬁcial and

attested

as

it

that such a document,

is urged,

is, is fatal to the character and value

of that, the falsehood of which is conclusively shewn by it ; and
that the worthlessness of one document being thus proved, is of
itself sufﬁcient

throw a doubt upon others, where direct evi

to

Respondent observes,

that the original communication of this person, Roy Mohun La],
is not ﬁled ,' that the circumstance represented by him, was so on

authority not stated, and which may have been common rumour;
that the copy now submitted, was not taken from the original,
but from a prior copy, not attested,
Patna

Council,

whom

by

entered

not known

paper is altogether inadmissible

;

on the records of the

that, as evidence, such a

;

that, however,

if

admitted, he,

claims the consideration of the Court to the whole of

respondent,

its contents,

which, in the ﬁrst place, by the actual succession of

Madho Singh to all which the deed of Pirtab Singh had conferred,
prove the validity of the deed
held,

heir

and
and

cession

; and, then,

in virtue of his own occupancy
successor

that Pirtab Singh had
had bestowed upon his

Madho Singh, the raj estate

was not only regarded

;

that this suc

as a matter of course

by the local

council, but that the new Rajah was explicitly acknowledged

assucb,

and instructed. by them as to what it behoved him to do towards
carrying into effect the will and intention of his deceased brother.‘

I

concur with the respondent

; and,

taking the document

as a

whole, consider it favorable rather than adverse to his plea.
Judge

Singh’s deed remains to be disposed of.

has given so

bearing upon

full

The Zillah

and clear an exposition of the evidence

as to leave

little of moment to

J

J

present revisal of that evidence.

be added on the

Adverting to the discrepancy
2

Chuhtur

it,
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the avowal by the deed itself, and the denial by the wit

between

of the malady of the Rajah,

to its execution,

nesses

I

think it

I believe I may

proper to touch brieﬂy on an evil, which pervades,

Muha Raj
Kowur Bssdeo
safely say, every district, every Court, and every occasion involv
Singhyv. Muha
‘
Rajah Roodur ing oral enquiry, throughout India, where fact is to be elicited
Singh Buha
by native testimony. When a few plain words, scarcely extend
door.

ing beyond

or

yea

would

nay,

exhibit all that it might be the

wish and interest of a deponent to establish, he will not,—-he can
‘
After being
not—speak the truth and nothing but the truth,’

will

he

sworn,

thirty:

state his age, say at

he will then proceed

to declare to transactions and incidents, the occurrence
should, in every particular, be perfectly true

by himself.

took place forty years before : how can he depose to

it

'l

‘

and saw it,’ is returned, with as much unconccrn as

was

present

if it

were so 3 and when put in mind of his oath and his age,

his father must have told him of it.’

had forgotten

;

ing mokurrir

will put all this

as it was uttered

; and

‘He

The record

to paper with as much unconcern

not the slightest surprise will be expressed

or felt by any individual of the crowd that may chance to be

In the

sembled.

this being

He

present

instance

I

of the fact.

a fair sample

as

have no doubt whatever, of

The Rajah was suffering

under the malady alluded to by himself ; but at the time deposed
to,

he was

free from any paroxysm incapacitating him from per

itis

forming what

sworn he did perform

; and

that,—without

ad

to the possibility, not to say probability, of the absence
of any external evidence of inward derangement,—was suﬂicient
vertence

for maintaining a freedom
doubt of this,-—because
nesses,

twelve

from all

ailment.

I

say,

I have

no

the cross questioning applied to the wit

in number,

was extremely severe and searching,

and yet no contradiction was obtained
material to the issue,—I believe

I

under it on any one point

might have said, on any point

and some of these depositions were of a length to oc
An addi
cupy the Court above two hours, each, in the perusal,
tional motive against the execution of such a deed at such a sea
whatever;

has been

discovered

of the planets; but
his counsel,

by appellant in the unfavorable aspect

as the plea was a wind was one on

is not on the record,

and

I

might misrepresent

content myself with stating that the opposing

fully

repelled
239

it.

‘There

are

the part of

no witnesses

to

counsel

I

son,

it,
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but it is absolutely

in his opinion, that it should be conﬁrmed

necessary,

It

;

of which

success

the deed itselﬁ'
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says appellant—‘ There are a dozen to show it was executed,’
‘
The registry was not applied for till after
returns respondent
Chuhtur Singh’s death’—-adds appellant—‘ If it had not been ap
plied for at all, the deed was none the worse,’ replies respondent.
I concur with the Zillah Judge, on the grounds before and now
that this deed must be acknowledged

prepared by the desire

under the immediate supervision of
as such : whether Chuhtur

be admitted

and

Singh was legally competent to execute
has

incidentally recorded

been

or family usage,

char,

(of
hundred

(a portion only of the time contended for) eight
inherited, each in virtue of will,
have successively
a

and

tervened,

in

became

of the succeeding

a

or usage, in the family in which

custom,

uninterruptedly

It

prevailed.

had so long

would, further, seem probable at

in the observance

ed and compromised

were

who,

of such

rule, some would

not based on some understood and ﬁxed
it,

be found,

a

that, amidst the numbers whose interests would be involv

it

least,

adoption) the father or elder

much could not, one might sup

wanting to establish the fact of such succession having

be

become

son by

heir,-

it

brother
pose,

the part of his immediate predecessor, and
cousin in
every instance (but one, where

on

deed,

a

written

that predecessor

a

individuals

through any open
would come forward to dispute
ing that might offer to oppose its continuance, But this does

principle,

not appear to have occurred.

In

the appended

genealogical

table,

of the T/takurs or Rajahs who held the family honors and

domain,
brethren

will

be found to have

but there

is

several

;

had two, or three, or even ﬁve

no record nor tradition of any challenge

of

to in the face of

a

the right to the guddee (to the throne, so to speak) by ambition
or avarice, or any lust after what could not be claimed or aspired
the chief—the

Rajah—upon

the clan, of which

usage,—-upheld

by family pride, reﬂected from

every, the most distant member

of

he was the princely representative.

Great stress
laid by appellant, on
document executed by
Rajah Ram Singh, the grandson of irput Thakur, and first cousin
This document

F. (1752) from

is

in succession, held the rqj.

sunnud dated in 1159

‘

whom,

urindur Singh

N

of the brothers, Rajahs Bishun Singh and

3

N

a

is
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be admitted that through

ﬁfty years

and

or

is' another question.

on the subject of koala.

when treating of the fact of execution

If

the deeds submitted.)

it

Much

to have been

a

Chuhtur Singh,

and

it,

exhibited,

both of

a copy of a

Rajah Ram Singh, Zemiu
239-40

1846.

Muha Raj
KowurBasdeo
Singh,v. Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Buha~
door.
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Sircar Tirhoot,’

dar,

a memorandum of its contents,

is
be

There is no signature to the sunnurl
it,

Raj Bullubh.’

a plain portion of

is

‘

it,

door.

On the margin of the paper

which represents the grant to

and others, in Pergunnah Puchye.

to

on

The villages are stated to be Chundora

one Race Doolubh Barn.
Muha
Raj
Kowur Daedeo
Singh,v. Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Buha

certain villages in that Sircar

bestowing

noted

‘

1846.

,'

but

on

In the body

the place of the ﬁsh.’

that the grant

A

is

stated

is

it

is

for religious purposes (molmttu
explained, by another paper,
run.) The Raj Bullubh mentioned
to have been the son of Raee Doolubli Ram.
proceeding of
of

the Collector of Tirhoot, dated February 25th, 1832, acknowledges
this-sunnurl as good and valid for the protection of the molmtturmi
lands mentioned in it, against the exaction of Government revenue;

another religious grant by

1833,

Singh,’ the

mdlr'kr are named

Rajah
‘

on

Rajah Ram

from the time of Ram Singh to the

of the Collector’s roobukaree, viz.,

date

Rajah

urindur Singh,

An extract from the
that in 1161 F. Baboo Rain

Pirtab Singh, Rajah Madho Singh.
of 1209 F. shows,

kitdbminhaee’

proprietor.

the recorded

Upon the above sunnud of 1159 F.
much conﬁdence,

is

is

Singh gave ﬁfty-one beeghas of land, for religious purposes, in
mouzah Sunhor; of which land, in 1209 F. Rajah Madho Singh

one of the objections

founded, as

just

said, with

urged by appellant against

the usage under which respondent claims to inherit to the exclu
sion

‘If,’

of his brethren.

he argues,

‘Rajah Ram Singh

could

protection against all taxation

that the estate was

wholly, by another member

how can

it

authorities

be maintained

;

revenue

a

;

to be within the
thus alienate by his sunnucl, lands acknowledged
limits of the raj estate which sunnud has been admitted by the
then vested in and enjoyed,

of the family?

He (Ram Singh)

;

it,

evidently owned and held his legal portion of the ancestral inhe
ritance, and did with
independently, as his pleasure prompted
which he had

he was Rajah Ram Singh,-——to

as

well founded

a

and in title also, was on a par with the senior of his house,——that
is,

assumption

of Ram Singh,

that on

others styled him,
240-41

occasion,

baboo

;

in the instance

is

‘

right as any others that assumed it.’
Respondent observes, that the assumption of the title of Rajah

;
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In

Singh.

April 8th,

‘

Madho

that the mdlik of the lands was Rajah
another proceeding of the Collector, of

N

recording incidentally

no proof of any thing but such

as shewn, he styled himself, and

that, of the raj lands, he could

confer
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for the period of his own life, from the stipulated portion
as a younger son or brother—
allotted to him for maintenance
from the revenue records
that
it
is
evident
and
further;
nothing

1846.

a grant,

now submitted, that this very

grant, as well as that of 1161 F.

after his demise, altogether dependent

was,

continuance

will

on the

and pleasure

in turn, became, as recorded,

who,

Hindoo to cancel

a

for conﬁrmation and

of each succeeding

1ajah,

The reluctance of

mdlz'lc.

a.

grant made in the name or cause of religion,

needs no mention.’

It

is admitted by appellant, that Ragho Singh (who, he asserts,
the ﬁrst of the family, who bore the title of Rajah) was suc

was

ceeded

Bishnn

by his son Rajah

brother Rajah Nurindur

son of Nundnundun

consequently

;

Bishun Singh, by his

N ow Ram Singh

Pirtab Singh.

—adopted by him—Rajah
the

Singh

Singh ; and N urindur Singh by his cousin
was

Singh, a brother of Ragho Singh, and

his (Ragho Singh’s) nephew

:

how then could he in
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the admitted line of descent, have been and have held, as is assert
ed?

It

rindur

is clear, that he did not intervene as Rajah between
and

Pirtab:

the

sufﬁcient to shew this

Nu

adoption of the latter by the former is

: and

this adoption

is not only not denied,

but is pleaded by appellant, as, if it pro-existed, being of itself
fatal to the continuance of the koolachar ; inasmuch, as the indi
vidual adopted follows the usages of his own family, not of that
of which he becomes a member by adoption : forgetting apparent
ly, that Nurindur Singh and Pirtab Singh were descended from
the same common stock,—from Soobhnnkur Thakur, the son of

Muheish Thakur, that is ;
dependently

of any adoption.

must have shared the
mention

and that Pirtab was the next heir, in

this because

It

is pretended

that Ram Singh

raj (as such) jointly with Nurindur.
it has been advanced; but there is no

I

evi

to support it ; and being against the custom, both of the
family and the country, it refutes itself.
dence

In

the other suit (No. 95) is ﬁled an extract from the was
of 1198 F. (1791) which, as connected with this parti
cular question, seems of importance.
This extract sets forth, that
minluzee,

‘Baboo N undeh Singh (identical with Nundnundun Singh, the
father of Ram Singh and son of Nirput Singh, according to appel
lant) the brother of Rajah Ragho Singh, had granted by a sunnud,
107 beegahs of land, in mouzah Deheebhut, pemunnah Hatee, for

religious

purposes,

to

Urjun Misrf

In

the last column of the pa~
241-112

11111111Raj
Kowur Basdeo
Singh,v.Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Bulaw
door.
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1816.

Muha Raj
KowurBasdeo
Singhgu. Muha
Rajah Rnodur
Singh Bubs.
door.

‘

‘

(or proprietor) appears Rajah Math
time
Now, it is
that
Singh'-—at
holding the raj of Durbhunga.
headed

per,

I

evident,

millaeeutdar’

think, from the bestower of this grant being designated

as the brother of the then Rajah, that the circumstance was in
some way deemed necessary

to be mentioned ; and from the pre

Rajah (of 1198 F. that is) being recorded as the proprietor,
after three intervening successions, and pergunnuh Hates being

sent

the raj domain, the inference

would appear clear and legitimate,

that the land granted belonged to the raj ; that Baboo Nundeh
Singh, as son of the late and brother of the living Rajah, had only a
and power in and over

life-interest

it ; and that,

at his

therefore,

death,

that which had been alienated to the extent of his compe

tency,

reverted to the

being open

Rajah as general proprietor

,-

the grant

or conﬁrmation, at the discretion of the

to rescission

Being a religious grant, the conﬁrmation of it was all but

latter.

a matter of course ; but the proprietary right still remained vest

Rajah;
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ed in the

and

thus we ﬁnd that right recorded,

to lie with Madho Singh, then on the guddee.

I

ed,

regard

in 1198,

The names chang

this as precisely the history of the sunnud of Ram

Why in that

Singh, of 1159.

instance

the title of Rajah was as

by him, matters little, and cannot now be explained ; but
assuredly it was not from any right arising from a distinct or co

sumed

parcenary proprietary possession of any portion of the raj estate.
Facts

and

circumstances connected

with Keerut

Singh, the

uncle of the parties to the suit, now come to be considered
ﬁrst the

June

22nd,

Chuhtur

1814,

Singh

: and

of the Provincial Court at Patna, hearing date

decision

in a suit ‘Baboo Keerut Singh cersus Rajah

3’ the

former claiming a third—his

portion under

property of the family generally, at the
time in the lands of the latter, and held by him as Rajah and sole
the law—of the ancestral
heir.

The claim, as already shewn in the present decision of

Zillah Judge, was dismissed,
session under the

In

will or

the

and the Rajah conﬁrmed in his pos

deed of Rajah Madho Singh, their father.

this suit, it was found, that Keerut Singh had accepted

and

held the lands allotted to him by his father as a maintenance
(pergunnnh

Jubilee)

under the deed which he subsequently

puted ; and such acceptance

and occupancy were declared

dis~

by the

pundits’ bewustha delivered in the case, to be tantamount to an
The deci
acknowledgment of the validity of the deed contested.
sipn

of the Provincial Court was appealed to the Sudder Court;
242-43
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-_

but the appeal was withdrawn, under a bamameh (or deed of re
vocation) ﬁled by Keerut Singh,—in consequence, says appellant,

of a

compromise

between him and his brother Chuhtur Singh; the

latter

agreeing

mer’s

waiving all claim to his portion of the

to withdraw a counter prosecution on the for

mi

estate.

Now,

there is no proof of any prosecution on the part of Chuhtur Singh,
nor any mention of or allusion to any —and of course none toany
Keerut

compromise of any—in

Singh's baznameh, or the Sudder

disposing of

Court’s proceeding

it;

and the document produced

by appellant as the baznameh of Chuhtur Singh, bears date up
wards of a month later than the other, and relates to a distinct
gift by the Ranee of Rajah Nurindur Singh,

matter—a questionable
conﬁrmed by Chuhtur
all interference

Singh, who by this instrument disclaims

nexion betWeen the two

; and were there,

and his brother’s

does not follow, that,

N urindur Singh,-that,

benefactor,

the act involved a bribe to induce

is motive sufﬁcient

it

a gift made by the wife of his

Chuhtur Singh conﬁrmed

because
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There is no necessary, nor apparent con

with it.

therefore,

a reciprocal advantage.

to be discovered,

There

setting aside a possible im

pulse of generosity and kindly feeling towards his brother, in the
cessation

of a vexatious,

and

doubtless

which he had long been harassed
tation pretended,

;

expensive

law-suit, by

without resorting to the impu

of which there is no evidence whatever but by a

forced implication.

I

dismiss

Keerut Singh with a brief reference to a petition pre

in the Zillah

sented

Court in the year 1828.

Chuhtur

Singh, complaining against

kkandan,

or family usage,

It

is from Rajah

him (Keerut Singh) for,
other
the
title of quah when only,
amongst
grievances, assuming
by right and position, a baboo ,- and setting forth the duatoor
Rajah,
the

620.

under which the eldest son only, was
are ﬁled certain papers exhibiting

With this petition

result of enquiries into Keerut Singh’s conduct and preten

sions ; and one of these is a letter from the then Collector of Tirhoot

to the Secretary to the Board of Revenue,

in which he (Keerut
Singh) is represented as possessing no right whatever that might
interfere with those, which are distinct and independent,
of the
Rajah of Durbhunga.

It

states him (Keerut Singh) to have pro

perty of his own, privately purchased, besides the provision settled
upon him by his father (Rajah Madho Singh ;) to be of very in
different

character; apparently imbecile,
K K

and under the inﬂuence
243

1846.

Muha Raj
Kowur Budeo
Smghmlliluhs
Bis-Jab Roodnr
Slush
Baha
dur.
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1846.

of others ; and
Chuhtur Singh.

ADAWLUT.

to have an unaccountable enmity to his brother,

A communication from Government, of the

13th

Raj February, 1829, intimates the rejection, founded on the reports
Muha
KowurBasdeo
the Board of Revenue, the Zillah Judge, and the
Singh,v- Muha furnished by
Rajah Roodur Collector, of Keerut Singh’s claim—to a khilut and the title of
Singh Buha
dur.

Rajah.

I

proceed to the examination of what has been advanced against

—to use

the words of the Zillah

J udge—the remarkable

pumannali

(a copy of which is ﬁled) emanating from the Council at Patna ;
by which certain lands are adjudged to be rent-free on the ground

of a sunnud,

in the name of Nirput Thakur, proving

produced,

the same to be a grant by the N azim in 1103 F. (1696) and to
have been held successively by Rajahs Ragho Singh, Bishuu Singh,
The purwarmab. is dated
Nurindur Singh, and Pirtab Singh.
and
a
called
Soodhan ; which the
relates
to
177
4,
5th,
village
May
Council intimate to the amils, is to be considered rent-free and
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belonging to the raj.

as

The appellant had pleaded that it belonged

equally to all the brothers (sons of Nirput) though recorded in
the name of Ragho only.
document

There was no proof of this, nor of the

having been other than it professed to be; but since

of this appeal, he has obtained and ﬁled (under the
Court’s sanction) extracts from the records of the day, to shew

the admission

that such a purwnanah never issued from the Patna Council ; and
that consequently,
the pretended one, submitted by respondent,
must be a forgery.
The ﬁrst evidence to this, is the negative one of the absence of
any mention of such issue in the index to the ‘ Consultation Pro
of the Patna Council, for the month of May 1774.
The extract now ﬁled, is said by appellant’s vakeels, to contain
the whole of the Council issues for the month of May 1774, as
ceedings’

in the general index lodged in the Secretary’s ofﬁce, and,
by them, the issue of this purwannak does not appear.
The respondent is not here ; and his vakeels observe, that though

recorded

as stated

there may be more than one honest cause assignable

sion, they can hardly

be expected

to explain

it

for this omis

3 but, they add,

the extract to be faithful, and perfect as including all
the shown issues for May, still, there is no pro of either of non-issue
or of forgery: all that is established, is the
absence of the record

admitting

of the fact, in the copy produced: the genuineness or correctness
of the index itself, the work of course of an ofﬁce clerk, they have
243-44
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of testing.

means

no

It

29K

appellant remarks; and two copies of proceedings

signature,’

in respondent’s

is a mistake : the seal is given,

circle with the inscription within

copy, by, as usual,

,- and

the absence of the

for, by the fact, as shewn, of the

is accounted

signature

English

are

This

submitted, in proof of both being usual with the Council.
a pen

Persian copy having been furnished by a native, one Torul Mul ;
whose ignorance of the language may be taken to account for his
adding what he could neither read, write, nor comprehend.

not

If

he

t00k

the

copy

from the record book, too, it is more than

probable that the repetition of the same occurring signatures was
not observed ; more particularly where the documents were in one,
the Persian, language

in English.

another,

and character, and the signatures always in
of the Special Commis

Lastly, a proceeding

sioner of Behar and Benares, was cited as furnishing conclusive
of the purwannah

evidence

bearing date

village of Soodhan

it was

being the forgery

July

declared to be.

1841, shews, that the

31st,

had been, in 1838, the subject of enquiry by

Collector, in regard to its liability to assessment

the Deputy

;

and

it,

that the then Rajah (Chuhtur Singh) claimed exemption under
this purwannah, which claim was rejected, because, such exemp
tion was beyond the competency of those who had allowed
(assuming the original to be what the copy indicated,) inasmuch,
their powers were limited by Section
Regulation XIX. 1793,
3,

as

to estates not exceeding

100 rupees of revenue,

whilst Soodhan

;

N ow, the purwan
not the authority for the fact of this assertcdjumma

ever

their competency
and inferences

might be grounded.

vested those

have no doubt

to be as supposed by
nothing upon which an imputation of

with, from whom

Invalid,
issued,

what the law

as beyond

it

forgery

there

is

functionary,

and

of the Deputy Collector

But allowing all

being entirely erroneous.
that

that the Patna Coun

not probable

it

whatever of the reasoning

is

It

cil would

overstep

what

may have induced, con

nected with the village.
thus

dated

;

(the purwannah)

after changes, or ﬁscal experiments,

I

istence at the period at which

is

thing to substantiate the assumption of its ex

;

nor is there any

it

aak itself

is

had a jumma attached toit of rupees 129-12.

may or may not have

it

K
2

:

K

r<'!"’

'r

be

it

and its value as evidence would be, as
was with the De
Collector,
to
puty
the estimate of the presiding autho
according
rity in the case in the present instance,
may
rejected, and
been

;
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This proceeding,

1846.

bears no record of any original seal or

‘

244-45

Muha Raj
Kowur Basdeo
Singh,v. Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Buha~
door.

valuable evidence

a

would in no way affect aught else, which would be weighed in
becomes
dependently of it. But when
forgery, an effect
which

falsehood

connected,

is

operation: every

thing with

upon with suspicion;

looked

and

fabrication are seen in every stage of the proceed
do not think the validity and value of this document
and

I

ings.

stands

a

it

immediately brought into general

it

door.

were

lost to him who relied upon its support; but

it

Muha Raj
Kowur Basdeo
Singh,o. Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Buha

be denied: so far,

it

anticipated from

the advantage

is

1846.

it,

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
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been successfully impugned by what has now been adduced
against its issue,-good or not good as
may have been deemed,

shield against the assessment of the lands of Soodhan.

There are

a

as

a

it

have

great many papers ﬁled by respondent,
to

less consequence,
was

of more

that the koolacluzr, or family

shew,

or

usage,

not merely of partial notoriety and acknowledgment with

it

the local community and public functionaries, but that
was re
cognised and made the subject of notice and complimentary
a

A

pumannah from the
Governor General of the 21st May 1824, confers
khilut on Ra

Muharajah

is

It

appellant.

observes

not proof of either,

is

Roodur

this

no

such prevailed,

admit

but

af

either of family usage, or of its legality,

proof,

All

Buhadur.’

it

‘

addition of

if

Singh,’ with the honorable

is

1840, the same individual

by the same high authority, as

‘

in another of the 12th October

I

and

addressed,

of his marriage;

on the occasion

:

jah Roodur Singh (respondent)

that what appellant represents as usurp
ed and maintained in the face of law and custom, was locally re
garded with difference and respect, and was acknowledged on
fords collateral evidence

than one occasion (and others might be instanced) by the
Rulers of the empire, as entitled to an open expression
Supreme
more

With what

has

been

execution

of the deeds necessary

and raj domain, by

a

enough

ritance

recorded

by the Zillah Judge,

has been exhibited, to leave no reasonable

I

of good will and consideration

;

think

doubt of

to asuccession to the

the

guddee

Rajah of Durbhunga, so-called to the inhe

and as little, of the koolachar, or family usage, warrant

ing the nomination and bequest, through the instrumentality of

proved

to have

mined.
245-46

usage
been

deeds having been duly executed,

established,

infringed

avail nothing,
and

this remains to

the law

is

family

But the

if

deeds so executed.

and the

:
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courtesy on the part of Government.

be deter

‘
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The appellant

has

the illegality of respondent’s

to

is apparently welcome

can render

that no length of time

pleads,

in Mithila, within the limits of which the pro

legal,

perty lies, what the skasters current in and applicable to that part
of the country, and judicial precedents

upon them, alike

founded

oppose and disallow.

The authorities referred

that

to shew,

if

(kurta-pootur)

koolackar had previously obtained,

of Pirtab

7.~This

pp. 76-7

the adoption

N urindur Singh

Singh by

is

Macnaghten on Hindoo Law, vol.

I.,

lst.

to, are as follows ; the italics and pa

are in the original :

rentheses,

broke the

chain of descent, and thereby cancelled the usage before prevail

He

individual

(the

as well as his issue, conti

adopted)

nues, after the adoption, to be considered
ral family, and

a

‘

ing.

member

of his natu

he takes the inheritance both of his own family

will not

the son of the adopted

The applicability

be considered

adopted having been

of the same family, and the latter heir at
adverted

As

to.

has been deemed proper to introduce it.

Same authority, vol.

the other hand,

has been already

I.,

it

quoted, however,

of his

the grandson

of this, in the present case, the adopter and

law independently of adoption,

on

and the son so adopted

He does not inherit collaterally.’

adopting father.

2d.

;

contracting parties only

be considered the grandson of the adopting father’s father,

will

nor

prohibits

pp. 44—46.-—-‘ The law of Benares,

unequal distribution by the

any

father of ancestral property of whatever description, as well as of
his own personal
same

law,

acquisitions even,

reserve

At

a distribution of

according to the

he cannot,

more than two shares for himself

:

immoveable property acquired by himself.

and as the

maxim of factum valet does not apply in that school, any unequal
distribution

of real property must be considered

as not only sin

abhorred by the world, for
practice

(of oﬁ'ering

balls)

it

forbidden by the maxim “ Practise not that which

but

since

legal,

secures not celestial bliss
shunned,

3”

by the world

is 3

is

abhorred

is

but

as the

it

found in the sacred ordinances

must not be practised, because

that

264 ver. 4-5.—
;

translation of the Mitacsham,
is

Colebrooke’s

True, this unequal partition
is is

‘

3d.

p.

ful but illegal, &c.’

it
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and that of his adopting father.’—-‘ This relation of kritrima son
extends to the

1846.

to the estate—the title he

succession
and

;

—_

mass of authority in proof of

a vast

cited
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Muha Raj
Kownr Basdeo
Singh,v. Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Buha
door.

“ Offer to a vene
pular prejudice, notwithstanding the injunction
rable priest a bull or a large goat,” and as the slaying of a cow is
“
Slay
for the same reason disused, notwithstanding the precept
to hIlTRA and VARUNA." It
“ As the duty of an appointment
(to raise

a barren cow as a victim consecrated
is

as the slaying of a cow

seed to another) and

up
are

so is

disused,

4th.

Colebrooke's

Accordingly

for victim,

with deductions (in favor of elder

partition

’

brothers)”
‘

declared,

expressly

translation of the Dayabhaga,

p. 26, v- 27.—

of the present day, (who are younger
(for their elders,) equal

since persons

brothers,) entertain not great veneration
distribution

is

alone

in the world

seen

,' as also, because

elder

brothers deserving of deducted allotments are now rare.’
Sir William Jones’s translation of Menu, Ch.

5th.

108,and Ch.
cendent

8, p. 194, vers. 41, 46.——‘

law,

has

:

a due

reverence

for the supreme spirit which

in him, diligently and constantly observe immemorial cuss
tom.’—-‘ A king who knows the revealed law must enquire into
dwells

the particular

of traders,

customs

-‘What

has

if it

mens,

the laws or usages of districts, the

laws of classes,
and

blish their peculiar laws,

rules of certain families, and
repugnant to the law of

the

if they be not

esta
God.’

been practised by good men and by virtuous brah

be not inconsistent with the legal customs of provinces

I.,

or districts, of classes and families, let him establish.’
pp. 15,
Sir Thomas Strange on Hindu Law, Vol.
our
own
law, there
255-6.—‘ But between the Hindu and

by ours,

in

that whereas, while,

lrmd descends to the heir at law, the personal goods

deceased vest in executors or administrators, distributable

of

respect to property, this material difference

;

is,

and

a

6th.

among

the next of kin ;—by the Hindu Law, real and personal are alike
to the same persons, and subject to the same incum
descendible
gether,

and personal

property so far class

and are not distinguishable, great importance

is

But though real

brances.

t0

attached

247

that,

right in that part

he thinks proper to come

of

cq-ordinate

a

ancestral,

if

which

is

sula, and north of India, so far

a

;

a

it

to land, in which, in particular, the sons are considered as
by
birth,
special interest having, with their father, by
possessing
to the doctrine of Mttacshara, prevalent in the penin
according
it,
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who

in the sacred scripture, and the codes of
let every man therefore, of the three principal

approved

divine legislators
classes,

1, p. 14, v.

Immemorial custom is trans

partitiou
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in his life-time, he must divide as directed by law : that

isit in

nor

3

them and himself equal shares

29 5

is,

CASES
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give

his power to aliene any

It

is,

without their concurrence.

accord

;

it

Muha
Raj
Kowur Basdeo
ing to the doctrines of this school, like dignities with us, inherent Singh,v. Mnha
Rajah Roodnr
in the blood; and therefore, so far as regards the interest of Singh Buha‘
and door.
parceners, unalienable.’-‘ The practice however subsists
considerable portion of

with reference to the individuals concerned,

being,

vi

essentially

a

it,

it

cious, remains open to examination ,and one thing seems plain,
Courts must have
resting place somewhere.
that in afﬁrming

a

it

native

is

the

has been attempted

excluded

’2

it

is

is

is
a

to custom

it

of
Custom
branch of Hindu, as
“ Immemorial custom
transcendent
(says Menu)
“
But how does he deﬁne
by good usages, long esta

H

blished.”

And what are good

tices

inconsistent with

the

a

es

violates their most impor
Should

it

and

as well as our own charters.

he contended,

at Madras,

Originating in corruption, its

it

established

as yesterday

1

long

tant institutions,
theless

for this purpose 't—“ prac

in question he considered, for the Hindus, as

is

usage

tablishment

usages

the legal customs of the country."

3

not

Can the practice
good

Can then

concerned.

our own law.
law

by our charters,

Hindu, to dispose of his property by will at Madras,
2

be referred

never

that, within the limits of the King’s Courts

Hindu must now acquiesce in the exercise of the

in question, bound by the practice that has obtained, the
difﬁculty will be to deﬁne ;—-to declare the extent of the obliga
it

power

tion, and to settle by what law the details of such power are to be
governed.’
Borrodaile’s translation of the Vyumzhara Muyookhu, p.
this partition by deduction,
not respected
is

56, sec. 11.--‘ And

ancestral

but

property

which the

p.

318.—"He

is—“ Upon the principle which
Hindu in Bengal, may leave by will, all his own
restricted,

according

doctrines

to

I

if

acquisitions

the things ex

Colebrooke, that

is

stated,
;

have

a

proceeds’—Mr.

is

it

in the Kuli (or the present) age, for
one of
pressly set aside in the present age.’
8th. Sir Francis Maenaghten on Hindu Law,

he have sons, from distributing

his own pleasure.

In countries in

of the Mitacsham prevail, he

is

th.

7
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inheritance

the

right of

of

;

wherever
the

and, for the English,

it

to carry

is

kind in the form and extent to which

the

it

Neither in the English nor in the Hindu Law can they ﬁnd any.
The latter, as in force to the southward, repudiates every idea of

restrained
247-48
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giving away immovables, and from making any other parti
tion of his possessions among‘his male descendants, but such as

from

Muha Raj the law has sanctioned ; consequently on the principle before ex
KowurBasdeo
plained, he would be restricted from distributing im'movables ina
Singh,v. Muhs
Roodur
Rajah
mode not sanctioned
by law, but may dispose of mavables, of
Singh Baha
him
which
the
law
to make gifts on account of aﬂection ;
permits
door.

not however

to the amount of the whole property.

tinct property, may be disposed
Harington's

by

of land shall die, without

to devolve, after his or her demise,

two or more

Hindu law (according

de

heirs who by the Mahomedan

or

as the parties may be of the former or latter

may be respectively entitled to succeed to a portion

persuasion)

the landed property of the deceased, such persons shall succeed
to the sharers to which they may be so entitled."
Provision was at the same time made, by the above Regula
tion, for allowing two or more persons, succeeding to an estate,
‘

and undivided, under a. common

or to obtain

division and separate possession of their respective

manager

;

it

joint

either to hold

a

shares, under the rules prescribed for the division of estates, pay

ing revenue

It

to Government, in Regulation XXV. 1793.

further provided, that nothing contained in Regulation XI.
should be construed to entitle any person to the share of an

was

1793,
estate

held entire by any individual, or that might devolve entire to any
prior to the 1st July 1794, under the custom for the
abolition
of which that regulation was enacted; “ Nor to
future
individual

prohibit any actual proprietor of land bequeathing or transferring
by will, or by declaration in writing, or verbally, either prior
to the 1st

subsequent

July

or

1794, his or her landed estate entire

to his or her eldest son, or next heir, or other son or heir, in
clusion to all other sons or heirs, or to any person or persons,

ex
or

to two or more of his or her heirs, in exclusion of all other

persons

in the proportions, and to be held in the manner

which

or heirs,
such

proprietor may think proper

;
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shall leave

will, or without having

or verbally, to whom and in what manner

writing,

his or her landed property
and

that after the 1st July

of

clared

pp. 195-6.—‘ 115was there

1793,

any Zemindar, independent talookdar, or other actual
a

proprietor

XI,

a

if

“

a

being his separate and dis
”
of by WILL as he pleases.’

Analysis, Vol.

by Regulation

enacted

is

9th.

1794,

be

of his possessions,

I.,

co-heir, the whole

fore

If there

or male descendants, and the property be not shared by

no sons

248-49

provided that the bequest

01'
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not repugnant to any regulations that have been or

be

1846.

-__._

may be passed by the Governor General in Council, or contrary
the Hindu or Mahemedan
whether

by, or made

authenticated
manner,

_ 10th.

I.,

that the bequest or trans

; and

or other writing, or verbally, be
before, such witnesses and in such

and regulations

laws

respectively do or may

'

require."

p.

those

as

law

by will,

made

on the Laws of England, Vol.

Commentaries

Stephen's

59.—‘ Lastly,

is

fer,

it

to

that no custom can pro

to be understOod

vail against an express act of parliament.’

Digest of the Laws and Regulations, Vol.
64, 103.—‘ In all suits regarding sueeession,inheritance,

Colebrooke's
5,

pp.

marriage,

and caste, and other religious usages or institutions, the

laws of the Koran with respect to Mahomedans,
ter with

the

to expound

to zemindaﬂes,

moulam'es

But that in

law.’——‘

and

and pundits shall respectively
cases of succession

taleolaiarie: and chowdraiea, the Judge do also as

whether they have been regulated by any general usage
where the disputed land

of the pergzumah,

is

certain

situated, or by any

particular usage of the family suing, and do consider in his deci

man legislation can contravene,

It

emanating too, for the
no hu

supersede.

Meanwhile proofs

in judicial proceedings,

of its paramount inﬂuence

added,

believed

no worldly enactment

will meet with all due attention presently.

are

is

strong array of legal authority

part, from the fountain-head of what

most

it

is
a

This

on this head.’
:

sion the weight due to the evidence

as

in this very Court.
The ﬁrst of these, and the only one
shall exhibit in detail—

I

shewn in cases determined

selected

on

of the apparent value placed upon the

account

dopi

nions delivered in it—is to be found in Macnaghten’s Reports,
p.

4.—‘ Sham Singh

tiff, as

joint

11. Mussamaut Umraotee,’

in the Zillah Court

heir, claimed

5f

II.,

was instituted

a

Vol.

7

The suit
The plain

Bhaugulpere.

half share of certain lands, which de

the score of the original proprietor (plain_
short time before
tiffs paternal grandfather) having in 1182 F.
opposed,

on

a

fendant

gift of the whole of his estate to his eldest son,

husband, with

stipulation of

younger son, plaintiff’s father.

a

her

a

his death, made

a

pecuniary provision for the

She further pleaded,

L

year following the gift, her husband took possession
n
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attend

shall be invariably adhered to

respect to Gentoos,

all such occasions the

on

and of the Shas
,'

11th.

Ill.,

that, in the
of the estate,

249-50
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Singh, 0. M nha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Buha
dur.
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which he continued to enjoy as sole proprietor until 1210 F.
of his decease, previous to which he bequeathed

date
Raj
Muha
KowurBasdeu
Singh,v- Muha
Rajah Romlur
Singh Buha
dun

the

to his eldest son, a minor, and provided for the management

by the

the

estate

of it

during his minority; that the plaintiff’s father

defendant

had never enjoyed any share of the estate in partnership with her

that the plaintiﬁ' had, consequently, no right

husband ; and

late

to the portion'claimed by him.

The pundit of the Zillah Court, when called upon to expound
the law applicable to the case, declared

exclusion of another,
defect

qualifying

that both were
the

the gift by a father of the

of an ancestral immovable estate to one of his sons, to

whole

on

the part

of the latter,) to be illegal,

entitled to equal participation.

to certain land purchases

evidence

the

(in the absence of natural or incurred dis
and

Upon this,

and

by the defendant’s

hus

band, from the family funds, the half share claimed by the plain
tiff, was decreed to him.
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On appeal to the Provincial Court, the pundit of that Court de

claredthe gift to the defendant’s
was

ing maintenance

to be valid : a judgment

only to the plaintiff, from the defendant.
to the Sudder Court, it appearing that

On a further appeal,
the estate,

husband

accordingly, reversing the Zillah decree, and award

passed

to the half of which the plaintiff laid claim, had been
as situate in the province of

generally considered

having, in answer

Mithila,

parties themselves

the

Court, admitted that their religious ceremonies
and other observances,

with funeral and marriage,
by the Mithila

cheaters,

the

and

to a question put by

the

connected

were governed

opinions of the law ofﬁcers of

the

Sudder Court, of the Provincial Court of Patna, and of the Zillah
Court of Tirhoot, were required, as to the legality or otherwiselac
cording to the Mithila theaters) of the alleged gift by the plaintiff's
grandfather to the defendant’s husband (plaintiff's uncle.) The
pundits of the Zillah and Provincial Courts differed in opinion with
to the law in the case

regard

; such

gift being pronounced inva

lid by the former and valid by the latter.
Sudder Court being called
as current in

Mithila,

fendant was valid
without

seizin

;

upon

‘

If

250-51

law,

1st, Whether the gift pleaded by the de

2ndly, Whether such gift would be complete

being given during the life-time of the donor!

expressed their opinion as follows

lst.

The pundits of the

to state under the Hindu

a Hindu

possessing

:—
immovable

ancestral

property,

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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to his death, express himself to this effect in
of his eldest son, “ He will become sole proprietor on my

some time

talking

previous

Muha Raj
Kowur Basdeo
the gift cannot take place, from the omission of Singh,v.Muha
maintenance,"
Rajah Rood u r
the word dun (donation) in the expression ; which,[,both accord~
Buhﬂn
Singh
and

death,

my younger son be provided by him with a suitable

ing to the ska-item and the current practice of the country, is
sential to complete the gift.
have been expressed
valid

be considered

right in

ancestral

in the above sentence, still, the gift cannot
a father and a son possess an equal

3 because

immovable

property, and consequently, the
and

the estate

becomes

the gift of which is illegal ; and a verbal gift, un

der any circumstances,
by? a

Further, supposing the word dan to

right is established

younger brother’s

joint property,

door.

es

kibbandmeh,

is

of immovable property, unless supported
invalid.’

Eight authorities

in

are quoted

support of this opinion.
‘

2nd.

Supposing the donor to have made a gift of the above
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mentioned property, but not to have given the donee seizin dur

ing his life-time, the verbal gift

is invalid ; because the donee

has never been in possession of it.’

Three authorities are quoted

in support of this.
In conformity to the
judgment

was

passed

above exposition

of the Hindu law ﬁnal

by the Sudder Court, afﬁrming the decree

of the Zillah Judge, and reversing that of the Provincial Court

I

Now,

gather from the questions

put to, and the answers re
turned by the pundits of the Sudder Court, in this case, that the
gift

contested

of such

reference

disallowed,

was made verbally, without any

conﬁrmatory, written

subsequent,
session

and

instrument; and that no pos

verbal gift, was conferred

to these omissions,

in connexion

by the donor.

With

with the general law

of the charters

against

dently passed.

But the ground upon which the present claim of

the

is based, is the will, held by him, of his prede

respondent

unequal partition,

the decision

was evi

cessor, his father,

executed according to precedent, and in conti
of the family usage of many generations ;-which usage
the same law, that upholds equality of partition, admits as a legal

nuance

exception

to

what

itself ordains.

There is no mention in the

of koolachar, or family usage under any designation
and consequently no bearing in it upon the point now at issue.

case quoted,

The same observation

lant: not

;

applies to the other cases cited by appel

one of them involves the question to be determined

L L 2

251

:all
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that is established
the

by them, taken separately

of the general

existence

or as a whole,

prohibitory law, divested of

is,

300

those

;

I

which occasionally present themselves,
Muha Raj attendant circumstances,
Kowur Basdeo
and
allowed
neutralize,
are
to
or qualify, its general intent and
Singh,v. Muha
Rajah Roodur operation.
do not therefore enter into any detail of these but
Singh Bulw
return to an examination of what has been advanced in regard to
door.
were the fruits.

the law itself—0f which these decisions

Eleven authorities (the same recurring in one or two instances)
brought forward as evidence, against the legality of respon

are

;

to the numerical arrangement

already been disposed of; but
may
that the fact
not fairly put forth by ap

has

ﬁrst,

inasmuch,

is

as there

no evidence to shew, what

that the succession of Pirtab Singh was the immediate
the legal results of which,

is

of opinion in regard

to its interpretation,

the authority quoted in number

volume

In

2.

is

Macnaghten
work and

and

as furnished the quotation given,

the following note by him.

After adverting to

a

law,

appellant professes to exhibit.

Of these, evidences of the universality of the

5,

3.

2.

4.

terdictory

the same

at page

17,

case in which

There

is

:

family usage, he proceeds

‘

another decision

of

the general law took effect, in the absence of any proof or plea

on record

a

(vol. II. page 116, new edition, page 147, of the Sudder Court’s
Reports) of case in which there were sons by different wives, and
that the estate should be distributed according

by each

borne

without reference to the number of

(a distribution

technically

termed

putniblwgm)

;

averring that such had been the koolachnr or immemorial
the family

but the Court determined

usage

that the distribution should

be made, not with reference to the mothers,
sons

sons

of

to the number of wives,

but to the number

being of opinion, that although in cases of inheritance,

of

one party claimed

:

koala

vol.

is

necessary that the usage have been ancient and

also

the case of Bhyroochund Rai versus Rusoo

page 27, new edition, page 36

and

the

case

Sheobukhsh Singh versus the heirs of Futteh Singh, vol. ll.,
265, new edition, page 340.
228.

In

the

251-52

successions

of

munee,

See

;

invariable.

it

char, or family usage, has the prescritive force of law, yet, to estab

lish koolachar,

1.,
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adoption,

denied,

effect of his

in

the

be as well to mention,

pellant

agreeably

consi

it

This,

I.

I

consecutively,

before observed

is

them

shall, for the sake of ready reference,

:

der

possession.

is

dent’s

page

See also Elem. Hin. Law, App. Page

to principalities, and large landed pos

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEW ANN Y ADAWLUT.
koalachar will have the eﬁect of law,

long established

sessions,

1846.

and

It

of the rest.

to one son to the exclusion

convey the property

301

Muha Raj
in a note to the Digest (Vol.
Kowur Basdeo
II., page 119) that the great possessions called zemindarica in Singh,v. Muba
Rajah Reodur
ofﬁcial language, are considered by modern Hindu lawyers as tri
has been stated by Mr. Colebrooke,

Singh

butary principalities.”

In Sir William

it

and 164,

J ones’s

Ordinances of Menu,’ Ch. 8, sections 3

by evidence,

with positive

can have no effect though

law

or with settled

usage.’--Sectious

41

and

as in his favor; but appellant, putting apparently a differ

dent,
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be

are, with the above, quoted by respon

ent construction upon them,

found under number 5.

no hesitation
and

it may

which contains a cause of action inconsis

46, of the same chapter,

be

let him (the king) decide

and rules drawn from local usages, and from

codes.’-‘ The plaint

supported

day

another, under the eighteen principal titles of

by arguments

written

tent

‘

is written :—‘ Each

causes, one after
law,

door.

I

have

appropriated them

If they

are worth

,' and

they will

any thing,

I

have

in throwing them into the scale of respondent
only postponed

pellant’s

citation of them,

recording

it.

the expression

to this more suitable opportunity of

In Macnaghten’s Sudder Reports,

vol.

III, p.

41, is a note by

(their editor) to the particular case reported, as follows
This custom, by which the succession to lauded estates invari

him
‘

ably devolves

;

of my surprise at ap

:

on a single heir, without a division of the property,

legal by Regulation X. 1800.
A formal enactment was not perhaps necessary as far as the Hindoo
law is concerned,
that law itself providing for exceptions to its
has been

recognized

and

declared

rules, and declaring that particular customs shall super
“ A decision must not be made solely by hav
general laws.

general
sede

ing recourse

to the letter of written codes; since,

if

no decision

to the reason of the law, (or according to
according
immemorial usage, for the word yucti admits both senses,) there

were made

might be a failure of justice.”—-Colebroolce’s

Digest of Hindu Law,

vol. 11., page 228.

The Dayabkaya, from which the quotation of number 4 is taken,
is avowedly only current in Bengal.

It

has been brought forward

appellant on this occasion, to shew, that though the Bengal
and Mithila skasters do not agree in particular points, in this (the
illegality of unequal partition) they concur, and that ‘ equal dis
by

252-53

-Buha
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tribution

is alone seen in the world.’

a letter addressed

Muha Raj
Kowur Basdeo

by the Judges of the

of H. M.’s Supreme

Judges

The following is

a copy of

Sudder Court to

thha

‘On mature

consideration

Rajah Roodur
Sin gh
Buha

unanimously

of opinion, that the only doctrine that can be

door.

of the points referred to us,

we are
held

by the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut, consistently with the decisions
of the Court, and the customs and usages of the people,
a Hindoo,

who

is,

Singh,v.

the

Court, on the 2d September 1831:

that

sons, can sell, give, or pledge without their

has

immovable ancestral property situated in the province

consent,

of Bengal, and that, without the consent of the sons, he can,
will, prevent,

alter, or affect their succession

by

1846.

____

to such property.’

Signed by all the Judges of the Court.
‘

the practice,

subsists

declared

by

Sir Thomas Strange admits that

6.

the above letter to prevail in Bengal,

at Madras, though

(in his opinion) essentially vicious.’ This quotation does not
furnish any thing, beyond the sentiments of an individual in
of,

but had no power to rescind

8.

These
and

9.

I

naghten’

been

‘

7.

or alter.
have

been sufﬁciently answered

above by ‘Mac

Sir William Jones.’
this quotation of Regulation XI. 1793, to

presume,

have

for the sake of the concluding stipulation in it, that

made,

or transfer by will (sanctioned by it) shall not
but deem
volve any thing repugnant to law
proper to observe

that Regulation X. of 1800, merely
upon one.

was dependent

de

permits that
by

without a will, which

instances,

I

particular

introduce this with

to an attempt on the part of appellant to give

reference

Regulations an application and bearing which they evidently

these
were

never intended to have; and which, under an honest interpreta
to attach to them.

impossible

Stephen's

would run,

It

to be understood

doubt of it, and

nothing

is

koolacltar can prevail against an express law.’

that no

There cannot

be

a

of Mr.

is

As applied to the case before the Court, the commentary

10.

‘

tion,

is

sought or claimed against such

11.

On the ﬁrst portion of this,

that the attendance
253-54

is

authority.

it

s!

place,

of 1793,

any actual proprietor

‘bequeath or transfer by will or written

may

and

‘

I

;’

to take

that the license extends to

in.

,’

claration

XI.

who

;’

of land

it,

further upon

it

in

‘the bequest

it
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As regards the second quota

and Pundits,’ is not now required.

I

tion,

think it would be difﬁcult to ﬁnd any thing stronger
of what

support

In the

appellant has

1846.

in

taken so much pains to subvert.

Judge has done his best ‘to ascertain

the

case,

present

whether

the succession has been regulated by any particular usage

of the family

suing

will consider, in his decision, the weight

; and

due to the evidence on this head.’
same

303

appellant declares

breath,

This is the law
no

5

Muha
Raj
KowurBasdeo
Singhyv. Muha
Rajah Roodur
Singh Buha
door.

which, in the

usage can modify,

or divert

from its prohibitory obligations.

A great

have been cited by respondent

many precedents

in sup

port of what has been opposed by him to the authorities quoted
by appellant, besides the cases above alluded to in Macnaghten’s

I

notes ; but

do not deem it necessary to do more than thus advert

to them.
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An attempt

made by appellant,—taking

was

advantage

of an

occasion of revenue embarrassment, of many years ago, when the
Rajah, though in charge of his estate, was on a limited allowance,

—to

that he

prove,

(the Rajah) was merely a stipendiary, and
proprietary right was vested in him. This

that no particular
leave

exhibit

as the proceedings

it;

I

deeming

it utterly unworthy

of further notice or refutation, beyond what itself supplies,

I

to the raj title

no doubt whatever
and

of the right of the respondent, both
the raj domain; which right the deeds of

his

the

usage

have

predecessors,

of his family',

and the laws of his

country combine to conﬁrm.

I

dismiss the appeal

;

with all costs chargeable to the appellant,

ASSEEMOODDEEN,

Plaintiﬁ',

1846.

men-us

MOONSHEE

MUNNEEROODDEEN MAHOMED
LOCHUN BISWAS,

THIS

and RAM

Defendants.

Heldthatthe
by the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut on an
Court in which
for the admission of a special appeal made by the a suit for a

case was heard

application
defendants.

The plaintiff instituted
Moonsiﬁ'
had

of Chokee

purchased

Lochun
defendant

February 28.

the present

action in the Court of the

Bangha, Zillah Daeca, setting forth that he

k-ismut

Dyarampore from the

Biswas for Company’s
Munneorooddeen

rupees

defendant Ram

640-14-11, and that the

Mahomed had dispossessed

him of

254-55

portion of pro
perty, claimed
a dis~
under
t l e,
puted
should be in
stituted,
is to
be determined
with reference
to the value of

ti
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the title, and eight beegahs of land appertaining to the said leismut, for recovery
not to the va~
of which be sued.
Inc of the por
tion sued for.
The facts set forth in the plaint were denied by the defendants;

the defendant

Ram Lochun averring that he had never sold hismut

Dyarampore to the plaintiff.
Under
plaintiff

a

that the transfer was made for a sum of

a value beyond

rupees,

as the validity of the title of the

circumstances,

disputed, and as the foundation of that title was
set forth

which

deed
640

these
was

the Moonsiﬁ’s power to adjudicate,

that ofﬁcer treated the case as a boundary dispute, and enquired
merely into the fact of possession.

The result of the enquiry

was

the dismissal of the claim.
On appeal, the Principal Sudder Ameen entered into the merits
of the

case, and reversed

Moonsifs

the

decision,

upholding

the

plaintiff’s purchase, and awarding to him the eight beegahs of land
in dispute.
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The defendants

then applied to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

for the admission of a special appeal.

The application was heard

by a full Court, (Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and Barlow,) who were of
opinion that as the plaintiff came into Court as proprietor by
the Moonsiff should not have proceeded

purchase,

when that title

was

Ameen had decided

disputed
in appeal

:

and that

case

the Principal Sudder

the question of proprietary right

under the disputed sale and purchase,
by the lower'Court.

in the

a point not entered upon

Under these circumstances the Court

held

both decisions to be irregular and informal, quashed them both,
and directed a reference of the plaint for the orders of the Zillah
Judge,

as

being beyond

the competency

of the Moonsiﬁ

to dis

pose of.

REMARK.
The principle

which regulated the judgment of the Court

regard to

the jurisdiction

recognized

by the Circular

August 1832.

in

of the Moonsitf, had been previously
Order No. 16, vol.

IL,

dated 3lst
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SUDDER BOARD OF REVENUE, Appellant,

1846.

067'8U8

DILAWUR ALI
THIS

and another,

is a claim instituted by the respondents

perah for possession of mouzahs
pore,

Khord

March 4.

Respondents.

in Zillah Tip

Sreenugur, Kureempore, Russool

Dilawurpore, and Dureo Rampershadpore,

in taloo

kah Rampershadpore.

It

appears that the Government are auction-purchasers of

gunnak Buldakhal,
case,

Dilawur

Ali

Zillah
and

Tipperah

:

Per

that the plaintiffs in this

claiming to hold the 5 mouzahs

another,

in the present plaint, besides mouzah Rampershadpore,

mentioned

as a mocur-ruree talook within the Government purchased

estate,

Deputy Collector (Mr. W. J. Allen) instituted a suit for the
This suit
resumption and assessment of the whole 6 mouzahs.
the

decided on the 3rd

was
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alone

July

1837, and mouzah

given up as a mocarruree

remaining 5 mouzash

Rampershadpore

talook, at ajamma of 437-3, the

It

liable to assessment.

being declared

is

in the resumption decree, that the order is passed under
The Government appealed from that order
Regulation IX. 1825.
speciﬁed

the Special

to

Commissioner, who rejected the appeal, and con
'

ﬁrmed the order,

The plaintiffs brought a regular suit in the Zillah Court to.
cover

possession of the 5 mouzahs

reverse the decision

resumed,

re~

but not expressly to

of the Deputy Collector.

On the 20th April 1840, the Principal Sudder Ameen decreed
in favour of the plaintiffs, awarding possession of the 5 mouzahs
claimed,

at a maeurruree or ﬁxed jumma.

The Collector, on the part of Government, appealed to the
Judge, who, under date 9th March 1842, modiﬁed the decision of
the

Principal

Sreenugur,

Sudder Ameen, and decreed possession of mouzah

in addition to mouzah Rampershadpore,

as included

in

the mocurruree tenure at the jumma of rupees 437-3, giving pos
session also of the remaining 4 mouzahs

rupees; regarding which, however,

sued for at ajumma of 475

he declared

the Government

might sue to enhance the rent under the regulations.
From this decree both parties appealed specially to the Sudder
Adawlut, and Messrs. Reid and Tucker admitted the

Dewanny

special appeals.

The grounds of admission

were recorded

they were admitted on the ﬁle before the issue of Act
'

M

M

;

III.
256

but as
1843,

Anaction, the
real,
though
I: o t avowed,
object of which
is to reverse a
decree of the
Courts for the
trialofresump
tion suits, can
not be heard
by the ordi—
nary Courts.
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the case was-taken up on its merits in general, not merely on

the

grounds of admission.

recorded

The case was heard before a full Bench (Messrs. Tucker, Reid,
oilggleflgﬂidI
and Jackson) who recorded judgment as follows :
Duawur All,
“ It would
appear that the principal point upon which the deci
sion of this case hinges, has been unattended to by the lowerCourts:
the suit is not expressly

laid to reverse the decision of the resump

tion Court, but its object is,really and virtually, the reversal of it ;
for the plaintiff claims possession, under a mocurrurec

tenure, of

villages which the resumption Court has determined
part of that tenure.

to form

no

The resumption Courts are duly appointed

by the law for the adjudication of cases of a particular description,
and

the case in question comes undoubtedly within that descrip

tion

;

the decision of the resumption Court is therefore a good

legal judicial award,

if

tor, the plaintiﬁ',

and

other

by it, had the appeal to the Special

aggrieved

this was the course prescribed by

Commissioner open to him

;

law, and as he neglected

to follow

the decision

the

became ﬁnal.

to the Special Commissioner,

The Government did appeal

who,

under date the 8th September 1840, conﬁrmed the decision of the
Regulation

III.

under the provisions of Clause
the

1828,

Special Commissioner

ﬁnal.

decision of

1,

and

the Court

The following order

is

Collector;

is

Deputy
2,

Section

of

the

therefore

passed,

Neither

this Court, nor any of the subordinate Courts,

has

authority to interfere with the decisions of the resumption Courts,
Rampershadpore

of the plaintiffs.

mocurrurree

rurree,

inadmissible

;

tain possession of the remaining

deter

included in

Their present suit therefore
mouzahs

they have

been

the

to ob

as part of their macar
decreed

tent Court to be not included in their mocurrurree,

by

a

only mouzah

5

mined that

The resumption Courts have
is

in cases of this description.

is

but

compe
to form

part of the mal lands of the Government estate Pergmmah

B111

dakhal.
The plaintiffs

should have

appealed

from the decision of

Deputy Collector to the Special Commissioner, but, having
to do so, the Deputy Collector’s decision
also been conﬁrmed

Government.
256-57 .

the

omitted

has become ﬁnal, having

by the Special Commissioner on the

appeal

Of
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was any error in the decree of the Deputy Collec

it,

If there

Court.

which cannot be questioned
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Ordered,-—That the decrees of the Judge and Principal Sudder Sudder Board
of Revenue, 11.
Ameen be reversed, and the claim of plaintiff be dismissed : the Dilawur Ali.
costs in both cases of appeal, as well as of the original case, to be
paid by the plaintiffs.‘

ROUSHUN

KHATOON

CHOWDRAIN,

Appellant,

1846.

versus

COLLECTOR OF MY MENSINGH,

RAM

JY

RUHA,

and others,

March 24.

Respondents.

SUIT

laid at rupees

7 330-1

5-9-3-2 for possession of

1} anna

of 8 annas of zumeendaree Pergunnah Utteea, in the Civil

share

Court of Zillah Mymensingh.

This suit

was originally instituted by the appellant against a

person named Meet Saadut Alee, 0n the ground that the property
in question had been nominally sold to him to evade a process of
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Court about to be issued against her, appellant
sale

took place in 1231 Bprincipal

was

when the property was under the

of the Court of Wards; and that Meer Saadut Alee,

management
who

E.

that the nominal

;

manager

of her aﬁ‘airs, used to receive the

proﬁts from the collectorate and duly account for them to ~her

until

of

possession
Alee,

when,

1241,

Court

Wards,
as

the property having been released from the
The defendant,

actual purchaser.

contended,

Meer Saadut Alee, assumed

the defendant,

Meer

Saadut

that the sale was real and not nominal, in proof

of which he held the deed of sale, which was duly witnessed,
registered,

and

and mutations made in the collectorate ;and he had en

joyed possession for upwards of 12 years, which of itself rendered
the claim inadmissible.

The suit was dismissed
Ameen,

J enaub

by the Additional

Principal

Sudder

Alee, who deemed the sale real, and he also con

sidered the claim inadmissible from lapse of time.

The Zillah Judge, in appeal, held that the plaintiff having prov
ed receipt of the proﬁts up to the time the estate was released from
the Court of wards, there was no lapse 'of time, and that the sale
was nominal

; therefore

the defendant,

Meer Saadut Aloe, must ac

count for the usufruct from the time the estate was released from
the Court of Wards.

As however the property in question

had

been sold by public auction, on account of Meer Saadut Alce, who
had

given

it in security,

he directed the plaintiff to sue the Col

!

u

2

'_257-58

A suit to set
a sale
aside
made by the
plaintiff, on the
ground that it
was merely a
and
nominal
ﬁctitious sale,
with a view to
evade process
of Court, dis—
missed on the
that
principle
no party can
advan
take
tage of his own
wrong.

lector, who sold the property, and the persons who purchased

1846.

it,
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for possession.
On this, the purchasers

hu n

ﬁfwgrzigfs

at the auction sale appealed

to the Sud~

Court, and the case was heard by three Judges, who decided

der

y

and others,

1841,

_

°f that, as the plaintiff had proved receipt of the proﬁts up to

_
gum“
mensingh,

there was no lapse of time, and that the Judge, instead of refer
ring the plaintiﬁ' to another suit, should have directed her to
clude the Collector and purchasers
accordingly remanded,

case was

as defendants
and

in

Rous

in this suit. The

was tried by the Principal

Sudder Ameen, who, deeming the sale real, for the reasons detail
ed at great length in his decision,

In

the suit.

that the sale

was

nominal, as had been clearly proved by persons present when

the appellant’s pleader argued,

the

appeal,

transaction occurred,

and that the Sudder Court had admitted the

receipt of the proﬁts

till

still

ed real,

1841, and thus done away with the plea

He further contended that

if

of lapse of time.

the sale were deem

as the property was then under the Court of \Vards,

a

its alienation by appellant was invalid, in proof of which he cited
case in point, decided in the Court of Appeal of Dacca on the

it

1823,

N ubkant

Shah,

might be contended

&c., versus Mootee

Beebee

;

25th February
and although

by the other party, that

as

the estate was brought under the Court of Wards for contumacy,

it

did not render the appellant incompetent to alienate, the argu
the whole of Regulation X. 1793, was

ment was futile, because

applicable to every description of persons who might be brought
under its provisions.
The Collector and the purchasers
and

it

only appeared as respondents;

was argued on their part, that the sale was clearly real to

appellant was perfectly competent
understood by the revenue

to alienate,

authorities,

was

and that

it

all intents and purposes; and that the estate having been brought
under the Court of Wards solely on account of contumacy, the
was so

evident from their

having allowed the mutations in the Government registers conse
quent on the sale and accepted in security the property in ques
case in point, Jan
tion from Mcer Saadut Alee, and cited, as
a

;

Khatun,

versus

Khwaja

Alimullah,

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

Reports, volume V., page 240, new edition, page 284.
The Court (present Mr. Dick) gave judgment to the following
eﬁ‘ect

:—

“ There
258-59

are

four points for‘considcration in this

case.

lst.

Is
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from lapse of time

the suit inadmissible

'1

2nd.

309

Was the sale in

3rd. If real, was it invalid, from the
question real or nominal?
circumstance of the property having been at the time under the

Court of Wards?

4th.

If

nominal, and for the purpose of evad

ing process of law, as stated by appellant, can a claim so founded
Three Judges of the Sudder Court
be upheld in a Court of law?
have already decided that the proﬁts of the property sold, were

duly paid to appellant for

years after the sale, and within two or

three years of the institution of the suit, and that therefore there
no lapse of time: consequently no opinion on that point is

was

The above decision

requisite.

second point likewise

;

for

if it

of the Court virtually settles the
be proved

that the appellant re

ceived the proﬁts for years after the sale, it must have been mere
need

give no opinion.

On the third

point,

it

estate

being brought under the Court of Wards, that it was sole

is very evident,

ly on account of
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I

Here too

ly nominal.

from looking well into the history of the

proprietors, females, quarrelling about the

the

management, and prepared

to disturb the public peace; where

fore the Magistrate had directed

the attachment, and the Govern

ment ordered its being managed by the Court of Wards.

“ The Government

however could do so in 1809, only on the
and not of contumacy, aswhatever re
ground of incompetency,
lated to the latter in Regulation X. 1793, had been rescinded by

Regulation
had

VII. 17%.

Therefore, although the incompetency

no reference to natural defect, bodily or mental, still all the

provisions

of Regulation

X. 1793,

must be held applicable, an
'

.
the sale consequently, if real, invalid.
“ On the fourth point, it is clear, that the sale, though nomi

nal, was effected by a deed duly drawn out, and attested,
gistered,

and

possession

given to all public intent by the muta—

tions in the Government revenue
deceive

by every

rightful

process

ostensible

of law.

and re

In

registers,

means

and

all this done to

the public, and to evade a

short, a more complete piece of con

summate chicanery and fraud could not have been perpetrated.

“ On such a ground,

I

hold no legal claim can be founded.

persons can by means of law take advantage

I

therefore conﬁrm the decision

the

suit with full

N0

of their own wrong.

of the lower Court, dismissing

costs.”

259

1846.

R

o u s h u'n
h a t 0 o n
Chowdrain,
v.
of
Collector

K

Mymeusingh,
and others.
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1846.

DEWAN RAMNATH SINGH, Appellant,

,__._
April

versus

3.

THAKUR DAS,

Respondent

it,

a

THIS suit was instituted by respondent, in the Court of the
Anobjection
to the payment
Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Shahabad, on July 26th, 1844,
of a deposit to
from appellant Company’s rupees 6,326-3-5, principal
the party en~ to recover
titled to re
and interest, under
bybil-wufa (or conditional sale) of mouzah
ceive
is

“The

case

1837,

Mussamaut Boonyad Fatima

in substance

from respondent

borrowed

5,500 Sicca rupees, granting, in return, a bybl'lwufa

of Sicca rupees

660.

F. (1843) when

faction of
but was

a

1251

This arrangement continued in
the lands being about

from

yearly payment
force to

to‘be sold in

satis

decree of Court, respondent pleaded his bybil-wufa;

told to look to the purchaser fora settlement of his

Appellant

debt.

of the village

let in farm to Cheonee Lal, the son of respondent,

named,

whom the latter was to receive the interest by

purchased

the property for 7,000 rupees;

and,

;

in December 1843, deposited in Court Company’s rupees 5,866-54,
the principal of respondent’s loan to Boonyad Fatima
of which
in Court, and prayed payment.
appellant, who

protested

who lodged his deed of sale

This

however

by

was given to respondent,

was prevented

against the money being made over

hiln, till the pottah held by Cheonee Lal should also be lodged

resignation of his lease
upon which, the
(in token ofJudge refused to proceed further between the parties till their
;)

Court

to
in

due notice

a

disputes should be settled.
in whose

by respondent,

The present action was then brought
favor the decree appealed against

was

passed.

“ Appellant

pleads, that the principal of the original debt hav

ing been deposited
from him;

in Court, interest cannot justly he

demanded

that Cheonee Lal being respondent’s son,
as
such, his pottah cannot be upheld after the father’s
holding
and

and
debt

that the money

deposited

as regards
260

only necessary to

observe,

by appellants in Court, was withheld

from being paid to respondent,
and,

it

“ In answer to these
objections,

is

has been satisﬁed.

by appellant’s own interdiction

Cheonee Lal, that he

is
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19th September

as followsz—On the

not before the Court,

;

interest on the
deposit during
the period of
detention.

a

tor liable for

Gouree, in Pcrgunnah Dunwar'.
the decree of the presiding Judge, Mr. Rattray.
The following

is

found
investiga
tion to be in
sufﬁcient, rene
ders the nbjec~
on

nor

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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between his lease

of

and

if

Devan Ram
nsth Singh, 11.
loan of the money sued for ; Thakur Bus.

nor aught else to shew the connexion,

is his pottah ﬁled,

311

respondent’s

any,

which only he was to pay the interest from the farm proceeds.

“ The

decree passed is clearly

just

and proper,

and is afﬁrmed

accordingly, with costs payable by appellant."

MAHARAJAH KISHEN KISHORE MANIK,

1

Plaintiff,

'uers'us

846.

April

RAJCHUNDER DHUR, GOORDYAL DHUR,

14.

and others,

Defendants.
came

case

before

of a special

suit of the

on the

appeal

plaintiff.
The petitioner, plaintiﬂ’, sued the defendants,

dependent

talook

dars in his :umeendary, to ﬁx the jumma of their talook, and issued
a notice under Section 9, Regulation V. 1812, to them, in which the
jumma for the then current Bengal year was stated to be Company’s
rupees 945, 7 annas, 10 pie, 14 krants. The defendants denied the

V.

issued
Section

Regulation

not
1812,
vitiated by an
omissiontospe
cify the quan~

tity of land
in the possession of the par
served

ties

lands, which having been accomplished, that ofﬁcer, consi
dering the plaintiff’s title to enhance the rent of the defendant’s
gunnah

to be clearly and

rates)

fully

established,

an

The defendants

appealed

at the per

decreed for the

annual jumma of Company’s rupees

plaintiff
krants.
case

vdthin

to assess the lands comprised

86-11-4-13

7

talook (that

it

the

from this decision,

and the

referred by the Judge to the Principal Sudder Ameen,

was

who considered

the plaintiff's title to assess thedefendants’ talook
to be unquestionable. He likewise ap

at the peryunnah rates

Company’s

ameen’s

rupees

proceedings

creed for appellant,

and

tice did not, as required

defendants,

and

ﬁxed, viz.,

but he nevertheless

de

nonsuited the plaintiff, because the no
by Section

make mention of the aggregate
the

the jumma.

and

krants

786-11-4-13

;

of the

because

9,

proved

of Regulation V- 1812,

quantity of land in possession of

the names of all the proprietors of

By the Court, Mr.
does

not

require

Tuoker:—“ Section

9,

the whole talook were not included in the notice.

Regulation V. 1812,

the quantity of land to be given in the notice,
260-61

it

with it, or of
right of the plaintiff to enhance the jumma heretofore paid by the names of
all the parties
them. The Sudder Ameen deputed an ameen to measure and assess in

is,
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Held that a
notice
under
9,

tion for the admission

the Court in the form of an applica

is

THIS

possession,
being sulﬁ

cienttospecify
the names of
those recorded
as such in the

Zemeendar‘s
ol'lice.
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1846.

Maharsjah
Kishen
Ki
shore
Manik,
v. Rajcliunder
Dhuraothers.

but only the speciﬁc

rent which would be demandable

for the

current Bengal year
“ With
regard to not giving the names of all the proprietors

it appears the plaintiff issued the notice in the

the talook,

of the persons

who stood recorded

of

names

in his zumeendaree sheriskla

as

proprietors of the taloolr, and this is all he is bound to do.

“The

reason

which govern
that

the

for

assigned

untenable, the plaintiff

the nonsuit beingtherefore clearly

having conformed

this matter,

I admit

to the Regulations

the special

appeal, and direct

to the Principal Sudder Ameen,for

case be remanded
on its merits."

disposal

ACHEE LAL

1846.

and

SUNHEE RAM,

Appellants,

'uersus

June 8.

BIBI BASREH

and others, heirs of SHEIKH
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SHEO SUHAEE, and LULEET RAM,
The purchas
er at a sale in
of
satisfaction
a
decree of
of a
Court,
right:
party’s
and interests,
is entitled to
have the sale
and
annulled,
recover
the
sale proceeds,
on
the non
existence
of
any rightsand
interests being
established.

THIS

suit was instituted

1843,

in the Civil

rupees

1,587-6-10,

pnrchase

Ansnnooann,

Respondents.

by appellants, on the

13th May

Court of Patna, for the refund of Company’s
principal and interest, amount paid for a

sale

from which appellants have been since ejected.

The case was heard by a full Bench Messrs. Rattray, Tucker,
and Barlow, who pronounced judgment as follows

“ In this
case, appellants purchased,

tion of a decree

in

:—

at a sale made in

execu

favor of Sheikh Ameeroollah, the rights

and

interests of one Sheikh Chummun, said to consist of an eighth
share of mouzah

Piu'sotumpore,

This

for 1,400 rupees.

money was

paid away by the Court to Ameeroollah and other decree-holders,
entitled to participate in the

sale proceeds.

After the lapse

of

some seven years, during which appellants had held uninterrupt
the sisters of Sheikh Chummun, three in number,
instituted suits severally to eject them (appellants,) on the ground
of the property, sold as their brothers, being exclusively theirs,
ed possession,

in the proportion claimed by
Sheikh Chummun,

each respectively; he, the brother,

having no right

or interest

in it whatever.

They succeeded in establishing their claim, and obtained

decrees,

under which appellants were obliged to yield up their purchase;
in consequence of which the present action was brought by the
latter to recover, from Ameeroollah and the other decree-holders,
the

amount of their purchase
261-62

money,

paid to and received
‘

by
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-_

1846.
(Ameeroollah and the others,) through the Court, as above
stated
“ The Zillah Courts decided
Achee Lu]
against them (appellants,) on the
and anothem’.
ground of the sale having involved only, as expressly notiﬁed at Bibi
Basreh
the time, ‘the rights and interests' of Chummun, without any others.

6:

them

of what those

rights and interests might be, or any
whatever prospectively to the purchaser, in regard to
what he bought at his own discretion, and at his own risk and
exposition
guarantee

responsibility.
“ The Sudder Court, not
ﬁnding any precedent to guide them
in the disposal of the question, and deeming it one of great gene
ral

admitted

importance,

the special appeal; with a view to its

in presence of the parties immediately concerned,

being discussed

of by a full Bench.
“ The result of this discussion,
after a due consideration of the

_ and disposed

in all the variety of views in which it has been placed
opinion that the appellants are en

before the Court, is a decided

titled to a refund of their purchase-money.
“ Without entering into an elaborate detail of the
grounds upon
which

their judgment in the case is based, it seems proper to the
that judgment,

possessor

alone were advertised and sold,

The

always—notiﬁed

‘

to involve.

probably

of some

rights and interests’

as extending

based on a

are generally—

through the whole or a

Pursotumpore,

were

advertised,

a

portion of the estate named: in the present instance, the

rights and interests of Sheikh Chummun in
mouzah

such in the land,

the Court conceive,

of what such notices and such sales must be

miscomprehension
construed

sale,

The denial

claim by the lower Courts, because the rights and

of the supposed

interests

is,

something

of appellants’

speciﬁc

that, to constitute

must be given for the consideration paid.

a

has mainly governed

is,

Court to note, that the principle recognised by them, and which

two annas' share of

sold,

and purchased.

years afterwards, that is—it was found that
this individual had no rights and interests in the property, what
Eventually—seven

ever; and when the purchasers were dispossessed and applied for
their money back again, they were told that, nothing having been
to them at the time of sale, they had no claim to what

guaranteed

they sought to recover.
guaranteed

The Court are of opinion that something

to them, via, rights and interests of some sort,

however inconsiderable,

vested

in the man Chummun, in the por
N

was

N
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*0”-

-

were

not so, nothing was sold, and nothing was purchased ;the proceed

$13522?“le
Bibi

If it

tion' deﬁned as a two annas' share of the estate named.

1346-

ing is reduced to

a

gambling transaction—to a lottery,—in which

a ticket, which turned up a blank.
“ The decree
in
favor of one only of the sisters of Chum~
passed

appellants purchased

Baal-81,15; the

“hem

mun, is ﬁled with the proceedings; but it is not denied by respon
dents that the other decisions
appellants are

to the same purport

were

but to have been made

purchase,

; and the

not only to have been dispossessed

shewn

responsible

of their

for mesne proﬁts

during the period of their occupancy.

“With

to these facts and circumstances, and to the

reference

sale having been ordered

on the petition and representation of res

to realize their claims from the

pendents themselves,

‘

rights and

interests’ which they asserted to exist, the Count reverse the

deci

sion appealed from, and decree the amount sued for, with interest
of payment, in favor of appellants.

date

All

costs to be

made good by respondents.”

_'_"
1846,

In

'

‘Iveraus

RAM FOTDAR

line 13.

THIS

an action

gzzmuﬁrluag:
Clauselg,
cation

others,

Defendants.

instituted in Zillah Hooghly, and

action was originally

before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the form of an ap

came

for the admission of

plication
.

and

a

J

GHOSE, Plaintiff,

GUNGAPERSHAD

i

gar

.

R egulatioii planing
The application
aVHI-aggggidg

special

appeal on the part of the

of

lahdﬂﬁheplaintiﬂ‘ may convm the rem

smallish
damages,
$231161,

Section 15, Regulation
.

estate.
and eess

VII.

1799, for damages against the ryols,
.

-

.

.

The plaintiff included under the head of damages the

of rent that he Would have been entitled to, had the

meat and consequent
‘

.

the plaintiﬁ', and preventing him from measuring his

for opposing

The Principal

assessment

measure

been effected.

Sudder Ameen threw out this part of the

the grounds that no demand

ex

case, on

of excess of rent could lie before

the

lands had been assessed, and due notice issued under Section

9,

auremem

8,

‘

-

a

full Bench, Messrs. Tucker,
was heard by
as follows :—
Barlow,
and
Reid,
who
delivered
judgment
lgainsttenauts
. .
- .
resisting men“ The
was a suit instituted under the PI'OVlSlOllS of Clause
.
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to the

Regulation V. 1812, and consequently the plaintiff could not claim,
as damages,
afﬁrmed

that which had no legal existence.

by the Judge.
263-64

His decision

was
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The Court observe that the amount was claimed as damages and
not as rent;

1846.

that to reject the claim without enquiry is to encou

rage the ryota in their resistance

to the plaintiﬂ' in the exercise of

the privileges vested in him by law
under Section 9,

V.

Regulation

has been ascertained;

and

that no notice can be issued

until

Ram

Folder

and others.

the amount of rent

that the present action was brought
would not allow the plaintiff to

the defendants

precisely because

3

1812,

Gungaper~
shad Ghose, 1'.

pursue the only course by which the amount of rent could be as
certained, (for he, the plaintiff, was a purchaser at public sale, and
had no accounts whatever to refer to.) Under these circumstances,
the Court admit the special appeal, and direct that the proceed

-

ings be remanded to the Principal Sudder Ameen, who will depnte
an ameen to ascertain the rents of the estate, and award to the
plaintiff such amount of damages as may appear right and proper.”
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KUNHYA LAL THAKOOR,

(Defendant,) Appellant,

1846.

-___

versus

RAS MUNEE DOSSEA,

July

(Plaintiﬁ',) Respondent.

THIS
Raj

suit was brought by Ras Munee Dossea, the widow of
Chunder Doss, on the 29th June 1842, in Zillah 24-Pergun
the mortgage of Pergumtalz. Bazeedpore,

nabs, to foreclose

tain possession

thereof.

that Kunhya Lal
Lal Thakoor, borrowing from her

The plaintiﬂ' stated

Thakoor

and his brother Gopal

husband,

Raj Chunder Doss, one lakh of rupees, executed,

4th Phagoon
ten

per

that on the

on the

1241, a deed of mortgage and conditional sale of the

Pergunnak in question, redeemable
and

and ob

interest by sunset of the 4th Phagoon 1242;

cent.
7 th

by payment of the principal

Phagoon 1242, they paid up the interest, and re

in like manner to pay off the principal and
interest by sunset on the 7th Phagoon 1243; that Raj Chunder
newed the engagement

Doss,

having died,

had

been

succeeded

by the plaintiff as his

heir; that on a division of their family property
Lal Thakoor and Gopal Lal Thakoor, Pergunnah

betwen

Kunhya

Bazeedpore

fell

to the share of the former, who, paying up the interest due, exe
cuted a new bond on the 26th Bhadoon 1245, engaging to pay
the principal and interest by sunset of the 26th Bhadoon 1246;
that as he had not paid, she caused the usual notice, under Regu
lation XVII. 1806, to be served on him, and the period allowed by

it having

elapsed,

without the mortgage
n N 2

having been paid off, she
264-65

15.

Theadvance

of a loan in Go
vernment
se~
curities, at par,
which
at the
t’me were at a
discount, held,
under the cir
cumstances, to
be no evasion
of the interest
law of Regula
tion XV.1793.
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1846.

Kunhya Lal
Thakoor, v.Ras
Munee Dussea.

NY

ADAWLUT.

brought this action to obtain possession of Pergunnah Bazeedpore,
laying her action at three times the sudder jumma, (Sicca-rupees
or Company’s rupees

16,366-9-14-2,

l7 ,479-0-15-2,)

or Company’s

52,437-2-6-2

rupees

Kunhya Lal Thakoor, acknowledged the loan
,' but pleaded that a full lakh of rupees
paid to them, Raj Chunder Doss having made the

The defendant,

to himself and his brother
had not been

payment in the following manner

By

23 Government promissory notes in the 4 per

...

cent. loan,

By broken interest
By

:—

cheque

refused,
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2 rupees,

0

4

0

313

12

0

0

0

on demand,

100,000

to allow him the discount at the rate of

10 annas, for which his agents sold the notes.

He also

that, on the 24th Phagoon 1241, Raj Chunder had taken

stated

from him 250
der’s)

0

2,286

on the Bank of Bengal,

Sicca Rupees
and

97,400

due on the said notes,

servant.

Chunder,

rupees

on pretence of presents

He further

stated that,

which occurred on the 27th

to his (Raj Chun

after the death of Raj

J hyt

1243,

the plaintiff

caused notice of foreclosure to be served on him on 30th Bhadoon

but, afterwards, consented

1244 ;

to allow a renewal

of the mort

gage for a further period of ayear, receiving from him the inter
est due up to the 26th Bhadoon 1245, amounting to 27,318~9-0,

by a cheque

in her own name on Messrs. Carr, Tagore and 00.,

dated 28th of the same month, and also one for 250 rupees in the
name

of her servant, Debee Pershad, for interest for one day, and

costs

incurred

in suing out the foreclosure.

He pleads that the

failure to pay up the full lakh of rupees, by not allowing discount,
’and the exaction of the two items of 250 rupees, were endeavours
to evade the usury laws and vitiated the whole transaction.
On the subject of the notice of foreclosure, the defendant claims
to reckon the

period of one year from the 17th June 184l, 5th

Assar 1248, on which date the notice of foreclosure was served on
him by the Sheriff.
He states that having been warned by Mr.
Higgins, the attorney of the plaintiff, on the 2d Assar 1249, (15th

June

1842,) that the period allowed for redemption would expire
the next day, he made fruitless endeavours to get plaintiﬁ‘ either
to grant a renewal of the mortgage or receive the money, till at
265
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length, on the 3rd Assar, or 16th June, be was told by Mr.
that plaintiff would neither renew the mortgage nor re

Higgins,

money; that Friday the 4th Assar 1249, or 17th June

ceive

the

1842,

being a holiday,

plaintiff's

house

attorney,

Mr.

with the money,

the plaintiff’s

Hedger,

Mr.

attorney

Mr. Swinboe, attorney of Hurk oomar Thakoor,
the money

ed

(the Junmo Ushtomee,) he could not de

in Court; but the next day he went to the
which was seen by his own

posit thc money

and

to him

but

;

was

persuaded

Higgins,

who advanc

by Mr. Higgins

not to petition

the Court,

the

plaintiﬂ

grant further time; but that this failing, he, on

the

Monday following,

to

as he would endeavour to prevail on

(7th Assar, or 20th

J uue,)

petition praying the Judge to receive the money
having taken up the case on Thursday the 23rd
vakeel

if

;

presented

his

that the Judge

J une,

asked the

plaintiff’s
willing to receive the money, and, on
his refusal, declined receiving it. He pleads that he has done all
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that is necessary
compel

plaintiff

be we.

to save his redemption, and was about to sue to
to give

up his bond, when she anticipated him

by bringing this action.
The case was tried by the Principal Sudder Ameen of the 24
Pergunnahs, Hurehundor Ghose, who, on the 2d August 1844,
He was of opinion that
a decree in favor of the plaintiff.

passed

plaintiff’s

the

husband had

parties having mutually

paid the full lakh of rupees, for the
to give and receive the Compa

agreed

paper at par, the payment thereby must be considered as a
cash payment of 97,400
He did not consider the pre
rupees.
ny’s

of 250 rupees

sent

to plaintiff’s

tempt to obtain a usurious

servant, even if proved, an at

deduction from the amount of the

particularly as it was alleged to have been given 20 days
after the loan was madeThe same opinion was expressed in re
loan,

gard to the draft in favor of Debee Pei-shad
ed

Ghose, which appear

to plaintiff of the costs incurred by her
the intermediate notice of foreclosure, which the de

to be a re-payment

suing out
fendant’s

failure to pay the debt compelled her to issue.

He did

not think it established that the plaintiff had by unfair means
prevented the defendant from paying the money within the year
allowed. He observed that the plaintiff claims to have

of grace
the

1846.

year counted from

defendant from

(28th May 1841,) the

the date

of

the notice

the date on which

it

was served on him ,- and that the

Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut had laid it down in the case of
266

Kuuhya Lal
Thakoor,v. Rae
Munee Dosses.
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1846.

Ram Gopal Turufdar, versus Rumzan Beebee and others,

June

on 19th
Kunhya Lal
Thakoor, '0.Has
Munee Dossea.

(decided

1837, page 166, new edition, page 201, Volume

VL,

Select Reports,) that the year must count from the date of issue of
the written notiﬁcation, so that as it was issued by the Sheriff on
the 17th June 1841, the year expired on the 16th June 1842.
As therefore the defendant had not paid, or tendered the money
the year, his petition of the 20th June 1842 being merely

within

an overture to pay, stating that muhajuns were ready to produce

if

the money

the deeds were given up to them, not a legal tender

of the money

itself

:

under these circumstances, he passed a de

in favor of the plaintiff, awarding her possession

cree

with mcsne

nah Bazeedpore,

of Pergun

proﬁts from the date of institution

of the suit until possession be given, with interest thereon from
The costs were
the date on which the amount should be ﬁxed.
to the defendant.

charged

The defendant then appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
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The

case

heard

was

by a full Bench, Messrs.

Reid, Dick, and

Jackson, who pronounced judgment to the following eﬁ'ect :—

" The claim in this

conditional

plaintiff
come

sale

case is to obtain a decree, declaring that the

of Pergunnah Bazeedpore

made by defendant to

omission to pay the money lent, be
and to obtain possession of the estate.
The ore

by defendant’s

has,

absolute,

cution of the bond of conditional sale is not questioned

;

but it is

contended, "in the ﬁrst ,place, that the transaction was illegal in
'
itself, and the bond consequently void, because the whole sum
stated to be lent on mortgage
indeed

was not paid in cash, but partly,

chieﬂy, in Company's paper

5 that

at the time of transfer

of this paper, the paper of that description (4 per cent.) was at a
discount in the Calcutta market, and as no discount was allowed
in the transaction, in estimating the value of the paper, it cannot
be
the

said that the borrower received
bond, the plaintiﬁ‘ engaged

transaction

was an evasion

Court observe
‘

the

full amount, which, under

to lend him 3 and 'that in fact the

of the usury laws.

On this point the

that the value of Company’s paper being variable,

and sales of it being made at various rates among various parties
even on the same day, the valuation of

little below what is

contended

it in this

case at a price a

to have been the market price,

There is no reason
cannot affect the validity of the transaction.
so
to
estimate
the
value was made
to doubt that the agreement

willingly

by

266-67

both parties, and there is not the least ground for

’
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suspecting the value to have been ﬁxed with a fraudulent intent
to prejudice the borrower and to evade the law.
“ The appellant’s pleader cited a case, Davidson versus Barnard,
I.,

Vol.

bankrupt, Espinasse’s Nisi Prius Reports,
in which the Court of King’s Bench (Lord

of Timmings

assignee

10,

page

Kenyon) nonsuited a lender under similar circumstancestfor mak
ing over Government securities at a higher value than the market
The Court are of opinion that this case cannot
was
precedent; and further observe that, as

a

as

received

it

price of the day.
be

by the strict rules of common law, the lender had still his
bound to de
remedy in a Court of equity whereas this Court
cide both according to the facts and the equity of the case, and
is

:

for

in evi

that the appellant, when the loan was under negociation,
for the discount, and on Raj Chunder Doss declining to

it,

did ask
allow

he, on due deliberation, consented

notes at par

;

dence

to take the promissory

and that he raised no objection on this score when,

on 7th Phagoon 1242 B. S., Raj Chunder Doss, and, on the 28th

present

to set

nor indeed

when he resorts to the most frivolous

action,

aside

him to propitiate

allowed him to renew

fresh period to pay off his debt

;

get

the bond, pleading that

a

until the
excuses

his widow, the respondent,

1245,

the bond and

a

Bhadoon

present given by

the servants of the lender and the demand of

repayment of the costs incurred on the issue of the ﬁrst notice of
foreclosure, were
fore,

of the usury laws.

evasions

The Court, there

consider the objections of the appellant to the validity of

the transaction untenable.
“ The defendant, in the econd
place, states that, admitting the
transaction to be good and legal, the sale cannot be considered

case

to be counted

the 28th May 184d

posing

that

is

the period

the money was tendered

to

within

The Court on this head

has been repeatedly held that the date from which

;

that

it

observe

absolute, because

of one year allowed by law.

the period

the date of the notice issued, in this

and the defendant

is

have become

is

in error in sup

should be counted from the date of service of the

This rule has been adopted not only with reference to
the terms of Regulation XVII. 1806, but also to the principle of
the enactment. The one year’s grace allowed by law to the
borrower, after the period mentioned in his own engagement has

notice.

expired, being clearly

a
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clearly in favor of the respondent

is

the equity

it

'

it

;

is

decided

matter of favor, there can be no reason
26 7-68

1846.

Kunhya Lal
Thakoer,v ltas
Munee Dossea.

320
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for allowing any further indulgence, and the
enactment must be
construed strictly and to the letter. The defendant was at
liber
Kunhya Lal ty at any time during the year either to tender the sum
borrowed
Thakuor,v R38
to the lender or to lodge it in the
Judge's ofﬁce.
It seems very
MuneeDossea.
doubtful whether any personal tender was made,
but, if it had
been actually made, as stated, on the 18th
June, it would not
have saved the estate, even if the period be
computed from the
1846.

of service of the notice, viz., 17th June. The fact that
the
was a holiday at the public oﬂices, though it might be
admitted as a sufﬁcient reason for not having paid the
money in
to Court, was no bar to the private tender.
Again, the offer to
date

17 th

June

pay the money into Court, made on the 20th June, was subse
quent to the expiration of the legal term of grace upon every
principle of calculation.
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“ On
the whole the Court see no reason to doubt that the plain
tiff has acted legally up to her engagement ; and that as the de

fendant has not repaid the money lent within the term allowed,
the sale has become absolute.
They see no reason therefore to
interfere with the decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen.
against the defendant."

MOULVEE ABDOOLLA,

1846.

Costs

Appellant,

versus

July

19.

The aliens
tion, tempora~
ry or absolute,
by mortgage
or otherwise,
of wuqflands,
though

for the

RAJ ESRI DOSSEA and MUDOOSOODUN
SHAH, Respondents.

MUSSAMAUT

THIS
lant

as

action was instituted, in Zillah Hooghly, by the appel
or superintendent, of a mosque at Chinsurah,

mutuwnlce,

his right to receive

to prove

which were two houses
cover the sum

the rent of8 cottahs of land, on

in Meeanbyree in Chinsurah, and to re

of 30 rupees,

6 annas,

principal and interest, of

repair or other
beneﬁt of the

the rent from the commencement

endowment, is
illegal accord\
ing to the Ma
homedan law.

the amount of the rent claimed, or Company’s rupees 125.

of 1244 to Ughun 1248 B. S.

The suit was laid at 18 times the amount of the annual rent, and
The defendant,

5

which the jumma

was

Shah, were

1 rupee,

held

8

cottahs in question,

Sicca rupees per annum, recorded in

of her father-in-law,

the name
Chunder

Rajesri, stated that the

the jumma was

of which

Gopeenath Shah, and a tank, of
in the name of her son, Buddun

from the superintendent of the mos

que by her husband, Moorlee Shah; that Mahomed Ufznl, the
late superintendent, borrowed from her husband 51 rupees for the
268-69
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repairs
. cottahs

one

mosque,

and mortgaged

to him the rents of the 8

J hyt

19th

1219, that the debt was to bear interest

per mensem for those

per cent.

if

expiration of three years,
of the 8 cottahs,

for the debt,

5 Sicca

and

and that atthe

3 years,

the debt were not paid oﬁ‘, the rent

rupees per annum, should be sold to him

the rent of the tank, or one rupee per annum,

to the superintendent for the expenses of the mosque.
She
contended that as the debt had been
Mahomed
Ufzul
incurred by

paid

for the repairs of the mosque, and the mortgage
cleared

off, the

present

plaintiﬂ‘.

was binding

engagement

Mudoosoodun Shah, the son

on

had not yet been
his successor,

the

of Mussamaut Rajesri, pleaded

that he was not responsible for any rent, his grandfather and
father having by gift made

over all their property to his mo

The Sudd er Ameen of Hooghly, Bhyroo Chunder Bose, was of
opinion that the plea of the defendant was not tenable, for even
admitting

the

ceived
the

of the

execution

deed,

as stated

by herI yet as

of 1222 (when the 3 years expired) up
a
of 1243,
period of 22 years, the defendant had re

the commencement

the end

to

5 x 22 = 110

being 8 rupees above the amount of

rupees,

debt, with an equal
as paid off.

considered

sum

as interest, the mortgage

He therefore,

on the 22nd

July

must be
1842, de

that the plaintiﬂ should recover rent from 1244 to Ughun
1248, both inclusive, with interest, or 32-10-0, with costs, and
further interest to the day of payment.
creed

Rajesri, dissatisﬁed with this decision,

Mussamaut
the
the

that

Judge, who referred the
Principal Sudder Ameen.

it

was clearly proved

and execute

to

That ofﬁcer recorded his opinion

that the late superintendent did bond

a

the mosque,

appealed

case to Rae Radha Govind Shome,

ﬁde borrow from the husband of Rajesri
'of

51

rupees for the repairs

bond on the terms stated in the ans

a

swer, and that although wuqf, or endowed property, could not be
vio
alienated, yet the transaction could not be considered as

lation of the intention of the endower (to keep the mosque in a
proper state,) and was binding on the present superintendent, the
the

plaintiff.

Sudder

He therefore, on the 9th May 1843, reversed

Ameen’sv decree,

and

dismissed

the plaintiff’s claim
a

original

with costs.
0
0
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ther.

from

.

1846.

M

tank for three years, providing in the deed of mort

and
dated

gage,
at

of the

321
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On the application of Monlvee Abdoolla for a special appeal,
it,

1846.

on the 13th December
the Court (present Mr. Reid) admitted
or
superintendent, of 2. mos
1843, to try whether the mutuwulee,

M ou I v ee
v.
Abdoolla,
Musst Rajesri que,
Dossea.

could alienate, by sale or mortgage,

dowed

The

property.

case having

come

any portion of the en~
on before Mr. E. M.

Gordon, was referred by him, on the 7th June 1845, to

a

.__.___

full sit

ting of the Court, and, that gentleman having left the Court, was
8

brought on the 7th May last, before Mr. Reid, who observed :—
“ It must be admitted that the rent of the cottahs in question
was pledged

to the husband of Rajesri for the payment of a debt.

remains to be determined whether, under any circumstances,

the alienation,

though

but temporary, by mortgage,

binding on himself or his successor

is

superintendent,

by the late
;

It

2d, whe

;

ther the fact of the debt having been contracted bond ﬁde for the
use of the mosque, would alter the case 3d, whether, though the
mortgage

as binding on the alienator, but not on

be considered

in the superintendents being caused not by,the death of the for
bringing the case before

Before

full Bench,

I

cumbent.

a

mer incumbent, but by his resignation in favor of the present in
direct

that the moulvee of the Court be called upon to give his opinion
on the points above indicated.”

The law oﬁicer of this Court stated in his futwa, that the aliena
invalid

;

the produce of such land,

is

of land devoted

tion by mortgage

to religious purposes,

and of

that the fact of the land

does

not affect the case

and as the alienation by
the former mutuwu
does not signify whether the present incumbent

death

;

it

ing mortgaged for the repair or other beneﬁt of the mosque,

be

a

lee

was illegal,

succeeded

by

vacancy,

or the resignation of his prede

The case was then heard by

a

cessor.

full Bench,

Messrs. Tucker, Reid,

and Barlow, who, under the above exposition of the law, annulled

the decision

of the Principal

Sudder Ameen, and conﬁrmed

of the Sudder Ameen, decreciug the appeal with costs.

I
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OMA DEBEA, GUNGA DHUR LAHUREE, LUKHEE
NARAIN LAHUREE, and SHEEB PERSHAD

LAHUREE,

1846.

July

Appellants,

29.

'067‘8118

KISHEN MUNEE DEBEA,
THE

Respondent.

widow of Govind Pershad Lahuree deceased,

respondent,

who, by her account,

died on the 5th Bhadoon 1238, or 20th

Au

1831, instituted this suit on the 14th August 1843, or 30th

gust

1250, to recover from Mussamaut Oma Debea, the mother,

Sawun

and the three male appellants, brothers of her husband, one-fourth

of the family property consisting of personal

and the following landed property—3

rupees,
7

dhool of khannekbaree

J unardhun
a

property value 2,000

Batee, and

or homestead

taruf Khajoora,

beegahs, 7 cottahs,

land, held rent free in
a sixteen gundah share of

kkarijelt kheragee (or rent paying) talook in Pergunna/z Tegatchee
turuf Soorjapara, and a similar share of the kheragee tenure
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called

Zillah Rajshahye, and anieight anna share
of the purchased talook Mulmul and the silchmee taloolc of Baboo
kismut Uchla Khalee in

Zillah Mymensingh, together with the

pore in

had accrued on the landed

which

mesne proﬁts which

property, and her own special property

had been bestowed

on her at the time of her marriage.
The suit was laid at 13,329 rupees, 10 annas, 5 gundahs, 18
krants, and by a supplementary plaint at 13,336 rupees, 13 an—
nas, 3 gundahs, l3 krants.

The defendants
tee had,

Gowri
had

Pershad

by

declared

that the homestead

in Junardhun

Lahuree, an uncle of the male defendants,

a petition claimed

nothing

of

granted

by Gowree

it

the land in Khajoora : that talook Baboopore

had been

Sunker Acharj, father of Oma Debea, to her

tenance during her lifetime

; consequently

for her main

the plaintiff, whose hus

band was dead, could have no claim thereto
Ganteepara

who

as his property, and that they knew

husband, Huri Pershad Lahuree, on their marriage,

Pershad

Ba

on a partition of family property, fallen to the share of

:

that talook Mulmul

had been purchased in equal proportions by

Chuckerbntty

Khalika

and Oma Debea, the latter of whom paid

the purchase money for her moiety from her own stridhun.
also pleaded that Huri Pershad,

their father and husband,

They
having

at his death left six surviving children, the plaintiﬁ' could only
claim,

as the widow of one of them, one-sixth part of the preper
o o 2

270-71

A Hindu wi
dow does not
forfeit her right
of succession
by
removing
from the family
dwelling house
of her deceased
husband.
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ty left by the father

; and that the suit was barred by the rule of
than
12 years having elapsed since the death of
limitation,
Babes plaintiff’s husband and the institution of this suit.

1846.

more

Oma
and others, 1:.
Kishen Munee
Debea.

The case was tried by Mr. C. Mackay, the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Mymensingb, under special authority from the Court of
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut—the land lying in diﬂ’erent districts.
That

on the 20th February

ofﬁcer,

one-sixth of the talook Baboopore,

1845, decreed

to the plaintiff

of the land in Soorjapara and

Uchla Khalee, and of one beegah nine cottahs of ancestral khamw
bane in Junardhun
Idoon 1238 to
to

plaintiff

the

have

Batee, with mesne proﬁts from the 5th Bha
date

of possession.

proved

her claim

He did not consider the
to the

rest of the property

The costs were made payable by the defendants
to
the amount decreed.
portion
claimed.

in pro

Both

parties appealed from this decision to the Sudder Dewan

ny Adawlut.
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The defendants
Baboopore

the plaintiff

had no

there was full proof that talook

because

the

and that

claim to share at all—because she had left

her husband’s family
and

that

pleaded

had been given to Oma Debea by her father;

and

had

cognizance

resided

in her father’s house ;—

of the claim was barred by the rule

of limitation, which should be reckoned from the year 1236, when
her husband,

quitting his paternal dwelling, had gone to reside in

his father-in-law’s
have

occurred,

house,

as asserted,

and that, even supposing his death to
on the 1st Bhadoon 1238, a period of

more than 12 years had elapsed from that date to the institution
of the suit. They also claimed costs on the amount of the claim
dismissed.

The plaintiff,

declaring that only four of Huri Pershad Lahu

sons having survived

ree’s

him, each was entitled to a fourth of

the property, appealed to obtain a fourth of the property decreed
as well as of that the claim to which the Principal Sudder Ameen
rejected.

By

the Court, Messrs. Reid, Dick, and Jackson.
“ The
points for consideration are as follow :-—

lst.
tation'!

Is

the

cognizance

The suit

30th Sawun 1250.

was

of the suit barred by the rule of limi'

instituted

The

on

the

14th August 1843, or

plaintiff asserts that her husband

on the 20th August 1831, or 5th Bhadoon 1238.

that the date of his death was, as asserted by the defendants,
271-72

died

Even assuming
the
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1st

Bhadoon,

or 16th August, the period of twelve years had not

by two days-

expired

325
1846.

The Court reject the plea of the defen
of the action must be reckoned, not

dants that the commencement

“glathgs'b?

from the day on which the petition of plaint was ﬁled (14th Au- Kishen
Deb“
gust 1843,) but from that on which, after due permission obtain-

Munee

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut for the trial of the suit in

ed from

Zillah Mymensingh, part of the property being situate in Rajsba
bye, it was placed for trial on the ﬁle of the Principal Sudder
of Mymensingb

Ameen

rule that the cognizance

,- and

of the suit

is not barred.

having chosen

to reside

that of her husband?

from suing by the fact of her

debarred

in the family of her father instead of in
On this point the decision of the Privy

Council in the case of Kasheenath Bysakh versus Huree
and

ree Dossea
the

another,

Soondu—

(see page 85, Morton’s Reports,)

opinion of the Court, quite decisive

is,

Is the plaintiff

2nd.

in

as to the right of the

3rd.
client

The vakeels of the plaintiff abandon the plea that their
entitled to one-fourth of the family property instead of

is

4th.

The remaining point for consideration

which the plaintiff entitled to share.
no reason
Ameen.
“

On

is,

one-sixth, as urged in the petition of appeal.
On this point the Court see

to interfere with the decision

the above

the property in

of the Principal Sudder

grounds the Court aﬁirm the decree of the

Principal Sudder Ameen, dismissing the appeal.”
The same order was passed

on the appeal of Kishen Munnee

Debea versus Oma Debea and others.

Appellant,
versus

MOTEE BUNEANEE

and

N’

0“-

,

1

18m

*5

Wife of Munoo Soomm Der-r,

7

TARA MUNNEE DOSSEA,

HEERA BUNEANEE,

July

30.

Respondents.

rupees

suit instituted by the appellant in the Court of the
the
Under
to recover possession of house valued at Erlzd'ut‘ihlfzv;
293-54.
She stated that the house was the purchased
was

of Hooghly,

a

THIS
Moonsiﬂ‘

a
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plaintiff to sue.

{iwshtzgltéis

property of her mother Kownul Munnee Dossea, who died in the §§,,g','m
month of Jeyt 1240 B. S., leaving as her heirs her three grand- “1", “cc”!
272-73
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1846.

sons, the sons of the plaintiff, who being minors,

for them as their guardian.
to the mother's
in
property,
preference to a
married daugh
ter living with
her husband.

but

that

having

become

are her sisters,

in the life-time

prostitutes
of inheriting.

they are incapable

mother,

the plaintiﬁ' sues

That the defendants

of their

That being absent when

her sister, Motee, had taken possession of the

her mother died,

house, for which plaintiff has brought this action.

Motee, replied that the house had been pur
in
her mother’s name ; that the mother herself
herself
chased by
had become an outcast from her family; and that she and her
The defendant,

sister Heera lived with their mother,

to whom they were conse

quently entitled to succeed.
Heera, replied to the same effect as her sister

The defendant,
Motee.

The plaintiff’s reply denied that the mother of the parties had
become an outcast from her family.

The Moonsiff gave judgment

in favor of the plaintiff, on the
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ground that the evidence Went to prove the fact that the mother
of the parties had not become

an outcast from her family, and
that consequently the right of succession rested with the plaintiff.
On appeal, the Principal Sudder Ameen was of opinion that

the evidence sufﬁciently proved the fact that Mussamaut Kownul
Munnee

Dossea

was an outcast from her family, and that

a question of Hindu law, which of the parties,
stances,

succeeded

it

was

under such circum

to the property of the deceased.

This

ques

tion was referred for the opinion of Zillah pundit, who pronounced
that

daughters would succeed

the prostitute
The

mother.

Principal

to the prostitute

Sudder Ameen accordingly reversed

the

decree of the Moonsiﬂ‘.

A

special

appeal

was admitted by the Sudder Dewanny Adaw

lut, as there appeared

to be some doubt on the point of Hindu

law which the case involved.
case was heard by Mr. Dick, who put the following ques

The
tion

to the pundit of the Sudder Court :—“

who

is

an outcast in consequence

If a

Hindu woman,

of living by prostitution, die,

and leave three daughters, one, a married woman, and mother of
several

children, and respectable

,'

the other two, prostitutes, who

had all things in common
with her: which will inherit the mother’s property 1" The pundit

lived with the outcast mother, and

replied :—“ The two prostitute daughters alone inherit whatever
the mother may have left; because the relation of the married
273
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TaraMunnee

daughter to the outcast mother has been served.”
the appeal, afﬁrm
Upon receipt of this reply the Court dismissed
ing the decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen.

and respectable

Dossea, 11.Mo
tee Buneanee
and another.

_—

MUSSAMAUT DYA MAYE DEBBEA and others, Appellants,

1846.

versus

.

0F BHULOAH, RANI KUTEEANI, mother
and DWARKANATH TAGORE, Respondents.
Banoo,
Rum

COLLECTOR

of

appellants, together with others, who are not parties to
the appeal, instituted this action in the Zillah Court of Tipperah,

THE

18th September

the

on

view to obtain

1843,

with a

against the respondents,

the reversal of the sale of

Ferguan

Bhuloah,
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(made by the Collector for arrears of Government revenue,) and
The suit was
mesne proﬁts during the period of dispossession.
laid at rupees 24,52,306-10-9.
The plaintiﬁ's claimed the reversal of the sale, which took place

August 3.

several
Of
sharers of an
estate sold for
of re~
arrears
venue. one re
ceivedhisshare
of the surplus
proceeds ; two
moved,
others
the
Commis
sioner of Re~
venue and the

Civil

the 9th February 1835, on various grounds, such as that the t

on

of

estate

having previously been under the management

rakar,

there should have been an adjustment of accounts

such adjustment would have shown a considerable
credit
sale,

of the proprietors
a sum of

money

;

a aurbe
;

that

balance to the

that the Collector had, at the time of

it

was purchased

clandestinely and illegally by one of the

sharers,

Rajah Baboo,

and his guardian Sheebnath Bose, in the

name of Dwarkanath Tagore.

For

these and other reasons much

to the same effect, they sued to have the sale set aside, and to be
restored to the possession of the estate.

Of the

the

defendants,

Collector, Rani Kuteeani, and Baboo

contending that the sale had been
Dwarkanath
made on legal and sufﬁcient grounds, and that it had throughout
Tagore,

been

legally

answered,

conducted.

The

purchaser,

Baboo 'Dwarkauath

Tagore, further urged that as some of the sharers
their portion of the sale proceeds, and the portion

had received
ofgothers had

appropriated by order of the Civil Court to the payment of
debts for which judgment had been given against them, the sale

been

could

under Clause 1, Section 27, Regulation
which was then in force, be reversed.
not,

h a v 0
their
shares
applied to the
satisfaction
of
decreesagainst
t h e m ; the
shares of the
rest were simi—

in deposit in his treasury at their credit, larly

should have been carried to the liquidation of the alleged
arrear; that the estate was sold for a very inadequate price ; and

which
that

Court

0

XI.
274

1822,

applied
after issue of
notice to them,
and no objec.
tion
offered.
Held that, un~
der Clause 1,
Section 27, Re~

XI.
gulation
1822, the sale
could
not be
contested
by
of the
any
sharers.
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On the 13th December 1844, the

1846.

His

dismissing the plaint.
Mnsst. Dya
Maya Debbea
and others, a.
of
Cirll'ector
Bhuloah and
others.

Zillah Judge

gave judgment,

which was governed entirely

decision,

by a question of law, was to the following eﬁ'ect.
“ The words of Clause 1, Section 27, Regulation XI- 1822,
‘

that

are,

no person shall be entitled to contest

of a

the validity

after having received any portion of the purchase money;
nor shall any part of the sale proceeds of any estate be liable for
sale

of the late proprietor, whilst the validity of the sale

the debts

may be under contest,’

(ire.

“ Previous to the institution

of a suit“ to contest the sale, the

surplus proceeds of an estate are liable to be applied to the sa
In
tisfaction of decrees, and when so applied an action is.barred_
the present

case the plaintiffs

petitioned only the Collector to

surplus proceeds of the estate in deposit, till he should
have received orders of Government upon a petition submitted by
them. The Government order was that they should, if they had
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keep

the

bring an action in the Civil Court, and this order was

any claim,

dated in the year 1836.

“In
sent

the year 1837, the surplus proceeds of the estate were
for by the Civil Judge, and applied to the satisfaction of

various decrees in the year 1838

; and

although the plaintiffs were

invited by a notice to make any objections to such an arrange
ment, as they might think proper, none were made.
“Besides

this, Bhairo Anund

Rai and Hurrish Chunder Rai,

two of the plaintiffs, petitioned, the one the Commissioner, and
the other the Court of Dewanny in this Zillah, for the application

of

the

surplus proceeds

in satisfaction of decrees against them,

; and

although they did not receive the money

and this was done

was applied for their beneﬁt."

themselves,

it

Under

these

circumstances the Judge

barred by Clause
missed the claim,

1,

Section 27,

the

considered

Regulation

XI.

action

1822, and dis
'

On 18th April 1845, an appeal was preferred to the Sudder
two
Dewanny Adawlnt by the plaintiffs, with the exception of
not
were
who
par
Anund,
and
Bhairo
sharers, Hurrish Chunder
ties to the appeal.
1‘ That

is,

after

the

disposal

of objections

prior to the institution of a suit in Court,
unit when no objections

274-75

by the revenue authorities

and

or prior to the institution of such

have been made to the revenue authorities.
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Mr. Jackson) :—“ The decision of the

(present

1846.

Judge turns exclusively on one point, whether the present action
by Section 27, Regulation XI. 1822, and it is to that

barred

is

If the

point only that the Court must direct its attention.
is not barred,

“It

the case must be referred

that the

seems

sharers

who

sold

estate

entitled

were

action

for trial on its merits.

was the property of various

to receive

shares of the surplus sale

proceeds in proportion to the extent of their shares in the estate.

Of these sharers, one, Rani Kuteeani, has received a large portion
her share, which was paid to her by the Judge under orders of

as

of Sudder Dewauny Adawlut.

Court

the

Two

other sharers,

Hurrish Chunder and Bhairo Anund, gave in petitions requesting
that portions of the surplus proceeds might be applied to the satis
The appellants deny that they were

of certain decrees.

faction

applied; but this is immaterial, the petitions sufﬁciently prove
their acquiescence in the application of these funds to that pur
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so

The whole of the rest of the surplus proceeds, it is

pose.

of various
Judge
the

decrees.

Judge

and other

to apply the funds to this purpose

validity

admit—

Courtsin satisfaction
The appellants deny the authority of the

ted, were paid away by the

;

but as it seems that

of the sale was not then under contest before the

civil authorities,

and

that notices

were

issued to several of the

sharers to come forward and offer any objections they might wish
to

set

forth without eliciting any such opposition, and further,

that these orders of the
to appeal,

I

Judge were never appealed, though open

cannot now question the correctness

of these orders,

but must consider them just and proper, and in the light of pay
for the benefit of the sharers to whose shares they referred.
“ The case, therefore, stands thus : one sharer received her share,

ments

two requested

of claims, and

that the sharers might be applied to the satisfaction
the shares of the rest were paid in satisfaction of

claims against them

by order of Court,

It

appears to me that

all these applications of the money were made legally for the be
neﬁt of the parties holding

the

action is consequently

by Clause

XI.

1822,

barred

shares 3 and
1,

that the present

Section 27, Regulation

and this opinion is supported by the only precedent

which has been adduced

bearing on the case, viz.,

Bustee Rai

Collector of Sarun, decided 1st March 1836 in this Court ;
which is to the effect that in a similar sale,
sharers having

versus

some

received

their shares

of the surplus proceeds,

r

2

and the share of
275-76

Musst.

Dy;

Maya Debbea

and others, 1;.
Collector
of
Bhuloah and
others.

'

7330
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'others having been paid away by order of Court in satisfaction of

'1846-

'—”__-

decrees,

though contrary to their wishes, the latter cannot

and

correct,

it

£21533"

ques~

of the Judge appears to

me

with costs of appeal against

hereby conﬁrmed

is

5:;

Muist- DY“ tion the validity of the sale.
_
Mayo Debbea
_ _
On the above grounds the decision
and others, 0.

the appellants.”

others.

REMARK.

case,

cases,

consider

the

had

been

proceeds

and

it'hasnot

as

been published with the

probable that the Court would, quoad that

right of parties, whose share of the surplus
paid away by order of Court contrary

wishes, to contest the sale, as

If.

still

to their

an open question.

SHEIKH EMAUM BUKSH,

Appellant,

'Uersus

August 12.

SHEIKH ENAYUT ALI,

Respondent.

CN

a

17th January 1842, Sheikh Enayut Ali, farmer of meuzah
A manage,°f a,“ 65m", Moheenee Kuhra, in Pergunnak Huwelee Purnea, under
lease
granted by the manager of Pergunnah Huwelee Purnes, with the

ilsigzulﬁgun‘;

permission of the

ﬁg“);

both

13-

a

co

"

Collector, for

inclusive, instituted

.

5

appomted un—
Seetion26,

der

years, _1245 to 1249 Moolkee,

this suit to compel

the

defendant,

pehnttogrant

Sheikh Emaum Buksh, to pay an enhanced rent of 335-9-11

:gaﬁygalfﬁi-

per annum,

d

PYOPEYPY
1:

2h?"ng

for 779 beegahs,

pie

10 cottahs of land, held by him in

Bhag Kuhra, Bhag Nuraynpore, 'Bhag Phoolpore and N

ij

F116

Moheenee.

by Regulation V. 1812,

The plaintiff issued the notice prescribed

233

o

1248, 49 rupees, and 1249, 34 Re.

_
1445

sued to set

0035115.

1158

11

8

Principal,...

Interest,...

286

308

10

0

aside an improper attachment for the rent of 1248,

1467

3

Deduct amount for which defendant

1

51 rupees,

7

1247, 51 rupees,

1678

7

............

o

years,

l

x

pie

9

gard to the enhancement
of
rent.

or 335-9-11

7

9

t'

133231.32.

V.1812, in re

question,

Deduct paid in 1245, 48 rupees, 1246,

1

°f

5

efﬁgj‘ﬁﬁj in

ProviBion'

d

1:,

in Magh of the
Emizagglgrg in the month of Jhyt 1243 Moolkee, and again
the ﬁve years
the
rents
for
such manager same year.
He sues also to recover

S
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is ;

single Judge

selected

it

a

The case of Bustee Rai versus Collector of Sarun, was decided
by

_.__-___
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Sheikh Emaum Bnksh, defendant,

331

stated that for seven genera

tions his ancestors had held Bhag Kuhra, and others, containing
400

at an annual jumma of 45 rupees ; and that on the
of the former farmers, Bykundee Mundul and Cohul

beegahs,

occasion

Sircar,

demanding

decree

from

that rent

the

; and

a larger rent, his father sued them, and got a

Judge

on

12th March 1814, which uphold

the

that, moreover, Gholam Hyder, who held the farm

immediately before the plaintiff, and Gholam Jalanee, his surety,
who were respectively the uncle and father of the plaintiff, receiv
ed from him that rent and no more.

Moulvee Rookunoodeen,
decided

nea,

the notices

Principal

the

Sudder Ameen of Pur

the case on the 25th May 1842.

He observed that

by the plaintiﬁ' were proved by the evidence

pleaded

to have been issued in the months of Assar and Magh 1245, but
the right of plaintiff to en

that they were insufﬁcient to prove
the

rent of 45 rupees per annum for 400 beegahs, proved.

to be the

proper rent by the decision of 12th March 1814, 28

ago,

which the uncle and father of the plaintiﬁ', who after
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hance

years

that held the farm,

had never

therefore

the defendant

considered

on a jumma of 45 rupees.

endeavoured

He

to enhance.

entitled to hold 400 beegahs

As, however, the ameen deputed for a
that defendant had possession, in ex

local enquiry had ascertained
cess

of 400 beegahs, of 20 beeghas,

17 cottahs, he

must pay rent for

that quantity of land at 4 annas per beegah, or Company’s
Hence 45 Sicca rupees, Company’s
5-3-8-0 per annum.

rupees
rupees

=

53-0-8-0, for 4 years (deducting the rents
47-l3~0-O + 5-3-8-0
0
1
12
of the year 1248 Moolkee) amounts to..,......
212

Deduct the payment for those 4 years as per
plaint, .....

................ ..... ......................

Interest...

It

is therefore decreed, that defendant

0

184

0

0

28

1

12

0

4

0

0

0

32

l

12

0

pay plaintiff 32-1-12-0,

with costs in proportion.
The plaintiff appealed
taken

up

the 31st
Sudder

by the Judge,
December

Ameen.

1842,

from this decision,

and the case was

the Honorable Robert Forbes, who, on

altered the decision

of the Principal

He was of opinion that as the defendanthad
P P 2

277-78

__
1846.

S h e i kl:v
EmaumBnksh,
versus Shaikh.
Enayut All.

CASES
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no pottah to shew that his rent was ﬁxed, the mere production of
farakhuttees, or acquittances for rent, for several years, could not

on a ﬁxed
S h e i k h establish a right to hold so large a quantity of land
EmaumBuksh, rent.
He considered the plaintiff entitled to receive for 420 bee
werqu

Sheikh

Ennyut Ali

of land, which appeared by the ameen’s report to

gahs, 17 cottahs

in

be

rupees

possession

the sum

of the defendant,

...................................................
the sum

Deducting

of Company’s
578

11

2

0

0

0

6

ll

2

6

of 184 rupees acknow

ledged to have been received

184

394

He therefore decreed that respondent should pay this sum, with
costs and interest.

The defendant,
Court for a special

the decision, applied to this
which was admitted on the 4th June

dissatisﬁed with
appeal,

1844, under a certiﬁcate of Messrs.
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May

1844,

Tucker and Reid, dated 11th

to try, ﬁrst, the right of a manager of an estate, un

der attachment by orders of a Civil Court, appointed by a Collec
tor, under Regulation

V.

1827,

to grant a farming lease of any

part of the property under his charge

;

and second, whether, sup

posing the farm to be good, the farmer had any right to enhance
the rents of his ryots by enforcing Section 9, Regulation V. 18122

By
are

the Court, Messrs.

of opinion, with reference to the terms of Section 26, Regula

tion V. 1812,
manager

and

Reid, Dick, and Jackson :—“ The Court

which describe the duties to be performed

appointed under that Section, viz.,

discharge

pointed

authority

of the estate,’

to enhance

The appeal is therefore

dismissed,

that a manager so ap

rents and

and that consequently the farmer appointed
to possess the same power.
conﬁrmed.

by the

to collect the rents,

the public revenue, and provide for the cultivation

and future improvement
has

‘

to lease in farm

;

by him must be held

and the decision of the Judge

The costs in all the Courts are made payable by the

appellant."

REMARKS,
The foregoing judgment
manager

declares

the legal cempetency

of the

and the farmer in certain matters ; but was not intended

by the Court in any way to interfere with, or abridge, the

gene

ral control of the revenue authorities over managers of estates
pointed by them.
27879

ap
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SUJAIT ALI,

SYUD

333
1846.

Appellant,

September

MUSSAMAUT TORAB-O-NISSA BEGUM, and MUBARUK

7.

oers US

ALI,

(Father and Guardian of Musssuau'r NADIR-O-NISSA,
Mussamaur KUMR—O-NISSA and MUSSAMAUT Arson-o

N 138A, Minors,) purchaser from plaintiff of the
land contested, Respondents.
A
decree
passed by the
rab-o-Nissa, in formd paupem's, on the 23rd June 1842, to reco lower Court in
favor of a pans
ver from appellant a two annas share of the estate, real and per—
per , plaintiff,
sonal, of Meer Kufaitoollab, deceased, father of plaintiff, as set reversed by the
Sudder
De
forth in detail , amounting, in the whole, to Company’s rupees wanny Adaw
lut on discove~

THIS

Zillah Patna

was instituted in

suit

by Mussamaut To

17,848-14-10.

in this case prepared by the pre

The following is the decree

4

follows—a

as

apportioned

that the estate of Kufaitoollah

(plaintiff

his daughter,

(appellant)

;)

his second wife

3

Ali, Sujait Ali, and Gohur Ali, his sons
sarnaut Sukeena,

annas share to Mus

and the same to Torah-o-Nissa,

that on the death of Fyz Ali, Sujait
and

disputing,

commenced

annas share, each, to Fyz

;
a
2

had been

withheld

Ali

one’s

every

decree

it

and the rest, Sujait

property

on

the

Ali brought

suit for the whole

ground of its having been mortgaged

dower of his mother, Mussamaut Sukeena,

for the

to the extent

all the Courts

;

by

of 1,25,000 rupees, of which 25,000 only had been satisﬁed

this claim was dismissed

;

obtaining

a

this decree was about to be executed, with the view of

when

marriage

dower, and got

a

for the recovery of her marriage

share,
that

;

rights; that at last, Mussamaut Zeb-o-Nissa, widow of Gohur Ali,
(then deceased,) brought an action, to the extent of her husband’s

that

that after this, plain

two petitions, to be allowed

to sue for these as

a

;

2

F

tiff demanded her paternal share of annas, and her brother yz
Ali’s of 1% anna, but unsuccessfully that upon this, she presented
pauper,

when

Sujait Ali applied to her, proposing that she should forego all claim

Bysack

to this
1248

that

effect,

a

share of the estate
ment)

which he agreed to pay from 1248 Fulsee,

wasilat,

thousand rupees cash, she receiving possession of

32,;

previous

with

3

to

a
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The substance of the plaint,

is,

siding Judges, Messrs. Rattray, Tucker, and Barlow.

soolunameh (or deed of amicable

was executed

by him, hearing

annas
agree

date the 1st

F. (7th April 1841,) but, after having the deed re
279-80

ry of property,
sufﬁcient
to
nullify the fact
of pauperism
quoad the suit,
in possession
of the pauper
plaintiﬁ‘ at the
time cfinstitu~
tion of suit.
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334
1846.

gistered,

Sujait Ali, neither paid the promised

he,

the thousand rupees, nor gave up the land
Syud Sujait
Ali, 11. Musst.
Torab~o~ Nissa
and
Begum
others.

action is brought

for plaintiff’s

warilat nor

that, therefore,

;

this

of her father’s estate,

share

amounting to 2 annas, as above set forth.
of Sujait Ali (appellant) is that the complaint of

The answer
plaintiff

is groundless,

she never

having been

dispossessed

of

what she sues to recover; that after the death of Kufaitoollah,
their father, Fyz Ali, became manager of the whole estate, and
he (Sujait

port

;

Ali)

received

from him what was necessary for his sup

that afterwards Fyz

Ali being

dead, plaintiff, in collusion

with his widow, Junglee Khanum, got possession of every thing,
and he (Sujait Ali) could not obtain his own portion ; that sub
lands having been

sequently the

by Government,

resumed

he

(Sujait Ali) at a great expense procured the settlement of them
with himself ; after which a proposal was made by plaintiff that
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she should pay

her share of the

expenses

attending the settle

ment and withdraw the actions which she had instituted infomd
paupen's, and that upon this a saolummeh was executed by him ;
nothing came of all this, for plaintiff neither paid

that however,
the promised
pauper suits

share of the settlement expenses nor
;

that she is in possession of the lands

sequently her claim to them,

withdrew the
; and

that con

and to warilat upon them, is ridi

culous.

The decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen (which is defective,
in the omission of any preliminary statement whatever of the
of the case,

facts

“ The

as set forth in the pleadings) is as follows :—

plaintiff’s right

mission

;

by the defendant’s

is established

own ad

but with regard to possession, it appears from the ameen's

report, that she only obtained it from the time the parties entered
into a soolunameh,

April

1841

for the

A.

D.

which is dated

1st

Bysack 1248 F., or 7th

The plaintiff is therefore

time she was out of possession

;

entitled to wasilat

but the amount claimed

I am of opinion
by her appears to me to be much exaggeratedthat plaintiff should receive wasilat from 1236 to 1247 F., a'
period not exceeding twelve years, at the rate of Sicca rupees
284-5 per annum, being the ratable portion of plaintiff’s 2 annas
share

in the entire 16 annas of the estate, or in rupees 25,016,

produce,
and

appropriated by the

alluded to in the decision

February 1838, with interest of
280

defendant

from 1232 to 1242

F.,

of the Judge of Patna, dated 7th
One

year from the year following,

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

With

at 6 per cent. per annum.
to remit the

which the defendant

to be bound by the conditions of compromise

Anund Ram

VI.

I

1837.

and

others.

See case of Pertab Singh, appellant,

J ani, respondent,

page 160, new edition, page 192,

by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

decided

Syud Sujait
Ali, 0. Musst.
Torab- 0~N issa

has not paid her, she cannot now be held Begum

himself has not complied with.
menus

1846.

which the plaintiff engaged

of the payment to her of 1,000 rupees.

But as the defendant

Vol.

in

of was-ilat, it is to be observed that it was

demand

on consideration

solely

regard to the clause entered

by

above-mentioned

the soolunameh

335

27th

April

therefore pass a decree in favor of plaintiff, awarding a par

tition of the lands, villages, and ryot-khanas,
with

sion, together

wasz'lat

and interest

and interest thereon payable

already in her posses

as above speciﬁed.

Costs

by both parties ratably."

Against this decree appellant lodged an appeal, which plaintiff
not

on

Mubaruk Ali,
(on behalf of

the ground of his having purchased

minors named) the lands in dispute, from the plaintiff,
Torab-o-Nissa, as shewn by a kabdla (or deed of sale) bearing
date the 12th March 1843.
the

Court ﬁnd that plaintiff

The

was in possession

of the lands

by her, at the time she instituted this suit in formd pau
that she was subsequently so, or had intermediately

claimed

and

them,

now appealed

for

from was passed in her favor.

to have been recognised,
ed should

have been

set aside and cancelled

Under these cir

on her part, as a pauper,

the proceedings

cumstances,

at the time the decree

due consideration,

ought not

and were illegal, and the judgment pass

The decree of the lower Court

nonsuit.

is

transferred

a

peris;

a

accordingly, with all costs payable by res

pondents.

CHEEDAM MUN DUL, Plaintiff,

1846.

versus

BYKUNTNAUTH DUTT

Defendants.

before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the

of

special appeal on the

Deputy

the defendants,

Collector.

An order of
nonsuithaving
been passed in
o n,
an a
brought with
in time, ferre
versal of sum—
mary award of
t
i

The applicant instituted
1812, against

25.

c

part of the plaintiff.

November

summary suit under Regulation V.
farmer of Huteeara,

His plaint

was

dismissed,

&0.

before the

and he in conse
280-81

a

case came

a

THIS

and others,

form of an application for the admission

a
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opposes

but the respondent,

to defend;

appeared

it,

has

the

revenue
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authorities un~ quence, on the 3rd March 1841, brought an action, under the
der Regulation
of Section_6, Regulation
1831, in the Court of the
1831, provisions
held that the
of
Zillah
Putterghatta,
Moonsiﬂ'
24-Pergunnahs, for reversal of the
period during
He was nonsuited on the 24th November
which such ac~ Collector's decision.
tion was pend
1842.-—Petitioner then instituted another suit on the 20th De.
ing is not to be
included with
cember following, which the Moonsiif decreed in his favor on the
in the limita
tion of one 16th December 1843- On appeal by the defendant, the Additional
year prescrib
Principal Sudder Ameen reversed the Moonsiff’s decision on the
ed by Section
1844, on the ground, that the plaintiff had not brought
‘6 of that Re 8th
gulation, in the
for reversal of the Deputy Collector‘s decision within the
his
action
event of the in
stitution
of twelve months prescribed by Regulation
1831.
another suit
The plaintiﬁ‘ then prayed for permission to appeal specially to

VIII.

VIII.

July

VIII.

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

from the decree of the Principal

Sudder Ameen.

days elapsed, and between

the date of nonsuit and the institution

suit, there

was an interval of twenty-six days; so

of the second

that, counting the whole period during which the plaintiﬁ‘ was in
lashes, it amounted

The Additional

Principal

plaintiﬁ' in

the

sidered

to seven months

and twenty-nine days only.

Sudder Ameen ought not to have con
Zaches

whilst the suit was in the Courts

from the 3rd March 1841 to the 24th November 1842.
cision is opposed to law.

I therefore

His

admit a special appeal.

de

Let

the case be brought on the regular ﬁle of the Court, and returned

to the Additional Principal Sudder Ameen for tria -”

POORUN MUL

____
1846.

cogni
take
zance of claims
for perquisites
of the ofﬁce of
ckowdhrea.

LALOO SAHOO, Appellants,
versus

KHEDOO SAHOO, Respondent.

November 28.

Civil
The
Court: cannot

and

RAJ AH HET NARAIN,
THIS

third party Claimant,

suit was instituted by respondent,

on the 30th January

1843, in the Court of the Additional Moonsiﬂ‘ of Gya, Zillah Be
har,

to

recover

from appellants Company’s

his perquisites of oﬂice as
gunge,

choaodhree

rupees

133 ; being

of a new godown in Sahib

illegally taken by appellants between the months of Asin

and Magh

I250 F.

The claim was preferred by respondent
appointment by the Magistrate
281-82

on the strength of

to the situation of

chowdlirec

of his
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the date of the Collec
By the Court, (Mr. Barlow.)—-“From
tor’s decision to the institution of the ﬁrst, seven months and three
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the godown in question.

The appellant, Poorun Mul, opposed the
claim in virtue of a sunnud granted by Rajah Het Narain, the
proprietor of the gangs, who put in a petition corroboratory of his
statement and pretensions.
The claim of respondent

was deemed good by the Moonsiﬁ, and

Poorun Mel

and Laloo Sa<
hoo, e. Khedoo
Sahoo, Rajah
N arain,
Het

with reference to the Court’s Construction N o. 816, dated August

third

23rd, 1833, which vested the Magistrates with permanent autho

claimant.

rity in

matters 3 and the decree passed in conformity with

such

this opinion, was afﬁrmed by the Additional Judge of Behar.
Against
struction

these
816

judgments, appellants pleaded—1st, that

had been rescinded

1844 ; 2ndly, that

6th,

Con~

by the Circular Order of May

respondent,

should have sued to recover

having been dispossessed,

possession

of the oﬁice, at its esti_

mated value; 3rdly, that he should have included the Rajah/as a

in the suit; and, 4thly, that enquiry should have been

defendant

made on the spot, to determine

the value of the oﬁice and the ex

tent of collection.
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1846.

It

that the Circular of the 6th of May 1844 had not
Judge when he recorded his decision of the 15th of

appeared,

reached

the

that month, which was therefore unwittingly passed in contraven
tion of

a

then existing rule or law.

mitted with reference to this

;

The special appeal was ad

andto determine whether

the con

struction which had been superseded as based on improper grounds,
to extinguish a right claimed by the proprietor,

should be allowed
and

conferred

by him upon appellant.

Other points were also

for consideration, when the case should be

as calling

considered

brought on for disposal.

It

(Rajah Het
the

found, that the right claimed by the proprietor

was afterwards

N arain)

had

been made the subject of an action

in

Court (of the Principal Sudder Ameen,) and that, on
11th August 1845, the suit was dismissed and the claim dis

Zillah

the

allowed.

By the Court, (Messrs.

Rattray, Tucker and Barlow) :--The

Court are of opinion, with advertence

to the Circular of the 6th

May

1844, and to the nature of the matter brought before them,

that

no judicial

The payments
those

who

der them
nor

cognizance

can be taken of the claim preferred.

to ‘the chowdhree' are altogether voluntary

make

;

and

them are not under any legal obligation to ren

to any particular individual in preference

to any against

to another,

their will, and in the emotion of what arises
Q Q

282-83

party
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1338

out of what is merely

1846.

a.

private understanding and arrangement

the Courts cannot be called upon to
Poorun Mul interfere.
and Laloo Sa~
With this view of the case, the Court necessarily cancel the
hoo, v. Khedoo
Sahoo,
Rajah
now appealed against : the decree of the Moonsiﬂ' and
judgments
Narain,
Het
third
party decision
of the Judge are accordingly reversed; with all costs
between

claimant.

those

concerned,

by the parties respectively.

payable

REMARKS.
The following is the Circular of the 6th May 1844, adverted

to

in the foregoing report :—

“ By

the Construction of the Nizamut

Adawlut No. 816, dated

the 23rd August 1833, Magistrates were declared competent

to ‘ re

the chowdhrees of the several trades and professions.’

The

move

Court having

reconsidered

the subject of this construction,

and
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the principle which it involves, are persuaded that it is based on
an incorrect view of the chowdhrede position, and of the relation in
which he stands towards the members of the trade or profession
on the one hand and the Government on the other.
2.

The chowdhree is the

appointed

head of the profession,

which the Government have no power to interfere,
rests the option of dispensing with his services,
have

selected and

by its members in the exercise of their free choice, with
and with them

whenever

he may

forfeited their conﬁdence, by abusing the inﬂuence incident

to his position, or acting detrimentally to their interests.
The Court are pleased therefore, with the sanction of Go
3.
vernment, to declare

Construction No. 816, superseded,

prohibit any interference

and to

on the part of the magisterial authorities

'in the election, recognition, or removal of chowdhrees, of whatever
trade or profession.”

SYUD SHAH MOHUMMUD YASIN, Appellant,

1846.

-______.

versus
December

17.

SYUD ENYET HUSSEIN

and others, Respondents.

objec~
An
tion by defen
dant to
the

THIS suit was instituted by the respondents against the appel
lant and others in the Court of the Moonsiff of Soorujgurh, Zillah

valuation

Bhaugulpore, to obtain the registry of their names in the Collec

the

of

property
Iued for, can'
not be enter

tor’s
4share

ofﬁce, as proprietors of a. one arms, 17 gundahs,

of mouzah Hurdah, Pergwmah Soorujgurh‘
283-84

17 cowries
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the plaintiffs immediately inherited was that, for the regis~

whom

try of their names in regard to which they now sued
in possession

plaintiffs, are

the

death of Khalundur

Ali, from

whom directly the property devolv

they applied to have their names registered

on them,

ed

that they,

;

of that share; and that on the

;

that

their application was opposed by one Shah Mohummud Wajid, and
ﬁnally rejected

; and

that they now sue his representatives

for the

of this order of rejection, valuing their claim at three

reversal

The defendants denied the right of the plaintiffs to any portion of
the

which they claimed

mouzah,

as their own

hereditary pro

party.
The Moonsiff of Soorujgurh decreed for the plaintiffs on the evi
dence adduced in support of the claim.

this decree was conﬁrmed in all

In

its provisions by the Ofﬁciating Judge.

the petition of appeal,

the defendant urged that the claim had been irregularly
valued, as it ought to have been laid at the amount of the jumma

however,

and gross

This

assets combined.

plea was overruled by the Offi
‘

ciating Judge.
The

appellant then
to the

appeal
der

a

applied for permission to prefer

a special

Sudder Dewauny Adawlut which was granted un
of the presiding Judge, Mr. Reid, to try, ﬁrst,
had properly laid their suit at

certiﬁcate

whether the plaintiﬁ's (respondents)

three times the jumma (or amount of Government revenue) instead
of at the value or selling price of the land, there being no deﬁned
of the village to which the portion claimed belonged

assessment
and,

secondly,

posed
the

because the Moonsiﬁ's decision

28th April
same,

appeared

;

to be op

to one passed by the Deputy Collector of Bhaugulpore on

18th November 1837,
1838;

which

under Regulation

pellants

and others)

11,

afﬁrmed

by the Commissioner on the

had decreed,

in

a

suit to resume the

of 1819, the right of defendants

(ap

to hold the village in question and other vil

under a
tenure (in perpetuity, that
sunnud granted by N uwab Aliverdi Khan, long prior to the decen
on

a mookurrurree

is)

lages,

nial settlement, and in virtue of other sunnuds subsequently ob
tained by them

;
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On the appeal of the defendant,

the claims based upon which sunnuds had been

rejected.

QQ2

by the

of mi

ginal jurisdic~
unless
tion,
in
pleaded
answer to the
plaint; or by
the Appellate
Court, unless
so pleaded, and
the order then
00,
against
the defendant,
appealed from,
either
sum_
marin or re

gularly.

decree of
the resumption
Courts in re~
to the
gard
right of as.
sessment
of
lands, does not

A

times the jumma assessed upon the village.

tained
ourt

if

The plaint set forth that the whole mouzak was the ancestral pro
perty of the plaintiffs and others, and that the share of those from

28¢

barthejurisdic
tion of the or
dinary Courts
of justice, in
regard to the
queition ofpro
prietary right.

CASES

340
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By the Court, Messrs. Rattray, Tucker,

1846.

“ With

Synd

Shah
mnd
Yasin. v. Synd

M o hum

that when

serve

such

arise

questions

the Court ob

they must be taken

as

interlocutory motions, and be disposed of before the merits of the

Enyet Hussein case with
and others.

and Barlow.

respect to the ﬁrst ground of admission,

which they stand connected,

are entered

upon;

the

party dissatisﬁed being at liberty to appeal, summarily or regular
ly, against the disposal:
The Circular

stance.

exhibits the mode

this was not done in the present in

Order of the 20th August 1841, No. 161,

of proceeding

on these

questions

and the

;

Court’s judgment in the appeal case No. 115, decided on the 2nd
November last, is an illustration

of the legal consequences

“ On the second
competent

tary right.

to the Courts below to go into the question of proprie
The resumption Courts decided whether a tenure is
; the

proprietarty right is altogether
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a distinct matter, and may be afterwards contested

Courts

ordinary
Court,

a

Court are of opinion, that it was

point, the

or is not liable to assessment

I

of

of that order.

neglect

the

In

having jurisdiction-

grounds assigned

the

in any of the

case

before

the

are not those upon which a special

appeal might be upheld.

“ The

decision

of the lower Court is accordingly afﬁrmed, with
to appellant."

costs chargeable

REMARK.
The Circular Order and the case (decided by the same Judges)
referred to in the foregoing judgment of the Court are as follows :

“ The following rules of

by the

practice,

which have been established

Courts of Sudder Dewanny Adawlnt for the Lower and
Provinces, are published for the information and guid

Western

ance of all the local Courts.

Rules for

in

the

guidance

of zillak

and inferior

Court: regarding

of plaint
of inferior value, or in which the defendant may object to the
plain/ﬁfe valuation of the contested property.
I. In the event of its coming to the knowledge of the Court
cases

which

the petition

of original jurisdiction

has been written on a stamp

or appeal, that the plaint in any suit has

not been written on paper of the proper value, the Court in which
the
7,

error may be detected shall proceed under Clause
Regulation

XXVI.

of 1814,

either

1, Section

nonsuiting the plaintiff,

should any fraud be apparent, or permitting him to ﬁle

a dupli

cate of the plaint, should no fraudulent intent be presumable.
284-85
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341

When the error in the value of the stamp in the original

suit may be discovered in appeal, the Appellate Court, if the more
on, shall return the plaint and
indulgent process is determined

*—
1846.

Syud

Shah

Mo h u m m u d

decree, retaining the case on the ﬁle, to the lower tribunal, Yasin, v. Syud
Hussein
for the purpose of having a duplicate plaint ﬁled, and the neces Enyet
and others.
sary alteration made in the costs ; and, on the return of the
the

document,

shall

then proceed

to dispose of the appeal on its

merits.

III.
to

In suits

Article

8, Schedule

the defendant
as

of the nature described in Clause 4 of the Note
B, Regulation X. 1829, the objections

of

to the plaintiff’s valuation of the property sued for,

well as any other objections relative to the value of the stampt

paper on which the plaint is written, must be brought forward

his answer to the plaint

; and

no such objections

a matter of right by the defendant
case, either in

the
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stage of the

or appeal ; nor

of inferior valuation of the property sued for,

shall the question
be triable

at a subsequent

Court of original jurisdiction

in

can be urged as

by the Appellate Court, except upon summary or regu

lar appeal from the order of the inferior Court on that particular
point, when the
Clause

2,

tribunal

appellate

Section

7,

Regulation

shall proceed

XXVI.

agreeably

to

1814, should no fraudu

lent intention be apparent.”

“ BECHOO OPADHIA

and

CHINTAMUN OPADHIA,

1846.

Appellants,
November 2.

'Ut’T-i1&8

SHAH MOHUMMUDEE, MUSSAMAUT FATIMA,
SAMAUT HUSSEENA, Respondents.

THIS

suit was instituted by 'the respondents

and

MUS

in Zillah Behar,

Objections

made in the
lower
Court,
Nehalpore Gureek, lying in Pergunnah N irhut ;with mesne pro by the defen~
dent,
to the
ﬁts, as set forth, on the same and on Sydapore Gnreek.
valuation
of
the
property
Respondents had mortgaged to appellants the three villages of sued for,
can~
Gureek ;Manpore not be tried by
Gureek, and Sydapore
ehalpore
Manpore,
the Appellate
and Sydapore Gureek had been given up by appellants ; and this Court unless a
or
suit was instituted by respondents to recover possession of Nehal summary
regular appeal
with mesne proﬁts on it and Sydapore Gureek, on he preferred
pore Gureek,
on that parti
the plea, that the mortgage had been paid off by the produce. cular
point.

on

the 17 th January

1842,

to recover

from appellants mouzah

'

N

They laid their suit for the land at three times the rudder jumma
285-86
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,__
1846.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

(or Government revenue) of the two villages ;but appellants, in
their answer, pleaded that, there not being any separate deﬁned

Bechoo Ops jumma on N ehalpore Gureek, they ought to have sued at the sell
dhia and ano~
The Sudder Ameen overruled the objection, on the
ther, v. Shah ing price.
M o h u mmu—
ground, that respondents having laid their suit at thrice the jum
dee 5: others.

ma of both villages,

it

was correctly valued ; and proceeded

and decide the claim on its merits.

to try

The Principal Sudder Ameen,

without adverting specially to this point, aﬂirrned the decision.

A doubt existing

as to the correctness

of the opinion recorded

by the Sudder Ameen, the Judge, before whom the case came,

ad

mitted the present special appeal, to determine

He

was

disposed

to think that the suit should have been laid at the

price of the land

selling
estimate

the question.

adopted,

; and

if that

exceeded the amount of the

in the proportion of 10 per cent., the defen

dants (appellants) were entitled to a nonsuit.
The Court observe that the appellants who den'iurred to the
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luation,
point,

made no appeal,

summary or regular, on that particular
3 of the Circular Order of Au

as required by paragraph

gust 20th, 1841.
payable

va

They therefore

by appellants."

dismiss

the appeal, with costs

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

RAE HURREE KISHEN,
deceased, Brother of

Son

343

and heir of Bunsen Dana,

Rum Purses

1847.

Mun, Appellant,
January 18.

8148
1187‘

RAJ AH PUTNEE

MUL,-—-on his demise,

RAE SREE KISHEN,

his Son and heir, Respondent.

THIS

suit was instituted by respondent,

on the 22nd December

forth, situated in Behar and

of Bel Govind, deceased, father of Rajah Putnee Mul and
Dhur, also deceased,

Bunsee

fathers,

respectively, of appellant

and the present respondent.

The case was tried by the Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah
Tirhoot, under special authority from the Court of Sudder Dewan
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ny Adawlut, the land lying in two districts. He deemed the right
of respondent to the property claimed by him, to be satisfactorily
by the evidence, and passed a decree in his favor.

established

An appeal was then preferred to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
By the Court (present Messrs. Rattray, Dick, and Jackson :)
“ The Court observe that the suit was brought by Putnee Mul
to obtain possession

of certain lands from appellant, by right of

from Bal Govind, deceased, the common ancestor.

inheritance

It

appears that, on the 13th July 1839, a suit was brought by the
same Putnee Mu], for possession of lands situated in Sydabad
Deareh
ance;

and
and

other places, which formed part of the same inherit—
that, on the 7th April 1842, that claim was upheld,

and decreed to him in this Court.

“ Now the Circular
the practice
one and

Order of the 11th January 1839 prohibits

of bringing suits for portions of a claim arising out of

the same cause of action, and declares it to be inconsis

tent with the spirit and meaning of the regulations.

“ The

present

inheritance
he should

suit, including as it does only a portion of the

claimed by the respondent,
have

cannot be entertained; and

been nonsuited in the lower Court.

of that Court is accordingly cancelled

,-

The decree

with all costs payable by

respondent.”

REMARKS.
This case disposes
nath Baboo, petitioner.

dis

as set missed
under
Tirhoot, with mesne proﬁts on the Circular No.

same from 1243 to 1249 Fussilee ; the said lands having been the
estate

Claim by in
heritance

1842, to recover from appellant possession of certain lands,

I

of the question raised in the case of Bhola
See Summary Reports, part

II.,

287

page 33.

29, dated 11th

January, 1839,
being for pro
which
perty
should
have
been included
in a previous

suit.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

344

It

1847.

in this case.
Rae

that no suit could be had upon the plaint

is to be observed,

But with

Hurree nonsuit and dismissal

to the sense in which the terms

reference

are taken by the Mofussil Courts, the former

Kishen, v. Ra~
to imply that the action may be again instituted in an amended
ah
P utnes
M u l,
a n d form, the latter that it cannot, the order in
this case must be con

j

another.

sidered

to be, as expressed

in

the marginal note, one of dismissal

rather than of nonsuit

SON ARAM GAZOR, Plaintiff,

1847.

versus

April

13.

OBHYRAM GAZOR

and others, Defendants.

it,

He was turned out of the assembly by the defendants,

met.

alleges, without cause, whereby

laying his action at rupees 62,
The

he was injured in caste, and there

this suit, praying that he might be reinstated,—
8

instituted

fore

caste

as he

annas.

Moonsiff was of opinion that the evidence, not only of the
a

plaintiff, but that also of the defendants to certain extent, prov
ed that the plaintiﬁ' had been injured, as set forth in the plaint,
and decreed accordingly.

The Principal
Moonsiff,

Sudder Ameen held, in concurrence with the

that the plaintiﬁ‘ had sustained

the defendants,

for re-admission to

and refusing to award

sue

the sum of rupees

was necessary

of this suit,

Ameen

of

sum of money,

the question

287 -88

to

caste

and

for him to specify in his plaint a certain amount

in order to the institution
covery

to gain re-admission

;

clear from the plaint that the object of the plaintiff,

the institution

in

annas.

of the suit.
as

at issue

The action

is

It

caste,

is

62,

injury at the hands of

but nonsuited the plaintiff, ordering him to

not for re

by the Principal Sudder

is

Adawlut.

in the

of Gungaram Gazor, where several others of the same

house

recorded

is

the distinction
between them,
by
overruled
Sudder
the
D ew an n y

a

failing to draw

ﬁcate recorded by the Court (present Sir R. Barlow.)
The plaintiff was invited to attend at some ceremonial

8

Court

is

lower

Ameen of Tipperah, dated 21st October 1846, reversing that
of the Moonsilf of Ameergaon, dated 20th June 1846.
The following are the particulars of
as set forth in the certi

der

:

to
to
an action
the
recover
a m o u n t at
whichitis laid.
An order Of
nonsuit, by the

it
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The estimate,
THIS, case came before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the
in money, of a
suit simply for form of an application for the admission of a special appeal, on
res-admission
the part of the plaintiff, against a decision of the Principal Sud
caste, is not

the right to regain caste, and the
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Principal Sudder Ameen should have decided the case onits merits.
Ordered,

that a special

be admitted.

appeal

The case must Obhyram Ga

be brought on the ﬁle of this Court, and returned to the
pal Sudder Ameen to be disposed

S on a r am
azor, versus

Princi

zor and others.

of as indicated.

RADHA GOVIN D MITTER, Appellant,

1847.

ocrsus

BHYRUB CHUN DER SIN GH,
THIS

April 27.

Respondent.

from a decision

'of the Principal Sudder
Costs
were
The decree drawn up by the presiding allowed to a
party unneces
sariiy made a
Judge, Mr. Dick, is in the following terms.

was

an

appeal

Ameen of East Burdwau.

rupees 502, 8 annas, costs of law-suit.

Appeal laid at Company’s

The appellant sued respondent, among other defendants,

for a

Eventually the suit was amicably settled by

very large amount.

arbitration, and a razeennmah, or deed of satisfaction, ﬁled

; and

suit thus disposed of, half the costs were as usual returned.
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respondent,

had

however,

the
The

been unnecessarily made a defendant,

and had no concern in the settlement of the claim: he therefore
his costs, which not being awarded,

demanded

he appealed

to the

Sudder Court. As it appeared that he had been forced into Court
unnecessarily, the Sudder Court,
22d

April

The

1845, remanded

Sudder

Principal

decreed

(present Mr. Gordon,) on the

the decision for amendment.
Ameen, on the 10th June following,

the full amount expended

by the respondent

in stamps

half of his pleader’s fees, in fact all that the respondent had.

and

been obliged to expend.

The appeal is founded on the futile plea that, because there is
no condition in the razeenamah

injurious to respondent,

therefore

the appellant is not liable for the respondent's costs.
The respondent,

availing

himself of the appeal,

claimed a

larger amount than that decreed to him, because he had paid to
his pléader, according to agreement
more

under Regulation

XlI.

1833,

than one-half of the prescribed amount of fees, which only

had been awarded

back to him.

The respondent having been forced into Court unnecessarily by
to him for

appellant, appellant became most certainly answerable

whatever costs he was thereby obliged to incur, but for no more,
as

is clearly stated in the proviso concluding Clause 5, Section 2,

Regulation

XII.

1833.

Appeal dismissed with full costs, and the

Principal Sudder Ameen’s decision afﬁrmed.
a a

285-89

defendant. ina
case
subse~
com
quently
be~
promised
tween
the
and
plaintiﬁ
the other de
fendants.
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GUNGANARAIN MOOKERJEA,

1847.

Plaintiﬁ',

versus
May 10.
Neglect

DHUNMONEE DASSEE
of

THIS

an orderissued

case came

before

and others,

Defendants.

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the

in the progress form of an application for the admission of a special appeal on
ofasuit, which
the part of the plaintiff, when Mr. Tucker recorded the following
is
otherwise
carried
on, is
not a default
11n d e r Act
XXIX. 1841.

certiﬁcate on granting the prayer of the petitioner.
This

instituted in the Moonsiﬁ"s Court at Cutwa, in

case was

the Zillah of East Burdwan, and disposed of by that ofﬁcer, in
favor of the plaintiff, on the 27th September 1844. An appeal was
lodged, and the case referred to the Principal Sudder Ameen,

Lootf Hossein, who, on the 7th

July

for a default, in the lower Court,nnder

Act

XXIX.

1841.

default is thus stated by the Principal Sudder Ameen
24th February

The
the

a

list of

witness

not having done so within the period of six weeks, the

es ; and

case ought to have been struck oil“ the ﬁle.“

Having seen in other cases, that several of the native judicial
oﬁicers

entertained a very erroneous

XXIX.

1841,

I

tents,

I

idea of the meaning of Act

to its con

sent for the record; and, on reference

ﬁnd that the order in question was passed on the day
came in and

stated, but that, on the 19th March, the defendants

ﬁled their answer, after which the plaintiﬁ' was required to reply
it,

to

which he did on the 8th April.

The chain was obviously broken by the defendants

on

the

15th

and the order of the 24th February was no long'
shown by the same order having been re-issued

after the plaintiff had replied to the defen

April,

default nnder Act

XXIX.

1841,

total neg

an order issued, provided the suit be otherwise

not

a

compliance with
carried on,

suit or appeal for six weeks.

The mere non

lect to proceed in

a

A

dants’ answer.

themselves

from which date a fresh

is
a

er in force, as

is

start was taken

;

coming in and answering the plaint,

is

default under the Act, and, consequently,does

not subject the plaintiff or appellant to an order of dismissal.
Under
remand

and
these circumstances,
admit the special appeal,
the case to the Principal Sudder Ameen to be disposed

of on its merits.

290

I
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:

“ On

1844, the plaintiff was called upon to ﬁle certain

in support of his claim, together with

documents

Moofti

1845, nonsuited the plaintiﬁ'
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1847.

Plaintiff,

17678718

JOY KONWUR

MUSST.
7

THIS

case was heard on the application of the defendants

of

the admission

a, special

Ali Khan, Principal Sudder
14th

May 15.

and others, Defendants,

December

1846,

appeal
Ameen

for

of Niamut

from the decision

of Tirhoot, under date the

reversing that of

Mohamid,

Mahomed

of that district, dated the 19th December 1845.
application was granted by the Court (present Mr.

Sudder Ameen

The

Hawkins) on the following grounds.
The plaintiff alleged that the defendants
him the

annual rent of

51

for ﬁve years, from

rupees.

12-41

to 1245, at an

The plaintiﬂ‘ continued in possession

under this to 1247, when he was ejected, in consequence

by order of the Magistrate.
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dispute,

from

had borrowed

of 401 rupees, on executing to him a lease of mou

sum

Chutranarain, &c.,

zahs

'

sent action to recover

of some

He then instituted the pre

his principal and interest, laying his suit

at rupees 606-3-8.

The defence was that the lessors had never received

a

fraction

that, were an account taken, it would be found
that the debt had been more than paid off
of the rent, and

The Sudder Ameen, considering the defence proved, dismissed
the claim.

The Principal

Sudder Ameen was of opinion that the defence

ought

not to have

dants

any claim against

them,

they should have been left to the remedy of

against

been enquired into, and that, had the defen
the plaintiﬁ 0n the grounds alleged by
a cross~suit

the plaintiff.

The dictum of the Principal Sudder Ameen is incorrect and op
posed to the practice
set-off the
advanced
deeds

of the Courts.

The defendants

claimed

to

them,

and the payment of which is provided

for by

executed on the occasion of the debt being incurred.

Principal

as a

rents of the identical lands on which the money was
The

Sudder Ameen should have gone into the merits of the

defence, and have given judgment according to the evidence.

I

admit the special appeal, and remand

the case to the

pal Sudder Ameen for re-trial as above directed.

3112

Princi

A case was
remanded, be~
cause a claim
to aset~oﬂ' in
in~
account,
stead of being
into,
inquired
had been re~
as ra
jected
ther the sub
ject ofa fresh
suit.

Mh/
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RUN MURDUN SEIN,

CHOWTREEA

1847.

(Defendsnt,)

Appellant,
May 26.

versus

SAHIB PERHLAD SEIN, (Plaintiff)

Respondent.

THE SUDDER BOARD OF REVENUE, (Claimant)
Appellant,
’UCTSUS

SAHIB PERHLAD SEIN

and

ODAIEPERTAUB SEIN,

(Plaintiffs,)

and

CHOWTREEA RUN MURDUN

SEIN, (Defendant,)

Respondent.
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RANEE SREEKAUN T DEYBEE,

Widow of RAJAB

TEJPERTAUB SEIN, (Claimant,) Appellant,

(BHUGWAN

LALL SAHOO,)
1787'8118

SAHIB PERHLAD SEIN, (Plaintitf,) Respondent,
RUN MURDUN SEIN, Claimant.
Held by the
De
wanny Adaw
lut, in a suit
for succession
Sudder

to

an

estate,

that the ille~
gitimacy of a
claimant could
not be urged
in the Appel
late Court as
a
conferring
title, on dis
proof of his

legitimacy,

alone pleaded
in support of
it in the lower

THESE

cases were

Applications

1846.

cases, to

obtain

were rejected

The

originally

preferred

a. review

decided

on the 9th September

by the appellants in the ﬁrst two

of the judgment passed against them,

on the 26th May 1847.

following

is

the

decree, hearing date the 9th September

which was prepared by the presiding Judges, Messrs. Rat
tray, Tucker, and Barlow.
1846,

In

elucidation of these three appeals, reference must be made

to other cases out of which they arose.
On the 31st August

1835,

a suit

was brought in the Zillah

Court. of Sarnn by Odaiepertaub Sein, for the mi of Ramnnggur,
against the widows of Rajah Tejpertaub Sein and Rajah Amer

Court.
The right of pertaub Sein, and against Run Murdun Sein, alleging the latter
succession
to to be the son of
Plaintiff founded
Amerpertaub by a. slave girl.
the estate in
his
claim
on
heir
to
the
late
de~
question,
Rajah Amerpertaub Sein of
being
cided in favor
of a party who Ramnuggur, who died on the 10th of Aghun 1242 Fussilee, child
established his less ; and alleged
that the deceased Rajah and himself were des

to the
afﬁnity
late proprietor

cended
‘

from Rajah Mookoond Sein,
292

who was their common as

Geneah (j
| 3
Sein

Laong

RughuIb S011
Hurpersliad

Sc.

Hindoollmt Sei
Mohakoomar

St

Moheeput Sei

Rajah Gunganara

Hclnkurn Sci)

Roy, died \VltllOl
issue.

chdccln Sein
Kooldclep Seir
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Bhoopburn

Rajah Durpnarain

Boy, died without

Sci

* Oodaicpertaub

issue.
'

plaintiﬂ

,1, 1

_
‘1',
Ge
1

Rajah Keerutnarair
Roy, died without
issue.

A DABY,

(lied on
nr 1244.
ng ﬁled
uoab in
Scin’s fa
The la
Murdun,
in the sei
The s
Seiu.

The s
The s
The a
The le

w

t
husband

0., deceased,

of Ranee Indrawuiiy,

deceased.

By ﬁrst marriage.

Rajah Kishndeo Roy,

1.

By ﬁrst marr'

secomi marriage.

‘

one
son Chund, wlgdied
without issue.

Rajah Bisonuth,

Rajah Humarain Roy,

4.

urikaunt Roy,
.thout issue.

Rajah Hursing Roy, who
died without issue.
I

_'II

Rajah Ramciiundema

Rajah Goonakur Roy,

Luchminarain Roy.
Bishnarain

Roy, died

without issue.

rain Roy, 5.

Rajah Indemarain Roy, died

6.

a

without
issue, leaving
widow, viz. Ranee Indra
wutty, who obtained pos
session on her husband’s
death,
l
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:cer Singh alias
arain Roy, 3.

I

Hurdenaraiu, died
without issue.

Rajah (iiovind, died
without issue.

l

opal.

2,

Rajah

‘

I

’-y

i

Gunga. Dutt Jhah, son of
the sister of Indemurain's
mother,
_
Plaintejj Appellant.
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Prin

This suit was dismissed by Moulvy Fuzl-ool-Huk,

cestor.

349'

cipal Sudder Ameeu of the district, on the 7th May 1839.

in the sixth de
judg
gree ;
ment

founded

upon the law
On the 5th May 1836, another suit for possession of the raj current
in
by
was brought by Sahib Perhlad Sein, as guardian on behalf Mithila,

of

his

Bahadoor

Futteh

son,

Rajahs Tejpertaub

of the
pertaub

and

Sudder Ameen, made a defendant

the

widows

Amerpertaub, and against Odaie

Run Murdun Sein

Sein.

against

Sein,

was, by order of the Principal

on the 26th March 1838.

This

suit too, which was grounded on the expressed will and written
of the deceased Amerpertaub, whereby

permission
own

Renee

door

on the

and

he directed

his

the Ranees of Tejpertaub to place Futteh Baha

gudded, and to constitute him Rajah, was dismissed

by the same Principal Sudder Ameen, on the 7th May 1839, as
he held the deed ﬁled by the plaintiff to be not proved.
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Two

were in consequence

appeals

preferred

to this Court, and

Lee Warner and Shaw,

by Messrs.

Judges, on the

were

heard

23rd

May 1842, who remanded both cases to the Principal Sud

der Ameen for re-investigation

on

the points indicated in their

of that date, viz., to ascertain

proceedings

whether Run Murdun

Sein had married into a rajpoot family, and whetherAmerpertaub

had married Luchmee Dayah Deybee, mother of Rum Mur

Sein

Sein, according to the custom of his family

dun

taken

having

supplementary petitions

Odaiepertaub Sein,

;

and further,

from Perhlad Sein and

to call upon them for proof of their being of

the same family as the late Amerpertaub, and to pass such orders
he, the Principal

as

Sudder Ameen, might deem just and proper,

after the requisition of the Court had been complied with, in the
Accordingly, the record was;eturned
presence of both parties.
to the Zillah, and the case was tried by Syed Imdad Allee, who,

at that

time, held the ofﬁce of Principal Sudder Ameen, and de

cided by him on the 27th February 1845.

All

the parties named

were present

The appeal preferred
has

in the three appeals above referred to,

in the Principal Sudder Ameen’s Court.
by Ranee Sreekaunth Deybee and others,

not been heard by the Court, as she withdrew below, and

timated that

a. separate

in—

action had been instituted to establish

her rights in the Zillah Court.

An objection having
dun’s
dent

vakeel,
now

to

the

been

taken by the appellant Run Mur

amount of the stamp on which the respon

comes in, on the ground of which a nonsuit is claimed,

292-93

the
which
claims of pa~
ternal kindred
who are rapin
das, which re
lation includes
descend
the
ants of the pa
ances~
ternal
tor in the sixth
are
degree,
to
preferable
those of ma~

ternalkindred,
cognates.
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1847.

__._._

the Court remark that when

this case was returned by Messrs.
Lee Warner and Shaw, Judges, to the Zillah, for further investi

Chowtreea
distinct instructions were given to the Mofussil authori
gation,
Run Murdun
Sein, v. Sahib ties, part of which was, that the plaintiff be allowed to ﬁles.
Perhlad Sein.
The Sudder supplementary petition, and that the case be restored to its cri
Board of Re~ ginal number on the ﬁle.
The Principal Sudder Ameen accord

venue, v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein
and others.

ingly took a supplementary petition from the respondent ona
As this was done under order of the Court,
stamp of 2 rupees.
the

must not be held answerable

respondent

in the mode in which his suit was admitted

for any irregularity
;

and as the payment

of the additional requisite fees in no way alters the nature of the

it, in

decision of

protract the

it,

the slightest decree, affect the merits of

to proceed with the investigation, rather than

the Court resolve

a

case, neither can

matter so long pending,

having taken

the required fees.
from the record

respectively.

Sahib Perhlad Sein, the plaintiff and respondent,
Rajah Amerpertaub Sein,

ceed

of the

before the Court, and details the various pleas

claims to suc_

who died childless,

in the raj of

He has

and also to have lived with the late Rajah

produced

a

sharer in the estate

conjointly.

;

a

Bamnuggur, stating himself to be nearest of kin to the deceased

;

is

now

urged by the parties

genealogical

table, and several

witnesses in support of it,- an answer, put in by Rauee Telotema
Deybee, widow of Rajah Tejpertaub Sein, in the suit brought by

Sein against herself and others; also copy of answer

Odaiepertaub

ﬁled by the Ranees Sreekaunth Deybee and Tejkomaree Deybee,
also of Tejpertaub, in the present

widows

case, to prove that he

of the same family as the deceased Amerpertaub, and that he
position in which he represents himself in the ge
and

table,

further pleads,

nearest

of kin to the said deceased.

that the defendant,

Run Murdun,

son of Amerpertaub by Luchmee Dayah,

caste,

and

quotes

is

mate

not entitled to succeed to the raj.

He

the illegiti

slave girl, of low

To prove this,

he

the answer of Ranee Telotema, and relies on the witnesses

Exhibit N o.
made

1.

he has cited, and puts in the following documents

1832,

is

nealogical

a

in the

stands

is

is
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case as

it

The following particulars are abstracted

:—

Copy of an application, dated

28th August

by Rajah Amerpertaub to have his name registered

by the Collector of Sarun, as Rajah of Ramnuggur, in succession
to Tejpertaub Sein, who demist on the 9th of June previous.
293-94

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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the

2.

1832,

rqj always

goes according to the custom of the family in the

male and not in the female line.

Ext. No.

3.

Copy of

petition from the same to the same,‘

a.

21st March 1833, to shew that the

dated

raj

and estate are here

ditary, and were not acquired by Doorg Beejye
Ext. No.

4.

Copy of a wuraasutnameh,

Sein.

dated 5th December

1834, admitted by the defendant to have been ﬁled on the part of
'

Amer

Renee

Raj Luchmee Deybee,

setting forth that Amerper

taub died childless on the 10th Aghun 1242, and that she is the
only surviving heir to the Rajah
Ext. No.

5.

Copy of a report from the Commissioner of the

Division, Mr. Tucker, to the Sudder Board of Revenue, dated the
6th April 1836, stating the Rajah Amerpertaub had died childless.

N o.

Ext.
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6.

Copy of a roobakaree

3rd March 1836,

dated

by the Magistrate of Sarun,

setting forth that Sreenath

tha,

mock

Amer Raj Luchmee, stated to that oﬁicer when at Bagh

tear of

that Run Murdun

Ramnuggur

was

the son of Luchmee Dayah

Bhiteranee, that she was 40 years of age, and Run Murdun was
Chowtreea.

Bay

Recognizances

for the attendance

taken from Run

were

Murdun

Dayab, under this proceeding.
Ext. N o. 7. Copy of recognizance
before

the

and

of one Soondermun

his mother,

Luchmee

given by Luchmee Dayah

Magistrate, in which she is styled the

second

wife of

Amerpertaub Sein, bearing date 29th April, 1836.

Ext. No.
to the
ﬁrrning

8.

Session

Copy of a petition from Run Murdun presented
Judge, with order of the 16th April thereon,

requisition

the

of recognizance

cou—

from Luchmee Dayah

Deybee.

Ext. No.
Tejpertaub,
pertaub

1847.

Copy of Amerpertaub’s petition, dated 17th 00
to the Collector, setting forth that the succession to

Ext. N0.
tober

351

9.

Is

dated

the answer of Ranee Telotema, widow of Rajah

the 9th March 1836, to the plaint of Gothic

Sein, in which she states deceased Amerpertaub declared

Sein to be in the 6th degree from Rajah Pertaub Sein,
and that Amerpertaub nominated Futteh Bahadoor, Perhlad
Perhlad

Sein’s son, to succeed him in the raj, and to be invested with the
teeluk, in which she also calls Run Murdun the son of a slave girl.

Ext, N0. 10. Answer of Run Murdun Sein in the case of
Oodaiepertaub, dated 10th May 1837, in which he states he is the
son of the second wife of Amerpertaub.
294-95

Chowtreea

Run

Mnrdun

Sein, v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein.
The Sudder
Board of Re~
venue, v. Sahib
Perhlad Seiu
and others
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1847.

Chowtreea

Run Murdun
Sein, v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein.
The Sudder
Board of Re
venue, v.Sahib
Perhlad Sein
and others.

Ext. N o. 11. Supplementary petition of the 7th July 1838,
from Ranee Amer Raj Luchmee Deybee and Chowtreea Run
Murdun
the

ﬁrst

alleging the latter is the son of Amerpertaub by

Sein,

wife, Luchmee Dayah Deybee.

This

was ﬁled in the ac

tion brought by Perhlad Sein on behalf of his son, Futteh

Baha~

door v. the petitioners and others.

Ext.

No.

Answer of Ranees Tejkomaree and Sreekaunth

12.

in the case just alluded to, Perhlad Sein

Deybee
Ranees,

Oodaiepertaub

Run Murdun
Perhlad

Amer

Sein,

'u.

the abore

Raj Luchmee Deybee, and

Sein, dated the 15th December

1838, acknowledging

Sein to be within the ﬁfth degree from Rajah Pertaub

Sein, and stating the deceased Amerpertaub directed that the raj

should be given to Futteh Bahadoor, the son of Perhlad Sein.
Ext.

No.

lector, dated
second

wife,

Copy of a petition by Run Murdun to the Col

13.

14th December

1839, styling himself the son of the

and Amer Raj Luchmee Deybee,

the third wife of
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Amerpertaub Sein.

N o.

Ext.

14.

of Sarun, dated

Copy of a roobakaree
15th August

by the Assistant Collector

1837, refusing to receive a list of

village ofﬁcers, proffered by Run Murdun and Amer Raj Luchmee
conjointly,

Deybee,

and

directing that the list should be taken

from her only, being in possession.
son of the second wife.
styles

Run Murdun

In this Run Murdun is

Ranee Telotema’s statement

styled

in this

case

the son of a slave girl, and not entitled to

the raj.
Ext. N o. 15.

Copy of a reply made by Rajah Hurkoomar Dutt

Sein in his suit against Beerkishen Singh.
Ext. No, 16.

The petition of appeal put in on the part of the

Government.
Ext. No. 17-

Vyavustha

of the pundit of the Patna Court.

Ext. N o. 18.

Vyavustha,

given in a case, reported at Vol.

111.,

page 132, new edition, page 154, of the Shdder Dewanny Reports,
on the requisition of Mr. C. Smith, Judge of the Court.

On the part of the defendant,

Run Murdun Sein, it

is urged,

that he is the son of Amerpertaub by Luchmee Dayah Deybee,
his ﬁrst wife ; that the marriage took place in 1216 Fussilee at
Buttenpoora,

in

Pergunnah

mother died in 1226
same

Fussilee

family as Amerpertaub;

Amerpertaub were performed
295-96

Mujhooa,
;

in due form

that Perhlad

;

that his

Sein is not of

the

that the funeral ceremonies of
by him, defendant,

not by Perhlad
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Sein; that the writer of Ranee Amer Raj Luchmee’s
of the 6th

October

son of the

second

in which he, defendant,

1836,

made a. mistake, corrected

wife,

petition on the 7th

mentary

of the ﬁrst wife

3

July

have

both been in

raj.

In

by a supple

joint

1838 ; that he in fact is the son

;

that they

possession, and that he is entitled to the

his claims he ﬁled

the following

docu

ments : —

l.

Exhibit No.

A ﬁrman,

dated the 22nd Sheher Rubbee-oos

sanee, in the 15th year of the reign of Alurngeer of the year 1083

Hijree,

to

the

prove

rqj of Ramnuggur

was founded

by Doorg

Beejye Sein.
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Ext. No.

A ﬁrman,

2.

the 12th of Rujjub,

dated

in the 6th

year

of the reign of Furrookhseer, granting 30 tuppalts to Rum

Dntt

Sein, son of Doorg Beejye Sein.

Ext. N o
of the
1813,

Copy of roobaknree

3.

January

16th

1828,

Ext. No. 4.

in a case under Regulation VI. of

and this during Tejpertanb’s life-time.

Copy of proceeding

Patna Provincial Court,
Ext.

by the Judge of Goruckpore,

in which Run Murdnn Sein is styled Baboo and Amerper

taub Chowtreea,

No.

as above,

before

Mr. Lambert in the
I

of 30th May 1828.

Copy of a mortgage

5.

bond of the 25th January

1822, given by Izzut Khanum to Run Murdun Sein Baboo, son of
Chowtreea

Amerpertaub Sein.

Baboo

Ext. No. 6.

Copy of a conditional deed from the same to the

same.

Ext.

No.

Copy of a statement made by Girdharee Lal,

7.

servant of Renee

Telotema, before

the

Darogah of Bunjareea,

Zillah Sarun, dated the 11th November 1832.
Ext. No.

8.

Proceeding of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, be

fore Mr. D. C. Smyth, of the 3rd October

Ext. No.

Copy of a roobakaree

9.

Agent, dated

9th

J une

1837, wherein

1836.

by the Deputy Opium
mention is made of Chow

treea Run Murdun Sein.

Ext. No.

10.

Copy of

of the 16th September

a

report from the Darogah of Bunjareea,

1837, stating the funeral obsequies

of Ra

Telotema were performed by Run Murdun Sein and Amer
Raj Luchmee Deybee.
nee

Ext No.

11.

Copy of

a

Purwanek addressed by the Magistrate
s s

1847.

__.—
Run

that Rance Amer Raj anhmee’s name was

of

Support

statement

is styled the

in the Collector’s books with his concurrence

entered

353
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Chowtreea

Run

Murduu

Sein, v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein
The Sudder
01' Re‘
Board
venue, '0.Sahib
Perhlad Sell!
and others.

of Chumparun,

12th February

dated

1838, to Ranee Amer Raj

Luchmee Deybee and Chowtreea Run Murdun Sein.

Ext. N o.

Purwaneh from the Deputy Collector, of April

12.

1838, addressed

'

as above.

Ext. No. 13.

Purwnneh from the Deputy Opium Agent,

dated

4th May 1837, addressed to Run Murdun Sein.

Ext. No.

14.

Purwaneh of the 19th February 1838, from the

to Chowtreea Run Murdun Sein, to apprehend

Magistrate

Soon

dermun Ray.

Ext. N 0.

15.

9th March

Another

Purwnneh from the Magistrate, dated
to Chowtreea Run Murdun and Re

addressed

1838,

nce Amer Raj Luchmee Deybee.

Ext. No. 16.
19th

December

Copy of

a proclamation by the Collector, of the
or 28th Aghun 1247 Fussilee, giving no

1839,

tice that Rajah Run Murdun Sein had applied to have his

name,

with that of his mother Ranee Amer Raj Luchmee Deybee,
and calling for attendance
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tered in the Collector-ate,

of persons

eu
ob

jecting.
Ext. No. 17.

Copy of Judge’s roobakaree

of the 18th January

1840, reporting publication of the above in his Court.

Ext. N0.

Report of ﬁve village ofﬁcers, mirdalzs,

18.

Amer Raj

that Ranee

Sein on the guddee
Ext. No. 19.

as

Luchmee Deybee

had put

stating

Run Murdun

Rajah.
of Collector of Sarun, dated

Copy of roobakaree

27th March 1840, to the Deputy Collector of Chumparun.
Copy of a report from the Darogah of Thannah
Bagha, of the 7th March 1840, that information of the death of

Ext. No.

Rauee

20.

Amer Raj Luchmee

rites.

had

Deybee

Sein, and that Run Murdun

was

been given by Perhlad

about to perform her funeral

The Darogah sent a jemadar and others to Russoolpoor to

prevent disputes,

who,

on

performed the ceremonies

their return, said Run Murdun had
and left for Ramuuggur, before the

police reached their destination.

Ext, No.

Copy of roobakaree

21.

lector of Shahabad,

of the Special Deputy Col

of the 6th May 1840, in the case of Govern

ment dermis Rajah Run Murdun Sein, dismissing the claim to re
sumption of certain lands in the ltamnuggur estate.

Ext. N o.
of the

22.

Copy of Purwaneh from the Collector of Serum,

13th May 1840, to Chowtreea Run Murdun Sein, calling

for semindarre papers.
297-98
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Ext. No. 23.

Copy of a sale proceeding by the Collector of
dated 17th September 1811, under which the village

Goruckpore,

of Khullalabad
Persaud,

Th‘akor

Ext. No. 24.

sented

by

was

in execution

sold

decreeholder,

Copy of

a

of decree in the case of

versus Run Murdun Sein.

petition, dated the 5th May 1842, pre

Bhoop Singh, mol-hiear on part of Ruugnath

Pundit,

N arain

Kishen

Pundit,

others,

Pergunnah Mujhooa, to the Collector of Sarun, to prove

Pundit, and Bishen Pundit, holders of
birt rent-free lands in the village of Khujureea, Kut Suckree, and
enmity between the above individuals, in this case witnesses,

and

the defendant.

Ext. No.

25.

January

6th

Copy of roobakaree

of the Collector of Serum,

1844, in the above case, attaching the Mr! lands al

luded to.

Ext. No.
reea for
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was in

26.

A list of village

watchmen

in Thannnh Bunja

1241 and 1242 Fussilee, showing that village Phoolkool

farm to Bukhtaram

Khan on part of Amerpertaub, and

not belong to Perhlad Sein.
Ext. No. 27. Copy of a proceeding

does

Adawlut, before

J.

Mr.

in the Sudder Dewauny

F. M. Reid, dated 7th November 1840,

with uywuustha of the pundit of the Court, in the case of Oodaie
Sein versus Rance Amer Raj Luchmeo Deybeo and others,
declaratory of the right of an illegitimate son of a rnjpoot to sue

pertaub

and setting forth that rajpoots are of the

ceed,

soorler

caste.

llth

Receipt signed by Shurnsheer Balladoor, of the
September 1829, acknowledging 1,500 rupees to have been

paid

by Run Murdun

Ext. No. 28.

the village Pawa. Ghose,

Ext. N0.

Sein, son of Chowtreea

Amerpertaub, for

8:0.

Deed of sale from the above to Run Murdun of

29

the same date.

Ext.
Baboo

N0. 30.
Knloo

A genealogical table drawn out and signed by
Ram and Cheit Khan Ram, shewing Run

Khan

Murdun to be the son of Amorpertaub and Luchrnee Dayah Dey
bee

his wife.

Est. No.

31,

A

Nagree letter from Kuloo Khan Ram to Run

Murdun, dated 14th Poos, Sumbut IUOI, forwarding the above.
Ext.
Minister

N0.

32.

A

Nagree

letter from Futteh

Jung

Shah,

the

of N epaul, to Rajah Run Murdun Sein, dated Phalgoon

Soodee 1st, 1900 Suk.

Ext.

N0. 33.

A

decision

of the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut of
s s

2
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12th August 1817, in the ease of Hujmu Chul versus Renee

the

to shew

Bhadoorun,
Chowtreea

Run

Murdun

Sein,

'v. Sahib

that the

venue, 1:.Sahib
Perhlad Sein
and others.

by the form of gundhurba,

is a

legitimate son, and succeeds. though the nephews and grandsons

Perhlsd Sein.
on the daughter's side
The Sudder
Board of Re~ the district of Etawah.
'

son of a ckeytree married to a

of the Gholotine caste,

woman

The answer
October

are alive, under the shaster prevailing in

of Ranee

Amer Raj Luchmee,

1836, is a denial of plaintiff’s connexion

pleads that herself and Run Murdun were in

ﬁled

on

the 6th

with the family,

joint

possession,

and

him to be the son of

by a supplemental petition she declares
Amerpertaub by his ﬁrst wife.

In

the answer of Rance Sreekaunth Deybee

and Ranee Tejko

1838, ﬁled through Cassee

of the 15th December

maree Deyhee,

ram mokhtear, they admit plaintiff's right.
On the 14th December

Sreekaunth Deybee repudiated

1844,

her former answer and withdrew from this case.
of Oodaiepertanb
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The answer
nies

the plaintiﬁ's

right

: he has

Sein, dated 26th May 1843, de

not however appeared to appeal

in this Court.
Sudder Ameen, Syed Imdad Allee, on the 27th

The Principal
of February

decided in favor of the plaintiff, Perhlad Sein,

1845,

declaring him to be the nearest

of kin to the deceased Rajah

Amerpertaub Sein, and within the sixth degree from the common
ancestor

of the deceased and the plaintiff.

He pronounced

Run

Murdun Seiu to be the illegitimate son of the deceased Amerper
taub, and

not entitled

consequently

to

succeed

to

the

raj

of

put aside all claim to the

Bamnuggur.

This decision necessarily

estate on the

part of Government, who came in on the ground of

an escheat.

No

decision

by the Principal Sudder

was passed

Ameen as to the right of Sreekaunth Deyhee.

As the Rance

is

not by her own act a party to this suit, and her case is pending
elsewhere, the Court decline interfering with, or prejudging a mat
ter not before
Ameen decreed
and

awarded

them.

The ﬁnal order of the Principal Sudder

possession

of the

Rajah’s estate to the plaintiff,
Murdun,

the sum of 500 rupees per month to Run

payable from the amount in deposit in the Collector’s ofﬁce, from
date of attachment, and henceforward
from the estate, on the
ground of his being

the

illegitimate

has

already

son of the deceased Rajah

Amerpertaub.
Three appeals,
298-99
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shown,

were

preferred
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decision

;
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of these, one, that

1847.

of Sreekaunth Deybee, has been thrown out by the Court for the
Chowtreea

reasons above assigned.

of Run Murdun Sein reiterates all the arguments,

The appeal

Sudder

to all the proofs brought before the Principal

refers

and

Ameen, on the subject of his (defendant’s) legitimacy, and further
urges that, though illegitimate, he is entitled to the raj.
The appeal on the part of Government sets forth that neither the
plaintiffs nor the defendants are entitled to succeed to the raj
of Ranmuggur, the late Rajah having died childless, and urges

of the

the Court

heir being forthcoming
tensions

should

possession

and the terms of

an heir be acknowledged

The judgment of the

Court

in the event of no

clearly waive all pre

by the Courts.

called

for on three questions,

at once without reference to the other two

succession

of the second, should the

decision

;

which they propose to take up in the following order, as the de
cision of the ﬁrst, in favor of the defendant, settles the right of
and the

ﬁrst point for investigation

if

(the legitimacy of Run Murdun) not he established to their satis
faction, disposes of the third,
the plaintiﬁ' proves himself to be
of kin to the deceased Rajah Amerpertaub Sein and
entitled under the H indoo law to succeed him.
the

nearest

The legitimacy of Run Murdan Sein, the defendant
The degree

2nd.

Sein, and the deceased
The right

3rd.

of affinity between

the

plaintiff, Perhlad

:

1st.

:

The questions above referred to are :—

of Government to the escheat in failure of all

heirs.

it

Before entering upon the subject of the legitimacy of Run Mur
dun Sein, the Court deem

necessary

to record their opinion on

of his second plea, urged in appeal, viz., that,
though illegitimate, he
entitled to the rqj.
They remark that
admissibility

the

point at issue between the plaintiff and the defendant,

was

and
the

legitimacy or illegitimacy.

distinctly set forth that the defendant

in the answer,

Perh

as plainly,

that he

In

illegiti

legitimate

:

mate,

Run Murdun Sein,

is

plaint

is

the

it

lad Sein and

is

is

the

is
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merely adeclaratiou of the

consider,

Government to take

it

appeal

the estate is an escheat to the Government.

is

'lhe
right

Ranee Amer Raj Luchmee having died since her

late

demised,

;

the

husband

is,

that,

this

only andsingle issue before the lower Court, and that
299- 300
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Court could only try that issue and determine

upon it.

The

de

fendant took
Chowtreea

Run

Murdun

his own course and adopted this one plea, that he
was the legitimate son of the deceased Rajah.
The Principal

Sein,

v. Sahib
Sudder Ameen decided that he failed to prove his plea, and de
Perhlad Sein
clared him illegitimate.
The admission by this Court of an ap
’l‘he Sudder
Board of Re—
on the ground that though Run Murd-un is illegitimate, he
peal
venue,c. Sahib
Perhlad Sein is entitled to succeed, would be the recognition of a new question
and others.
never before the lower Court, in fact of a suit in the ﬁrst instance

by an Appellate Court.

Below, the decision as to the right to

the raj was passed on a point of fact, legitimacy, not on a point
of law, right of succession under acknowledged illegitimacy.
The
involves a denial of the

plea of legitimacy urged by the defendant

plaint

that of right of succession

:

under illegitimacy, new urged,

had it been set up originally, would have required admission of
the plaiut and rested the defendant's rights on the law of succes
sion

under such circumstances.

The Court therefore

barred the
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appellant’s right to urge new matter in the Appellate Court

;

and,

having restricted him to the proof of the plea of legitimacy, on
which he grounded his defence, now proceed to the investigation
of that point in the ﬁrst instance.

it

In

order to prove his plea the

has cited numerous witnesses,

defendant

whose evidence,

so far as

goes, proves him to be the son of Amerpertaub by his ﬁrst wife,

Luchmee Dayah Deybee.
the bare assertions

The Court cannot however rely upon

of such witnesses, unsupported by corrobora

tive circumstances, by which its integrity may be tested; and
ﬁrst they will examine the documentary proof put in, to establish
the fact of legitimacy.

Exhibits Nos.

N o.

Ext.
ers,

1 and 2 do

not touch the point at all.

3 shows that one Sheikh Hinga with others, petition

applied to the Judge of Goruckpore for execution

of decree

and the provisions of Regulation VI. of 1813,

under arbitration

in a case against Run Murduu Baboo and Chowtreca Amerper
taub

; the case was

Ext. No. 4.
above,

A

struck off the ﬁle.

proceeding

in the Patna Provincial

Court is,

as

foreign to the point of legitimacy, and the defendant ap

pears in

it

as Baboo Run Murdun Sein.

Ext. No.

5

is

copy

of a mortgage

legitimacy is not established
name as son of the deceased.
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Copy of a deed of conditional sale by the same

6.

The same remark applies.

to the same.

Chowtreea

of Run
Telotema, before the Darogah of Bunjareea, Zillah Sarun, Sein,

Ext. No.
Rance

Copy of

7.

in which mention is
Ext.

a statement

made

by Girdharee Lal, servant

of Run Murdun Sein, son of Baboo

Amerpertaub.

Chowtreea

No.

Copy of proceedings

8.

the 3rd October

before Mr. D. C. Smyth, of

1836, referring to a petition of Ranee

Amer Raj

Luchmee and Run Murdun Sein, son of the second wife of Amer
Court’s order

them to appear

admitting

Ram Dutt Missur.

versus

in the

and the

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

to the

presented

pertaub,

This

in

loco

Amerpertaub

was a miscellaneous

proceeding

department of preparation of suits with a view to the

ﬁnal disposal of 'the suit.

The action was to assess certain lands
and the point of legitimacy was not the

held by the defendant,
Exts.

Nos. 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, are all documents

put in to

establish one and the same point, namely, that the defendant
addressed as Chowtreea Run Murdun

was

Sein by the Deputy Opium

Agent, the Deputy Collector, and the Joint Magistrate.
Ext. N o. 10 is a report from the Police Darogah of Bunjareea,
the effect that Run Murdun and Amer Raj Luchmee Deybee
the funeral obsequics of Renee Telotema.
This

had performed

cannot be taken as any proof of Run Murdun Sein’s legitimacy
and his descent from Amerpertauh.
_

Ext. No.

16 is copy of a notice issued by the Collector, dated

the >19th December 1839, stating that Rajah Run Murdun applied
to have his name and that “ of his own mother Rance Amer Raj

Luchmee"
date

in the Collectorate.

entered

to the institution

subsequent

This application bears

of the suit in 1836

title of Rajah

;

and the

A

it

is_

no proof
by Run Murdun in his petition
assumed
of his right to
or of his legitimacy.
Ext. N0. 17.
copy of the Judge’s roobakaree, reporting the
above notice was duly issued

Ext. No.
the
mee

raj

18.

A
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issue between the parties.

to

1847.

in the Court.

,

report by the village ofﬁcers, mira’nhs, dated

1st February 1840, to the Collector, stating Amer Raj Luch
Deybee
and

had

placed

Run Murdun Sein in possession of the

to the institution
of this suit and long after disputes for the raj were before the
the 'guddee.

This too was subsequent
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1847.

Courts:

Rance died a few days subsequently on the 24th of

the

the month.
Chowtreea

Run

Murdun

Ext.

Sein, v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein.
The Sudder

dated

Board of Re

ed

venue, a. Sahib
Perhlad Seiu
and others.

No.

is copy of a report from the Darogah of Bagha,

20

7th March 1840, giving notice of the death of Rance

the

Amer Raj Luchmee, and stating that Run Murdun had perform
hcr funeral obsequics

and

before the police reached

left for Ramuuggur,

had

Russoolpore,

The remarks on exhibit No.

18

apply to this document.

Ext. N0.

is put in merely to prove that Run Murdun

21

was.

before the Collector.

styled Rajah in a proceeding

Exts. Nos. 24, 25, 26, do not touch on the point of defendant’s
legitimacy, but are put in for the purposes indicated in the list of
exhibits.
Ext. N o. 27.

Contains the answer of the pundit of this Court

to a requisition of Mr. Reid, one'of the Judges, and is declara
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tory

of the right of a son born to

a

Rajpoot, by a woman not of

equal rank, to succeed to his father’s property, though kindred of
a nearer degree

Exts. Nos.

This exposition

alive.

are

does not of course

plea of legitimacy.

apply to defendant’s

28 and

In

29.

these Run Murdun Sein is styled

the son of Chowtreea Amerpertaub, and purchaser of village Pawn
Ghose,

and others, for 1,500 rupees.

Ext. No.

A

30.

genealogical

Luchmee Dayah Deybee,
Ext.

No.

31.

A

table prepared by the relatives of

and

Nagree

letter from them to Run Murdun,

forwarding the same, to prove defendant is the son of Amerper
taub.
No.

Ext.

32.

A

Nagree

of N epaul,

Minister

letter from Futteh

Jung Shah,

the

bearing the address of Rajah Run Murduu

Sein.

Ext.

No.

33.

Does

legitimate son.
The

Court observe

not apply to a case of succession bya
'
that in only four of the above-mentioned

documents is the defendant

called the son of Amerpertaub, and

that the term is equally applicable were he the legitimate or ille

In the remaining do
gitimate offspring of the deceased Rajah.
cumeuts he is styled Baboo, Chowtreea, and Rajah, by himself;
or these
duals on

forms of address
the

302-303

occasion

by private indivi
of their transacting business with him, or
have

been adopted

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

CASES

oﬁcers in matters totally unconnected

by Government

361

with the

1847.

to its

defendant’s right to assume the title, and without reference

Chowtreea

validity.
other circumstances must be taken into consideration by

Run

Murdun

Sein, 11. Sahib
Perhlad Sein.
the Court in the disposal of this case 3 and the following remarks
The Sudder
of Re~
arise out of the defendant’s own statement.
appears the late Board
venue, v. Sahib
Rajah Amerpertaub died in 1834 A. D., at which period the de— Perhlad Sein
and others.

But

It

was of age,

fendant

Luchmee

and

the

Deybee,

about 18 years

was

Amer Raj

old.

surviving widow, on demise of the Rajah

to have her name registered in the Collector’s books, set

applied

ting forth

that Amerpertaub had died childless,

and that she was

his sole heir. The defendant
was

alleges that the registry of her name
with his concurrence,
and he accounts for the delay

made

in the registry of his own name, by stating it

which has occurred
is not

customary

so

to do till one twelvemonth has

from the date of the former Rajah’s death

elapsed

;

but the re

that Ranee Amer Raj Luchmee Deybee was, till the
time of her death in 1840 A. D., the recorded proprietor of the
cord
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in his family

shows

and

estate,

over

up

to

that date the defendant

was not known to or

by the Government ofﬁcers as heir to the raj.

recognized

the defendant

Amerpertaub

died

does

More

not impugn the Ranee’s assertion

childless, nor does

assertion was allowed to appear

he

explain how such an

in the Renee’s petition

uncontradicted by himself.
Banee Amer Raj Luchmee Deybee,

that

and

re_

main

in her answer, dated the

6th October 1836, to the plaint ﬁled by Perhlad Sein on behalf
of his son, Futteh Bahadoor, stated Run Mnrdun was the son of
Amerpertaub by his second wife. She ﬁled a supplemental petition
7th

on the

July

1838, to the effect that the writer of the above

answer had by mistake
cond

styled Run Murdun the son by the

se

wife, that in fact he was the son by the ﬁrst wife of Amer

pertaub.

Run Murdun

also, on the 21st of the same month, in

his answer, claimed to be the son of the ﬁrst wife.
On the record

of the case Oodaiepertaub Sein c. Rance Amer

Raj Luchmee, Chowtreea Run Murdun Sein, and others, for pos
session of the mi, the Court ﬁnd that the Renee in her answer
of the 30th May 1836, and Run Murdun in his of the 10th May
1837, both stated the latter was the son of the second wife.
These

mistakes do not appear to have been detected or rectiﬁed

up to the present date; but the most unaccountable

r r

circumstance
303

CASES

362
1847.

Chowtreea

Run

Murdun

Sein, 'v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein.
'l'he Sudder

Board of Re
venue, v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein
and others.

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN

viz., that after the deliberate correction

to be mentioned,

remains

N Y ADAWLUT.

of the alleged mistake as to his mother being the second wife of
Amerpertaub, Run Murdun in a petition to the Collector, (vide
exhibit

N0. 13, ﬁled by the plaintiﬁ,) dated the

14th December

1839, again calls himself son of the second wife, adding that the

Rajah's ﬁrst wife
Deybee

childless, and that Amer Raj anhmee

died

was third wife.

\Vhere

defendant himself and his step-mother throw

the

ﬁled in Court,

much doubt on his maternity in legal proceedings

it

indeed for the Court to declare

difﬁcult

becomes

mother, and they can place but little conﬁdence
of the numerous witnesses

Run Murdun being the
caste

and rank of defendant's

who was his

on the evidence

sworn to the notoriety of

who have

son

so

of Amerpertanb’s ﬁrst wife, to the
mother, and to the cere

alleged

of her marriage with the Rajah.
in
the
real
The doubt
which
parentage of the defendant is involv
on the occasion

monies performed
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ed is greatly enhanced

by the plaintiff,
the

designated

by reference to exhibits Nos.

6 and 7, ﬁled

wherein (vide N0. 6) Luchmee Dayah Deybee,
second wife of Amerpertaub and mother of Run

Sein, is reported still alive in- 1836, and recognizances
taken from her (vide No. 7,) which facts have not to this
The above facts also
been denied by Run Murdun Sein.

Murdun
were
day

warrant

the

Court’s rejection of the evidence of defendant’s

wit

dispose to Luchmee Dayah’s death, seventeen years
previous, in 1225 Fussilee. An amendment on a point so material
nesses,

who

to the issue of the suit, on which indeed the whole case hinged,
after the lapse
admissible;

of so many months, the Court hold to be hardly
they further remark, that for a period of ﬁve

and

from the date of his alleged father's death, and of three
years during which the right to the raj was in litigation, the point
on which the defendant rested his claim was not, as it ought to

years

have been, directly and ﬁxedly pleaded

The defendant’s
with what will

case,

and adhered

with reference

be found hereafter recorded,

satisfactory that the Court

to.

to the above,

combined

is altogether so un

vhave no hesitation in giving judgment

against him.
Having

disposed

of the ﬁrst question which it was proposed

to consider, the Court go on to enquire into the degree of afﬁnity
which existed between
Perhlad
304

the deceased Rajah and the plaintiff, Sahib

Sein, and to the evidence and documents

brought for

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.
in support of his claim.

ward

dibility

They observe that so far as cre

be attached to the depositions of the witnesses,

can

plaintiff has established his claim to succession.
the

family, Sreekishen

363

Opadhya,

and Shoo

the

The poorohit

Dyal

Pundit;

of
the

of another priest, “the gaitree gooroo" of Amerpertaub
and Tejpertaub, both verify the genealogical table ﬁled by the
nephew

and

plaintiff,

girl

named

that Run Murdun Sein is the son of

swear

Luchmee Dayah

: who

a slave

was his father they know not,

and they refer to her for an answer on that head.

Surbuaraiun, a mokhtear, formerly in the service of Tejpertaub
Amerpertaub, afterwards in that of the Ranees Tejkornaree,

and

Telotema, and Sreekaunth Deybee, up to 1246 Fussileo, then at
tached to the surberakar

establishment, swears to the descent of

Sein and to his performance

Perhlad

of the funeral obsequies of

the late Amerpertaub

Run

Rajah

Bahadoor Chund and others
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effect, as do Kaladhur

dence of the pundits, however,
the

who

defendant,

depose to the same

Pundit, Bishen Pundit, Kishen Pundit, and

the gooroos of the Rajah of Nepaul.

Pundit,

Rogonath

it must

has ﬁled documents

The evi

is impugned by

be stated,

to shew that he has dis

putes with them regarding the resumption of certain lands.
Although

the

evidence

on both sides may be open to the im

putation of bias in favor of the parties respectively, yet the'wit
nesses for the plaintiff would appear, from the nature of the
held by the ﬁrst two named, and from their connection

ofﬁces

with

the

family, to have had better opportunities of being ac

quainted with the facts of this case, than those for the defence;
though some of them too, seem to have been to a certain extent
cognizant of the family’s circumstances
into consideration,

to the plaintiff’s than to the defendant’s

With

3

the Court are disposed

but taking every thing
to give greater weight

witnesses.

respect to the documentary proof put in by the plaintiﬁ',

the Court record the following remarks :—

Exhibit No.

This proves that the late Rajah Amerpertaub,
immediately on the death of his brother Tejpertaub, applied for
1.

the registry of his name in the Collector's books, and did not await
the

lapse

of 12 months for the performance

of the ceremony

birL-liee.

Ext.

No.

2,

is Amerpertaub’s declaration that the raj, accord

ing to the custom

of the family, went in the male and not the
'r 'r 2

304-305

1847.

Run

Chowtreea

Mnrdun

Sein, v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein.
The Sudder

Board of Re

venue, v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein
and others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

364
1847.

line, and refers to the succession of Hurkomar Dntt his

female

Dutt his (Hurkomar’s)
Dutt was alive.

father, on the demise of Koomaree
Chowtreea

Run

Murdun

though the widow of Koomaree
Ext. No. 4, is a copy of a genealogical

brother,

table, wuraasutnameh,

Sem, 1:. Sahib
Perhlad Sein.
admitted by Run Murdun to have been ﬁled on behalf of Renee
The Sudder
In this document the Rajah is said
Board of Re~ Amer Raj Luchmee Deybee.
venue, v. Sahib
the 10th May 1837,
to have died childless ; and the defendant,
Perhlad Sein
never took objection to this statement, so inimical to his rights.
and others.

till

Ext. N o.
1836,

5, shews

that no son of Amerpertaub had, up to April
the

before

appeared

Commissioner of the Patna Division,

to claim as heir to the Rajah, who was reported by the Commis
sioner to the Board of Revenue to have died childless.

Ext. No.

By this it appears that Luchmee Dayah was alive,

6.

and

called on by the Joint Magistrate to give recognizances,

in

the

year 1836 A. D. or 1243 Fussilee 3 whereas the witnesses

for

the defence depose to her death in 1226 Fussilee, seventeen years
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previous.

Ext.

N o.

is copy of the recognizance

7,

Dayah Deybee, the

Ext. No. 8,
Ext. No.

“

so

given by Luchmee

second wife of Amerpertaub."

does not hear on the case at all.

9, is to shew

that Rance Telotema,

in

July

1836, ad

mitted Perhlad Sein was in the ﬁfth descent from Rajah Pertaub
Sein, and that she considered

Run

Murdun to be the son of

a

slave girl.

Ext. N o.

10, proves Run Mnrdun’s own admission,

in answer to Oodaeipertaub’s

in May 1337,

plaint, to the effect that he was the

son of the second wife.

Ext. No, 11, proves that the above allegation was, in
denied

by both Run

Mnrdun

and

Renee

1838,

-

Deybee.

Ext. No.
kaunth

July

Amer Raj Luchmee

12,

Deybee,

proves

that the Ranees

Tejkomaree and Sree

in their answer of December

1838 to the action

brought by Perhlad Sein, at that time acknowledged him to be in
the ﬁfth degree from Rajah Pertaub Sein.
Sreekaunth Deybee,
after the case was remanded

for further investigation by this

Court, denied the above answer.
Ext. No. 13, shews Run
himself the

son

Murdun, in December

of Amerpertaub

applied to have his name

by his second

registered

petition is not denied by the defendant.
305-306

1839,

styled

wife, when he

in the Collectorate.

This

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
The defendant

Ext. No. 14.

365

has not shown that be appealed

this order of the Assistant Collector of Sarun, refusing to
him in possession, and declaring that Amerpertaub
acknowledge

1847.

against

Chowtreea

Rum Murdun
In the petition of Ranee Telotema, which is a Sein, v. Sahib
died childless.
Perhlad Sein.
part of the Assistant’s proceedings, the defendant is styled the son
The Sudder

of

girl.

a slave

Ext. Nos. 15 and 16, call for no comment.

Ext. N 0.

The oyaoustha of the pundit of the Patna Court,
Perhlad Sein to be the seventh in degree from

17.

which declares

Sein and entitled to succeed Amerpertaub, sets
forth that Run Murdun, being the son by awoman of inferior
Rajah Pertaub

casie, has no title, save to maintenance.

Ext.

No.

of a decree

copy

II[.,

Macnaghten‘s Reports,) which declares an illegiti
woman of an inferior caste and not
one by
a

is,

that

son,

married, entitled to maintenance

only.

applicable to the plaintiff's case have necessarily

Many remarks

been anticipated by the Court in their comments

on that brought

ring the paroleevidence of the plaintiﬁ' to that of the defendant

;

;

forwards by the defendant
and but few observations remain to be
made.
The Court have already stated their reasons for prefer
they now proceed

to shew the grounds on which greater weight
given to the plaintiff's than to the defendant’s documents.
that plaintiff’s claim has been formally acknow

where the right of succession
the

defendant's

Exhibits Nos. 10, 11, 13.

That
Exhibit

the defendant

No, 9.

That in

the

That

5.

and

those

as to his maternity,

distinctly

mention at

of his step
have been

stated

in Ranee Telotema's

slave girl.

ﬁled by Ranee Amer Raj Luchmee
all

made of defendant

on the

contrary she states the Rajah died childless.
sioner’s

are

mother,

statements

most contradictory and irreconcilable

wurasutnameh

the defendant

Exhibit No.

to the raj was pending.

answer to be the son of

no
Exhibit No. 4.

legal pleadings before the Courts

own

is

That

by parties concerned, in

ledged

and 12 by plaintiﬁ.

:

Exhibits Nos.

a

be seen

is

It will

9

is
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of the Sudder Dewanny

with oyaoustha. of the pundits of the Court, (vide page

Adawlut
132, Vol.
mate

is

18,

the year

no ostensible

was guilty of great neglect in the Commis
ofﬁce, and

continued that neglect

1840 in the Collectorate:

up to

and that there

or even reasonable grounds for believing that
306-307

of Be
Board
venue, 11.Sahib
Perhiad Sein
and others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.
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1847.

the

above

were ﬁled under any inﬂuence

documents

exercised by

the plaintiff.
Chowtreea

Run
Sein,

Murdnn

v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein
'l‘he Sudder
Board of Re
venue, v. Sahib
Perhlad Sein
and others.

Such culpable neglect on the part of the defendant to assert his
rights from 1834 A. D., the year of his alleged father’s death, to
the year 1840 A. D., when

the estate was attached

by the Government, can hardly be accounted

as an escheat

but on the

for,

supposition that he was aware he had no legal right to the raj.
The denial of the defendant is not, the Court observes, sufﬁ
cient to refute the plaintiff's

afﬁnity

to the

Rajah.

deceased

Though the slightest allusion has not been made by the defendant
to the plaintiffs

ancestry,

yet his relations (parties

defendant also claims relationship)
member

of the family

;

and the

defendant’s

defendant

established

who

of plaintiff's

plea

non-afﬁnity would, the Court think, have obtained
had the

with whom
him as a

have acknowledged

much support

the plaintiff

known to him, at all events since the commencement

(a party well
of this liti
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gation) is, and what his lineage and descent.
After

duly considering all that has been urged,

and after

a

careful perusal of all the papers on the record, the Court are una
nimously

of opinion that the defendant Run Murdnn Sein has

not proved himself to be the legitimate son of Amerpertaub Sein,
and that the plaintiff, Sahib Perhlad Sein, has established

nity to Rajah

Pertaub

his aﬂi

Sein in the sixth degree, and his conse

quent right of succession to the late Rajah Amerpertaub.

In support of their

view of the law of succession

as laid down

in this judgment, the Court have the beneﬁt of the recorded opi
nions of Messrs. John Herbert Harington and James Stuart, former
Judges,

in the

case

another, reported

of Gungadntt

Jha,

o.

Sreenarain Rai and

at page 11, new edition, page

13

of Vol.

II.

of

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Select Reports for the year 1812
reference

on

to which

it will

kindred who are sapindas,
of

a

be seen that the claims of paternal

which relation includes the descendants

paternal ancestor in the sixth degree, were considered

able in law to those of maternal kindred, cognates.

prefer

This decision

clearly deﬁnes the right of sapindas, and indicates who are so called.

It

was the result

presiding Judges
neah

and

Tirhoot,

of oyaousthas,

given on the requisition of
of

the

the Zillah Courts of Poor

pundits
of the Provincial Courts of Patna, and of

by the

the

law ofﬁcers of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in opposition to that
of the pimdit of the Moorshedabad
307-308

Court of appeal, who declared

;

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

with the law obtaining in Mi

and is in accordance

plaintiff;

thila, by which the decision in this case must also be guided.
The Court having already declared the defendant not to be the
legitimate son of Amerpertaub, no question

can of course arise as

preference to be given to the plaintiff or defendant

to the
score

1847.

not entitled to succeed before the maternal ﬁrst cousin,

degree,
the

in the sixth

in the case, though descendants

defendants

the

367

The precedent is quoted to prove

of afﬁnity.

der the Hindoo law considered
kindred

of nearer

absence

sap'indas,

they succeed,

on the

who are un

Chnwtrees
Min-dun
Sein, v. Sahib
I’erhlad Sein.
'l'he Sudder
Board Hf Rt“
venue, 11.Sahib
Perhlad
Sein
and others.

Run

to shew that in the
and

with the view to

determine the third question

which they proposed to take up.
decree which they now pass in favor of the plaintiff sets

The

aside the claim of an escheat urged by the Government.

point

they have

parties were
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inheritance,

claiming to succeed to the raj by right of

in Court
and,

On this

observe that in the case before them several

to

until

the absence of all heirs under the Hindoo

law should be declared, the intervention of the Government

oﬂ‘i

cers was premature.

The

Court

amend so much of the Principal Sudder Ameen’s

orders as awards
appellant,

and

500

dismiss

lants respectively.

rupees

per month as maintenance

the appeals,

to the

with costs against the appel

The respondents"

costs in the case appealed

by Ranee Sreekannt Deybee, to be paid by her, and her own
stamp fees to be returned to her.
Two genealogical
No.

1,

tables are appended :

to shew

the

relative position of the parties in these

cases, and

No.

2, to shew

who

quoted as a precedent

were

considered

GOUR KISHORE DUTT
’

and others,

case was

in the decree

Plaintiffs,

1847.

versus

KISHEN KINKUR SIRKAR,
THIS

sapindas

in these proceedings.

heard

Defendant.

on the application of the defendant

for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Abbas Ali,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Dacca, under date the 17th December
1846, partially amending that of Ussudoollah, Moonsiﬁ' of Pulash,

under date the 26th September

1846.
308-309

May 27

The

direc

tion of a Prin~
Sudder
cipal
to a
Ameen
Moonuiﬂ‘tc re~

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

368
ceive a supple
mental plaint,
was
declared
to be illegal.

In granting

application, the Court (present Mr. Hawkins)

the

the following certiﬁcate.

recorded

This was an action brought by the plaintiffs to set aside

a sale

of their estate, made by the Collector in satisfaction of arrears of
due

revenue

petitioner

; on the ground of fraud on the part of the

thereon

(who

was the agent of the plaintiffs) in paying in the

and for other reasons.

revenue,

The case was decided by the Moonsiﬂ' and the Principal Sudder
Ameen in favor of the plaintiffs, in regard to the reversal of the
sale ; with an alteration of the Moonsiﬁ’s order, by the Principal
Sudder Ameen, in regard to the mesne proﬁts payable by the de

fendant to the plaintiffs.
The special

appeal

is applied for on the ground, ﬁrst, that a

of revenue is not reversible by the Civil Courts
on the grounds set forth in the decrees of the lower Courts ; and
sale

for arrears

that the

secondly,

in regard
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Courts,

of proceeding

mode

adopted

to a plaint incorrectly prepared

by the lower
and ﬁled, was

illegal, and that the plaintiff should have been nonsuited.
facts on which this objection proceeds are as follows
should have

it

:

The

the suit

been laid at three times the sudderjumma, whereas

valued at the auction selling price.
This was pleaded by
the petitioner in the ﬁrst Court, and in appeal.
The Moonsiﬁ'
was

over-ruled the objection,
Sudder Ameen,

Principal
case 'in

and

appeal,

issued

proceeded

before entering upon the merits of the

an

injunction

supplementary plaint from the
error.
tion

This was done.

XXIII.

1814,

and

with the case; but the

to the Moonsiﬁ'
in

plaintiffs

to take

correction

a

of the

Now, by Clause 3, Section 25, Regula
Construction

1308,

the

Moonsiﬁ‘ cannot

receive a supplemental plaint ; and the Principal Sudder Ameen’s

order, desiring him to do
legalize

so, was

illegal.

This illegal act

cannot

the original defect ; and the plaintiffs, having valued their

claim on a principle opposed to the rule for valuation of plaints,
prescribed

by Schedule B, Regulation X. 1829, should have been

nonsuited.
Under these circumstances, it is unnecessary

for this Court to

give any opinion upon the merits of the case.

I

admit the special appeal, and remand the case, under Clause

2, Section

2,

Regulation IX. 1831, to the Principal Sudder Ameen,

who will proceed
out.
309-10

to dispose

of it in the manner above pointed
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REMARKS.

1847.

Order dated 3rd June 1847, it is to be

to Circular

Adverting

369

Gear Kishore

that the principle of the valuation in the above case was Dutt,v. Kishen
erroneous,
Had either three times the sadder jumma or the Kiukur Sirkar.

observed

auction selling price been miscalculated,

the mistake

might have

been rectiﬁed.

J

. C.

ABBOTT, Appellant,

184T.

’W’TEUJ

OF RAJSHAHYE,

COLLECTOR

and

RAMCHUNDER GAN

GOOLEE, Guardian of Pnanssara, minor,

SUIT

laid at Company’s rupees 1,560-8-915.

This

Was

from a decision of the Judge of

In the ab
sence of any
Rajshahye, dated
speciﬁc c0ndi~
Principal Sudder Ameen of the same district, dated 31st August tion to thecon~
trary, it was
1842, in an action brought by the appellant against the respon
held that the
of
expense
dents.
m a i n t a i n ing
The plaintiff held in farm from the Court of Wards, the estate s n b o r d i n s t e
dawk establish
He was compelled by the Magistrate ments, under
of the minor Purusnath.
of the district to keep up a mofussi'l dawlc, under Section 10, 8 e ct io n 10,
R e g. XX.
Regulation XX. 1817, at considerable expense, which the Court 1817, should
be
by
of Wards refused to re-imburse him for; on which he brought ' the defrayed
farmer of
his action, as his cubooleut did not bind him to- make good such an estate.
a special

appeal

30th August 1843, afﬁrming that of the

Zillah
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May 29.

Respondents.

whilst the bulk of the proﬁts of the zemindaree went to

expense,

the ward.

The beer Courts both decided against him.

The special

was admitted to

appeal

circumstances alluded to, the expense

try

whether,

under the

of the dawk should be

borne by the farmer, or by the estate of the minor proprietor.

By

the Court, (present Messrs- Tucker, Dick, and Hawkins :)~—

_The ﬁrst enactment

on the subject of expediting the transmission

of public despatches,
tion 15,

law that relieved

charge of the police.
the

manner shewn in this case, is Sec
The rules of this Section are

1793.

with the perpetual settlement,

coeval
same

in the

XXII.

Regulation

the

and

were enacted in the

landholders and farmers

The duty

was

declared

from the

to devolve

upon
proprietor or head person of the village, which of course did

not contemplate

that the pr0prietor or head person should con

vey the despatches
declared

responsible

himself.

It

was deemed sufﬁcient that he was

for its conveyance
u n

; the

manner and expense
310

I
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of performing the duty were left to his own management.
The
provisions of Section 10, Regulation XX. 1817, went little far

1847.

;I‘Jégi‘irntntzvf
Bajshahye and

“whur'

ther than to explain and regulate the mode in which the provi
of Section 15, Regulation XXII. 1793, were to be enforced.

sions

It

would

then, that the maintenance

appear,

of the zemindaree

dawks is the discharge of a duty connected

with the possession of
But while this is the case, no provision

interest in the land.

an

is made

it

in regard to the expense; it having been presumed,

appears to the Court, that the duty could be performed,

as

with

out any or much additional expense, by the party in actual pos
and management of the property, who may be supposed

session

to

the prom and pykes on his estate or farm at his disposal.
The law has left the question quite open as to the payment of
have

the expense; and as the farmer takes

the

farm

in the lump,

to pay a speciﬁc rent, to stand all losses, and be subject
to all payments, while at the same time he is entitled to all pro
agreeing
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ﬁts,

the

Court consider him liable to the payment of all such
as the

penses

present,

ex

to which the zemindaree is subject, and,

accordingly, see no ground for interference with the judgments
of the lower Courts, which are accordingly afﬁrmed.

The costs

to be charged to the appellant.

MOULVEE UBDOOLLAH,

1847.

Appellant,

1167‘“!

June 5.
Where

bitgaHYf

RUMZOO DYE, Respondent.
ry

THE

respondent

instituted

a

suit in Zillah Hooghly, on the

24th January 1843, to recover possession of 5‘} cottahs of home—
land, belonging to a musjid under charge of appellant, from

Bold stead

1:25;“;

which she had been dispossessed

by him.

The tenure had been

at an annual rent,
aghtlggzzua originally in the occupation of Peerun Dye
by who having transferred it to Rumzan GooldarI his name had been
respected
a preceding mootuwullec and a new pottak given him.
12:: “2563:: registered by
celled
by "I On Rumzan’s death, his widow, Khuttoo Beebee, sold the tenure
action at law.

to the respondent.
The

appellant objected

that. the

lands was barred by Regulation

XIX.

transfer of tenures in u:qu
1810 ; but the Moonsiﬂ' of

Hooghly, on the 16th May 1844, and the Principal Sudder Ameen,
in appeal, on the 28th August following, having decreed in favor
of the respondent, on the ground, that there was no alienation of
311
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but only a transfer of a ryut’a holding, such as had been
by former mootuwulleea,

recognized

a special appeal was applied

for by appellant and admitted by Mr. Jackson, on the 10th

J anu

ary 1846, who recorded the following certiﬁcate :—
‘

1847.

M o u I vee
Ubdoollah, v.
Rumzoo Dye.

The land in question is claimed by the plaintiff in virtue of a

right to occupy as ryut—that right being obtained by purchase ;
and it is situate within some lands attached to a musjid, and
of the nature of wuqf.

Wuqf land cannotibe alienated

but the

that, in this case, the claim is

Sudder Ameen states

Principal

;

merely for the right to occupy as ryut, under a title acquired by
do not
purchase; there has, therefore, been no sale of wugf.

I

think that

a mere ryut has a transferable right in the land he

occupies ,' he has merely a right to occupy

If

the purchase

on certain conditions.

by plaintiff was from a person not authorised to

sell, her suit must be thrown out.’

The

case was

by a Full Bench—Mr.

then heard

Tucker, Sir
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B. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins.
‘

We are of opinion that no decision can be pronounced

the general
depends
‘

From

upon

question of a ryut’s right to sell his holding, as that

entirely on the nature of the tenure.
the

record,

we ﬁnd that transfers by the ryutr of this

wu'lf property of their holdings,

have

if

and

the

been

sanctioned
the

defendant,

by the

mootuwullees

themselves

;

moatuwullee,

considered

such transactions illegal, he should have

taken his legal remedy
the plaintiff.

present

of ousting
by an action at law, instead
'

We therefore reject the appeal.’

RAM BUKSH RAE, Appellant,

1847.

vm-sus

SHEO RAM RAE-and

THIS

action was originally

others,

instituted

Respondents.

in Zillah Tirhoot, and

June

9.

Neglect

to

plication

evi~
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the form of an ap-' produce
dance
in
a
for the admission of a special appeal, on the part of the lower Court is

plaintiff,

which was granted by Messrs.

came

before

Tucker and Reid on the

31st August 1844, under the following certiﬁcate :—
‘

This

decreed

by Nadir Ali, Moonsiff, who
plaintiff one-third of two-thirds of the property,

case was originally decided

to the

instead of one-third of the whole as claimed, on the ground of a
decision previously passed by a Sudder Ameen, in which Puhul
U

U 2

311-12

no bartohear~

ing of appeal
on
evidence
ﬁled prior to
such neglect.
It is discre
tionary with a
Judge to act
evidence
on
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wan Rae and
and

it,

That

and others in the present

decision being appealed, Sujaooddeen

case, were defendants.

Ali Khan,

the Princi

pal Sudder Ameen, being of opinion that the decision in the
of Puhulwan
sion

Rae and another, formed no precedent

of the present case, returned
to the Moonsiﬁ',

Judge,

it,

rejected by his
predecessor.
The record
of another case
may be refer
to; but
red
copies of the
necessary pa
pers and evi
should
dence
be taken from
and ﬁled
with the case
under investi
gation.

Raj Koomar Rae were plaintiffs, and the plaintiff,

defendants,

case

for the deci

with the permission

of the

with instructions to call upon the defen

dants to adduce other evidence of their respective

shares in the pro

perty, and to authenticate an award of arbitration, of which a copy
was produced in the former case.
The case remained with the
Moonsiﬂ' for 14 months, when no additional evidence having been
in conformity with the above instruc
decree for the plaintiff in full,
passed

by the defendants

adduced

1'.

e.,

a

tions, he, the Moonsiﬁ‘,

for one-third of the whole property.

N iamut Ali Khan,

Ameen,

on

a

1847.

The Principal Sudder

further appeal, having sent for

the record of the case of Puhulwan Rae above alluded to, amend'
former Moonsiﬂ',)

of the present
and awarded

Moonsiﬁ' (upholding that of the
to the plaintiff (respondent before

A

him) only one-third of two_thirds of the property on the ground
of that very decision and award of arbitration.
special appeal
is

admitted to try the following points :—

First.

Whether

the defendants (appellants,)

after having
s

failed to produce their proofs for fourteen months in the Moon‘siﬂ"
Court, Were entitled to have their pleas heard in appeal.

Whether the Principal Sudder Ameen was justiﬁed in
deciding the case on evidence rejected by his predecessor with the
Second.

sanction of the Judge.
Whether

Third.
calling for

the

the Principal Sudder Ameen was justiﬁed in

record from the seriskteh, and deciding thereon,

instead of requiring parties to ﬁle their own documents,
course

the Appellate Court

the evidence

sidering

on

is

by which

deprived of the opportunity of con

which the case was decided, without

following the same objectionable course.’
The

case

was

then

heard

by

a

Full Bench—Messrs. Dick,

Jackson, and Hawkins.
Messrs.

opinion

Dick

and

Hawkins—On the ﬁrst point,

that the defendants were not entitled as

a
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ed the decision

we are of

right to

be

heard, and have their pleas allowed, in the Appellate Court, upon
evidence which they had neglected to ﬁle in the lower Court; but
that they were entitled to be heard on such evidence as was ﬁled
312-313.
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in the lower Court before the neglect occurred.
mination

373

On this deter

of the point we

see no cause for any interference with
of the Principal Sudder Ameen, as the certiﬁcate

the judgment

shews that the case was originally decided

and perused,

in passing the judgment

On the second
'

from which the present

appeal has been preferred.
a Court

before

judging

point, we are of opinion that the case being

for adjudication,

for itself on the proofs

rejection of evidence,

under the

such

Court has

adduced;

the power of

and that the former

circumstances stated, did not

preclude the Principal Sudder Ameen from deciding the case with
to the evidence on record.

reference

With

regard

to the 3rd point, we are of opinion that the Court

may refer to a record, should the circumstances of the case shew
such

a reference
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correct

way

to be expedient and advisable, though the most
is to make the parties ﬁle their own evidence.
In

this case, the reference was not made without some ground for it.
When however such reference is made, the Court should invari
ably cause copies of the necessary papers and evidence to be
recorded

with

the case under investigation.

in the present case

;

but the omission

This was not done

does not necessarily

invali

date the judgment.

On these grounds, we
judgment of the
afﬁrmed.

point, that the
and

for interference with the
Sudder Ameen, which is accordingly

see no reason

Principal

Mr. Jackson—It

to me, with reference to the
1stv
Sudder Ameen was competent to hear
pleas of defendants, notwithstanding the

appears

Principal

adjudicate on the

delay on their part in ﬁling their proofs before the M00nsiff.
the 2nd and 3rd points,
think that the Principal Sudder

I

On

Ameen

was at liberty to exercise his discretion, and that he was
justiﬁed,
in following the course he adopted, by the circumstances of the

I

concur therefore with my colleagues in afﬁrming the deci~
sion of the Principal Sudder Ameen.

case.

Ram Buksh
Rae,

v. Shea

by the Moonsiﬂ' after a Ram Rae and
which the Principal Sudder Ameen sent for othen.

perusal of the record,
special

1847.

313-314
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PERMANUND MOOKERJEE,

1847.

J

11678113
une 9.

The lower
Court having
decided that a
sun
was not
liable for his
father's debts,
for want of
proof of suc
cession to his
property, when
no such plea
was urged, the
De
Sudder
wanny Adaw
lut over-ruled
the judgment.

THAKOOR DOSS GHOSE, GOPAL GHOSE, HUNSISSUR
GHOSE and DASSEE BEWA, Respondents.

THE

nature of this suit, which was instituted by appellant in
the Zillah of West Burdwan on the 29th December 1841, was
thus set forth in the certiﬁcate of special appeal recorded on its
admission by Mr. Reid on the 20th July 1844 :

‘On proof of
the

Das, the father of

a debt on bond by Bindrabun

ﬁrst three

the

defendants,

Moonsiff decreed

claim against them, after rejecting the defendant’s
The Principal

Sudder Ameen,

dismisses

payment,

the

the plaintiff's

plea of payment.

rejecting the defendant’s
the

case against

sons,

on

plea

of

the plea that

there is no proof that they have succeeded as heirs to their father's
and

estate,

It

Das.
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Appellant,

decrees

his father’s

estate

of Bindrabun

of Hindoo law that a son is responsible

I

debts; and

for

no positive proof is necessary

conceive

I

to the property to render him liable.

that the son succeeded
admit the appeal

claim against the

the

is a principle

to try this point.’

By the Court (Messrs. Dick, Jack son,
are of opinion that the

and

Hawkins :)-—‘ We

Principal

Sudder Ameen was wrong in

deciding on a plea not advanced

by the appellants themselves;

and

that, consequently,

the

mitted on that ground.
special appeal

‘It

appearing

special

appeal should have been ad

We amend the certiﬁcate,

and admit the

on it.
clear,

on perusal of the petition of appeal before

the Principal Sudder Ameen, that the appellants had not advanced

in any

degree

the plea

of their not being liable, on account of

having inherited no property from their father,

the

Principal

Sudder Ameen was utterly wrong in deciding on that ground. We
therefore

reverse the decison of the Principal

conﬁrm that of the Moonsiﬁ'.

and

Appeal decreed with full costs.

TARAMUNNI CHOWDRAIN,

1847.

Sudder Ameen,

Plaintiff,

versus

June

10.

J udgmentof

lower

Court

GOUR KISHORE NAG and

THIS

case was heard

others,

Defendants.

on the application of the defendants

the admission of a special appeal from the decision
314-15

for

of Mr- Mackny,
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Sudder Ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 25th

Principal

18“,

January

district, dated the 28th January

1846.

granted by the Court (present Mr. Haw

The application was

kins) on the following grounds :-—

plaintiff

The

tnlooks

hanced

rent thereon.

sion

to

sued

certain

in

the

was

of

the

The defendants

right

issue

has

deci

a

decree declaratory of her

for on the grounds

of the

: ﬁrst,

of demand, prescribed

notice

secondly, that

3 and

by Sections
the

9 and 10,

alleged

to

does not contain

in the sections.

the particulars mentioned

The grounds are both good.
at liberty, with reference

notice,

it

have been issued, is not according to form, as

The Principal Sudder Ameen was

to the form of action,

plain

to give the

declaratory of her right to assess on proof thereof.

tiﬁ‘ a decree

But he could not award

payment of the enhanced rent, with

out proof that the notice prescribed

by Sections

tion V. 1812, had been duly issued.
in his decree,
and the case

be returned

the plaintiff has conformed

tions or not, and, consequently,

immediately demandable

be set aside as incomplete

;

to him for investigation on this

of it as the

dispose

Regula

9 and 10,

To this he has not adverted

which must therefore

will

He will then

whether

that no evi

taken by the Principal Sudder Ameen as to the

been

Regulation V. .18l2

is

mommrec te

assess, and awarding her enhanced rent at the new rates.

to

point.

a

action; but his

the

plaintiff, giving her

The special appeal is prayed
dence

and to en

defendants,
pleaded

by the Principal Sudder Ameen, who decreed

reversed

in full for the
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her right as Zemimlar to assess

prove

possession

The Sudder Ameen dismissed

nure.

evidence

may shew

to the rules of the above sec

whether or not the enhanced rent

by her.

REMARK.
See

ease

Lal and

1847.

reversing that of the Sudder Ameen of the same

of Sobhnath Misser, &c., appellants, versus Geinda

J hoomuc

Lal, Vol.

VIl.,

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Re

ports, page 156, new edition, page 182.

'

315

reversed
be
cause it award
ed
enhanced
without
rent
proof of pre~
scribed notice
under Sections
9 and 10, Re~
V.
gnlation
1812.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

SYUD HOSEIN REZZA,

Appellant,

17678148

AMEER-OON-‘VISSA,

(and after her death) SYUD INAI'I'
REZZA, alias SYUD MEERUN, husband of the deceased,
MEHR-OON-NISSA, and GOOL CHUMMUN,
Respondents.
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THE

S p ec i a 1
following is the decree in this case prepared by the pres
claims to the
Messrs. Rattray, Tucker and Sir R. Barlow :—
of a siding Judges,
property
deceased Hos
This suit was instituted on the 6th December 1836, in the
Iem
having
Court of Purneah, by the respondents, Ameer-oon-nissa
Zillah
beendismissed
and the pro
stating herself to be the daughter, Mehr-oou-nissa the grand
perty declared
d i v i s i b l e daughter, and G001 Chummun the widow, of Rajah Akbur Hosein,
his
amongst
of a moiety of the mnindaree of Pergummk
held deceased, proprietor
heirs ;
that the claim Soorjapoor in the above-named Zillah ,' and the claim preferred by
of the heirs is
not barred by these is for T‘;%- shares of the said estate, together with certain
the
rule
of
rent~free lands and gardens, the property of the deceased Akbur
limitation, as
that
period Hosein ; the whole valued, according to the regulation applicable
must be calcu
lated from date to the case, at Company’s rupees 2,22,885-1-4.
ofdecision pro
The plaintith stated their case thus z—R‘ajah Akbur Hosein
nouncing their
right to share died in the Moolkee year 1221, (1813 A. D.,) leaving him surviving
in the proper
three widows, viz., Renee Zuhoor-oon-nissa, Doomnee, and G001
ty.

Chummun

three

;

daughters, via, Ameer-oon-nissa,

F yz-oon-nissa;

nissa,

and

these

Fyz-oon-nissa,

Doomnee,

the

Ranee Shoomrun

mother

mother

the

Ranee

Shoomrun.

Of

the daughter of Ranee Zuhoor-oon-nissa,

died during her minority.

J innut-oon-nissa,

and his mother,

Jinnut-oon

then

of Mehr-oon-nissa,

of Ameer-oon-nissa,

died, also
and

lastly,

leaving them,

the

plaintiffs, the sole surviving heirs of the deceased Rajah Akbur
Hosein.
(The accompanying genealogical table' will shew the
state of the family past and present.)

The plaint goes on to state that, on the death of Rajah Akbur
Hosein, Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa took possession of his estate real
and personal, the former under an alleged deed of sale from
her deceased

husband, purporting

to be in lieu of dower, the

under a deed of gift in favor of his three daughters: that,
this
at
time, the three daughters were all minors: that Rajah

latter

Deedar Hosein,

‘

the

brother of Rajah Akbur Hosein, claiming

The table appended to Sir R. Barlow's minute,

same with that here alluded to, it is unnecessary

316

being

in substance

to give another.

the
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estate on the ground of family usage, instituted a suit

the entire

"*w’.

'

in this

ring in

Hosnm.

I
l

waited
rights

|

.

3531118113.

:

A. D.,)

Rajah Deedar Hosein.

be dis
nicated

l
,

I

l
.

r
Inaet
Hosein.

Buhadur
Hosein.

der De

l

za, the

Nuseer
oddeen,

Zillah
itate of

erty of

lllt 0011

by
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"as,

of the

the re
in 1813,
n died ;

iunter

Judge's
6th N0

special

wanny

hen de
mrs of

visible
nently

29.

'as not
session
urn

.intill's,

in

f Hin

rres as

lighter

in.

rem in

""

(1

12th

; these

376

passed

in the
about
we de

'

“Yes

to 1 20
3 or

wnlcn'tne mother took 21feach of the thre‘eTudows

and each of the three daughters 28 ; deducting therefore

5,

33 shares

on account of Ranee Zuhoor-oon-nissa and her daughter, and 21
shares

on

account

of Rance Shoomrun, the mother of Akbur

Hosein, which, now she is dead, belong to Deedar Hosein, they,
the

plaintiﬁ's, are entitled to 66 shares, viz., Ameer-oon-nissa

VV
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Synd Hosein
versus
A m e er - o o n
nissa
others.

Rena,

8.:

nissing
'eferred
man Fuunaoonsau

1847.

in the Provincial Court of

for the same against Zuhoor-oon-nissa,
~ ‘.>.,-»~..'---¢ ‘. "- -¢-_1
. \r

in
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the entire
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estate on the ground of family usage, instituted a suit

in the Provincial Court of

for the same against Zuhoor-oon-nissa,

Appeal at Moorshedabad,
country by the Court

which was ﬁnally disposed of in this

of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut dismissing

his claim on the 12th August 1822 : that Deednr Hosein preferred
an appeal

King in Council—the

to the

plaintiﬁ's, receiving in

the mean time from the estate sufﬁcient for their support,
the

of that appeal

issue

that in the Moolkee

awaited

are they should sue for their

rights:

(18th November 1835 A. D..)
and about the same time the dis~

year 1243,

Renee

Zuhoor-oon-nissa died,

missal

of Deedar

Hosein’s appeal in England was communicated

to the Zillah Court, in a proceeding

wanny Adawlut,

when

the

from the Court of Sudder De

defendant,

brother of Zuhoor-oon-nissa,

presented

Syud Hoseiu Rezza, the
a

petition to the Zillah
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Court, stating that the whole of the real and personal estate of
Rajah Akbur

Hoseiu had become

the property of

the

deceased

his

deceased sister, and requesting to be put in possession

same

heir: that

as her

they, the plaintiffs, presented

a

of the

counter

petition, setting forth that the decision of the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut, afﬁrmed by the Privy Council, had set aside the special
claim of Zuhoor-oon-nissa,

were

they

attended

entitled to possession;

instituted

Akhur Hoseiu,

consequently

but that their petition was not

and the Zillah Court summarily ordered

to,

to be given to

heirs

and declared the property to be divisible

the heirs generally of Rajah

amongst

the

of Rajah

possession

Hoseiu Rezza: that on this, they, the plaintiffs,
present suit, claiming their respective shares as
Akbur

Hoseiu, as especially reserved to them in

the decree of the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, dated 12th

August

1822,

since

shares had already
by

by the Privy Council: that these

afﬁrmed

been

judicially

declared

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

the

on

in the decision passed
18th May 1830, in the

case of Rajah Akbur Hoseiu, and, after his demise, Ranee Zuhoor~

Deedar Hosein, wherein the portions of each are de

oon-nissa

v.

clared

be as follows—the

to

whole

estate was divided into 120

shares ; of which the mother took 21, each of the three widows 5,
and each of the three daughters

28 ; deducting therefore

33 shares

on account of Ranee Zuhoor-oon-nissa and her daughter, and

shares on account
Hoseiu,

21

of Rance Shoomrun, the mother of Akbur

which, now she is dead, belong to Deedar Hosein, they,

the plaintiffs, are entitled to 66 shares, viz., Ameer-oon-uissa
v v

316-17

in

1847.

~—
Syud Unsein
Rezza, versus
A m e er - o o n
nissa 85others.
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,___.._

her own right 28, and in right of her mother Doomnee 5, together
33 shares ; Mehr-oon-nissa in right of her mother inuut-oon-nissa

SyudHoseiu

28 shares; Gool Chummun 5 shares; being equivalent to 8 annas,

1847.

J

versus
Rezza,
A m e e r- o o n— 15
nissa & others.

of the entire moiety of Pergmmah Soorja
poor, taken at 16 annas : and that for this they sue with mesne
less the amount received by them from the estate up to
2 cowries,

gundas,

proﬁts,

the date

of obtaining possession, with interest thereon

till

reali

nation.

The defendant,

Hosein Rezza, in his answer, opposed the claim

on the following grounds :—

That the premises, on which the claim is founded, are
not true. The plaintiffs claim to succeed to the estate of Rajah
Akbur Hosein ; whereas the Rajah transferred the estate to his

Firrt.
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was
wife, Zuhoor-oon-nissa, during his life-time, and the transfer
Zuhoor-oon-nissa,
duly registered in the Collector’s oﬁice, and she,
that time to her
from
remained in possession of the property

that he, as the brother of Zuhoor-oon-nissa, is entitled
to the estate she died possessed of, and not the plaintiffsI who
claim as heirs of Rajah Akbur Hosein.
death:

Secondly.

That

Doomnee

and

G001

Chummun were not the

married wives of Rajah Akbur Hosein, their very

names being

that it was well known they

sufﬁcient to satisfy any one of this :
Akbur Hosein’s grand
were two slave girls, belonging to Rajah
with child, had them
be
to
them
mother, who, on discovering

iron, the scars being still
beaten and their cheeks burnt with a hot
facts are quite
the face of G001 Chummun : that these
visible on

the married wives of
incompatible with the idea of their being
with this, not one of
Rajah Akbur Hosein ; and, in accordance
and dependants
the many witnesses examined, though servants

: that when the
of the plaintiffs, could depose to their marriage
Deedar Hosein and
review of judgment, in the case between
the Sudder Dewanny
Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa, was pending before
were questioned
Adawlut, Deedar Hosein’s agents and pleaders
G001 Chummun; and though
as to the marriage of Doomnee and
then living in the house
were
G001 Chummun and her daughter
Hosein, he never admitted
and under the protection of Deedar
will be found recorded in
them to be married women 3 and this
acknowledg
the Court’s decision: that Deedar Hosein's present
attributed
be
to
is
and
ment of their marriage cannot be received,
with the plain
to the fact of his having-entered into engagements

317-18
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this

to

their claim, under which he is to receive six

prosecute

aunas

of the estate

them

each

300

379

if

rupees

mensem,

per

1847.

and, in the mean time, to allow

successful,

and to advance

the sums

Syud Hosein
Rezza,
versus
e e r-0 0 n—
6: others.

carry on the suit: that the plaintiﬁ's’ claim is not A m
in any way supported by the decision of the Sudder Dewanny nissa
to

necessary

Adawlut

in that case; they were never mentioned throughout

the proceedings

; and

though one Judge was for dividing the estate

heirs general of Rajah Akbar Hosein, yet when the

the

amongst

of the contending parties was discovered,

sect

the decision was a

simple aﬁirmation of the previous decision of the Provincial Court
of Appeal of Moorshedabad,
Zuhoor-oon-nissa:

which awarded the estate to Rance

that had it been the intention of the Sudder

Dewanny Adawlut to divide the estate amongst the heirs of Akbur
Hosein, why was it not done?
That the assertion

Thirdly.

in respect

of the minority

Ameer-oon-nissa and Bibi

of

is not true :
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Hinga (Jinnut-oon-nissa)
that when Rajah Akbur Hosein died in 1221 Moolkee, Ameer
con-nissa

nine years

was

of age, and Bibi Hinga fourteen: that

their mothers were then living
a relative

Hosein’s death
son :

Rezza’s)

:

that Bibi Hinga was married to

of Deedar Hosein’s, a year or two after Rajah Akbur
that Ameen-oomnissa was married to his (Hosein
that all the parties were cognizant of the proceed
:

ings then pending in the Zillah Court and Sudder Dewanny Adaw

lut

;

and, had they really been entitled to succeed as heirs, they

would assuredly have preferred
fore

their claims when the order, be

to, was recorded—that the estate should be divided

alluded

amongst the heirs of Akbur Hosein
from the day
proprietor,

her name

:

that Renee Zuhoor-oon-nissa,

was recorded in the Collector’s ofﬁce as

to the exclusion of that of Akbur Hosein, to the day

of her death, a period of more than twenty-four years, held entire
possession of the zemindaree and received the rents thereof, dur
ing

which

period

they are now
tion

III.

the plaintiffs advanced

debarred

claim; consequently

1793.

Fourthly.

That

the

decree

referred to by the plaintiffs
reality

no

from doing so under Section 14, Regula
of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
in support of their claim, does in

totally disprove it : that though there was some triﬂing
of opinion amongst the Judges, regarding the authenti

difference

city of the bill of sale and deed of gift set up by Rance Zuhoor
oon-nissa,

yet they were

in the main upheld
v v 2

'.

that, in virtue of
318-19
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1847.

the

Syud Hosein
versus
Rezza,
A meer~ oon
nissa at others.

of sale,

said deed

Rance

;

the rent-free lands were decreed to the

and it is a maxim that a deed cannot be partly good and

partly bad.

Fifthly.

That

when

was admitted by

review of the judgment of the Sudder

Mr. Leycester, that gentleman and Mr.

Goad

the estate amongst the heirs general of Akbar

for dividing

were

a

reversing the decision of the Provincial Court,

Dewanny Adawlut,

Hosein (Deedar Hosein being one) ,but when the case was laid
before Mr. Dorin, it was found that the contending parties were
that Deedar Hosein was declared

Sheeaks; and the result was,

to any portion, in consequence

not entitled

of the Rajah Akbar

having left daughters him surviving:

Hosein

back the proceedings

that this induced

to Mr. Leycester and

Mr.

Dorin

to send

Mr.

Goad,

recording his opinion that, as Deedar Hosein was not
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entitled to any portion as heir of Akbur Hosein, his claim ought
to be dismissed, and the decision of the Provincial Court afﬁrmed;
and Mr. Loycester and Mr. Goad concurring, the decision of the
Provincial Court of Moorshedabad, dated 27th August 1817, was
afﬁrmed

:

that this decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
by the

afﬁrmed

since

been

have

elapsed

the date

since

(12th
Sudder Court

August

Akbur Hosein

were

decree

Privy Council

has

that fourteen years

of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut’s

1822) 5 and

considered

:

that, had

the Judges of the

that the then surviving daughters of

entitled

to share in the estate, they would

either have mentioned them or have given them permission to
institute a suit to maintain their rights.
Lastly.
sale

and

That,
deed

though
of gift

set

the plaintiffs

now

declare

the bill of

up by Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa tobe

fabricated, yet both Ameer~00n-ni$5a and Mehr-oon-nissa,’ in 1243
Moolkee, before the demise of Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa, received
appropriated to their own use several head of cattle (cows
as well as some thousands of rupees, in virtue of
and buffaloes)
and

this very deed of gift which they now repudiate.
In reply, the plaintiffs urged that the decree of the Sudder
Court
of sale,

would speak for itself, and abundantly prove that the bill
set up by Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa, had been declared a

fabrication and had been rejected by the Court :that it was on the
strength of this deed of sale that the Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa’s
name was recorded

in the Collector's oﬁce, to the exclusion of that

of her husband Akbur Hosein
319-20

;

consequently the estate must

be
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be

Amoor-oon-nissa

Akbur Hosein,

:

of gift true or false, it is‘sufﬁcient to prove
innut-oon-nissa to be the daughters of
and

deed

the

J

stated to be so in the deed ;

as they are expressly

and it was set up by Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa herself, not by them :
that their rights, as heirs of Akbur Hosein, had been repeatedly
declared, and their respective
the Sudder Court

shares deﬁned,

in the decisions

of judgment, Deedar Hosein was declared

on the review

of

3 a fact which cannot be disputed : that when,

not to

be entitled to a share in the estate of Akbur Hosein, Fyz-oon-nissa,

the daughter of Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa, was dead
had

Ameer-oon-nissa

they,

and

,- consequently,

Jinnut-oon-nissa,

not

been

daughters, Deedar Hosein would have received abrother’s share
is

moreover,

:

have sanctioned

of Jinnut-oon-nissa

to a near relative of his own,

and Hosein Itezza. have consented

to the marriage of his own son

the marriage
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it probable Deedar Hosein would

with Ameer-oon-nissa, had they not been the legitimate daughters
of Akbur Hosein? hence their mothers must have been the
married
with

of Akbur Hosein: that what the defendant

wives

to aﬁirmation

regard

of the

decree

Provincial

says,

in full by the Sudder Court of the

Court

of Appeal, is not true ;—the
of the Provin

decree of the Sudder Court says, that the decision

cial Court was afﬁrmed only in as far as it dismissed the claim of
“
that the expression
only” shows that it was
not the intention of the Court to uphold the claim of Zuhoor-oon

Deedar

nissa

Hosein

:

that with regard to their suit being barred by Section 14,

:

Regulation

III.

1793, such a plea cannot be supported : that they,

Fyz
child,

the daughters, were mere children when Akbur Hosein died;

oon-nissa, the daughter of Zuhoor-oon-nissa,
and

was his eldest

she was only six or seven years of age when her father died,

and she herself died a few months afterwards
their

:

that the fact of

being minors at that time, is stated in a petition which

Zuhoor-oon-nissa presented to Mr. Philip Monekton, the Magis
trate of Purneah, the same being recorded in a proceeding of that
gentleman dated 9th October 1813 ; that, moreover, they waited
the

result of the litigation

Zuhoor-oon-nissa,
country

Deedar Hosein and Rance

of the decision of the Privy Council of 6th March 1833,

and the present
instituted

between

which was not known till the arrival in this
suit was brought in 1836

a separate

suit against

:

that Deedar

Hoein

Zuhoor-oon-nissa on the very
320-21

1847.

Syud Hosein
versus
Rezza,
A m eer - o on
others.
nissa
8:.

held to be that of Akbur Hosein still, and not of Zuhoor-oon-nissa
that,
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1847.

ground, that of family usage, for the rent-free

same

Akbur Hosein, which
Syud Hosein
Rezza,
versus
A meer- non~
nissa 8: others.

was dismissed,

of Akbur Hosein, as speciﬁed in the

the heirs general

amongst

lands left by

and the lands were divided

of the Sudder Court under date the 4th August 1820 ;~
the persons receiving shares in that case were the mother of
decree

Akbur Hosein, his three

widows,

three daughters, and Deedar

Hosein his brother; all mentioned by name with their respective
shares : that Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa had repeatedly promised

to

give them their portions, when the claim of Deedar Hosein should
and, in the mean time, allowed them enough

be ﬁnally dismissed,

for their support from the proceeds of the estate: that only a few
months elapsed after the receipt in this country of the ﬁnal deci
sion

of the Privy Council, when Zuhoor-oon-nissa died; imme
on which

diately

event,

the defendant

joined them, Ameerioon-

nissa, and Mehr-oon-nissa, in presenting a petition by his mooklaar

Oolfut Ali, under his seal and signature, to the police station at
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Kishengunge,
darogah :

which was forwarded to the Magistrate

which affords unexceptionable evidence
claims

by the

that they hold a duly authenticated copy of that petition,

: and,

of the justice

of their

further, that the defendant has, since the institution

of the present

suit, proposed

they receiving

3% canes,

to them to divide the

zemz'ndarce,

and he the remainder.

The rejoinder by Hosein Rezza does not contain any thing new,
merely denying the assertions

of the plaintiﬁ's in their reply.

admits Axneer-oomnissa

Jiunut-oon-nissa

daughters of Rajah

and

Akbur Hosein, but

denies their legitimacy,

their mothers not having been married to Akbur Hosein
had the remindaree
oon-nissa,

of Akbar

Hosein.

; so that,

the property of Rance Zuhoor

not become

still they would not

He

to have been the

have been entitled to share as heirs

He repeats

his argument that the decree of

Court was aﬁirmed in

the Provincial
observing that,

toto by the Sudder Court ;
the
were
at ﬁrst for a division of
though
Judges

the property, and that the plaintiffs were included in the list of
heirs furnished
shares

to the law ofﬁcer, to enable him to apportion the

to which they were respectively entitled,

nevertheless, at

the same sitting, the order calling for the futwa of the law oﬂicer
was cancelled,
and the decision of the Provincial Court afﬁrmed
without any reservation.
oon-nissa
the

and

With

J innut-oon-nissa,

former, is also illegitimate
321

regard to the marriages

of Ameer

he states that his son, who married
;

audthat Meer Ahmud Ali,

who

-

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUTi
did so for the

married the latter,

383

thousand rupees she

thirty

received

marry the

of slave girls from interested motives,

daughters

and

to be called the son-in-law of a Rajah; that marriage is no evidence
of legitimacy of the contracting parties.

After the usual

the case was brought

process had been completed,

up for trial before the Principal Sudder Ameen, Moulvee Mchum
who, on the 6th May 1839, decreed for the
mud Rooknooddeen,
plaintiffs on the following grounds :—
FIRST.

As to the marriage of Doomnee and

with Rajah Akbur Hosein, and the consequent
to be satisfactorily

First.

established.

G001

Chummun

legitimacy of their

J innut-oon-nissa,

and

daughters Ameer-oon-nissa

he considers

this

From a proceeding

ot'

the Assistant Judge of Purneah, Mr, Philip Monckton, dated 20th
October 1813, from which it appears that Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa
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presented

petition to the Magistrate in October 1813, in which

a

J

Fyz-oon-nissa, her own daughter, and Ameer-oon-nissa and innut
are, without any distinction whatever, stated to be the
oon-nissa,
daughters of her deceased husband.
gift

produced also

be the daughters of

the deed of

J innut-oon-nissa

and

all are

receiving the

Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa’s own daughter.

That in the decision of the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut,

the review of judgment

Renee Zuhoor-oon-nissa,
estate

In

they are again stated to

Akbur Hosein without distinction,

as Fyz-oon-nissa,

Thirdly.
on

Secondly.

by Zuhoor-oon-nissa,

treated alike—Ameer-oon-nissa and
same

of Rajah Akbur

by

recognized

a.

in the appeal

the

property

of Deedar Hosein

was

1!.

declared to be the

Hosein, and the rights of his daughters
of the law ofﬁcer

futwa

:

that the rights and

shares of the three daughters of Akbur Hosein were again declared

in the decision of the Sudder Court, dated the 4th August l820.

mekly.
died,

On the 22d Kartick 1243, the day Zuhoor-oon-nissa

Hosein Rezza,

presented

a

jointly with

the

defendant,

by his mookktnr Oolf'at Ali,

petition to the police daroga/t of Kishengungo, con
Ameer-oon-nissa

and Mehr-oon-nissa, attested by their

respective seals, praying for assistance
which Ameer-oon-nissa

against Deedar Hosein, in

and Mehr-oon-nissa are called, the one the

step-daughter, and the other the step-granddaughter
oon-nissa

; and

sole

of Zuhoor

which petition also afﬁrms that he, Hosein Rezzn,

together with Ameer-oon-nissa
and

1847.

in money and property ; and further, that many persons

and Mehr-oon-nissa, are heirs to

proprietors of this moiety of Pergunnah Soorjapoor,
.322

as

Synd Hosein
Rezza,
versul
A m e er - 00 n
nissa 81 others.
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well by the law of inheritance as by various decrees of different
Courts. Lastly.
That the oral evidence proves that Rajah
Akbur Hosein acknowledged, before witnesses, that Doomnee and

1847.

Syud Hosein
versus
A m e e r - o o n.
nisss 8: others.

Rezm,

G001 Chummun were his married wives, and that Amcer-oon-nissa

and Jinnut-oon-nissa
As

SECONDLY.

were his daughters by them.

to the

suit

being

barred by the statute of

(Section 14, Regulation III. 1793,) he was ofopiniou
that plea would not avail the defendant in this case ; for it was
limitations,

clear that, at the
all minors

were

:

further, that, until the claim of Deedar Hosein,

who claimed the
should

of Rajah Akbar Hosein, his daughters

death

entire estate

on

the

ground of family usage,

ﬁnally disposed of, they could not sue for their

be

rights;

for if Deedar Hosein should succeed in obtaining a decree, any
they might have obtained in the mean time, as heirs of

decision

Akbur Hosein, would
thrown away

and all the expense incurred

therefore waited the result of the appeal to

being in the mean time supported from the produce of

England,
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3 —~they

be useless,

the zemindaree, and having their rights declared and reserved in
sundry decisions of the Sudder Court.

An

was then preferred to this Court, which resulted in

appeal

J; F.

the afﬁrmation of the lower Court’s decree by Mr.
on the 18th November 1841.
l

ary 1842,

applied for a review ofjudgment,
of the Court was at variance

the decision

the 4th August

1820,

M. Reid,

The appellant, on the 11th Febru
on the ground that

with one passed by it on

in which Ranee Zuhoor-oon-nissa

Deedar Hosein were declared to be entitled each to

and

@113;shares

of

certain lakkiraj and garden lands, from which decree no appeal
preferred

was

and that the said lakhirqj and garden lands were

;

included

in the present suit. Mr. Reid, on the 29th September
1842, so far amended his decision of the 18th November 1841, as

to direct that, when execution

was taken out, the {T73 shares de

to Deedar Hosein of the Zn/l‘hiraj and garden lands should
be left in that person’s possession.
But this being an alteration

creed

of the
ings

decree

to

before Mr.

follows :—‘
The

(now

I

plaintiffs

1813,
the

of the lower Court, Mr. Reid desired the proceed

be laid

do

before
311‘

another Judge.

Robert) Barlow, who recorded his opinion

not think

sue

that this action can

as heirs of Rajah

and this suit is commenced

Privy Council,
322-23

The case then came on

between

Rajah

Akbur Hosein.

in 1836.

as

be entertained.

He

died in

The suit carried to

Deedar Hosein

and Rance

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

I

of the present action.

of the delay in the

be good.

The cause of action unquestionably arose-on the death

of Rajah

Akbur Hosein,

it

was open to the plaintiffs to sue

the party or parties in possession

without reference to the claims

and

They failed to do so

of others.

;

1847.

do not consider the plea to
Synd Hosein
Rezza,
versus
A m eer -o on
nissa
others,
5.:

institution

in justiﬁcation

is pleaded

Zuhoor-oou-nissa,

385

and, being beyond time, their

claim must, in my opinion, be dismissed.’

Mr. Rattray

concurred with Mr. Barlow;

and ﬁnal judgment

the plaintiffs was accordingly passed on the 22nd April

against
1843.

To render the subsequent

it

is necessary

proceedings in this case intelligible,
to refer to those which preceded its institution ,' a

brief history of which is to be found in the decision

of this Court

of the 12th August 1822, eide Sudder Dewanny Reports, Vol.
164, new edition, page 219.)

page

it will

case

III“

in that

Fukhrooddeen, Zemindar of 'Per

Soorjapoor, who died in December 1793 A. D., was suc

gunnah
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be seen that Rajah

From the proceedings

ceeded by his two sons, Rajah

Akbur Hosein and Rajah Deedar
Rajah Akbur

who held each a moiety of the Pergmmnh.

Hosein,

Hosein dying in September 1813, Rajah Deedar Hosein claimed the
entire estate 3 but not succeeding
he,

possession,

on

the Moorshedabad Provincial

in

widow

the

in getting a summary order for

let January

the

Akbur Hosein, claiming

of Rajah

an action

1815, commenced

Court against

Zuhoor-oon-nissa,
the moiety of the

Pergunnah which his brother died possessed of, on the plea that,
immemorial

by

should

succeed

other

and

usage

of the family, the

to

entire estate, to the exclusion of females

the

of the family.

branches

by setting up

claim

surviving

male

Zuhoor-oon-nissa

heir

met this

a special claim of her own, under an alleged

deed of sale from her deceased husband in lieu of dower, and also

of gift of some ninety thousand rupees, besides jewels, &c.,
in favor of his three daughters.

a deed

Rajah Deedar Hosein
on the

missed
deed

was

27th August

unsuccessful.
1817.

of sale produced by Zuhoor-oon-nissa

valid,

and

declared

His claim

was dis-

The Judge considered

the

to be authentic and

her entitled to continue in possession of the

moiety of the Pergunnah which had been sold to her.
Rajah
to

the

Deedar Hosein, dissatisﬁed with this decision,
Sudder

Mr,.S. T.

Dewanny

Goad,

Mr.

Adawlut.

Courtney
w w

The appeal

was

appealed

heard by

Smith, and Sir James Edward
323-24
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__
1847.

Mr. Goad recorded

Cole'broo'ke.

his opinion that the documents

of both parties were fabricated

; that the family custom pleaded
Deedar Hoseiu was not established ; and that the moiety of

Synd Hoseiu by
Rena, versus
A m e er - o o u the Pergunnah left by the deceased Akbur Hoseiu should be
nissa & others.
parcelled out among all his heirs, agreeably to the Mahomedan

law

of inheritance;

and that,

for this purpose,

a genealogical

table ﬁled in the cause should be laid before the Mahcmedan law
ofﬁcers of the Court, in order to their propounding the law.

Mr. Courtney Smith
of the

fabrication
'custom

and,

pleaded

documents,

on

the

and annulling

awarding

J, E.

Colebrooke agreed as to the

but considered

that the family

by Rajah Deedar Hosein had been established

accordingly,

versing

Sir

and

4th August 1820, a decree passed,

the decision

of the

possession

;
re

of the Provincial Court, and

entire zemindaree

to Rajah Deedar

Hoseiu.
Zuhoor-oon-nissa, dissatisﬁed, applied for a review of the judg‘
which

was

granted,

and

the case was re-heard

by Mr.

William Leycester, Mr. Samuel Thomas Goad, and Mr. William
Mr. Leycester and Mr. Goad agreed that the moiety of
Dorin.
the zemindaree, left by Rajah Akbur Hoseiu, should be divided
amongst the
of those

heirs of that person,
heirs.

including

generally with his colleagues,

agreed

the contested

Deedar Hoseinas

When the case came before Mr. Dorin,

he

and stated his opinion that

property should be assumed to have been the estate

of Akbur Hoseiu,

and

that Deedar Hoseiu

entitled to share in the division of

it,

one

would

have

been

but for the litigating parties

Hoseiu

a

not entitled to any portion of the property of

who leaves

had

permitted

daughter; and therefore,

as

left two daughters, Deedar

to participate

it

a

being Sheeaks—according to the tenets of which sect a brother
is
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ment,

person deceased

appeared

that Akbur

Hoseiu should not

be

at all in the moiety of the Pergunmlb

left by Akbur Hoseiu.
Mr. Leyoester and Mr. Goad concurring in this opinion, judg
ment was given by the Court on the 12th August 1822, reversing
the previous decision

of the 4th August 1820, and aﬁirming

decision of the Provincial Court, dated the 27th of August

the

1817,

in so far as regards the dismissal of Deedar Hosein’s claim, and
declaring that person responsible to Zuhoor-oon-nissa for the wnsilat
of the period during which he was in possession of the disputed
property, under the decree of this Court of 4th August 1820.
324-25
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Rajah Deedar Hosein, still
in Council

dissatisﬁed,

appealed

387'

to the King

of this decree of the 12th August

against the whole

1822, and forwarded a transcript of the proceedings to England,
but took no further steps; and the appeal was in consequence
dismissed by an order of the Privy Council, dated 9th February
1833, for want of prosecution, without, of course, recording any
opinion

whatever on the subject matter of the claims of the con

tending parties.

This is the
ceedings

decree of the

Privy Council referred to in

the pro

of the present case, and it reaching this country about the

time of Znh00r-oon-nissa’s death, her brother, Hosein Rezza, con
trived to get possession of the estate, which led to the institution
of the suit by the parties calling themselves heirs of Rajah Akbur
Hosein,

and which was, as already noticed, ﬁnally dismissed

by

Mr. Barlow and Mr. Rattray on the 22d April 1843.

On the 4th July
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ther

1846, the respondents

Privy Council,

decree of the

ﬁled in this Court ano

dated115th

January 1842, with

a petition requesting the same might be executed

It

in their behalf.

appeared from this-decree that Rajah Deedar .Hoseiu present

ed a petition to the

Privy Council, praying that his

appeal, which

had been struck oil" for want of prosecution, might be restored, and
that, offering to prosecute the appeal without further delay, the
same was, on the 20th February 1836,

ordered

accordingly

;

and

eventually the case between the contending parties, Rajah Deedar
Hosein and Zuhoor-oon-nissa, was disposed of on its merits.
judgment

of the

Privy Council,

as pronounced

The

by Mr- Baron

Parke, is given verbatim in Moore’s Indian Reports, Vol.

II.

page

Their Lordships concurred with the great majority of the
Judges of this Court in the opinion that the deeds of gift, under
471.

which the respondent (Zuhoor-oon-nissa) claimed the property,
and that the wuaseeyut and ikrarnamak are open
are fabricated;
to so much suspicion that the claim of the appellant (Rajah Dee
dar Hosein,)
must fail.

so

far as it is founded upon or conﬁrmed by them,

Thcir Lordships

then declared the claim under the

plea of family usage could not be recognized, inasmuch as, sup
posing it to be as stated by the appellant, it could not exempt this
zemindaree

from the

operation of Regulation

XI.

1793.

Their

Lordships therefore declared that, on the death of Rajah Akbur
Hosein, his interest in the zemindaree devolved, according to the
Mahomedan law of succession,

1847.

to several
w

w 2

heirs.
325-26

Syud H osein
Rezza,
versus
A m eer -o on
nissa & others.

1847.

Syud Hosein
versus
Bezza,
A m eer - o o n
nissa 8; others.
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Their Lordships then concurred in the application of the Skeeah
law to the claim of Deedar Hosein, as one of the heirs of his de
Akbur Hosein, according to which

ceased brother,

he was not en

titled in this case to share at all.

For

of this Court

that thendgmeut

their Lordships considered

these reasons,

of the 12th August 1822, must be afﬁrmed,

with

the following modiﬁcation, viz., that that part which directs Deedar

Hosein to account to Zuhoor-oon-nissa for the proceeds of the
moiety of the zemindary, whilst he was in possession, must be a1
tered ; and that Deedar Hosein must bring the amount into Court,

to be paid

to those who are heirs according to the Skeeah law of

With this modiﬁcation,

succession.

the decree of this Court was

afﬁrmed.

On the let August 1846, the Court, (present Messrs. Rattray
and Barlow,) on a consideration of the decree of the Privy Council
above

recited, and ﬁnding that the petitioners' rights, as heirs'of
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Akbur Hosein, had

been declared,

and their respective shares ad

justed in the case of Zuhoor-oon-nissa, appellant,
in this Court

decided

v.

Deedar Hosein,

on the 18th May 1830, (wide Sudder Dc

wanny Reports, Vol. V., page 29, new edition, page 35,) desired
the Judge of Purneah to put them in possession of their respective
to call upon Deedar Hosein to pay into Court the

and

shares,

amount wasilat due from him under this Court’s decree of the 12th
August 1822.’
The sons of Hosein Rezza who died, now presented
remonstrating

obtained by their
the 22nd April
and

a petition,

against this order as militating against the decree
father. from Mr. Barlow and Mr. Rattray, on

1843; and on the 1st March 1847, Mr. Rattray

Mr. Barlow considered it advisable to allow the respondents
the Court to review their judgment of that date.
A

to move

petition to that purport was put in by the respondents on the 5th
March 1847, and the review was granted accordingly by Mr.
ltattray and Mr. Barlow on the 13th idem.
Under

this order admitting the review, the original case was
a Full Bench, Messrs. Rattray and Tucker and

re-heard before

Sir R. Barlow,
Masses.

and

fully

Banner

and

argued

for four successive

TUCKER—We

days.

are of opinion that the

claim of the respondents in this case is not barred by Section 14,Re
III. 1793. We observe that there can be no doubt they

gulatiou

could have

come

326-27

into Court

under Section

3,

Regulation

11. of
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But not

(especially Clause 4,) had they pleaded this law.

1805,

389

having done so, we think it is not competent to us to give them
of it, though we should not be without precedent
advantage

the

Turnbull’s

we to do so, (wide Mr.

were

Karuna

Mai and others,

'0.

Jai

decision in the case of

Chunder Ghose, Sudder Dewanny

Reports, volume V., page 42, new edition, page 50.)
We concur with Mr. J. F. M. Reid and Moulvee Rooknood
in opinion, that the cause of action in this case may fairly

deen

be taken from the arrival in this country of the ﬁrst decree of the

Privy Council,

before

which the result of the litigation between

Deedar Hoseiu and Znhoor-oon-nissa was not known.

Any suit

instituted intermediately, claiming as heir of Akbur Hosein, could
not have been proceeded in, or, if proceeded in, a decree obtained
would have been of no avail against a decision in favor either of
'

Deedar Hoseiu or Zuhoor-oon-nissa, both claiming undera special
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ty adverse

to a claim of inheritance.

\Ve consider

this alone

case within the discretion allowed
would bring the respondents’
to the Court, under the concluding words of Section 14, Regula

III.

tion

But, further, we observe, it was the last decision

1793.

of the Privy Council alone that authoritatively and ﬁnally declared
property to be the estate of Akbur Hosein, and divisible
his heirs.
Up to the date of that decision, the question

the

amongst
was in
to

abeyance

been,

though the respondents knew themselves

Akbur Hosein, they could not know that

be heirs of

they were

3 and

entitled to any portion of this property.

as such

Had it not

for the demise of Zuhoor-oon-nissa, and the suc

therefore,

cession by inheritance of Hoseiu Rezza, her brother, the respon
dents would have been in time had they come in within twelve

of this last decision of the Privy Council. This point being
of, we need do little more than record our entire con
disposed
years

currence
on

in opinion with Mr- Reid and Moulvee Rooknooddeen
merits

the

of the
with us.

Barlow

Robert

case,

and

here

\Ve have

two

the one, that of Rajah Deedar Hoseiu
dated 4th August
page

46,

parties,
Vol.
dents

V.

(Sudder

decisions of this Court,
Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa,

Dewanny Reports, Vol.

III.

edition, page 62 ;) the other, between the same
18th May 1830, (Sudder Dewanny Reports,

new

decided
page

29,

by name

of Rajah

1820,

o.

we are glad to have Sir

new

are

edition, page 35,) in which the respon

recorded

Akbur Hoseiu,

and

amongst the then existing heirs
their respective shares in the pro
327

1847.

'

Syud Hoseiu
versus
Rezza,
A In e e r - n o u
nless 8: others.
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1847.

perty therein under litigation

are allotted

Zuhoor-oon-nissa, undisputedly

wife of

the

to them.

We have

Akbur Hosein,

Syud Hosein days after her husband’s death, applying to the
1i ezza, versus
A m e e r - o o n— for protection for his three daughters, without
nissa 6: others.

a few

public authorities
distinction.

We

have the deed of gift which Zuhoor-oou-nissa set up in their behalf,

three daughters, one of them being her own, are

in which these

again mentioned 'without

distinction

Hosein, and provided for alike.

as the daughters of Akbur

Though this document has been

to be fabricated, it is still good as evidence of Zuhoorbon

declared

of the persons mentioned as the daugh

nissa's

acknowledgment

ters of

Akbur Hosein. We have, again, Zuhoor-oon'nissa referring

to them more indirectly in her petition to this Court for a review
of the judgment of the 4th August 1820, when (her own daugh
ter, Fyz~oon~nissa, being dead.) it is clear she could allude to the
remaining two only, Ameer-oon-nissa and

J innut-oon-nissa;

and

We have, further, the acknow

as entitled to share in the estate.

ledgment of the appellant himself, in his petition to the police
darogak of Kishengunge,

the day after Zuhoor-oon-nissa died, that

Ameer-oon-nissa and Mehr-oon-nissa
and

ters,

Akbur Hosein’s

daugh

To crown the

the appellant, in his petition for a review of Mr.

Reid’s judgment

of the 18th November 1841, insisting on the

of the decision of this Court, of the 4th August 1820,

ﬁnality

which decree,
name,

were

heirs to the estate left by that person.

we ﬁnd

-whole,

as above

as heirs of

shewn,

indicates the

Akbur Hosein,

respondents, by
to them their res

and awards

pective shares of the property then in dispute,
All that we have to satisfy ourselves of

that the respon
Rajah Akbur Hosein and

are

the

heirs of the deceased

consideration of the circumstances above stated, we have
and we accord

no doubt whatever of the title of the respondents,

ingly concur in and make

ﬁhal the decree of Mr.

J.

from

;

is,

dents

a'

F, M. Reid,

under date the 18th November 1841, which, subject to the mo~
diﬁcation stated in his proceeding of the 29th September 1842,
already noticed, afﬁrms that of the Principal Sudder Ameen,
All costs of
Moulvee Rooknooddeen, dated the 6th May 1839.
this appeal
to receive
on

to be charged to the appellant; and the respondents
back three-fourths of the amount value of the stamp

which the petition of review in this case
327-28

is
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the reference implied their legitimacy, and was so considered by the
Court, which, in consequence, refused tourecognize Deedar Hosein

engrossed,

under
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to respondents the remaining one-fourth.
Sm

1825, and

Ronna'r

BARLOW.——Th18

case

was

'

of on

disposed

the

22nd April 1843, by Mr. Rattray and myself, on an appeal pre
ferred

the decision of the Principal

against

6th May

Sudder Ameen, dated

in favor of the respondents,

1839,

plaintiﬂ's in the

original case.
my judgment to the following effect :---That as the

I

recorded

parties"

the Privy Council both urged special claims, to
the exclusion of all others and as the property in dispute in that
;

before

lauded property—the

case was

--that suit could not

moiety of Pergunnah Sooijapoor

be held to be identical with the present

Akbar Hosein’s
are

oon-nissa

now before the Courts,

estates, are plaintiffs,
each

defendants,

e., the

alleged

heirs

and the heirs of Zuhoor

party resting

their claims on

previously preferred in any Court

grounds never

if

;

consequently,
the plaintiffs had any claims as legal heirs to Akbur
Hosein’s estate, their cause of action having arisen on his death
that

in 1813, they were bound to come into Court within twelve years
from that period, whereas the present suit was instituted on the
6th December 1836

only; and that their

non-appearance

and

silence in the said case of Rajah Deedar Hosein, appellant, versus

Ranee Zuhoor-oon-nissa, respondent,+
Mr.

sion.

Rattray

The judgment
is

excluded them, and barred

of their claims by the Courts on the present occa

the cognizance

concurred with

me—Mr.

Reid dissentient.

of the majority of the Court was made ﬁnal, and

VII.

recorded at page 124, new edition, page 124 of volume

of

the Sudder Dewanny Reports for 1843.
1841,

that the estate

of Her Majesty's Privy Council,

came before me, (wherein

of Akbur Hosein

is

February

Znhoor-oon-riissa, which

decree

in the said case of Deedar Hosein versus

it

In execution of the
dated

ordered,

shall be divided amongst his

without however naming them, and wherein, also, the deeds
on which the parties urged special claims to the moiety of Per

heirs,

.

Rajah Deedar Hosein, appellant,

verms Renee Zuhoor-oomnissa,

respon

dent.
+
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until

never

parties,

1'.

action for the same and other property, laklu'raj,—-in which other
to

This

case

was

fault of the appellant,

dismissed

by

but revived

order of the Privy Council in 1833, on de

on his petition in 1886.

328~29

1847.

refund
Syud Hosein
versus
Rezza,
- cn
m
uissa 81 others.
e
e
r
c

II.

Regulation

A

2,

to be made to Government for permission

‘to

provisions of Clause 4, Section

the

application

391
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1847.

gumzah Soorjapoor, were declared
fore

Syud Hosein between
any
Rezza,
were!"
A m e e r o o n~ Rajah Akbur
nissa it others.

the parties now

other parties, arose,
Hosein

a question, never be

forgeries,)

at issue, either between

directly

in Court or

as to who were the heirs of

Mr. Rattray and myself, as the speedi

; and

this fact, though it
expedient to re-open the suit which we had already disposed of
under the law of limitation, and, for this purpose, suggested to
est

and

satisfactory mode of eliciting

most

the respondents

the

of an application for a review of

propriety

which was accordingly made, and admitted

our judgment,

; and

the case, being made over for a hearing to a Full Bench, came on
before

Rattray,

Messrs.

21st, and 22d of

For

Tucker,

and

myself,

April last.

the better understanding of the case,

nealogical table, in which
and the deaths

I

I

on the 17th, 19th,
have annexed a ge

have set down the dates of the births

of the parties now concerned,

as, in my opinion,

established
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The plaintiffs ap
by the record before the Court.
Gool Chummunl as the widow, claiming 5seham: or
another, Ameer-opn-nissa, as the daughter, claiming 33

one,

pear,
shares

;

her own

sehama,

and her mother Doomnee’s

third, Mehr~oon-nissa,

and

share ;

the

as the grand-daughter, claiming 28 shares

J

innut-oon-nissa being dead, and her grandmother
(her mother
Gool Chummun being a co-plaintiﬁ') of the estate of Rajah Akbur
Hosein.
The questions to be decided in this case are,
me

:ﬁrst,

years

III.

heirs

have

as

it

appears to

the plaintiffs brought their action within the

12

allowed by our law of limitations, Section 14, Regulation
of 1793

if

they have, are they defacto the legal
of the late Rajah Akbnr Hosein 1 We have, on the second
'l and second,

hearing of this case, had the beneﬁt of the aid of learned counsel
on both sides ; the points at issue have been most ably argued,

and no labor or time has been spared to get at the facts of the
case, and to decide

it according to

the fullest consideration, however,
judgment
that

I

I

recorded

I

should differ with my colleagues
case separately 5 and

I

that

After

see no reason for altering the

in concurrence with Mr. llattray.

with them, it becomes necessary

in this

the best of our ability.

I

propose

3 but as

I

I

regret

cannot concur

should record my opinion
to do this somewhat

more

in detail than on the previous occasion.
The ﬁrst question
have

come
329-30

I

into Court

have to consider, is, whether the plaintiﬂ's

within

the period prescribed by our law.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUTL
On this point my colleagues

and myself diﬁ'er : they admit them ;

would throw them out under the limitation law, on the grounds

Akbnr

for the plaintiffs, in appeal, that the death

Hosein in 1813,

ought not to

be taken

starting point from which the law of limitation should run
has

there

been

no

starting point

3

Privy Council)

that the

that

though Akbur Hosein's death be the
declaration of a competent

Court (the
in favor of the plaintiffs, brings them within the

period ; and that this case comes within the exceptions

prescribed

for by Clause

provided

3

possession; that infancy protects at

adverse

two of the plaintiﬁ‘s,

least

as the

1,

II.

Section 3, Regulation

of 1805; none

of which pleas, in my opinion, bar the operation of the limitation
law, for the following reasons.

if

be conceded that,

the plaintiﬁ‘s

are the legal heirs of'

Akbur Hosein, they became so on the day of his death

3

if,

It will

there—

fore, none of the other pleas urged on their behalf are valid, they
must necessarily have lost their time and cause of action.

the claims of the plaintiffs.

bar

or,

that the possession of Znhoor-oon-nissa does not

It

is

in other words,

that there has been no adverse possession

;*

is,

The next argument brought forward, which also has reference
to limitation,

stated

in the plaint that

by right of her
Hosein;
of
lieu
dower
from
the
Akbur
and that
Rajah
deed in

she held the real property, Pergunaah Soorjapoor,

is

and

it

property for his three daugh~

deed of gift granted to them

;

under

a

she took charge of certain personal
ters,

also stated

did enjoy

a

that they, the daughters, and their co-plaintitf, Gool Chuminun,
portion

of tho

Rajah’s estate,

whilst the case of

Deedar Hosein versus Ranee Znhoor-oon-nissa was pending in the
of this country and before Her Majesty’s Privy Council

3

Courts

thereby virtually pleading that there was not only no adverse pos
session, but, on the contrary, possession

to such an extent as bar

‘

red the application of the law of limitation to their present
The decision

of the Sudder

;

August 1822
only

which declared

They were not before the Court in that case,

sued in 1836,. on the Renee’s demise, when the period prescribed

of itself sufﬁcient

to establish adverse possession.

x
x

I

hold,

is

law for the institution of suits had been exceeded upwards of two years.
decision,

Rance

was passed in

and the heirs were, by thatjudgment, bound to come into Court

to prove their right to succeedand

Dewauny Adawlut,

deed on which she claimed to be a forgery,

Znhoor-oon-nissa's

suit.

330-31

by

This

o
o

been argued

has

r

It

yud Hosein
Rezza,
versus
Am
n
nissa
others.

S

shall presently assign.

of Rajah
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becomes

necessary

sufﬁcient to bar

Regulation law, considered

Synd Hosein

"m"
If“
meer-oon
1‘3"“;
“11m-

nature;
‘

The Zillah

of action shall

cause

have

plainant
directly

preferred

if the

arisen twelve years before any suit
account of it

on

; unless

by clear and positive proof,

shew,

can

or persons,

against any person

shall have been commenced

620.

the com

&c., that

he

his claim within that period for the matterin

Court of competent jurisdiction to try the demand,
and shall assign satisfactory reasons to the Court why he did not
dispute, to

,

of this

an action

quote Section 14,' Regulation

City Judges are prohibited hearing, trying,

and

any suit whatever,

&c.,

I

for this purpose,

and,

1793:-

of

111.

advert to what is, under our

to

a

in the suit, or shall prove that, either from minority or

proceed

other good and

sufﬁcient cause, he had been precluded from

ob

taining redress.’
if

a deed which,

proved, would have excluded the plaintiffs in toto from Pergunnah
Soorjapoor, is clear from the plaint ; and as the law of our Courts,

just quoted,

throws on a claimant

against any

person

for can be considered

of adverse

onus of coming forward

other than adverse possession—

seems to me that the plaintiﬁ‘s,

being urged,

possession

it,

it

nay,

I

the

in possession, within twelve years from the
know not how her possession of the very lands

their plaint as to meet

in anticipation of the

plea

have designedly so prepared

and, to make their action and that

Deedar Hosein versus Zuhoor-oon-nissa,

of

of action,

cause

now sued

appear identical, have set

forth their joint possession with her, in order to avoid the limita
Indeed,

I

tion law.

partly grounded

ﬁnd that the Principal

his judgment

Sudder Ameen

has

on the identity of the two cases,
in

declaring the penalty of lache: on the part of the plaintiil‘s not
curred in consequence)
That the plaintiﬁ's lived in the family

I

to the identity of the two cases,

Moonshee

Dewanny Adawlut,

Ameerooddeen

Ahmud

and

Court,

the

suit (between her and Deedar

her raked:

She prays ‘that,

an

Hosein)

may be tried without refer

and adds ‘that point has not been investigated

Court of Appeal, yet why should orders be passed in the ﬁrst instance

Dewanny Adan-lut, directing that the zemindm'ea should be
into portions according to the Itlahomedan law and further on, ‘it

divided

331-32

i,

Sudder

2'

the
the

Qf

been brought

heirs

Zuhoor-oon-nissa'l

through

Akbar Hosein's heirs in the Provincial

has

ence to the rights

Renee

presented

Hosein Ali.

action

any

quote

in in

to the Sudder

petition

;'

'

by

. As

qf
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Hoseiu and were supported by him, is ad

house of Rajah Akbnr

1847.

mitted ; but they were never acknowledged by him as his legal heirs.
The

of gift

deed

in

which

Bhinkee

and Hiuga are called

his

daughters,

was,as already stated, rejected by the Courts and Her

Majesty’s

Privy Council
a right

establish

of inheritance or possession as legal heirs

but for the

doubtless,

,-

and

of Her Majesty’s Council, the

decision

would have come forward, and would have been

plaintiffs never
for ever

cannot sufﬁce to

such maintenance

;

from participation in the estate, which, under
of succession) in such case, would have

excluded

the Mahomedan law

ﬁrst, as heir; (Deedar Hoseiu having
no heir, under the Sheeah tenets ;) and

gone to Zuheor-oon-nissa
been already declared

in the absence of other heirs to Akbnr Hoseiu, have gone

then,
to

her heirs,

Rezza,

in her line to her brother

and descended

the defendant

and appellant

in this case.

plaintiffs, under our regulations, to adduce
Ranee

,- and,

positive proof that

in the absence of that proof, the

Znhoor-oon-nissa’s possession
‘

That

the plaintiffs

are

must be considered

quoad

not the legal heirs of the Rajah, but

family slaves, or his daughters
red

Hoseiu

is for the

adverse.

them

by slave girls, may fairly be infer

by their very names ; and at this point of the argument

I

must refer to them.
Doomnee,

plaint

deceased,

was the mother of Bhinkee, styled in the

Ameer~oon-nissa.+

Gool Chummun

J innut-oon-nissa,+

Hinga, styled

was the mother of

deceased, whose daughter,

It

Mehr

oon-nissa,

is one of the plaintiﬁ's.

cumstance

that, in all the cases (reported in the Select Reports of

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut) between

Akbnr Hoseiu
Ranee

and

is a most remarkable cir
the two brothers, Rajahs

Deedar Hoseiu, and

Znhoor-oon-nissa,

the

between the latter and

acknowledged

widow of Akbar

Hoseiu, no allusion appears to have been made, in any pleadings
in the Courts, to Doomnee and G001 Chummun as two wives, also,
of Akbur Hoseiu, though they were both alive at the time of his
not just that the
take

J udgeu of any Courts

a zemindaree

should,

without an action being brought,

away from the possession of a person, and divide it among

others.’

' Vide

'1'

These

decision, Sudder Dewanny
are

assumed

names

Adawlut, dated 12th August 1822.

taken

by

them

long

after Akbur

2

death.

x
x
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It
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1847.

Syud Hosein

nissa 8; others.

ﬁnd however

they are

as well as their daughters Bhinkce and Hinga, in a

mentioned,

Rem, rerun
A m e e r - oon

I

death, and survived him for some years.
decree of the Court, and in a genealogical

table forming part of an

editorial comment on the Mahomedan law of succession,

in a

reported at page 46, new edition,pag062 of volume III. of the
Reports. It was an action brought by Rajah Deedar Hosein

Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa, for the possession
by their law ofﬁcer.

heritance

;

a

fetus
The case was not one of disputed in

and whether the parties now before us were daughters,

orwhether

Doomnee

their mothers,

G001 Chummun,

and

nor were they parties to the suit.
present

any titles

being on his establishment a slaves,

consider, fully

J

umnoo

ubstan

half

Khansaman and Imam Buksli

Khansaman, two old servants of the family, independent of other
who

is

cumstances,
possession
now

'I

I

witnesses

depose

to the

Under the above cir

same fact.

come to the conclusion that the plea of no adverse

not made out.

enter

upon the

nest argument, of infancy.

course cannot beneﬁt G001 Chummun, before whom

Akbur

This of
Hosein

died in 1813.

Hinga, her daughter, died without having prefer—
red any claim; but we have Mehr-oqn-nissa, Hinga’s daughter,
plaintiff with her grandmother; and proceed to enquire
whether the limitation law excludes her.
ﬁnd from a proceed
ing of the Judge of Pnrneah, Mr. David Scott, dated the 16th
as

I

I

a

November

that the wheel of Zuhoor-oon-nissa, on being
by him as to the age of Hinge, stated she was then

1813,

questioned

false

at

and that Bhinkee was
Now, this was
years.
time when there was nothing to be gained by giving
on this point, and they may therefore be relied on.
6

old,

years

stated

data

Such being the case,

was incumbent on Hinga, allowing her 12
after her majority, to come into Court in 1828.
She how

The vakeels

ings

of that

married

a

"

Courtney Smith,

date,)

of Ranee Zuhoor-oon~nissa, on being interrogated
Mr
Judge of this Court, on the 6th June 1820, (vide proceﬂi'
by

years

answered

to the Rajah,

333

it

13

a
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by that of

up

; and the fact of their

of Meer Inayet Ali, the Rajah’s

tiatcd by the evidence
brother, and

I

hearing, borne

They have never, however,
is,

the

were

atall;

wives"I of the Rajah, does not appear to have been agitated
to

versus

of certain rent-free

lands, which the Court awarded to the surviving heirs on
delivered

case

Select

that

Doomnee
-

and Gool

Chummun

were not

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.
ever never claimed,

I

and died about 1829*.

397

have already said

that the evidence on the record proves that she was not the legi
timate daughter of Akbur Hosein; neither is it shewn that Gool
Chummun

or Hinga were acknowledged

and daughter.
subsistence

If

on the Rajah’s establishment,

dered in the light of maintenance,

ly

receive

India.

by the Rajah as his wife

in the houses

Neither

was made for their

any allowance

therefore

it

can only be consi

which such persons customari

of the great families of the natives of

Gool Chummun nor Hinga having held as heirs,

Hinga herself having died without claiming, I am of opinion
that Mehr-oon-nissa, though she may have come into Court within
12 years of attaining her majority, is excluded by reason of the
and

default of her mother.

I

have now to consider the claim of Bhinkee, deceased,

repre~

The evidence already al
luded to, goes to prove that she was about 9 years old in 1813.
sented

by Inayet Rezza, her husband.

By the proceeding

of the Judge of Purneah, of the 16th N ovom
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ber 1813, she appears

to have been at that
about 6 years of
time
Taking this for data, she ought, granting her 12 years after

age.

majority, to have sued in 1835
the

others, on 6th December

; whereas

her plaint was ﬁled, with

1836 only; and it must not be for

gotten that her mother Doomnee, who survived Rajah Akbur
Hosein many years, never claimed at all.
Such are my reasons for rejecting the plea of infancy put for
ward.
I hold that, in a case like the present, parties claiming to
succeed to an inheritance after the lapse of so many
years, are
bound to set forth their claims clearly and explicitly.
They are,
bound to shew by the most satisfactory, indubitable
moreover,
proof, both oral and documentary, that they have not exceeded
The law is styled emphatically that of limitation, and,
though not a part of a Penal Code, must necessarily be adminis
tered strictly, without liberty or license ; otherwise,
the very
terms of the law are inconsequential, and the law itself is
made

the

law.

a

The plaintiffs are bound to prove their case ﬁrst ; and
no claims urged generally on doubtful and defective data,
ought,

nullity.

in my opinion, to satisfy the Court.

The

next

declaration

'

I

point to which shall advert, is, the plea that the
of a competent Court bars the application of the law

Vida depositions

of Imam Buksh, Tara Chund, and Ghous Mahomed,

witnesses cited by the plainfid'a taken in September

1837, in this case.

333-34

1847.

Syud Hosein
versus
Rezza,
A m e er - o o u
nissa & others.

1.
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1847.

of limitation.

Between

the same parties and in the same matter,

such declaration would operate.

doubtless

But it appears to

me

Syud Hoseiu that a suit between Rajah Deedar Hoseiu dud Rance Zuhoor~oon
Rezza,
versus
A m e e r - 0 on— nissa for the Soorjapoor estates,both claiming on special grounds—
nisss & others.
the former on a will and on family custom, and the latter on a

deed of dower from Akbur Hoseiu—can by no means he, or be held

to be, identical with the present
never bqure

Courts

the

till

1836,

case, in which other parties,

claim,

as legal

heirs of Akbur

Hoseiu, to succeed to his estate, against the defendants,
themselves

to be the heirs of Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa

to succeed

to her estate—an

alleging

and entitled

estate which, in the absence of other

to Akbur

Hoseiu, became her own, as the only heir (for
Deedar Hoseiu had already been thrown out by the Sudder De

heirs

wanny Adawlut and her Majesty’s Privy Council) of Rajah Akbur
Hoseiu, and which’ by the Mahomedan law of succession would
descend

in

her line to the defendants,

the present

I

appellants.

Hoseiu and Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa,
of right to

been contested

provisions of Section 13, Regulation
rendered

the Courts competent,

tive on them, by that law,
heirs,

their

shares

:

it

‘

to adjudge

Such,

III.

of 1793, would have

nay, it would have been impera

in the proportion

respectively entitled.’
that case

on the grounds

as heirs to the estate of Akbur Hoseiu, the

succession

however,

by their decree, to all the
to which
was

they might

not the

was one in which both parties urged special

not only adverse

claims,

to, but utterly destructive of all other claims,

be they what they might;

and had either of them obtained judg

ment, the parties now before us were excluded

A declaration

then, under the circumstances

for ever.
above stated, made

generally in favor of heirs not named, without any enquiry
they were,
were

who

or whether any, save Rance Zuhoor-oon-nissa herself,

then living,,

competent

be

nature of

cannot

in my opinion be held to be that of

Court such as would bar the operation

a

of our limita

tion law.
There remains

one

other plea to be considered,

namely,

that

the case comes within the provisions of Section 3, Regulation

of 1805, whereby,

if fraudulent

acquisition be proved to the

faction of the Court, the limitation law is barred.
gument is hardly applicable to the

case.

joint participation with Zuhoor-oon-nissa
334-35

But

ll

satis

this at

Throughout the plaint,
is set forth ; and

it.
is
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admit that, had the action, so long in the Courts between Deedar
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presumed that the plaintiffs have come into Court within the 12
Indeed, the
years ordinarily granted for institution of suits.

lent

I

;

would ask, when was this deed declared a forgery? and

ﬁnd that

pronounced it to be a forgery.

Adawlut
rious

;

I

as the year 1822, the Sudder Dewanny

so long back

The decision was noto

not a motion was made in Court, either

but nevertheless

by regular action or summary petition, setting forth the rights of
Their total silence up to the date of
the parties now claiming.
this plaint,

me they were not the legal heirs of Akbur

satisﬁes

Hosein; and hence their absence throughout. But I have fur
ther to remark that it was incumbent on the plaintiﬁ‘s, if the

“

In

course

I

of 1805

a

II.

of that Section.

;

Regulation

sider imperative under clause

2

.3,

of Section

provisions

con

The words are :—

all such cases, viz. when the original cause of action may

arisen more than 12 years before the institution of the suit,
have
and the claim may not be cognizable under the exceptions and
in the regulations“ and Sections above cited,

provisions contained

but may be nevertheless

under the provision made by

cognizable

plaint-{f shall set forth the same
610., &c.,
distinctly, either in his petition
plaint or in his replication." The
Court will then take “ evidence that may be adduced by the
proof of his allegation,” &c., and “ will determine whe
plaintiff

the preceding clause,

in_

of

the

ther the suit in question he cognizable under the present rule
If the determination “ be in favor of
and section, or otherwise.”
the plaintiff, the merits of his claim of right shall be heard, tried,

kc.

and determined,”

am aware that there

is
a

Section

Section

14, Regulation

18, Regulation

II.

III.

In the
1793

prece

ﬁrst place,we have the opinions
Section

8,

dent obligatory on the Court.

that can be gathered

cannot admit to be

a

I

but this decision

;

from the plaint

;'

session was acquircd by fraud or violence,

if

is

‘

it

I

decision of this Court, at page 162, new
edition, page 219 of volumelII. of the Sudder Dewanny Reports, to
the effect that
not requisite to declare that the adverse pos

.
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plea of fraudulent possession is to be urged for lac/L68, distinctly
to set forth in their plaint that they came into Court under the

Regulation V11. 1795;

1803.

335-36

verqu

r

- o in
others.
o

m
nissa

e
& e

land was struck off on default. Let it, however, be said, that the
of Zuhoor-oon-nissa, on her forged deed, was fraudu
possession

Syud Hosein

Rena,
A

of action is calculated from the date of the decision of Her
Majesty's Privy Council, when Deedar Hosein’s appeal to Eng
cause

1847.
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1817.

of two of the Judges"
tirely opposed

Syud Hosein

Rem,

rerm

A In e e r - o o n
nissa 8: others.

to

only against those of two other

J udges‘l'

en

other on the very point in question, i. a,

each

whether the adverse possession, through fraud, the, need or need
not be speciﬁcally and distinctly set forth in the plaint. The
Judges ﬁrst mentioned decided in the afﬁrmative on a special ap
peal on the point of law, being of opinion that it was necessary
to specify the precise nature of the fraud. The two Judges who
declared: “Although the claimant did not distinctly and

followed

in his plaint that the possession of the adverse
party was acquired by fraud or violence, yet that this was his
speciﬁcally state

meaning may clearly be gathered from the whole tenor of his
claration,” &c-

II.

lation

aside, however,

of 1805,” they referred the case back under the provi

of Section 14, Regulation

sions

ry

“Setting

III-

of 1793, because “no enqui

been made into the truth, or otherwise,

had

de

the provisions of Regu~

of the allegation
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of the plaintiff as to his insanity."
We have then the dicta of two Judges against other two, and
majority can only rule the point of law
any similar
quoted
aside

goes

case is to

be

I

am not aware that

found in our books.

only to shew that Messrs.

provisions of Regulation

the

; and

II.

I1ﬁnd the

case

Smith and Goad,setting

of 1805, returned the

case,

not for investigation of fraudulent adverse possession, under
tion

3

of that law, but for a very different purpose, to have the

quiry completed

a

Sec
en

in the lower Court, which they held to be defec

tive in a matter of the last importance,

viz. the alleged

insanity

of the plaintiff, which, if proved after due inquiry, would be satis
factory reason for non-prosecution, and bring the case within the
category of those referred to in Section 14, Regulation III. of
1793, and entitle the plaintiff to a decision

on its merits.

Being then of opinion, with Messrs. Recs and Oswald,

that the

nature of the fraud should be speciﬁcally set forth, and more, that
the law

tinctly

especially applicable to such cases should have been dis
cited, in order to shew that the plaintiffs did appeal to

the Courts under the special and not the general rules for the ad

mission

of suits,

I

am of opinion that the plea of fraudulent pos

session will not avail them
consequences

of their own

; and

they cannot, therefore, escape the

laches.

Under these circumstances,

would throw them out under the law of limitation.
# Messrs.

336-37

Bees and Oswald.

T Messrs. C. Smith and Goad.

I
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to consider,

proposed

whether the plaintiffs are

viz.,

de

facto the legal heirs of the late Rajah Akbur H osein. I have been
under the necessity of discussing this point at large while on the

It

argument of lapse of time.

is a question which never was the

point at issue, directly, and never, until now, was the subject of
it,

investigation in any Court, nor was it ever the point on which any
Were it left to me to decide
decision hinged.
on the grounds
a

I

of any proof adduced by the plaintiffs themselves in this case,
should have considerable difﬁculty in coming to decision in their
My reasons for arriving at an opposite conclusion are ful

But the appellant

proceedings,
one

which,

case be brought to

the

to establish his opponents’

hearing and tried, serves

claims.

On application for review of judgment preferred

to Mr. Reid on

11th February 1842, he put in, and by so doing adopted, a
This deci
decision of this Court dated the 4th of August 1820.
the

and in

I

in all its parts

it

must be taken and considered

;

sion

ﬁnd the names of Gool Chumrnun, ‘Doomnee, Bhinkee, and Hinga,
as

Akbar

Hosein’s heirs.

The appellant having availed himself of

one portion of this document,
to avail

themselves

62, Select Reports.

are equally entitled

the respondents

of this portion of it.

been referred to above, oide Volume

A

III.

The case has already

page 46, new edition, page

decision on the right of inheritance in favor

of parties not before the Court, was passed in an action between
C.

awarded distribution amongst

the heirs.

Here then,
Court

appears

futwa, however, being

Smith and Sir

called for, the Judges, Mr.

J.

On

a

other parties claiming on special deeds.

it

E. Colebrooke,

to me, the appellant’s case fails.

The

will not allow a party at one stage of the proceedings

to

are illegitimate, and at another to put in

I

plead that his opponents

concur

with my colleagues in giving judgment for the respondents,

with

a contradictory plea.

On the second question,

therefore,

all costs of appeal.

REMARK.
This

decision

reverses

that of the 22d April 1843 in the case

of Sycd Hosein Rezza versus Ameer-oon-nissa and others, at page

r

124, new edition, page 159 of this volume.

Y
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has, in the course of these

himself furnished an argument against his own cause,

if

ly

detailed above.

a

favor.

337-38

yud Hosein
versus
Am
n
nissa.
others.

Rena,

o
o

remains

I

1847.

r

it only
which

-__

overruled on this point by my colleagues ; and
for me to record my opinion on the 2d question
S

am however

e
Gt e

I
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RAMKESUB PAL

1347-

'_—-_

versus

ASARAM PAL

12-

THIS

The parties

admission

:2“?

Principal

joil'l-leld

$325,220“
"Ehlundenhe
law

OE;

having

and facts

and others,

Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the plaintiffs for the
appeal from the decision of Mr. Mackay,

of a special

Sudder Ameen of Myfnensingh,

under date the 16th
0f

June

Plaintiffs,

and others,

reversing that of Mohummud Ismail, Moonsiﬂ'

February 1847,

Mudargunge, dated 14th April 1846

ofthecase,and
The application was granted by the Court (present Mr. Haw
.
of
the Court
k.
ins) on the followmg grounds.
ﬁrst instance
The plaintiﬁs sued to recover possession of certain lands, set

,
.
_
.
ting forth that their father, kewulram Pal, and his two brothers,

Mangun Ram Pal and Gora Ram Pal, Were

a

A pp 611“

e e

Eringdeciiad
ereon,

joint undivided

3.

that whilst so remaining, they purchased certain
'upon a point Hindu family
.
.
irrelevant to
of one, partly in the name of another;
the mug The property, partly in the name

property

that the father of the plaintiffs and his

Ram, his brother, Kewulram,

that on the death of Gore

succeeded

to his share, and that on

1242
re-trial on its

forcibly

ejected

The defendants
now sue for recovery.
facts and the law of the case.

them

that in

and that they

joined issue both as to the

The Moonsiﬁ gave judgment for the plaintiffs.
On appeal,

Principal Sudder Ameen set aside entirely the

the

real merits of the

case.

plaintiffs had produced
was

He observed

witnesses

not proved

;

dispossession

merely that, though the

to prove their dispossession,

such

that had they been dispossessed,

they would have applied to the Criminal Court, and consequently
the plaint, reversing the judgment of the Moonsiﬁ

The plaint and the answer both shew that the real point at
was

the

question of right under the facts and law of the

the investigation of which the Principal

Sudder Ameen

a

point which may be called merely technical

Waived, upon
less, indeed,

he had shown

that the question of dispossession

;

sue
case,

is

he dismisses

has

un
was

of importance in regard to the hearing of the action under the
law of limitation,

I

man“

B. S., the defendants

3

the death of the latter, his sons, the plaintiﬁ‘s, inherited

;

of the

brother Gora Ram still lived together

;

122%?561132

share

;

:2:

Seal? 6:11:31,
nulling

1:
h
6
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that Mangun Ram Pal, the father of the defendants, in due time
8. r
:udderAdD:
BUD
from his brothers, taking with him his one-third
lut deittcd separated

which however he does not attempt to do.

admit the special

tigation upon its merits.
338-39

appeal,

and remand the case for re-inves
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TARACHAND DESMOOKHO,

408

Plaintiff,

1847.

versus

RUMONEE DASSEE
THIS

of

admission

and others»,

appeal from the decision of the Additional

a special

Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah
29th November 1845,
dated the 25th

April

June 14.

Defendants.

on the application of the plaintiff for the

case was heard

24-Pergunnahs, under date the

reversing that of the Moonsiﬂ' of ltussa,

1845.

The application was granted by the
Tucker) on the following grounds.
The petitioner in this case sued

Court (present Mr. C.

Nundcoomar

Haldar

Admission
by one- defen'
dant is no valid
reason for
oneratingcode
fromv
fendants
a claim estab
lished against
them by evi~
deuce.

or

and

Benode Rae, gomashtae of Rumonee Dassee, and Rumonee Dassee
herself, for the value of the crop'produced on 17 beegahs of land
belonging to him, which he alleged had been forcibly carried

oﬂ‘

assisted by a large body of
by the gomashtas above-mentioned,
men, under the orders of their mistress.
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The plaintiff ﬁrst complained
and

obtained

proceedings

in the

1840,

to the Magistrate under

Act IV.
In the

an award upholding his possession;

Court,

Foujdaree

Biswas

one Jadnbchunder

stated that be cultivated the lands in question on

a lease

from the

proprietor, and had himself reaped and carried away the crops.
the plaintiff included Jadubchunder

On this account,

Biswas

amongst the defendants, more for form’s sake than any thing else ;
the charge

of forcibly

carrying away

against the two gomashtas
The Moonsiﬁ‘ decreed
Haldar,

and

Benode

the

crops

being brought

of Rumonee Dassee alone.
Rumonee Dassee, Nundcoomar

against

Rae only.

Jadubchunder Biswas made the

same answer before his Court, as he did before the Magistrate.

On appeal, the Additional Principal Sudder Ameen, without the
slightest reference

to the evidence against Nundcoomar Haldar,

Benode Rae, and Rumonee Dassee,
ground that

J adubchunder

discharged them,

on the

Biswas having admitted that he took

the crops, he alone could be made responsible.
The proceedings

in the Additional Principal Sudder Ameen’s

Court are obviously incomplete.
The Moonsiﬁ' declares it to have been established
that

Nundcoomar

Haldar

in his Court

and Benode Rae, with the aid of a

number of men, carried off the crops, and decreed against them
only, disbelieving the defence set up by Jadubchunder Biswas.

It

was incumbent

on the Additional

rr

2

Principal Sudder Ameen to
339-40

I
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1847.

decide on the evidence, and not to exonerate

N undcoomar

J adubchunder

Benode Rae, and Rumonee Dassee, merely because
Taraehaud
Desmookho, v.
R n m on ee
and
Dessee
others.

Haldar,

Biswas said that he had taken the crops.
.

admitted, and the proceedings

Special appeal

J edge,

who

Sudder

will

remanded

to the

refer the case to one of the two present Principal

of according to the preceding

to be disposed

Ameens,

remarks.

HURREEKISHEN

1847.

Sll‘tCAR, Plaintiﬁ‘,

worm
June

14.

MADHUB CHUNDER GHOSE and RUGHONATH
HALDAR, Defendants.
THIS case was heard on the application of the defendant,
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An Appellate
Court is bound
Madhub_Chunder Ghose, for the admission of a special appeal from
to assign rea~
sons for revers‘ the decision of the Additional Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Per
ing a lower
under date the 16th September 1845, reversing that of
gunnahs,
Court’s
judg
ment.
the Sudder Ameen of that district, dated the 18th April 1845.

The

application

granted by the Court

(present Mr. C.

on the following grounds,

Tucker)

In

was

this case the petitioner was sued by Hurreekishen for the

recovery of rupees 591-6-10, principal and interest due on a bond.
The case was tried by Lokenath Bose, the Sudder Ameen,

who,

for various reasons detailed at length in his decision, was of opi
nion that the claim was without foundation, and the suit got up
by a third party at enmity with the petitioner.

He accordingly

dismissed the plaint.

An

appeal

was

preferred,

and tried by Oosman

Ali Khan,

Additional Principal Sudder Ameen, who reversed the decision of
the Sudder Ameen,

merely remarking that he saw no such contra

dictions in the oral evidence as would authorize him in disregard
ing it.

I

the proceedings in the Appellate Court to be incom‘
therefore admit the special appeal, and direct that the
proceedings be remanded to the Judge, who will refer them to one
consider

plete.

I

of the present

Principal

with instructions

Sudder Ameens attached

to his Court

to go fully into the ease as set forth in the

of the Sudder Ameen, and dispose of the objections urged
by that oﬁicer against the plaintiff’s claim ; recording his opinion
decision

in full, either reversing or afﬁrming
Court, as he may deem just and proper.
340

the

decision

of the lower
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MUSSAMAUT BIBI IMAMUN, WULLAIT HOSEIN, MEER
SADUT ALI, and after his death, MEER. ALI and

1847.

June 14.

others, Appellants,
versus

MUSSAMAUT

BIBI MUJOO

and

DURP NARAIN,

Respondents.

THIS

suit was instituted

July

the 3lst

in Zillah

Patna by Bibi Mujoo on

1840, to recover from appellants Company’s

rupees

37,102-9-6,

amount of mesne proﬁts due on a

of

Teelumbur Khoord and other villages, situated in the

MOUZG/L

of Patna and Tirhoot.

districts

4% annas’ share

The following is the decree in

this case prepared by the presiding Judges, Messrs. Rattray, Dick,
v

and Jackson.

For

thorough understanding of the case,

a.

i

a

full statement

of

facts and circumstances upon which the respondent, Bibi
Her plaint sets forth
Mujoo, founds her claim, will alone sutﬁce.
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the

that—‘ In

Fuslee, Khadim

1219

Hosein died,

leaving issue a

daughter Mujoo, a ﬁrst cousin Umjud Hosein, and a widow (his
second wife) Imamun ; that his ﬁrst wife had died in his lifetime;
that, on his demise, Imamun took possession of his whole estate
that, some time

after,

(on the

14th September

;

1813, or 1220

Fuslee, that is,) Shah Chama instituted a suit, founded on a forg
ed document, and

that Imamun
that

on

the

23rd May 1815, (1222 Fuslee,) got

a

from the Patna Provincial Court for the entire property

decree

was

Court; that Imamun

Adawlut,

when

;

ousted and Shah Chama put in possession by
appealed

to the Sudder Dewanny

security was ordered

to be required from Shah

Chama, in whose favor the Patna decree had been executed with
out any

;

that Jafur Shah became the surety

;

that on the 26th

(1224 Fuslee,) the decree in favor of Imamun,
with mesne proﬁts for the two years of her dispossession, leviable
September 1817

from Shah Chama or his surety

J afur Shah;

that up to this pe

riod, the name of Muon does not appear on the proceedings, but
that while the above appeal was pending in the Sudder Court (on
the 5th Jeyt 1224 Fuslee, that is) a sulelinaineli~(or deed of ami
cable compromise)
(Mujoo)

was

and Imamun,

that if Imamun

entered

into and executed between her

which stipulated, amongst

other items,

in her appeal she (Imamuu) should
hold, as her share of the estate, a 10 annas’ portion, and Mujoo a
succeeded

3&1

A Sulehua~
meh, or deed
of com promise,
co n v ey i n g
right to certain
lands, though
silent as to the
mesne proﬁts,
was held toim~
ply a right to
the latter also.
The holder
of a decree be<
ing put in pos
session
of a
on
property
the
security,
on re
surety,
after
funding,
reversal of the
decree, mesne
proﬁts to the
successful ap
pellant, is exo
nerated
from
the demand of
others entitled
to
share
in
them, but not
parties to the
suit.
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1847.

6

..__.__

the costs

Imamuu

that Shah-Chama appealed the case to Eng

;

pending there, disputes arose between

was

Imamun and Mujoo, the former denying the sulehnameh of 1224

and
others,
I). Muasamaut

Bibi

of Court

land; that, while it

Mussamaut

Bibi

portion, each paying ratably, agreeably to this division,

aunas'

F.

Mujoo

and others.

;

that Mujoo brought an action for half the estate as her legal
when Imamun

right,

acknowledged

the sulehnarneh, and on the

(or mesne

of the lands

but the decree having been based upon the

proﬁts),

wasilat having been adjudged

sulehnameh, and

the Sudder decree, her right to
annas,

6

lands,

6

that there was no mention of wasilat

it

share

;

annas’

a

it,

6th January 1822 (1229 F.) a decree was passed by the Patna
for
Court, in conformity with the terms of

Provincial

by Mujoo to be unquestionable;

considered

was

but Imamun proceeded

to Imamun by

in proportion to her share of the

to execute the decree of the Sudder Court

against Shah Chama’s surety Jafur Shah, who, to save his estate
from sale in satisfaction of his engagement, after an order had
for such sale, got up a ﬁctitious suit at the pre
tended instance of his grand-daughter, Syudee Begum, who was
hibbanameh
made to claim the whole of his estate in virtue of
issued

a

of

him, hearing date before that of his securi
(or deed of gift) from
ty for Shah Chama; that the suit was eventually settled bya
adjustment) between the parties, the de
razeenameh
(or deed
fendants

being, with

Jafur Shah, Imamun, Mujoo, Umjud Hosein,

that the plaint

and Shah Chama;

and the decree,

1828,

founded on

was dated the 14th October

the razeenameh,

was passed

a

6th, 1830

;

that intermediater (on the 15th November
9,384, as
1828) Jafur Shah paid into Court Company’s rupees
himself
respon
rendered
portion of the wasilat for which he had

January

that in Imamun’s answer, ﬁled in the case just mentioned,
portion of the wasilat that dur
she admits Mujoo’s right to
Umjud Hosein appeared in the Patna
ing these proceedings,

sible

;

a

claimant for a fourth of Khadim Hosein’s estate, on
the ground of his affinity, the issue of which suit was a decree
for the portion claimed that, in satisfaction of that decree,
wasilat was paid by Imamun and Mujoo ratably, according to the
;

Court as

a

sulehnameh between

them—2%-

annas being paid by the former,

the latter; that, on the 7th September 1836, the de
cree of the Sudder Court in favor of Imamun was afﬁrmed
by His Majesty’s Privy Council that, upon this, Imamun applied
and

1%,- by

;

‘

;
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actually

Shah,
for and obtained the 9,384 rupees paid into Court by Jafur
341-42
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and of this, 2,630 were paid, on account, by her (Imamun)
the
was deputed to determine
to Mujoo ; that an aineen
amount of wasilat due for the entire period of Shah Chama’s

Jafur Shah,
that
of

made

Mujoo

the sum

repeatedly

but

this,

after deducting

who,

possession,

9,384

to

rupees

paid

by

Imamun

was paid to her applications;

that

at last, a private arrangement took place between Imamun and

Jafur Shah,
from

and,

on

the

17th August 1837, the latter received

the former a receipt in full of all demands, but Mujoo got

nothing;

therefore

rights.’
The respondent,
4 annas’

share

this action has been brought to enforce her
Durp Nurain, appeared as the purchaser of a

of Mujoo’s

rights, whatever

they might prove to

be under the Court’s award ; but this having been objected
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to as

he is stated to have withdrawn, and to have no present

illegal,

connexion with the matter at issue.
The appellant Sadut Ali (lately deceased) was the heir of Jafur
Shah, and, in answer to the plaint, he, with Imamun, pleaded the
of any document

absence

or evidence, to uphold Mujoo's claim to

what she sought to obtain, adding, that the statute of limitation
was a bar to any cognizance

It

gin.

was

of the suit, with reference to its ori

further maintained by Sadut Ali that Jafur Shah,

having settled with Imamun, in whose favor alone the decree of
the Privy Council was passed, was not legally subject to any fur
ther liability, from which, of course,

therefore,

his heirs were

exempted,

The

April

Principal Sudder Ameen, whose decree was dated the 2nd
1845, was of opinion that

J afur Shah having been

cognizant

of the existence of the sulehnamch between Mujoo and Imamun,
and

of the decree

founded upon it in favor of the former, he

(.1an Shah) could not be absolved from responsibility, and there
fore decreed, what he did decree, against both the appellants, with
ratable costs, and interest from the date of plaint to that of pay
ment.

We observe
‘

I

that Jafur Shah’s

Mussarnaut

Bibi

engagement

was in the case of

Shah Chama versus Mussamaut Imamun,’ and that he settled the

claim against him in that case, to her (Imamun’s) satisfaction.
We do not think that Musst. Mujoo has any just claim against
him, or the heirs before the Court since his_demise; adverting,
342-43

Imamun

and
others,
1:. Mussamaut

1,02,324-11-3-1-4; Bibi
for her share and

due to be rupees

applied

no attention

the

1847.

Mujoo
others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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1847.

Mussamaut

Bibi

Imamun

and
others,
a. Mussamaut

Bibi

Mujoo

and others.

other grounds, to her own tacit assent to the payment

amongst

J

to Imamun, only, of the deposit made by 11qu Shah, in part pay
ment of that which is now sued for, her receipt of any portion of
which deposit
of wasilat

;

is not established.

but the right to

a

The sulehnameh

says nothing

certain share of the land evidently

with it the right to the same proportion of the mesne

carries

pro

fits ; but this against Mnsst. Imamun, who, under her decree, re
ceived them, not

Jafur Shah,

who paid them, as he was bound to

do, to her who held the decree and alone had any power to enforce

it.

the question of whether the suit has or has

As regards

brought within the prescribed limit of 12 years, it appears

been

that in her answer in the case of Mnsst. Syudee,
distinctly

the

acknowledged

it might

of mesne profits, whatever

Musst. Imamun

claim of Musst. Mujoo to her

so reckoned,

the

We release the heirs of

whom all costs

J afnr Shah

claim preferred

the

by the Principal

; and,

suit is in time, and the objection cannot be ad

mitted.

liability under

share

be ; and from the date of that

acknowledgment, the period in question must be reckoned
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not

;

and of Sadut

Sudder Ameen, against

will

Ali

from all

afﬁrming the decree

passed

Bibi Imamun only,

to

be chargeable.

MUSST. SAGBA KHATOON, (mamas) Appellant,

1847.

versus

June

16.

ABDOOL

ALI

and

ZEB-OON-NISSA, (Defendants,)
Respondents.

THE

was instituted by the appellant in Zillah Decca, on
Suit for a
of
the 14th March 1831, the claim being for possession of 7 khadehs
portion
claim,

being
opposed to Cir
Order,
cular
dated 11th Ja
1839,
nuary
to
remanded
admitasupple~
m e n t a r y
plaint ; the peti

tion of plaint
been
having

ﬁled
issue

before
the

of
Circular.

lahhiraj

suit

land in

J ehanpore,

&e., left by her father, the estimated

value of which was 1,260‘rupees,

0n the 12th December

1838, Mr.

J.

Reily, Principal Sudder

gave a decree in favor of the plaintiﬂ'.

Ameen,

0n

at 18 times the yearly proceeds.

30th December

the

decision,

and dismissed

On the 4th May

1841, Mr. Cooke,

the claim.

1842, Messrs.

mitted a pecial appeal,

Judge, reversed this

Tucker and Reid, Judges,

observing :—“ The plaintiff claims

ad

by in.

heritance from her father; and the Zillah Judge has thrown out
her claim, on the ground that the whole of her father’s proper
ty is included in the marriage settlement (kabeennameh) which
343-44

110
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made

plaintiff, and that

a

and not of

dispute in the family was before arranged

founded on the very marriage settlement.

a suleknamelt,

the

Sahib Jan, mother of defendants,

on his wife,

was

plaintiff

409

no

party to that sulehnameh,

whether she is bound by it

; the

it

is

1847.

by

Musst.Sogra

Now, as Khatoon,
Abdool

doubtful

and another.

deed of settlement also should

be considered."

By the Court, Messrs. Dick, Jackson, and Hawkins :
This special appeal was admitted before the passing of Act

III.

of 1843

;

consequently we are not conﬁned to the points

enu—

merated in the certiﬁcate.

‘Ve ﬁnd at the bottom of the plaint a note that the plaintiff
will hereafter bring her claim for her share in the remainder of
the

property left by her father; it is therefore evident that she

has not included the whole of her claim in the plaint, contrary to

the Circular Order, 11th January 1839.

It

is true, that Circular
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had not been published when the plaint was ﬁled 3 but this was
also the case in the case of Bhyrub Chunder and others versus
Nundcomar Muzmoodar and others, (Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
In that case
Decisions, page 461,) dated 17th December 1845.
the decision was reversed

on this very ground» and the ease re

turned to the Court of ﬁrst instance,

with orders to admit

a sup

plemental plaint for the remainder of the inheritance and to deThere would seem to be no alternative but
cide it over again.
to adopt the same course in this case
Ordered, that the decisions of both the lower Courts be reversed,
and the case returned through the Judge to the Principal Sudder
Ameen, with orders

to allow the

plaintiff

the option of either

ﬁling a supplementary plaint for the remainder of her claim, or
of waiving

that portion of her claim

3 after

which the Principal

Sudder Ameen will decide the case over again, in the usual man
ner.

The distribution of costs will be made on the ﬁnal disposal

of the case.

REMARK.
The

Circular

Order, dated 30th September

rule for dealing with similar claims preferred

2 2;

1847, contains the

after its date.

34445

‘

v.

Ali,

casss IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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MUHA RANEE KONWUL KOONWAREE,

i341.

June

16.

Appellant,

UBTS’MS

SREENATH, SREEDHUR NURAIN

KISHEN' KUNT

and

SEIN, Respondents.
Costs

(plea~

jdﬁieflezz)o‘;t
fourDth—n

mere

THE

appellant, on

January

31st

1841, sued the respon

dents, together with Radhamohun Doss and Muddoosoodun

Doss,

for certain lands in Zillah West Burdwan, which they asserted
estimating her suit at Company’s

be rent-free,

g);

the

rupees

8,640.

to
On

_.

a

it

n°t being held enquiry from the Collectorate,
suit for the
appeared that
to conclude the
_
_
same lands was already pending there, in consequence of which
requisiteplead.
1845.

and those

of the defendants,

own

Radhamohun Doss and Mud

Sreedhur Roy and the other defendants, who
on the very day that the case was struck off,

only appeared

in separate

petitions by way of answer, were ordered
review of this part
pay their own costs.
They applied for
which they obtained

the decision,

;

a

putting

on the rehearing, the

and,

Principal Sudder Ameen saddled the plaintiff“ with the expenses
defendants,

Clause

for

a

the defendants,
ment in

amounted

to

pleading that, under

refund of half this amount,

Section 31,

1,

Adawlut

fees at half the established

fees under this calculation

The plaintiff then appealed to the Sudder Dewauny

rupees 478.

who

Regulation

XXVII.

1814, the pleaders

put in an appearance

only at the last

mo

suit struck off the ﬁle, were not entitled to receive

more than one-fourth of the established

By the Court,

(present

fee.

Messrs. A. Dick, \V. B. Jackson, and

Hawkins :)—-“ On reference to the record of the original case, the
Court ﬁnd that the defendants, the present respondents, neglect
and ﬁled mere petitions in lieu thereof

ed

to ﬁle their answers,

on

the very day the suit was dismissed.

therefore,

only.

payable

The amount of

The decision of the lower Court

therefore amended;

and decree passed accordingly for one-fourth only, with

of appeal against respondents.”

345

fees,

to their pleaders was, under the law, one-fourth
is

‘

and their pleaders’

The pleaders’

a

these
rates.

to

by

Doss.

of

costs

doosoodun
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May

On the ﬁrst disposal of the case she was charged with her

of

agrxxvu-

tiﬁ"s claim on the 31st

the plain

of

;gligsr;
oser
“on 3], hegw

Sudder Ameen of the district dismissed

Principal

the

J.

'51s

ggimﬁimgetz

full

costs
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RUTTUN MONEE and

others,

411
1847.

Appellants,

b_—_

’UEI‘SUS

J OOGUL
THE
the

2d

KISHORE RAEE

June 19.

Respondents.

and others,

appellants instituted this suit against the respondents, on
March 1842, for possession of certain property, on fore

closure of their mortgage upon it, and obtained aldecree in their
favor on the 31st March 1843, in the Court of the Moonsiff of
Furreedpore, Decca, whose order was, however, reversed in appeal
by the Zillah Judge, on the 2d May 1844.

The appellants then preferred an application for special appeal
Sudder Dewauny Adawlut, which was admitted by Mr. C.
Tucker, on the 17th June 1845,under the following certiﬁcate :—

to the
‘

The plaintiffs in this case having taken a conditional sale of

certain property from the defendants,
having been paid within

not

the

they caused the notice required
1806, to be served on the defendants.
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sale,
‘

and the money advanced

time prescribed

by Regulation

The notice was issued on the 1st May 1839

was

not deposited till the 9th May 1840

;

: the

for the plaintiﬁ's

XVII.

of

amount due

consequently plaintiffs

instituted the present suit for possession of the land.
siﬁ‘ decreed

in the bill of

,- but on appeal

The Moon

the Judge reversed

that ofﬁcer’s decision, on the ground that it was the custom in
his district to calculate the year’s notice from the date on which
the said notice is served on the seller.
It appeared that the no
tice

was served on the defendants on the 13th May 1839 ; con
sequently, the amount having been paid into Court on the 9th

May 1840, he, the Judge, declared the amount to have been paid
within the year.
He quoted as a precedent the case of Hussein

Ali Khan

Phool Bas Koor, (Sudder
Dewauny Reports, vol. IV. page 5, new edition, page 6,) but it is
evident he could not have read the casein detail, and judged
and

others,

'1). Mussummaut

merely from the marginal note. The Circular Order, dated 9th

April

1817,

was issued for the guidance of the Courts in this matter;
and it seems to call for explanation why a custom, opposed to that
Circular, is still allowed to prevail, and to overrule what has been
declared to be the law on the subject.
I admit the special ap

peal to try the point, whether the payment of the money in this
case

by the defendants, on the 9th May 1840, was so paid within
year
allowed in such cases under Regulation XVII- of 1806.'_
the
z z 2

346

The year of
grace, for re
of
demption
m o r t g a g a,
must be reck<
oned as laid
down by law,
which no local
custom
can
supersede.

CASES'IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

@112

By the Court (Mr- Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins :)——
We are of opinion that a local custom cannot be pleaded against
by regulation, circular order, and prece~
the law as established

1847.

R

u t t u 11
and
dent,
others, versus

Mouse

JoogulKishore
Race 8: others.

Bibi,

(side case of Ram Gopal Surmah, Turrufdar, o. Rumzan
page 166, new edition, page 201, Vol. VL, Sudder Dewanny
We therefore reverse the decision of the Judge, dated

Reports.)

May

2nd

the

that of the hloonsiﬁ, dated

and afﬁrm

1844,

the

31st March 1843, with costs against the respondents.

HURNATH SURMAH CHOlVDRY

1847.

June

Iver-rue

19.

COLLECTOR
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Fines under
Clause 2. Sec~
tion 17, Beam

lation

THIS

DEPUTY COLLECTOR OF ZILLAH
MYMENSIN GH, Respondents.
and

action was originally

instituted in Zillah Mymensingh,

and came before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the form of an

XIX., application for the admission of

1814,
cannot
be inﬂicted on
dependent ta
lookdsrs.

and others,

Appellants,

plaintiffs,

the

a special

appeal on the part of

which was granted by Mr. Tucker 0n the thh

November 1846, under the following certiﬁcate :—
f‘

The butwarra of an estate being in progress, under the provi

sions

XIX.

of Regulation

prietors of a dependent
to furnish

of 1814, the plaintiffs, who were

the accounts of their talook, and, not doing so,

ﬁned by the Collector under Clause 2, Section 17, of the
tion above quoted.
proprietors

The clause

of estates

under-tenants:

pro

talook within the estate, were called upon
were

Regulate

in question sanctions a ﬁne

under butwarra, and says nothing of

on
the

and on these grounds the plaintiffs brought this

action for the recovery of the ﬁne levied from them by the Col
lector. They obtained a decree from the Sudder Ameen ,' but, on
that

appeal,

ofﬁcer's

decision

was

reversed

by

the Judge.

Special appeal admitted to try whether, under Regulation XIX. of
181-1, the Collector has authority to ﬁne under-tenants, who may,
on

being

called upon,

refuse

or

neglect

to deliver in their ac

counts.”
By the Court (Mr. Tucker, Sir R, Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins :)
“ We ﬁnd that
the Collector has ﬁned the appellants, dependent
talookdars in an estate under butwarra, citing Clause 2, Section
17, Regulation
however,

XIX.

of 1814,

The clause

cited,

sanctions only the ﬁning of the proprietors of the

estate

346-47

as

his authority.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY

ADAWLUT.

for the offence in question, and, being a penal enactment,
extended

be

Judge’s

its literal terms.

beyond

\Ve therefore

413.
cannot

reverse the

of the 22nd March 1845, and affirm that of the

decision

Sudder Ameen, dated

llth July

the

1844-,

with costs against

H u r n at h
Surmah Chow
dryand others,
Collector
a.
and another.

the respondents.”

PRANKISHEN

GOP'I‘, Plaintiff,

1847

versus

RAJKISHWUR DEB,
THIS

case was heard on the application of the defendant

the admission
Cunliﬂ'e,

June 24.

Defendant.

of a special

appeal

for

from the decision of Mr. R.

Judge of Mymensingh, under date the 10th March 1847,

V a l u e l,oi"
stamp in cer<
tain cases may
be less in ap
peal than for

amending that of Mr. C. Mackay, Principal Sudder Ameen of the original plaint.
same district, dated the 4th February 1845.
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The

application was granted by the Court (present Mr. Haw

kins) on the following grounds.
The plaintiff sued his brother, Ram Kunye Gopt, and the pe
titioner,

of certain property, which he claimed as

for possession

his patrimony.

The petitioner held a farm of part of the pro

perty from Ram Kunye'.
The Principal Sudder Ameen

decided the case in favor of the

plaintiff, against Ram Kunye, exempting the petitioner from lia
bility in regard to the mesne proﬁts for the period of plaintiff’s
From this part of the order, the plaintiff appeal
dispossession.
ed ; and the Judge amended
Ameen,

the decree of the Principal

and included the petitioner in the

Sudder

liability for proﬁts.

From this order of the Judge, the petitioner applies for admis
sion

appeal on two grounds ; ﬁrst, that the petition

of a special

of appeal to the Zillah Court was written on paper of inadequate

value;

secondly, that

the

J ndge

has awarded

payment of mesne

proﬁts to the plaintiff, by the petitioner, from the year 1246
B. S., to the date of plaintiffs obtaining possession, whereas peti
in the year 1250, (four years ago,) since
which he had no connection with the land.

tioner’s farm expired

The ﬁrst ground is untenable, as the appeal was preferred upon
the

proper

portion
appeal

stamp,

of the

the

plaintiff having appealed

ﬁrst decree,

and

against

onlya

having written his petition of

upon a stamp of value sufﬁcient to cover the value of the

interest involved in the appeal.
347-48

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.
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The

1817;-

Gogm'l’l-(iglzgli
kishwul- Deb_

second

is good.

ground

The Judge

has

not distinctly

speciﬁed

the period for which the petitioner is responsible for the

proﬁts;

but, from the general

tenor of his order, it is made to

that the petitioner, as well as the other defendant,
ponsible for them up to the time of plaintiffs obtaining
appear

sion,

whereas

the Judge’s

ﬁve years, oommenoing

I

decree

recites

is res
posses

that the farm was for

with the year 1246.

admit the appeal, and remand the case to the Judge for the
correction of his decretal order.

RAMGOPAL

1847.

June

versus
24.

GHOLAM DURBESH JOWER
THIS

The fact of
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MOOKERJ EA, Plaintiff,

admission

rin

Jessore,

the

Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the

:ulrartysﬁgvgl‘ﬁ

for

and others,

of a special

appeal

from the decision of the Judge of

under date the 19th November 1845, reversing that of

$22,702,, 0:: the Moonsiﬁ' of Dhurmpoor, dated the 19th April 1845.
8 '°“nd f°"
The application was granted by the Court (present
c o n c l n ding
_
he
abanthat
Tucker) on the followmg grounds.

ginning?

In this

case the petitioner,

Mr.

a farmer, sued the defendants

C.

for

£1,221“:

of rents for the years" 1246 and 1247 B. S., and obtained
On appeal, the Judge re
a decree from the Moonsiﬁ"s Court.

“mmarll-V'

versed

Previouweﬁw,

balance

the Moousiﬁ"s

having instituted

decision,

on the ground that the plaintiff,

a summary suit, under Regulation

VII.

1799,

before the Collector, for the rents of 1250 B. 8., must be consider
ed

having

as

abandoned

from the same parties,
As

I

his claim to any balance of rent, due

for preceding years.

can ﬁnd neither law nor precedent for such an opinion,

admit the special

appeal,

and

remand the proceedings

I

to the

.—

Judge, who will dispose of the case on its merits.

SUNKUR ROY
1847.

.__.____
June

'vrrsus

SURBJEET ROY, THAKOOR ROY,

24.

A case was
remanded, be—
no"
“use

N

and others, Plaintiffs,

and others,

Defendants.

THIS

case was

Surbjeet

heard on the application

Roy and Thahoor

$48-49

Boy,

of the defendants,

for the admission of a special

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
appeal

415

from the decision of Moulvee Niamut Ali Khan, Principal

Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, under date the
versing that of Azeem

Ali

llth

March 1847,

tice had been
of de~
taken

re

fendant's

the 22d June 1846.
The application

was granted by the Court (present

kins) on the following grounds.
The plaintiff sued for possession
their plaint.

The defendants

pleaded,

Section 14, Regulation

it

III.

for

20

in

inter alia, adverse posses

sion for upwards of 24 years before the institution of the suit
and that, consequently,

lands
years.

Mr. Haw

of certain lands mentioned

plea

of adverse pos
session of the

Khan, Moonsiﬁ' of Dulsing Serai, dated

was barred under the

;

provisions of

of 1793.

Both the lower Courts have entered into the merits of this case,
without taking any notice of the plea, under the law of limitation,
which the defendants

have urged in both the lower Courts, and

on which they now apply for the admission of a special appeal.

The
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I

decrees are therefore

admit the appeal,

manifestly incomplete.

annulling the decrees of both the
lower Courts, direct that the case be remanded to the ﬁle of
the Moonsiﬁ', in order that this plea for the defence be decided
and,

in the ﬁrst instance,

before there be any investigation of
the merits. The issue of the decision on this plea will shew whether
any further enquiry is necessary.

upon

J UNN OMJ OY

BAN OORJ EA, Plaintiff,

1847.

'uersus

SONA MUNNEE DASSEE

and others,

Defendants.

THIS case was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Loknath Bose,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Jessore, under date the 8th March
1847, reversing that of Moulvee
Mukbool Ahmud, Moonsiﬁ' of
Tala, dated the 18th December 1846.
The

application was granted by the Court (present Mr. Haw

kins) on the following grounds.
The

for recovery of a debt on bond : the defen
dants repelled the claim, not expressly denying the bond, but
plaintiff

sued

pleading a general release.
The

Moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff ; but the Princi~
pal Sudder Ameen reversed the decision, not crediting the wit
nesses for the plaintiff.

He

does not enter into any examination

349-50

June 26.

E v id e n c e
connot be im
by
peached
c on clusions
drawn merely
from a general
practice.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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0f the

13-17.

evidence;

1'.

Banoorjea,

Sons Munnee
Dussee
others.

and

This cannot be admitted.
with

deal

false

are easily procurable in that part of the country.

witnesses
Junnomjoy

but contents himself with saying, that

if

tices ; and

The Principal Sudder Ameen has to

him, and not with general prac
he rejects the plaintiff's evidence, he must give his

the

evidence

before

reasons for so doing.

I

admit the special

and remand the ease to the Prin

appeal,

cipal Sudder Ameen, who will again place it on his ﬁle, and, in
deciding it again, state fully his reasons for the decision he may
arrive at.

RADHA BENODE MISR,

1847.

-._—
July

Plaintiﬂ',

'versus

SHEIKH MUSHEEUTOOLLAII

3.

and others,

Defendants.
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A

claim

having
divided

trary to para
graph

THIS

case was heard on the application of the

been.
admission
con
1,

Cir

plaintiff for

the

of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. James

Grant, Judge of Dinagepore, under date the 24th February

1847,

cular Order, reversing that of Mohummud Khoorshed, Principal Sudder Ameen
11th January
of the same district, dated the 15th July 1846.

1839,the judg
ments
given
were reversed
in conse
quence.

The application was granted by the Court
Tucker,

Sir

1t.

Barlow,

and Mr.

J.

Hawkins)

(present Mr. C
on the following

grounds.

It

appears

that the plaintiff

brought this action for posses

sion of half of talook Morargutee, &c., stating that he was the
heir of the former proprietors, N undolal Rae and ltamdolal Rae,
on the death of Tara Munni, the widow of the latter; that Tara

Munni, however,

who only possessed a. life-interest, had, contrary

to the Hindoo law, disposed

tiff must

have succeeded

under the

same

of the property to which the plain

on her death; and that,

consequently,

law, he was entitled to immediate

possession—

Tara Muuni being entitled to maintenance only for her breach of
trust

; and

that he now sued for possession, or a cancelling of the

alienation effected by her.
There are eight suits of the same nature, for cancelling vari
ous alienations by the same party, now brought before the Court,

on applications for the admission of special appeals.

It

appears,

of the present
350-51

moreover,
suits,

that some time prior to the institution

the plaintiff brought an action for one

per

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.
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property, forming the subject of a single alienation,
Hav
to sue for the rest.
and that he then stated his
intention
ing obtained a decree in the ﬁrst case, he‘institnted two more
tion of the

suits, and was then told by the Principal Sudder Ameen (a pro_
ceeding highly irregular, and which cannot affect the results of
the suits) to bring his actions for all the various portions of the

1847.

Rndhs Be~
node Misr, v.
Sheikh
Mn
sh e e u toollah
and others.

property sold, by Tara Munui, to the various parties who are now
in the several suits.

the defendants

The
on

Ameen gave judgment for the plaintiff

Sudder

Principal

all the suits; but his

decision

was reversed

by the Zillah Judge

on the merits of the case.

The Court observe that the plaintiff sued as heir to the property,
in consequence of the widow Tara Munni’s malversation and ille
gal alienation of the property; and, consequently, he should have
included the whole in one suit under Circular Order of the 11th

January

1839, instead of dividing his claim into several separate ac—

all the subsequent
Courts,

instead

a decree for one portion,

suits should have been dismissed.

The lower

of pursuing the proper course, have entered into

an investigation of the merits in each case, which they should not
have done.

The Court therefore admit the special appeal, and, an

nulling

decrees

the

under Clause

of both the lower Courts, remand the case

2, Section 2, Regulation

IX.

of 1831, that it may

be dealt with according to the Circular above cited.

Judge will

The Zillah

order for a refund of the stamp re
quired for the appeal to his Court.
pass the necessary

RAMSUROOP PANDAY,

1847.

Plaintiff,

versus

SHEIKH IMDAD ALI
case was

the admission

heard on the application of the defendants

of a special appeal from the decision

of Patna, under date the
the Moonsiﬂ'
The

July

6th December

for

of the Judge

1845, afﬁrming that of

of Hilsa, dated the 17th May 1845.
by the Court (present

application was granted

Mr. C.

Tucker) on the following grounds.
case the

petitioners were sued by the plaintiff, Ram

suroop Panday, for the

possession
a

In this

5.

and others, Defendants.

of

a. moiety

of a watercourse
351

Documents
r y p r o 0 fs
not
should
merely be ex~
but
bitetl
ﬁled
actually
with the re lli

THIS

A
A
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tions ; and as he had previously obtained

cord, and 0b
jections of par~
ties affected by
them taken.
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with the land and trees attached to it.

1947-

the plaintiff on the copy of a kubala,

Y ADAWLUT.

The Moonsiﬂ' decreed for

of which he records that

the

Paﬁagiﬁms plaintiff’s naked had shown him the original, and taken it away
He further records that he has no doubts
Sheikh Imdad again immediately.
All 8‘ “hem
whatever
of the authenticity of the original, because it is a very
ancient one, and bears the seal of the pergunnah cazee.

Not

withstanding that the extreme irregularity of this proceeding
pleaded

in appeal,

decision

of the Moonsiﬂ'.

without noticing it, afﬁrmed the

Judge,

the

I

admit the special appeal, annul

the

of both the lower Courts, and remand the proceedings to

decrees

the Moonsiff’s Court-

will require

The Moonsiﬁ‘

the plaintiﬁ‘ to

to
they may
after having tested its genuineness, pro

and offering any objections

and,

;

necessary

the oppor

it

tunity of examining

it,

ﬁle the original bill of sale, and afford the defendants

think

was

RAM MOOKERJ EA,

1857.

Plaintiff,

veruw

CHUCKERBUTTY, PRANKISHEN
MUNNA, and others, Defendants.

Witnesses
:grf'hdciﬁngg
held irre'

W”

RAMDOOLAL

THIS

case was

on the application

heard

of

sion

of the defendants,

and Prankishen Munna, for the admis

Ramdoolal Chuckerbutty
a

July

6-

special appeal from the decision of the Additional

Prin

ha‘i: cipal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 15th'Sep

tember 1845, reversing that
gidfl'llgslgiitle:
suit affecting dated the 29th April 1845..

of the Moonsiﬁ’

The application was granted by the

of Nowabgunge,

Court (present Mr. C.

on the following grounds.

Tucker)
In this case the petitioners, who were defendants
that

indicated,
the

examined in
extracted
were

this

from

case

any

with

for a special

appeal,

a kubala ﬁled by the

but

case,

in the suit

on the

ground

plaintiff were not

that copies of their depositions,

another case to which they were not a party,
suit

ﬁled in the present

of putting
the

applied

witnesses

questions

regard

so that they had no opportunity

to the

witnesses.

I

above

;

palm"

to

Other

to two of the witnesses

ﬁnd this

was

to the Labels,

viz., Seeb Chunder Pal and Paunch Cowree Bagdee.

I
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ceed to dispose of the case de noco.

sions

therefore admit the special

appeal, and, annulling the deci

of both the lower Courts, remand the proceedings,
35l-52

in or
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evidence

in

the

of the petitioners or of their duly

presence

constituted oakeel.

DEYAL SINGH,

Plaintiff,

Moo_
verna

d

o

la!

o

Ram
kerjea,
am

R

der that the above named two witnesses may be caused to appear
before the Moonsiﬁ', who will, on their attendance, take their

Chuckerbutty,
and others.

1847.

versus

on the application of the defendant

heard

for

the admission

of a special appeal from the decision of the Acting
Judge of Shahabad, under date the 16th December 1845, aﬁirm
ing that of the Principal Sudder Ameen of the same district, dat
ed the 28th March 1845.

The application was granted by the Court (present
Tucker) on the following grounds.

In

C.

as
annulled
award of costs
was out of pro
portion to the
sum decreed,
and no reason
given for the
same.

this case the plaintiff sued the petitioner for two annas out

of four annas of one-third of talook Buddore;

and he laid his

plaint at rupees 2,286-l3~7-4, including wasilat and interest there
on up to the date of institution of suit.

The plaintiff obtained

a

for the property from the Principal Sudder Ameen, but

decree

the amount of wasilat and interest was considerably reduced;

to the usual practice
award

of the Courts, which

costs on the amount

decreed.

is,

the defendant, petitioner, was charged with costs on
nevertheless
the entire sum, without reasons assigned for thus acting contrary

in such cases, to

This decision was afﬁrmed

by the Judge.

I

admit the special appeal on the above grounds,

and remand

to the Judge, who will either correct the error,

the

proceedings

or,

in case he should be of opinion the entire costs are justly

leviable from the petitioner, record his reasons for the same
and others, Plaintiﬂ's,

1847.

versus

PURMANUN
THIS

case was heard

1847,

that

from the decision of Mr- A.

appeal

of East Burdwan,

reversing

July

and others, Defendants.

on the application of the plaintiffs for

of a special

the admission
Smelt, Judge

RAE

under date the 14th January

of Syud Fuzl Rubbee, Principal
A A A

2

Ameen of the same district, dated the 12th September

Sudder

1846.

352-53

15.

A zemindsr
inwhoseestate
lands, the la
khiraj

title of

which
puted,
tuate,

dis
are si
should.

is

PURKHIT SIRCAR
D
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Mr.

io

n
s

case was

13.

e
c
i
s

THIS

July

Defendant.

D

BUKTAWUR PANDAY,

420

GAS-ES
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be made
The application was granted by the Court (present Mr. Haw
a
party to the
on the following grounds :—
kins)
suit.
“ The following is the decision of the Judge in this suit, which
was instituted for possession
and

&c.,

decided
‘

plaintiffs:

of an eleven annas’ share of a tank,

by the Principal Sudder Ameen in favor of

The plaintiffs

urge

the

their right to the possession of

the share in dispute, and to hold it Ic/Lirajee, or liable to revenue,
in virtue of pottahs granted to them by the farmers in the year
1195 B. S. ; whilst the defendants (appellants) urge their right

to hold the
granted

share

in dispute, in virtue of a lakhiraj

by Maharajah

'l'eloke

Chund

smmua’,

Buhadoor on the 23rd

Bhadoon 1174 B. S., and which grant bears the signature of Mr.

John Graham

; and,

from the enquiries made from the Collector’s

there seems no reason whatever to doubt the validity of

records,

the Maharajah's grant,
respondents,
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cumstance

The pottalw, produced

by the plaintiffs,

to my judgment, invalid; and, under the cir
above stated, I set aside the decision of the Principal
are,

Sudder Ameen,

and decree the appeal.’

From the above order, the present application for the admission
'of a special

appeal has been preferred.

It

would have been satisfactory to this Court, in determining
upon the propriety of complying with the application or otherwise,
had the Judge referred

to those particulars which are considered

to the validity of a lal-hirnj grant, so that the Court
might have had before it the test applied by the Judge to the
document which he has pronounced valid. He should have
essential

as

stated also

why he considers the pottalw produced

by the plain

tiﬂs to be invalid, instead of merely saying that to his judgment
they were so.
But,
plete,

apart from these considerations, thejudgment

is incom

inasmuch as there has been an enquiry into, and a judgment

upon, a lakhiraj tenure,
rights

are

in the absence of the Zemindar whose

involved in the determination of the question.

The

plaintiffs, in default of suing the Zemindar, or taking the necessary
for bringing him as a party after the suit had com

measures
menced,

should have been nonsuited

enquiry into the

no

;

but there should have

been

merits of the grant in the absence of the

Zcmindar.

I

accordingly admit the special

appeal,

to be dealt with as above indicated".
353:54

and

remand

the case
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MUSSAMAUT OMA CHOWDRAIN and GOPEENATH
RAE, Appellants,

1847.

July

’DCTJ‘UU

15.

INDURMUNEE CHOWDRAIN, Widow of Go
ren Monnu Ran, Mother of RAE Moses RAE and of RADEEKA

MUSSAMAUT

MOHUN Ran, minors,

RAE,

THIS

and

RADHANATH

Respondents.

suit was instituted in Zillah Dacca, on the 21st August
of a share in a zemindaree and of certain

for possession

1843,

lands, with mesne proﬁts, by cancelling a deed of sale and a deed
.

of gift,

the

estimated value of the

whole

being

Company’s

rupees 27,970-2-0.

The following is

the decree in this case prepared by the pre

siding Judge, Mr. Dick :—
The

case and' the judgment of the lower

of the

particulars
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Court are detailed in the following decision of the Principal
der Ameen of Dacca, dated 7th November 1845.
‘Plaintiﬁ‘s

that they succeeded

declare

Sud~

in getting a decree

husband, Jeewun Kissen Baboo, for rupees

against Soobhuddra’s

that after his demise, she, in lieu of that debt, exe

57,599-7-9;

cuted a bill of sale on the 17th Assar 1249, and sold certain es
tates of her husband‘s,
deeds

mee

their

alleged

favor, withheld

for possession
‘

to

on the pretext of bena

which defendants,
been executed

have

from plaintiffs.

by Jeewun

Plaintiffs

Kissen in

pray therefore

and wasilat.

Oma contends :——Jeewun Kissen had long previously separated

from Soobhuddra, and had no issue ; he sold some of the estates
Jeewun Kissen was in

to me, and had the deeds registered.
debted to me,
1245,

and

I

and
have

sold the estates
been

never in possession.
mere

infant.

Jeewun

to me.

me with

I

was

Kissen freely acknowledged
‘

Gopeenath

Kissen

Kunuk Munnee, whom

keeping, regarded
property

in possession

contends

affection,

to me on the 21st Sawun
since.
adopted

J eowun

Soobhuddra was
me when

Kissen

I

was a

had in

and she left a part of her

not otherwise related to her.

Jeewun

that he had adopted me.

:—JeeWun Kissen had, with the view to

the perpetuating of the service of the idols, on the 21st Sawun
1245, made a gift of certain lands to the idols, and appointed
me as the aebayut.
354-55

Held

that

the ground of
action
being
one, a suit can
beentertained,
no t withstand
ing that dis
tinct claims be
set up by difs
ferant
defen~
dants :in other
words, the va

lidityofa plaint
is not affected
by the number
of issues in de~
fence.

A

widow

Hindoo
can

alienate lands
to pay her hus
band's
debts

without our
sent of heirs,
and such sale,
even
without
is
possession,
valid.

CASES
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’—
1847.

‘Pom'rs

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

roa Amuntcarrom—Are

and the gift in favor of Gopeenath

the sale in favor of Oma
bond ﬁde transactions?

‘
Musst. Oma
From the following reasons we arrive at the conclusion that
Chowdrain 1%
G o p e e n a t 11 the alleged
sale and gift were not bond ﬁde transactions, but
Roe. v. Musst.
fabricated
with
the view to save the property from creditors.
n d u r munee
‘
Chowdrain &
First—The deeds alluded to bear the names of seven wit

l

others.

nesses, of .whom two have died, and ﬁve have been examined.

Of

one is Dhurmonarain Sirkar, the deceased baboo’s mookh

these,

tar and dewan:
these

executed

all

of the registry.

in declaring that the baboo had

unite

these

a day or two anten'm' to the date

deeds,

benamee

Defendants' witness,

Obhuy Chunder Surma,

also states that the deeds are benamea.

‘Second.—This
greatly in debt

points

:

decree against him for rupees 55,644-11-9,

Chowdhrain,
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nomonee

It

18,548-7-11.
being

J eewun

that

First,

which is proved by plaintiﬂ's’

;

so largely

having

also

plaint

having obtained a

indebted, should fabricate

engrossed

that Jeewun Kissen,
benamee

stampt paper

In

registered.
naked

Kissen had, in 1245,
deboottur

putr; that

having heard

plaint,

di'ew

Court

of the purchase

of the

up the deeds, and had them
Rue,

formerly

of Appeal, declares that

a

J eeWun

sent him the drafts of the kubalc/z. and the

he had that year returned from a pilgrimage

to Cuttack, and had in Sawun,
day after,

Secondly, that

on the day that plaintiﬁs'

addition to this, Brojomohun

in the Provincial

deeds, with

stampt paper ; from which it may be

on

inferred that defendants,
for the

Poor

obtained a decree for rupees

is not improbable therefore

in question were registered

was

Kissen was

and a co-sharer,

the view to save his property from his creditors.
the deeds

is corrobo

by the witnesses,

borne

evidence,

rated by the following

arrived at. his

baree

day after thefull moon, or the
; that he came to Dacca subse

the

Now, the alma
the drafts of the deeds.
nac for 1245 shows that the full moon of the leolun, occurred on
Should the witness have come to Dacca, and
the 22d Sawun.
quently

inspected

and

inspected

the drafts subsequently to that event, how can it be

admitted that the
We

deeds were

executed

on

the

21st

Sawuni

gather from this, and from the date of the registry, that the

deeds were antedated.

Dhurmonarain, who was

J cewun

Kissen’s

mookhtar and dewan, dcposes that he had charge of all his docu
ments 3 that when Soobhuddra visited Calcutta, he accompanied
her

3 and

he left the documents

355-56

with Gopeenath, having taken a
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Witness has ﬁled this receipt;

8:

name

proves

It

paid, or received, in consideration of the sale.

was

a

in Oma’s

kubaleh

G

Third—The

o
p
e

‘

posses

Muast. Oma
Chowdrain
that no numey
en th
Rae, u. Must.
states that
n u rmunee

sion.

Oma had to receive 6,500 rupees, and the interest rupees 4,7?0 ; Chowdrain

transaction,

would have been to have paid the money

this

; and

for the nature of the transaction.

accounts

Fourth—Oma

marriage

confesses that Jeewun Kisseu adopted her, and

with his

her

placed

a benamee

is the difﬁculty to make such a statement?

where

The difﬁculty
‘

In

the property was sold for rupees 11,250.

and that

Kunuk

concubine

that he gave her in

;

and that her (Oma’s) daughter has been married to
Is it credible that eewuu Kissen should be eleven

;

J

Gopeenath.

thousand, two hundred, and ﬁfty rupees in debt to Oma?
Kissen

in all this time

Gopeenath’s name

to

is

that

kubaleh,

Thirdly, that

and

the

who

was mookhtar and dewan

other witnesses, prove that Jeewun
for 1246

the jumma-klzurch

witnesses to be Jeewun
a

himself.

eewun Kissen’s mookhtornamah

part of this jumma-lclvurck

was written by Gopeenath
dated 31st Sawun 1245,

roida'ud dated 21st Aghun 1245, and four rg/uts’

and the Ameen’s

that

Mokimabad, was decreed in favor of
he received

Had

possession

in

of them through the thannah

Oma

really

bought the estates

taken possession

of the decreed

lands.

some rudder dakha'las, but Oma’s name

of 1245;v

and

on

the

21st

eewun Kissen would have

J

was not probable that

she has

the da/l'kilas

for the

is

Sawun 1245,

are

620.,

eewun Kissen,

and his mookhtar, and that the ryuts gave kuboolyuts in

his name.

it

ameen

of that year, show that kismut Oolookandee,

J

kuboolyuts

his

The witnesses prove, fur‘

ther, that

Perguunah

of the estates.

and 1247, proved by

Kissen’s, establish the fact

in exclusive possession.

having been

and

substitute Oma’s or

continued during life to hold possession

Kissen

Kissen
He did

Secondly, that the witnesses to Oma’s

Dhurmonarain,

Jeewun Kissen,

the

inmknl, that

J eewuu

three years.

in the Collector’s books in lieu of his own, as

of the estates.

proprietor

First,

:

of the deeds nearly
make

of the property

possession

of

not

in

was

The proofs are

is,

Fifth—Jeewun

during his entire life.
survived the execution

J
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‘

Defendants have ﬁled
not mentioned in those

not ﬁled those of 1246.
subsequent

Of what avail

years? and of what avail are
356-52

others.

85

deeds

1847.

d

for the

accounts

this

and

having come into Gopeenath’s

I

from him.

receipt

423
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dakkilas alone,

1847.

whilst

the

itselfv stands recorded'in the

estate

name of another 1

M usst. Oma
8;
Chowdrain
G o p e e n ath

Rae, r. Mnsst.
I u d u r munee

Chowdrain
others.

8:

‘Defendants

have

examined

or dependants,

ryuts,

Pandub

And

Das, and Jynarain

that Jeewnn

Kissen

their presence,
witnesses
were

to prove

witnesses

though
the

Goureekanath

their

kubaleh

and

deboattur

their names are not in the deeds.

whose

pair in

But, as the

are in the deeds, declare that the deeds

names

of what avail is evidence

benamee,

and

Dee,

Ramnath Dee, depose

and

Sir-car,

signed

Kissen’s signature alone
‘

some

of the estates; but they are all their servants, or

possession

respecting Jeewuu

2

mother, Parbuttee, deposes that, when she made Oma

Oma’s

over to Jeewun

Kissen,

she gave 1,800 rupees.

credited that one, who

consigned

But can it be

her own offspring to another,

that she might be maintained and provided for, should have this
to give: none but the destitute part with their children

money
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in this

way.

It

was not an adoption.

‘Soobhuddra’s
has

been

kubaleh

to plaintiffs,

The witnesses

registered.

Soobhuddra disputed the sale

It

is not necessary,

;

dated
also

17th Assar1249,

prove

nor do defendants

it.

Nor

has

deny the sale.

therefore,

to demand further proof of her sale

that the

order

to plaintiffs.
‘

Oma

contends

tion

II.

the

amount is not recovered from

of the Sudder, under Regula

of 1806, was, that if the plaintiﬁ's’

claim be decreed, and

J eewun

Kisseu’s other proper

ty, then they should sue to render Oma’s Icubaleh void ; that the
Court’s order shall not operate to their detriment; that as plain
have not executed

tifl's

But it

has

J eewun

defendants’

Indeed, Oma’s property inclusive has
Under these circumstances, the 8nd

and

right and

of what avail

heirs

void.

debt.

order will not bar the present claim.

summary order,

kubaleh

claim.

not discharged the
der’s

Kissen’s other

proved that the property referred to will not

been

liquidate plaintiﬁ's‘

ed,

the decree against

cannot sue to render Oma's

property, plaintiffs

will not avail in
title to

Besides,

that was a

a regular suit.

But as

the property have not been establish

is their protest against

the acts of the real

'2

‘The claim

is therefore

decreed against

Oma and Gopeenath,

and wasilat from 17th Assar 1249, with costs and interest.
other defendants
357—58

are exonerated,

plaintiffs paying their costs.

The

It

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
to pass any orders on Poornomonee’s
This decree shall not operate to her prejudice.’
is not 'necessary

In

appeal,

several

these

were

pleas

425

petition.

urged for appellants

:—

the plaintiffs should have been nonsuited, because the suit
two distinct claims, the right to cancel a deed of sale

Fa'rat,

involves

to cancel a deed of gift—the purchaser and the donee being

and

different

two

sale to them,

the

illegally.
illegal according to Hindoo law
having no power to alienate
illegal,

because

for

decree,

the widow, who sold to them,

;

property inherited from her husband.

seller was not in possession.

the

and

it
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a

is invalid.

Sixth,

sale and gift of appellants were bond ﬁcle real transactions,
and therefore should be upheld.

not ﬁctitious,

it

the part of respondents

On
was

Fifth, the

the amount of which the estates were sold, was collu

sive, and consequently the sale, and therefore
the

and laid

on which plaintiffs claim, is

the sale, with respect to the two properties in question,

Fourth,
is

suit was estimated

the

Second,

persons.

Third,

invalid,

right of purchase might legally involve
The

different persons.
been objected

not

second

to in the answer to the plaint.

to pay her husband’s
Fourth,

legal.

skater,

even

was no collusion.
widow’s

The suit has

Third, that the sale, having been
debts

the parties are

a sale,

several distinct rights of

plea could not be heard, as it had

however been properly laid.
made

that the ﬁrst plea

was argued

because the foundation of the suit was one only, viz.,

by the

widow,

was perfectly

Hindoos, and, according to the

without possession,

is valid.

Fifth,

there

The plaintiffs had obtained adecrec against the
The widow then

husband, which he appealed, and died.

withdrew the appeal, and sold the estates to avoid heavier liabili
ties from continuing

to contest the demand.~ Sixth, the sale and

gift of appellants have been clearly ﬁctitious and fraudulent to
evade demands

of creditors,

and therefore

were properly declared

invalid by the Principal Sudder Ameen.
The presiding Judge
decisions,

plea, referred the point for decision to

ﬁrst

six Judges,
‘

having found two apparently conﬂicting

of two full benches of the Sudder Court, respecting the
in the following words

A. obtained

a decree

a

full sitting of the

:—

against

the deceased husband

of B., in

satisfaction of which B. sold to him the estates of her late hus
band, including the two properties,
were

in the

possession

the subject

of C. and D.
B n 13

of this suit, which

A. sues on his deed of pur
358-59

1847.

-_._.
M usst. Oma
8;
Chowdrain
G o p e e n ath
Rae, o. Musst.
n d u r munee
Chowdrain
6:
others.

I
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1847.

___.._._.

C. and 1)., and to cancel the deeds on which

to dispossess

chase

Y ADAWLUT.

they respectively claim to hold—C. on a deed of purchase, D. on
Mnsst. Oma a deed of
The question
gift or assignment for religious purposes.
Chowdrain 86
and
is
Should
A.’s suit,
decision,
G o p eenath for consideration
simply this.
Rae, v. Musst.
on a single document, the ground of claim, he nonsuited,
n d urmunee founded
Uh°°ldmin 3‘ because it involves the reversal of two distinct documents, also

I

others.

grounds of claim for the defence ?

N o.

case

of 1843,

259

(page

1845,)

decided by Messrs.

second

precedent

is case

110,

is the

The ﬁrst precedent

Sudder Dewanny Decisions,
Tucker, and Barlow.

Rattray,

The

No. 225 of 1843, decided by Messrs.

Reid, Dick and Jackson, (page 108, Sudder Dewanny Decisions,
1846!)
The Court,* after hearing the pleaders on both sides, and con
of the case and the two precedents,

sideration
‘

nion

that the precedent

No.

225

came to the opi

of 1843, is exactly in point

with this case, both suits being founded on a deed of sale affect
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ing the property
instituted

properly

N o.

suit;

in

and that,

therefore,

and entertained.

both suits were

The ﬁrst precedent

cited,

259 of 1843, they do not consider so strictly in point, because

the claim in that suit was a money decree merely, without any
speciﬁc lien on any particular property.’
The ﬁrst plea having thus been disposed of, and the suit de
clared legally instituted and entertained, the presiding Judge pro
ceeded to the

The
been

trial and decision of

second

properly

laid

sale

sought to be cancelled,

and at the amount of the

and at the estimated

value of the

or deed of gift.

As to the

that the plea, not having been ad

in the answer to the plaint, could not now be heard, it is

necessary

it

claimed,

by the hibbehnameh,

objection of the respondents,
vanced

for the suit has

at three times the revenue payable, ratably,

on the share of the zemindaree
lands assigned

the appeal.

plea of appellants is erroneous;

to observe

that the objection is valid only so far as

might affect the jurisdiction

of the Courts of ﬁrst instance and

appellate, but not the liability of the case to nonsuit.
On the third plea, the following question was put to the pun
Court :—‘ Have Hindoo widows the power to alienate
the whole of the landed property inherited from their husbands,
dit of the

ll (Present, Messrs. R. H. Rattray, 0. Tucker,
Robert Barlow, and Messrs. Welby Jackson and

359

J.

and Abercrombie

Hawkins.)

Dick, Sir
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debts, without the consent of the

for payment of their husbands’

next heirs to the said property, relatives of the husband 2’

translation,

(pp.

and

315

316, volume

If the

assets of the

the

childless widow,

a

debt be paid by

the care of the assets, even though she have

accepted

not accepted

a

so must

and

burden of the debts, for she

is

who has

:

And again

‘

have been received by the wife, she must pay the debt.’

husband

successor

to the

estate.’

if

de

be immovable,
a

it

just price,

a

for the use and proﬁts of it.’

movable,

a

is

And again:

damage, as the loss of

press penalties for non-delivery, but not

just

called non-deli

not to the buyer, shall be compelled,

like, andI

Cole

procedure.’

who having sold vendible property for

for any subsequent

to pay

purchaser, this

a

it

livers

title of judicial

if

‘He then,

thing sold,

II.

vendible thing, sold for

a

a

of

especially the two tests

and 318, volume

When

translation.)
not delivered to the

is

price,
very

of Jagunnatha,

Digest

cited therein, (pp- 317
‘

brooke’s

crop or the

Here are ex

word about invalidity

on that account.
one which cannot be adduced

is

The fifth plea
as

by appellants,

they are not heirs and cannot call in question the propriety

and honesty of the acts of the widow.

On the sixth and last plea, the Court observe that neither the
nor the gift can be upheld as real and bondﬁdc transfers,

sale

is

prietors effected
sale,

was not given, not mutations of names as pro

in the Government registries;

incredible

that the appellant Oma,

and, anent the
a

because possession

it

slave

girl

of

had the means of lending him the alleged
sum of 11,000 rupees and upwards. As to the evidence of the wit

Jeewun,
nesses

should have

who attested

the deeds and have testiﬁed to their fraudu

B

s

is
2

Ameen has laid so much stress,

it

lent and ﬁctitious character, and on which the Principal Sudder
1:
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the

a

in

down

of Nareda

is

is

The fourth plea
utterly untenable under Hindoo law, as
evident from the whole tenor of the law on rescission of sale, laid

utterly unworthy of the least
359-60

86

r

munee

Chowdrain
others.

t

o
p
e
e

to be found in Colebrooke’s

and

‘

Digest of Jagunnatha,

in the

I

refers for his authority to Nared Mnnee, as stated

I.)

The pundit

n

d
u

of it to pay his debts, because, so inheriting her husband’s
property, she is bound to pay his debts.’

whole

h 8:

Musst. Oma
Chowdrain
G
na
Rae, v. Musst.

To which the pundit answered :—‘ A Hindoo woman, who has
inherited the property left by her husband, may alienate the
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Men who thus shamelessly

credit.

1847.

proclaim their own participa

tion in dishonesty, incapacitate themselves from hearing evidence.
Musst. Oma Were the testimony of such men admissible, there would be no
Chowdrain 86
G o p e e nath security in any contracts.
Rae, r. Musst.
The Court, therefore, deeming the claim of the respondents
u

Ind

r munee
86

Chowdrain
others.

valid,

and

appeal with

gift of appellants ﬁctitious, dismiss the

the

sale

and

full

costs, and afﬁrm the decision

NUBOO COMAR CHOWDHREE

1847.

of the lower Court.

Plaintiffs,

and others,

versus

July

HUR CHUNDER NATH

17

The

notice
in
prescribed
Section 5, Re
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gulation

THIS
the

case was

Defendants.

heard on the application of the defendants

admission of a special

appeal

from the decision

for

of Thomas

Esq., Judge of Mylnensingh, under date the 16th August

IV. Taylor,

1794, refers to
the tender of
and
ryottee
not of talooln
daree pottahs.

and others,

that of Kazee Ousaf Ali, Sudder Ameen of the

afﬁrming

1845,

June

same Zillah, dated the 2d

The

Sir R.

Tucker,

1845.

by the Court (present Mr. 0.

granted

was

application

Barlow,

Mr.

and

J.

Hawkins) on the following

grounds.

In

this case the plaintill‘s are purchasers at a sale made for the

recovery of sums

by the treasurer of Zillah Mymen

embezzled

The defendants

singh.

are dependent

talookdars within the
'

tate purchased by the plaintiffs.

The plaintiffs, without issuing notice to defendants
tion

V. of

Regulation

9,

mandable from them,
at rupees 800.
208,

4 annas,

jumma

was

under Section 5, Regulation

The defendants

under Sec

to ﬁx the jumma de

IV.

of 1794,

pleaded a ﬁxed jumma of rupees

The lower Courts
and two cowrecs.
defendants’
plea of a right to hold at a ﬁxed

7 gundahs,

that the

decided

1812, proceeded

es—

not established,

and

deputed

an ameen to measure

and assess their lands at the pergunnah rates, after allowing a
reduction of 20 per cent. for expenses of collection and malikana
or proprietary

allowance: and the amount, thus assessed, to be

from the date of the notice issued to the defendants

payable

the plaintiffs under Section 5, Regulation

The

petitioners,

defendants,

IV.

by

1794.

applied for a special

appeal on

two grounds, ﬁrst, that the decision of the lower Courts was op
posed

to Sections

that the

9 and

proceedings

360-61

10, Regulation

V. of

1812, and secondly,

were centrary to Section 5, Regulation 1V.
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inasmuch as a supplementary plaint having been received

1793,

from the plaintiffs, they, the defendants,_should

have been allowed

to ﬁle an answer to it, which they were not.

the opportunity

We are of opinion that the section and regulation under which
this suit has been
case,

brought and decided are inapplicable to the

the real object of which is to break up

and enhance

a. talookdaree

awarding payment of the enhanced
is

1847.

Nuboo Co~
mar
Chow_
and
dhree
others, 17.Hur
Chunder Nnth
and others.

the rents heretofore paid to the Zemindar, for which

the law quoted gives no warrant ; whilst the decision

notice,

jumma

.—

directly

opposed

of the Courts,

rent from the date of the

to Section 10, Regulation V. 1812.

The lower Courts should rather have followed the precedent in the
case of Musst. Deb Rani and others,
Appellants, 'v. Ramnarain
Nag, respondent, decided, 24th March 1831, (page 102, new edi
page 122, volume V. Sudder Dewauny Reports) and merely

tion,

the question of right

decided

of the plaintiffs

jumma payable by the defendants,
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cided

in

and,

if

to enhance

favor, leaving them to proceed to ﬁx the jumma

plaintiﬂ‘s’

in the mode prescribed by Section

9,

Regulation V. 1812.

admit the special appeal, and, annulling the decisions

therefore

the lower

the

that question were de

Courts, remand the proceedings

We
of

for re-trial as above

indicated.

BHUWANEE CHURN MITR,

Appellant,

1847

’UL’TS’MS

JYKISHEN MITR,

then GOPEE MOHUN BOSE,
CHUNDER SIN GH, Respondents.

THE

Tucker, Dick and Hawkins.

is an action brought, on the 30th May 1842, for posses

sion of an estate
sold

GOLUK

is the decree passed in this case by the presid

following

ing Judges, Messrs.

This

and

in Calcutta

comprised within the district of Rajshahye, but
by the act of the mortgagee, in order to repay

July

24.

In a suit by
the purchaser,
for possession
of mortgaged
situ~
property
sted
in the
Mofussil, sold
publicly by the
m o rtgagea
after
obtain

himself the amount of a loan made to the mortgaging proprietor,
defendant in the suit. The mortgagee had obtained judg ing judgment
ment in the Supreme Court on the mortgage bond,- and it was in theSupreme
the

that the property was sold, agree
ably to the stipulations of a special condition which empowered
subsequent

upon that

the mortgagee
present

decree

to proceed

to such

sale,

and

purchased by the

plaintiff.
361-62

Court on the
In 0 r t g a g e
b o n d,
the
claim was dis~
missed
as
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founded
upon
a transaction
opposed to the

The Zillah

Judge,

on the 10th

June

1843, decided

the case,

solely upon English law, and gave judgment in favor of the plain
law tiff.
From this judgment an appeal was preferred to the Sud~

Mofussil
of mortgage.

the Court, on the 3rd June 1846,

der Dewanny Adawlut; and
Tucker,

(present Messrs.

Reid, and Dick,) aﬂirmed the decree of
‘

the Supreme Court would
not admit a suit for ejectment, as the monthly tenants of the
the lower Court, on the ground that

property in question were not amenable to its jurisdiction

; and

it

is only on an action for ejectment that they would entertain a
suit for right and title;’
On the 17th June 1847, Messrs.

Tucker and Dick, two of the

Reid having left the Court,) admitted a

deciding Judges, (Mr.
review of judgment, under an order to the following eﬂ'ect :—
‘
From what has been advanced by Mr. Prinsep, we are led to
conclude that the plaintiff in this case had his remedy in the Su
Court.
At any rate, the point is very doubtful ; and,
after the hearing of such very different opinions, from the two
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preme

eminent counsel who have argued it before us, nothing short of a
rejection of plaintiffs suit by the Supreme Court itself can be
satisfactory.

‘It

has

been

that it is immaterial whether the

argued now,

plaintiff had or had not his remedy in the Supreme Court, since
he could elect whether he would sue there or in the Company’s
Courts.
‘

This

we cannot admit.

in conformity

Had the contract been entered into

with English law and also our law, then the argu
But the contract was made and

ment would have been valid.

carried out according to English law and the practice and usages
of the Queen’s Supreme Court only 3 and the parties bound them
selves,
cated

especially the defendant, to have all differences adjudi
We hold, therefore, we ought not
in the Supreme Court.

to take upon ourselves,

without absolute necessity,

to decide ac

un
cording to laws and practices with which we are unavoidably
acquainted.

urged that we are required to give
We hold, however, that the
effect to a mere bond ﬁdc sale.
transaction
power to sell was part and parcel of a mortgage
of
unknown to our Courts, and, if not actually a. contravention
‘

our

It

has

been

laws of

further

mortgage,

novation on them,
362-63

so great

a

deviation

that, without necessity,

from,

and in

it should not be re
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However suitable to England the recognition of such

cognized.

1847.

of private sales may be, experience has shown that they

powers

Bhuwanee
The legislature was obliged
Churn Mitr, v.
them,
and
enact
other
as
de
provisions,
to interpose and forbid
Jykishen Mitr
and others.
Lastly, our mortgage laws were
tailed in Regulation VIII. 1819.
be allowed in this country.

cannot

to prevent improvident transfers, and therefore

enacted expressly

to such sales, which can never realize any sum up

are opposed

proaching a fair price, as the purchaser must know that he has
a law-suit tacked to his purchase.
‘

Court,

The

a

admit the review to try the question,

therefore,

whether the Court

can recognize,

and adjudge

real property on,

transaction entered into, and deeds drawn out, with solemnities

unknown to the laws which it administers.’

stxins—With

Masses. Tucxna sun

reference

upon

Court are now fully

The transaction

of which the action arises, occurred within the limits of the
of the Supreme Court,

local jurisdiction

and under sanction of
is,

the law as administered by that Court : the defendant

by inha

bitanoy, subject to the Supreme Court, and, being engaged in
collection of the rents of the estate, he must be in, what the

of the estate, though

actual possession

of at least some portion

be nothing more than the kutc/ten'y-baree,

oﬂice, and the ground upon which

or zemindaree

it

law considers,

English

it

the

Ad

stands.

mitting that the tenants are in actual possession of the rest of
is

which
thus

must be in actual possession of that
an emblem of possession of the entire estate.
It would
the

estate,

that the remedy should at least have been sought in

appear

We have not a single instance of

Court.

the Supreme
this

defendant

a

the

suit of

kind having been brought into our Courts, though we have
acts

done

of that Court

under the process

and to this

But

advisable,

as far as possible,

we have jurisdiction

therefore

over

to adhere,

property; and possessing
in the case, the plaintiff
at

the

concurrent jurisdiction

is

practice

is

it

I

upon

3

many suits brought either upon decrees of the Supreme Court, or

a

liberty to seek his remedy in our Courts, instead of in the
Supreme Court; but he must do
upon the understanding

it
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the

satisﬁed that the plaintiff should at least have

ﬁrst sought his remedy in the Supreme Court.
out

to the ground

which the former judgment of this Court proceeded,

that

his

Mofzmil

title

law;

will
and

be
here

tested,
the

not by English,

Zillah

but

by the

Judge has fallen into error,
36-364
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1847.

in deciding the case according to English
not take

under any process

place

of the

The sale did

law.

Court, but

Supreme

Bhuwanee
Churn Mitr, v.

by an

and others.

nature, in virtue of a stipulation between the mortgagor and the

act of the mortgagee,

acting as trustee for the sale of the

The transaction therefore

Jykisheu Mitr property.

mortgagee

: and the

to be

was altogether

of

a

private

question arises whether the laws under which
in regard to

held in abeyance and suspension

we act

are

private

transactions, effected according to the English law, with

of the Supreme Court; or, to put
it in another form, with reference to its more immediate bearing
in the limits of the jurisdiction

case, whether the creation of titles to immov

upon the present
able

property, situated in the Zlfofussil,

absence

is to be governed,

in the

provision to the contrary, by the law of

of any express

of contract, or by that of the place in which the pro
perty is situated. Such a sale as that which we are now con
sidering may be legal according to English law; but the ques
the place
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tion, as it appears
cording
Courts

to us, is not this, but, whether it is legal,

ac

If parties bring actions into our
to Mofussz'l law.
effected
contracts
according to the law of Eng
upon

land, they must do it upon the understanding that such trans
actions

will

and dealt with according to the rules of

be judged

our regulation law.

This is in accordance with the principle laid
and other writers, that ‘ the creation and

by Burge, Story,

down

as well as the

modiﬁcation,

nature and

extent of the estates

and interests acquired in immovable property, and generally the
form and manner of the transfer, are governed by the law of the
‘
the
place in which the property is situated :’—and, further, that

constitution

or acquisition

property, and

of the

jar

kypotkec

in immovable

the rights and obligations of the mortgagor and

are also wholly dependent on the let loci rei sitw :'—
‘ the
general principle of the common law is, that
and,‘ again,
mortgagee

the laws of the place where such property is situate exclusively
govern,

in respect

to the rights of the

parties,

the

modes

transfer and the solemnities which should accOmpany them.
title, therefore,
lost only

to real property

according

to the

characters are impressed

lea:

can be

acquired,

of

The

passed, and

rei sitw.’-—‘ So far as certain

upon immovable property by the law of

the country where it is situate, these characters

remain indelible

in that country, whatever dispositions the laws of other countries
or the acts of private persons may ordain otherwise
36-1-65

or contrary

'
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Nor

thereto.

433

to the country, where the immovable property is situate, that its
own

laws

It

-—‘

it should

respecting

is conceived

be changed

to be indisputable

by such dispositions.’

that the law of the sites

must be adopted in all questions respecting the power of alienat
ing immovable property, or the restrictions under which that
power

be exercised.’—‘It

may

to the common

would seem clear also, according
or transfer of land can

law, that no conveyance

either testamentary or inter visor, except according to
the formalities prescribed by the local law.'-—‘ The common law
be made,

to the doctrine, that the title to real property

has wisely adhered

can pass only in the manner,

by the

allowed

tions.’—‘ Without
of foreign

nions

has thus cut off innumerable dis

as well as uniformity to its opera

going further

into an examination of the opi

upon this subject, it is sufﬁciently obvi

jurists

ous what difﬁculties
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It

local law.

given simplicity

and

putes,

and by the forms, and to the extent

they are compelled

to encounter at almost

every step, in order to carry into eﬁ'ect their favourite system of
The common law
the division of laws into real and personal.

It

all these

avoided

has

property.
foreign

all rights,

interests, and

Of

it cuts

to

laws,

withhold the

course,

and.

uniform test.

of the situs shall exclusively govern in

that the law

declares

regard

difﬁculties by a simple

titles in and to immovable

down all attempts to introduce all

whether they respect persons or things, or give or
capacity to acquire or dispose of immovable proper

quotations from Burge and Story, clearly lay down.
the principle upon which the Court is to proceed in the decision
ty.’

These

it is a principle of general application. And the
not whether the stipulation of sale is legal according

of this case, for
is

question

it

to English law, but whether
and

we must treat

similar condition,
parties

it just

is legal according to Mofussil law ;

the same as we would have treated

occurring

a

in a transaction elTected between

residing and contracting in the quussil, in regard to pro

perty situated therein.

That
according

the

condition was the act of the mortgagor himself, is,

to the principle recognized

immaterial to the point

; and the

in the foregoing quotations,
plaintiff’s counsel, in arguing

their client’s case, did not, in the most remote degree, rest upon
this ground.

It

is not contended

by the plaintiffs
c c 0

counsel

that the condi
365-66

1847.

-___
Bhuwanee

Churn Mitr, 12,

J ykishen

Min

and others.
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tion of sale by a mortgagee is known to our regulation code or

It

to the practice of our Courts.

that no

may safely be afﬁrmed

Rhnwanee
such condition is to be found in any document produced in the
Churn Mitr, 1:.
Courts, since the code of 1798 came into operation,
ykishen Mitt Company’s
and others.
Such a clause is in
between parties contracting in the

J

Mofusail.

favor of the
universal

who,

lender,

terms with

own

in this country, can generally make his

It, then,

borrower.

the

respect be had to the

the country and to the uniform

impression throughout

practice of our Courts, the presumption must be against the vali
dity of such a stipulation.

But (it is
law, when it

the practice was not known to the

argued)

ﬁrst admitted and recognized

was

English

by the Courts.

This argument may at ﬁrst sight appear to carry weight with it,
but it is not by any means conclusive. We must look to the
of such an agreement

recognition
with

the general

of one system of laws may be to give every facility

The tendency
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by the Courts in connection

tendency of the laws which they administer.

to the lender ; and then such a condition would be admissible
increasing those

facilities

and

as

promoting the very object of the

The tendency of another code may be to give every protec

law.

and then the same condition might be al

to the borrower,

tion

together inadmissible as interfering with that protection.

Such

with the laws of a great

a condition might be perfectly consistent
commercial country aﬁording every facility to the capitalist lend

time, be quite inconsistent with the laws of

but, at the same

er,

a country

deriving

the

for the stringency of the rules under which

and, as a recompense

it

is

compelled

Government,

to

(sale

great bulk of its revenue from the land,

collect its revenue
of the estate

in order to carry on the

being the penalty of default,)

protection, in his private transactions, to

affording every possible
the landholding borrower.

The ﬁrst provision
necessary

of the regulations

to

which we think it

to refer, is Section 9, Regulation I. 1793.

following effect :—‘ That
proprietors of land are

It

is to the

doubt may be entertained, whether
entitled, under the existing regulations,
no

to dispose

of their estates without the previous sanction of G0<
vernment, the Govern or-General in Council notiﬁes to the Zemin
dars,

independent Talookdars,

land, that they areeprivileged
think

proper,

366

and

other actual proprietors of

to transfer to whomsoever

by sale, gift, or otherwise,

they may

their proprietary rights
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in the whole,
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estates, without

applying

to Government for its sanction to the transfer

all such

transfers will be held valid, provided that they be con

: and

that

formable to the Mahomedan or the Hindoo law, (according as the
religious
der the

of the parties to such transaction may ren

persuasions

of it determinable by the former or the latter

validity

that they be not repugnant to any regulations now in

code,) and
forée which

been passed by the British administrations, or

have

to any regulations that they may hereafter enact.’

We will take this enactment in its most extended signiﬁcation,
and admit not only that a transfer by the proprietor himself, but
that
is

every

condition also by which such a transfer can be made,

admissible

if

to the Mahomedan

conformable

or Hindoo law,

as the case may be, and not repugnant to any of the regulations
of Government.

various passages

cited
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law,

pleader on the part of the plaintili' has

rI.‘he

from works of Hind00 and Mahomedan

to shew that the condition of sale, by the mortgagee,
is not unknown

property,

mortgagor’s

to those laws

appeal to those codes is useless and irrelevant,

if

:

of the
but the

the condition or

contract is repugnant to the regulations.

The regulations

will

be searched

ment prohibiting such a contract.

in vain for any express enact
As we have already remarked,

no such suit has ever been brought into our Courts, and no such
practice

exists

in regard

to the transfer of real property in the

The legislature, of course, did not make enactments to
Mofussil.
Had it existed, it
prohibit that which was not known to exist.
certainly have been known to the legislature ; for the pre
amble of Regulation II. 1793, recites ‘that landholders were not
would

allowed

to transfer such rights as they did possess, or raise money

upon the credit of their tenures,
Government
enactments

;’ and had

it

without the previous sanction of

been known to exist,

it

is clear from other

that it would have formed the subject of legislation.

Considerable stress has been laid by the plaintiﬁ's counsel
Section 5, Regulation 1. of 1798, which is to the following
effect:—‘ Nothing in this regulation being intended to alter the
upon

of contract settled between the parties in the transactions
to which it refers, (illegal interest excepted,) the several provis

terms

sions

in it are to be construed accordingly; and any question of
the parties is to be regularly brought before and

right between
determined

by the Courts of

Civil Justice.’
c c c 2

Regulation I. of 1798,
366-67

1847.

Bhuwanee

Churn Mitr, v.
Jykishen Mitr
and others.
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1847.

Bhnwanee
Churn Mitr, v.

Jykishen Mitt
and others.

is entitled—‘ a regulation to prevent fraud and injustice in condi

tional sales of land, under deeds of bye -bil-wufa, or other deeds
The principles of the regulation (to which
of the same nature-’
we shall have occasion again to allude) are laid down in the pre

Its

amble : its provisions in the enacting sections which follow.

principles may

help to guide the Court in coming to a right con

to

clusion in regard

contract unknown to our laws and prac

a

tice : its provisions must refer to the particular contracts of which
Its principles are of general, its provisions of special,
it speaks.
The latter could not possibly be intended to include

application.
terms
the

and

conditions non-existent
Nothing

legislature-

than the terms

can

in practice and unknown to

be more

decisive

on this

point

of the section above cited, and which recite that

of right between the parties,’ that is, the mortga
‘is to be regularly
gor and mortgagee, or their representatives,
This
brought before and determined by the Courts of Justice.’
provision cannot possibly be so extended as to include the crea
tion of a right in favor of a third party, not a party to the origi
nal contract.
This section does not in any way interfere with the general
principle recognized
tion then,

is,

by Section

9,

Regulation

I.

1793.

The ques

whether the condition under which the disputed

repugnant, or not, to any regulations of the
British Government of India.
property was sold

is

The repugnancy cannot, in this case, consist in an actual con
travention of an express enactment, for the contract itself
known to the law.

But

cording to justice, equity, and good conscience,"
gulation

III.

is

un
“
as no speciﬁc rule exists, and acting
ac

(Section 21, Re

1793,) following the regulation laws, enacted for the
is

government of transfers of immovable property,
the contract
repugnant to the spirit of those laws and to the principles which
they recognize and uphold?

and to those for regulating the transfer

satisfaction of debts on mortgage

of

is

We are of opinion that
repugnant to the principles of the
regulations enacted by the British Government for regulating the
transfer of immovable property in satisfaction of debts in general,
it
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‘any question

immovable property in

in particular.

And, ﬁrst, as to its repugnancy to the principles of the regula
tions enacted for the regulation of transfers of immovable proper
ty in satisfaction of debts in general.
367-68
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The regulations of Government authorise the transfer of real
property in satisfaction of simple debts—in satisfaction of debts
or security of landed property-in satisfaction of

of rent on dependent

arrears

VII.

Regulation
of arrears

on putnee

under Clause 7, Section 15,

tenures

VIII.

and Act

1799,

tenures

1835—and in satisfaction

VIII.

under Regulation

In

18l9.

the ﬁrst and last two cases, the transfer is effected by public sale.

In some cases of mortgage

in others

the same course is adopted,

; but in no one of these instances can the creditor efect
of his debtor’s property, without the intervention. of a
public authority to conduct the sale or to complete the transfer.

by foreclosure

a transfer

of Regulation

The preamble

It

was

view of judgment,

VIII.

and

plaintiff’s pleader came prepared

the

point with reference

argue the

1819, is very much to the

in the order of the Court admitting the re

cited

to

it

;

It

case.

had another object

of its statements

in view.

But the

had.

which Government

the practice of Zemindars selling their defaulters’

Among

other things, the preamble says

also of the engagements

it

interchanged,

‘

:

te

by the terms
other sti

amongst

nure may be brought to sale by the Zemindar
a

yield

;

provided that, in case of an arrear occurring, the

pulations,
not

it

Unquestionably

is,

dealt with
nures.

to

is not sufﬁcient to say that that regulation

for consideration is, the manner in

point

and

te—

the sale do

sufﬁcient amount to make good the balance of rent

at the time due, the remaining property of the defaulter shall be
been denominated putnee talooke

of the

practice

These tenures have usually
and

it

for the demand.

;

further answerable

has

been

a common

holders of them to under-let on precisely similar

terms

to other persons, who, on taking such leases, went by the

name

of durputnee

talookdare; these again

ed

in nothing material from the original

by the ﬁrst holder.

similarly

In

engagements

these engagements,

however,

execut

it

vary

sometimes

and the conditions of all the title deeds

is

;

under-let to aeputneedars

not

in

demand

neither
country,

case

the proceeds

whe

of sale should exceed the Zemindar's

of rent, the tenant would be entitled to such excess:
the manner of sale speciﬁed

;

ther

for his own beneﬁt or for that of the tenant, that

is

tor,

is,

stipulated whether the sale, thus reserved to himself by the gran
is
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the present

to

but we looked in vain for

any satisfactory reason for the inapplicability

if

point.

Bhuwanee
Churn Mitr, c.
ykishen Mitr
and others.

J

mortgage

on

1847.

nor do the usages of the

nor the regulations of Government, afford any distinct
368-69

_
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1347-

rules, by the application of which to the speciﬁc cases, the de
fects

“magmas:
Jykisben Min-

“d

ﬁber"

alluded to could be supplied, or the points of doubt

above

and difﬁculty, involved in the omission,

be brought to determina

tion in a consistent and uniform manner.
tion have

extended

through

several

The tenures in ques

Zillahs of Bengal

which have arisen, from the want of

mischiefs

action for the guidance

; and the

consistent rule of

a

of the Courts of civil judicature in regard

to them, have been productive of such confusion as to demand the

It

of the legislature.

interference

has, accordingly, been deemed

to regulate and deﬁne the nature of the property given
of a putnee talook as above described ;

necessary

and acquired on the creation
also
the

to declare

the

of the

legality

manner in which it has
establishing, at the

others,

practice of under-letting

been
same

by putneednrs

exercised

and

such provisions as have

time,

calculated to protect the under-lessee

appeared

in

from any collu

of his immediate superior with the Zemindar, or other, for

sion

the

of any tenure under the stipulations of the original en

sale

gagements

into with him.

entered

It

has further been deemed

indispensable to ﬁx the process by which the said tenures are to
be brought to sale, and the form and manner of conducting such
sale.’ The mode of conducting such sales is then laid down in Sec

tion

9

of the Regulation,

by Section 16, Regula

since modiﬁed

tion V11. 1832, which prescribes

that all such sales shall be made

by the Collector of land revenue.

Here we have the only in:

stance in which an auction sale of interests in land, by other than

public officers,

has

came into operation.

been known to exist

since the code of 1793

Such was the confusion caused by the want

of the manner of sale, and by the absence of any

of a speciﬁcation

known rules to regulate the sales, that the legislature deemed it
to interfere and supply the defect.

indispensable

sale by the lessors of painee tenures,

The practice of

was ascertained

to exist to a

great extent in the country, and the legislature stepped in to put
to it.

under the sanction of a foreign law, and um

known to the regulation
experience

of the country

case of mortgages
1819,

to sanction a sale bya

The Court is now asked

made

was enacted

law and to upwards of half
governed

by

a century’s

and to create in the

the very confusion which Regulation
to remedy

VIII.
The

very different thing

in the case

regulation of a practice known to exist,
369-70

it,

stop

of

a

mortgagee,

is
a
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his ruin, as well as to secure thejust rights of the Zemindar on

putnee talooks.
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of

creation

the

from

a
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practice previously non-existent and un

1847.

known, the latter involving the very evils and the some confusion

the legislature interfered to correct in the former.

which

it

hold

to be clearly established

then, that the regulations of Go

in any case the transfer of immovable

not sanction

do

vernment

We

in satisfaction of a debt, without the intervention of a

property,

public ofﬁcer, except such transfer be by the direct and immediate
act of proprietor himself;

in the present action became a purchaser,

plaintiff

the

which

and that such a contract as that under
is

repugnant to the regulations.

We

now

to the second point, that the contract

come

is repug

to the principles of the regulations enacted by the British
Government
for regulating the transfer of real property in satis
nant

faction of debts on mortgage

There are three
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in

mortgage,

to the
from

First,

practice of our Courts.

and the
my

in particular.

species of mortgage known to our regulations

which the

mortgagor at

any time on liquidation of the debt either

the usufruct, or by a cash
cases

Secondly,
for the

debt,

simple usufructu

the

of redemption is reserved

right

payment,

or deposit in Court.

in which the land is given as collateral security
without enjoyment of the usufruct by the mort

or any condition of the absolute transfer of the property
in case of non-payment.
In such
pledged to the mortgagee

gagee,

cases,

the

loan,

and,

Thirdly,

in execution

or

in which, if the
proceeds,

the conditional

cases

of the decree,

bye-bil-wufa

the

sale,

the mortgagee

perty

brings his action for the recovery of the
through the

proceeds,

against the property upon which he has a prior lien.

Court,

tional

mortgagee

to prescribed

into an absolute sale.

In

or condi

mortgage,

he not paid

debt

according

of the mortgagor cannot
the

kut-lrubaleh

as stipulated,

rules,

to convert

the ﬁrst case the pro

be transferred.

In

the last two

transfer can only be effected by the immediate

act of a

Court of Justice.
We allude again to Regulation I. 1798, only to point out how
the progressive
borrower

experience

of the Courts tended to show that the

on the security of lauded property was at the mercy of

lender, and that the Government interfered to protect the
borrower from denials of tender, and evasious of receipt, of the

the

money

borrowed,

and

other abuses, in cases of conditional sales.

But this was not considered

sufﬁcient

3 and

in eight years another
370-71

Bhuwanee

Churn Mitr, v.
Jykishen Mitt
and others.
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provision (Regulation
for the
Chughga'ivsl‘l?

“d

“hem

1806, Sections 7 and 8) was enacted

to conditional

provision refers

Jykighen mm

XVII.

It

is true that this

in which

the sale, under

further protection of the borrower.

certain rules,

is to be

sales,

absolute to the mortgagee, not to
cases in which the property is to be ultimately sold by auction in
satisfaction of the debt.

made

We refer not, however, to the immediate

of the provision, but to the

result

The preamble

for which it was enacted.

object

it was enacted for the purpose of preventing
injurious transfers of landed property, at an.

says

improvident and

inadequate price—an

object which, daily experience

can

shows,

never be attained in this country except by protecting such trans

to the utmost, as to the mode of transfer, the freedom from

fers

incumbrance of the titles conferred,

of

and security to succession

the property conveyed by them.

It

is urged for

the plaintiff

that the public sale of the mort

property cannot be a disadvantageous

gagor’s

mode of proceeding
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towards the latter; that his property is sold to the highest bidder;

if

and that

a surplus

remains it belongs to himself.

We have

not to deal with abstract theories or bare pdssibilities; but with
what experience

and the principles of the regulations furnish us,

as our guides in the determination of a novel and unprecedented

In

case.

a case of execution

of

of Court, the proclama

a decree

tion of sale is an invitation to others interested to come and state

If no

their claims.
generally

may

be

fraudulent,

If claims

investigated, and, should

are rejected;

may generally be considered

chaser

of the purchaser

fair one.

a pretty

they are summarily

preferred,
appear

claim is preferred, the title
considered

and

in this

are

they

case too, the pur

in a good position, as few are

willing to incur the expense of a regular action on grounds already
And
by a Court of Justice to be primd facie fraudulent.
a
all
the
formalities
and
of
of
real
securities
transfer
yet, with
property by a sale made by a Court of Justice, how frequent are
declared

complaints that the property has been sold at an inadequate
price! how much more frequent would they be, had not this
the

Court held that inadequacy of price,
'

for its reversal

sale,

forms

no

ground

such

sales,

the

evils to be apprehended

at aregularly
!

If such

conducted

be the case in

from permitting private

to sell their debtors' property, in satisfaction of their
claims, must be tenfold. But few purchasers at a fair price will
individuals
be found,
371-72

when, in all probability, a law-suit (as the order grant
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ing the review expresses

of landed property at an inadequate price: the result of
practice as that which the contract before us involves
has only to

a condition legal, and in the course of a short time

such

bond would be without it.

not a mortgage

The mortgagee would

sell his debtor’s property to suit his own time, and in such
with such

manner

and

proper.

Fraud, it

the transfers, and

publicity

is to be feared, would frequently accompany

the purchaser is the son-in-law

leaving the

price,

I.

(even as in this case

it is

alleged

of the mortgagee) at an inadequate

lender at liberty still to pursue the borrower

that may remain after the sale.

for the balance

Regulation

and formalities as he thought

the property fall into the hands of the mort

or some of his connections

gagee,

17 98, and Regulation

XVII.

The tendency of

1806, Sections

7

and

is to protect the mortgagor, and to secure and preserve to him

his right

and power of redemption to the very last; and we can

not but consider as repugnant to them, a contract by which their

spirit may be evaded, their object defeated, and the remedy they
provide for the evils they specify utterly annihilated.
Had the plaintiﬁ‘ ﬁrst sought his remedy in the Supreme Court,
and come into our Courts upon a decree of that Court, in conse:
quence

of diﬂiculties in obtaining possession which the Supreme

Court could not reach; or had he come upon a title derived from
an act done under the process

of that Court, he would then have

stood in quite a different position, as he would have come into the

Mofussil Courts under totally different circumstances.

Our Courts

not then have had any thing to say to the nature of the
Instead of acting upon their own laws governing
transaction.
would

private
rule

transactions, they would have acted on the more general

which requires them to respect the judgments and proceed

ings of a Court of competent
not prepared

jurisdiction

and authority.

We are

to say that this is quite in conformity to the princi

ple which ordinarily regulates the reception of foreign judgments
by Courts

of Justice ; but the practice has been adopted by this
and

any

position of the Supreme
deprecated and avoided

departure from

considering the relative

Court and the Company’s
and

Courts,

is

authorities,

it,

Court after mature deliberation and consultation with the proper

:
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This Court

be to render them universal.

would

then

__

The

1847.

Bhuwanee
Churn Mitr, n.
ykishen Mitr
and others.

J

a.

declare

8,

be tacked to the purchase.

of the regulation is to prevent improvident and injurious

object

transfers
such

it) will

441

to be

should the Supreme Court, in such
I) n n

372
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442
1847.

cases as this,

apply to the

creation of titles to immovable pro

perty in the Mofussil, the law of the locus contractile,

and not

Bhuwsnee
Churn Mitr. v.

that of the locus rei site, this Court will take it for granted that

Jykishen Mitr

it

and others.

We do not consider it necessary to enter into the question of
whether the pluintiH-purchaser can take the ordinary measures,
prescribed
by our regulations, for rendering a. conditional sale

does so in the exercise of a power conferred

absolute

upon it.

that involves the prior question of whether,

:

under the

nature of the contract generally, the mortgagee could have done
Our laws sanction the transfer by a mortgagee of his own
so.
without prejudice to the rights

rights and interests in a mortgage,
of the mortgagor;

in

but they do not permit him to create a title

of a third

favor

party, distinct from his own.

He may put

another person in his own position ; but he can do nothing more.
After a most attentive consideration of the case, we can come
to no

other conclusion than that the purchase,

upon which the
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plaintiff sues, having been made at an auction sale, effected by

a

acting as trustee for the sale of the property, cannot
We therefore reverse the decree of
be recognized by this Court.
mortgagee

the Zillah Court and the former decree of this Court, and dismiss
the plaint.

With

reference

to the

nature and circumstances of

the case, the parties will be charged with their own costs in the
Zillah and Sudder Courts.
MR. Diem—Tho

claim in this suit is founded on a mortgage

transaction, conducted

in conformity

with

English

Courts are bound, under Section 13, Regulation
in our proceedings

guided

and

decisions

XLI.

law.

Our

1793,

to be

by regulation law,

as

therein prescribed, and by no other.
Moreover, the concurrent opinion of nearly all jurists of every
nation has declared that, in order to transfer dominium of immov
able

property, its alienation must be made in the manner pre

scribed
there

by the law of the country in which it is situated.
is no

consideration by which the supremacy

of the

And
lea: loci

rei site: in deciding on the validity of the transfer of the domi
m'um is maintained, which does not equally maintain
on the validity of the hypothec.
In'

(Burge, volume

it in

I II-,

deciding

page 389.)

this case the Supreme Court has concurrent jurisdiction

with this Court, or it has not.
tions on which the

If

they have, then the transac

claim is founded having been conductedin

conformity with the solemnities of the law that Court administers,
373
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CASES

DEWANN Y AD'AWLUT.

SUD‘D‘E-lt

443

the suit should have been instituted therein, for this simple

matter could have been there

reasonPbecause the

self-evident

If

best adjudicated.

the

Court have not jurisdiction,

Supreme

then the case must be decided, under the law we administer, the
lee: loci

It

rei

sites.

by the Advocate General, that

has been strenuously argued

there is nothing in the transaction, on which the suit is founded,

to our law: that our mortgage

contrary

laws

are, in fact, in

spirit and principle, the very same as those, of England
Courts

be more

could

that no

;

yet they have

the validity of such sales, effected in virtue of power to

declared

to a mortgagee,

sell granted

because

the surplus proceeds of the

sale

revert to the mortgagor, after satisfying the mortgage

and

that, in truth, such powers and sale are equally beneﬁcial
as to the mortgagee,

the mortgagor
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:

careful and jealous in upholding the right

than the English Courts of Equity

of redemption

bond :

to

since he gets the full value of

his property.

The Government pleader, Pursnn Koomar, has also zealously
that there is nothing in the transaction repugnant to the

urged

under which we administer, and, further, has shown
that such powers of sale were known to both the Hindoo and
regulations

Mahomcdan

English

long before

laws,

of mortgage

system

introduced into the

they were

transactions and recognized

by the

English Courts of Equity.
There can be no doubt that the transaction in question,

viz.,

of the property, together with the power to sell, is part

the

sale

and

parcel of a mortgage

conditional,

dependent

on

transaction; and that the power was
the

money

lent on mortgage being

A conditional

repaid

on a speciﬁed

known

to our regulation law, is exactly similar in respect

condition

:

and

if

day.

sale to the mortgagee,

we may judge from the amount realized

of the
by the

in this case, in reality more beneﬁcial than such sales, to the
mortgagor, since the amount realized did not equal the amount
sale

due,

and

for the

balance

he was

still liable,

All

depends how

ever, in both cases, on the payment, or tender of payment,
in the
portant

time ﬁxed.

This our legislature found to be

with

a most

im

point, open to much litigation, and difﬁcult of ascertain
Regulation I. 1798.

ment.

They

therefore

XVII.

1806,

was subsequently passed, expressly

provident

and

enacted

1847.

and

injurious transfers of landed
n n D 2

Regulation

to prevent im

property, by forfei
373-74

Bhuwanee
Churn Mitr, 11.
ykiahen Min
and others.

J
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1847.

ture of mortgages

accompanied

with a conditional sale; and an

equitable provision was made for allowing
Bhuwanee
Churn Mitr, v.

within

and others.

tion, leave

Jykishen Mitr

right of

redemption,

year after notice issued out of Court by mortgagee.

one

When it is considered,

that such powers

to sell as that in

it perfectly discretional with the

his own time, and to sell to whomsoever
remain that the

can

a

mortgagee

he pleases,

ques~

to select

little doubt

transfers would, in this country, usually

in the language of our regulation, ‘improvident and
injurious,’ and consequently must be deemed as coming within

become,

the intent of our legislature.

Thus then the principle
that no conditional

Court of Justice.

a

In

proof of the validity of such sales as that in suit, under the

English
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the expiration of one year after issue of

to the mortgagor to redeem, through the instrumentality

notice

of

is, clearly,

estates shall be absolute

of mortgaged

sale

until

and unredeemable,

of our law of mortgage

three cases have been cited as conclusive,

law,

[Croft 0.
three no

Clay '0. Sharpe, and Corder 11. Morgan.] All
doubt settle incontestably the recognition of the validity of such
Powell,

sales : not

so,

however,

them, whether absolute

nature of the transfer conveyed by

the

In the two latter cases,
In both, the only point

or redeemable.

this point was not so much as mooted.
established
sale

was,

was not requisite.

of the transfer

of the mertgagor in the

that the participation
was

In

Croft

1:.

Powell, however,

the nature

essentially the subject matter of the suit;

and the decree given was that the transfer was redeemable
the decision was afﬁrmed,

in appeal,

The transaction was held to be in its nature a mortgage,
therefore redeemable,

: and

by the highest tribunal.

on the maxim—once a mortgage

and

always a

mortgage; and diﬂerent from mere trusts to sell, Without any one
to redeem.
English

Hence,

I

suppose,

it may

be assumed that, under

law, the transfer is redeemable.

So

I

hold the sale to

be under our regulation law.

I

cannot ﬁnd aught in our regulations to invalidate the sale or

the conditional power to sell

;

but as in the case of a conditional

to the mortgagee, the transfer under it cannot become abso
lute until the prescribed notice has been carried into effect.
In
sale

like manner,

under English law, as appears from the decision in
1;. Powell, the transfer remains redeemable
until

the case of Croft

the lapse of the legal period of twenty years.
374-75

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

I

concur with my colleagues

therefore

pass, dismissing the

As, however,

claim.

same conclusion through

a

in the judgment they

I

come to the

have

different process of reasoning

I

which they have pursued,

445

have deemed

it incumbent

to that

Bhuwanee

Churn Mitr, 1'.
Jykishen Mitr
and others.

on me to

record my course.

AMEER HOSEIN

1847.
,___

NOOROODEEN, Plaintifls,

and

versus

ABDOOL WAHAB

THIS

July

and others, Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the plaintiffs for the

of a special appeal from the decision of the Third Prin

admission

cipal Sudder Ameeu of Zillah
November 1845,

Chittagong, under date the 12th

reversing that of the Moonsiﬂ' of Chittagong,

dated the 29th January

1845.

The application was granted by the Court

Mr. C,

(present
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Tucker) on the following grounds.

In this
cannies

and

2

of land

cowries

3

originally for
and, on the 25th

petitioners sued

case the
and

gundahs,

;

9 cannies,

July

9

1827, 5

in that

gundahs were decreed to the defendants

suit, with liberty to the plaintiffs to bring a fresh suit for the re

via

mainder,

4. cannies,

The decision
1836 ; appeals

July

of
and

and

was

because

ﬁrst decision,

This

is

suit quoad
limitation

and

suit

reviews

till 4th April
of judgment,

for the 4 cannies,

7

gun

of land was instituted on the 16th September
in appeal, by the Principal Sudder

was not brought within twelve years from the

of the 25th

ilicorreet.
these

appeals,

thrown out,

it

'

3 cowries.

1827 did not become ﬁnal

The present

dahs, and 3 cowries
1843,

gundahs, and

special

having intervened.

Ameen,

7

4

July

1827.

The ﬁrst decision must be taken as
cannies,

7

gundahs, and 3 cowries

a non

3 and the

law will be counted from the original cause of action,

deducting the period the original suit was pending in the Courts.

I

therefore

admit the special appeal, and, cancelling the decision
Sudder Ameen, remand the proceedings for re

of the Principal

trial on the above indicated principle.

375-76

In

26.

calculat

ing the period
limitation
of
in the case of
a. claim once
a
nonsuited,
d e d u 0 ti 0 n
shouldbemade
of the time it
was pending in
the Courts.
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COLLECTOR

1847.

0F DINAGEPORE,

Appellant,

'UCI‘JW

July

MUHA MYE DEBBEA, Respondent.

31.

THE

The farmer
of

following is the decree passed in the case by the presid

an estate
Hawkins
u n d e r
the ing Judges, Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.
C o u r t
of
This case was admitted to special appeal on the 3rd March
\Vards was de
bited with the
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles
of
expenses
collection by a Tucker :—
‘
surberakarem~
this case the plaintiff stated that her son, Hurry Suukur
ployed during
part of a year Chuckurbuttee, engaged with the Collector of Dinagepore for the
before the far~
farm of an estate of a minor under the Court of Wards, for seven
mer
entered
upon
posses
years from 1242 to 1248 B. S., but, pending the conﬁrmation of
sion.

J.

In

the

who

Commissioner, a surberakar was deputed to collect the rents,
was

which

so employed
he

period

from Kartick to Phalgoon 1242, during

collected rupees
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ment of the surberakar’s accounts,
her son,

the Collector

ll ,569-13-10;

that on adjust

when making over the farm to

from the above amount rupees
1,577-12-15, of which rupees 674-4-16 was on account of mofussil
or dehatee expenses, and the remainder, or rupees 963-8, on
deducted

account of the surbcrakar’s wages and establishment, and allowed
her son credit for the residue only, viz. 9,992-0-14 ; that her son
having died, and she being his heir, and objecting to the deduc
tion of the sum of rupees 963-8, from the collection made by the
surberakar, entered the present suit for the recovery of the same
with interest.

‘The Principal

Sudder Ameen, on the 28th November 1843,
for
the
plaintiff, but ordering the defendant, the Collec
decreed.
tor, to pay the amount from the minor’s funds in his hands.
The Judge upheld this decision on the 2lst August 1844.

‘The

is urged on the grounds, that, on such
custom to charge the total expended against
the collections ; that there is always a sadder establishment
distinct and separate from the
mofuss-il or deltatee ; that the sum
special

occasions,

objected

it

appeal

is the

to was for the former, and that the sum total does not

exceed 13 per cent. on the collections.
‘

I

The case is a novel one; and, as far as my
experience goes,
to think that the special appellant is
correctrat

am inclined

all events, it is a case of importance calling, fora judicial
decision

and

I

admit-

the

376-77

spccial

appeal

to try to what extent,

in such

;

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
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collections may be charged with expenses against

eases, the

1847.

the

farmer.’

By

Court, present Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.

the

Hawkins.

Muha

Under the circumstances of this case, as set forth in the above
we are of opinion that the farmer was

certiﬁcate,

with the

able

In

tot/.11 expense

the present

the amount

incurred, sadder

justly

and

of
v.

Mye

Debbea.

charge

in

mofussil,

collections, such expenses being fair and reasonable.

the

making

Collector
Dinagepore,

case, the expenses

realized

do not exceed 13 per cent.

on

considering that a fair charge, we decree

; and

for the appellant, reversing the decree of the lower Court, with
all costs payable by the respondent.

SH AMA MOIIUN BOSE, Appellant,

1847.
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versus

RAMNARAIN MOOKERJEE

and others,

August 7.

Respondents.

THIS

case came before

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

in the

of an application for the admission of a special appeal, on
the part of the plaintiff, from a decision passed by the Additional
form

1814,

llth

Sudder Ameen

January

of that year.

The application was granted

on the 26th August 1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded
by Mr. Tucker

“In
beegahs

:—

this case the plaintiff sued to recover possession of four
of land, of which, he asserted, the defendants

possessed him. In the course of the proceedings

had dis_

before the Moon

the principal defendant,
Ramnarain Mookerjee, moved the
Court to discharge four of the defendants, who, he asserted, had

siﬁ',

nothing to do with the case, and had been made defendants
posely
nesses.

fendant, with
out consent of
_ dis~
cer~
tain co-defend
ants, who were
then converted
into witnesses
for the defence,
held to vitiate
the
proceed
which
ings,
were quashed
and case re
manded to be
decided aspro
ferred.

of Hooghly, dated the 21st November plaintiff,
a
decree
passed by the Moonsiﬁ‘ of Rajapore on charging
afﬁrming

Principal
the

Compliance

with the mo
tion of a de

to deprive him of the advantage
This

was

done,

the men so discharged

narain Mookeljee,

without permission of the plaintiff, and

were then summoned

and

pur

of their evidence as wit

examined

plaintiff’s case was dismissed

as witnesses by Ram

on his behalf; and ﬁnally, the

by the Moonsiff,

and aﬁirmed,

appeal,

by the Additional Principal Sudder Ameen.

appeal

is applied for on these grounds ,' and on these grounds

in

The special
377-78

I

admit

Shams Mo
hun Bone, 11.

R

a n:

narain

Mookerjeeaucl
others.

considering the proceedings to be entirely and thorough
\‘itiated by the conduct of the Moonsiﬁ' as above set forth."
(By the Court, Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins

:)

ly

1847.

it,

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
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We are of opinion that the facts, stated in the above certiﬁ
cate, vitiate the proceedings ab initio.
Annulling therefore the
decisions
of both the lower Courts, we remand the proceedings,
and direct that the Moonsifi‘ will proceed against all the defen
dants in the case.

KALI DAS NEOGEE,

1847.

Plaintiff,

versus

of a special

from

appeal

the decision of Mr. C. Mac

kay, Principal Sudder Ameen of Mymensingh, under date the
15th December
1846, reversing the decrees of Cazee Ousaf Ali,
Sudder Ameen of the same district, dated respectively the 15th

June

1844 and 16th

1845.

The application was granted by the Court (present Mr.

J.

July

A.

F.

Hawkins) on the following grounds,
The plaintiff,

Zemindar, instituted two separate actions against

the defendants—the

one to establish his right to assess Mouzah
;

Beerbasinda and other lands
enhanced

to which he

rates,

The defendants

1812.

The

the

other to recover

pleaded

rents at

himself entitled, having

declared

to the provisions of Sections

conformed

and 10, Regulation V.

a mocurruree tenure.

for the plaintiff in both

Sudder Ameen gave judgment

cases.

Sudder Ameen reversed

and dismissed

as

&c.,

was

ﬁled,

In

the

Sudder Ameen’s

the course of his judg

that the

appears

talook Beer

in reality granted to Manik Mala Chowdhrain

talook,

separate

kubnleh

to me

plaints.

dated

on

jumma of rupees 17-12-2,

the 24th Aghun

1184

as per

Pergunatee

;

basinda,

‘

ment he observes:

the

it

Principal

a

The
decisions

a

and

I

it

unless clear proof to the contrary be adduced by plaintiff (which
would allow
so to stand.’
do not see in this case,)
consider that the

altogether upon
grounds

a

VIII.

Defendants.

was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the

case

admission

and others,

9

probe-Adi
e x e m p tion
from enhanced
rates, claimed
by a talookdar
not
of the
nature speeiﬁ~
ed in Section
51, Regulation
1793,
rests withhim.

THIS

a

onus
of

I
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The

DYANATH RAEE

10.

I

August

Principal

of his judgment.

378-79

Sudder Ameen has proceeded

wrong principle, in the foregoing record of the
By Section 51, Regulation

VIII.

'

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWhUT.
the

1793,

increase

ascertained

and holding their talooks at a

In other

rent.

In

ﬁxed rent.

of the

1793,

it

cases, the proof rests with the

who must prove the right to hold at a

party claiming exemption,
dars

__

Zemindar is required to prove his right to demand an
from dependent Talookdars, recognized as such at the

period of the decennial settlement,
ﬁxed

449

the present case, the defendants,

N

Kali

Dss

e o g e e, v.
Dyanath Race
and others.

not being Talook

in Section 51, Regulation

nature speciﬁed

1847.

VIII.

is for them to prove their mocurruree tenure ; and the

dismissal of the plaintiff's claims, because he has failed to prove,
to the Principal Sudder Ameon’s satisfaction, his right to enhance,
The plaintiff’s right in such cases follows upon the

is irregular.

failure of proof.

defendants’

I

Sudder Ameen,

Principal
novo

de

admit both appeals, and remand

therefore

;

and

will

who

the cases to the

proceed to investigate them

should he be of opinion that the defendants

suc
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ceed in proving their mocurruree tenure, he will record at length
the reasons of his judgment on that particular point.

F YAZ

MOHUMMUD

and others, Plaintiffs,

1847.

versus

SUZEENA BEEBEE

THIS

for

case was heard on the application of the defendants

of a special appeal from the decision of the Princi

the admission
\

August 11.‘

and others, Defendants.

pal Sudder Ameen of Sylhet, under date the 3d November 1846,

that

afﬁrming

of the Moonsiﬂ" of Parcool, dated the 28th

July

1845.
.

The application

was

by the Court (present Sir R.

granted

Barlow) on the following grounds.
The plaintiffs, in Maugh 1249 B. S-, bought a talook No. 34,
Jehan Khan, at a sale for Government revenue, and then sold it
to Nufeeza Banoo,

and, with her, sue for possession

according to

certain village papers ﬁled on their part. Defendants, Hyat and
Nehar, plead that No. 34 is waste land, made over to them by
the

Government

notice

was

served

oﬂicers.
on

The

an ameeu,

local investigation

deputed

to make

absence,

measured certain lands comprised

1,

a

Suzeena,

defendant,

her; that

;

pleads

no

Kishen Churn, was

and that he, in her
in her talooks, Nos.

36, and 37, for which she had engaged with Government after

resumption.

On

this,

another ameen,
r: a a

Snroop Chunder Dhur,
379

In a suit for
of
possession
giving
lands,
rise
to
the
of
question
boundaries,tho
latter should
be ascertained
before
judg~
ment is enter
ed,and not left,
as in the pre~
sent instance,
for after deter
mination.Case,
remandedto be
disposed of acs
cordingly.

C'ASES IN

450
1‘8".

was

deputed,

the

possession

THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

who

lands in talook No. 34 were in

the

reported

of one Juneeda Bibi.

The Moonsiﬁ‘ rejected the

Mohummml reports of both the ameens, and decreed in favor of the plaintiﬁ's,
Fyaz & others,
1,. s u z e e n a relying on the village papers.
Beebee
and
The Principal Sudder Ameen affirmed this decision. The

others.

Moonsiﬁ‘,

by consent

of the wukeels of both parties, proposed to

boundaries of the said talook, No. 34, in execution

the

deﬁne

of

The Principal Sudder Ameen held that the mouzawaree

decree.

village papers sufﬁced, and decreed accordingly.
After

calling

for the record

of this case, the Court ﬁnd that

boundaries

of the talook No. 34, are no where laid down by

the plaintiffs.

They have not ﬁled the Collector’s deed of sale.

the

is

The village papers, relied on by the Principal Sudder Ameen, do
not shew the limits of the talook; neither
there any speciﬁca
tion of them in the plaint.

it

The defendants are equally in default

of their

talooks.

Under these circum

quite unaccountable that the lower Courts should

decreed in the plaintiﬁ's'

favor on such defective

data.

case must be returned to the Moonsiff for re-investigation.

The
He

call upon the plaintiffs to lay down their claim distinctly,

.must

proof as they may adduce in support of it. He
To defer the ascertainment
will then dispose of
on its merits.
of the boundaries of the land claimed, till the execution of the
take

such

was

decree,
the

practice

of this Court,

manifestly absurd, and such a course
of the Courts.

opposed to

Let the case be brought on the ﬁle

and returned as above for the purpose

RAMLOCHUN

1847.

is

it

and

indicated.

GOH, Appellant,

versus
August 11.

GOOROO

PURSHAD

GOH

and others, Respondents.

THIS

r

u
d

:1.

a

a

Caseremand
case was originally instituted in Zillah Dacca on the 9th
ed, as Court of
ﬁrst
instance May 1842, and came before the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut in the
( Moonsiﬁ') had
form of an application for the admission of special appeal, on
made some of
the defendants the part of the plaintiff, from
decision passed by the Principal
in
witnesses
t h e c us e. Sudder Ameen of Furreedpcre, dated the 18th May 1844, aﬂirm
to be
Course
ing a decree passed by the Moonsiﬁ‘ of Bangs, dated the 12th
pursued when
parties are in~ September
preceding.
eluded as de~
The application was granted on the 2lst June 1845 by Mr.
fendauts
for
a
u lent
Reid, who recorded the following certiﬁcate.
purposes.

f
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stances,
have

is

to deﬁning the limits

as

380

_

46

Purshad Goh and eleven other per
anuas of the talook of Ram Deb Mitr.

1847.

‘

The plaintiff sued Gooroo

sons

of

for possession

The Moonsiff,

3%

from among the defendants

after expunging

Gooroo Purshad Goh, made some of them witnesses,
ed the claim of the plaintiff.

all but

and dismiss

The Principal Sudder Ameen con

I'.

IN THE SUDDER D‘EWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

Ramlochun
Goh, 1:.Gooroov
Purshad Gob
and others.

ﬁrmed this decision.

Civil Court had no authority
admit the appeal

I

witness.

defendant

into a

what effect this irregular

to try

of the Moonsiﬁ' has in the case, as by their evidence

proceeding
a

to convert

a

a

‘This Court, on the 8th February 1844, in the case of Giant
Chundur Podar c. Chundur Kullah and others, determined that

deed of butwarra has been proved,

which the Principal Sudder

Ameen cites as proof that the plaintiff and- defendant

were not in

:

is

joint family partnership. The butwarra. deed itself also
open
its validity should be considered in the special sp
to suspicion
peal.‘

Jackson,

Dick,

(Messrs.

that the Mocnsiﬂ' should have

opinion

Hawkins) were of
nonsuited the plaintiff,

and-

in his opinion, the plaintiff had made any person or persons
with the fraudulent intent of preventing their becom

if,

defendants

ing witnesses

in the case.

the Moonsiﬂ'

to

act

injunction contained

They therefore remanded

the suit for

accordingly, and, in future, to observe the
in the Circular Order of the 13th September

1843, not to interfere with the parties

CHEDEE SINGH,

in the suit before him.

Appellant,

1847.

SINGH,\

ugust

2.

1

HONOOMAN SINGH and GOORDIAL

A

oersus

Respondents.

THIS

was

a

suit instituted in Zillah Tirhoot, on the 21st April

1843, by the plaintiffs as farmers,

against

the defendant,

for rent

due on 45 beegahs of land stated to have been cultivated by him
on Movies

The

(viz. the division of the produce between the
F. S., inclusive.

terms,

and tenant) for the years 1246 to 1250

zemindar

value of the crop, which should have fallen to the farmers’
share, was estimated at Sicca. rupees 1,160-2-6, with

(plaintiﬁ‘s’)

thereon

Sicca

rupees

326-1,

together Sicca

rupees

Claims
by
two
indivi
duals for ur
rears of rent,
each
holding
under separate
en'
farming
gagements dis

tinct portions
of land in the
same village,

prefer
being
red in one suit
order of non
as they
suit,

:

interest

or Company's

rupees 1,528-11-6_

The plaintiffs were

2

moiety of the village in which the lands were
r;
r:

of only

s

1,433-3-6,
farmers

a
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The Court

380-81

1847.

and the above

situated;

would have

defendant
should
have
sued separate~

ly.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

452

claim was only a moiety of what the

been

liable to, on the entire 45

which would have given an average of nearly 10 rupees a
The defendant
of distinct
people ;

shares,

as the plaintiffs held two distinct leases

granted on different dates

that he had become, by purchase,
in question

cultivated the lands

the rate of 8 dnnas per

being

beegah,

that purport granted

to

in the proper

1% anna

on bhaolee

; that he had
terms, but at

that which prevailed for

lands cultivated by the proprietors themselves
a pottah

and by different

a sharer

ty farmed by the plaintiffs to the extent of
never

beegak.

that the suit was improperly brought

objected

joint suit, inasmuch

as a

beegnhs,

that he held

; and

by Mirza Asghur Hosein and

proprietors of {Eths of the ngths farmed by the plaintiffs,
and of date anterior to that of their farming lease.
others,

of the above was proved,

The whole

Principal Sudder Ameen,
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ber 1843,
not

decreed

obtained

a pottak

An application for
as those

Mr.

Tucker,

I

on

on the 15th Septem

from the plaintiffs.
special

in defence

urged

certiﬁcate
‘

who, nevertheless,

in full against the defendant,

by the Judge on the 14th December

aﬂirmed

admitted by the

and

the

appeal,

because he had

This

decision was

1844.

on much the same grounds

in the lower Courts, was granted by

26th August

1846,

under the following

'

:—-

admit this special appeal on two grounds :—First.

That the

plaintiﬂ‘s

should have entered separate suits against the defendant,

and

result

the

shews

the

necessity

for it.

The plaintiffs farm

{oths in two leases of {Eths each, granted by the respective pro
prietors. The defendant holds a pottah from the proprietors of
one of the T‘Uth shares, which protects him against any enhanced
demand from the farmers of that share, whilst, as to the other
T‘ath
appeal

he holds

share,

against

the

no

lease.

Secomlly.

I

admit a special

rejection by the lower Courts of the poltah

held by the defendant

from Mirza Asghur Hosein and others,

proprietors of T‘Uths of the lands, which, being of a date prior to
that of the farming lease granted by the same persons, could not
be revoked

by the farmers of that share, and was therefore, to

that extent, good.’
The case was heard by Mr. Rattray, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.
Jackson, who recorded the following judgment.

‘It

appears
381-82

that the respondent,

Honooman Singh, holds

a 4

CASES
annas’

share

holds

of the village in farm from Asghur Hosein, under a

F.,

dated 21st Pace 1246

a. lease

joint suit for

brought

a

obtained

a decree

the

and that these two farmers have

under abhaolee tenure, and have

rent,

1847.

C h e d e e
Singh, 0. Ho
nooman Singh
and another.

in the lower Courts against the appellant.

‘We ﬁnd that no document
shewing

453

19th Poos 1246 F., and that Goordial Singh, respon
a 4 annas’ share in farm from Ahmud Hosein, under

lease dated
dent,

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

has been ﬁled by the respondents

appellant to have rendered himself liable to a pay
; their interests must, consequently,

of rent to them jointly

ment

to

be held

be

distinct and separate, and their claims should

in separate suits.

preferred

of the lower Courts,

and

be

We accordingly reverse the decrees
an order of nonsuit, with costs,

pass

against the respondents.
‘

Having disposed of the case under the ﬁrst count recorded

the certiﬁcate of appeal,

we do not deem

it

necessary

in

to enter
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upon the question proponnded in the second oount.’

\VATSON

and

__

CO., Plaintiﬁ's,

1847.

versus

PURSUNNONATH RAE

SUNKUREE DASSEA,

and

August

16.

Defendants.

THIS

case was heard on the application of the plaintiffs for the

Rajshahye,
of the

a special

Principal

appeal

Sudder Ameen of the same district, dated the

27th February 1846.

The application

was granted by

the Court

(present

Sir R.

Barlow) on the following grounds.
The plaintiffs, on the ﬁrst January 1845, sued the defendants
for amount
other
curred
nath
9th

lent on bond to Sunkuree Dassea, the mother of the

defendant,

for the purpose

of defraying the expenses in

in the funeral obsequies of her deceased husband, Praun~
Rae.

July

The bond

being for 1,500 Sicca rupees,

is dated the

1828 ; and plaintiffs sue for interest equal to amount of

principal,

laying their action at Sicca rupees

Company’s

The defendants

the

Construction

from the decision of the Judge of No. 8l3 only
refers to a mis
under date the 27th November 1846, afﬁrming that cellaneous ap

of

admission

rupees.

statute of limitations;

deny

the

3,000,

or 3,200

bond, and plead

and Sunkuree Dassea further denies

(she admitted before the Collector) that she had borrowed
Alfred Betts any money on account of funeral expenses.
382-83

from

plication

by a

plaintiff pre
ferringaelaim,

and not to the
admission of a
claim by a de
fondant.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.
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1847.

The

plaintiffs’
Watson and
Co., v. Pursun
nonath
Rae
and another.

within

claim, on the ground that the plaint

the period

by law

prescribed

;

July

The

1833.

Judge

also

refers

was not ﬁled

in support of their

and,

quote the Construction of this Court,

proceedings,

24th

Sudder Ameeu and the Judge threw out the

Principal

to

N o.

813, dated

decisions

of this

Court, as will be seen in his decisions at page 39 of Zillah Deci
sions for November last.
As to the Construction No. 813, it only goes so far as to rule
that a miscellaneous
in

the

meaning

application is not a preferring a claim with

of Section 14, Regulation

plies to the plaintif in a

III.

of 1793, and ap

The provisions, however, of the

cause.

last quoted law, distinctly set forth that the Courts are prohibited

if

hearing, the, any suit whatever,

the cause of action shall have

arisen twelve years before any suit shall have been commenced,
unless the

&c.,

had admitted

the

complainant can show, &c., that the defendant
truth of the demand.
In this case, the widow of
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the deceased Zemindar, Sunkuree Dassea, when called upon by
the Collector

on the

15th

September

1835,

admitted she had

borrowed the sum stated from Alfred Betta, for the purposes set
forth. The Judge records there can be no doubt the bond was
to Alfred Betts, and the endorsement

given by Sunkuree Dassea

of the same, to Messrs.

or assignment

over,

Watson and Co.,

all to have been regular; but adds, their laches bar their

appear

claim under the bond.

It will

be seen from the above abstract that the Courts have

altogether omitted to investigate the very material points in this
ﬁrst,

case,

whether Sunkuree

Collector

the

that

she

account of funeral expenses
ed

was

disbursed,

Dassea

borrowed
; second,

did, in fact, admit before

money

from Alfred Betts on

whether the sum so borrow

as stated, in the funeral expenses of her hus

band.

On these two points the Courts are bound to record their judg
ment.

If it

be proved

that Sunkuree Dassea admitted the her

rowing of the sum sued for, before the Collector, the operation of
If, also, it be shown that
the law of limitation is at once barred.
was disbursed in the obsequies

the amount borrowed
band, the

of her hus

expenditure of a sum for such a purpose is recognized
But both the Principal Sudder Ameeu and Judge

by the Courts.
have

made

the 9th

July

from which the period
383-84

1828,—the date of the bond—the date

of twelve years should run, without pro

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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integrity, or otherwise of the admission, which
would bar the operation of Section 14, Regulation III. of 1793.
The case must be returned to the Principal Sudder Ameen for
Costs to be charged when the case is
a decision on its merits.
on the

nonncing

ﬁnally disposed of.

HURREE MOHUN DAS

m7.

'

Watson and
Co., uPnrsun
Rae
nonath
and another.

1847.

and others, Appellants,

versus

PRAN KISHEN RAE,
THIS

was a special appeal from a decision

Judge

tional

of Zillah

August 18.

Respondent.

24-Pergunnahs

passed by the Addi

9th April 1845,

on the

a decree passed by the Collector of that Zillah on the

conﬁrming

16th March 1842.

The Court (Messrs. Dick, Jackson, and Hawkins) passed judg
ment as follows.
case was admitted to
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This

special

appeal,

July

on the 26th

1845, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs. Tucker,
Reid, and Barlow.
‘

The plaintiff

from

in this case sued the defendants

them for 15 beegahs

The defendants

and

5 ibiswas

rent

to receive

of land in Belgochea.

resisted the claim, pleading that the Z'emindar

of

being (1202 B. S.) granted their ancestors a perpetual
of the lands free of rent, and that they dug a tank thereon.

the time
lease

to the Collector, under Regulation

The case was referred

who decreed for resumption.

II.

1819,

The Judge aﬁirmed the Collector’s

decision, with reference to the date of the grant.
‘

The application for a special appeal is grounded

that

lakhiraj ; that they
ment

on the fact

lands are not what is usually understood by the term

the

are malgoozaree

lands, on which the assess

of the Government revenue has been ﬁxed

the permanent
any lease

settlement,

he pleased,

that, after

; and

the Zemindar was competent

to grant

and on any terms ; and that the plaintiff,

being a. purchaser by private

sale

from the Zemindar, was not

competent to annul his lease.

‘The
case,
lease

special

appeal

is granted, because the real issue in this

viz., whether or not the plaintiff is competent to set aside the
of a former Zemindar, he (the plaintiff) being only a pur

chaser by private sale, has never been tried.’

0n hearing the pleaders of respondent,

we learnt that, although
384-85

Held

that

under the cir
a
cumstances
had
zemindar
not power to
c a n 0 e1 t h e
a
of
grant
small
speciﬁc
portion of land
for
rent-free,
the
express
purpose of dig
ging a tank for
the beneﬁt of
the village.
Certiﬁcates
admitting spe
cial
appeals
r e q u i r in g

amendment,

to be amended
by the decid
ing Judges.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
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1847.

he was a private purchaser,

auction for arrears
Hurree Mo
hun Das and
others, 11.Pran
Kissen Rae.

appellants, and
chaser’s heirs.

still

subsequent

the zemindaree

had been sold at

to the date of the sunnud to the

by respondent from the auction pur
\Ve further ascertained that the former Zemindar
purchased

granted certain speciﬁed biggahs of land to appellants,

rentpfree,

for the express purpose of digging a tank to supply water for the
use of the villagers, of which there was much need.
the certiﬁcate required amendment

circumstances,

Under these
: and the ques

tion, as to whether the Judge who admitted the special appeal,
or the Court before whom the case came for trial, was the proper
to amend,

authority

that the

decided

whom

was

the case was pending for

was the authority indicated in the law,

decision,

We

Court,

before

It

to the Court at large.

was referred

therefore

amend

the

certiﬁcate, to the

effect

that the

special appeal is admitted to try whether any Zemindar, whether

auction purchaser or private purchaser,

has

power

to cancels.
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grant of a small speciﬁc portion of land rent-free, for the express
of digging a tank for the beneﬁt of the villagers.

purpose

We are of opinion that, under Section 8, Regulation
such a grant, though rent-free, cannot be cancelled

1793,

subsequent

proprietor.

Courts be reversed,

Ordered,

XLIV.
by any

that the decision of the lower

and the plaintiff’s claim dismissed,

with full

costs of all Courts.

1847.

SUNKURREE DASSEA,
'versus

August 19.

PERTAB CHUNDER RAE
In

an appeal
a judg
from
ment of non
suit, an Appel

late

Court

deteh
should
mine the pro
priety or other
of such
wise
an order and
n o t d ec i do
upon the me
r i ts o f th e
which
claim,
the
involves
of
assumption
original juris~
diction.

Plaintiff,

THIS

case was heard on the application of the defendant, Per

tab Chunder Rae,
decision

and others, Defendants.

for the admission

of

a special

appeal from the

of Mr. Reily, Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, under

date the 26th March 1847, reversing that of Gopeckishen Banexjea,

Moonsiff of Nyaserai, dated the 31st August 1846.
The application was granted by the Court (present Mr.

J.

A

F. Hawkins) on the following grounds.
The plaintiff sued the defendants for arrears of rent, but was
nonsuitcd by the Moonsiﬁ‘ for certain irregularities in his plaint.
On appeal,

the

Principal Sudder Ameen went into the merits of

the case, and gave judgment for the plaintiﬂ.

As Clause
385-86

2, Section

27',

Regulation

XXIII.

1814, has been

CASES
repealed

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
Section

by

XXIX.

Act

3,

1841,

457

the proper course-for

1847.

plaintiff to have adopted would have been a summary appeal
from the order of nonsuit 5 and, the proper course for the Principal
the

Sudder Ameen

to

have

with reference

taken,

to the Circular

Order, No. 46, dated 23d August 1839, and the constant practice
of the Courts, would have been to remand the case to the Moonsifl'
for investigation on its merits, if he considered
suit improper.

I

admit

the

Sudder Ameen,

appeal,

and

will

who

of the order of nonsuit.

remand

If he

the order of non

the case to the

consider

BYJ N ATH‘ SEIN,

Principal

the order improper, he
for judgment upon the

Plaintiff,

1847.
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versus

GOPEE KAUNTH RAE

and others, Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the

August 19.

plaintiff for

the

admission

of

Principal

Sudder Ameen of Mymensingh, under'date the 18th
1847 , afﬁrming that of Ameerooddeen Khan, Sudder

February

a special

appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay,

Ameen of the same district, dated the 236. December

1845.

The application was granted by the Court (present
Mr.
F. Hawkins) on the following grounds.
The plaintiff,

J.

A.

who is auction purchaser of

an' estate, sold for
sued the defendants for rent of
certain lands, alleged by him to be
included in his purchase.
The defendants
repelled the claim, alleging that the lands held

arrears

of revenue,

S u n k uree
Dassea, v.Per
tab
Chunder
Rae 8! others.

decide upon the propriety or otherwise

will remand. the case to the Moonsiif
merits;

THIS

~—

originally

by them were their own property, and
altogether independent of
the estate purchased by the plaintiff.
The case was nonsuited';
and the plaintiff then brought the
present action to establish his
right to the lands.
The Sudder Ameen dismissed his claim ; and
from his judgment the plaintiff appealed.
After the date of
judgment, however, of the Court of ﬁrst instance, the
record was
destroyed by ﬁre, which burnt down the Sudder
Ameeu’s kut
The Principal Sudder Ameen then sent for
cherry.
the record
of the case of nonsuit, and some other
proceedings of the Courts
and, after receiving some documents from the
defendants,
the case, conﬁrming the judgment of
the lower Court.

rrr

;

decided

386

The original
recordofacase
appealed' had
beendestroyed
by ﬁre: what
the Appellate
Court
should=
have done un~
derthecireum
stances.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.
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_B

yi

the Principal Sudder Ameen

The papers having been destroyed,

1347-

_—

“th

Eigfgc‘ii‘iz
and “mm

called upon the parties to ﬁle such evidence

should have

might possess or be able to procure

well

; as

as

as they

to state whether

they wished the witnesses, whose depositions had been taken by
It was his duty to do
the Sudder Ameen, to be re-examined.
every thing in his power to supply what had been destroyed ; and
as many of the documents

were copies procured from the public

oﬁices, this might have been done to a considerable

sidering his investigation

to

I

be incomplete,

extent.

admit the appeal,

the case for further enquiry in the manner

and remand

Con

above in

dicated.

RAMDHUN MAJOOLEA

1841

-—————

J YERAM

August 21,

21511;“:

Respondent.

a case

was

afﬁrming

1845,

decree

Moonsiﬁ‘ of Samuntee,

by the

passed

re- dated 3d October 1844, in which the following decree was passed
by the presiding Judges, Mr. Tucker, Sir R- Barlow, and Mr.

Hawkins.

This

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 12th January

under

1847,

following

the

certiﬁcate

recorded

by Mr.

0.

The plaintiﬁ‘ in this case, having on

1

eight

pleaded

to

rupees

the

I

more,

assigned.

plaintiff

the

plea

therefore

7

the original suit he

the defendants

having brought his ﬁrst suit on
as the annual produce,

was

disregarded

to

for six years, and

Notwithstanding

54-2-3.

that the plaintiff,

valuation of eight annas
demand

(9

The wasilat now decreed

annas.

amounts

In

biswas, and stated the annual produce

10

beegah,

a

period he was out of possession.

for the
be

biswas,
chittacks)
instituted the present suit for the wasilat

could not new

in toto, without reason

admit the special appeal, considering that

must be bound by his original valuation, and

is

against the defendants,
claimed

former occasion obtain

for a small quantity of land

decree

is

ed

a

Tucker :—
‘

We are clearly of opinion that
and

cannot
387

recover

plaintiff

more than he sues for.

is

entitled to no higher sum as wasilat.’
a.

claimed,
duced'

CHATTERJEA,

of special appeal from a decision passed by
the Principal Sudder Ameen of East Burdwan, dated 17th April

a

31°?ngth

THIS

a

award

l'lhl“;
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The

and others, Appellants,

menu:

bound by his plaint,

We therefore amend

IN THE SUDDER. DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES
the decisions

459

of the lower Courts, and award wasilat at the rate

of 8 some per annum on 1 beegah and 10 biswas, on the quanti

Ramdhuu
v.
Majoolea.
Jyeram Chat~
terjea.

ty of land decreed.

KHOSALEE BISWAS,

Plaintiff,

1847.

oerm

SHEIKH KUREEMOOLLAH

and others, Defendants.

TH IS case was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the
of a special

admission

appeal

from the decision of the Judge of

Zillah Purneah, under date the 24th April 1846, afﬁrming that
of the Sudder Ameen of the same district, dated the 18th Fo
bruary 1846.

granted by the Court (present

Mr. C.

Tucker) on the following grounds.
This was a suit to enhance the rent of an under-tenant,

under

The application
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notice

was

and to recover the amount balance

The Sudder Ameen dismissed
not

the

specify

previous

due on the jumma so ﬁxed.

the case, because the notice did

jumma

and

the quantity of lands on

which the enhanced jumma was calculated.

On appeal, the Judge

afﬁrmed

this decision of the Sudder Ameen ; adding, as a further

reason,

that there was a discrepancy between the plaint and the

notice.

As Section 9, Regulation V. 1812, does not require either the
former jumma or the quantity of lands to be stated in the notice,
but

the speciﬁc

simply

the Sudder Ameen’s
noticed

discrepancy
matter

in

issued,

and

issue.

is clearly beyond the law

;

whilst the

by the Judge does not in the least affect the
The point is, whether the notice really was

whether the defendants'

to enhancement
the

rent to which the tenant will be subject,

decision

rent was, or was not, liable

under the general regulations.

lower Courts being altogether incomplete,

The decisions of

I admit the

proceedings
tion

IX.

special

annulling the decrees of both Courts, remand the
under the provisions of Clause 2, Section 2, Regula
1831, and desire that the case may be tried dc nova on

appeal; and,

its merits.

r r

F 2

387-88

The lower
Courtsdismiss
ed a suit for
e n h a n ced
rents, on the
that
ground
the prior no~
tice of demand
per Section 9,
Reg. V. 1812,

didnotcontaiu

under provisions of Section 9, Regulation V. 1812,

issued

August 31.

the

previous

jumma,

nor

the quantity of
lands onwhich
the
increase
was demand
but as
able,
such
parti~
eulars are not
required to be
their
stated,
decisions
re~
and
versed,
case remand‘
ed.
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FUKEEROODDEEN MOHUMMUD,

1847.

Appellant,

versus
September 1.

A

judgment
of the lower
Court founded
on fourdistinct
reasons,
the
last based on
thefacts of the

case,willstand
in special ap

peal irrespec~
tive
of
any
opinionformed
as to the ﬁrst
three reasons,
reasons
such
not being in

themselves

snﬂicient
over-rule
judgment.

to

the

'BUGWUTTEE

IN

DASSEA

and others, Respondents.

this case, which was instituted in Zillah Itajshahye on the

1842, the appellant’s
application for a special
from
the decision of the Judge, dated the 20th April 1844,
appeal
12th

February

decree of the Sudder Ameen,

the

reversing

was granted by

preceding,

Mr. Tucker,

dated the 21st

April

June

1845,

on the 24th

under the.following certiﬁcate :—
‘

This suit was instituted to register the name of the plaintiff
of

as proprietor
also

share

1 anna, 5 gundahs

of _j0te Mulanchee, alleged

of turf Mulanchcc

by him to have been purchased

and their ancestors in the name of Kumul

from the defendants

He, the plaintiﬁ‘, obtained

Lochun Nundee.

and

.a decree

from the

Sudder Ameen, which, on appeal, was reversed by the Judge
three out of the four reasons assigned

; and

seem to me contrary to law

The ﬁrst reason assigned by the
that the transaction
benamee or furzee.
know of

I

is

is,

Judge

no law which prohibits private purchases

being made in the name

or names of third parties, and the custom

may

be said

to

be

The second reason assigned is, that the present

almost universal.

suit has been instituted upwards of twelve years after an ikrar
ing to the record of Kumul Lochun

by the defendants,

N undec

consent

as proprietor.

1

by the plaintiff, as executed

produced

am

of opinion that the statute of limitations does not apply to such
question;

because

the

right of property established

will always

it

the right to have the proprietor’s name registered as
carry with
such in the Collector’s ofﬁce; and the registration of name would

not be ordered

by

the

Judge is, that

amongst

purchase

was

I

being dead, the plaintiff included

defendants;

and

they pleaded that the

made by the plaintiff's father.

to recognize

know not.

the

this:

therefore

on

admit

what grounds,

But the Judge

re

or by what right,

I

Kumul Lochun

his heirs

above

assigned

nothing to show that Kumul Lochun N undee was not the

real purchaser.

fused

Court unless the proprietary right were

the

a

there

by

The third reason

established.
is
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and the practice of the Courts.

special appeal to try whether the

three reasons, assigned for dismissing the plaintiff’s claim,

are not contrary to law and the practice of the Courts.’

The appeal

was afterwards

heard

by Messrs.

and Hawkins, who passed the following judgment.
388-89

Dick, Jackson,
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last

ﬁnd that the Judge gave four“ reasons for his judgment—the

on an examination of the evidence ﬁled, in short, on the

based

We therefore dismiss the special appeal,

JYESUNKER CHUN

Fukeerood~
deen Mohum
0. Bug
mud,
wuttee Dassea
and other».

respecting the ﬁrst three reasons.

opinion be formed

whatever

of the Judge must stand,

The decision

interfering with.

from

consequently, the Court are precluded

This,

facts of the case.

1847.

to the decision of the Zillah Judge,

The Court, on reference

with full costs.

D, Appellant, (Plaintiff, with another,)

1847.

and others,
'

Respondents, (Defendants)

IN

this case, which was instituted in Zillah Tipperah, on the

4th January 1844, the appellant’s application for a special appeal

of the Judge, dated the 22nd August 1844, re

from the decision

the decree of the Sudder Ameen, dated

versing

Mr. Tucker,
following certiﬁcate :—

1845, under the
‘

This

B. S., who is stated to have held

of the

4 aunas,

7

whole.

1 anna,

7 guudas

of the defendants,

guardian of the two minor sons of Buddeeooddeen,

' The

portion

four reasons assigned

as the

now deceased,

by the Zillah Judge were the following :—

Firrl.—Because the transaction
Second.—Beeause
Regulation

appeared

the sale to plaintiff.

and denied

II.

the

is benamee or furzee.

suit was instituted long after the period allowed by

1805 ; for though not for the right, it is for the registry

respondent's name, which is in fact to obtain

Third—Because

of the

a title to the property.

there is a want of title—there being nothing to show that

or his father, by purchase, gift, or assignment, had the title or
the respondent
‘
Kumul Lochun Nundee' made over to him before the death of the
right of
said ‘ Kumul Lochun Nundee.‘

Fourth—Because
port of the claim—one
signature

suspicion

attaches to three of the documents

being without

ﬁled in

sup

date, and the other two do not bear the

of any covenanted oﬂicer, nor do they appear to have been admitted

in any Court before.
1- That

closure

on the

in possession
by of the land, as
on the 21st Bhadoor thelaw(b‘ec.8,

,

one

heldthutitwas
not necessary
for the latter
to issue his
notice of fore~

2 cowries share of former though

gundas, 2 cowries share, taking the latter as a

‘Zummeerooddeen,

In a suit be
a pur~
tween
chaser and a
prior mortga»
was
gee,

alleged to have been purchased

from the proprietor, Buddeeooddeen,

1246

June of

by the plaintiff for the possession]L

suit was instituted

Pergunnah Dukyn-Shahpoor,
him

the 19th

on the 23rd December

of 1 anna share out of the 4 annas, 7 gundas,

is,
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the same year, was granted by

September

it

MOHUMMUD REZZA

ZUMMEEROODDEEN,

I.

versus

to establish his possession, against the right of the mortgagee.

389-90

Reg.

XVII.

1806) restricts
ed its service
on the ‘mort
or his
gagor
legal represen
and
tative,’
be~
purchaser
ing neither.
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‘

1847.

J

Mohummud

Chund,v.Zum

m e e r ooddeen
and others.

another defendant,

that a suit"

and

was

pleaded a prior mort

which he stated had been foreclosed;

from Buddeeooddeen,

gage
yesunker

Rezza,

then

pending in the Moonsiﬁ's Court for

possession.
‘

In

the

Courts of ﬁrst instance,

held, and the mortgagee’s
‘

On appeal,

the plaintiff’s claim was up

suit for posssession

to Mohummud Rezza

plaintiff and the previous mortgage

to the

dismissed.

Judge records his opinion that both the sale

the

were satisfactorily established; but he contends

that the plaintiff
lost his right of redemption, because he did not deposit the

had

amount due to the mortgagee
year from the

XVII.

This notice

1806.

within the prescribed

a

should have

notice

nevertheless

to

was issued

and though the Judge declared
that

period

of one

of the notice to foreclose under Regulation

issue

only;

Buddeeooddeen

such notice to be informal, and

been issued to the plaintiff also, he

the plaintiff's right of redemption forfeited,

declared
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inasmuch as, being cognizant of the issue of the notice to Bud
deeooddeen,

he ought to have tendered

to the mortgagee
so,

Judge

the

Moonsiﬁ‘,
‘

I

payment of the sum due

within the year of notice, and, not having done

reversed

the

decisions

of the Sudder Ameen and

and decreed in favor of the mortgagee.

consider this decision to be illegal, inasmuch as the plain.

tiff being in

possession

of the land mortgaged,

the mortgagee

I

should have issued the prescribed notice to him also.
the 2nd

consider

paragraph of the Construction No. 1140, to be in point,

and that, the notice not having been duly issued, the mortgagee
in his suit for possession should have been nonsuited.
the special appeal to

The

appeal

was

I

admit

try this point.’

afterwards heard

by Messrs. Dick, Jackson,

and Hawkins, whose judgment was to the following eﬂ‘ect :—
‘

This case and N o. 17, being both before the Court, we are of
law declares the notice shall be served

opinion that, as the
*

It

on the 13th September

had been instituted

Monuuncn

‘

on

1843.

Rszza, Plaintiff,
tarsus

Znnnssnoonnsnn

and the minor sons of Bunnssoonnsss,

Sensuoocsennxa
on

Cncnn and

J resumes

Defendants.

Cscnn, Opponents.

The plaintiff's claim, dismissed by the Moonsifl' on the 19th June 1844-, was,
his appeal, allowed by the Judge on the 22nd August following, from

whose

decision

the

special

alluded to in this judgment.
3 90-9 1

appeal

by

J yesunker

Chund

formed case No. 17

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLU'I‘.

the mortgagor,

or his legal representative,’

to cause

the mortgagee

on

chaser,

In

the

of the notice

cogmizant

he must abide

reason to

was not incumbent.

it

is in evidence that the appellant was

if

; and

he failed to deposit the mortgage

the con sequences.

We therefore

Jyesunker
Chuud,v. Zone
in e erooddeen
and others.

see no

interfere with the decision of the Zillah Judge.

cial appeal dismissed

1847.

the notice to be issued on the pur

appellant, although he may have been in possession.

these cases, however,

money,

it

463

Spe

with full costs.’

GUNEISH DUTT

and others,

Plaintiffs,

1847.

versus

RAMDYAL SINGH
THIS

and others,

case was heard on the application of the plaintiffs for the

7.

A Civil Court

is competent,
admission
at the suit of
Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpore, under date the 26th November one notaparty
to the lormer
1845, afﬁrming that of the Moonsiﬂ' of Soorjgurrah, dated the action, to set
aside its own
26th February of the same year.
decree in it, if
The application was granted by the Court (present Mr. C. shewn to have
been collusive~
obtained.
1y
Tucker) on the following grounds.
0 o n struction
This was a suit brought under the Construction 1299, to re—
No. 1299.
verse a collusive decree obtained by the defendants to the injury

of a special appeal from the decision
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September

Defendants.
of the Principal

of the plaintiffs ; and the Moonsiﬁ' 'nonsuited the plaintiffs on the
grounds

that he could not reverse his own decree, and that the

plaintiﬁ's

should have sued to establish the ikbal-dawa, on which

the previous suit
this

was decreed, to be collusive.

Strange to say,
was aﬂirmed by the Principal Sudder

order of the Moonsiﬁ'
The suit was expressly brought to set aside a collusive

Ameen.
decree:

the rest depended on the evidence

adduced

to prove the

collusion.
Special

appeal

and proceedings

admitted, orders of the lower Courts cancelled,
remanded,

with orders that the case be restored

to its original number on the ﬁle of the Moonsiﬂ',

and decided

its merits.

391.92

on
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MOHUNT

18-17.

MUDOOSOODUN DAS, Appellant,
'06"qu

September

GOVERDHUN

18.

DAS, Respondent.

MOHUNT MUDOOSOODUN DAS,

Appellant,

'versus
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BHUWANEE SHUNKER DAS,
In a case of
debt on bond,
the parties ac
quiring a right
by inheritance
thereto enter
ed separate ac
tions to recover
the quota each
entitled
was
to, held that
this was not a
splitting of the
cause ot'action,
G. O. N o. 29,
1 1th January
1839.

IN

Respondent.

these cases, which were instituted in Zillah Cuttack, on the

3rd January

1843, the appellants' applications for special appeal

from the decisions
ﬁrming the
December

of the Judge, dated the 1st April 1844, con
of the Principal Sudder Ameen, dated 20th

decrees

were

1843,

granted by Mr. Reid, on the 17th May

1845, under the following certiﬁcate :—
"1‘he two
1843,)

separate

sum

of 7474-0

bond

executed

actions to recover

on the same day, (3rd January

from the defendant,

Sicca, or Company’s

rupees

each, the

796, 13 annas,

on a

by him on the 1st Assar 1234 Umlee (10th June
for the sum of Sicca rupees 747-4-0, in favor of Jugut

1827,)

Ram

instituted,

plaintiﬂ's

Das, the father of Goverdhun Das, and brother of Bhuwa

nee _ Shunker Des ; pleading, as bringing the case within the rule

of limitations, the following payments.
5th Maug 1235 Umlee,

...

100

0

0

50

0

0

50

0

0

4

0

0

204

0

0

25th Phagoon 1238,
27th Bhadoon 1238,

,..

27th Phagoon 1247,

‘

Sudder Ameen decreed both suits in favor of

The Principal

the plaintiﬁs, and the Judge conﬁrmed

‘The petitioner

them.

First,
for special appeal.
urges
that the cognizance of the suits is barred by the rule of limita
tion.

This plea

three pleas

I

do

not consider

Sudder Ameen judicially
that the defendant
that the splitting

decides

promised

of the

sufﬁcient; as the Principal

that it is proved by evidence

to pay within 12 years.

action was illegal.

Secondly,

Thirdly, that the

lower Courts have decreed to each plaintiff, a. moiety of the prin
cipal of the bond and a like sum for interest, and have omitted to
deduct
the

the

third
392-93

four payments

above indicated.

plea is evidently occasioned

The error forming

by an oversight

; and spe

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
and as

it

I

am doubtful as to

a novel point,

is moreover

I

afterwards heard by Mr. Tucker, Sir R,

were

appeals

We ﬁnd,

on perusal of the record,

that the payments alluded

in the certiﬁcate of special appeal, have been deducted.
point

the second

On

we are of opinion that a special appeal will' not

party sued for his entire share, and paid the requisite

lie ; each

on the same, and consequently there was no splitting of the
the appeals with costs.

SHEIKH FUZL HOSEIN,

__

Plaintiff,

1847.

versus

case was heard

and others, Defendants.

application of the plaintiff for

the

on

the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the Judge

of Bhaugulpore, under date the 6th April 1846, reversing that of
the Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, dated the 27th Ja
nuary

1845.
was granted by the

J. A. F.

Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.

Court

(present Mr. C.

Hawkins) on the follow

The petitioner (plaintiﬂ's in the case) purchased an estate at a
public sale made by the Collector of Zillah Behar, for the recovery
of Government revenue, on the 8th Aughun 1241 F.,
with the 5th December

corresponding

of the sale having been contested

1833 ; but, in consequence

before the revenue

till

authorities,

the 21st Bhadoon follow

is,

he did not receive his umul-dustuk

the close of the Fuslee year
or 9th September 1834, that
But, under the sale law, he was answerable for, and
1241.

ing,

paid the Government revenue from the date of his purchase.

The present suit was brought to recover the amount, thus paid,
from the defendants in possession of the estate up to the close of
1241

F.

0f seven

of the estate,

and

defendants,

three were the former proprietors

four were described

as farmers in possession

under lease from the proprietors.
that they held the estate in farm,

sum of money advanced
G

large

stated

c
a

security

for

I

The farmer-defendants
as

R

v

by them to the
393%)!

15.

n u
as
at,
purchaser
declared in a
suit,
previous
conclusive
of
evidence
sale,

title

in

subsequent ac
tions between
the same par
ties.

ing grounds.

of arrears

September

that right

The application

a
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THIS

ALI

is

MEER NIAMUT

a

dismiss

a

We therefore

claim.

e

fees

Due, 12.Gover
dhun Das.
M
u
M udoosooduu
11. Elm
Das,
wanee
Shuu~
her Dal.
o
h

Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins, who passed the following judgment.
to

u u
M
M udoosnoduu
o
h

peals to try this also.’

The

1847.

admit the ap
t

must be admitted to rectify it.

the second;

t

cial appeals

465

n

CASES
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466
1847.

but that previous to the sale, they had re-let the

proprietors;

to the proprietors, who had caused the sale to deprive them
of the means of realizing their debt, and had purchased it them
selves in the name of the plaintiﬂ'.
estate

Shaikh Fuzl
Hesein,v.Meer
Niainut All di
others.

On the 27th January

1845, the Principal Sudder Ameen de
for plaintiff against the farmers, exonerating the late pro

creed

On appeal the Judge proposes three questions for con

prietors.

sideration :—

First.
tate

Is

real bondﬁde purchaser of the es
or are the late proprietors the real purchasers in his name

;

sale

purchaser
Third.

the

and the date

of the umul-dustuk

delivered to the

'!

Supposing the farmers to have been in possession, did

they pay the Government revenue

'4

On the ﬁrst point, the Judge declares the real purchasers to
two of the late proprietors in the name of the plaintiff.
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2

Who was in possession of the estate between the date

Second.

of the

plaintiff

the

be

On the second point, he declares the former preprietors to have
in possession

been

to the close of 1241, in virtue of an under

lease from the farmers 5 and without recording any opinion on the

third

point,

he

reverses

Ameen, and dismisses

A
sale

special

appeal

the decision of the Principal

Sudder

the claim altogether.
is applied for, on the grounds that, after the

had been conﬁrmed by the revenue authorities, the farmers

instituted
celled,

a regular suit in the

Civil Court to

on the grounds that the estate

have the sale can

had been bought in by

the late proprietors in the name of the ,present plaintiff, which
suit was dismissed and the plaintiff declared to be the real pur
chaser.

Under

these

circumstances, the petitioner pleads that, on the

by the late. proprietor, the Judge
was bound by the decision in the case instituted by the farmers;

question of a benamee purchase
and

it

was not competent

to him, in the present case, to declare

contrary to the decision in that case.
Concurring
proceedings

in this, we admit a special appeal, and remand the
on the ﬁrst point, in the solution of

to the Judge

which he is bound by the former decree

;

and with reference to

this, it will be for him to decide what alteration it may make in
the general issue.
394

KOOLDEEP NARAIN,

467

t-l

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU
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__
1847.

Appellant,

UWSHS

RAJBUNSEE KOWUR,

OORAHEE KOWUR,

September

Respondent.

20.

Mother of Ssnnoonur,

Appellant,

"WM

in this case, drawn up by the presiding Judges,

a

joint tenancy by himself

Narain and Sadhooram, the sons of Kishen Jewun La], and his
wife, Oorahee

Kowur.

The plaint sets forth that the property, for the one-third share
small portion, which had been purchased by the brothers

the plaintiff’s husband,

Madhooram died in 1243 F. S.

;

Madhooram and Kooldeep Narain, after their father’s death

;

of

a

of which the plaintiff now sued, was ancestral, with the exception
that

that she,

as his heir, sought to have her right to his share recognized,

by Kooldeep Narain

took place

ment

but

that, subsequently, an adjust

;

was opposed

herself and Kooldeep Narain, acting

between

his minor brother,fSadhooram, by which
was
that
should,
the
her
life, have posses
stipulated
plaintiff
during
and

it

for himself

sion of her husband’s
tion

still

share,

without however

that notwithstanding

;

resisted her claims;

N arain

Kooldeep

and that, consequently, she had now

appealed to the Courts of Justice,

under the

the power of aliena

this adjustment,

claiming the-third share of her

deed of adjustment executed

by the defen
for
himself
dant, Kooldeep Narain,
and his minor brother. Mus

husband,

Kowur

Oorahee

quence

of her having objected before the Collector, to whom the

also

made

a

was

in conse

samaut

defendant,

plaintiff had applied for registration of her name as proprietor of
one-third of the property, to the adjustment entered into, alleging
G

2

she, as the mother of Sadhooram,
G

that

G
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(Madhooram’s) share of the estate, real and per
and his brothers, Kooldeep

husband's

sonal, held in

was his guardian, and that
395

a
b
l
e

Tirhoot, on the 21st February 1843, to recover possession of her

right of guar~
(lianship under
and
shatters
Regul'ﬂ ion
1800.

1.

The plaintiff, Rajbunsee Kowur, instituted this action in Zillah
late

Betweenthe
mother and
brother
of a
minor, the for
mer has the

r

is

as follows.

e

decree

Mr' Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins,

f

THE

Respondent

p
r
e

RAJBUNSEE KOWUR,

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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1847.

Kooldeep Narain,

his brother,

into any such engagement

K col do 0 p
Nmin, v.
bunleo Kowur.
O o r ah e e
Kowur, v. Raj
bunsee Kowur.

possessed

no

Kooldeep Narain and Mussamaut Oorahee
claim, on the ground that a widow cannot,
to her husband’s

succeed

authority to enter

on his behalf.

share of a

Kowur

resisted

joint undivided

In

estate.

to deed of adjustment, Kooldeep Narain pleaded

regard

the

under the Mithil law,
that he

had been inveigled into it by the plaintiff's father, and that it
had never been enforced

;

and Mussamaut Oorahee Kowur, that it

was altogether illegal with reference

to its provisions.

On the 24th December 1844, the Principal Sudder Ameen dis
missed

the claim.

He considered

the deed of adjustment to be

an illegal document, and incomplete as to the evidence brought
in support of it.

He was further of opinion that the plaintiﬂ', as

the widow of a member of a joint undivided family, was entitled
'

only to maintenance.

Judge of Tirhoot took a different view both of
the deed of adjustment and of the law of inheritance, and revers
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The Additional

the decree of the Principal

ed

cember

Sudder Ameen on the 9th De

1846.

Kooldeep Narain and Mussamaut Oorahee
separately,

Kower then applied,

for permission to appeal specially to the Sudder De

wauny Adawlut.

Their applications were complied with agree

ably to certiﬁcates signed by Mr. Raid on the 23rd January 1847,
which thus set forth the grounds on which the appeals were ad
mitted :—

First.

Can Rajbunsee Kowur, the widow of a joint proprietor

of an undivided estate in Tirhoot, who has no male issue, claim
to succeed to the property left by her deceased husband”!
Has

Second.

Hindoo boy,
Third.

the

elder brother, .or the mother of a minor
right to be his guardian'l

a preferable

Supposing Rajbunsee to have no right by inheritance,
of the elder brother of Sadhooram to

and the guardianship
valid, had the guardian
the

a

widow, Rajbunsee, a share in the family property?

will the

compromise

be invalid

in

In regard
of little

to the

ﬁrst

consequence

question,
to

it

decide

If not,

late, or only as regards the

share of which the minor has been deprived thereby

be

be

which gave

right to mke a compromise

may appear,

i

at ﬁrst sight, to

whether the widow has any

claim under the Hindoo law of inheritance, as she sues upon the
deed of adjustment.
395-96

But

the decision

of this question may

bear
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the extent to which the compromise
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(supposing it

If the widow was entitled to her husband's
all) is volid.
share of the property, the compromise gave her nothing more
was entitled to, under the law of inheritance, and was

productive of any injury to the minor Sadhooram.

not

if

hand,

other

On the

she could not succeed her husband, the compro

mise injured him to the extent of making over to the widow the
portion

of the share of the deceased Madhooram to which he (the

minor)

was entitled.

On

-

ﬁrst point,

the

then,

not entitled to the husband’s
by this Court,

the property

to maintenance

entitled

It has

share.

it from

to exempt

been held repeatedly

to bewustas given by its pundits,
a widow

;

that,

does not inherit

of her husband when held in coparcenery,

held in severalty

when
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agreeably

we are of opinion that the widow is

Mitkil law current in Tirhoot,

under the

but only

and that, in the former case, she is only
out of

it.‘

We

see

nothing in this case

the operation of the law as thus laid down : for,

of family and interests
made in this Court, yet, as the allegation was not proved in
an attempt to prove aseparation

although
was

the Courts below, the Court did not deem it necessary

to consider

how far the decision

might have been affected by this plea.
With regard to the second point, we observe that it is laid down
‘
by Macnaghten (Hindu Law, volume I. page 103,) that afather
is

recognized

ists; and

as the legal guardian of his children, where he ex
the father is dead, the mother may assume the

where

He proceeds to show that this must be exercised
guardianship.’
‘
that, in default of
under certain restrictions;
and then adds,
mother, an elder brother is competent to assume the guar

the

By Regulation I. of

dianship.‘
with

authority

it

1800, the

to appoint guardians when

Civil Courts

are vested

considered

advisable;

‘

stance,

guardianship is, in no in
to be entrusted to the legal heir of the ward, or other

person

interested

Narain

was the

but

is expressly

"‘ Baboo

IV.

provided, that the

in outliving him-' In this case, Kooldeep
legal heir of Madhooram at the date of the exe

Runjeet Singh,

Adawlut Reports, Vol.
Munsamaut

.

in the power of Kooldeep Narain to execute such a

to have been
deed at

than she

1847.

II.

1:. Baboo

Obhynerain Singh, Sudder Dewauny _

page 245, new edition,

page 315.

Gyan Kowur and another, 1:. Dookhurn Singh and another, Vol.

page 330, new edition,

page 420, and other subsequent

cases.

396-97

Kfo oldee p
Narain,v. Raj
bunsee Kowur.
O 0 ra h ee
Kowur, v. Raj
bunsee Kownr.
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cution of the deed of compromise; and we are clearly of opinion,
of the property might have been

that, although the management
'K 0

old

9 ep

in Kooldeep N arain, the guardianship of the minor rested
with his mother ; and that, at all events, her consent should have
vested

Narain, v. Raj~
bunsee Kowur.
O o r a b ee
Kowur, 1:.le~
bunsee Kownr.

been obtained ere the compromise

was entered

into.

Such being the case, the third question must be answered

by

The precedent in the
declaring the compromise invalid in toto.
case of Sheo Surrun Misser v. Sheo Suhai, (page 158, new edition,
201, volume

page
has

been

IV.

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports) which

the guide of the Court

in subsequent

cases, rules that

law, as current in the west and in Tirhoot,

the Hindoo

in this respect being the same in both,)

‘

(the law

does not permit aliena

tion of land held jointly by several owners, to be made by one
without

assent of the others ; nor, indeed,

the

does such aliena

tion hold good for the aliening partner’s individual share even,
without the assent of the rest.’
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\Ve therefore

reverse

of the

Tirhoot

the decision of the Additional

9th December

1846, and afﬁrm

cipal Sudder Ameen of the 24th December

Judge of

that of the Prin

18341.

The costs in

all the Courts to be charged to the plaintiff.

BODHA MEHTON

1847.

and others,
-

Plaintiffs,

versus
September

RADHA BIBI

22.

THIS

Course to be
pursued by an
A pp el l ate
Court in an
from
appeal
an
erparle
when
award,
default
has
been explained
or otherwise.

case

was

and

others,

Defendants.

heard on the application of the defendant,

Radha Bibi, for the admission of a special appeal from the deci
sion of Ibrahim Khan, Principal Sudder Ameen of Patna, under
date the 9th March 1847, conﬁrming that of the Sudder Moonsiﬁ,
dated the 3d September

The application

1846.

was granted by the Court (present

_

Mr.

J.

A.

F. Hawkins) on the following grounds :—
A dispute existed between the defendant, Ra dha Bibi, and
Durga. Bibi, in regard to the possession of certain real property,
which was decided by the Criminal Court, under Act IV. of 1810,
.

in favor of Radha. Bibi.
order,

The plaintiffs now sued to set aside that

as farmers holding a lease from Durga Bibi.

The defendant,

Radha Bibi, did not appear in the Moonsiﬁ’s

Court, and the case was decided apart: in favor of the plaintiﬂ's.
397-88
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On appeal by Radha. Bibi, the decree of the Moonsiff was con
ﬁrmed on the merits of the case by the Principal Sudder Ameen.

Principal Sudder Ameen has acted irregularly in proceed
Under the present practice of the Courts, he

The

ing as he has done.

Bibi to justify her default in the
In failure of such justiﬁcation, he should

have called upon Radha

should

Court of ﬁrst instance.

1 847.

_—-n
B

o d h a.

and
Mehton
n t h e r s, 11.
Radha Bibi 8i
others.

If

he considered,
have rejected the appeal on that ground only.
on the other hand, that the default had been explained, so as to
to a hearing, he should have remanded

admit the defendant

the

case to the Moonsiﬁ‘ for re-investigation, after taking the defence.

I

admit

the appeal,

remand the case to the Principal

and

Ameen to be disposed of with reference to the foregoing

Sudder
remarks.

—-_-.
MITRJEET LAL

others,

Plaintiffs,

_“_
1847.

versus

I
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and

BABOO SOONDUR SAHEE, Defendant.

THIS
the

case was

admission

September

on the application of the defendant for

heard

of a special appeal from the decision of the Judge

of Zillah Sarun, under date the 13th April 1846, afﬁrming that
of the Principal

Sudder Ameen of the same district, dated the

8th August 1844.

The application

was

Court

granted by the

Tucker) on the following grounds.
The present suit was for possession of

Mr. C.

(present

41 biggahs,

12 biswas,

of land, said to appertain to mouzah Dilharee
The defendant claimed them- as appertaining to mouzah
Dilharee- Kullan.
It was a boundary dispute, and the possession
and

4

dhoors

Khord.

of the defendants
in

a. case

had been previously declared by the Magistrate
IV. of 1840.

under Act

The lower Courts have
0n

now decided

the deposition of certain witnesses

who was deputed

in favor of the plaintiffs,
taken by the law ofﬁcer,

by the Magistrate to make a local enquiry pre
IV. of 1840—but

paratory to the decision of the case under Act

summoning those witnesses and taking their depositions

Without
dc none
a

in presence of the parties.

special

order

that

appeal,
the

and

This being irregular,

remand the proceedings

irregularity

may

be corrected.

I

admit

to the Zillah, in

The Judge will
31‘8-99

23,

To
decide
upon evidence
given in a cage
in the Magis
trate's
Court,
when the viva
voce testimony
of the same
persons is to
be had, is irre‘
gular.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

472
Mitrject Lal
and othersI v.
Baboo
Soon
dnr Sahee.

return the proceedings
to the Principal Sudder Ameen, with
instructions to require the party, wishing for the evidence of the
above alluded to, to summon

witnesses

them in the usual manner,

and, after examination duly had, to dispose of the case.

MUSSAMAUT OMMUT-O-ZUHRA BEGUM,

1847.

Appellant,

’UCT'SZA?
September

30.

right,

must,

8th August 1843.

limitation,
in the
Court of ﬁrst
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THIS

A party, to
be entitled to
the beneﬁts of
the special rule
of

KHAN,

LOOTFOOLLAH

was a suit, laid at 7,150

and title, and possession

Respondent.

Company’s

of sale fraudulently obtained,~institu'ted
of the

The particulars

rupees, to recover

of an estate, by cancelling a deed
in Zillah Dacca on the

suit, the defence, and the judgment

instance,
spe<
set given, are recorded
ciﬁcally
in the following decision of the Principal
forth the na
ture
of the Sudder Ameen of that district, dated 7th February I845.
‘
fraud, and dis
Plaintiff declares that 4 annas, 11 gundahs, 1 comic, 1 krant
plead
tinctly
for a hearing
of joar Burmee belonged to my father, Mirza Mohummud Tukee,
under
Clause
and
uncle, Mohummud Ali.
After their decease, defendant
2, Section 3,

Regulation

11., 1805.”
“In the case
now
reported

the estate

managed

Fatima Begum.

I

Defendant, without their knowledge,

a minor,

was

for my aunt, Koolsum Begum, and sister,
and whilst

fabricated a kubala in their and my name for

theahoveprim
ciple was not
enforced
with

rupees

reference
to
former
prece
dents.

the kubala was declared void, and the claim was dismissed.

the lands

on the plea that he had purchased

and,

4,001,

On the 28th

of them, brought an action for wasilat.

July

1829,

The

order was to the effect that the Begums' purchase" was void;
that the Begums have the right to sue for the annulment of the
This

sale.

I

Fatima
6 or
to

am

alone

They

Begum.

upheld by the Sudder on the 17th 'Ja

was

decision

nuary 1833.

heir

to

never sold the property; and

the deed.

so

I

was then

Defendant has fraudulently obtained my seal
The value of the
had no seal then of my name.

7 years old.

I

property is about a lat-It of rupees.
of

both Koolsum Begum and

large

buﬁ'alos

and

is absurd to sell property

for ‘rupees 4,001, which includes the price of

a value

the

It

wasilat,

size.

I

was a minor, and had not the

means of defraying the expenses of a suit.

the kubala may

be set

aside,

Prays, therefore, that

and possession given of the pro

perty,

'
399-400

Sic in orig.--should be sale.
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and

l

dahs,

uncle, Mohummud Ali, had bought
of plaintiff’s

the decease

after

for 41 annas, 11 gundahs,

Musst. Om~
mut~o~zuhra
B e g u in, v.

Lootfoollah

l

cowrie,

l

a decree

krant

_; that

to the Sudder, and died before

appealed

gun

5,000 rupees, and

for 8 annas, 9
Khan.
that the Court of Appeal upheld the decree

2 cowries ;

gundahs,

11

1847.

father, plaintiff's uncle sued for

and obtained

of this share,

possession

9 aunas,

joar of Abdool Futta for

cowrie of the

—_

that plaintiff‘s father, Mirza Mohummud

Defendant contends

Tukee,

473

the

Mohummud

Ali

case was heard.

His wife, Koolsum Begum, then, conjoiutly with plaintiff and her
sold

sister,

the

share,

4 annas.

11

l

gundahs,

cowrie,

l

krant,

to me for rupees 4,001, on the 14th Bysack 1221 3 and when the
decree

was

upheld by the Sudder, the Zillah Judge put me in

I have

possession of the property.
have

I

had my name recorded in the Collector's books, and ﬁled

a tahud in

gum’s

Plaintiff was 20 or 21 years old when I
Her age is now 51 or 52. Koolsum Be

heirs, Babur Ali Khan and others, have executed an ikrar,

disclaiming
have

my name.

the property.

bought
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been in possession since, and

their rights to the property

afﬁxed

their

seals

silat was dismissed,

:

plaintiff and her sister

And though my suit for we

to it.

of the usl-kubala not having been

because

produced,

and that order was conﬁrmed

I

for a review, the Sudder passed an order to this effect

prayed

by the Sudder, yet, when

that the non-production of the usl-kubala had led to suspicions
against the copy ; that the producing of the usl-kubala. had now
those suspicions and proved the deed.

removed

‘

Pom'rs ros amumca'mos.

‘First-——Has plaintiff sued within the rules of limitation?
‘ Second.--Is
plaintiffs“ kubala valid ’l
‘

With

dated

to the ﬁrst point, we ﬁnd that the kubala is

reference

25th April

1814,

that from this date
years,

corresponding with 14th Bysack 1221

;

to the date of plaint, 8th August 1843, 29

3 months and

1!; days

lmve elapsed; that the perwannah

from the Zillah Court of Mymensingh and the nazir’s report show
that plaintiff"

was put into possession on the 8th

April

1818, by

the nazir of that Court, in executing the decree passed in favor

Koolsum

of

The Collector’s perwannah and other docu

Begum.

with defendant’s

ments,

together

Waris

Khoondkar,

Suuoo

" Sic

witnesses,—Sree Nurain

Surkar, Sheikh

Anwarooddeen, and

in orig—should be drfendant.

n n n

Deo,

400
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1847.

Kaleechurn

Dam,—proved that defendant

has been in possession

ever since; nor does plaihtiﬁ‘ deny his possession.
Musst. Om" on which defendant was
mut~o~zuhra
B e g u m, u. and 1 day have elapsed.

Lootfoollah after
she

How can plaintiﬂ’s suit be entertained

so protracted a period as this ?

Khan.

was

and

Mohummud

or

N ujeeb

Shair

Khan, and Mirza Gholam Ho
that plaintiff's age, when

declare

was 20 or 21 years.

the knbala was executed,
‘

Plaintiff may contend that

a minor when the sale took place ; but Ata Hosein, the

writer of the kubala, and
sein,

Be this as it may, plaintiff acknowledges
old

years

7

that she was then 6

reckoning even from this date down to the date

:

age appears

to be 86 or 37 years; and her

admits that it

is 23 or 24 years since she has

of plaint, plaintiff’s
moreover

vakeel

From the date

put in possession, 25 years, 4 months,

We infer, therefore,

been

married.

that plaintiffs has allowed

more

than double the prescribed time to lapse after having be

come

of age, without suing for her interests.
She contends that
; that the kubala was set aside on the

July

28th

1829 3 that

an order was passed that the heirs of the

seller may sue to get the sale cancelled
was

;

and that this decision

January 1833 ; and that twelve
from that date. But the argument will not

on the 17th

conﬁrmed

not lapsed

have

years
avail,

asplaintiﬁ‘ was not a party to that suit, nor did she petition in the

An opinion

case.

From the date

passed

in-another

case cannot avail plaintiff.

of the decree passed by the late Court of Appeal

to the date of the present plaint, 14 years-and 11 days have elaps
ago

; and defendant

to have

been registered

has obtained possession

80 years

through means

17"

The kubala too appears

ed.

the

Besides, defendant had

Collector’s books.

a

Court about 26 years, and has had his name also recorded in the
suit in Court regard

ing the wasilat, pending ﬁrst in the Zillah Court, then before the
Court of Appeal, and subsequently before the Sudder.
passed.

chase

14 years that the order for the seller’s

If

defendant’s

fraudulent, why did plaintiff refrain

the property?

so

long from suing for

She pleads want of means, but what should have

prevented her suing as pauper

With

heirs to sue

kubala was fabricated, and the pur

reference

to the

’l

was

is

Moreover,

it

Provincial

‘
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defendant sued for wasilat

second

point, defendant has ﬁled the

The
original kubala and kubz, and they have been registered.
witnesses to the kubala, viz. Ata Hosein, and Nujeeb Khan, and

Mirza

Gholam Hosein, and Mohummud Shair, and others, prove
40.1
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that, on the 14th Bysaek 1221, Koolsum Begum, and Fatima Be

plaintiff sold

and

gum,

property 'for 4,001 rupees.

the

They

The ikrar, dated 25th Chyte 1224,,

have also identiﬁed the deed.

N uwazAli

Khan prove that Koolsum Begnm’s heirs are her nephew, Babur
and that they have renounced their
others,

Ali Khan, and
Plaintiff
rights.

and her sister have also afﬁxed their seals to the

deed ; plaintiff's age was then 24 or 25 years.

that defendant’s
the

kubala has been set aside

;

Plaintiff contends

but the roobakaree of

dated

13th April 1833, shows that he had petitioned

Court anew,

and the Sudder Judges recorded their opinion
of the usZ-lcubala not having

the Sudder,

to the effect that, in consequence
been ﬁled, but

a copy

that the original
been removed,
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of limitation,

rules

only,

kubala has

it

had excited suspicions,

been

but now

ﬁled, those suspicions have

that the deed has been satisfactorily proved, and

doubt attaches

no

to it.

the suit being barred by the

Besides,

from the circumstance stated when consider

The
ing the ﬁrst point, it was not necessary to prove the second.
Defendant’s
costs
is
dismissed.
claim
therefore
payable by
plaintiff.

It

is not necessary

to pass any orders

in the case

regarding the petitioner.’

An
this

appeal

preferred to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut from

decision was heard by Messrs. Dick, Jackson, and Hawkins,

whose judgment was to the following effect.

Masses. DICK AND

J season—In

appeal

it

was urged, that the

period for institution of the suit should count from the date of the
order of the Sudder Court, conﬁrming the decision of the Provin
cial Court of 28th July 1829 : and again, that the suit being to
recover a right and title fraudulently obtained, and possessed on a
fabricated deed, the limitation under Regulation II. 1805, was 60
years ; and that the

fraudulent

nature of the transaction, by

means of which the appellant had been deprived of her right, was

apparent from the copies of the records of the Courts, which were
ﬁled relating to them.
On the part of respondent it was contended
not sued under Regulation

II.

that appellant had

1805, and therefore

could not new

claim the limitation of 60 years ; that she had, moreover, express
ly advanced her right to sue under the limitation of 12 years, on
the

ground

1847.

Mnsst.

Oms

mut-o-zuhra
B e g u 111, v.

Ali Khan, and N uwazush Mohummud Khan,
Khan, and the depositions of Mien Jan and Kayum Lootfoollah
Khan.

executed by Babur
and

“—

that the date

of the order to sue by the Provincial
H n H 2

401-402
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1847.

Musst. Om
mnt~o~zuhra
B e g u m, o.

.Lnotfoollah
Khan.

by the Sudder Court, must be assumed as the
origin of suit; and that his (respondent’s) purchase was, in every
Court, conﬁrmed

valid, and his possession, obtained under legal

fair and

respect,

authority, had existed upwards of twice

It

set forth in her plaint the fraudulent

but she distinctly

1205;

that, in her reply,

without any allusion

1805-

Thus

Court,

and

defendant

had, in

ﬁrst pleaded

In

the

in volume

III.

to the special law of Regulation

11.

lost sight of by the lower
in appeal.
The wording of the law in

special law was

the

Clause

clear.

But the

12 years.

denied her right to a hearing under the general law

his answer,

question,

is also true,

she asserted her right to be heard under the

general law of limitation of
only,

It

of the property by the defendant.

acquisition
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12 years.

true, the plaintiff did not plead, explessly, in her plaint,
her right to sue under the special provisions of Regulation 11
is

II.

Section 3, Regulation

2,

case

of Tubeeb Shah

u.

1805, is not very

Budderooddeen. reported

pp. 162, 163, new edition, pp. 216, 217, two Judges

held that it was necessary for the claimant to state distinctly, and
speciﬁcally, in his plaint, the precise nature of the fraud or
which the property in dispute had been acquired

violence by
the

by

party.

adverse

if the

sufﬁcient

Two other Judges

fraud or violence

could

the whole tenor of plaintiff’s declaration.
in

Turnbull,
Chunder
page

another

new

a similar opinion,

Judges,

Karuna

Messrs. Rattray

and

Tucker,

11. 1805,

and

if

were

others

Mr.

1).

Jai

of opinion that the

must he pleaded

Sir R. Barlow, in that very

on the plaintiffs,

Mai

from

Judge,

On the other hand, in a recent decision,’ two

special law, Regulation
Judge,

Another

(Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports, volume V.
edition, page 50, seems to have entertained

Ghose,

42,

case,

held that it was

be clearly gathered

case, considers

: and a

Third

it incumbent

the plea of fraudulent possession

is to be urg
to set forth, in their plaint, that they
come into Court under the provisions of Section 3, Regulation 11.
ed for lashes,

distinctly

1805.

We are of opinion, with the three last named Judges, that the
law, Clause 2, Section 3, Regulation
‘ The
Rezza,

decision

appellant,

require the

in question is the one hereafter referred to, viz~ Syud Hosein
versus Ameerwon-nissa

page 376 of this volume.

402-403

11. 1805, does

and others, respondents,

reported M
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‘
plaintiff to set forth distinctly that his claim is cognizable under
the provision made by the preceding clause, from the defendants

having

required possession

fraud,

&c.,’ in

order to entitle him to the beneﬁt of that special
however, of such a conﬂict of opi

on the subject, we do not deem

nions

it

Musst. Om~

mut-o-zuhra
B e g u to, v.

In consideration,

enactment.

case

of the claimed property by violence,

1847.

Lootfoollah
Khan.

to nonsuit the

equitable

us, as the law had never been clearly declared and

before

enforced ; and as this suit was instituted long before the opinions

to investigate the nature of the defendant’s

and proceed

property in question.

tion of the
cur.*

‘

So

The Western Court (present Mr. H. Lushington, Ofﬁciating
to the law of 1805, on the 9th September

case of Prag Tewaree,

61c, (defendants,)

by

Tewaree,

Sunsah

ree rights-

At

the

1847, in the

1:. Hence Tewaree,

(plain

Mhow was acquired by his father Gunesh,

father

the late settlement,

corded in the Collector's

‘The defendants

of the defendants, that Sunsah Tewaree

and that he remained

the village,

managed

appellants,

Judge) gave

The following is the decree in the case :—

plaintiff alleges that mouzah

and

plea,

acquisi~

far all three Judges con

the same construction

tiﬂ‘,) respondent.
‘ The
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admit the appellant’s

in June last, we therefore

recorded

in the enjoyment

however,

of his zumeenda~

the name of plaintiff was not re~

records, and he therefore sues for his share.

assert

that the village

was

acquired

by Sunsah Tewaree

alone, and that the plaintiff has never had possession of any kind.
‘ The Moonsiﬂ' and Principal Sudder Ameen ﬁnd the right of the plaintiff,
resting

their decision

principally on a petition

presented to the Collector

in 1832, in which the claim of Gunesh is fully admitted,
they decree in favor of the plaintiff.
Sunsah

Tewaree

by
and

‘ The principal plea of the defendants, however, was left untouched by the low
er Courts.

The defendants,

both in their

answer and

in their petition of re

gular appeal, insist upon the fact that the plaintiff never held possession of any
kind whatever

; and they urge that, since more than twelve years have elapsed

between the presenting

of the petition in 1832 and the institution of the present

suit, that document cannot beneﬁt the plaintiff.
‘ A
special appeal was admitted with reference to this omission.

‘The

lower

dispossession,
ed the
rate

Courts

question

erroneous.

not

only totally neglected the defendants’

plea of

of ancestral right to be the only point before them, or at any

that possession

cerned.

have

but from the tenor of their decisions it appears that they regard~

This

was

dependant

impression,

assuming

However

right so far as the Court was com
it to have been entertained, is of course

upon

good the original

title of the plaintiff, it was incumbent

on him to prove possession within the period allowed by law, more especially as
the opposite party denied it from the outset, and evidently

rested their defence
principally upon that plea. The law has provided a remedy for parties who,
having a valid title, have been kept out of possession for more than twelve
years by parties not holding under “ a fair title believed to have conveyed

403-404
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We ﬁnd,

1347-

“of;
B

e g u m,

Khan,

was

that the respondent,

in the

stated

in the answer

In

for granted.
was

question

the

by respondent;

the

sold for 4,001

too being secluded

Sudder decree, when there

wan'lat or

are sufﬁcient to
;

the purchaser

addition, however,

in

respondent obtained possession

the

is

that

In

women.

the

amounted to about 20,000

of themselves,

shew mala ﬁdes on the part of the respondent,
sellers

be taken

therefore

only, when

rupees

two facts alone,

These

it may

place, we ﬁnd that the property in

second

proﬁts, sold along with

mesne
rupees.

'

Lootfoollah

plaint to have managed

affairs of Koolsum Begum, at the time of the sale, and this is not

12. denied

kﬁzsznah

in the ﬁrst place,
distinctly

it,

'

proof to shew

the

we ﬁnd

execution

of the

that the

original

decree-holder had previously obtained possession on the decree of
Provincial

is

it

Court, which

asuspicious proceeding- Lastly,
at least very doubtful that the plaintiff was of age when the
is

the

sale occurred.

alleged

transaction cannot be upheld;
pellant, reversing the decision

till

Principal

Sudder Ameen

No mesne proﬁts granted except from this date
'

with full costs.

and we, therefore, decree for ap

of the

possession.

Ma. HAWKINS.-—The estate for which
the joint property of Mohummud Tukee,

the appellant sues was
the father of appellant

and her deceased sister, Fatima Begum, and of Mohummud Ali,
the husband of Koolsum Begum.
The share inherited by Kool
sum Begum as the wife of Mohummud Ali, would, on her death,
devolve on her own relations (her brother’s sons, Bahar Ali, 6:0.)
The appel
daughters of her husband’s brother.

right of possession

clear on this

wife from her husband,

of her husband,

succeed.

It

is

her own heirs, and not those

by

is

but the Mahomedan law

point, that the property inherited

a

lant sues for this share

;

and not on the

it

if

:’

and property
and
such be the case of the plaintiff,
that he would have proceeded as directed in Clause
Sec~
tion
Regulation II. of 1805, setting forth the same distinctly in his petition
of plaint.
This course not having been pursued,
was incumbent on the low
be presumed

1,

must

it

3,
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On consideration of the whole case, we are of opinion that the

er Courts
twelve

to determine

years

whether

or not the plaintiff had held possession within

prior to the institution of the suit, and to pass judgment accord

ingly.
‘The decisions

of both the lower Courts are annulled, and the case returned

to the Moonsiﬂ‘ for re\trial with reference to the remarks

404 -405

above recorded.
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to bear this in mind, with reference to the part taken
in regard to the defendant’s

important

1847.

heirs of Koolsum, Begum

claim under the purchase which he pleads.
is,

is

whether the action

not barred by the rule of limitation.

a period of 25 years

It Looti'oollah

has been in adverse possession

Khan.

to sue

from the date of the Sudder decree of the 17th
1833, in an action for mesne proﬁts instituted by the

claimed

January

This decree
in conﬁrmation of the decretal
of the Judge of the Provincial Court of Dacca, dated 28th
is

present defendant.
order

July

m u t—c'zn bra.
e
u m. v.

but the plaintiff in the lower Court

:

is

not disputed that the defendant

for

Musst. 0m

to the case itself, the ﬁrst point to be considered

B

With regard

1829, but says not

is

permission of this kind

a.

a

is

which

he

removed,

Court

claimed,

it

purchase

and

of the deed of sale on

doubt, however, which was subsequently
by the Court’s proceeding of the 13th April
the ground in the decree of the 17th January

as shewn

Hence,

1833.

nature of the defendant’s

doubted the existence
a

the Sudder

a

it

:

it

a

of the invalid

because

;

this,

mere surplusage to the decretal

cannot control existing legal disabilities
does not
right, nor can
form
cause of action.
But beyond
the Provincial Court declared the heirs at liberty to sue,

constitute

'

1833, on which the plaintiff comes into Court as within the
period
of limitation
under Section 14, Regulation III. 1793, has been
taken away from her.
.

But

a

the transaction

under which the defendant
fraudulent one.

holds posses

The meaning and intent of the provisions of Section
tion

II.

1805,

have

been

Regula
under
the
recently
consideration of
3,

sion having been

a

years,

in appeal, the plaintiff claims to be admitted under
Regulation II. 1805, and to be allowed period of 60

now,

Section

3,

Judges of this Court (Messrs. Rattray and Tucker and Sir
R. Barlow) in the case of Syud Hosein Rezza o.
Ameer-oon-nissa
and others, decided on the 12th June 1847?“
three

and

Tucker

say :—-‘ \Ve are of opinion that

in this case

not barred by Section

See page 376 of this volume,

405-406

_

a

Rattray

the claim of the respondents

is

Messrs.

f
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a

a

it
A

:

a.

word about permission to heirs to sue
the Provincial Court’s decree which says this, and not that
of the Sudder Court.
But, supposing the decree of the Sudder
Court to imply also
conﬁrmation of that part of the Provincial
Court’s decree, such plea cannot be admitted to set aside
law.
order:

g

by the
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1847.

III.

14, Regulation

We observe

1793.

that there can

be no

Khan.

it,

doubt they could have come into Court under Section 3, Regula
Must. Om tion II. of 1805, (especially Clause
4.) had they pleaded this law;
mut-o-z uhra
B e g u in, v. but not having done so,we think it is not competent to us to give
LoothOllah them the
though we should not be without pre
advantage of
cedent were we to do so, (vide Mr. Turnbull’s

of Karuna Mai and others

decision

in the case

ai Chunder Ghose, Sudder Dewanny

J

1;.

bull’s remark regarding Section

is

to the

refers

III.

volume

to declare that the adverse

fraud or violence,

and,

3'

decision at page 162, new edition, pag 217,

after stating his reasons

this construction

from the

for the incorrectness of

of the provision, concludes by recording his

‘that the nature of

opinion

possession

that can be gathered

‘it

was ac

fraud should in such cases be

the

speciﬁcally set forth, and more, that the law especially applicable
to such cases should in the case under consideration have been
distinctly

cited,

in order to shew that the plaintiffs did appeal

the admission of suits

;’

to the Courts under the special

and

not the

rules for

general

and that this not having been done,

the

plea of fraudulent possession would not avail the plaintiffs.
entirely concur with Messrs. Rattray and Tucker and Sir R.

I

It

tion.

appears

to me

clear that Clause

2

Barlow in the view they have taken of the law under considera
of the Section

re

quires that the plaint or replication shall set forth distinctly, not

and

this distinctly, as prescribed,

that

if

the preceding clause

;

is

merely that the possession was obtained by fraud or violence, but
also that the claim
cognizable under the provision made by
the plaintiff omit to set forth

he cannot claim the special

protec

But

it

tion which the enactment provides.
plaint

and replication

III.

volume
ritative
plying

must be borne in mind that, when the plaintiﬂ‘ ﬁled her
in his suit, the precedent

of the Reports stood unimpeached.

at page 162 of

It was

an autho

construction of the law, and must be considered
a
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plaint

was

of the Sudder Dewanny Reports, which ruled that

not requisite

quired by

1805,

into the question at greater length.

enters

if

He

II.

Regulation

to the pleadings on the record.

made without any allusion

Sir Robert Barlow

3,

Reports, volume V. page 42, new edition, page 50.)’
It will be seen, on reference to the case cited, that Mr. Turn

full justiﬁcation

as sup

of any omission to specify the special

law under which the plaintiff comes into Court, until superseded
406

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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J une

by the more recent construction of

In

the plaint and

to be found, not merely vague and general,

are

replication

last.

481
1847.

but

Musst. 0m
speciﬁc statements} of fraud 3 and if the plaintiff could
mu t~o~‘~zu
hrs
have
proved them, I would have admitted her to the beneﬁt of B e g n
v.
in.
the special rule, notwithstanding she has omitted to plead it Lootfoollah
clear and

If her

distinctly.

as having joined

considered

be

replication, indeed, be taken strictly, she must

Section 14, Regulation

under

fraud is full,

I

issue

III.

and entirely

the

urge

1793 ; but as her statement of

if

fraud

with reference

to be proved,

the plaintiff

whether

I say this
to the plaintiff’s omission to

able to prove it.

plea under the law of 1805.

speciﬁc

the

ever,

the law of limitation

would not consider her as having waived the bene

ﬁt arising from such a statement
merely

on

was

the

Supposing, how

question would still arise

not bound to bring

her suit within

years from the time of discovery, or probable opportunity
of discovery, of such fraud.‘

twelve
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What,

fraudulent

a

is' true

held undisturbed

has

that the plaintiff mentions some
with it ; but to what extent

possession

it

is shewn that

under a registered deed of

nearly 30 years before the institution

executed

sale,

It

On the part of the defendant

they proved?

are

and

one?

circumstances connected

suspicious

he

are the facts to show that the transaction was

however,

of this suit,

bearing the seals or signatures of Koolsum Begum, Fatima

Begum, and the plaintiff.
the suit

respecting the

When the deed of sale was executed,

property, instituted by Mohummud Ali,

by the Dacca Provincial Court, but was pending

had been decided

in appeal in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, be having died in the
interval.

Whether

the

sale of property, by his heirs, for which

they had a decree of Court, but of which they were not in actual
at the time of sale, (if such was the fact,) was right or
not under the Mahomedan law, and whether a party to such sale
possession
can

subsequently

will

have

cessfully

dispute it on such grounds, are points which

be consideredI should the appellant (plaintiﬂ') suc

to
meet

the

objections urged against her claim under the

general law of limitation, by showing that she is entitled to the

' In the

decided
sion

had

counted
ed.

case of Mahomed

13th

June

been

Reazooddeen

tarsus

Akbar Ali Khan and others,

1808, it was held that in a claim for lands of which power

fraudulently obtained,

the

limitation

of time could only be

against the claimants from the date on which the fraud was discover~

Sudder

Dewanny Reports,

Vol. 1., page 233, new edition, page 318.
1 1 1

406-407
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1847.

protection of the special

Lootl‘oollah
Khan.

was

after the decision of the

in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut that the present defen

appeal
Musst. Om~
mut~o~zuhra
B e g u m, v.

It

law.

dant appeared

as purchaser

of the property,

wasadrnitted

and obtained possession

proceedings,

the Civil

by the act of

The deed of sale transferred to him also the right of the

Courts.

For

vendors to such proﬁts as they might be entitled to.
be

as

for the heirs of Mohummud Ali in all the subsequent

substitute

these

sued ; but, as already shewn, was cast both in the Provincial

Court and the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

:

in the former, on the

ground that the vendors not being in possession could not sell,
and for other reasons
latter,

in the

on

which will be subsequently noticed

the

; and,

ground that the allegation respecting the

sale was not to be credited, as the deed of sale had not been ﬁled

suit,-the

in the

decree of the Sudder stating that as

been produced, its existence
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singh Court

:

for the proceedings

dant possession,
Moreover,

But it

it had not

was ﬁled long

indeed so far back as the year 1817, in the Mymen—

that,

before

was doubted.

of that Court, giving the defen

recite

distinctly

that it had been produced.

the Judge

of the Sudder Court (Mr. Barwell,) who
stated his doubts respecting the deed of sale in his decree of the
17th January 1833, expressed himself as perfectly satisﬁed
its existence,

and declared

13th April 1833,

proceeding of the

as to

the removal of all his doubts in his
on the application

of the

defendant (Lootfoollah Khan) for a review of the previous judg
ment.
In addition to this, the defendant holds the old title
of the estate

deeds

nephews,

who

;

the heirs of Koolsum

and

Begum,

her

not parties to the sale, but who might have

were

disputed it on the legal objection, under the Mahomedan law,
that the
invalid,

sale of property not in the possession

shortly

of the vendor was

death of their aunt, gave up, under

after the

a

written document dated in 1224 B. S., all right and claim to their
share of the property.
To

meet

evidence,

the

defendant's

case

thus

strongly

supported by

the plaintiff asserts that she was a minor of

of age, when

she

is alleged to have executed

5

or

6 years

the deed of sale;

but the evidence of her two witnesses on this point is met by that
of the witnesses

for the

defence,

who

say

that she was then

upwards of 20 years of ago.
It is also in some measure met by
the fact that, when Mohammad Ali ﬁled the plaint in his suit for
the

property, which
107408

was

in 1804,
a

he

stated that his brother,

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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father of the present plaintiff, was then
The deed of sale to Lootfoollah was executed in 1814.
Tukee,

Molmmm'ud
dead.

This would shew

It

483

the

her to have

been

at all events 10 years old.

understand under her statement of the case,
easy
the
claim
was
not preferred at an earlier period, she having
why
become of age, accordingto her own account, at least 12 years
is not

to

of this suit.

before the institution

The

of the

decree

January

Sudder Dewanny

the parties

doubted.

It

its decision.

it could

thought

July

1829, chieﬂy on the ground that

of sale not having been produced, its existence was
It did not adopt the grounds on which the lower Court

deed

rested

went,

its doubts removed

sooner were

as

however,

far as it probably

go in discrediting the plaintiffs

ing its doubts as to the existence
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of the 17 th

cannot

Provincial Court of the 28th
the

Adawlut

avail as evidence for or against either of
to the present suit. It conﬁrmed the decree of the

1833,

upon the plaintiff's

title

title, by express

of the deed of sale.

But no

than the imputation thus cast
also by the Court’s sub

was removed

sequent proceeding of the 13th April 1833.

There remains to be considered the decree of the Provincial Court
of the 28th

July

1829, which, as the evidence chieﬂy relied on by

the appellant, needs some examination.

I

take the substance of ﬂu

decree from that of the Sudder Court, in which
a copy

But
refer

it

is recitedatlength ,

of the Provincial Court’s decision not having been ﬁled.
coming to the decree itself, it will be advisable to

before

brieﬂy to the

facts

of the previous suit, which led to the

institution of the action for wasilat, or mesne proﬁts.

Ali

Mohammad
gundahs,

sued

cowrie share

1

Mohummud
of talook

Reza for a 9 annas,

l5

J owar-Burmee, and obtained a

judgment in his favor for 8 annas, 9 gundahs, 2 cowries share of
the estate, on the 22d of August 1805, in the Zillah Court of My
The suit was instituted on the 28th September 1804,

mensingh.
for

himself

in his own right, and as the heir of his brother Mo

hummud Tukee.

The defendant

appealed to the Provincial Court

on the 30th May 1809, modiﬁed the decree of
and
awarded to the plaintiff 4 annas, 15 gundahs,
Court,
the Zillah
of Dacca,

l

cowrie,

which,

1

krant share of the estate, dismissing his claim to the

additional 3 annas,
Mohummud

l

gundah,

Ali then

2 cowries,

appealed

2 krants share.

to the Sudder Dewanny Adaw

lut from the latter part of the decreetal
1 I 1 2

order of the Provincial

"

508-409

1847.

Musst. Om
m u t-o-z u h re.
13 e g u m, u.

Lootfoollall
Khan.
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1847.

He died in 1812, and was succeeded

Court.

in the appeal by his

widow, Koolsum Begum.
Must. Om

Ir. ut~o~suhra
B e g um, v.

Lootfoolla-h
Khan. -

of sale to Lootfoollah

Khan, by Koolsnm Begum,
Fatima Begum, and the present plaintiff, is dated 25th April 1814.
The

deed

The Sudder Court conﬁrmed the decree of the Provincial Court
on the 21st December 1816.

In July

following, the Sudder Court was applied to for execu

of the decree.

tion

The application

was made in the name of

Koolsum

the decree having been in her name.

Begum,

The ap

plication

set forth that her husband had died after the decree

of

the Provincial Court, and that she had not been able to get it exe
of her mookhtar, Meer Ahmud Ali, having

cuted in consequence

colluded with the opposite party.

A conditional

order was passed, to the effect that the decree

was to be executed,
'out ;

and

if not already

in the course

executed.

Execution was taken

of execution, Lootfoollah Khan applied
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to be permitted to represent
'ed

Koolsum Begum, as he had purchas
the property from her and the heirs of Mohnmmud Tukee.

Proof to this having

been taken, and no objection offered, and

Koolsum Begum having herself admitted the sale, (see proceeding
of the Judge of Moorshedabad,
dated 3d July 1817,) he was per
mitted to appear-as the party entitled to have the decree executed.
Lootfoollah Khan obtained possession, and then applied for the
mesne proﬁts, which had'also formed part of his alleged purchase.

This

was

defendant.

resisted by the heirs of Mohummud Rezn, the original
They

urged

that Mohummud

Ali had himself

ob

tained possession after the decree of the Provincial Court, and had
received

the proﬁts to the amount of 6,425 rupees.

A

receipt

for that amount was ﬁled by the mookhtar of the defendant, hear
ing the seal of Meer Ahmud Ali, the attorney of Mohummud Ali.
Koolsum

Begum, on

Looti'oollah Khan,

ﬁrst taking out execution, and, after her,

urged that the acknowledgment of possession

and the receipt for wasilat had

been fraudulently

collusion with the attorney of Mohummud
received neither possession

The Zillah Court,

Ali,

obtained in

who, in fact, had

nor proﬁts.

and afterwards the Provincial

Court in

1822,

passed a summary award for payment of the proﬁts to Lootfoollah

Khan, on the ground that the attorney of Mohummud Ali had

authority to act

as he had done.

Mohummud Reza appealed
409-10

no

From this order the heirs of

to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
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CASES
On the
order,

an

31st

July

1823, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut

to the extent to which he had

done, could not be summarily disposed

Zillah

of the

Lootfoollah

and Provincial‘Courts,

for any
might consider due to himself.
Khan,

Lootfoollah
the

was

Khan

of Mohummud

and left

reversed the orders

it

to the purchaser,

arrears of wasilat which he

then sued the heirs of Mohummud Reza for

Ali

and Mohammad

Tukee.

previous payment of proﬁts to Mohammad

far as can be seen
The

to sue

It

of.

proﬁts, in virtue of the deed of sale executed

heirs

sale

to him by the
The defence

Ali

As

himself.

from the decree, this was the point at issue.

to Lootfoollah

not

was

pugned.

Mr.

passed

disputed, nor his title

im

7

Cracroft,

the Judge

of the

Provincial

Court, gives the
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following as the reasons of his judgment :—
First.
The inadequacy of the price at which the plaintiff,
Lootfoollah Khan, alleges that he purchased the property, which
rendered
Second.

his statement incredible.

That

the suit was for mesne proﬁts for a period ante—

cedent to the plaintiﬂ’s possession.

Third.

sellers had not possession,

The

therefore the sale was

illegal.
Fourth.

That

an

action

for proﬁts to 1224' B. S. could not

possibly lie against the heirs of Mohummud Reza, as Mohammad

Ali himself had obtained

possession of the lands prior to 1217 B. S.

Such are the reasons given by the Provincial Court for its judg
ment in

1847.

to the effect that the question of the authority of the
to act for his principal,

attorney

485

a suit in which the issue was the previous payment,

non-payment,

of a sum of money sought to be recovered

or

by a

party, whose title to the estate was not disputed.
The ﬁrst reason was irrelevant to the issue ; but the deciding
Judge seems to have lost sight of the plaintiﬁ”s statement that, in
virtue of his purchase, he had engaged to pay all the charges
of

the appeal made to the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlnt in the
suit decided in that Court in 1816. The inadequacy of price is not
always a safe ground of decision.

It may

be presumed that, where

a transaction is altogether fraudulent, it will not be rendered
transparent by the insertion of an absurdly inadequate price in the
deed of sale.
lay but little stress upon the value of the wasilat

I

sold, as there was no probability of a rupee being recovered with
410-11

Musst. Om
mut~o~zuhra
B e gum, v.

Lootfoollah
Khan.
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out protracted litigation.

1847.

considering themselves
Musst. 0m—
m u tso-z u hm

B

e g u m,

1'.

sold

with their opponents,

property to Lootfoollah Khan, for what they could get

the

for it. Suspicion may, unquestionably, arise from the relationship

Lootl'oollsh alleged
Khan.

The truth appears to be that the women,
unable to complete

between

it

the parties, supposing

not ﬁnd that it is

;

to be proved, which

I do

but suspicion is not evidence of fraud, and

a.

title of 30 years' standing is not to be hastily set aside.
The second reason is certainly good
the plaintiff

if

relevant to the case

;

but

expressly sued for proﬁts for a period antecedent to

of his possession, alleging that the heirs of Mohummud
Tukee had sold the property to him with

the

date

Ali

and Mohummud

proﬁts then due upon it.

the

The third reason

involved an objection to the sale under the

Mahomedan law, which was also irrelevant to the point at issue
the then contending parties.

between

if

true, certainly

good

in point of fact.

rested

The defence however
The third and

of all that was due.

chieﬂy on payment

fourth reasons seem scarcely rcconcilable with each other.
On these grounds the Provincial Court not only dismisses the
invalid

to be voided

and

Begum, Fatima

Koolsum

;

claim for mesne proﬁts, but declares the sale to Lootfoollah Khan
and

that the

heirs of the sellers,

Begum, and Ommut-o-zuhra

Begum

This, to say the

aside.

is

it

(the present plaintiff) may sue to set
least of it, extremely irregular order,

the foundation of the

present suit.
And

I

here

would observe the very different courses pursued

at issue, whereas the Sudder Court seized upon

was right

;

was competent to the Court to express

It

existence.

action, with
validity

it

suit (viz. the proﬁts) was part of the
and when
was not pro
of transfer under that deed

subject
duced,

be

subject of the

the

was
such

not right
defence,

a

cause

at once.

of the Sudder Court to call for the deed of sale,

a

point

It

it

by the Provincial and Sudder Courts, in the trial of the action for
proﬁts. The Provincial Court seems to have lost sight of the

it
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is,

The fourth reason, which seems to say that Mohammad Ali
himself had possession of the lands, and not the defendants,

doubt as to its

of the Provincial Court in such an
to

enter into the question of the

of the plaintiﬂ‘s title to the estate.

The claim was not

for proﬁts, or for rent, of such a nature as we often

see,

for the

purpose of obtaining from the Courts an indirect acknowledgment
411
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title or possession non-existent.

of a

That the plaintiff in that
1847.
defacto proprietor of the estate, for the proﬁts of which
be sued, and had been so for some
years before the institution of
Musst. Om
the suit, was clear from the fact that
the Civil Court had, by its m t~o uhra
B
u m, u.
own act, given him possession.
Whether he was de jure pro~ Lootfuollnh
prietor, was not the question at issue: it was
not disputed; Khan.

the Judge went out of his course in
giving any opinion as to
validity of the title, and telling the heirs of the sellers
to sue
to set it aside.
The Court of Sudder Dowanny
Adawlut have
since
marked their sense of such orders,
advising parties how to
act, by the issue of a circular
prohibiting them.
‘
The judgment of a Court of concurrent
jurisdiction directly
upon the point, is, as a plea, a bar,
or, as evidence, conclusive
and
the

between the same parties, upon the same
matter directly in ques
tion in another Court.
But it is not evidence of any matter
.
which came collaterally in question
; nor of any matter

inciden
nor of any matter to be inferred
by argument
from the judgment.’
This rule of evidence is applicable to
suits
between the same parties, and a
fortiori is still more applicable,
supposing the judgment to be admissible at
all, to suits in which
the parties are not the same.
I am willing to
cognizable

;

creft’s decision as evidence, as far
as
it must be remembered that the

receive

it

Mr.

Om

may be admissible ; though

Provincial and Sudder Courts
of concurrent jurisdiction : but to
receive the ar
guments and opinions, the surmises
and conclusions of a Judge,
in regard to a point not
in issue or to a document not
before
him, as conclusive evidence
against the same document when
produced in Court in another
action, is a doctrine which
are

not

Courts

to me pregnant with
danger,

and to which

appears

I

cannot subscribe.
But, in the next place, ‘it is a
rule applicable to the evidence
of verdicts and
judgments, that they are, in general, not
evidence
for or against a
stranger to the judicial proceeding in
which
they
‘
Were obtained.’
It seems obviously unjust that
proceedings
should be evidence
against a stranger; inasmuch as he
had no
opportunity of calling witnesses, or of
cross-examining those on
the other side, or of
appealing against the judgment ; and it
may,
perhaps, be thought a sufﬁcient reason
for not allowing verdicts
and judgments as
evidence for a stranger, even
against a party
who was engaged in
the former suit, that if the
stranger had been
s party to that suit, instead of the
person who succeeded in

it,
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result might have been different

the

1847.

that case have
Muslt. Om“
mut~o~zuhra

varied

have

5

for as the parties would in

constituted differently, the evidence might

been

part of the evidence might then have appeared in

:

of a doubtful character, or, perhaps, other
B e g u m, u. admissible, or
Looltjfoollah evidence might have been produced by the party who lost the
Khan.

These extracts from Phillipps and Amos contain all

verdict.’

I

that

I

have to say regarding the judgment of the Provincial Court.

cannot receive a judgment in a suit in which the validity of a
particular title was not disputed, as conclusive evidence, or, un
der the

as any evidence

circumstances,

at all, against the same

in an action brought by a stranger to the suit in which the

title

judgment was recorded.
After

the fullest consideration of this case,

I

do not ﬁnd any

of fraud, so as to bring the suit under the operation of

evidence

II. 1805. I would accordingly dismiss the
and afﬁrm the judgment of the Principal Sudder Ameen.

Section 3, Regulation
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appeal,

—_

_-_~
MUSSAMAUT JYSREE KOWUR,

1847.

November

>

Appellant,

versus
24.

BHUGWUNT NARAIN SINGH

The transfer
of a claim by
sale pendente
lite was held
no bar to the
a dj u dication
of such claim.

THIS
Surja

Kowur,

instituted

was

in Zillah

Tirhoot

by Mussamaut

15th May 1844, to recover from appellant

on the

others Company’s rupees 99,810-11, principal and interest,

and
as

suit

and others, Respondents.

proﬁts

mesne

on

the

lands of talook Gobindpore and other

talooks, the hereditary estate of Baboo

Odn.

Singh.

\

On the 27th May 1841, Mussamaut Surja Kowur, as the heir
of Oda Singh, obtained a ﬁnal decree in the Sudder Court against
Dost Dowun Singh and others, for the talooks in question. On
the death of Dost Dowun Singh, an action was brought against
his widow and others for the mesne proﬁts, which ended in
decree, pronounced by the Principal

a

Sudder Ameen of the district

on the 27th

June

this

was not in favor of the original plaintiff, Mussamaut

Surja

decree

Kowur,

and others,
suit by her,

1846, against the widow (appellant)

but of the respondents,

only; but

Bhugwunt Narain Singh

to whom, some two years after the institution of the
and three months prior to the date of decision,

claim (clawee) had been sold.
rupees 46,04343-11-k.

This transfer of
41"-13

the

the

The amount decreed was Company’s

claim, by sale and purchase,

formed

the

I
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principal, and

; the

(all else being withdrawn) the only
proceeding being considered to constitute

what in English law is termed

‘

champerty.’
Court, (present Mr. Rattray)
ﬁnd a case, decided in
this Court on the 18th November 1833, ‘ Sukeena Khanum versus
Lootf Ali,’ in which, after the action was brought, but before

By

__

eventually

of appeal

ground

489

I

the

1847.

J

Musst.
ysree
o w u r, v.
Musst.
Surje

K

Kowur.

judgment was passed, the suit (dawee) was sold to Moulvee Aﬁ'zul
Ali, whose name was substituted for the plaintiﬁ's, and in whose
favor the decree was pronounced

In

another case, Issur

Chowdhree
dismissed

Court

:

and

and recorded.

Chunder Ghose versus

Nil Komul Pal

claim (land with mesne proﬁts) was
in the Zillah, and the decision afﬁrmed in the Sudder
others,

the

but a review of judgment was afterwards allowed in the
the claim was sold to one Gobind Chunder Dutt,

latter, when

whose name was, on petition, substituted for that of the plaintiff.

With such precedents, and I have reason to believe many others
might be furnished from the Court’s records,
reject the plea
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I

urged by appellant, and afﬁrm the decree of the Principal Sudder
Ameen, with costs.

RANEE HURREEPREEA DIBBEA,

Appellant,

1847.

_-____

'UCTSM

BHYRUB IN DER N ARAIN RAE

and others,

December

4..

Respondents.

THIS

suit for possession of a 2 annas

l5

gundahs share of Per

gunnah Lushkurpore and other lands, the estate of Kishen Inder

N arain Rae

deceased : laid

at Company’s

rupees 6,64,0443-6,

was instituted in Zillah Rajshahye on the 23d

The plaint

set

June

1841.

forth that the late Kishen In'der Rae had two

wives, viz., Rance Hursoondree Dibbea and the plaintiﬂ‘ 3 that he

Suit for his
estate, by the
s u r v i vor of
two widows of
a Hindoo, un
der the gene
ral law of in
heritance, we!
held not to be
barred by 1161‘

died childless on-the
llth Bysack 1232 B. S., (corresponding having former
a
with the 22d April 1825.)
That, shortly before his death, he ly sued on
specialground'
gave permission to the plaintiff to adopt a son, under a deed which fail :her

that the widows were to enjoy joint and equal
of the property during their life-time 5 after which it

which stipulated
possession

was to devolve upon the son adopted by the plaintiff.

Hursoondree, after her husband's
of her husband,

death, forged a deed

That Ranee
in the name

conveying to her authority to adopt a son, who

was to inherit the entire property ; and, by means of this, succeed

JJJ

413-14

claim washew
ever dismissed.
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.____
1847.

ed in ejecting the plaintiﬂ‘ and obtaining possession

That,

of the estate.

on the 27th March 1826, the plaintiff instituted an action

Ranee Hnr. in the
reepreen Dib
bea, v. Bhyrub deed of

Provincial

Court of Moorshedabad,

on the ground of the

adoption granted to her by her late husband

; and

that on

Inder Narain
the 23d
Rae 8: others.

February 1829, the Judge of the Provincial Court gave
judgment rejecting the deeds of both parties, and providing that
the two widows should remain in joint possession of the estate,
the power

but without

to

That Rance Hursoondree

alienate-

to the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut

appealed

it

sent plaintitf then appeared as respondent,
her to make a separate appeal.

that as the pre

: and

was unnecessary

for

That Ranee Hursoondree dying

while the suit was pending, the estate was brought under attach
ment,

under

Purshad

Section

26,

V.

Regulation

That

1812.

Kalee

Sein and Tara Munnee Dibbea then applied summarily

to the Zillah Court, under an alleged will of Rance Hursoondree,
to appear

as guardians

of Bhyrub

Inder Narain Rae, who was
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put forth as the son adopted by Rance Hursoondrec.
application was rejected,
and

this rejection,

that from

plaintiﬂ' sued out execution

of the Provincial

Asin

B.

1238

an

was

appeal

preferred.

That

for possession of half the estate under

the decree
consequence

That this

and the order of attachment maintained ;

Court,

S., but was again

of doubts as to the

and obtained

dispossessed
goodness

possession

in

in Asar 1239, in

of the security fur

nished by her; and

that thus the property remained

under sequestration.

That, on the 19th

as before

November 1832, the

Sudder Dewauny Adawlut set aside the decree of the Provincial

Courtof

the 23rd February.1829, and remanded

ther investigation.

the case for fur

That, on the abolition of the Provincial Court,

the suit was transferred to the Zillah Court of Rajshahye.

That

an order was also passed, upon the summary appeal of the parties

calling themselves

guardians of Bhyrub

further investigation-

ful in this application
of the estate,

which, however,

the management
1835,

;

Inder Narain Rae, for

That, ﬁnally, the guardians were success
and, in Phagoou 1240, obtained possession
was subsequently brought under

of the Court of Wards. That, on the 2lst March

the suit of the plaintiff was dismissed

who declared

against

the deeds produced

by the Zillah Judge,

by both parties.

That

Kalee Purshad Sein and Tara Munnee Dibbea appealed to the
Sudder Dewauny

Adawlut

on the part of the minor.

That the

plaintiff did not appeal within time, but subsequently applied for
414-15
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the

,ed

That the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut reject

to do so.

permission

of the

appeal

guardians,

petition of the plaintiff.
of adoption,

deeds

491

but passed

no order on the

That the Zillah decree, rejecting both
in full force

remains

;

that Bhyrub Inder

no rightful claim to the proper

Nan-sin

Rae, therefore,

ty

that plaintiff now sues, as the surviving widow of Kishen

; and

Inder Narain

can have

for recognition

Rae,

of her widow’s right to the

estate of her deceased husband.
the part of Bhyrub

On

ﬁrst, that the plaintiﬂ‘s

action was barred under Sections

present

III.

12 and 16, Regulation

Secondly, that the adoption of Bhyrub Inder Narain

1793.

by the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut as true

was acknowledged

{ae

Inder Narain Rae, it was contended,
claim having been once dismissed, the

valid;

this, in consequence of his minority, the
estate was brought under the management of the Court of Wards.
and

and

that

Thirdlg,

upon

though the Zillah
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deed of permission to adopt,

that the validity of that deed was not the point in issue

observed

action brought

the

did remark that the

yet that, on appeal, the Sudder Court

was a suspicious document,
in

Judge

produced by Renee Hursoondree,

by Renee

Hurreepreea;

and that the

Judge’s remarks could not hereafter prejudice her claims in re
gard to any right she might be enabled

to establish.

These were

the leading points for the defence.

Certain parties,

kinsmen of the deceased proprietor, put in a

petition, opposing the claim by adoption.
The Zillah

July

16th
‘

it

Judge,

Mr.

G.

0.

Cheap,

gave judgment, on the

184A, to the following effect : —

would appear,

Kishen Inder Narain Thakoor died leaving

widows the plaintiff in this suit and Hursoondree Dibbea.

two

The former, in her plaint, asserts that the deceased gave her two
unomuttce putturs to adopt a sdn;
leged
by

she had received

that Hursoondrce also al

one ; and that all three had been rejected

Mr. Robert Barlow,

a former Judge of the Court 3 and

Hur

soondree

being dead, she, as the surviving widow of the deceased

'l‘hakoor,

claims his estates

; and

it would

appear, on the ground

of her being the wife of the deceased Zemindar, she had been al
lowed to sue as a pauper by the late Judge, MraUdny.
The
Collector, on the part of the minor, defendant, alleges he is the
adopted

son

the Sudder

of Hursoondree

, Court,

Robertson, a Judge of
ruled that the decision passed by Mr. Barlow
;

that Mr.

JJJ

2

41546

_—
1847.

Renee Hur
reepreea Dib~
bea, v. Bhyrub

Inder Narain
Ree & others.
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1847.

did not aﬁ'ect the right of the aforesaid Hursoondree to adopt a
son ; and further, that a Zemindar, possessed of such large estates,

Rance Hur

reepreet Dib
bea, v. Bhyrub

Inder Narain
Rae 8! others.

would never have omitted giving

to his

an unomuttee puttur

wife to adopt a son.
‘

When an opinion has been recorded as to the genuineness

I

a testamentary paper,—and which

document, particularly

to be,—it

sider an unomuttee puttur

behoves

the

of

con

Court who

has to decide the point to give every consideration to the opinions

The late Mr. John Pringle was the

of Judges already recorded.

ﬁrst Judge that took up the claim of Hursoondree Dibbea to adopt
a son;

Das, Neelmunee,

Dibbea, he admitted

soondree

granted her administration
dar, Kishen

July

1825, on the evi

N ubkishore Dutt, at
to the unomuttee puttur produced by Hur

testing witnesses

Inder

the

and

same

as genuine; and on it

to the estates of the deceased Zemin

Narain Thakoor, and directed that her name

At the

time

no objection was oﬁered by any one to this administration;

nor

should
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of the 5th

and in his proceeding
of Ramanund

dence

as proprietor by the Collector.

be recorded

does any appeal appear to have been preferred against the

order

but the plaintiff, it would seem, appealed

;

J ndge’s

to the Board of

Revenue against the registry

of Hursoondree's name (mile Mr
W. Alexander Pringle's letter to the Board.) The ﬁrst time the
legality

of the adoption of the defendant,

was

in question, was on the suit of the present plaintiﬁ‘,
when she produced
Provincial Court of Moorshedabad,

in

Bhyrub Inder Namin,

called
the

two uuomuttee putturs,
and the

10th Bysaek

Hursoondree,

dated the

16th of Poos 1231 B. S.

B. S.;and

1232

when the other widow,

produced an unomuttee puttur, bearing also

also

date the 10th Bysack 1232.

After taking evidence

to these, Mr.

R. P. Nisbet, the Judge of the Provincial Court, rejected all
and,

on

the day he did so, ﬁned Casheenath

Bhadooree,

three ,

because

would not swear on the Ganges water (see roobakaree in tho
nuthee.) Now, in my opinion, the refusal of this witness to
he

give his deposition on oath was the principal cause of the rejec
tion of the unomuttee puttur produced by Hursoondree Dibbea;
and

as he

wrote

the same,

should prove this.

J udge,)

But

it

as the Sudder Court,

on an appeal preferred

a reinvestigation

(N. Halhed,

Esq.,

by Hursoondree Dibbea, directed

of the case, (remitting the ﬁne imposed

witness, Casheenath
416 17

became of course material that he

on the

Bhadooree,) it may be inferred that that
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did

Court
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there were suﬁcient grounds for rejecting

not think

1847.

The case then came before Mr. Barlow, who examined

her claim.

on a huluf-nameh ;and also Narain Con

Bhadooree

Casheenath

somer, the person who had the custody of the seal of the deceased

Rance Hur—
reepreea Dib
bea, v. Bhyrnb
8:

Zemindar, and who deposed that he took the box containing it to Inder
Rae
Pootteah; and the young Rance, or present plaintiff, took it away

\Vith this

from him.

evidence,

and that before taken in the Pro

vincial Court, Mr. Barlow was not satisﬁed
he lays

at Moorshedabad,

puttur being registered

it would appear

of the unomuttee

and the original mokh

which it was registered,

on

tarnameh,

; and

upon the circumstance

great stress

not being forthcoming.

Now, as the registry of any testamentary paper after the death of
the testator is not only illegal, (m'de Construction No. 1218,) but
validity, it does not, in my opinion, much

give it no extra

can

matter what was done with the mokhtarnameh on the registry of

Again, Mr. Barlow lays much stress on

the unomuttee puttur.

other Collector of the district, (and who, it is alleged, lived
together being brothers,) having only the seal of the deceased

Pringle

;

if

this urzee had

private communication made to

and natives are in the habit of making such
to which they

and

representations,

as

a

am inclined to view

the Messrs.

it

but

Now,

and no signature.

deed, some doubt might have been taken to its execution

;

been

a

Zemindar afﬁxed to

it,

the

I

only afﬁx their seals.

often

(six) whose evidence Mr. Barlow rejected, were,
of them, attesting witnesses to the unomuttee puttur, the

writer of the same, Casheenath
as

these

already

three

Bhadooree,

and

N arain

Consomer

last were conﬁdential servants of the deceased. Now,
stated, Mr. John Pringle admitted the evidence of

of the attesting witnesses

I

dited by this Court,

and,

if

both

;

four

;

The witnesses

once admitted and cre

do not see how their testimony (given in
is

another Court) can be rejected, or what reason there
for doubt
ing the evidence of the three witnesses, Gooroo Churn Ghose,
Casheenath

Bhadooree,

and

N arain

Chundee Pershad

Consomer.

Kubrnj, examined by the Principal Sudder Ameen when this case
though not present
laboring

under

their statement

;

in his Court, corroborates

of urine, not

dangerous

Then, there

is

and which perhaps would not have terminated fatally

treated.

and,

when the Thakoor died, deposes that he was

suppression

if

pending

a

was

a
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to the two Mr. Pringles, the one Judge and

addressed

the urzee

disease,

properly

the evidence of Roodakanth Bhadooree,
417-18

Narain
others.
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Renee Hur.
reepreea Dib.
hes, v. Bhyrub
Inder N arain
RIG 8t others.

Dookee Ram Sandyal, and Rugoonath Das, taken by the late
Sherishtedar of this Court, attested by Mr. Raikes when in charge
of the Judge's ofﬁce; and which, it is presumed, was admitted
by the Sudder Court, as the original depositions were transmitted
to that Court, from which the copies, ﬁled on the record, were
obtained.
Thus ten witnesses have deposed to an unomuttee
drafted and drawn out in their presence by Kishen

puttur being

Inder Narain, the deceased
soondree

Thakoor, in favor of his wife, Hur

to which be afﬁxed

and

Dibbea,

and directed it to be delivered to her
me suppose that the unomuttee

is the genuine

on

the

part of the

effect

ing the

date as that ﬁled by Hursoondree,)

same

unomuttee puttur

if

and which would

there had not been a

given by the deceased to his other

plaintiff, in her petition to the Board, states that the

The

wife.

the deceased married her was, because his ﬁrst wife

reason

barren

was

soondree)

plain

to two spurious unomuttee putturs, (one hear

have occurred to her or her agents

genuine

of all makes

puttur, produced by Hursoondrce,

attempt

tiff to give
never
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the

is,

one,

his signature and seal,

: and what most

5

(Hur

but, as the plaintiff failed to give him an

heir, this no doubt led to his giving his ﬁrst wife leave to adopt
in favor

puttur

consider

Bhadooree,

Hursoondree Dibbea, the day before

Inder Namin,

the

testator

,-

that, agreeably

in the unomuttee puttur, the

oonveyed

N araiu,

the unomuttee

of Hursoondree a genuine one, and duly signed

and sealed, and, through Casheenath
said

I

all these circumstances,

Under

a son.

by Hursoondree

was adopted

delivered to the

the death of Kishen
to the permission

defendant,

Bhyrnb Inder

Dibbea, and

which was

known to the Court on the 24th June 1825 and 15th May

made

(ride copies of urzees ﬁled on the record); and further,
Hursoondree Dibbea, before her death, appointed the sister of

1826,

her deceased

husband, 'l‘ara Munnee Dibbea and Kalee Pershad

guardians to the

Sein,

minor, and which guardianship was re

cognized by Mr. Barlow as Judge, before he passed his decision of

the 21st March 1835, i.
i.

on the

e.,

_ and

2d

April

e., on the

24th February 1834, and after,

1835, (ride roobakaree to the Collector) ;

which guardianship was also recognized by other Courts and

Collectorates

; and on

Bhyrub Inder Narain, com

the defendant,

ing of age, the estates which had been placed under the Court of
Wards
turbing

were

relinquished

his possession,

418

to him

;

and

I

see no cause

for dis

or admitting the plaintiﬂ’s claim to any

but maintenance,

thing

to which,

as the wife

ADAWLU'I‘.
of

a

Hindoo, she is

entitled, and the adopted son is bound to provide her with.
is therefore dismissed

claim

at law : and

3 also

495

The

the claim put in by the heir

as this investigation has been beneﬁcial

to the de

Bhyrub Inder Narain, he will pay his own costs and
those of his guardian, and also half the costs of the plaintiff. The

fendant,

costs incurred by Rae Ram Sunker to be paid by the plaintiff.’
the foregoing judgment, this appeal was preferred by
Hurreepreea on the merits of the case. A separate appeal
was also made by Bhyrub Inder Namin Rae against so much of

From

Rance

J udge’s

the

order as charged him with the costs.

the Court, (Mr. Hawkins.)

By

point which presents itself for consideration in this
is, whether the decree of dismissal in the former suit of this
ﬁrst

The
case

In that suit she
plaintiff, is a bar to the present action._
brought her action on a special ground, which failed ; in this case
same

the surviving widow of her deceased husband.

A failure

is nothing then to bar this suit.

There

on the special ground

not prevent her from suing under the general law of inheri

does

whether the decree of the Zillah Judge, of the
conclusive against the admission

is

not, ﬁrst, because

the

genuineness

of the deed

am of opinion that

it

of adoption on which the defence rests?

I

is,

The next point
21st March 1835,

is

timce.

and validity of that deed

did not constitute the point in issue, and because enquiry as to
was in no way essential to the determination of the plaintiff's

claim

:

it

and,

secondly, because

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in

its order of the 31st August 1835, gave the foregoing

reasons as

the

ground for not admitting the appeal of the guardians, who

did

not object to the decrotal order, but to some of the opinions

of the

Zillah Judge.
is,

;

a

The case then involves only
question of fact and evidence
the only point for determination
whether the deceased,

and

Kishen Inder Narain Rae, did or did not execute the deed under
which his elder widow, Hursoondree, adopted the defendant, Bhy
After a careful examination of the evi
rub Inder N arain Rae.
arrive at the same conclusion as the Zillah Judge, in

considering

it

dence,

I
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she sues as

provad

that he did execute the deed.

Its

execu

tion, at a time when the deCeased was in full possession of his
faculties,

1847.

(and that he was so on the day before his death, cannot
419

Rance Hur~
reepree» Dib
bea, v. Bhyrub

Inder
Rae

8!
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others.
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Runes

Hur

reepreea Dib
bea, v. Bhyrub

Inder Narain
Rae 6: others

well be denied by the plaintiff, as she has already sued on a deed
of the same date,) is proved by the attesting witnesses to the deed,
conﬁdential servants of the family, and by the native me

by the
these,

indeed, only the medical man has been orally examined

the present trial

plea new advanced

of 20 years.

litigation

it is

now

terms

:

to the same point as that in proof of

produced

:

it

was taken (at least the principal

cannot now admit an objection,
against the implied consent

I, therefore,

,- and

orally taken to these copies,

of the appellant at every previous
I do not see

As to the evidence itself,

of the proceedings.

what witnesses,

in this

for the ﬁrst time at this stage of a

part of it) in a suit between the same parties

stage

though

by the pleader

The witnesses have sworn to the deed

their evidence was precisely
which

in the lower Court,

of the depositions of the other witnesses,

the objection has been advanced on
Conrt,—a

on

but no objection has been taken in the petition

;

or at any stage of the proceedings

of appeal,

to the copies

in a case of this kind, could be considered

more

than those who have given their testimony in favor

trustworthy

of the genuineness

of the deed, under which the defendant claims

to succeed to the estate of the late Kishen Inder Narain Rae.
Objections have been taken to the genuineness

and

validity of

That it

the deed, with reference to the mode of its registration.
was irregularly registered,

the due execution

is unquestionably true ; but, supposing

of the deed to be established,

the irregularity

validate

it,

of the registration, or the want of registration at all, will not in
(Regulation

XXXVI.

1793, Section 5-)

There are one or two points of circumstantial evidence in favor
of the genuineness of the deed. The deceased died in the latter

It was produced very shortly after in the
Court of the Judge of Rajshahye, and an order obtained upon
in
it

part of April 1825.

the month of July following.

In

the month of

June

1825, Rance

Hursoondree reported to the Judge that, in pursuance

of the per

mission granted to her by her late husband, she had adopted the
Bhyrub Inder Narain Rae. This immediate,
present defendant,
apparently,

conferred

upon

genuine.

then unopposed,
her,

419-20

following

up of the privilege

in favor of the supposition that the deed

The present plaintiﬁ' did not appear to resist these

summary proceedings
an emission

is

and,

is
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Of

dical man who attended the deceased in his mortal illness.

on

in the Bajshahye Court.

It

was certainly

the part of the Court not to issue

a

1847.

general
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inviting any parties who might wish to oppose the claims
Hursoondree to do so 3 but as the deceased had a suit

of Rance

pending in the Court at the time of his death, the pre

or suits

might have

plaintilf

sent

to represent her husband

permission

mom suo, and have sought

appeared

jointly with his

other widow.

might have promulgated the deed of permission

She

alleged

husband’s

death,

have asked the judicial and revenue authorities

into its truth, and admit it

to enquire

back for some months

held

to adopt,

to have been granted to herself, and, immediately on her

;

if

established.

But she

and, apparently, after the admis

claim, set on foot that course of litigation,

sion of her co-widow's

which has now continued for a period of more than 20 years.

During
the
own

the

plaintiff appears to have been, not
right to adopt, as to nullify and set

so

much to establish her

aside that of Renee

Hur

After the decision by the Provincial Court in 1829, the

soondree.
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course of this litigation, the main object of

whole

plaintiﬁ' made no appeal to the Sudder Dewanny ; and also, when
the decree of 21st March 1835 was passed by the Zillah Court of
Rajshahye, she made no attempt to appeal, though her claim was

until the guardians of

dismissed,

against the decretal

All

order of the Zillah Court, but against the opi

by the Judge in regard

nions recorded
fence.

the minor sought to appeal, not

this tends

to the evidence for the de

to the conclusion of a consciousness,

on

part of the plaintiff, that the cwwidoyv, Hursoondree, had a
strong case to be met, and hence the fabrication of the spurious
the

on

documents

which the plaintiff has already sued ; and the re

marks, in regard to which, made by the Zillah Judge, Mr. Cheap,
in the judgment from which this appeal is preferred, appear to
me to be just and applicable.

The plaintiff was evidently will

ing to let her own special claim drop, could she but get an opi
nion from the Courts subversive of that of the Banee Hui-seem
dree.

judgment

I see no reason for disturbing the
in regard to the dismissal of the
Court,
of the lower

plaintiff’s

claim, which

For

Court
Narain

the foregoing

to be charged
Rae

has

reasons,

I

accordingly conﬁrm.

to plaintiff.

The costs of this

The appeal of Bhyrub Inder

been withdrawn, which disposes of the question

of costs in the Court below.

420-21

-_
1847.

Renee Hur
reepreea Dib
bee, 1:. Bhyrub

Inder Narain
Rae & others
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BIRJOMOHUN CHOWDHREE,

1343-

J anuary

Plaintiff,

versus
6.

Account.
ib:°::°°‘f’ffe:1°e‘i
clared receiv-

CHUNDER MUNNEE SHAH
THIS
the

case was heard

on

the

and others, Defendants.

application of the plaintiff for

of a special appeal from the decision of the Prin

admission

cipal Sudder Ameen of Sylhet, under date the 3rd August 1846,

2,1,19,35,13: reversing that
d°“°°tember 1845.

of the Moonsiﬁ‘ of Sonamgunge,

The application was granted

F. Hawkins)

dated 8th Sep

by the Court (present Mr.

on the following grounds:

-

The plaintiff sued the defendants for recovery of
names,

the

price of 350

from the Moonsiﬁ',
that the

states
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books,

on

41 rupees,

2

of lime, and obtained a decree

which was reversed by the Principal Sudder

The Principal

Ameen.

maunds

J. A

Sudder Ameen, among

plaint. must be dismissed

other reasons,

because the account

which the plaintiff sues, were not signed and attested.

have satisﬁed himself that it was usual (which it is
them thus signed and attested, ere he rejected them
to
have
not)
He is bound to receive them as quantum oaleat evidence;and

He should

therefore,
appeal,

considering his decision to be incomplete,

and remand

18“-

I admit

the

the case for re-investigation.

JOBAH CHOWDHREE,

Pumas,

“087‘8118

January 6.

PERTAB NURAIN SINGH,

Defendant.

The
0’11“
THIS case was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the
_
probandi what
. .
.
. .
of a special appeal from the decision of the Judge of
admission
has become of
Pmpmy 111°“ Zillah
Shahabad, under date the 17th June 1846, altering that of
gally attacht o ,
rests with the the Sudder Ameen
of the same district, dated 17th February
wrong-door.

preceding.

The application was granted by the

:-

Court (present

Mr. C.

,
Tucker) on the following grounds
The petitioner, the original plaintiff in this case, stated in his

plaint that the defendant
of sugar-cane,

8 beegahs

had caused the attachment of 8 beegahs

of transplanted paddy, 3 cows, and 3

male buﬂ‘alos, belonging to him, as the property of other persons,

against whom he (the defendant) claimed arrears of rent ; that he
took all the steps he could to get the attachment withdrawn, but
423
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1848.

no purpose ; that part was sold and part destroyed; in short,

to

that he never recovered

portion of the said articles.

any

suit was brought to reverse

the attachment

This

and to recover the

value of the property.

PertabNurain

The attachment of the property was proved, and the Sudder
decreed for the plaintiﬁ'.

Ameen

the decision

maunds 34 seers of paddy, and of some paddy

20

with regard to the rest of the property, he observes

he cannot discover

what became of it.

is no reason for dismissing the plaintiff’s claim.

This

for the defendant,

the

property illegally

the

prove

Singh.

On appeal, the Judge modiﬁed

of the lower Court, decreeing the value of 4 beegahs

of sugar-cane,
straw ; and,

J

o b a h
Chowdhree, v.

wrong-doer,
attached

It

was

to show what had become of

by his agent.

Unless he can

that it was restored to the plaintiff, he is bound to make

good the value of it.
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Considering the proceedings of the Judge to be incomplete and
manifestly unjust, I admit a special appeal, and remand the pro

IX.

under Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation

ceedings,

1831, to the

Judge, for further enquiry and investigation on the principle just
laid down.

J H A,

GUN PUT

m

Appellant,

1818.

oer-m

ANUND SINGH
THIS

suit was instituted in Zillah Tirhoot by respondent,

the 22nd December

1842, to obtain by purchase,

a half arms of a 1 anna, 13 gundahs,

emption,
share

January 17.

DAS, Respondent.

of monzah Okahee alias Muheshpore,

on

in right of pre

1 cowree,

1

krant

valued at Company’s

rupees 375.

Mr. Reid’s certiﬁcate
5th September

of admission

1846, explained

of the special appeal, of the

the question

to be determined

by

the Court.
‘

This

Ameen

is a case of pre-emption between Hindoos.
determines

emption

should be proved to haVe been demanded from all the

sellers : the Principal
from

one

The Sudder

that the law requires that the right of pro

is suﬁioient.

Sudder Ameen

I

decides that the demand

doubt the soundness of this law

; and

admit the appeal to try the question."
By the Court (present Messrs. Rattray, Jackson, and Currie :)
x x x 2
428~24

It

is sufﬁci

that the
right of pre
ent

has
emption
been demand
ed from one of
several sellers.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY' ADAWLUT.
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The respondent's

1848.

J

vakeel

to the case being heard on

objected

as that ground was not

in the certiﬁcate,

the ground mentioned

Gunpnt bl. urged in the petition of special appeal,-—citing a decision of a full
A n u n d
v.
We
Court, of the 24th February 1847, in support of his plea.
Singh Dan.

are of opinion,
dated

with reference to the resolution of the whole Court,

24th December

1847, that Mr. Reid was competent

mit the special appeal on the ground in question,

it

that, in making the iek'had
presence

notwithstanding

in the petition of special appeal

was not urged

(or aﬂirmation

to ad

;

but we think

by witness)

in the

of one out of several sellers, the persons claiming the

right of preemption

acted

law.

to the Mahomedan

conformany

It

appears from Macnaghten (page 182) that the afﬁrmation con
‘
sists in the party going upon the lands, the right of pre-emption
he claims, or to the seller, or purchaser,

therefore

plain that the object of the law
and

before

tion legal and forms].

is

right; and that

not necessary to render his asser

We therefore

of the

afﬁrm the decision

Principal Sudder Ameen, which appears consistent with this prin
ciple of law, with costs chargeable

to appellant.

REMARK.
it

of Mewa Lal and others,

__
1848.

1:.

VII.,

—

Sooltan Singh and another,
p.

case

Sudder Dewauny Reports, ,Vol.

is

Where the right of pre-emption exists among Hindoos,
subject to the rules and restrictions of Mahomedan law.
See the
129, new edition, p. 150.

WUZEER-OON-NISSA,

Appellant,

1.7678118

After a di
of pro'
vision

ROS

THE

UN

UK-OON-NISSA

N

January 26.

H

and others, Respondents.

respondents instituted this suit, on the 9th April 1842,
a

before the Principal Sudder Ameen of Decca, claiming
share in
petty between
the heirs of a
certain
sums
of
to
of
house
business
carried
money,
belonging
deceased ban
one of on in Dacca under the name of the
ker,
house of Edul Hosein esti
them
having
realizad, by a mating their claim at rupees 4,67l -9-4, including interest.
civil suit, the
'lhe house of business was establihed by Meer Hosein Ali, on
of a
amount
bond debt due whose death a deed was executed by his heirs, dividing the pro
to the estate,
was sued by perty belonging to the house equally between the children by one
his co-heirs for wife, viz., the
plaintiffs on one part, and the other wife (Eed-oon
5

a
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the presence of all the sellers

It

81c. 6:03

that the claimant

assert his

witnesses,
is

shall publicly,

is,

of which

424-25
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nissa,) mother of the defendant, on the other part.

1848.
The plaintiffs
stated that a debt of 4,680 rupees, due to the house by Meer
Nuwab, was realized by the defendant, after the execution of that their share of
the
money:
deed, in virtue of a decree of Court in her favor ; and that they, held that the

the

plaintiffs, were consequently

entitled to their half share of

the same.

On the 9th May 1843, the Principal Sudder Ameen of Dacca
gave an award in favor of the plaintiffs, which was upheld in
appeal by the Judge of Dacca, under date the 7th March 1844,

On the 5th April 1845, Mr. Reid admitted a special appeal in
this Court, to -try whether the suit was barred by reason of lapse
of time; remarking, ‘that if the 12 years allowed by law were
from the date of the bond executed by Meer N uwab, or

counted

that of the deed executed between the heirs of Hosein Ali,

from

the time had elapsed before the suit was brought : but,

counted from the

of the decree 'by which the defendant

pcriod.’

prescribed

By

date

were

from Meer Nuwab, the action was within the

the Court (present

Messrs.

Jackson, Hawkins, and Currie :)

We ﬁnd that, under the deed of distribution executed between
each party is entitled to one-half of the outstanding

the parties,

debts and other property belonging to the house of business.

The bond, under which it was eventually

ject to the partition.
for and realized
unknown

defendant,
into
for

Court
on

was in the possession of

to the plaintiffs, until the suit was brought

and decided.

their share of

realized

by the defendant,
The plaintiﬁ‘s,

before that time.

therefore,

It

is

sued

The

of Meer N uwab came within that description, and was sub

account of the house of business

could not sue

plain that any sum,
is

debt

it,

liable to the par

tition, and that the division could not take place until
was
realized.
The cause of action, therefore, as between the present

it
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realized the debt

if it

parties,

arose on the date of realizing

of the

bond

decisions

the money,

not on the date

or of the partition deed.
We therefore aﬂ‘irm the
of the lower Courts. Costs against appellant.

425-26

.

cause of action
arose on the
date of its re—
alization,
and
not on that of
the partition,
or of the bond.
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1848.

J aaunry

MOSAHIBOODDEEN,

Plaintiff,

versus

29.

'

RANEE KISHEN MUNEE

P r o pe rt y
wit h i n the

and others,

Defendants.

THIS case was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the
civil jurisdic
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the Principal
tion of one dis~
essore, under date the 10th August 1847,
trict, but with~ Sudder Ameen of
in the revenue
that
of
the
Moonsiti‘ of Khajoorah, dated llth May
reversing
jurisdiction of
another,
had preceding.
been sold in
The application was granted by the Court (present Mr. C.
execution of a

J

The plaintiff

J.

and Mr.

A. F. Hawkins) on the follow

the defendants

sued

to procure the reversal of a

sale, of a title to certain property, made in execution

of a decree

Court.

Collector of N uddea

and that, consequently, the property should

sold by him, and not by the Collector of

been

I

had been done.
The Moonsiﬁ‘

for the plaintiﬁ', on the ground

judgment

gave

essore, as

J

have

;

The plaint sets forth (and this was shown to be the fact) that
the property sold, though within the jurisdiction of the Civil
Court of Jessore, was yet within the ﬁscal jurisdiction of the

of Jessore had no power to sell property not

that the Collector

within his jurisdiction.
Principal

Sudder Ameen reversed

observing that such

a

The
Moonsiii‘,

the judgment

of

the

sale was not prohibited by any

regulation.

As the Moonsiﬁ'

a

From this judgment
for permission to ﬁle

the

present

application

has been made

special appeal.

was unquestionably right in the view he has

Sudder Ameen,

under the provisions of Clause

2,

taken, we admit the special appeal, and remand the case to the
Principal

Sec

tion
Regulation IX. 1831, in order that he may proceed accord
ing to the law under which this sale took place, and which, as
Section

4,

by Clause

3,

declared

Regulation

VII.

1825, prescribes

that the lands shall be sold by the Collector of the district in
which they may be situated, meaning thereby the ﬁscal jurisdic
tion of the ofﬁcer selling the lands, and not the judicial jurisdic

—

tion of the Court deciding the case.
\
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sale wasoppos
ed t) Clauses,
Section 4, Re
gulation
v11.
1826.

Sir R. Barlow,
ing grounds :—
Tucker,

2,

by the

Collector of the
fﬂ'mﬂl'diﬂlil ict:
held that such

,of

decree

426-27
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SHEIKH NUBBEE BUKSH,

503

Plaintiff,

1848.

versus

J snuary 29.

SHE WUK MEHTOON, Defendant.

THIS

on the application of the defendant

was heard

case

for

What a far~

of a special appeal from the decision of the Prin mer suing for
arrears of rent,
cipal Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 25th June 1847, at a certain
bound
that of the Moonsiﬁ' of Dulsing Snrai, dated 18th ratenis
afﬁrming
do,—his
to
the admission

claim

1846.

December

The application was granted by the Court (present Mr. C. Tucker,
Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.
The plaintiff

sued the defendant,
alleged

from the years 1252 to 1258 F. S., and now
a tenant on the farm, for arrears of rent

to be due for the year 1252 F. S., the ﬁrst year of the
The suit was for a money-rent,

farm.

a beegah,
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A. F. Hawkins) on the followinggrounds.
taken the farm of certain estates from the

had

proprietor thereof,

J.

at 5 rupees and

2 rupees

according to the quality of the land.

The defendant answered that he and his relatives (sued in four
other separate cases) held part of the lands under a mokurruree
that he held part under a hhaolee tenure, by which

tenure ; and

the rent is satisﬁed
were

pleas

by a division of the produce

in kind.

Other

urged, which are not material to the disposal of the

present application.

The Moonsitf and Principal Sudder Ameen gave judgment for
the plaintiff,

on the grounds that the moknrruree pottah pleaded

by the defendant was invalid,
according

The
appeal

a

and

that the rent must be paid

to the proper rates for such lands.

defendant now

applies for permission to file a special

in this Court.

We are of opinion that the lower Courts have proceeded upon
wrong principle in the decision of this case. If a farmer sues

for a money-rent at a given rate, he is bound,

in the event of the

claim being disputed by the tenant, to show that such tenant has

previously paid at the same rate, or has executed an engagement
to the effect that he will pay it.
Again, if his claim is for an
enhanced rent, he is bound to show that he has taken the preper
steps to entitle him to recover at the rate claimed by him,
these points the decisions

On

of the lower Courts are defective.

We accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case to the
Principal Sudder Ameen, who will replace it on the ﬁle, and de
side

it

dc now with reference

tolthe foregoing

observations.
427-28

being
disputed
by
the tenant.
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'504
1848.

GUN GANURAIN ACHARJ

and others,

Appellants,

versus
January 31.

MUSST. CHUNDRABUTTEE DIBBEA and others,
'
Respondents.

A

claim to
land exempted
assess~
from
ment
by the

resumption

THE

appellants instituted this suit on the 1st September 1843,
in Zillah Mymensingh, claming 1,000 poorahs of land in Beel
Cheratul, mozuf of Kakshah

Dookanee,

their zemindaree,

with

Courts, which mesne proﬁts : suit laid at rupees 9,996.
the
declared
The land in question, situated on the west bank of the river
to
defendants
rightful
be the
Alung-janee, was stated by the plaintiffs to have been adjudged,
owners of the
a decision of the Magistrate under Regulation XV. 1824, dated
same, was tri~ by
ed on its me
10th October 1828, to form part of their zemindaree, notwith
rits, and it was
at the same standing the fact that the remainder of their estate was on the
time ruled that
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east of that river.

theresumption
Courtshad ex~
The defendants, in answer, denied the claim of plaintiffs, and
their
ceeded
that the river Aluug-janee was the boundary between
power in malb asserted
ing any decla
their estate of Rampore, &c., and plaintiﬂs’ estate of Beel Cheratul.
ration in re~
to the
gard
support of this they referred to a decision of the resumption

right

perty.

of pro~

In

Court, dated 21st September

1839, by which, subsequently to the

Magistrate’s order under Regulation XV. 1824, the Special Deputy
Collector decided
to the zemindaree

that the land to the west of the river belonged
of defendants.

They further added that the

Magistrate’s summary award was merely for 20 or 25 beegahs, and
not for 1,000 poorahs of land, the quantity claimed now by the
plaintiffs on the west
held possession

bank of the river, and that plaintiﬁ‘s had

of no more

than those 25 beegahs, either since

that award or before it.
On the 24th April 1845, the PrincipalSudder
dismissed

the

plaintiﬂ's’ claim

as

not established,

Ameen

having

they brought

forward their case, in appeal, before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
By the Court (present Mr. Jackson

:)

From the papers ﬁled, it is evident that the summary award of
the Magistrate

in

1828, referred only to the 25 beegahs then in

This is proved by the decision itself, by the subsequent
purwannehs issued, and reports made in carrying that award in
dispute.

to effect.
had

These papers

also show that the plaintiffs have never

of more

than the 25 beegahs under that award:

pessession

and as upwards of twelve years have past between the date of
that award and the date of the present suit, the claim of plain
title for any thing more than the 25 beegahs cannot be heard.
428-29
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It
of the claim for those 25 beegahs.
would appear that plaintiffs were dispossessed of this land undcr
It

the

remains to dispose

A claim

of the resumption Court.

decision

was brought by

the Government to resume this very laud now in dispute,
25 beegahs;

the

ing

and

of the present

both

parties

includ
having

appeared and opposed the Government claim, the Special Deputy

Collector, after hearing their allegations and enquiring into the
truth

of them,

that,

determined that the land formed

of Rampore,

zemindaree

consequently,

4!ch

part of the

belonging to the defendants,

Government had no claim on it.

the

and.

He

ac

cordingly gave it up to the defendants.
to the case of Hurgobind, petitioner, decided by

referring

On
a

full Court

on the

July

17th

competent
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a

It

was a judicial

is an essens

This principle

In

the case then

preliminary to an order of

question

which had to be decided

question

resumption

to the question of assessment.’

it

determined,

as a.

resumption Court is

the approbation of all the Judges.

has received

resumption.

ﬁnd it laid down,

a case, the

‘judicial question which

to dispose of any

tial preliminary

I

1847,

general principle, that, in deciding

:

in the present case, it was

to an award declaring [and not liable

preliminary

to

which the resumption Court disposed of.
in order to satisfy the resumption

was absolutely necessary,

Court that the Government claim to resume was not good, that
that Court should ascertain that it did belong to a permanently
settled
ties

estate :

it

was, otherwise,

liable to resumption.

Two

claimed it, each as belonging to his own settled estate

par~

; and.

it was impossible to throw out the Government claim without
ﬁrst ascertaining to which of those estates the land did belong.
There might

be a case

in which the resumption Court might ﬁnd

that the Government claim was not good, without ﬁrst deciding
to what estate the land did belong; but this was not such a case
apparently, in the opinion of the resumption ofﬁcer; and he was,
in my opinion, at liberty to go into the point, and, after forming
his opinion,

to

adopt

it

as the basis of his decree against the

Government.

This

is exactly

The grounds assigned by

what has been done.

the Special Deputy Collector, for dismissing the Government claim,
are, that the quinquennial papers

included in the defendants’
blished by the fact that

showed the land to have been

zemindaree

a watercourse

L L 1,

:

that this is further esta

was dug in

it

by an ancestor
429

1847.

G u n g anu
raiu
Acharj
and others, v.
Musst,
Chum
drabuttee Dib
bea and others.
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__~

of the

1845-

“g “g
and others,

defendants.

drawn from this is that the

The inference

Government has no claim.
The Special Deputy Collector goes on to direct that the land,
1:. which had been attached, pendth lite, should begiven up to the
rightful owners, viz. the defendants.
doubt the propriety of this portion of his decision,

I

‘1’““dmhm-

for it was

He might and should have restricted himself to
unnecessary.
The remainder I
directing the attachment to be withdrawn.
consider to be beyond his competency.
look on the determination by the resumption Court, of the

I

Court

but

see reason

is

other Courts:

it

lit

right of the defendants to the lands, as incidental; andjconsider
entitled to the same consideration as all decisions of incidental
points of other descriptions, whether before the resumption or
not binding on this Court, should the

to doubt the correctness

of it.

iu the resumption Court in favor ofathe defen
am therefore induced to take the same view as the re

dants.

I

meet that adduced

sumption

Court,

and

to

the

consider

river

Alung-janee

the

boundary between the estates; thus adj udging to theadefendants
hereby afﬁrmed

;

The decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen

is

the whole of the land claimed in this case.
boats to be paid by the plaintiffs.

MIRTENJAE mooxsmns

_‘_“_$'__

and others, Appellants,

‘February

5.

we?"qu

'MANIK CHUN DER

“it

THIS

a

a

by
In
case, which was
huwslad ar to
on the 10th
raise the reins Backergunge
of his neem~

DAS, Respondent.

instituted by the respondent

in Zillah

May 1843, was admitted to special ap

certain huwalah, in which the petitioners (defendants)

held

a

an:

a

‘

l

_

0" the 2nd February 1847, under the following certiﬁcate
huwaladm, in Peal»
of recorded by Mr. Charles Tucker :—
on
umml
_
_
_
EWISWWHCB
The plaintiff, alleging himself to be 12 annas proprietor of
main? bu.“
thel

of
Ap: neem-huwalah, sued them, the petitioners, for an enhancement
luv-v51“
the
at the rate of rupees per beegah, on the ground that
swat): rent,

ma:

4
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I

I

gone into'the evidence, adduced in the present
ﬁnd
case, with a view to the determination of this point; but
nothing sufﬁcient to establish the claims of the plaintiffs, or to
have therefore

plaint-ﬂ, 1m 10 annas sharers of the talook, under whom he held his huwalah,
the
principle
ehstthe subor- had, by a dercee of Court, enhanced the jumma heretofore payable
430

‘

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNYIADAWLUT;

It will

by him.

be of no use to mention here the decision of the
viz., that of the Sudder Ameen

Court of ﬁrst instance,

dated 23rd February

trict,

of the dis

The application for special

1844.

founded on the decision passed in appeal,

of course,

is,

appeal

507

viz- by the Principal Sudder Ameen on the

llth

March 1845.

Notice under Regulation V. 1812, bears date 29th Mangh 1245
B. S.

The Principal Sudder Ameen found that decrees had been

obtained against theplaintiﬁ‘ as follows :—-by the 8 annas sharers
of the

the plaintiff holds his huwalah, at the

talook, of whom

rate of 2 rupees

per beegah ; and by the 2 auuas sharers at the

The

rate of 4 rupees per beegah.
tuted any proceeding

6 annus

plaintiff

; the

sharers had not insti

therefore

continued to pay

them as heretofore.

The plaintiﬁ' claimed to ﬁx the jumma
the rate of 4 rupees per beegah all round.

on his under-tenants at

It

became a question,
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therefore, with the Principal Sudder Ameen, whether the plaintiff
was entitled to demand

an increase

under-tenants’ jumma,

or only

secondly,

himself

Principal

;

and,

or merely in the proportions according to which he
been

to enhancement,

subjected

on 8 annas,

beegah

of that jumma

1}}

whether the plaintiff was entitled to 4'rupees a bcegah

throughout,
had

on the entire 16 annas of his

on

2 rupees per

viz.,

The

and 4 rupees per beegah on 2 ounce.

Sudder Ameen decided

the plaintiff was entitled to 4'

rupees a beegah on {mg of the land held by the petitioners ; and he

that he was

decreed

entitled to receive

at that rate from the

month of Phalgoon 1245 B, S.

From this

decision

the petitioners apply for a special appeal, on

the grounds that, as they are subject

to

enhancement

only in the

same proportion with their superior, the Principal Sudder Ameen,
who

admitted that as the principle, was not warranted in giving 4

rupees

a beegah

all round.

The case is one of immense

impor

to a large body of men, holding under-tenures in that part
of the country from which this suit comes, inasmuch as, if the

tance

Principal Sudder

Ameen’s

decision be considered

correct, it will

establish a direct and independent right in the holder of the supe
rior tenure
reference

to enhance

the rents of those below him, without

to the fact of his own jumma having been enhanced.

Now, the question has not been fully enquired into in.the
Courts.

A right in the superior holder

to enhance

lowerv

the jumma

of.

his subordinate tenant, on. showing that his own jumma has been
1. n

L 2

431

*—

18480

diuate holderl_
were liable to
e n heucement,
in
the same
ae
proportion
their superior,
was set aside,
and the case
to
remanded,
be disposed 0!
to
according
the rates paid
in the pergun~
nah by new:

huwaladarl to.
huweladers.
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1848.

enhanced,

is established by this decree, without any investigation

into the

nature of the title under which the subordinate holder

Mirtenjse obtained his lease. Much must depend on the nature of the pottah
Mookerjea dz and
kubooleeut interchanged between the parties 3 and this, as I
others,

Manik

versus
Chun

der Das,

said

has

before,

But it

not been enquired into.

seems to me

inconsistent in the Principal Sudder Ameen admitting the princi
ple, and then deciding in opposition to it, in awarding 4 rupees a

all

beegah

to that

round, when the plaintiff had been subjected

rate of assessment on only jag of his holding.

The Principal Sudder

has also violated Section 10, Regulation V. 1812, in declar~

Ameen

ing the rent awarded by him payable from the month of Phalgoon
1245.
The notice issued in Maugh 1245, was too late to affect
the demand

for that year, (wide the preceding section)

jumma should not therefore

till

the year 1246 B. S.

‘Thc
been
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have been declared

case itself being one which, as

disposed

I

the new

I

know, has not yet

admit this special

in order to ascertain what the rights of the parties are,

appeal,
and

far as

of by the Superior Court,

:

to be demandable

also, because

of the illegality above noticed in declaring the

rent to be demandable

enhanced

from Phalgoon 1245, instead of

from Bys'akh 1246.’

By

the

Court

(present

Mr.

Tucker,

Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.

Hawkins :)
We

are

decided

of opinion

that the

Principal

case upon a wrong principle.

the

quired into the

rates

Sudder Ameen has
He should have

en

paid in the pergunnah by neem-huwala

dare

to huwaladars, and have decided accordingly, awarding at

such

rates,

plaintiff

provided they did not exceed the rate at which the

claims.

We therefore

remand

the

case to be tried de

nova, as above indicated.

_.

KUMUL LOCHUN GHOSE

1848.

versus

February 5.
Circular Or

der of the Ni‘
zalnut Adaw—
lut, dated 10th
D ece m b e r
1830, is no bar

and others, Appellants,

BHAGIRUTTEE DIBBEA,
THIS case, which
lst July 1842, was
1845,

Reid

was instituted in Zillah Mymensingh, on the

admitted to special appeal, on the 1st March
certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. J. F. M.

under the following

:431432

Respondent.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

petitioners (appellants) having, on 22nd March 1823,

‘The
obtained
blish

a decree

of that established

by petitioners at

again to remove a haut establish

sued the defendant

in Bhadoon 1247 (August-September 1840.)

On the strength

of the former decree, the Moonsiﬁ‘ of Nitrokona passed a decree
on the 26th

for petitioners
der

on

Ameen,

Adawlut, of 10th December

to the institu
tion of asuit
the
re~
for
of a
moval
hunt.

August 1843; but the Principal Sud
of Circular Order of the Nizamut

strength

the

1848.

forbidding her to esta

the defendant,

against

haut in the vicinity

a

Kewulgunge,
ed

509

the order on the 15th

1830, reversed

January following.
hitherto
down

by his Court, whether

decided

bar to the institution of suits for
hauts,

think

special

a

of putting

purpose

not,

I

the

or

is

is,

has not been

a.

‘As it

the said Circular

appeal

should be admitted to try the point.’

(present Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.
of opinion that

Order of the

Circular

the

not a. bar to the institution

of

a

are

suit of the

nature

alluded to, nor to the investigation of the plaintiff’s claim

by the

Civil Courts.

cording

to the certiﬁcate,

considering
be

his decree

solely upon the Circular

;

The Principal Sudder Ameen has gone, ac
and therefore,

to be incomplete,

we remand

THE REV. H. SHEPHERD,

Appellant,

the case to

tried upon its merits.

1848.

EKNATHEENS PANIOTTY,

February

Respondent.

EKNATHEENS PANIOTTY,

5.

’UCTS'MJ

Appellant,

’UCTWS

THE REV.

H.

SHEPHERD,

Respondent.

THE

plaintiff, (the Rev. H. Shepherd,) who instituted this suit
Dacca, on the 13th May 1845, claiming 10,000 rupees
damages on account of a. libel defaming his character, stated that,
in

a

petition

gunge,

ﬁled by the defendant

the following expressions

defendant’s

refusing

violent passion,

and

to sign

endeavoured

before the Judge of Backer

had been
paper,

used,

viz., ‘on

the plaintiﬁ

to frighten him

the

fell into

a

Zillah

5

in

a.
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The Court

Nizamnt Adawlut

is

Hawkins

:)

By the Court

and had not

432-33

In an action
for
damages
preferred
by
the plaintiff, in
on
Chaplain
the establish.
ment, against
a. party who
had
gratui~
toust aspersed
his character

510

IN THE SUDDER DEWAN

CASES

1848.

the

N Y ADAWLUT.

Collector been present at the time, he, the defendant,

have

his life in danger

considered

:’ and again,

‘

would

the plaintiff was

in a

petition
a person of such a character that there was nothing to prevent
ﬁled in Court.
him from preparing a forged document, with a view to injure the
the Sudder De
wanny Adaw
defendant.’
These Words, it was contended, were calculated to
lut
conﬁrm
ed
the
de
cause serious injury to the character of the plaintiff, a Clergyman
cree
of
the
of the English church, then holding the ofﬁce of Chaplain of the
lower
Court,
which award
.
station of Dacca.
ed
to
the
da~
plaintiff
The defendant admitted that he ﬁled the petition containing
wages to the

amount

of the words objected to, but added that the petition was presented
with a view to his own protection; that the plaintiff had sent for

1,000 rupees.

him,

and,

in the presence

of'the Collector, had endeavoured

prevail on him to sign a document,

resigning, in favor of plaintiff

his claim on a certain share in a zemiudaree
sideration;
and

to

for a pecuniary con

that his refusal had made the plaintiﬂ' very angry;

that he had

the petition in question to the

presented

Civil
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Court, in order to make it known that he had not executed the
He referred to the precedent

document.

of Hedger versus Muha

ranee Kumul Komaree, (page 29, new edition, page 33, volume
VII. Sudder Dewanny Reports,) in bar of damages, and, further,
the jurisdiction

denied

On the 18th
Dacca gave

of the Decca Court.

February

an

award

1846,

on the ground

libel established,

the

Principal

Sudder Ameen of

in favor of plaintiff, with full costs, over

ruling the objection raised
claring

the

he

ofjurisdiction;

and, de

assessed the damages at 1,000

rupees.

From this decision both parties appealed to the Sudder Dewan
ny Adwalut : the plaintiff on the ground of insufﬁciency of damages
awarded

; and the defendant

By the Court (present
The decision

of the

on the grounds detailed in his defence.

Mr. Jackson

:)

Principal Sudder Ameen, on the point of

is clearly correct : the defendant

jurisdiction,

dence in Dacca,

having a ﬁxed resi

the case might be heard in the Dacca Court, not

withstanding the cause of action arose in Zillah Backergunge.
The case of Hedger *versus Muharanee Kumul Komaree is not
in point.

In

that case, the

libel

charged

was conveyed

defence, before the Magistrate, made by the defendant

of

a.

criminal

nature.

In

in

a

on a charge

this instance, no case between

the

of the petition
parties was pending before any Court: the ﬁling
is
It further to be
was voluntary on the part of the defendant.
433-34

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY
that the ﬁling of such
I

presented ,

be held

,

of his own interests,

.

I

.

. .

heens
of Eknat
'
P
tz .
“Ezniheeu,

upon which this suit is brought.

be vieWed as

be unbecoming

libel.

The falling into a

another

person; but the term used in the Bengalee

a

may

than

more

Clergyman, perhaps

passion

language does

convey the idea of extreme passion and the apprehensions
measure
entertained by the defendant may be, perhaps, rather
than
of
the
used
the
violence
opposite
by
of his own timidity
a

:

not

The other expression,

party.

the character

the plaintiff

to

Such a character

ends.

would

profession to which he belongs.
defendant to justify this expression.

No attempt

mitigation

would have

of damages.

a

it

and

is

not that the fact ofits being true could

direct justiﬁcation, but

that, in so stating, the defendant
motives,

made by the

not asserted that this
would certainly show

was not actuated

by malicious

most important effect towards

This, however,

not pleaded.

I

as

It

it

be received

a

a true one

is

character

:

the

is

the plaintiff utterly unﬁt for the ofﬁce he holds, and for

render

the

must,

therefore, view the expression as false and malicious; and the de
liable to suitable damages for having
used it.
fendant is, consequently,

It

;

it

is

remains only to consider the amount of damages.
In cases
not the sum to the extent of which the
plaintiﬁ‘ has actually been endamaged that should be awarded
possibly the plaintiff in this case may have suffered no actual
of this description,

brought

may

not be believed, in which case no
possibility of injury arising

but there was

of character.

defamation
;

from such

accusation
arise

3

injury could

for were the accusation

a

The

injury.

is

To prevent this, the action
allowed

to remain on record,

unchallenged, many persons
express

injury

more

than

capable

of this description, in the shape of pecu
jury would perhaps be

a matter of difﬁculty :_a

judge of doing this properly,

from

a

But to

niary damages,

a

it;

might, and probably would, believe
the character of the plaintiff would thus be positively injured.
is
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his own

forgery to serve

attributes

distinctly

however,

of one who will not hesitate to com

is

mit

The Rev. H.
1,.
Shepherd,

Without the addition

hlS purpose,

Sudder Ameen that the ﬁrst portion

agree with the Principal

canth

was the protection

denying the execution

statement,

a simple

of the calumnious expressions
of the expression

'

object of the defendant

the deed, would have answered

1543

it by the Court to which it was

upon

.

if the

and

petition was irregular, for no

{1’

could

proceeding

a

a

observed

51!

ADAWLCT.

know

43435

Shepherd:

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.

0113

ledge of local and personal

1848.

The plaintiff refers to

circumstances.

of Dr. Mackinnon

a precedent

versus

Mahomed 'I‘ukkee Khan

The Rev. E.
v.
Shepheld,
E s n a t he s n s

(15th January 1844, Sudder Dewanny l‘iEPOTlB,) in
In that case, the plain
support of his claim for higher damages.

Paniotty.

tiff

Eknatheens
v.

Panintty,
The Rev.
Shepherd.

H.

and

others,

had

been

of opening

accused

pot

and abstracting papers

This

was

nature.

a package

sent by the public

from it, he being then

a positive and direct charge

The damages awarded

postmaster.

of criminality of

a serious

were 10,000 rupees; but the libel

in the present instance is not of so serious 2. character. It is
offensive and malicious, but charges with no positive act of‘crimi

nality: the

is very material, and has been pleaded

difference

in

appeal.

I

am further of opinion that the circumstances of the defendant

must be taken

into consideration

in

the

assessing

damages.

for injury

punished by

a

intended as

to the plaintiff; though, in some instances,
therefore
used,

the

defendant,
the

is

may be partially

the

excuse

assigned

was conveyed,

by the defendant

his means and position in society,I
of 1,000 rupees damages, with full costs, made

as regards

award

:

by the Principal Sudder Ameen, isjust and equitable
conﬁrmed.

435-35

for ﬁling

and the circumstances of

Each party will pay his own costs of appeal

is

petition

not to be sup

into consideration the nature of the offensive

in which

the

think

to inﬂict

full compensation

it

expression

pecuniary

could not be viewed in that light.

it

so; but, in others,

It
a

into consideration.

posed that the sum awarded

it

cf the defendant

Taking

a

manner,

are

This view of the case distinctly brings the circum

maliciously.
stances

in

1f damages

inﬂicted or which he has endeavoured

is

ﬁne,

scarcely possible altogether

penal character.
a

the defendant

awarded,

nevertheless,

of
is,

prosecution ; but it
to divest the decision

is,

station, and position in society of the defendant must be allowed
This is a civil action, not a criminal
to have weight in the scale.

it
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Even if they are to be assessed on the principle of the amount of
injury to which the plaintiﬁc has been exposed, the character,

hereby

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU T.

MUN GRAJ,

DOORGAPURSHAD

Appellant,

513

-

1848.

~—

4187‘s“

THE COLLECTOR

OF THE NORTHERN DIVISION OF

February 8.

CUT‘I‘ACK, SHAMA CHUN D DEB, and RADHASHAM
DAS and others, Respondents.

THIS

suit, laid at Company’s Rupees 49,865-0-0,

was institut

ed by the appellant, in Zillah Cuttack, on the 6th January 1845,
for the reversal of the sale for arrears of revenue of talook Kaideh,

Pergunnah Bunchas, &c., in the district of Balasore.
The Court (present Messrs. Jackson, Hawkins, and Currie) pass
ed judgment as follows

houses—This

Itln.

on various grounds.

:—
suit is brought to reverse a revenue sale

On the 12th November 1845, the Principal

Suit to re
verse a reve
nuo sale: judg
ment of lower
Court. dismiss
ing the claim,
upheld in ap~

peal; plaintiff
havingallowed
part ofthe pro
ceeds
to be
applied to his
beneﬁt, with

Sudder Ameen dismissed the claim, under the provisions of Section out
deciding that part of the surplus pro

ceeds of the sale had been applied to the plaintiff’s beneﬁt,

charging

a debt

from him, and that, consequently,

due

in dis

he could

not now impugn the validity of the sale.

The parties admit that the appeal ease hinges entirely on this
single point, no other point having been investigated in the Court

It

of ﬁrst instance.

appears that the sale took place on the 27th

March 1838, and the purchase
and, afterwards,

hands,

the

him the surplus proceeds

money was paid into the Collector’s

Judge ordered the Collector to send
of sale, to be applied to the payment

of a sum due from the plaintiﬂ‘,

under

a decree

in course of exe

cution before him.
On

the 4th May 1838, the sale was conﬁrmed

sioner

of Revenue,

by tho Commis

and, on the 21st August of the same year, by

the Board of Revenue.

June

1838,

the Collector sent

On the 3rd July

1838,

the plaintiff gave in a petition to the

On the

J udge's
Judge,

1st

the money to the

Court.
stating that he was contesting the validity of the sale
authorities, and begging that the money

before

the revenue

might

not be paid over till the orders of the Board of Revenue

Board’s

14th December
the

orders,

order of the

1839,

that

after the issue of the

money was paid over to the decree-holder

udgc.
.u

n

.u

On the

is,

were known.

J
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1822,

436

by

objection
made,
after
n ﬁrmation
of the sale by
the
Revenue
Board,
al~
though he had
Opposed such
application be
forehand.

e
o

XI.

27, Regulation

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.

~51-1:

From ,this order no appeal was made, but the present suit was

1848.

brought about ﬁve years afterwards.
Doorgapur
‘nhad Mungraj,
r. The Collec
tor of the

0n referring to Section 27, Regulation

XI.

1822,

I

ﬁnd the

plaintiﬂ' cannot claim reversal of a sale after receiving any portion

Northern Di of the purchase
vision of Cut
his own hands,

‘tack 86 others.

is immaterial whether

it is paid into

or for his beneﬁt and with his consent into the

of another.

hands

it

money;
But,

in this instance,

positive proof of his consent

; on the

there is no direct and

contrary, he would appear

to have opposed the payment.

It
be

that, by petitioning that the money might not
were known, be

is contended

till

paid

the orders of the Board of Revenue

his opposition to the date of issue of those orders

limited

this is not a consent to the payment subsequent

It

;

but

to those orders.

is true the opposition conveyed in that petition is so limited ;

It

hut consent is not always to be inferred from non-opposition,
is

therefore
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cumstances

whether there are any special cir

to be considered

in the

present case, which can be held as authorising

the Court to view his silence in the light of a tacit consent to the
payment.

Now, the payment of the money by order of Court, in execu
tion of a decree against the plaintiff, and for his beneﬁt, was open
to objection on his part, inasmuch
fore

duty of the plaintiﬁ,

the

application
time.
vakeel

it might

be held to com

It

right of plaintiff to contest the sale.

the

promise

as

of the money,

if

to have

he had

was there

any objection to this

stated his objections at that

He cannot plead ignorance, as he was represented by his
in the Judge's Court at the time the order was passed.
was bound to look to his client’s interests, as well in

The vakeel

the course of execution of the decree as during the litigation pre
vious to decision.
He should, therefore, at that time, have
urged his objection to the order
passing
appeal

the order,

from his order:

notwithstanding his opposition,

the

J udge’s

a summary

But

be neglected

to the Judge as well as to appeal
order thus became

ﬁnal

; and no

suit can be heard for the reversal of that order, as

passed in execution

Further,
on

in the event of the Judge

to the Sudder Court was open to him.

both to state his objections
new

; and

I

cannot avoid considering the silence

that occasion,

remedy

°f aPPWI,
437

it

was

of a decree.
and his neglect

of the plaintiﬁ'

to avail himself of his legal

W imply a consent on his part to the applica

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEW AN NY ADA'WLU'I'.‘

Ameen

is

of opinion that the
correct,

and-

that

the

proceeds

under

paid away,

contest

Northern Di
vision of Cut~

it,

Regulation

27,

XI.

1822,

tack

provides

of an estate shall not- be liable for the

proprietor, while the validity of 'the sale may
Now, when the sale proceeds of this estate

contest.

were

;-

be

sale

of the late

am,

of the Principal Sudder

must be upheld;

Ma. Hawxms.—-Section
debts

decision

Doorgapur
shad Muugraj,‘
'v. The Collec—
o
of
a.

closely the facts

of the

necessary, however, to examine

'

It

is

the validity of the sale clearly was not under
for the matter had been ﬁnally disposed of by the reve
nue authorities, and no suit to contest the validity of the sale
was then pending in Court.

The surplus proceeds had been

case.

for by the Civil Court, and were sent on the 1st June 1838.
the 3rd July 1838, the present plaintiff petitioned the Court,
praying that the money might not be paid away until the disposal
called

'

the matter by the Sudder Board of Revenue, to which autho
rity he had appealed against the orderof the Commissioner in
of-

oonﬁrmation of the sale.
;

The money was not then paid away but the sale having been
conﬁrmed by the Sudder Board, and no further opposition to the
payment of the money having been made by the late proprietor,

been

3

case in- which the present

put upon

plaintiff was himself

a

the Judge on the 21st August 1839 ordered the payment of the
money in execution of the decree.
From this order, passed in a
party, no appeal'

and, whatever construction might otherwise
the terms of the petition of the 3rd

July

have

1838, the

omission to- appeal

from the Judge’s order does distinctly imply
tacit consent on his part to the disposal of the money as order
ed by the Civil Court.
The plaintiff had his remedy, but neg~
lected to avail himself of it. The point was before the Court in

a

the

case of Mussamaut Dya Mayo Dibbea versus the Collector of

Bhuloah and others,

(page 274, new edition, page 327, Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut Reports, volume VII.) and was decided against
the late proprietors of the estate sold.
the plaintiff objected to

If

the

payment of the

should have intimated this by
ﬁling his suit at once, or by taking such other remedies as were
within his reach to prevent
payment to the decree-holders.
money,

he

its

M M

M

Instead of taking this obvious course, he does not
appeal nor does
2
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On

was preferred

437-38

h

therefore,

time to elapse before coming into Court.

t

long

so

in bringing the present suit.
he would scarcely have allow

r

ed

a

Had he felt himself aggrieved by

1848.

t

by the delay of 'ﬁve years

ﬁrmed

__

this view of the case is con

.

ll

; and

I

tion of the money to his beneﬁt

516

others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

516
1848.

ﬁle his suit until upwards of six years after the sale

he

the meantime,
Doorgapnr
shad Mungraj,
'11.The ColleC~
t or of th9

Northern Di
vision of Cut.
tack 86 others.

and

even

to

avails himself of the advantage

of having the execution

I

him, suspended.

the decrees given against

;

and, in

the close of the present litigation,
of all

see no reason

to

interfere with the judgment of the lower Court, and concur with
my colleagues

in dismissing
the appeal,
I

with costs against the

appellant.
Ma. CUBRIE.—~I
gulation

XI.

agree in thinking

of 1822,

that, under Section 27, Re

plaintiff has forfeited his right to contest

the validity of the sale.
He had made application that the sale proceeds might not

A year
paid away pending the result of his appeal to the Board.
after the rejection of the appeal, orders were given by the Judge,
with the cognizance

No objection

J udge’s

was

of plaintiﬂ', for the payment of the money.
and four months after the date of the

made

order the money was paid away.

Between the rejection
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of the appeal by the Board and the ﬁnal appropriation of the sale
(a period of sixteen months,) plaintiff had ample time
to bring a suit to contest the sale, had he been disposed to do so.

proceeds,

He

knew

that the

money

was under attachment for his debts;

and it was incumbent on him to prevent its payment,
his suit without delay.

by ﬁling

The law of 1822 made no provision for

the reversal of a sale after appropriation of the purchase

money ;

and as, in this case, no steps were taken by plaintiff (after the
rejection of his appeal by the Broad) to prevent the appropriation,
he must be held to have acquiesced in it, and his claim to contest
the sale is barred.

I

concur with the other Judges in dismissing

the appeal, with costs against the appellant.

1818.

KALEE KISHEN NAG CHOWDHREE,

______
February 12.

Appellant,

'uersus

BISSUMBHUR SEIN; and HURDEB RAE, and after
death, KISHEN DEB RAE and others, Respondents.
THIS

which was instituted

his

Bissumbhur Sein in Zillah

case,
by
A judgment
between mort—
1839, and decided by the Ad
24-Pcrgunnahs, on the 30th
and
gagor
mortgagee, for ditional Judge on the 23rd April 1844, altering the decision of
of
foreclosure
the Principal Sudder Ameen of the district, dated 18th February
a mortgage, is
no bar to the 1841, was admitted to special appeal, on the 19th
1845, un
\ xecution of a
Reid
:
F. M.
decree held by der the following certificate recorded by Mr.

July

J,

438-39

July

-

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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The plaintiff sued the defendant

to foreclose

the mortgage

of

turuf Khaspoor, 'l‘urookee-gaeha,
as purchaser of a decree of the Judge of 24-Pergunnahs,

intervened

dated 5th February

against Kishen

was decreed

in question

property
der that

Rae

Dob

petitioner purchased

whom

(from

in which 7,379 rupees, with interest,

1835,

184-8.

The petitioner (appellant)

the.

in favor of Byjnath Nag

the decree,) pleading that the

was pledged for the payment

third party,
with a prior

a

lien upon the
same property,
if established.

of the debt un

The Principal Sudder Ameen decreed half the

decree.

acknowledged by K ishen Deb Rae, leaving petitioner to
On appeal by the petition
against Kishen Deb Rae.
er, the Judge altered the decision, on the plea that the deed of
property

his remedy

which the decree held by petitioner is grounded,

on

mortgage,

bears a later date (31st Sawun 1227) than that granted to plain

The petitioner pleads that the deed of 1227
tiff (6th Jeyt 1226).
is merely conﬁrmatory of former deeds granted in 1223 and 1218,
which would lead to abelief that his

and produces documents

By the Court
The

Appeal admitted to try this point-’

(Messrs.

in this

plaintiff

Tucker, Hawkins, and Currie
case

sued the defendants

conditional sale of certain speciﬁed
1226.

The present

claimant under

petitioner

a decree purchased

whom

Deb

Rae, had borrowed

a

by him from one Byjnath Nag,

sum of money

property as security for the debt.
gave judgment

the defendant

paid

by

The Principal Sudder Ameen

for the plaintiff to the. extent of awarding to him

claimant against
Kishen

the

Deb Rae.

this partial judgment,
of the Principal

a

same property,

On appeal

the Additional

right of execution

if

Judge amended" the

his decree

ing of opinion that the plaintiﬂ (mortgagee)
to that of the decree-holder.

; he

(the

J

udge) b -

had a claim superior

this judgment, the present special appeal has been pre

ferred by the claimant.

\Ve are of opinion that the Judge hasgone beyond the exigen
The point at issue was between the plaintiff and.
cy of the case.
defendants,

mortgagee

and

.t

the debt was not

by the plaintiff against

Sudder Ameen, by a withdrawal of the

granted to the claimant to execute

From

Kishen

on pledging the same

moiety of the property sued for, but with

to the

5th

(appellant) intervened as a

Hur Deb Rae, the father of

from

a

real property, and to obtain

thereof under a deed of conditional sale, dated

possession

Jeyt

:)

to foreclose the

mortgagors,

as to whether the deed
430-40

3'.
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statementis correct.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

518
1848.

of conditional sale was to be rendered

absolute

and possession

this
given to the plaintiff, (mortgagee)
Kin point only, the Judge has gone into the merits of the respective
s he n N a g
Chowdhree, v. claims of the mortgagee and the claimant, which he was not re
Bissumbhu r
quired to do. The decree should have been to the eﬂ‘ect of
Instead

of deciding

Kalee

Sein & Others.

placing the mortgagee in the place of the mortgagors ; leaving it
in the course of execution of'the
to the Courts to determine,

claimant’s decree, whether the decree now obtained by the plain
tiff (mortgagee) was, with reference to the mortgage bond on
which it was founded,
the

amend

decree

We accordingly

any bar to its execution.

of the Additional Judge,

and direct that the

question of the claimant’s lien upon the property be left open for
The
investigation, in execution of the decree purchased by him.
rest of the

J udge’s

decree
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paid by the respondent,

will

stand.

Costs of the claimant to be

Kishen Deb Rae.

RAJAH RADHAKAUNTH BUHADOOR,

1848.

Appellant,

versus
February 12.

RAM DHUN HALDAR, Respondent

THIS

case, instituted by the respondent in Zillah 24-Pergun
Costs in the
Courts
lower
nahs, on the 13th March 1837, was admitted to special appeal,
to a
remitted
d e f e n dsn t, on the 29th April 1845, under the following certiﬁcate recorded
who had been
with by Mr. C. Tucker :—
charged
‘ The
them there,“
appellant was sued, with several other persons, by Ram
thcugh exone
Dhun
a pauper, for the recovery of certain mil lands, of
Haldar,
from
rated
p l a i n t i ff's
which he alleged he had been dispossessed by all the defendants,
but
claim:
costs of special except the appellant, whom he made defendant out of form, the
appeal charged
him, lands being in his zemindaree.
against
as, under the
‘
The complaint was dismissed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
circumstances,
he should have on the 29th December 1838, but, on
appeal, the Additional Judge,
applied to the
Lower Appel
late Court for
review ofjudg~
ment.

on

the

19th March 1844, decreed for the appellant, exonerating

the

petitioner (appellant

in the present

case) however,

notwith

standing which he charged him with costs, the same as the other
Appeal admitted to try whether the petitioner, not

defendants.

being charged
plaintiff,

and

with being a party
being made

to the dispossession

a defendant

of the

more through form than

any thing else, can be burthened with a share of the general
expenses.’
440-11
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By the Court (Messrs. Tucker, Hawkins, and Currie :)
We are of opinion that no special grounds for charging the costs

1848.

Rajah
Rs.
by the Additional Judge, it
dhakaunth Bu
We
accordto
do
so.
hadoor, v. Ram
was contrary to the practice of the Courts
Dhun Haldar.
ingly amend the decision of the lower Court, and decree for the
exonerating him from all claim on account of costs of
appellant,
to the appellant having been assigned

suit in the lower Courts;
with the costs

charged

but

we are of opinion

of this appeal,

him to the Additional Judge

from

because

to review

in all probability, have been successful,

he must be

an application

his order would,

and would not have been

with any expense to the plaintiff, who, having preferred

attended

no complaint against the appellant, but on the contrary expressly

that he had made him a defendant out of form, would not

stated
have

the application, as is shown by his non-appearance

opposed

in this Court.
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TEEKOO MUHTOON and

others,

Plaintiff's,

1848.

versus

TULSEE SINGH
THIS
the

was

case

heard

on

February 19.

and others, Defendants.
the application of the plaintiffs for

admission of a special appeal from the decision of the Prin

cipal Sudder Ameen of Hazareebagh,
1846,

under date the 10th August

reversing that of the Moonsiﬁ' of Gurgurea, dated the 3rd of right, until
the

May 1845.

H. Rattray)
This suit

Court (present Mr. R.

on the following grounds :—
was brought by the plaintiffs to recover

ﬁsh taken by the defendants
the Moonsiﬂ‘,

from

a

the value of

certain piece of water

; and

on the ground of proof of long continued possession

of the plaintiffs of the piece of water in question, prior to and at
time the ﬁsh were proved to have been taken by the defen

dants,

passed

a decree

for the amount of loss sustained by the

former.

On appeal
reversed,

to the Principal Sudder Ameen,

the judgment was

on the ground of the proprietary right to the land where

the piece of water lay, and to the water itself, which was advanc
ed by the defendants,
question

latter

judicially

The application was granted by the

the

A title found ed upon pos
session should
be maintained
againsta claim

not having been made the substantive

of enquiry, instead of the merely temporary occupancy

of the plaintiffs, upon which the decision was made to rest.
44142

tablished.

be
es~

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
1848.

T

e e k 0 o

Muhtoon and
others, r. Tul
see Singh and
others.

Deemiug the opinion and consequent judgment of the Princi
pal Sudder Ameen to be founded on a false principle, and 0Pposed
to the law and practice of the Courts, I admit the appeal prayed
direct that the proceedings

for,

and

the

case decided

be

returned for revisal, and

upon the validity, or otherwise,

upon which the

of the ground

Moonsiﬂ' passed the judgment which has been

reversed

The case decided

Court

by the

on the 20th September

COLLECTOR OF RUNGPORE, afterwards, in his
RANEE SURN MAYE, Appellant,

1848.

March 2.

last,

for what is now expressed and

may be referred to as a precedent
directed.*

place,

versus

GUDADHUR CHOWDHREE

and others,

Respondents.

THE appellant sued, on the 22nd July 1842, for the rent of
of
in Pergunn-ah Bahnrbund, Zillah Rungpore,
of Pergunnah Gybaree,
of for the year 1234, with interest, laying his suit st rupees 9,090.
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Deduction
was made
the period

minority

'Loxss'rn Pnssssn HAJBA,

Appellant,

versus

Mussmsur

SOOBHUDRA

Dsssss

Mussmsur Sucnurmss D.-\sszs,

AND

for their minor Sons, Respondents.

THIS

case was admitted

0ne~third

J-

F. M. Reid
31-8-0,

on

that

he had

:—

the price of ﬁsh taken by
called the Nowtun

1251, from a tank,

in Mouzah Rogoonathpoor,
pleaded

(appellant)

Mr.

rupees

12th Phagoon

on the

defendants,

Pooshkurnce,

a lakhiraj village.

The petitioner

the tank from the plaintiﬁs, viz.

purchased

and two-thirds on

Suchurree,

17th Mngh 1245 from Mussnmaut

Ram Mohun Naik and Mussamaut

Assiu 1245 from

16th

by

plaintiff sued to recover

‘The
the

to special appeal, on the 23rd January 1847, under

recorded

the following certiﬁcate

that he had ever since held possession,
‘ The Moonsiﬂ' decided the suit on merely the question

Seobhudra

;and

of possession, with

out allowing the petitioner to ﬁle his deeds of sale and prove his purchase, and
The Principal Sudder
the price of the ﬁsh, with costs,
decreed to plaintiffs
Ameen
‘

I

have

conﬁrmed
am inclined
his

plea

the decision.
to

think that the petitioner

enquired

into.

I

whole defence gone into ; otherwise

(appellant)

was

a plaintiﬁ‘,

Moonsiﬁ‘,

to

try whether

I

therefore

the case ought not to be sent back to the

to try the whole of the petitioner's

i til-43

to

by suing for the mere produce,

might, although not in possession, get a decree for the land itself.
admit the appeal

entitled

think a defendant has a right to have his

plea.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAW-LUT.

following is the judgment prepared

The

521‘

by Mr; Jackson, the

presiding Judge.

rent of the estate, for the year 1234,

The plaintiff claimed

was formerly

suit

in bringing forward the claim, that a

to the delay

with reference

and their sureties ; explaining,

as farmers,

defendants,

from the

brought for this rent by Rajah Hurreenatlr

nonsuited him under date the l7th-ApriP
or
Six months afterwards Rajah
the
1832,
Bengalee year 1239;
but the Judge

Rae,

A long interval of minority of his

Hurreenath died.

Rae, then intervened.

nath

On attaining

son, Kishen

majority, this claim

brought forward in Court by Kishennath Rae in

was again

1249'.

After his death, the Collector of Rungpore appeared in his stead,
Renee Surn Maye, the present appellant, the

subsequently,

and,

‘

widow of Kishennath Rae.

The defendant

denied

the justice of the claim, and urged that

On the 20th August

the Principal Sudder Ameen

1845,

de~

by law must count, not from the
of nonsuit, but from the date on which the cause of actions

clared that the 12 years allowed
date

is, from the end of 1234, when the rent claimed

arose, that

due;

came

the

time had

therefore

elapsed.

claim on this ground.

he

He dismissed the
'

The plaintiff appeals, urging that the time of minority has not
in the computation of the legal period.

been deducted

The Principal Sudder Ameen has correctly decided that the 12
must count from the date on which the cause of action

years

arose,

falling in balance; but the

viz., that of the defendant’s

period of the minority of Kishennath Rae, viz. from Aghun 1239,

of Hurreenath Rae’s death, till 1247, when Kishennath

the

date

Rae

reached

majority,

upwards of

This has been entirely overlooked

till

years :
‘

7

years

We ﬁnd

by the Principal Sudder Ameen.
the

date

that the defendants' alleged purchases an dated in 1245 B. S. ;

decrees of the lower Courts state it as a fact that the defendants

and the

not obtained possession for some years after that period.
stances, we consider that,
had

disturbed
ing

the

the lower

if

Under these

possession of the plaintiffs,
ﬁsh

from

the tank.

had

circqu

the defendants had any claim of right, they should

recourse to the Courts of law, instead of disturbing

“'0

the hitherto

by what must be considered

uu~

forcibly tak‘

are therefore of opinion that the decrees of.

Courts must be upheld, and the appeal dismissed.’
N

have

must be deducted;

of suit (1249) is 15
deducting the 7 years above-mentioned, there remains only

The total period from 1234

s
s
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the suit could not now be heard by reason of lapse of 'time.

443-44.

__
1848.

p l a i n t i
against whose
claim the law
of
limitation.
was pleaded.

ff,

CASES

if;
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CASES
8 years’

delay

in bringing this suit.

The claim therefore

is en

titled to judicial investigation and award, and the Principal Sud
. .
.
,
C ll t
f
_
der Ameen s decision is erroneous and incomplete.
Ordered, that
Rnnzperigr g.
G \1 d ad 11‘" the case be returned for revision to the
Principal Sudder Ameen I
Chowdhree

86

“them

.

.

.

.

.

With directions to restOre it to its place on the ﬁle and to decide
it over again on its merits after full investigation. The amount
of stamp on the petition of appeal, to be returned.

SHEIKH BUNDHOO,

.3343;

1187's!“

March 7.

GOUREE PURSHAD
Failure

to
_

b 'hg

Plaintiff,

THIS
.

and others,

Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the

.

.

. .

.

.

of a special appeal from the decision of the Principal
admission
nil“), itizg'lt‘o
CODES-ii; a dB~ Sudder Ameen
of Mymensingh, under date the 9th September

1:01?! “05:11:; 1847, reversing that of the Moonsiﬁ' of Ghousgaon, dated
the
plaintiff
1846.
from his reme~
The
a
application was granted by the Court (present
dy by
reg“.

the 15th
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July

1“ acmu'

F. Hawkins)

Mr.

J.

A.

on the following grounds :—

This was a suit instituted by the plaintiﬁ‘ to contest a demand
of rent made

The defendants

by the defendants.

had attached

the plaintiff’s property for a balance of 36 rupees, 3 annas, and
4 pie, principal and interest. The plaintiff deposited the amount ;
but, having failed to bring his summary action within the period
allowed by Section 15, Regulation V. 1812, he instituted the pre
sent suit to try the justness of the demand.
The Moonsiﬂ'

gave judgment

for the

plaintiff

on the merits

of the case. The Principal Sudder Ameen, however, bars the
plaintiff from his remedy by a regular action, because he did not
avail himself,

As

Principal

the

I

point,

in time, of his summary remedy.
Sudder Ameen

admit the appeal,

is altogether wrong on this

and remand

the case that

it

may be

tried in the Court of ﬁrst appeal on its merits.

BHUGEERUTH

1m.
Mm”

ms”.

"

, A “~1le ‘06mug considered

under-valued,

DAS, Plaintiﬂ‘,

BISHENPREEA BEWA
THIS
_

I

and others, Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the
I

adnnsswn of a special
11%

_ _

appeal from the decision

_

_

of the Principal

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
Sudder Ameen of Furreedpore, under date the 22nd

July

1846,

Moonsiff of Sabur, dated 24th January of

that of the

reversing

523

the same year.

The application

was

granted by the Court (present

Mr. 0.

Tucker) on the following grounds :—
This suit was instituted in the Luchragunge Moonsiﬁ'h
The defendants

This

the
sl ould
suitcd
g. i .g
merits
case.

plaintiff
be non
Without
into the
of the

demurred that the property was greatly under

was overruled by the Moonsiif, who decreed for the

On appeal,

plaintiff.

1848.

value of rupees 254.

on the estimated

valued.

Court,

__

the Principal Sudder Ameen sets out with

stating that the suit was not cognizable

for several reasons, and,

that the value of the property was at least 800
or 1,000 rupees ,- and he takes the Moonsiﬁ" to task for entertain
others,

amongst

ing it, notwithstanding which he goes on to dispose of the appeal
on its merits, and reverses the decision

of the Moonsiﬁ'.

Now, on the Principal Sudder Ameen‘s own showing,
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to

nonsuitcd the plaintiﬂ‘,

have

I

the casecase

he ought

without going into the merits of

admit the special appeal, therefore,

and remand the

to the Principal Sudder Ameen, to be dealt with as the law

directs

in such cases.

JUGMOHUN MULLIK,

Plaintiff,

1848.

versus

BHOLANATH BHUTTACHARJ

THIS

and others, Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the

of

admission

a

special

appeal from the decision

of the Principal

Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, under date the 29th May 1846, afﬁrm
ing that of the Sudder Moonsiﬁ‘ of that district, dated 27th March
1845.

The

application was granted by the Court

(present

Mr. C

Tucker) on the following grounds :—
The pettitioner, plaintiﬁ‘ in the suit, sued defendants for a
balance of rent.
Whilst the case was pending in the Moonsiif’s
Court, two ameens were deputed to make local enquiries, the
expenses of which were defrayed
Moonsiﬁ'

dismissed

Principal

Sudder Ameen

upon

the

the

Eventually the
On appeal by the petitioner, the
ordered a third ameen out, and called

claim.

petitioner to deposit

remonstrated

by petition

by the plaintiﬁ‘.

to

the

expenses.

The petitioner

the effect that he had already paid

s s

n 2

445

March 8
An
appel
lant restinghis
case on
the
proceedings in
the
lower
Court, is en
titled to have
his appeal dis~
posed of on the
record.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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than twice the amount at stake in ameen’s fees, and was

more

that ‘his appeal should be decided on the record of

quite willing

u g m o hnn
Mulllk, v. Bhon
lanath
Bhut
-taoharj
and
-others.

the

lower Court, but, at the same time adding that, if the Court

insisted on
was

it,

J

he

ready to deposit the amount.

was

on this petition

recorded

;

1848.

vNo

order

but the appeal was afterwards

dis~

missed, because the petitioner would not take out the ameen.

admit

a

I

Considering this to be highly unjust, and unsupported by any
regulation,

special appeal, and remand

declining to take out

a

if

to the Principal Sudder Ameen, who,

the proceedings

the appellant persist in

third ameen, and rest his case on the pro.

already had in the Moonsiﬁ"s Court, will dispose of the
same on the record of the lower Court.
ceedings

COLLECTOR OF DACCA, Appellant,
versus

LAMB

and others,

Respondents.

NUBKISHEN SIRCAR,

Appellant,

versus

LAMB

G.

and others, Respondents.

GOLUCK CHUN DER SEIN

and others,

Appellants,

versus

G. LAMB and others, Respondents.

MUSSAMAUT HURSOONDREE

and others, Appellants,

'uers 1L8

G. LAMB and others, Respondents.
1848.

MUSSAMAUT GOURMUNNEE,
March 9.

The

pur

on

THIS

was

the

16th

others,

L

G.
chasers of an
estate, lold for
arrears of re
venue, having

Appellant,

'versus

a
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-G.

'and others, Respondents.

suit instituted in Zillah Dacca by the respondent!

December

to recover
4:45-46

\MB

the

1843, against
sum

the several appellants and

of Company’s

rupees

20,476-6-5if'

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
l4,l70-l

viz.

6,305-6-7 interest—under the

and

principal,

5-102-

5‘25

set forth in the plaint.
The particulars of the case are given in the following decree of
the Principal Sudder Ameen of the District, dated 27th March

1848.

1845 :—

Claim for the balance

of a decree, detained by the Collector
is,

for an illegal claim of Government revenue, rupees 20,476-6-5§.
‘
that plaintiﬁ‘s bought an estate at
The history of the case

a

‘

ppblic sale for arrears of revenue, and made a deposit of the putchase money with the Collector.
Some of the former incumbents,
to the

objecting

on the ground that the allotment of their

sale

brought an action for the annulment of the sale and the restora
The Zillah Court, agreeing with them that,

the land was held in
separate,

purchasers

the decree

after

tenancy,

effect

Zillah decision,

the jumma and shares

decreed to the suitors

annas of the

relinquished the estate immediately

by presenting
petition to the Col
but the Collector had appealed against

was given,

lector to that
the

joint

a

The

property.

and he refused

to admit the relinquishment.

appeal
and

against the ﬁrst case, he abandoned

preferred

the Zillah

plaintiffs

decree

their decree for the purchase

executed

between

the date of plaintiﬂ‘s’

the claim

appeal,

and

;

on which the Collector abandoned
disallowed

When

money, the Col

of the estate, for the

lector claimed the Government revenue
period

the latter

for that case also became ﬁnal.

;

;

The purchasers then sued for their money, which was decreed.
but having lost the
The Collector appealed against this also

rclinquishment and the date
his appeal.

The Zillah Judge

but the Collector preferred

a summary

Sudder Court overruled the Judge's objections.

the

is

The present action

brought by the purchasers to set aside that

The points for adjudication appear to be—
Does

the

adduced

plaintiﬁ's
Third.

the

amount of revenue

claimed by the Collector,

set-oﬂ' against plaintiﬁ's’

decree,

justly

due by

as

a

Is

it

and

Second.

order passed by the Sudder, regarding the

her the present action

legal to carry the payments to the credit of the

P

‘

claim in question,

'I

‘First.

Is

'

‘

summary order, and to recover what the Collector withheld on
the plea of his claim against them for Government revenue.

‘
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been

;

always

had

6

tion of their interests.
though

446-47

relinquished
on the reversal
of the sale by
a decree of a

Zdlah

Court,

Collector
the
alone
appeal~
ed. Held, that
the
Collector
was not justi~
ﬁed in deduct~
ing, from the
amount of pur~
chase money,
the sum due,
on account of
ninent
G ov
revenue,
for
the period in—
bes
tervening
tween the date
of the relin
e
r

jumma and the amount of their shares were distinct and separate,

it

circumstances

of
quishment
the estate by
the purchasers
of
that
and
of
dismissal
his
appeal
against the re
versal of sale.
Respondents
u n necessarily
ﬁling separate
replies to sepr
rate
appeals,
must pay their
own expenses
in regard to
them.
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1848.

or should they be passed ﬁrst to the

interest,

principal
Collector of
Dacca. v. G.

L

am b a nd
others.
N u bkishen
Sircar, o. G.
L amb and
others.

‘

Fourth.

Are

arrears of rent due from the other defen

any

and are plaintiffs entitled to recover

dants,

credit of the

'i

from them?

‘

The ﬁrst point to be considered is, whether the order passed
by the Sudder, regarding the claim in question, bars the present

It

action“!

in

passed

a

has

it

to make

please

been

always

a rule to regard

so,

every order, not

subject, if the parties

regular suit, as miscellaneous

to the test of a regular suit.

The excep

tions to the rule are given in the Circular Order dated 11th
January

and

1839,

No.

Construction

1129 ; but they amount

simply to this, that no order regarding interest or wasilaut, or
any other matter carrying out the intentions of the decree, can
be made the subject of a regular suit.
They cannot, therefore,
apply to those instances where, instead of carrying out the inten
tions of the decree, the order obstructs or nulliﬁes the decree.
as a set-off against the

adduced

the admission of such pleas,

The reasons
when

was

moreover,

at that stage of the case when,

decree,
govern

obvious: ﬁrst,

are

plaintiﬂ's'

it

because

suit was instituted

on the principles that

could not be allowed at all.
the claim was not due

; secondly, because defendants

could not, for that reason, give plaintiffs previous notice of their
claim
‘

But that which principally impugns
it imperative to bring those

and renders

the summary proceedings,
proceedings

to the test of

is,

that the only plea which could make the Go
vernment claim clearly binding on the plaintiffs, viz., whether
they continued to hold possession of the estate even after the
a regular trial,

‘

relinquishment by petition, was not enquired into, nor tried.
The proper course for the Collector was, after the decree be
ﬁnal, to sue plaintiﬁ's for the claim he had against them.
would be contrary both to law and usage
As this was not done,
to bar the present action.
proceedings
summary
the
allow
to
The

second

point

is,

it

came

‘

whether the amount of revenue claimed

as soon as the

Civil Court

had cancelled

;

is

a

is

justly due
set-oﬁ‘ against plaintiﬂ‘s’ decree,
by the Collector as
that
the
amount
not
due that,
contend
Plaintiffs
by plaintiffs
1

the sale of their estate,

they immediately relinquished the property; and that the re
for
period subsequent to the date of that
venue claimed
447-48

The

point to be decided,

then,

is

relinquishment.

a

is
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‘The claim,

whether

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
Collector

the

is

entitled

to

rent after plaintiffs

the

had re

The Zillah Court cancelled

that sale, and decreed away

6 out of 16 annas of the estate, and the decree has become ﬁnal.

It

clear, then, that the

Collector sold the estate to plaintiff's
with a defective title, and with a defect not of a slight or trivial
nature, but such as deprived the purchasers of nearly a moiety of
is

the

The decree, moreover, changed the nature of the pro
Plaintiﬂ's bought the estate promising to themselves an

estate.

perty.

exclusive right

and

the

sole

destroyed

sharers

not of their own choosing,
litigations

and

in the property.

mastership

expectations: it thrust upon

these

decree

noyances

The

them

co

and entailed upon them an

incident to joint undivided property.

plaintiffs with an eventual action for
wasilaut, in the event of their retaining possession of the property.
The

should they then expose themselves

Why
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also threatened

decree

to an accountability

which they had not calculated upon '2
‘ Whether, therefore,
we consider the loss of 6 annas of the
estate, the change in the nature of the tenure,

accountability it entailed, it
entitled
a

or the unexpected

is clear that plaintiffs were perfectly

to relinquish the property, and more especially 0, after

Civil Court

the sale ; and

had cancelled

if this

be admitted,

it is

equally obvious that, unless plaintiffs continued to hold possession
of the estate, they were not responsible for the revenue due from
The Collector was required to prove this

it.

put

moon’s

wages,

be assumed,
the

property,

To

First,

of the

a deposit

which was required for that purpose.

It

must

that plaintiffs did not keep possession of
after they professed to abandon it by the petition
to the Collector to that effect.

arguments the Collector oﬁ'ers three objections :—
that Section 27, Regulation XI. 1822, interdicts the return
these

of the purchase
has

but the Government

therefore,

they presented
‘

;

in a petition declining to make

pleader

till

money

a ﬁnal judgment regarding the sale,

been passed ; that, by parity of reasoning,

the purchaser was

not at liberty to relinquish the property till that event had occurred.
Secondly, that plaintiﬁ‘s
to collect

Government.

executed an ikrar, authorising a surburakar

the rents of the

plaintiffs from

estate; and that that act deprives

preferring any claim aganist the Collector or the
Thirdly,

1848.

The Collector, we ﬁnd, sold the estate

linquished the estate?
entire.

527

that, unless the amount of revenue is de

ducted from the purchase

money,

the state

will

have suffered
448-49

an

Collector
of
Daccn,
1!. G.
L amb a nd
others.
N u b kishen
Sircar, v. G.
Lamb a nd
others.

CASES IN Till-l SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

51.6

actual loss of so much

1848.

with no prospect of its eventual

money,

realization.

(‘1

it

‘

Collector
of
First.
But Section 27 was intended only to provide for the
v. G.
Dacca,
L a m b a n (1 interest which might be claimed on the purchase money, for the
others.
that the suit, regarding the sale of the property, might be
N u bkishen period
Sircar,
u. G. pending
in the Civil Courts; and
was with reference to that
L am is a n
that
the
subject
provision, regarding the detention of the pur
others.

ﬁnal judgment

the

was

was

passed,

true, he urged that, as the purchaser

claim his money

till

is

is

it

may,

'

not entitled to

ﬁnal judgment has been passed regarding

till that

the sale, so he cannot be entitled to relinquish the estate

judgment

made.

not a syllable in the Section regarding the estate itself.
is

There

It

till

money

a

chase

has

been

But the

given.

inference

does not neces

Be this as

enactment

on

imperative on

the purchaser

to retain

judgment

pronounced.

Under

was

may, there

the subject,

till the

possession

such

obviously

which made

it

positive speciﬁc

ﬁnal

circumstances, why

should plaintiffs be held bound to have kept the property, and be
We have

unjust to insist upon

most

would adduce

a

decree that cancelled

already seen that

their keeping

the sale had passed

the

it

for the revenue due for the period subsequent to

their relinquishmenti

;

made responsible

would

be

after the

estate

and no Court of Justice

law from vague and uncertain premises,

and then

apply that law, based upon deductions and inferences,

in contra

vention of

Something

principles of equity and justice.
mere

is

to

could

overruled (see the

decree,

not only

dated

27th

inapplicable,

We ﬁnd, indeed, that
Collector’s answer

May
but

1836.)
the

The

was pleaded

as given in the
plea,

therefore,

time for pleading

it

chase money was instituted.

Zillah

But the plea in question

been urged when the action for the return of the pur

only have
then, but

would be necessary

inference

an act of gross injustice.

it

legalize

a

the

palpable than

more

has

passed.
‘
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no

is

claim his purchase money.

it

A

sarily follow from the premisesperson may be free to sur
render his property, without being immediately at liberty to

Secondly.

That plaintiﬁ‘s executed an ikrar.

But the obvious

import of the ikrar, taken together with the English petition pre
sented to the Collector on the subject, is, that the appointment of
a surburakar (or manager) to collect the outstanding balances
shall not affect the claims which either party may still be compel
419-50
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led to bring one against
a bar to the present

_

It

the other.

529

is absurd to plead this as

1848.

____.

claim.

Collector
of
Decca, 1:. G.
m
an
and sold as soon as the ﬁrst arrears had accumulated against it 1 others.
N
kishen
Had this been done, which was the usual course, these heavy Sircar, 1;. G.
a m
an
arrears would have been avoided. But the Collector was afraid to others.

estate 5 and

if,

sell, after one Court had impugned the validity of the title to the
from apprehension

of further perplexity and difﬁ

culties, he departed from the course prescribed
by entailed loss upon his employers,

he can only blame himself for

and should be willing to endure

was obviously his duty to do so

law which makes the landholder responsible

as there

is

It

5

relinquished

?

losses

it

them.
Again, why
the Collector neglect to attach the estate after plaintiffs had

those
did

by law, and there

no

for the revenue of his

he does not give due notice

is

of having done so, he cannot justly be consideredexonerated
gbut
this
not the case in the present instance.
The Courts will not

it

It

is

1242.

‘The point

for consideration,

next

is

the modes of account

debits and credits

2

credit of the principal

viz. the third, is, which of

legal, that which carries the payments

credit of the interest
;

the

that part of the revenue de

This must be allowed, as the istefa was not

or that which allows interest on both the

Of these three modes, that of eharginginter

not known in the Mofussil, and

to mercantile transactions in Calcutta.

is

is

est on both sides, the debits and credits separately,
difference,

to

or that which passes them ﬁrst to the

and taking the

conﬁned,

I

till

appears, however,

for 1241,

;

made

that the talookdar has been in possession

be proved

of the tenure.
ducted

shikumee talookdar at the suit of his Zemin

a

decree rents against
dar, unless

believe,

That in which the payments

are all carried ﬁrst to the credit of the principal, and that in which

remarkable diﬁ'erence

in the results

the

arises

simply from the payments in the one
'

diﬁ'erence

to rupees 20,4760-5'31.

o
o
o

This

the proper

balance against the Collectorofrupees14,322-7-10,

and the latter augmenting
i

on the caprice of the creditor.

:

they make

it

as

former leaving

a

one,

a

is

It

believe,

important to decide which of these two methods

is

in use, but dependant,

I

the payments are carried ﬁrst to the credit of the interest, are both

‘
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true,

if

It

to his relinquishment.

is

lands, after he had abandoned possession, for any period subsequent

450-51

d

b

L

u
b

d

from plaintiﬂs,

why was not the estate put up

b

But

a loss to Government.

L

will be

a

That the revenues, unless recovered

‘Thirdly.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
and

interest would

otherl.

continues to

In

there any interest upon interest charged and the
does not come within the pale of Regulation

therefore

subject

XV.

consequently

amount of interest as from the beginning.

same

neither case

and

same,

the

;

“a

If;

Nubkishen yield

the

be calculated ; whereas the other mode

otherwise

the principal

(1 leaves

reduces the amount on which the future

consequently

is

Dgczllfctr
an
:1 seal)

iifz'b

to the credit of the principal, which reduces the

case being carried
debt,

1793,

as that law applies

especially

only to cases in which

money has been aclvmwed on loans, and the present case

and

withheld

even after a Court of Justice

is,

had decreed that the money should be returned.

carry the payments

In

as he pleases?

simply, whether the creditor

The point to be
at liberty to

capricionsly to either the principal or interest
sums advanced

to return the money with interest,

on loans, where the promise

it

therefore,

is

held from plaintiffs,
decided

money

as the price of an estate, which has been forcibly with

deposited

may be contended

is

__

1343-

is

530

that the

is

ment

to himself; unless, therefore,

advantageous

avowedly

the pay

made as on account of the interest, the creditor,

may be said, cannot carry

it

most

prove

it

to the credit of the interest.

He

till

is

the act

that of the debtor, and because the interest

is

must be held not to be at liberty to choose for himself, because
not due

‘

the day when the debtor ﬁnally settles his accounts.

It

may, on the contrary, he argued,

that the creditor has the

is

option of disposing of the payments in the way most advantageous
to himself, as interest
but damages awarded for the loss occur

but in cases where money was due, but forcibly

should incline to the latter.

ﬁxed or determinate
a

‘But

I

withheld,

I

opinion

former

;

I

ring to the creditor from the withholdment of his money.
‘In cases of sums advanced on loans, should incline to the
am not aware of any

rules on the subject.

late decision

of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, given in

Mr. Norris’s second number of suits decided

in February 1845,

(Munoruth Singh, appellant, versus Gyauehand

Shah, respondent,)

to recognize

it

that

the

of the interest.

that the

was

established,

principle

of carrying payments

to the

The Senior Judge of that Court declares
to the satisfaction of the lower Court,

interest of the loan only had been liquidated, and the

I

full amount of the principal was decreed with costs payable
afﬁrm the decree on the same grounds as those
appellant.
451'52

by

appears

credit
‘
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creditor must allow the debtor to choose the mode which will

set
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when

believe,

payments

it

the principal, and then

Looking therefore on

transaction between

the

on constituted

from the amount,

to the date of each payment,

substract the payment

are made

of time, to calculate the interest

distances

to add to

the

parties

unjust withholdment of plaintiﬁ's’

as

I

am of opinion that

plaintiffs were at liberty to pay themselves ﬁrst for the loss
they were sustaining of the interest of their money; and that

the

their account, therefore,
ing the interest,

far as it regards the mode of calculat

so

The fourth point for consideration
due from the other defendants,
and
from them 'i—It appears

are

ameen

was

them.

His account, though not incorrect, took in

to

entitled to

plaintiffs

that plaintiffs were led to sue

An

the order passed by the Sudder Court.

from

persons

are any arrears of rent

therefore

deputed

to ascertain

due from

the amount
a

these

period anterior

1242,—the year when plaintiffs relinquished the estate,—and
with interest for their arrears of rent.

be debited them
these

features

of his account

appeared

Both
:—ﬁrst,

objectionable

because the rent due for the period antecedent

to plaintiﬁ's’

relin

to account

carried
dants

plead

against

them

;

quishmeut was due to plaintiﬁs exclusively, and could not be
secondly, because these defen

that they were prepared to pay their rents, and that

It

to ascertain

irrespective of interest.

whether any thing
mohurrir of the

enough,

due from

Court was

to make up another account, divested of these
and that account gives the following sums

86

Rance Puddo Mookhec,

452

‘
.3

Seinfaud

5

of

Goluckchunder
others,

3

Sumboonath Sein,
Ranee Pl'ddo
khee,
MOO'}

4

Talook Mirtoonjuy

those in possession.

o
o
o

1.

Namee

:—

7

features

against the following individuals

5

deputed

objectionable

It

3

therefore

from them.

A

them

case,

2

in the present

case, to pronounce
is

in such

to whether interest was recoverable

;

as

safe, nor necessary

is

not appear

did

a

neither the plaintiffs nor the Collector would receive them,

2‘
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recover

is,

is correct.

‘

d

Nubkishen
v. G.
am
an

Sircar,

that of a forcible and

property,

b

I

at considerable

Collector of
Dacca,
v. G.
a n
m
others.

the agency houses in Calcutta,

others.

d

it is usual,

made up in the same way, have

With

been decreed to claimants.

1848.

of the Zillah Court,

precedents

a

two

ﬁled

b

also

showing that accounts of interest,

debts,

__

additional costs incurred, payable by appellant.’

the

have

L

Plaintiffs

L

with

forth,

531
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1848.

3. Tar-apurshad Race,

Tarapurshad
Gungadhur
others,

Radhakishoro Ghose,...
{

4. Talook
Collector of
v. G.
Decca,
am b an d
others.
N u bk ishen
v. G.
Sircar,
a.m b a n d

L
L

others.

5'

TalgiiiTTmnufffl

Raee,
Ghose and

2
}

Hursoouduree,

Z»

Omed Ali, Omur Khan
Khan,
and others,
{
}
Talook Golam Sunde, Nufeesa Khatoon,
Nundlal Dut,
Nundlsl Dut,
Talook Abdool So- GholamMuhcc-uddeen and
bhan,
'
others,
{
Nobokishto Sircar its 11;;
Noboklshto,...
wife, Glmgamonee,
BancrOmakanth Banel-jee and
Omakanth
Others,
ice,
{
s

6. Talook Ameer Omu
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Ali,

a proprietor of

2
1

395

6

7

7

60

2

1

3

128

11

9

2

87

11

8

1

957

4

1

1
1

7,120

5

0

3

interest inclusive.

Rupees
' Omed

2

0 11

11

88

4

9,008

7

0

Talook No. 6, ﬁled an answer, but

appointed no vakeel, and has offered no evidence
‘

Puddo Mookhee,

Rance

proprietor of Talook N0. 2, and Ta

3, ﬁled answers; but after the accounts

were

prepared, their vakeels admitted the accuracy of the accounts.
‘
N undlal Dut ﬁled no answer, but is present as vakeel for
others, and admits the justice of the claim against
‘

Goluckchunder Sein,

proprietor of Talook

N o.

1, pleads that

paid all that was due of his rents to the Collector from

he has
1239

a

himself.

to

the

7th Bhadur1244,

the Collector’s

dakhila

previous

arrears inclusive.

But

that on the 19th Cheyt 1244

proves

he

paid rupees 4936-81 : that of this sum rupees 377-9-3 is for rents
of 1239, 1240, and 12411, and only rupees 115-12-5§~ for the sub~
sequent

This, therefore, and rupees 82-7-8, paid on the

period.

3rd Assar 1245, making rupees 198-4-1%, is all that can be carried
to

the

credit of the present account.

it

the rents due by defendants,
against

them.

leaves a balance of rupees 86-66%

Goluckchunder

contends

wasilaut from the auction purchasers,
deducting the rents due by them
allowed in the present account.

; and

that when

they got

they got the difference after
that that sum has not been

But from the roobukaree

of the

Sudder Ameen, dated 26th Assar 1246, it

Additional
appears

Deducting that sum from

Principal
that the wasilaut then allowed was for the period when

plaintiffs were in possession
but for a subsequent

but the present claim is not for that,
period, when plaintiﬂ's were not in pos
;

‘ Chundrokishore

Ghose,

a

proprietor of talook No.

that they were not in possession during the period
452-53

4‘,

session.
contends

in
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rapurshad of No.

question,

533

1848.

:

to his credit,

passed

he has no

payments,
‘

H ursoonduree,

reason for complaint.

of talook No.

a proprietor

after deducting the money

But it

the Collector’s treasury.

25th Poos

dated
sequent

that,

paid that sum into

does not appear from the dakhila,

that the payment was for aperiod sub

1246,

to 1242-

contends

an arrear against her of

531-8; and that she, in Poos1244,

rupees

5,

through her husband and

collected

Collector exhibited

the

the tuhseeldar,

proving further

and as he has no vouchers

just

Nor does the copy of an account, said to be

at the Collector’s ofﬁce and ﬁled in this case, avail her, as

made

she has no dakhilas beyond the one mentioned.
‘

N ufeesa Khatoon,

a proprietor of talook No. 7, has not been
to prove any payments beyond those already credited in her

account.

N o.

Muhee-uddeen

due from 1239

arrears

7th Maugh 1247

collected

the

proprietors of talook

to

1247

defendants

their property for

Aghun, and that it was sold on

that the Government bought

;

rents through the tuhseeldar,

settlement

a

made

But

others,

plead that the Collector had advertised

9,

the

and

it,

Gholam

and have

and that they have

with Kistomohun Rae, who

is

‘

in possession.

do not state that any of these events occurred

of

shews an arrear

rupees 807-4-105}, and the advertisement

rupees

This

1,484-4-1}.

balance, from its amount,

would make

it

rent

is

during the period for which their account has been made up, that
is, between 1242 and Bhadur 1244.
Besides, defendants’ annual
appear

that the

could not include more than the rents of

o. 10, pleads that

that the auction purchasers

all the rents.

and the tuhseeldar collected

But credit has been given for all that

Collector’s records; and the auction purchasers
from 1242 to Bhadur
is

session

claim

payment

made.

1244,

Nor has defendant

is

made

;

he was not in possession during the period for which the claim

is

proprietor of talook

But the pre
th Bhadur 1244;

7

from 1242 to

N

N obokishto Sircar,

a

sent claim against defendants

is

one or two years, that of 1245 and 1246 at furthest.

‘
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able

upon the

were not in pos

the

period for which the

any

vouchers proving any

in excess of the sums passed to his credit.
453-54

Collector
of
Dacca,
n. G.
am
a n
others.
N u kishen
Sircar, v. G.
am
others.

L

d

all that exists at his credit in the Collector's records have been

as

b

; and

b

for the rents of the tenure

still responsible

b

that he ever abandoned his right and title to the property

tain

he is therefore

_.

But he does not main

the rents.

L

and that the tuhseeldar collected

ADAWLUT.

a
n
d
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534
‘

1848.

Omakanth Banerjee

and others, proprietors of 6 annas of the

itself, plead that they did not commence taking possession

estate

Collector
of till the 7th
Bhadur 1244, and have not even now obtained more
Dacca,
v. G.
a.m b a n d than
part possession of their property ; that the Collector has
'
others.
taken revenue from them subsequently to that date, and from the
N u b kishen
Sircar, v. G. auction purchasers
for the period anterior to that date; that the
Lamb and
therefore
is
unfounded.
claim
But defendants, being proprietors
others.

L

of

of the estate, are obviously responsible

6 annas

for the Govern

of their interests.
This, by their
own shewing, was paid by them,but deducted from money due
Whether, therefore, it be true, or otherwise, that
to plaintiff‘s.

ment revenue

the

extent

did not get possession till the 7th Bhadur 1244, it is

at least

that plaintiffs were not in possession.

the property and

to

have

collected

It

legally claim them.

is

that

being

it

measures, there can be no doubt
can

the zillah decree, and

of that decree.

execution

de

of these

not from plaintiffs they

clear, however,

vernment revenue was due from defendants’

ty;

therefore,

have claims for losses sustained in consequence

fendants

that the Go

share of the proper—

was taken from money due to plaintiffs,

that that revenue

and that plaintiffs not being in possession could not have collect
ed any thing from the ryuts, there can be no doubt that defen

exhibits in the names
were

called

January

upon

1845,

credit.
of

Defendants subsequently ﬁled

few additional witnesses; but they

for evidence

more

for the amount carried by Go

to plaintiff's

responsible

by

than two

a

are

vernment to defendants’

a

dants

roobukaree,

dated the 8th

months and twenty days since,

and the exhibits now ﬁled were presented

only to-day.

It

ought

to have been admitted into the ﬁle at this stage of

not perhaps
the case.

Collector

is

is

‘

The aggregate sum, due from the talookdars, according to the
rupees 9,008-4-7, and that due from the
mohurrir’s account,
rupees 8,678-4-93‘, making in all rupees 17,684-6-4—32

It

is

due to plaintiﬂ‘s.
‘
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the

He not only

these rents.

omitted to do this, but appealed against
thereby barred

The rents

if not collected by defendants, are still in the
It was the Collector's duty to have attached

due from the ryuts,
hands of the ryots.

If,

defendants
clear

to

necessary to note that plaintiffs included the talookdars

in the present suit for the reasons,—-ﬁrst,
in their summary order
454-5.")

had

directed

that the Sudder Court
them

to do so; secondly,

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWACNY ADAWLUT.
vir

1848.

Collector of

could only be avoided by suing them all together.

ﬁrst hearing of the case ﬁnally disposed of,
1844)

and defendants

;

June

22nd

u
b

The

Sircar.
am
others.

taken to the present action on this point was at the

exception

preferring an interlocutory appeal

(see roobukaree,

dated

had the option given them of
on the subject

;

dilemma

but this nei

the

and

1241,

therefore,

interest,

thus decreed :—-that the rents of

viz. rupees

..,792-0-1,

be deducted,

rupees 17 ,684-6-4§,bc paid to plaintiffs,—that

the balance,

is

is,

‘

ther the Collector nor any of the talookdars attempted.

Plaintiﬁ's’ claim

and

Sum

Sein and others shall separately pay as per account ru
If
pces 9,008-4-7, and the Collector shall pay rupees 8,676-1-9%the other defendants fail to pay their dues, the Collector shall pay

'

with proportionate costs, and interest on the principal

the date of plaint to this day, together with future interest

on the

aggregate

amount from the day after decree to the date

The rest of defendants

of payment.

lector pay their costs
ed to appear

till

;

from

the

Let plaintiffs

the Collector.

had

who neglect

ﬁled his accounts,

shall pay

fees, one-fourth only payable

by

pay the costs of Rajchundur Poddar

from their claims

3

and Ramnurain Poddar and Ramlochun Ghosc,

quently exempted

and the Col

be exonerated,

and those of the defendants,
ameen

three-fourths of their wukeel’s

whom they subse

and those against

whom dc

crees have been given, pay their own costs"

By the Court of Sudder Dewauny Adawlut.

season—It

J

Ms.

appears that, on the 9th

May

1833, the Col

it

:

lector of Dacca sold the estate for balance of Government revcnuc
was bought by the plaintiffs, Mr. Lamb and another.

under

Afterwards,

suit of some of the former shareholders, the Civil Court,

on the

date

21st

April

1835,

reversed

the

sale,

and

awarded

annas out of the estate to those shareholders.

Collector for

return of the purchase

May 1836, the plaintiﬂ's
interest,

got

a

the

a

The plaintiffs then
immediately, on lst June of the same year, gave in to the Collec
tor a petition relinquishingthe estate, and sued in the Court against

6
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boonauth

the whole

against the Collector.

455-56

money.

v.

others.
l\'

thirdly, that the

L

;

it,

which would have been contrary to fact

L

nued to hold possession of the estate after their relinquishmcnt of

On the 27th

decree for the purchase money, with

The Judge called on the Collector,

G.
n

d

Decca,
am

a

and omitted the Collector, would

kishen
v. G.
a n

11

them,

b

sued

tually have amounted to an abandonment of their claim as found
ed on the previous decree, and to an admission that they conti

b

that to have

535
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in execution

of this decree, to pay up the money; but the Collec

L

am b an
others.

(‘1

of the sale.

gave up the estate in consequence

but on an appeal to this Court,
neous

of two Judges

order

that

deduct the Government revenue.
that miscellaneous

set aside

the purchase
in consequence
ceedings

was determined by a miscella
the

Collector had

The present suit

right to

brought to

order, and to recover the portion of

with

money,

The shareholders

of the

The Judge desired him to send the whole

;

Nuhkishen
Sircar, o. G.

period partly just before, and partly after, the date

which the purchaser

on

reversal

due to Government on account of

a\ sum

a

L

from
a

Decca, v. G.
am b a n d
others.

for

is

tor deducted
Collector of revenue,

it

1848.

it

536

interest,

which has been withheld.

of the estate are included among the defendants,
of the opinion expressed in the miscellaneous

pro

of this Court, that the plaintiﬂ's’ claim will lie against

them.

On the 27th March 1845, the Principal Sudder Ameen gave an
in favour of the plaintiffs, for the amount withheld on

award

they relinquished the estate.
of the

owners

and, in the

place,

event of their not paying, against the Collector

With

for the whole.

This award was partly against the

in proportion to their shares in the ﬁrst

estate

regard to the claim for the sum withheld

by the Collector, on account of the period before the date of sur
that the Collector was competent to withhold

it,

rendering the estate, the Principal Sudder Ameen was of opinion
and the plaintiﬁ‘s’

claim was rejected.
From

this award

the

Government and the other defendants

appeal in ﬁve different cases.
It appears to me that the sale having been reversed, became

absolutely void; that the purchasers were therefore
receive

with interest,

back their money,

Court on their former suit.

I

entitled to

as was declared

by the

do not think that, after the rover

although,

if

not even for the time they held possession

;

sal of the sale, the Government have any claim upon them for
revenue,

refund, but
they paid any during that time, they cannot claim
they are bound to account to the real owners for their collections,
a.
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account of revenue for the period subsequent to the date on which

any Government revenue paid by them would be allowed in
their favour.

and

The Government,
the
had

estate,

no right
456-57

under the law, may realize their revenue from

or from the actual owners.
to deduct

The Collector therefore

any portion of the purchase

money

and.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT..
due to plaintiffs under the former award of the Zillah

as regards the portion of their claim rejected.

award against the other defendants,

talookdars of the

estate,

however,

who are shikumee
The Principal

erroneous-

N

not appealed, and

have

to interfere with the award against them.

.-

,,

77

0

4

0

Rs-

559

0

0

0

Rs.

8,676

0

O

0

Total Rs.

9,235

0

0

0

559

ll

They must be relieved of this liability,
and the amount laid on the Collector,

will thus

have to pay

_ ,

against him by

and the sum awarded

with interest on that portion of

I

Regarding costs,

which

is

Sudder Ameen, viz.,

the Principal

it

who

principal.

agree in the order proposed by my colleagues

Hawsms sun Curtain—The parties now appealing
Collector of Dacca, and four of the talookdars, who have

Mmssas.
the

are

made

been

responsible

to their respective

ing
dars

were

made

for the aggregate sum of 559-04, accordin the estate sold.

interests

defendants

The talook

in the cause, with reference to the

opinion expressed in the orders of the Sudder Dewanny Adwalut,
now sought to be set aside, to the effect that the parties holding
the estate were responsible

to the plaintiffs for the amount deduct

from the purchase money by the'Collector,

In

addition to the facts stated by the Principal Sudderv Ameen,

it
is

ed

only necessary to observe that the estate, Chukla Ameerabad.
by the Collector

shareholders,

of Dacca,

on the 9th May 1833,

by the Zillah Court, on the suit of the

the sale was reversed

annas

on

the

r

and

sold

ﬁllet April, 1835.

r
r

&c. was

6
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Rs.

7

395‘

5

,,

1.

Nobokishto Sircar and another,

86

5

..............................

6

Goluekehunder Sein, declared liable for Rs.

3

:—~

7

The following have appealed

4

unnecessary

H ursoonduree,

is

Some

it

in the revenue of the estate.

The plaintiffs
457-56

am

others.

Sudder Ameen declares them each liable in proportion to his share
therefore

'

d

b

Sirear,
b

The

v. G_
an
kisheni
v. G.

a
n
d.

need not be amended

L

with the partial award of the lower Court in their favor, it

is,

content

Collector of
Dacca,
a m
others.

u
b

Court, as the plaintiﬁ‘s were not owners after the reversal of the
As the plaintiffs have not appealed, but have remained

sale.

1848.

L

interest

537
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538

of the purchase money,

instituted their suit, for recovery

1848.

against

the Collector, on the 28th May 1835, and tendered their resigna

Collector of
The suit
tion of the purchase on the 1st June of the same year.
Dawn, 0. G.
L a m b a n d for refund of the purchase money was decided in favor of the plain
others

‘N ubkishen tiﬁ's, by the Zillah Court, on the 27th May 1836 ; and an appeal
G. therefrom was
immediately preferred by the Collector, who had

Sirear, v.

Lam

others.

b

an d

also

from the judgment of the Zillah Court of the 2lst

appealed

1835, reversing the sale, in which appeal he was not joined

April

The appeal from the decree of the 21st April

by the purchasers.

1835 was decided by the Sudder Court, in afﬁrmation of the Zillah

judgment,
second

the

on

20th February

1837; and the appeal in the

case was then withdrawn by the Collector, and'struck

the ﬁle of the Sudder Court on the 12th September 1837.

off
The

miscellaneous orders of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, which it is
now sought to reverse,
November
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December

1838 ;

were

and this suit

and decided

1843,

on the 4th

passed
was

instituted

July

and 10th

on

the 16th

by the Principal Sudder Ameen on

the 27th March 1845.
The legal points which present themselves

for consideration in

this case are, ﬁrst, whether, with reference to Construction 1129,
the suit

was

was justiﬁed
the sum

admissible

;

and,

secondly,

whether the Collector

in deducting, from the amount of purchase money,

account of Government revenue for the period
to the date of the relinquishment of the estate by the

due on

subsequent
purchasers.

On the ﬁrst point, we are clearly of opinion, with the Principal

Sudder Ameen, that the

Construction 1129 is no bar to the

ac

tion. The question of deduction of the Government revenue, from
the amount payable under the decree of the 27th May 1836, was
not involved in the decision, and this is quite suﬁieient to take the
case out of the operation of the Construction cited.

In

regard to the

second

point. it is necessary to refer more par

to the part taken respectively by the Collector and the

ticularly
purchasers,

Zillah Court.

on the occasion

of the

reversal

The sale was reversed on the 21st April 1835.

Collector appealed

from the judgment

1835, or in very

little

purchasers

On the 1st June

more than a month after the date of rever

signiﬁed, in writing, to the Collector, their in

tention of abandoning the purchase.
458

The

of the Zillah Court, but

the purchasers would not join in the appeal.
sal, the

of the sale by the

CASES IN THE $UDDER. DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
upon this, and allowed

Had the Collector acted

of this,

doing, when

he is the only party to appeal.
the

chase are not very obvious
two years,

were

purchasers

His

reasons for so

to abandon

willing

the pur

protracts the litigation for nearly

: he

We are not prepared to

is ﬁnally unsuccessful.

and

our unqualiﬁed assent to the dicta of the Principal Sudder

give

Ameen, in regard to the demand of revenue from a Zemindar after
he has

abandoned

ordinary case of
tiﬁ‘s purchased

a

Zemindar relinquishing his estate.
reversed

linquished their title
matter further.

their

intention

The plain
; and the

by a Court of Justice, they at once re

and possession,

to prosecute

and declined

The responsibility of the purchasers

have

an.

been

extended,

had they delayed

would

to notify

to the Collector ; but in this respect they lost no

time on ﬁnding the Collector appealing from the zillah decree of
consider them as personally ac<
countable for the revenue after the reversal of the sale by the com
We cannot,

reversal.

consequent

therefore,

and after their relinquishment of the purchase

petent authority,

This rules that the Collector was

upon such reversal.

not justiﬁed in deducting from the amount of purchase
sum

due

sequent

on account
to the date

of Government revenue,
of the

money the

for the period sub

relinquishment of the estate by the

purchasers.

We do not mean

to say,

by the foregoing remarks,

Collector had no right to appeal
responsibility.
chasers
ment.

from the zillah decree.

that the

Ile un

but he availed himself of his right on his own
He was in the and unsuccessful,
and the pur

questionably had

:

are not to be visited with penalties for his error of judg
Besides

the appeal,

he

accumulation

which,

if

he

considered

it his duty to

prosecute

had the means in his own hands of preventing the

of revenue

balances,

by the attachment of the

es

The only point then which remains for decision,

is,

tatc.

the adjust

ment of the liabilities of the parties before the Court.
unnecessary

purchasers

for

the

to give any opinion as to the

Government revenue,

PM

2

It

is
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unquestionably

But this is not

an estate at a sale for arrears of revenue

sale having been

the

of his estate.

possession

liability of

during the

the

period of

45859

n
(1

Collector of
Daccn,
1:. G.
a
am
others.
b

little or no

due to Government :bnt, in

balance

Nubkishen
v. G.
am
an

Sir-car,
others.

(1

stead

and he would have experienced

matter,

in realizing the

b

an end of the

difﬁculty

1848.

L

Zillah

the decree of

Court to take immediate effect, there would have been

L

the

539
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540
1848.

which declares

decree
Collector
of
Dimes, v. G.
am b a n d
others.
N u bk ishen
Sircar, o. G.
L amb aud
others.

L

From that part of the Principal Sudder Ameeu’s

their possession.
the

them liable, they have not appealed

order necessary

; and

is not before the Court.

question therefore

in regard

Neither is any
the liabilities, under the Principal

to,

Sudder Ameen’s decree, of the talookdars who have not appealed.

In regard

to the parties now before the Court, we observe that

the plaintiffs have not appealed from the decree of the Principal
Sudder Ameen, with the view of making the Collector primarily
for the whole amount claimed by them.

responsible

tor has appealed,

in order to obtain exemption

the amount decreed
talookdars

have

appealed,

Government;

the

against

Strictly speaking,

tively.

from payment of
and

four of the

with a view to obtain ex

separately,

from payment of the sums

emption

The Collec

decreed

against

them respec

the Collector has not been

therefore,

in this Court, why the Government
with the sums declared by the decree of

called upon to shew cause
should not be charged
whole

the

plaiut

authorising

by the appealing talookdars. But

to be payable

case and
is,

the

the parties are before us ; and the prayer of

that the miscellaneous

the

orders of the Sudder Court,

Collector to withhold

a

portion of the sum re

and the reversal

of those orders

is

revenue, be set aside

;

coverable by the plaintiffs, on account of arrears of Government
tanta

mount to an order requiring the Government to pay the whole
by the plaintiffs in their former suit, decided

that the Government

to the sums

ordered

purely technical, and

is

may

therefore,

with the exception

of such sum as the

now think proper to deduct from it.

The objection,

not before the Court in regard

to be paid by the appealing talookdars,
is

Court

not,

under the circumstances, of such

nature as to prevent the Court going into the whole case.

it

a

is

amount recovered

on the 27th May 1836,

To

may be added that the Collector has himself brought this

this
part of the case before the Court, in his petition of appeal, in his
objection to that part of the Principal

Sudder Ameeu’s decree

which declares the Government chargeable

with the whole amount,

if

the plaintiffs cannot recover

from the other defendants.

We are of opinion, then, that the appealing talookdars cannot
be held as primarily responsible to the purchasers,
against

whose claim

is
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the lower Court

the Government, the party to whom they paid the amount

of purchase

money.

The Collector has, in his appeal, taken objection tothe mode of
459-60
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by the plaintiffs, and recognized by

we are

precluded from entering into this

which was disposed of by the decree of the 27th May 1836,

the appeal

from which was withdrawn by the Collector himself.

We are not dealing with the question of interest upon

a deposit

made in the Collector’s oﬁce by a purchaser; but with the ques

tion of interest upon money
payment
We

a decree

of Court, the

of the case as follows, modifying, in some respects,

So much of the

the sum

decree

Sudder Ameen.
of the Principal Sudder Ameen as de

of Company’s

rupees 8,676-1-9% out of the claim

to be payable by the Government, is afﬁrmed.

The sum of Company’s
the

559-0-4, declared payable by

rupees

under-mentioned appealing talookdars,

to be paid by the

Government :—

N obokishto

Sircar and another,

Goluckchunder Sein and others,...
Musst. Ilursoonduree and others,
Company’s

rupees,...

77

4

11

1

86

5

5

3

395

6

7

7

559

0

4

O

The amount of the original claim thus decreed against the Go
is 9,235-2-1ii; of which, taking it in proportion to the

vernment

whole claim, the sum of 7,400 is principal,'and

Interest

on the

principal

sum

1,835-19'}

interest.

of 7,400 rupees, for which the

Government is thus made responsible, will be charged from the
of institution of suit to the date of the Principal Sudder
Ameen’s
decrec,—that
from the 16th December 1843 to the

date

is,
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under

of which has been withheld by the Collector.

dispose

the decree of the Principal

clares

due

27th March 1845.

The amount decreed of the sum sued for, and the interest on
the

principal, being consolidated,

aggregate

sum

interest will be charged on the

from the date of the zillah decree to the date of

payment.

With respect to costs, the Government will pay the costs of the
460431

d

(1

But

interest at all.
point,

b

by this Court.
The Collector further urges that, under Clause 1, Section 27,
Regulation XI. 1822, the purchasers are not entitled to recover

has been repeatedly recognised

Collector
of
Decca, v. G.
a. n
m
others.
N u kishen
Sircar, u. G.
a in
an
others.
b

and

b

then from the principal, is common,

a

the interest, and

from

1818.

ﬁrst

L

But the mode of deducting payments,

lower Court.

L

calculating interest adopted
the

541
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542
1848.

plaintiffs in the lower Court, with exception

of the portion rate

ably assignable to the 2,792 rupees disallowed out of the claim by
Collector
of the Principal Sudder Ameen, and in this Court upon the appeal
Dacca,
v. G.
L a m b a. n d of the Collector. The Government will also be charged with its
others.
N u bkishen own costs in both Courts.
Sircar, v. G.
With respect to the talookdars, we observe that they could not
am b a n d
have
been called upon to pay at a rate higher than the jummn of
others.

L

talooks, consequently their interests

their respective

been known, and they might have defended

If

must have

to the extent of them.

this, and paid their pleaders full fees

they have gone beyond

upon the whole amount of suit, the Government cannot be charged
The Government then will be charged with the costs

with these.

of the appealing talookdars in both Courts in proportion to their
respective interests in the case.
The

plaintiffs

talookdars,

This

appeal.
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and

have

replied separately to the appeals

of the

their pleaders have applied for full costs on each

cannot be

admitted.

The talookdars appealed in

order to procure exemption from payment of the sums decreed
against them; and it

was perfectly immaterial to the plaintiffs

whether they were exempted
paying, the Government
decree,

chargeable

or not,

was,

as,

in the event of their not

by the Principal Sudder Ameen’s

with the whole amount.

It

would have been

quite sufﬁcient for the plaintiffs to have stated, in their reply to
the Collector’s appeal, that
separately
and

it

was not necessary

to the other appeals.

incurred further

expense,

If

for them to reply

they have gone beyond this,

it must

be at their own risk, and

they must pay their own expenses on the appeals of the talookdars.

COLLECTOR OF BACKERGUNGE,

1848.

Appellant,

Iver-sue

March 9.

INDURMUNNEE CHOWDRAIN,

Respondent.

KUBEEROODDEEN MOHUMMUD

and another.

Appellants,
versus

INDUR‘MUN NEE CHOWDRAIN,
Suit to re~
verse the sale
of an estate

THE

Respondent.

in this case by the pre
siding Judges, Messrs. Jackson, Hawkins, and Currie.
following is the decree prepared

461-62
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of

Claim for possession
of

share

gundas

7

l

anua, 6 gundas,

2 cowrees, 2 krants

kc,

Pergunnah Suleernabad,

zemiudaree

sold
of the sale of the same for arrears of Government revenue. of
The (respondent,) on the 4th August 1845, claimed reversal of The
that
revenue sale of the above-mentioned estate, on the ground that was

reversal

a.

The defendants

properly observed.

of any

tence

XI.

in Regulation

conditions laid down

the

1822,

had not been

(appellants) denied the exis

defects in the sale proceedings.

On the 25th August 1846, the Judge of Backergunge reversed
the sale, by his decree, which follows :—
‘

Plaintiff,

krants

representative
to

proprietor

share

of the deceased Muddun Nurain Rae,

the extent of a

l

anna, 6 gundas,

of an estate, described

as a 7 gundas share of Per

sues to quash the sale of that estate, which

took effect for arrears

of revenue on the 4th May 1840.

Plaintiff

that, up to the day of sale, the advertised arrear amounted
246-64,

to rupees

besides

to pay that sum

prepared

I

rupee as interest;

Purshad,

Ramsagur and Kalee

;

that two agents,

in attendance,

were

and were

that N itayee Churn, towzee nuvees

of the Collector’s ofﬁce, (a defendant,) in collusion with Kubeer
ooddeen Mohummud, in order to effect a sale of the estate, raised
balance to rupees

the

and

345-6-4,

laid an account so struck

the Deputy Collector who was about to conduct the sale;
that the Deputy Collector gave the Zemindars’ agents respite till
before

evening to make up a balance, which exceeded their expecta
tion ; and that, not waiting for the expiry of the stipulated period,

the

and

before

the return of the mookhtar.

money demanded,

had gone for the

the sale was begun for a balance,

of rupees 288-0-11

the sale roobukaree,
exceeding

who

the advertised balance)

; and

(even that,

as certiﬁed in

it

is observed,

that Kubeerooddeen Mo

hummud, serishtadar of the Civil Court, having an understanding
with Gopal Kishen, a co-proprietor in the estate, (whose son is a
defendant,) put forward his son, Mohummud Ahsun, to bid; and
that the estate, worth 60,000 rupees, was knocked

down to him

for rupees 12,000.
‘

Plaintiff further

states

that the same day, before the bynah,

or instalment of the purchase money, had been paid, the mock]:
tars attended, and delivered rupees 345-6-4, the full sum which
had been originally demanded
sented

a

;

that they, at the same time, pre

petition, requiring rupees 98, which they considered
'

for arrears
revenue.
plea was,
the estate
sold for a
demand in ex_
cess of what
was due, not~ '
w ith standing
tender
of the
real
balance
before proceeds
ing to sale.
udgment of

J

lower Court in
2 cowrees and 2 favor of plain

gunnah Suleemabad,
states
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1848.

and

402-63

an

tiff

affirmed.
and
sale set
aside on the
suit of one only
of the owners.
Payment by
the Civil Court
of the debts of
a ce-aharer, out
of the proceeds
of sale, held
not to bar a
right of action
by
plaintiff,
who
was not
shown to have
in
acquiesced
an y way, either
or
expressly
tacitly, in such
payment.

fril

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
1848.

them; that the day then closing,

to
of this
Backergunge,
Collector

v. ludurmun~
nee
Chow

drain.
Kubeerood~
deen Moham
mud and ano
ther, v. Ind ur
munnee Chow
drain.

over and above the advertised

exaction

balance,

to be refunded

no order was passed upon

that next day the Deputy Collector did not
attend kutcherry ; but that, on the 6th May, that ofﬁcer, though
application;

he might
and

have

the irregularity which had occurred,

discovered

might have procured

the reversal

of the sale, (knowing as he

did that the money lodged on the part of the defaulters had been
paid by his own desire,) merely ordered the petition to be for
warded,

for the consideration of the Commissioner, with the

account sales.
‘

main plea rests, it will be observed, in an error of

Plaintiff’s

account and on a surcharge:

and, in answer

to this plea, the

Collector and the defendants,

Kubeerooddeen

and Mohammad

Ahsun,—denying the correctness of the narrative which plaintiff
has given of the events said by her to have occurred during the
day of sale,—maintain the correctness 'of the accounts

upon which
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the sale was founded.
‘

In

appeal to the Commissioneragainst the sale, Muddun Nnrain

(husband of plaintiﬂ') was understood to object that Mohammud
Ahsun was a benamee purchaser, and that Gopal Kishen, one of the
had, under cloak of Mohummud Ahsun’s name, recover

defaulters,

But, in this suit, though
(in whole or in part) the estate.
Gopal Kishen's son is made defendant, and though it is attempted
ed

to be proved

by witnesses that the irregularities which plaintiff

complains of were

committed

with his co-operation,

vukeels distinctly admit that they are not prepared

plaintiff’s

to show that

as heir of Gopal Kishen, retains any interest in the

Nubkishto,
estate ; and

the benamee plea, with respect to him, may be said

Nor

to be withdrawn.

can

I

attach more weight to a similar al

legation, with respect to the defendant Kubeerooddeen Mohummud.
This objection was not urged to the revenue authorities. Plaintiff
by the dereliction of any legal
it be admitted that Kubeerooddeen holds an

cannot be said

to have

principle,

if

even

suffered

estate which his son bought ; and the common

interest subsisting

I

think, protects the defendants against
between father and son,
the imputation of the surreptitious substitution of a nominal
purchaser, which the sale law of 1822 unquestionably prohibited.
Lastly, it has been urged that the sale of the estate within one
month of the date of the notice of sale being published in the
mofussil, renders the sale invalid ; and, in support of this plea|
463-64

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
to Sections

plaintiff refers

5

6, Regulation

and

But, it is to be observed, Regulation

VII.

VII.

7,

Section

4,

while Clause

;

Judge

Regulation

the

is,

XI.

of 1822,

return

balance
estate

then to the consideration

demanded
was

sufﬁcient

service,—

plaintiff admits the period to

instance,

to twenty-three days.

have extended

‘I

period of twenty days

present

a

rendering

in

a

Mofussil,

on the

In

sold.

of the main issue, viz. the

of sale, by default of which the

day

hearing date 4th May

the sale proceedings,

is

1840, the balance then due (comprising arrears advertised
as arrears not advertised)

as well

and

stated to be rupees 288-0-11,

to consist of the following particulars :—

6

...

..

‘

I

6

0

19 14 10

Rs. 288
then

ll

to consider, ﬁrst, the assertion

0

Interest,

6

Rs. 247
14

()

6

1

0

Rs. 246
...

t

April,...

3

1st

Kist of March, (unadvertised,)
Ditto of May to day of sale,
...

11

of plaintiff that,

rupees

345-6-4;

be adopted,

proceedings

is

‘

rupees 288-0-11

There

and secondly,

tised balance

no

if

in rejection or in substitution of the balance advertised and ac
tually due, the defaulting Zcmindars were called upon to pay
the account

entered in the sale

whether the defaulters’

liability

to pay

was legally set forth.

dispute new between the parties that the adver

of rupees 247-64 alone warranted the sale.

sum had been paid,.the necessity

If that

and the justiﬁcation of proceed

I

ing to a ‘sale would alike have ceased. But, for the reasons
think plaintiff has made good her point that, at the
following,
time of sale, not the payment of the actual balance of rupees
not due, balance of rupees
but of the overcharged,
247-6-4,
345-6-4, was made the condition of the postponement
'

In the

lotbundee,

or tabular statement
Q
Q
Q

‘
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bruary, advertised
Interest on ditto,

4

Balance of the kists of January and Fe

have

1848.

for the

continued to constitute the rule for the service of notices in the
whereas,

__

Collector
of
Backergunge,
in the Collector's own ofﬁce and in that of v. Indurmun

advertisement issuable
the

of 1830.

of 1830 provides not

Mofussil but for the Sudder notices of sales,—that

for

5-15

of the sale.

in which particulars of
464

nee
Chow
drain.
Kubeerood
deen Moham
mud and ano
ther, v. Indur~
munnee Chow
drain.
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546

it

estates advertised for sale are entered,

1343-

is clear that the balance

exhibited, originally, was rupees 345, with or without a fraction in

3525;33ng

annas

‘11- lmlu""1""~
nee
Chow~
drain_

over and

but the ﬁgures of rupees

and pie ;

3-45

into rupees 246. When this was done, before

converted

a

.

or after the sale, there is no ewdence on the face of the document,

K“b°"°°d‘ But how the balance of
rupees 345 happened

the advertisement when ﬁrst issued,

at the date of the advertisement (that

balance

in anticipation

of the

sale,

intermediate payments.
:1.

to deduct any

necessary

having been made by the Zemin

corresponding deduction had to be made

It

from the advertised balance.

appears, therefore,

that, omitting,

the ﬁrst instance, the item of rupees 98, only the sum of rupees
and, afterwards,

I

respect

am now considering, how long afterwards,)
98 was

rupees

say not,

to the appearance of the original lotbundee which
that

introduced above the other, and

item of

the

a

with

345 apparently due

(I

leaving rupees

;

from the advertised balance of rupees 454-2-2,

109 was deducted

new balance

struck.
Further, at the request of plaintiff,
required the Collector
to send for my inspection the book in which bids were entered as
the sale went on. This
rough sort of notebook, kept by the
nazir of the Collector-ship.
It wants the authority
formal

it
was

intended to be

ﬁnd then in this book

a

be otherwise

to vouch for the fact or
contemporary

bond ﬁde

that the sale of the estate

recorded,—the balance for which the estate was sold

is

it

its genuineness

may be permitted

is

record.

I

of which

facts

But

attested.

susceptible of proof,

a

record formally

if

of

a

is

I

‘

said to be

345-6-4,—the bids of the different bidders are entered,—

rupees

and, ﬁnally, the closing of the sale in favor of Mohummud Ahsun
for rupees 12,000,

These

entries have been sworn to by the man

who at the time of the sale wrote them,——the present acting nazir

is

465

and

may, or may not, be expe

recognise

the

situation of

no doubt whatever

that the bukshee,

think

on the occasion

to

now allude, took the place of the uazir, and that the notes
'

which

services,

the nazir as abnkshee.

does not receive any public emolument; but

-

there

the

public ofﬁcer:

I

who

then assisted

a

dient to accept
person

not

it

bukshee

a

A

is

of the Colleetorship, who

I
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the

April)

two separate payments of

Accordingly,

rupees 98 and rupees 109-11-10

dars on the 8th April,

became

1st

Afterwards,

to he rupees 454-2-2, principal revenue.

was shewn

in

to be struck may be
is,

In

for.

accounted

ﬁfjfg’éjﬂjjgj total

it

deen Mohum~
mud and aim-thus

draiu-

have been written

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
of the sale taken by him formed

This

ings.

a bond ﬁdc sketch of the proceed

man further states that, to the best of his belief,

of rupees

balance

547

the

345-64 was taken by him from- the lotbu-ndee

above alluded to.
‘

Lastly, what taken in connexion with the

lars fully corroborates
of rupees

demand

Deputy
spoken

3&5-6-‘5,

drawn up by the

roobukaree

a

Collector, on the 6th May, on the subject of the petition
of in the plaint as being presented by the agents of the

defaulting Zemindars-

It

of the petition.
that

is

above two particu

of plaintiﬂ‘, with respect to the

the assertion

the balance,

The roobukaree

embodies

the statements

of the petitioners to be,

records the assertions

for the realization of which the sale was adver

tised, did not exceed rupees 2t7-6-4 ; that Nitaynuud Muzoomdar,
towzce
out

of the

nuvees, contrary to the terms

for rupees 345-64

a claim

this overcharge

; and

;

advertisement,

that, not paying in the not demand of rupees

it

sum

of rupees

Neverthe

they had lodged, on the same day, the whole
345-6-4 as ordered, with the treasurer.
The

was added,

Deputy Collector, in the roobukaree, makes no denial, and seems
of these statements.
He merely remarks

to admit the truth

taken ; but he observes,
may be left bynah amauut,

account

sales

the money

is,

that, as the muhal had been sold, and the bynah (instalment in
the way of earnest) had been paid, the revenue could not now be
(that

and the petition

to the Commissioner.

amanut, was, of course, an oversight.

The

It

the rupees 345-6-4)

will

be sent with the

expression,

bynah

meant that the money

is

should not be formally credited; but left, without being brought
to any particular account, in the hands of the treasurer. It
not clear, from the wording of the order,

whether the rupees

3

345-6-4 from the 6th May (and not before) was to be delivered to
the treasurer or whether (as in the body of the petition the money
was expressly

stated

to have

been lodged

with the treasurer on

May by the Deputy: Collector‘s order) be permitted the
But
custody of the money to be so continued till further orders.
the

I

4th

cannot come to any other conclusion than that the Deputy

I

is

Collector assented to the version, given by the petitioners, of the
It inconceivable, think, that
occurrences preceding the sale.

2

'

is

they should have brought rupees 345, unless they had been called
It expressly stated in the petition, that
upon to pay that sum.
Q
Q
Q
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247-6-4, the estate had been sold for rupees 12,000.
less,

made

that they were unable to meet

465-65

__
1848.

Collector of
Bachergunge,
'u. lndurmuih
nee
drain.

Chow~

Kubeerood
deeu Mohum~
mud and ano~
ther, v. Indlll‘;
mnnneeChowe
drain.
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548
1848.

they were

to pay rupees 247-6-4

prepared

; but~

that they were

balked in liquidating the balance due, owing to a call being made
Collector of upon them for rupees 98, over and above the advertised balance.

Bac kergunge,

'u. Indurmun—
nee
Chow

drain.
Kubeerood
deen Mohum~
mud and ano
ther, v. Indnr
munneeChow

drain.

the petition speaks of facts of which the.Deputy
Collector was cognizant; and its presentation, and tacit reception,
Obviously,

to me to be irreconcilable with any other supposition than
that the Deputy Collector assented to the facts which it described:
seem

and it will be obserVed that the sum which the petitioners spoke
of as being overcharged,
the sum,

the

namely, rupees 98, tallies exactly with

realization of which

on

appears,

the face of the

record, to have been originally omitted from the lotbundee.
‘ The

same

point

witnesses

several

plaintiff

but

;

I

has

endeavoured

to establish by

must say, were it not for the documen

I

should much doubt whether the
tary evidence just described,
statements of these men were to be relied on.
‘

Believing then the plea to he proved, that the sale was forced
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on for an arrear which was not due, and part of which had been

nearly a month before actually paid, it is of less consequence
the arrear of rupees 288-0-11,

discuss
ceedings

to have

been

to

assumed in the sale pro

the sum for which the sale took effect.

Obviously, between the cxactiou of rupees 345-6-4 and the

prepa~

ration of the roobukarce of sale, the mistake of demanding rupees
When, and under what
98 ovcrmuch, had been discovered.
the discovery was made, there is no evidence to

circumstances,
shew ; but

it

is clear to me that

it

was intimated to the defaulting

Zemindars, that the payment of nothing short of rupees 345 could
stop the sale ; and, therefore,

I think,

the sale will afford them adequate
288-0-11

that nothing short of quashing

March and May, with additional interest
in

The item of rupees

redress.

includes, as already shewn, the unadvertised balances

which these

items

are

spoken

; and

though the manner

of, as forming portion of the

arrear which justiﬁed the sale, may be objectionable,
intention

was

of

I think

the

merely to exhibit the whole arrears which would

have to be recovered

from the purchase money.

It would

appear

to be an error indeed, to charge the defaulting Zemindars with any
portion of the revenue of the month of May: for, by Section 22,
Regulation

XI.

of 1822, the purchaser became answerable

for the

entire kist of that month; but whatever right the former might
have had to resist the payment of rupees 6-11-3 out of the surplus
purchase

money,

466-67

I

do not think the exhibition of this claim, on

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

540

part of the Collector, can be said to have led to the sale

the

1818.

itself.
‘

I

therefore

quash

and Mohummud

Collector of
Backergunge,
to the proprietors of the v. Indurmun

The defendants,

the sale.

must account

Ahsnn,

Kubeerooddeeu

Chow nee
ram.
The purchase money must be
the amount may be ascertained.
Kubeerood
deen Mohuuh
C01
restored; and as it appears, by a report received from the
mud and ano
of ther, v. Indur
on account
charged
leotor, that, besides rupees 416-15-4,
munneeChow~
arrears of revenue, rupees 3,989-13-8 has been paid by requisition drain.

estate

for mesne proﬁts, with interest from the date on which

of the

Civil Courts in execution of

decrees held against certain

the proprietors, the proprietors recovering the estate under
this decree must be held answerable for the repayment of that
of

sum.

‘Government

must pay

the

entire costs of the suit, together

with interest on the purchase money till the date of repayment:
only from this day the proprietors themselves
the liabilities
decision

page

on

shall be answerable

sum of rupees 3,989-13-8.

of the parties on these points,

passed

in

ported

the appeal

358,

new

I

In

determining

have followed the

of Udman Singh and others, re

edition, page

420, Volume V. of the

cases determined by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.’

By the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
MB. Mormon—From this decision two separate appeals have
brought by the two defendants,

been

urging the insufﬁciency of

the reasons assigned by the Judge for considering the sale invalid.

There appears

to be no dispute regarding the time of notice: an

objection raised on this ground, before the Judge, was thrown out

It

by him, and was, in fact, untenable.

is not taken up again

in

The main defect pointed out,
balance

at

which was not due,—that

that the estate was sold for

is,

is,

appeal.

a

a.

that the balance was stated

sum larger than the real balance.
a

The notice (ishtehar) was issued on the 1st April for balance
454.
On the 8th April, the Zemindars paid in two

of rupees

sums, viz. rupees 98 and 109, or rupees 207.

The

udge considers

it

at the time of sale, therefore,

J

There remained due

only rupees 247

proved

that the estate was actually sold

for 345 rupees, the sum of rupees 98 not having been credited to
the

plaintiiT,—-in support of which he relies chieﬂy on

a
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for interest on the

book

kept by the nazir’s bukshee, shewing the number and am0unt of
467-68
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1848.

the

bids made at the sale, and upon certain depositions.
On
I ﬁnd that both the sums,— rupees 109

looking at the lotbundee,

Collector of and rupees 98,—are
duly credited. It is. however, stated under
Baekergunge,
neath that the total amount due is kalamzmlu." (scratched or alter
v. Indurmun

nee
Chow
drain.
Kubeerood
deen Moham
mud and am».
ther, v. Indur
munuee Chow~

drain

ed): this appears to me immaterial. There are certain conditions
laid down in Section 5, Regulation XI. 1822, which are necessary
to

a sale.

legalize

The only condition among them, upon which

this sale is questioned,
was not given,

demand

stated, and differed

is

3rd, viz., that due notice of the

the

inasmuch as

tln

demand

was erroneously

from the demand for which the sale took place.

Even admitting that the sum of rupees 345 was erroneously stated,
at the time of sale, as the amount for which the sale would take
there

place,
notice

was

is no

perfectly correct as

4 of the

tion

sufﬁcient reason

above-mentioned

balance mentioned

It

the

The

sale.

the amount , and, by condi

if

section,

in the notice remained

the sale cannot be set aside.

any portion of the

due at the time of sale,

is not even contested

that some

portion, in fact the greater portion, of the balance mentioned in
was still unpaid, and actually due at the time
the advertisement,
the sale took place.
The plaintiff asserts that, on the very day of sale, he tendered
to accept

I

rupees

stay

sale,

it

but conditionally

the money unconditionally,

reason whatever

In

had the defaultcr

fact,

the Collector could have no

for refusing to accept

:

tendered

and the fact that

he wish to stay the sale, deposit

Collector’s demand,
Regulation

XI.

1822.

was

was

not

to be observed that, on the ocea

amount of balance,

under protest,

the

the defaulter

full amount of

as directed in

This was not

done

the

Section 10,

and the Collector

therefore acted according to law in selling. Still,

if

It

dispute as to the

;

should,

unconditionally.
a

of

if

sion

is

not paid in, is, to my mind, sufﬁcient proof that
tendered

the abso

and when the Collector refused to

withdrawn.

was

consider

believe the money was

it

the

;

lute refusal of the Collector not proved.
tendered,

saying plaintiff must pay

New,

it

refused

it

he

345 in order to stay the sale.

I

tor; but that

it,

the amount of balance really due, viz. rupees 247, to the Collec

the lesser sum,

a

which was actually due, had been paid, or even oﬁ'ered uncondi
Court of Justice.
tionally, the sale must have been set aside by
was
balance
either
that
the
paid or tendered
do not consider

‘

I
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to

to reverse

468160

No Persian type.

CASES lN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
unconditionally

I

; and

551

would therefore reverse the Judge's deci

1848.

sion, and uphold the sale.

Collector of
case turns entirely upon
B a ck ergunge,
the alleged facts that, at the time of sale, the proprietor’s agents v. Indnrmun
Chow.
nee
were prepared to pay the amount remaining due of the adver
drain.

Hawxms

Msssss.

and

balance,

tised

Conant—The

AND

were

doing so by the demand of a

prevented

larger sum.
That the larger sum was really demanded, appears to be clearly

In

established.

the original

lotbundee,

examined

by the Judge,

the remanent balance,

for which the sale was to be made, appears
It is evident, from
to have been ﬁrst entered as rupees 345-6-4.
the

petition

of the agents, {and the roobukarcc of the Deputy
6th May 1840, that that sum was actually paid

Collector, dated

in after the sale

by the Judge)

served

real balance,
stated
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as

; and

there is no apparent
why such

reason (as justly ob

a sum, being

in excess of the

should have been paid, unless it had been demanded,

in the petition.

The evidence

of the acting nazir and

thc rough book of bids sworn to by him also go to show that the
demanded,

balance

when the estate

was put up for sale, was

rupees 345-6-4.

An

erroneous

lidato the sale
made,

demand
3

would not, in itself, be suiiicient to invap

but the established

fact that such demand was

supports the other allegation of the plaintiff that the

pr0<

to pay the balance really due (ru
The only direct and
pees 247-6-4) and were prevented doing so.
positive evide‘ncc of the real balance having been tendered, is to
prietor’s agents

were prepared

be found in the depositions of the

They are in accordance,

plaintiff.

witnesses
however,

summoned

by the

with the statement

at the time by the proprietor’s agents, which is embodied
in the roobukaree of the Deputy Collector of the 6th May, and

made

not controverted by him.
that the whole
the

evening

From this statement,

sum demanded

it is apparent

was lodged in the Collectorate on

of the day of sale

; and as

it is admitted

(being so

stated in the sale roobukarce) that the agents were present during
the day,
the

it

is unreasonable

larger sum,

to suppose that, being able to produce

unexpectedly

demanded,

at four or ﬁve o'clock,

they should not have been prepared with the smaller sum, which
they knew they would have

It

to pay, two or three hours earlier.

is to be noticed that neither of the reports furnished from the

Collector’s oﬂice on the appeal of the proprietors, ﬁrst to the Com
469-70

Kubeernod
deen Mnhum
mud and ano
ther, v. Iudnr
munneeChow—
drain.
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1848.

missioner

then to the

and

Sudder Board, was prepared by the

same ofﬁcer who held the sale and wrote the roobukaree
of May.
Backergunge,
v. Indurmun
We

of the 6th

Collector

nee

Chow

consider

it then to

for an alleged

drain.

sold

Kubecrood~
dcen Moham
mud and ano
ther, v. Indur
munnee Chow
drain.

ally due being only rupees
tor’s

were

agents

ﬁrst, that the estate was

be proved,

of rupees 345-6-4, the balance actu

balance

247-64;

in attendance

secondly, that the proprie

before,

and at the time of sale,

with the actual balance ; and that payment of that balance was
but not received, a larger sum being demanded

tendered,

as the

condition of staying the sale.
Under these circumstances,
was

Regulation
balance,

such

of opinion that the sale

XI.

of 1822.

'After

tender of the actual advertised

the estate could not legally be sold for the realization of
balance.

tendered

made within
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we are

in contravention of the fourth condition of Section 5,

made

For,

although

a tender

the prescribed time does not absolve

of payment
the obligor

from the payment of the sum due by him, it discharges him from
the penal consequences resulting from the non-fulﬁlment of his obli
gation.

In

point of fact the sale was made for the recovery of

the excess demand, no part of which was legally claimable.
The only other point on which it has been attempted to im
pugn the decision of the Zillah Judge, which we consider it neces
sary to notice, is that of the appropriation of part of the proceeds
of sale to the payment of the debts of some of the other share
holders,

The case of Bustee Rae versus Collector of Sarun, is not

decisive,

as shewn by the remark at page 276, new' edition, page

330 of Volume

VII.

selected cases.

In

of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports of

all the other cases alluded to, the parties suing

for reversal of sale were shewn to have given an express or implied
consent to the appropriation of the sale proceeds ; and, conse.
quently, their claim was barred by Clause 1, Section 27, Regula
In the present case, there is nothing to show
tion XI. of 1822.
that the plaintiﬁ-proprietor,

has done any thing but object to the

sale from the day it was made

3 and

consequently, the payment

by the Civil Court of the debts of another sharer out of the pro
ceeds of sale, cannot bar the plaintiﬁ’s right to sue for a reversal
of the sale.
On these grounds we afﬁrm the decision of the Zillah Judge,
in so far as it cancels the sale.
The liabilities are to be adjusted as follows :—
470
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The amount of the purchase

money, which has been credited

Government, to be refunded
per cent.

12

per

to the purchasers,

The sum in deposit

apnnm.

over to them immediately, but without

provisions of Clause

to the

1,

to be also paid

interest, with reference

XI.

1822.

of Court to he

by the Civil Court from the sharers in whose behalf it

demanded

paid; and interest to be charged thereon at the rate of

has been

per

to

with interest at

Section 27, Regulation

The amount paid away in execution of decrees

12

553

per annum, from

cent.

the day the property is restored to

__
1848.

Collector of
D a ckcrgungc,
u. Indu rmnn—
nee
Chow
drain.
Knbeerood~
deen Mohum
mud and ano~
ther, v. Indur~
munnee Chow
drain.

the late proprietors. Should the sharers fail to pay in the amount

their shares

at once,

of the estate

to be sold by the Court in

of the demand, as they would have been liable to be

satisfaction

sold in execution of the decrees.

The plaintiff to receive nmne proﬁts on her share of the proper
ty, with interest from the day on which the amount may be ascor
The sharers

tained.

who

have not sued

will

recover

necessarily
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their property under this decree, but are not entitled to wasilaut.

All

of the lower Court to be paid by Government, toge

costs

ther with

its own and

respondents’

costs

in this Court-

The

appellant-purchasers to pay their own costs of appeal.

GOVIND MISR

and

ISHREE DUT PAUREE,

1848.

Appellants,
March 11.

rem“
SEETARAM

THIS
June

OPADHYA,

Respondent

case, which was instituted in Zillah Shahabad

1843,

and

decided

July
16th July

on the 26th

by the Principal Sudder Ameen of the

district on the 17th

1845, reversing the decree of the Sudder

Ameen, dated

1844, was admitted to special appeal on

the

27th February 1847, under the following certiﬁcate

by Mr. C. Tucker :—
‘The plaintiff in this

case sued the petitioners for balance of

rent from 1248 to 1250 F. S.
tioners urged
management,

that the plaintiff
and

recorded

Amongst other pleas, the peti
had removed

them from the

taken the collections into his own hand

; and

this is admitted by the Principal Sudder Ameen, who, however,
that this does not exonerate the petitioners ; and he re
remarlts
versed

the

decision

of the Sudder Ameen, who dismissed the

plaintiff’s claim.
a 1: a

470-71

In a suit for
arrears of rent,
the defendants
were exonerat
ed
from the
demand, on the
al<
ground,
not
though
urged by them,
of illegal at
of
tachment
the lands by
plaintiff.

‘

134E;
‘

12:28,
,dhya_
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.

i

This is decidedly opposed

A zemindar

to the law.

cannot

attach lands and take the collections into his own hands, pending
an existing lease, unless he ﬁrst brings a suit against the tenant
for balances due, and until, after arrest, the tenant refuse to dis
the

charge

VII.

tion

arrear demanded, ride Clause 6, Section 15, Regula

If,

1799.

without

observing

this process, a zemiudar

attach the lands of an under-tenant, the under-tenant is exonerated.
‘

I

admit the special

therefore

applied for, conceiving

appeal

the decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen to be contrary to law
and the practice of the Courts.’
AND SIR R. BARLOW-—Ill this case the appellants

Ma. Tncxna

under joint

'were

to the respondent,

engagements

as kutkeena

for 9 years, viz. from 1248 to 1256 F. Govind Misr, ap
pellant, pleaded that the plaintiff had accepted his resignation
dars,

This

at the close of the year 1248.

was denied

by the plaintiff,

of no consequence

but whether

;

:

is

ﬁalse,

it

true or

for, when the

plaintiff admitted having taken the collection into his own hands,
that, under Clause
appellants were

2,

"without showing that he was legally authorised to do so, we hold
Section

attached

18, Regulation

VIII.

of 1819, the

from the responsibility which other

exonerated

wise would have

to them.

We accordingly decree for

appellants with costs, reversing the decision of the Principal

the

Sudder Ameen.

I

Ma. Hawslss.—While

that

fully concur with my colleagues

intermediate tenure,

a proprietor, or farmer, cannot attach an

I

without ﬁrst bringing a summary suit for arrears of rent,
to say, with the certiﬁcate,

Principal Sudder Ameen

That

the

is

not prepared

am

that the decree of the

contrary to the practice of our Courts.

attachment was illegal has not been

by the

pleaded

defendants

from ﬁrst to last, not even in their application for the

admission

of

taken

a

special

appeal: this point in their favor has been

up in the certiﬁcate of this Court.

The defendants

did

not urge that the attachment was illegal, but that, having taken
they were not responsible

point at issue before
decided

the

the

for the arrears.

Principal

case upon that,

This

Sudder Ameen

;

place,

I
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the fact

_be

and was overruled by the Principal Sudder Ameen

was the

and

as

he

cannot see any thing irregularin

his decree.

Agreeing with my colleagues then in their judgment
upon the mere point of law contained in the certiﬁcate, thata
proprietor, or farmer, cannot attach an intermediate tenure with
471-72
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institution of a summary suit for arrears of rent, I do
not think that, under the cricumstances
of the case, the Court
was required to ﬁnd a ground for rejection of the suit, which the
out prior

defendants did not urge themselves.

The case, however, is dis

posed of, and any order from me is unnecessary.

JUGMOHUN SElN

1848.

Govind M isr

and Ishree Dut
Pauree, 1;. See
taram
Opa
dhya.

Plaintiffs,

and others,

1848.

perms

SYUDOODDEEN

THIS

KHAN

and others,

March 14.

Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the plaintiffs for the

admission of a special

from the decision

appeal

of the Acting

Judge of Backergungc, under date the 5th March 1846, reversing
that of the Principal Sudder Ameen of that District, dated 28th
February

1843.

The application was granted by the Court (present Mr.
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lands,

,

was a suit by the plaintiffs to recover possession of certain

which the defendants

claimed

to hold as lakhiraj.

The

of the estate (a dependant
talook) in which the lands are situated, at a sale made in execu
tion of a summary decree for rent due upon the estate.

plaintiffs had purchased

a portion

The Principal Sudder Ameen decided in favor of the plaintiffs
but his judgment

;

Ofﬁciating Judge, who

that the Principal Sudder Ameen had

a failure of the proof of the defence, whereas he

upon

proceeded

by the

was reversed

in his decree,

observes,

should have dealt with the plaintiff’s case, before considering that
of the defendants.
The Judge’s dictum is no doubt correct, as laying down
ral principle

of

a special

;

a gene

but a claim to hold land as lakhiraj is of the nature

plea, the proof of which rests with the party advancing

it;

and should he fail to prove the validity of his tenure, a decree
must be given in favor of the zemindar, or other party entitled
to sue, with the view of incorporating the tenure with his general

The principle in similar cases in which Government is a
party, is laid down in Clause 3, Section 3, Regulation XIV. 1825 ;
and the same principle is applicable to cases in which the zemindar
estate.

may be a party.

Considering,
as based

therefore,

the decree of the Judge to be defective

upon a wrong principle,
a a a 2

I

admit the appeal; and remand
472-73

claim to
land as
lakhiraj, being
of the nature
of a special
plea, proof of
it rests with
the party ad»

A. F. vsncingit

on the following grounds.

Hawkins)

This

J

A

hold
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1848.

J

u g m o hun
Sein & others,
a.
Syudood~
deen Khan and
others.

the case, that

it

may be again tried with reference to the foregoing

Should the Judge be of opinion that the plaintiffs’

remarks.

claim ought to be dismissed,
by which the defendants

will

he

state the nature of the proof

MUSSAMAUT KASHIPREEA

1848.

their defence.

have established

and others,

Plaintiffs,

010729168

March 23.

of

Act XXXII.

does
affect
claims to inter
est en balances
of rent.

not

1839

BULRAM BABOO

THIS

and others,

Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the plaintiffs for the

of a special

admission

appeal from the decision

of the Principal

Sudder Ameen of Dacca, ’uudcr date the 11th September
altering that of the

1847,

Sudder Ameen of that District, dated 30th

August 1845.
The application was granted by the Court

(present

Messrs.

J. A. F. Hawkins) on the following grounds.
This was an action for arrears of rent, decided by the Sudder
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C. Tucke'r and

On appeal, the Principal Sudder,

Ameen in favor of the plaintiffs.

Ameen modiﬁed the judgment of the Court of ﬁrst instance.
awarded

He

to the plaintiffs the principal sued for, but gave interest

only from the date
authority.

It

of action, citing

is against
1839

XXXII.

1839 as his

the order in regard to interest that the

plaintiffs now apply for permission

Act XXXII.

Act

to prefer a special appeal.

authorizes the

Courts to award interest in

certain cases, in which it is not awarded by express law, or reco
verable

Act

The concluding sentence of the
by express stipulation.
that it was not intended to apply to cases in which

shews

interest was payable
interest upon balances
uninterrupted
1839

by law at the time of its enactment.
of rent is recoverable

practice of years,

the

As

both by law and the

provisions of Act

XXXII.

are altogether inapplicable to the case.

We accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case under
Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation

IX.

1831, in order that the

cipal Sudder Ameen may pass orders
regard to the interest.

473-71

in conformity

Prin

to law in

eases IN THE sunnsa DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
‘KALEE SHUNKER PAL

557

and others, Appellants,

1848.

'067‘8118

MUSSAMAUT PHOOL MALA

THIS

case, which

March 25.

and others, Respondents.

was instituted in Zillah Dacca

on the 21st

March 1842, and decided by the Judge of the District on the 26th

June

reversing a decree passed by the Acting Moonsiﬁ' of

1844,

Phoolgacha, dated September
appeal

1843, was admitted to special

16th,

28th March 1846, under the following certiﬁcate

on the

recorded by Messrs. Tucker, Reid, and Barlow :—
‘ The
Judge threw out this case under the statute of limitations,

in consequence

of the plaintiffs’ dispossession

in 1819; but the

application pleads Construction 980, and shows that by a decree

July

of this Court, dated 23rd

plaintiffs are the descendants
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1838, the property in question was

to be the joint acquisition of four brothers, of whom the

declared

of one brother, and the defendants

of another: hence the decree in question
.right of the plaintiﬁ's,

virtually recognised

the

incident to their heirship to one of the

brothers, so that this suit, having been brought in January 1842,
is within the prescribed

The Court admit a special appeal

period.

to try this point.’

By

the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (present Mr. Tucker,

Sir R. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins.)
It appears from the records of this case that Sham Das Pal,
Pal, and Ram Das Pal, were four bro

Pal, Sobharam

Socderam

thers, living together as a joint undivided family.

J unc

1829, Ram Kunhai

sued the heirs of the

Pal, the daughter’s

On the 26th

son of Ram Das Pal,

other three brothers for a 4anna share

talooks and huwalehs, including an estate named

of sixty-four

Joar Kolartullee.

It

was admitted that sixty-three of the talooks

joint property of the brothers 3 but the whole of the
answered
that Joar Kolartullee had been acquired

had been_thc
defendants

the third brother.
after passing through the

'

solely by Sobharam,
The

case,

Sudder Ameen and Zillah

J

Dewanny Adawlut, on the 23rd
Ram Kunhai

Pal; the

of the

sixty-four

whole

Courts of the Principal

udgc, was ﬁnally decided by the Sudder

July

decree
talooks,

1838, in favor of the plaintiff

awarding to him a 4 anna share
huwalehs, &c.,

including

Kolartullee.
This

Joar
'

'

suit was then instituted, on the 21st March 1842, by the
474-75

Construction
980 cannot be
to
extended
under
claims
the general law
of inheritance.
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1848.

Kalee Shun
ker Pal and
others,

versus

Musst. Phool
Maladz others.

heirs of Sham Das Pal, against the heirs of Sobharam

Pal, to
recover what they called their 4 anna share of Joar Kolartnllee,
which, in their answers
to haVe

declared

suit of Ram Kunhai Pal, they

to the

the sole acquisition of Sobharam.

been

The

in this suit, as well as their own answers in the former

papers

case, shewed that they had not held possession

any way for a period considerably exceeding
The Principal Sudder Ameen, proceeding

of the property in

12 years.

upon the decree of the

23rd July 1838, gave judgment in favor of the present plaintiffs;
but his judgment was reversed by the Judge, on the ground that
the suit was barred under the law of limitation, as laid down in
Section 14, Regulation

III.

1793.

The certiﬁcate of admission of this special appeal, raises the
question of whether this suit is admissible under Construction
’

980.

The Construction cited declares the law in regard to the appli
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cability of the rule of limitation to certain cases, provided for in
Sectionslﬁ,

26, 32, and 35, Regulation

altogether of a peculiar character,

in

XXII.

1795.

The cases are

and the Regulation itself is not

force in the districts under the jurisdiction

of this Court.

Cer

July

1775,

had been dispossessed prior to the 1st

tain zemindars

the date of the cession of the province of Benares to the Company.
The Civil Courts were prohibited, by a Regulation passed by Go
vernment, on the

11th April 1788,

claims to lands and zemindaree
antecedent

dispossessed
on

passed

the

from taking cognizance of

rights, where the party had been

to the date of cession

5th June

1791,

it

;

but by a new rule,

was declared

that possession

within the limited period of any one or more of the putteedars,
a right to claim as putteedars.

By an express provision the pos

session

of one sharer was declared to be emblematical of

session

of all the sharers,

however,

that the claim of putteedars

of limitation

from

date

the

the

pos

for the time prior to the date of the

in favor of the one putteedar.

decree

or

to entitle to restoration all the other persons having

was

sharers,

of

the

The Construction holds,

is subject to the general rule
decree

awarding the right of

one putteedar: it is altogether restrictive in its object, and cannot
be extended to claims under the Hindu and Mahomedan laws of

inheritance,

in regard

to which provisions similar to those in the

cases of the

dispossessed

XXII.

do not exist.

1795,
$75-76

zcmindars, provided for by Regulation
We are accordingly of opinion that

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
the

55‘.)

Construction cited does not in any way apply to the case be

1848.

fore us.

As it is clear, from the record, that the defendants have held
adverse possession of the share of oar Kolartullee, now sued for,

J

for a period considerably exceeding 12 years prior to the institu
tion of this suit; and as the decree of the 23rd July 1838 was

Kalee Shun ~
ker
Pal and
others, versus
Musst.

Phool

Male. 8: others.

limited in its terms and in its execution to the claim only of the
then plaintiﬁ‘, whose right was then denied by both parties to the
present suit, on the ground that the disputed joar was the acqui

sition of Sobharam

we dismiss the appeal, conﬁrming the

solely,

all

decree of the Zillah Judge, with

costs

gainst

the special appel

lants.

LOCAL AGENTS OF

ZILLAII HOOGHLY,

Appellants,

1848.

versus
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KISHNANUND DUNDEE,

DUNDEE, Third Party.

MUKOONDANUND

THE

March 28.

Respondent.

following is the decree prepared in this case by the pre

siding Judge, Mr. Welby Jackson.
for possession‘ of talooka Kishenbarree,

'Claim

aymah land in Biudrabunpore,
Suit laid at rupees

&o.,

and

a house

&c. &c.,

and

and idol, &c.

instituted in Zillah Hooghly on the

8,270,

19th August 1839.
Another appeal was laid against the same decision by Mukoon
Both appeals were taken up at the same time.

danund Dundee.

The property under litigation consists of certain lands, &c., as
above,

held heretofore

by Sudanund Dundee, to which the per

of certain religious ceremonies is attached.

formance

The plaintiff

(respondent) claims a right to succeed to Sudanuud Dundee as his
principal chela (disciple), and in virtue of a document (jainusheen
nameh) executed by the late incumbent, Sudanund Dundee,
investing him with the oﬁice of duudee in succession to himself,

He

states

that his right

to

succeed

has been admitted by the

him in the ofﬁce, but subsequently,
He there
reason, removed him from it.

Local Agents, who conﬁrmed
without

any sufﬁcient

fore claims to be reinstated in his rights.

The

Local

Agents,

pointed by themselves,

in answer, admit that the plaintiff was ap
under the

powers

vested

in them by
476- 77

Held, that
the local agents
could not, un
der the circum
stances,of their
own authority,
remove, for al
leged disquali
ﬁcation, an in
cumbent from
his oﬂiceof su
perintendent
of a Hindu re
ligious institir
tion.
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XIX.

Regulation

but state that they afterwards

1810,

him from the ofﬁce on the ground of his bad moral'character and

Local Agents conviction before the
Mmistrate.

of

Zillah

Ifuoghly,

v.

Kishnanund
Dundee.

removed

They add that they are bound

to see to the proper appropriation of funds of this description;
and, ﬁnding the plaintiff disqualiﬁed from holding the ofﬁce of
dismissed

duudee,

him from it.

under Regulation

exercised

They state that this power was

XIX.

1810,

and urge

that, having

appointed him, there can be no doubt of their authority to remove
him.
On the 28th September 1844, the Principal Sudder Ameen gave
an award in favor of plaintiff, on the ground that the crime estab

lished against him before the Magistrate was not such as to dis
qualify him for the ofﬁce, aud'to authorize the Local Agents in
turning him out.
The Local Agents now appeal from this award, insisting on their
authority

to remove

the plaintiff, under Regulation
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his former pleas,

urges

1810,

The plaintiff, in appeal,

'on the score of his moral character.
besides

XIX.

that the property is not of the

description which comes under Regulation XIX. 1810.
In the ﬁrst place, the nature of the tenure is to be considered.

It

is said to have been acquired by Satdeo Surusuttee by hibbah,

or gift,

from the Rajah of Burdwan

3

that Satdeo set up an idol

and temple, and endowed them with these lands for the expenses
of worship ; that, on his death, he was succeeded by his chela
(disciple) agreeably

to the

established

rule of Hindu lawasre

In this manner the
gards the property of a religious ascetic.
property has several times passed from the incumbent to his dis.
ciple,

till it

came

death, the present
executed

into the hands of Sudanuud Dundee. On his
plaintiff succeeded as his disciple, under adeed

by Sudanuud,

short time before death,

a

with the ofﬁce of dundee,

and

with

the

care

investing him

of the property

The plaintiff’s right to succeed was acknowledged
and templeby the Local Agents, who themselves appointed him with reference
to his right as chief disciple, and under the above-mentioned deed.
Afterwards, the plaintiff

was accused before the Magistrate,

and

convicted of entering a house at night in a turbulent manner, and
It was also stated, in the course of the
was ﬁned 32 rupees.
daughter of his gooroo,
and that he was in the habit of harbouring
(spiritual preceptor,)
unﬁt to
dacoits : pn this ground, it would seem, he was thought
enquiry,

477

that he cohabited with

the

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.
hold the oiﬁce, and was deprived of

561

it by the Local Agents.

The

1848.

Local Agents have omitted to ﬁle any record of their proceedings
removing him
admissions

;

I

but

gather the above

of the parties, and

information from the
the papers put in, in support of

them.

Now, the property is evidently of the nature of an endowment,
and descends by the established rule of succession from the gooroo

(master) to the chela (disciple,)—-the master nominating the dis
This is done to prevent disputes
previous to! his- death.

ciple

The lands are therefore of the nature Of an

among the disciples.

hereditary endowment,

and

would appear to be included in the
XIX. I810, viz. ‘ endow

terms used in the preamble of Regulation

by individuals

ments

for the support of Hindu temples.’

They

are thus so far under the care of the Local Agents that they are

bound to

to the proper application of the funds according

intent of the grantor.

the
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see

with authority to enquire
the

funds, and

to

They are vested by that regulation
into and report on misappropriation

to prevent misappropriation ; but

in the regulations that they have power

I

of

ﬁnd nowhere

incumbent.

to_ remove an

If they

could establish disqualiﬁcation or misappropriation against
him, to the satisfaction of a Court of Justice, they might, no doubt,
obtain an injunction for his removal
have, of their own authority, removed

With

;

but, in this instance, they
him.

reference to the plea that, as the Local Agents appointed,

they were

also competent

to remove,

I

remark that this is not

a.

necessary inference ; but, in this case, the Local Agents did not so

Section 13,. Regulation
much appoint as conﬁrm the succession.
XIX. 1810, vests them, in certain cases, with power to appoint ,
but this property is not of the nature described in that section,
'
from past practice, or of right, or from defect of other
where
competent

persons,

the

nomination vests

On the contrary, the established

practice,

in the Government.’
as regards

this tenure,

is, that the disciple succeeds generally in virtue of inheritance by
This plea, therefore, will not hold ; it
the previous incumbent.

that the Local Agents had the right to appoint ;
consequently their right to remove is not established on their
is not established

own reasoning.

If,

however,

under the
gious

it

Hindu

were

that the plaintiﬂ' was,
of properly performing the reli

duly established

law, incapable

duties attached to this tenure,
s s s

I

should hesitate

to restore
477-78

Local Agents
f Z i I la ii
Hooghly,
1:.
K is ha a n und

0

Dundee.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADA'WLUT.
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___

him to the oilch of dundee, notwithstanding the illegality of his

1843-

0%“?

It is

removal.

therefore

to be considered whether the criminal acts,

against the plaintiff, are such as to disqualify him.

gaffgt; established

this point of disqualiﬁcation

ﬁgsﬁpnun'g

On

is cited, viz. Mohunt Rama

a precedent

Nooj Das versus Mohunt Debraj Dos, (page 262, new edition, page
328, Vol. VI. Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports,) decided on the

Dundee.

17th June 1839 by two Judges of this Court. After fully consulting
the pundit of the Court,as to the nature of the circumstances which

the Court decided

disqualify,

that the plaintiff in that case was

not disqualiﬁed by criminal conviction of theft and sentencle three
years’ imprisonment. The conviction of the present

_

an act

far less criminal,

triﬂing.

As to the facts

and his sentence

plaintiff was of

was comparatively

of cohabiting with the daughter of his

and harbouring daeoits, the plaintiff has not been con

preeeptor

victed of them;

nor is evidence

They are mentioned incidentally

now

offered

to establish them.

in the proceedings

of the autho
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rities, but there is no trial of these facts, nor did they even form
part of the charge.
pundit,
causes

on

Moreover, in the precedent above cited, the

the Court’s requisition,

of disqualification,

against plaintiff

are

among

gave

a

detailed list of the

which the acts new charged

not to be found-

The precedent appears to

me correct, and the subject is there discussed

very fully

:

it

is, in

my opinion, conclusive as to the fact that the present plaintiff is
not

disqualiﬁed

pundit,

on

the

under the Hindu
reference

law.

I

ﬁnd also that the

of the Principal Sudder Ameen in this

there was no ground of disqualiﬁcation.

case, declared

The plaintiff’s right by succession is proved, and he is not dis
by reason of any physical or moral defect.

qualified to succeed

The Local Agents had no authority to remove him. The decree of
the

Principal Sudder Ameen, therefore,

as claimed,

is

cerrect:

it is

hereby

awarding him possession,

afﬁrmed.

and their own costs, against the Local Agents.

Costs of plaintiff

The other

appel

lant in this case claimed a right to the property, consequent
the removal of the plaintiff ; as theplaintiﬁ‘
claim falls to the ground.

173-79

on

is now re—instated, his

He will, however, pay his own costs.
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DEYBEE PURSHAD,

563

Appellant,

1848.

venue

MADIIUB PATUK, MUSSAMAUT

SOORJA

April

and others,

4.

‘

Respondents.

THIS
April
ber

Barlow :—
‘

Petitioner

ledged

receipt of notice,

decree

was passed on the 16th

of the same year,

December

case

property sold,

The defendants

but did not appear

July

Madhub objected

;

and

an czpnrte

course adopted
him was
by
held to have
cured all de~
in the
fects

in

Mussamaut Soorja's

to the sale, alleging Mnssamaut

Soorja had given him her property on her departure for Juggnr
nath: the Moonsiﬂ' rejected his petition, He appealed to the
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Judge, who, on the 17th May 1813, reversed the Moonsil‘f's order,
him to appeal

instructing
month.

This

tional

Principal

done,

being

against the Moonsiﬂ's decision in one
case was made over to the Addi~

the

Sudder Ameen, who, on the 18th January 1844,

by permission of the Judge, sent it back to the above-mentioned
Moonsiff for re-trial.
dismissed

20th August

On the

1844, the Moonsiﬁ

the plaint, and his order was conﬁrmed

by the Judge

on the 8th February 1845.
‘

VII.

Under the provisions of Clause 3, Section 2, Regulation

of 1832,

of appeal by the Judge, after the lapse of 10
decision, was contrary to

admission

months from the date of the Moonsiﬂ"s

is also opposed to Clause 3, Section 2, Regu

law : the admission

lation

VII.

complete,

of 1825.

Further, the investigation of the case was

and could not,

edition, page 88, Volume
Reports,*
and,

be

opened

if rewpened,

under the precedent

VI.

restricted

page

76,

of Sudder Dewauny Adawlnt

upon the

application of Madhub

the points for enquiry

in the ﬁrst instance

new

Select

Patuk

;

would, under Circular

Order No. 140, dated 12th March 1841, (page
be

at

187, Volume

Ill.)

to the due service of notice,

which was never denied by the defendants.
‘
I admit a special appeal, and direct the case be brought on
-

the regular ﬁle of the Court.’
" Sukheenah

Khanum, Appellant,

versus Alexander

s s s 2

Imlnch, Respondent.
479-80

ﬁrst
ex

parte in favor
of plaintiff, the

acknow

1842, which was executed

and defendant

irregularly ad.
mitted, of a.

at
for 74 rupees, be, decided

(appellant) sued the defendants

on bond, in the MoonsitY’s Court.

lance

by Sir R.

under the following certiﬁcate recorded

re-trial

and dismissal
on its merits,
upon an appeal

25th N overn

on the

1842, was admitted to special appeal,
1846,

On

instituted in Zillah Patna on the 26th

case, originally

proceedings of
t h e l o w e 1'
Court ; special
appeal dismis
sed.

IN THE SUDDER DE‘WANN Y ADAWLUT.
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Deybee Pur
shad, 1:. Ma
Patuk,
dhuh

Mr.

and

Hawkins.)
As it appears

that the petitioner (appellant)

from the

order instructing Madhub Patuk to appeal, and

J udge’s

Musst. Soorja ultimately

and others.

Sir R. Barlow,‘

the Court (present Mr. Tucker,

By

1848.

did not appeal

remandiug the case for re-trial to the Moonsiﬁ', but, on

the contrary, appeared in the lower Courts, in which the case has
since been disposed of on its merits, the Court are=0f opinion that,
whatever may have
Judge, previous

.to

been

the

in the proceedings

defects

remanding the

they are now cured

.case,

.of the
; and

that there are no grounds for interfering with the Judge’s order of
.the 8th February 1845.

The appeal is dismissed

with allcosts.

MAHARAJ AH MOHESHUR BUKSH SIN GH,

.1848.

Appellant,

versus
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.April 4.
One

of four

:arbitrators

died,
having
award of
the three sur~
vivors is not

ithe

invalidated,

under the im—
plied
consent
of the parties
t0
abide
by

-their decision.

SYUD OULAD HOSEIN, Respondent.
TIIISease, originally instituted in Zillah Shahabad on the 7th
May 1842, was admitted to special appealI on the 27th February
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
‘This case was instituted (by the respondent) to set .asidea

decision by arbitration.
arbitrators:

one

without

men

were originally constituted

died ; his death was reported,

The remaining

not supplied.
:work,

Four

but his place was

three arbitrators

pursued their

objection, for upwards of four years, when they
all three being of one and the same opinion.

gave in their decision,

The losing party then instituted this suit to set aside the arbitra

tion,

on

the ground that the arbitration of three persons was in

.this case no arbitration

; and

this plea was successful

lower Courts, the Judge having, on the 2nd
the decision
.Sudder
‘

I

passed

July

in favor of the respondent

in both the

1845, afﬁrmed

by the Principal

Ameen on the 25th May 1843.

Amongst all the reported cases under the head of arbitration,

cannot find a case of this nature ,nnd, considering the silent

acquiescence
proceedings

of the losing party (the plaintiff) for 4 years in the
of the three remaining arbitrators, to be equivalent

to an expressed assent on his part that they should dispose of the
case referred

arbitrator,

I

to them, without supplying the place of the deceased

480-81

admit a special appeal to try whether,

under such

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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the decree of the arbitrators could be set aside on

circumstances,

1848.

any other grounds than on proof of corruption or partiality.‘

By the Court (present Mr. Tucker, Sir R, Barlow,

and

Mr

Hawkins.)
We are of opinion that, under the circumstances of the case,
by three out of the four arbitrators originally ap
was not, of itself, sufﬁcient to invalidate the award ;but

the arbitration
pointed,
as

it

Maharajah
M o h es h u r
Buksh
Singh,
1). Syud Oulad

Hoseiu.

appears from the plaint that the three arbitrators are charged

with corruption

and partiallity,

and that the Courts below have

expressed no opinion on these points, we remand

the proceedings

for further enquiry under those heads.

TARA SOONDREE CHOWDRAIN,

Mother of RAM LAL

_-_._
1848.

Cnownann, Appellant,
sew-8m

A pril 6.
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LOKNATH MOITRE,

Respondent,

THIS

suit, laid at rupees 5,200, was instituted (by the respon
Zillah Rajshahye on the 31st March 1846, for the re
in
dent)
of
possession under a farming lease of Pergunnah Handyal,
covery
with mesne

proﬁts for the period of dispossession,

and was de

in his favour by the Principal Sudder Ameen of that dis

cided

trict, on the 23rd March 1847.
The substance of the plaint was that
on

granted by defendant,

the

a pottah

for 11 years was

23rd Kai-tick 1252 B. S., to one

servant of the plaintiff, on the security of
plaintiff’s brother, Eshan Chunder Moitre, to have eﬁect from the
Lukhee

Nurain,

a

of 1252;

commencement

that plaintiff obtained possession, but

was shortly after ousted by defendant,

brother, Kalee Bhyrub

Uhowdhree,

with the assistance of her

to whom she was desirous

of

making over the farm.
Defendant denied that she ever granted a pottah, or that plain
ever in possession : she said that her seal was surrepti

tiﬁ‘ was

tiously obtained
who

had

adopted
husband.

got
a son

by her husband’s

up this and other suits in revenge for her having
1n accordance
with the permission given by her

The case was submitted to a full beach by Mr. Currie

with the following note
‘

brother, Ram Komul Sircar,

:—-—

Witnesses were brought by both parties to establish

pective

allegations

;

but

I

their res

did not go into the evidence, because
481-82

Plaintili',
sued
having
for possession
o f c e r tai n
lands, under a,
farming
lease
granted to his
servant,
was
nonsuired_

'
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it

1848.

Tara Seem
of

Chow
mother

Ram

Chmvdree,

He sues on a pottah granted to one Lukhec Nurain,

on the security of Eshan Chunder.

There is nothing on the time

of the document to shew that plaintiﬂ' has any interest in it. If
Lal he be, as he states, the real
farmer, he should have associated
o.

Loknsth Moi

the nominal lessee with him in the suit.

tre.

‘

A

case

(J.

dree
drain,

to me that, on his own shewing, plaintiff must be

appeared

nonsuited.

P. Wise

1:.

Raj Kishen Olruckerbuttee, page 226 of

it

;

the Decisions of 1846) has been cited by p1aintiﬂ"s vukeel but
does not appear to me to be altogether in point.
The circum

Order certainly

is

That Circular

a

of the suit was barred by

cognizance

case;

and the question then raised was whether

;

are different

stances

particular Circular Order.

not applicable to the present

the circumstances are such as, in my

but, nevertheless,

unisex—The plaintiﬁ'

3

ecuted

was the

and there

in whose

person

he must therefore

Mnssns

document which does

no evidence

to prove that the

favor that document was ex

be nonsuited.

HAWKms AND CUBIHE.——I!l regard to the admission of
:

this suit, the respondent’s pleader relies upon two printed eases
the ﬁrst of Beijnath Ghuttuk 'v. Fukeer Chund, page 108, new

edition, page 128, Volume VI. of the Select Reports; the second
that of Wise 'u. Raj Kishen Chuckerbuttee, at page 226 of the
Decisions for 1846.

The latter case does not appear among the

Select Reports.
petition of the party, in whose name the document was
executed, stating that he had no claim thereon, ﬁled in the ﬁrst
The

proceedings

from its place in the report,

it

at what stage of the

was presented

in the lower Court,—

does not exactly appear,

would seem as

if
it

of the cases above-mentioned,

but,

was ﬁled before

the evidence was adduced.
the case at page 226 of the Decisions for 1846, neither the
lender nor the person whose name appears in the bond was made

In

party to the suit, and the case was decided upon other grounds,
and, in fact,
without the present point being directly mooted
the
until
point upon
mooted,
been
could not, in order, have
which the case was decided was disposed of, as the alleged trans
ferrec in that case being the plaintiff, (there being no evidence

it

,4

a

of

did
the transfer,) the question in regard to the transferring party
It
therein stated that evidence was adduee<l to
not arise.

is
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plaintiff

;

his name

is

sues under

J

Ma.

-not hear

a

opinion, to call for nonsuit.’

482-83
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that the

prove

real

lender

567
1848.

was no other than the

ol' the money

person whose name appears in the bond ; but such evidence would

in the absence of any thing upon the record

not be admsssible,

from the party who is the nominal lender.

The heir of the no

Tara Soon'.
Chow
dree
mother
drain,
Ram Lal
of
v.
Chowdree.

lender, however, appeared before the ﬁnal decision of the
in
the Sudder Court, and stated that he had no claim upon LoknathMois
ease
minal

bond.

the

It

appears to us that such a petition is inadmissible,

The

after the pleadings in the lower Court have been completed.
Judges decided that case upon other grounds,
3 and

observed

we

have

as we have already

not the beneﬁt of their express opinion

upon the point now under consideration.
present case has not been corrected

The irregularity in the

within proper time, though

if time

pleader of the respondent states he will do so

the

tre.

be al

We are of opinion that this cannot now be granted, and

lowed.

concur with Mr. Jackson in the order of nonsuit, with all costs
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against the plaintiff.

RAMNURAIN DUT

DOORGA CHURN DUT,

and

1848.

Appellants,
April

versus

SUROOP CHUNDER BOSE and

THIS

case,

20th

January

others, Respondents.

which was instituted in Zillah 24-Pergunnahs on

the 27th February
1847,

1840, was admitted to special appeal, on the

The petitioners

certain zemindaree.
gress ;

(appellants)

are

4 annas

A butwarrah of the

proprietors in a

whole estate was in pro

the Collector’s ﬁle under Act XX. 1836.
‘ The
proprietors, however, had agreed to a butwarrah amongst
the

Mofussil

according to which they held distinct possession in
;

though, as regards the state and the payment of

the Government revenue,

the zemindaree

remained joint and un

divided.
‘

according

tion,

but, owing to default in carrying it on, it was struck off

themselves,

Distinct

shareholders,

to

under the following certiﬁcate recorded by private parti

Mr. C. Tucker :—
‘

3.

In

two of the villages which fell to the petitioners’ (appel
held land ; and not attending to
lants’) share, the defendants
enter into engagements with the petitioners, .they- (the petitioners)
issued notice under Regulation

suit to enforce that notice.

V. 1812, and entered the present
'

483-84

within

estates which
are
publicly
joint and un
divided,
may
sue for
rent
separately.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
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__

‘The Judge,

1848.

on the 2nd

by the Additional

April

Principal

1845, afﬁrming the decree passed

Sudder Ameen, on the 3rd August

Ramnurain
preceding, threw out the case, because the butwarrah between the
Dut and Door
ga Churn Dut, several sharers had not been made and confirmed by Government ;
1'. S u r o o p
ruling that the petitioners (appellants) could not separately sue
Chunder

Bose
and others.

a

ryut for distinct lands,—their

interest in the estate not being

deﬁned, but extending to a fourth part of every village.
‘

I

This,

to be erroneous,

conceive,

and contrary to the every

day practice of the Courts, in which individual sharers, of what are

joint undivided

termed
decrees.

estates, sue for rent separately,

in joint undivided coparoeuership
the

respects

Mofussil

I

and

and obtain

is that there are very few estates held really

The fact

responsibility

the sharers

:

though joint and undivided as

for the Government revenue,

in the

have, for the most part, distinct possession;

of things is by any regulation

am not aware that this state

prohibited.
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‘I

admit the

special

appeal,

to try whether or not

therefore,

the petitioners (appellants) were not entitled to have their claim

against the defendants

By

the

Court

tried on its merits.’
Mr.

(present

Tucker,

Hawkins.)
From the circumstances recorded
opinion that the
its merits,—the

in the certiﬁcate,

case should have been tried and disposed

_

done.

1848.

April

RAJ NATH TEWAREE,

Dssmm

RAE, Appellant, (Plaintim)
versus

GYANURAIN PAN DEH,

is an
trators
i n s u iii 0 i e n t
reason for set
tin g aside their
emu d.

that this may now be

for self and as Guardian of

8.

Want of uns
nimity on the
part of arbi

of on

We therefore annul the decisions of the

lower Courts, and remand the proceedings

___

we are of

private bntwarrah being good for the purposes

in this case.

involved

Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.

THIS

case, instituted in

Frontier
February

Agency,
1847,

was

Respondent, (Defendant.)

Zillah Lohurdugga, in

admitted to special

the South West

appeal,

on the 4th

under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr.

C. Tucker :—
‘
the

This

for
case, after being instituted, was regularly submitted

decision of arbitrators.

ty agreed
464;

in giving in

Three were appointed.

a decision

The majori

in favor of the plaintiﬁ':

The

‘

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
Assistant, Captain R. Ouseley, set aside this decision, on

Principal

July

the 14th
and

569

decided

1843, because all three arbitrators did not concur,

dismissipg the plaintiff's claim.

ease himself,

the

This was afﬁrmed, in appeal, by the Deputy Commissioner,

on the

30th May 1845.
‘

1848.

I

admit this special appeal, in order to maintain the decision
of the arbitrators, which it was not competent to the Courts to
set aside.’

-

.

By the Court

Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.

Mr.

(present

R aj nath
Tewaree,
for
self
and
as
of
guardian
Debnath Rae,
v. Gyauurain
Pandeh.

Hawkins.)
We are of opinion that the
Courts for setting aside

the

grounds assigned

arbitration,

by the lower

are not of themselves

sufficient.

The decisions of the lower Courts are silent as to the conditions
under which the arbitrators acted
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nor does the record submitted

;

\Ve therefore

supply the omission.

remand

the proceedings,

and

direct that the case be restored to the ﬁle of the Principal Assis
the question with reference

tant, who will re-consider
visions of Section
he may record,

5,

will

XVI.

Regulation

to the pro

1793, and, in the decision

state distinctly the mode in which the arbi

trators were appointed,

and

the

terms agreed

to between the

parties nominating them.

LALPAUREH,

Plaintiff,

1848.

versus

BABOO HURPURSHAD

THIS

heard

N URAIN SINGH,

on the application of the defendant

under

Principal Sudder
1845.

The application

F. Hawkins)

for

of the Judge

was granted by the Court (present

Mr.

J.

A.

on the following grounds.

culars as given at page

74

a conditional sale.
The parti
of the Decisions of the Judge of Zillah

Sarun, during the year 1847, are as follows :—

This suit

claiming the
absolute

ger

or

July

This is a suit to render absolute

‘

A

mortgm
c0ndi~
tional vendor
is entitled
to
date the 10th
1847, afﬁrming that of the .
have
an ac.
Ameen of the same district, dated 20th December count from the
or
mortgagee

case was

the admission of a special appeal from the decision

of Sarah,

April 18.

Defendant.

was instituted by plaintiff, on the 6th May.1845,
proprietary right of the above fractional share by

purchase, the period of redemption upon the conditional
'r

r r

484-85

conditional

vendee for the
period of his
possession, be
fore it can be
ruled that his
of res
equity
demption
is
barred,
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570
1848.

._.___
Lalpaureh, v.

The deed of sale was dated 8th December

having expired.

sale

and

1830,

Hur~
Baboo
Nib was
purshad
rain Singh.

by appellant, and Gungapershad (who did
and the purchase money paid by plaintiff

executed

the suit,)

not defend

It

Sicca rupees 6,000.

was stated that a counterpart agree

ment was taken, ﬁxing the period of redemption, ﬁrst, to the end

of Bhadoon 1244 Fussily, and afterwards extended by plaintiff to
the end of 1250 Fussily, but which was not ﬁled in the Court of
ﬁrst instance.

At the expiration of

was served upon the defendants,

the stipulated time, notice
under Regulation XVII. of 1806,

And

now plaintiff sues for a judicial conﬁrm

ation of his proprietary

right by purchase in the said 4 annas

but without effect.

and for mutation of names as proprietor in the Collector's

share,
oﬂice
‘

Narain

Hurpurshad

Singh alone

the suit, pleading

defends
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payment of the advance in full from the usufruct.
“ Gross amount rental,
Sicca rupees 655

0 6

Particulars.
Cost of collections,
Interest or proﬁts,

55
360
revenue, 240

Government

Total,

655

0 0
0 0
0 6
0 6

Government revenue was to be paid
plaintiff through him, and the

by

of rupees 24006 was ﬁxed on
that account, but which had not been

sum

liquidated by plaintiff, exhibiting an
amount rupees

to him, defendant,

plaintiff,

__

Due by plaintiff, Rs. 6,315 11 9
0 0
. 6,000
Defendant,
Balance,

-

315 11 9

He sets forth

that it was stipulated in the rent-roll
that the
by plaintiff,
prepared

from

including

Fussily,
est,

by

principal,

inter
_

shemng a
in his favor, as noted in the

and

balance

due

of rupees 240-0-6 per
1238 Fussin to 1252

at the rate

annum

6,315-11-9

exchange,

and

margin!
‘

The plaintiff, in replication, produced numerous receipts, hear

ing

defendant’s

1238

Fussin to

paid to defendant from

signature, for revenue

1245 Fussily, and also the receipts

of the Collec

tor for the payment of revenue after that period, viz. from 1246
and 1247, and 1251 and 1252 Fussily, explaining that, in conse
quence
forced
‘

of the

defendant’s

recusancy

in

1246

Fussily,

he was

to pay the revenue himself to save the estate from sale.

The ex-oﬂicio Sudder Ameen decided that the execution of the

deed

by defendants

was clearly established

by plaintiff’s petition

to the Court extending the period of payment,
defendant's
485-86

own admissions,

and also from the

and that the plea of payment from the

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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usufruct set up by defendant was unworthy of credit,—obscrving
that, if true, it is probable

1848.

would have been brought forward

notice was served and the limit of time for payment was

when

extended:

and

plaintiff

moreover

rental

yearly

the

it

been duly given,

had proved the liquidation of

by the production of receipts, and notice had
additional year of grace granted, as set

and the

forth in the Court’s proceedings under Regulation
was entitled to a decree

plaintiff

therefore

XVII.

of 1806

;

in his favor with all

costs of suit.
‘

The grounds of appeal

amount to a repetition of the pleas

urged in defence.

JUDGMENT.

‘

It

‘

held in appeal that in the ikrarnameh, or agreement,
in appeal,) and admitted by both parties, it is

was

(ﬁled by defendant
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clearly stipulated that defendant
sum borrowed,

was bound to pay the principal

at once, by a certain date ﬁxed

he has not done.

;

this, it is admitted,

The plea of having liquidated the amount by

deducting the amount of Government revenue at 210 per annum,
from the principal, with interest and
1238

Fussin

to

should have paid,)
once

necessary

plaintiff

in the contract, which required

by a certain date, in failure of which the condi

tional sale was to become absolute
the

from the year

is not a tenable ground of objection, because

no such condition is contained

payment at

exchange,

(which, as he alleges,

Fussily,

1252

proofs,

nor is the plea supported by

the Collector's reeeipts-

viz.

bundee (ﬁled by defendant

;

The jumma

plaintiﬂ's name) is denied
authenticated ; and moreover

and bearing

by plaintiff, and it is not otherwise

the amount assets therein stated would not yield the full amount
principal, with interest, and costs of collection,

including the G0¢

vernmcnt revenue. Had plaintiff so stipulated to pay the revenue
of the fractional share through defendant,

and failed to do so,

it

is probable that defendant would intermediately have enforced a
fulﬁlment
seem,

of that part of the agreement.

paid the revenue

nued, which compelled
from sale.

I

Defendant, it would

up to 1245 Fussily, and then disconti

plaintiff to pay, in order to save the estate

concur with the lower Court in thinking that defen

dant has forfeited his right of redemption.
‘

Ordered, that this appeal

decision

be dismissed

with costs, and the

of the cx-oﬂicio Sudder Ameen be afﬁrmed.’
'r

r r

2

'

486-87

Lalpaureh, v.
ur~
Baboo
Nu
pursbad
rain Singh.

ll

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

572
1848.

lepaureh, v.
Baboo
Hur
N as
purshad
rain Singh.

The

J udge's

decree shews that the mortgagee

was in possession

of the subject of conditional sale for a series of years; and the
defendant’s
plea was that the amount borrowed, with interest at
the legal rate, had been more than realized from the usufruct of
Under these circumstances,

the property.

the mortgagee

should

have been called upon to show the amount realized by him during

of his possession.

period

the

upon

The Judge has proceeded merely

ground that the defendant

the

had

failed to establish

his plea; but a mortgagor is entitled to have an account from the
before

mortgagee,

it

can be ruled that his equity of redemption is

barred.

Under
the

these

Zillah

point and for decision
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right of

de novo.

WET-9118

A pril 22.

A

Judge

admit the appeal, and remand

for further enquiry on the above

PURBHOO RAE, Appellant,

1848.

D 1'es in ption
cannot
be
claimed previ~
one to actual
sale.

I

circumstances,

to the

case

BHEKHUN RAE,
THIS

Respondent.

case, which was instituted by the respondent,

in Zillah

Sarnn, on the 4th September 1843, was admitted to special ap
peal,

on the

29th

July

corded by Mr. C. Tucker
‘

This

1847, under the following certiﬁcate re

:—

i

is a case of shull'a, though between

Hindoos; but it

has

been allowed in the districts in which the Mithila shasters pre

vail.

‘But I

admit

a special

appeal, because the Judge, having, on

the 9th March 1846, reversed the decision passed by the Princi
pal Sudder Ameen on the 15th May 1844, has decreed for the
the ground that the day before the sale took place he

shnﬁee

on

oﬁered

to purchase

purchaser,—which

the property, tendering a certain sum to the
does not seem to me sufﬁcient

to support the

claim.
ground is, that the suit was not instituted within
30 days of the shuffee becoming cognizant of the sale, which it is
The special appeal, there
supposed is the limit in these cases.
‘

A

second

fore, is admittcd on the above two points!
By the Court (present Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.
Hawkins.)
487-88

'CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

0n

reference

'we'ﬁnd

it laid

Mahomedan Law'I (page 196)
that
the
claim
'of the shuffee to the right of
down,
to Macnaghten’s

pre-emption cannot

tually sold

to

be adduced until after the land has been ac
person, 'as before the sale the shuﬂ'ee has

another

no right of pre-emption.

We,

therefore,

lower Court, with costs against

the

5 73

the

P

ur bh c o
r. Bhe~
khun Rae.
Rae,

of

reverse the decision
respondent.

1848.

The case

having been decided on the ﬁrst question raised in the certiﬁcate,
'Court are not called upon to give any opinion on the second
question.
the

GOURCHUNDER,

son of GOPAL

KISIIEN Ponsn, Appellant,
1848.

versus

HOOLASSEE SHAH, after his death, his widow MUSSA
MAU'I‘ CHUNDURKALLA, Respondent,

(1

April 27.
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WITH

RAMSURUN SHAH, (3.) DOOLEECHUND SHAH, (4.)
PULTARAM alias RAJKISHTO SHAH, (5.) KISHEN MO
HUN SHAH, of Kusbah Golah, at Umkun Kotee, (6.) RAM
SURUN SAHOO, Gomashtah, and (7.) HURAI SAHOO alias
HURRUNRAM SAHOO, Gomashtah, Defendants, absent in

(2.“)

appeal.

THIS
pany’s

of

su-it, which was a claim for 13,520 Sicoa rupees or Com

rupees

account,

on the 18th

14,422-5-10,

principal

and

interest,

on a balance

was instituted by Gopal Kishen Podar in Zillah Dacca,

June

1840.

The following is the decree in the case prepared by the presid
ing Judges, Messrs. Jackson, Hawkins, and Currie.
MB. Morison—The plaintiﬁ' states
of business, and that the defendants
under the name of Hoolassee

that he carries on a house

also had a house of business

Ramsnrnn Shah; and that various

in money and other matters, took place between the
two ﬁrms,——the business having originated in Hoolasscc Shah com
transactions,

ing to the plaintiﬁ‘s house in person, and opening an account

‘

The rules

and

restrictions

right of pre--ernption.—See
and

another,

Sudder

of Mahomedan

the case of Mews.

Dewanny Reports,

law are applicable

Lal
Vol.

to claims of

and others, 1:. Sooltan

VII.

in

Singh

page 129, new edition,

page 149.

488-89

The princi~
pals in a. trad concern
ing
were bound by'
the acts of their
agents,-thongh
no
written
had.
authority
been granted.
by the former,
ac
formally

crediting

the

to the
latter
with
parties
whom
they
t r a d e d,-—in
consequence of
s t r o n g evi
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1848.

of his ﬁrm, and appointing Hurai Sahoo agent, or
gomashtah, on the part of the house, with full power to sign and

the name

deuce connect~

ing the prin
cipals
agents,

and

transact business for the house.
struck

lance
end

of

and

Hurai Sahoo, at the

signed by the gomashtah,

This

year.

'each

Further

junee year.)

was done

transactions

at the end of 1237, (muha
took place in 1238, (both

disbursements) ; but at the close of the year,
did not attend to close the accounts, and a ba

and

receipts

the agent

remain due

lance

The business went on for seve

in this manner, the accounts being made up and a ha.

ral years

to the plaintiff of Sicca rupees 6,760.

this sum, with an equal amount of interest,
Sicea rupees 13,520, or Company's
The defendants

For

the suit is laid 3 in

all

rupees 14,422-5-10.

deny the claim, as well as all transactions of

the above description with the plaintiff.
9th April 1845, the Principal Sudder Ameen gave an

On the
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award

against the defendant,

Were

Hurai

Sahoo,

only; rejecting

the

of some of plaintiff’s witnesses, on the ground that they

evidence

of plaintiff.

servants

The terms of the decree are as fol

lows :—

“ Plaintiff

declares that defendant,

Hoolassee

Ramsurun Shah,

had dealings with him in cash, and assignments,
through Hurai

Sahoo, his gomashtah

; that

plaintiff sues for that balance.
“ Ramsurun and others
deny the debt

and hoondees,

a balance

is due, and

altogether. Hurai Sahoo

has not appeared.
“ Pom'rs roa ADJUDICATION.

“ Did Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah transact business with plaintiﬁ'
through Hurai Sahoo, and is the balance due to plaintiff i

“It

Sahoo

appears
was

suggested

that the suit was previously tried; that Hurai

regarded

to plaintiff

only as the servant of the ﬁrm, and it was
that he might be examined as a witness;

and that plaintiff accordingly ﬁled the usual exhibit in his name,
but plaintiﬁ' did not, or could not, produce him, and the suit was
dismissed ; that the case was appealed to the Sudder, and return
ed for re-trial

with the injunction that

again made a defendant,
should

be

‘

that the accounts

Hurai

Sahoo should be

from 7th Assar 1230

called for and inspected, and that an order be passed

with reference

to the

merits of the case.’

cordingly made

a defendant

for, plaintiff has ﬁled them.
489-90

Hurai

; and the accounts

Sahoo was ac

having been called

They exhibit as follows :—

EWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES IN THE SUDDER.
Credits.

Years.

1848.

Debits.

1230

6,045

15

0

6,247

13

I

1231

18,371

14

0

19,975

3

5

58,882

11

1'5

14 15

...

1232

57,413

12 15

1233

43,577

12

5

44,914

1234

34,194

6

5

33,4521217

1235

26,460

12

15

15

5

76,914

13 15

510

60,533

11

1236

77,303

1237

60,818

1238

15,12011
Rs.
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575

3,39,307

.

..

10

28,192

.

11,908

Rs.

10

11

0

0

8

3,134,183

3 18a

Dcduct

Rs...

3,139,307

9

Balance

5

9

5

Rs...

1,775

10 13

Interest.---

4,974

10

Rs...

6,750

2

4 15

“ The
accounts from 1230 to 1237 are headed with the names
of Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah, but signed by Hurai Sahoo ; and
nowhere

does

it

appear that the principals ever at any time sign

ed. the accounts themselves,

nor does plaintiff possess any order,

or voucher of any

or assignment,

kind

Plaintiff in his plaint

signatures.

ed in his books ; but he was expressly
Hoolassee

plaintiff

dated

2nd

April

that Hoolas

and had his name
questioned

possess

inert

on the point

in

1839, and he has denied that

Shah came personally and signed his name.
any document

their

bearing

declares, indeed,

sce Shah came to his house of business,

the roobukaree,

whatsoever,

Nor

does

showing that Hoolassee Rummrun

Shah authorized Hurai Salioo to sign. for them.
“ Plaintiff contends that Hoolassee Shah
personally took a
hoondee for 2,000 rupess, but the name of Hoolassee Shah in the
rokur

buhee,

in the

to have

appears
compared

place

where

the entry is made, evidently

been subsequently written ,- as the writing there,

with the writing in other places, appears as

if

the oil

in the paper refused to take the ink, and the pen was carried re
peatedly

'

over it.

The total of the debits is wrong ; it should be 3,41,083"3~18.
490

Gourehunder,
Hoolassee
'u.
Shah & others.
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~—

“

1848.

Plaintiff

has

examined

of other houses, but

the gomashtahs

these do not prove that Hurai Sahoo dealt with their houses with

7Gourchunder,
o.
Hoolassee
Shah & others.

the

permission

of

documentary evidence,

the

Deo,

but two

unsup
Debul

Dhunmonee,

evidence,

; and

has been returned, has examined

case

other

the absence of

safe to trust to their naked

transact business with plaintiff

Sahoo,

Plaintiff’s

In

dependants.

they do not say that they saw
Shah, or their alleged gomashtah, Hurai

Ramsurun

Hoolassee

it

is

J uynurain’s

and;

and

As to Ramdyal

ported statements’i
Shah,

Ramsurun Shah.

Hoolnssee

are his servants

witnesses

though plaintiff, since
a few other witnesses,

of these are also plaintiff’s servants, and the statements

of the others are so exceedingly

“ Plaintiff

with the

has

discrepant as not to deserve credit.

ﬁled two precedents;

circumstances of this case.

but they do not accord

The transaction there

was

with the principals themselves.
only that

proves
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among themselves

“

It

is proved,

with plaintiff,
Sahoo

(the

be

that Hurai Sahoo has had dealings.
opinion, therefore, Hurai

from the claim.

exempted

It

is therefore,

more than double) an equal amount of interest,

6,760-7-15,

The other defendants
the exempted

in all rupees 13,520-15-10,

making

pany’s rupees 14,420-5-10,

From

butwarreh.

however,

de

him, to the effect that he shall pay rupees 6,760-7-15,
interest from 2nd Aghun 1238 to 30th Cheyt

being

_ rupees

a

and that he has annually closed and signed the

cannot

creediagainst

1246,

about

According to the Sudder’s

accounts.

and

The Comilla Judge’s roebukaree
the partners of the ﬁrm had been disputing

viz.

or Com-v

together with costs and future interest.

Plaintiff to

are exempted.

pay the costs of

defendants."

this decision the present appeal is made by the plaintiff.

The plaintiff's
the claim.

It

books

are produced

persons connected

with the ﬁrm to which they belong

the persons who wrote them.
adduced ; and

tiff’s witnesses

and proved; they support

is obvious that such books can be proved

it

;

This is the nature of the evidence

appears to me sufficient.

prove beyond

a

Moreover, the plain

doubt that the defendants

carry on a house of business under the name of Hoolassee
surun Shah,

and

that Hurai

only by

in fact by

was their

did

Ram

authorised gomashtah,

There is no good or sufﬁcient
ground to doubt the evidence adduced by plaintiff in support of
who transacted

his claim.
490-91

On

business

for them.

the other hand,

the

defendants

have not acted
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fairly or openly. They were required to produce their own accounts,
The defendant,

Hurai, has never appeared

There

nothing to set against the books and other

of the plaintiff

years

to

them

men

and either the claim must be admitted

or we must consider the whole of the books for

to be proved,

be forgeries,

and

the

of his witnesses

whole

of business in the same town, altogether

against

proved

the

Hurai

mashtahs,

whole

conclusion

and

of the defendants,

unconnected

There

I

a

son for coming to such

;

with the plaintiff) to have perjured themselves.

(some of
is

evidence

4!

that there

;

sul-t

is

is,

in Court at all, notwithstanding the decree against him.

no rea

consider the claim

except the two go

and Ramsurun, who are not answerable for their

house

a

Cesare—The plaintiff
of business at N uraingunge, near
sun

banker

Decca.

.

carrying on

a

Hawxms

Masses.

is

employers.

The

a

is

at
place called Kotee bazar, in Zillah Tipperah, and
known by the name of Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah.
The plaintiil
states that the defendants appointed Hurai Sahoo, (defendant No.

which

is

7,) as their gom-ashtah, or agent, at Nuraingunge, and that through
took place between the two ﬁrms,—Hurai

him various transactions

to the plaintiﬁ,

Sahoo having been ﬁrst accredited
the defendants,

by Hoolassee Shah, who came to

as the agent

N uraingunge,

of

and

between

business

the two

ﬁrms

;

personally settled that matter; that Hurai Sahoo had full powers
from his principals to sign and transact business for them

that the

on for several years from

went

Tippemk Era; that the accounts were made up at the end
year and signed by the gomashtah, Hurai Sahoo that

this was done to the close of 1237
not

that further transactions

took

but that, at the close of that year, the agent did

attend to close the accounts; that

a

in 1238,

place

;

;

of each

balance remained at the

close of 1237, in favor of the plaintiff, of Sicca rupees 9,912-11-5

;

1230

rupees

rupees
balance

21,881-3-5,—fr0m

15,120-11-10,

which

to be deducted

a

of

is

a

that in 1238 there was a debit for cash advances, against the de
total to their debit
of Siam rupees 11,968-8, making
fendants,
sum of

to their credit in 1238, leaving a

appearing

for which, with interest, the

of rupees 6,760-7-15,

plain—

tiff now sues.
alleged

partners

o

the

u

The defendants,

U
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a

6

7)

and
are, as alleged by
(with the exception of Nos.
concern,
the
head
establishment of
him, partners in
trading
large

defendants

in the establishment
491-92

at

Gourchund'er,
v.
Hoolassee
Shah
others.

&

but have not done so.

1-848.
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578
1848.

Kotce hazar,

the

deny

claim, as well as all transactions

of any

kind with the plaintiff.
Gourchunder,
'1’. lloolaseee
ShabB‘ others

On the 9th

April

1845, Mr. Reily, the Principal Sudder Ameen

of Dacca, gave an award against the defendant,
in the terms

Hurai Sahoo only,

From this decree the

of his decree above cited.

plaintiff has appealed, praying for judgment against all the defen
dants.

The Principal
the gomashtah,

Sudder Ameen has thus given a decree against
Hurai Sahoo, but has exonerated

the members

of

the ﬁrm at Kotee bazar, on the ground that there is no evidence
them with that individual.

to connect
'the

gomashtah

ﬁrst place,

the

his books.

the plaintiff has produced

stand in the name of Hoolassee

accounts

between

of the liability of the latter.

the question

In

The connection

and his principals, is the point upon which turns

The

Ramsurun Shah.

They

have been attested by the servants and dependents of the plaintiff,
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some of them being the persons who kept the books,

The

mere fact of‘ the accounts

having been kept in the name of

ﬁrm, unsupported by any other evidence, would
not have been sufﬁcient to prove their liability ,' but it is estab

the

defendants’

lished that the transactions between the two ﬁrms followed on an
understanding made between

the

plaintiff and Hoolassee

himself came to Nuraingunge

who

plaintiff to transact with Hurai Sahoo, as the gomashtah
establishment

that Hoolassee
name
the

at Kotee

on this point:

observes

inserted

hazar.

The

of the

Sudder Ameen

Principal

‘plaintiff in his plaint

declares,

indeed,

Shah came to his house of business and had his
in his books; but he was expressly questioned

point in the roobukaree

denied that Hoolassee

Now,

Shah,

in 1230 and authorised the

dated

2nd

April

on

1839, and he has

Shah came personally and signed his name.’

there is no proceeding

on record of the 2nd

April

1830, but

there is one of 2nd April 1841, in which the plaintiff’s wukeel,
not the plaintiff himself, undergoes
vation of the Principal
contradiction between
the

proceeding

agreeand

an examination.

Sudder Ameen
the

plaint and the statement

of that date;

The obser

implies that there
recorded

is a

in

but the fact is that they exactly

The wukeel says that Hoolassce Shah came to Nuraingunge

accredited

writing

to

statement
492-93

his gomashtah

this effect

was

to the plaintiff, but adds that no

executed ; and

of the plaintiff and of his witnesses.

this is exactly the

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.

In

addition

570

of the plaintiff’s dependents, We
have the evidence of the gomashtahs of four other establishments
to

the

evidence

as well

at Nuraingunge,

their books.

as

some depose that Asheeram

Of

and Ashceram Sahoo, purchased

these individuals,

that Hurai Sahoo

Sahoo, and others,

various articles from them, such

K otee bazar ; and that
for
these
articles
drafts
they paid
by
upon the house of the plain
On an examination and
tiff, who invariably honored the drafts.
salt, &c,, for their principals at

cotton,

as

of' the

comparison

and

books,

we ﬁnd entries of the sales and of the

of the money in the books of the several establishments,

receipt

entries of payment of the drafts in the books

corresponding

of the plaintiff ; thus affording the best possible

evidence of their

correctness.

of these gomashtahs

The evidence

dealt with

Ramurun
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on the ground

Ameen,

Sudder
Sahoo

Shah.

their

It

is rejected by the Principal

that they do not prove that Hurai

houses

with

is established,

the permission

of Iloolassee
of

however, by the evidence

Kasheenath Dey and Sreekishen Dut, employed as weighmcn by the
defendants, that the articles purchased at Nuraingunge by Hurai
and paid for by drafts on the plaintiff's ﬁrm, were carried

Sahoo,
by

them

to

Kotee bazar, and there delivered to, and received by

the defendants’

ﬁrm.

It

would

be difﬁcult to ﬁnd a more complete

of evidence to connect the principals with their agent.
Besides this mass of positive evidence, the plaintiff's accounts

chain

bear

internal evidence

of correctness.

Most of the items in the

of the Kotee bazar ﬁrm consist of payments of drafts,
and receipts by drafts, bills of exchange, &c. '. and every one of

accounts

these

has a corresponding

rendering it impossible

entry in the books of some other ﬁrm,
for a party to

In

without the certainty of detection.
the plaintiff's statements,

such accounts

order to the rejection of

and other evidence, the Court

accounts,

must come to the conclusion

fabricate

that the plaintiff, who is a banker

carrying on extensive business, and four other ﬁrms, have entered
into a conspiracy to defraud the defendants, and have fabricated
whole

books

statements
other

hand,

representing

of account

and supported

by perjury and subornatiou of perjury
that they have

been

himself as the agent

though an impostor,
and,

for that purpose,
imposed

upon

at the close of transactions,
u u U 2

; or, on the

by

of the defendants,

paid for what he purchased

their

a person

but who,

in their names,

amounting to nearly

3}, lakhs

493-94

1848.

Gourehunder,
v.
Hoolassee
Shah 8; others.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.

Ch'SES

.580
1848.

Gourchunder,
2'.
Hoolassee
Shah 8; others.

and running through a period of 9 years, left a small

of rupees,

unadjusted balance of 6,760 rupees.
In addition to what has been noticed above, it is proved that
Shah came

Hoolassee

and, on

1235,

bill of

In
the

for

this,

of Hoolassee

name

28th

"the

exchange,

regard to

a second

Assar of that year, took a hoondee, or

2,000

the

time to Nuraingunge in the year
on a ﬁrm at Moorshedabad.

rupees

Sudder Ameen observes ‘the

Principal

Shah in the rokur buhee, in the place where

entry is made, evidently appears to have been subsequently
with the writing in other

written, as the writing there, compared
appears as

places,

if ‘the oil in

the paper refused

to take the ink,

On examining this

over it-’

and the pen was carried repeatedly
book

of daily entries, we ﬁnd that the same difference of appear

ance

is observable

in various places.

This however,

is a very

uncertain test, and is altogether insufficient to rebut the positive
and presumptive evidence

is

by the witnesses who kept the accounts, and the corres

attested
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It

by which the item is supported.

found in the ledger which bears no sus
picions marks of any kind. The defendants, moreover, had it in
their power to shew that this item was false, if really so, by

ponding entry

applying

for

is

to

be

of the ﬁrm at

a commission to examine the accounts

Moorsbedabad, upon which the hoondee was drawn

of this

3

but nothing

kind has been attempted.

'The Principal Sudder Ameen further states, as a reason for dis
missing the claim against the principal defendants,
does not possess any documents

plaintiff

ltamsnrum Shah authorised Hura'r'Sahoo
gomashtahs

of the several

ﬁrms,

shewing

‘

that

to sign for' them.’

examined

the

that Hoolassee
The

as witnesses,

have

deposed that the establishments with which they are respectively
connected,

carried

on business with the firm of Hoolassee

surun Shah through the gomashtahs

Hurai

llam

Sahoo and Asheeram

Sahoo ; but that no written authority, accrediting the agents, was

given to them

Even had such been the practice, the evidence in this

practice.

we

is ample to connect the principals with their agents, and to

compensate
fendants
agents,
after

by the principals, and that such is not the usual

for the absence of any written instructions.

cannot

now

be permitted to repudiate

paid for them by drafts on the plaintiff" s ﬁrm.

494-95

de

the acts of their

after having on various occasions recognised

having received the articles purchased

The
them,

and

by their agents and

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY

-

ADAWLU'I‘.

58l

There is no doubt of the liability of the defendants, Hoolassee
Shah and Ramsurun Shah, after whom the house at Kotee bazar
is

With

called.

Pultaram

regard

to the defendants,

alias Rajkishto Shah, and

Dooleechund

Shah,

Kishen Mohun Shah, who

1848.

Gourehunder,
Hoolassee
v.
Shah & others.

not appeared in this Court, we observe, that while in their
answer in the lower Court they deny the claim, they do not deny
connection with Hoolassee Shah and Ramsurun Shah ; and a pro
have

of the

Zillah Court of Tipperah, dated 30th July 1838,
that they alleged their partnership with the other defend
ants in various properties, comprising among them certain trading

ceeding
shews

establishments.

We, therefore,

see no sufﬁcient ground for ex
empting them from liability for the present claim.
We, accordingly, concur with Mr. Jackson in reversing the judg
ment of the Principal Sudder Ameen, and give a joint award

against the defendants,

Hoolassee

Shah,

Ramsurun Shah, Doolee

chund Shah,

Pultaram alias Rajkishto Shah, and Kishen Mohun
from whom the plaintiff will recover the amount of his
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Shah,

claim as laid in the plaint, together with interest thereon from
date to the date of payment.
The above defendants to be
with
all
costs.
charged

this

The
ties

other defendants,

mentioned above

who were merely

the agents of the par

as liable for the claim,
(Ramsurun Sahoo

acting occasionally with Hurai Sahoo,) are exempted from res
ponsibility under this award.

MUSSAMAUT

SHURFUN

and another,

*__.

Appellants,

1815.

hersus

SHEIKH GHOLAM MOHUMMUD, MUSSAMAUT
MUSSAMA UT EMAMUN

THE

and others,

PEEAREE,

May 13.

Respondents.

appellants instituted

A deed of
this suit in Zillah Tirhoot, on the
sale of proper
2211d September
1840, to establish their
proprietary right to, and ty for a speci
ﬁed considera
to obtain possession of a 4 annas share of mouzahs
Hosamecpore,
tion, although
ngdeespore,
850., under a deed of sale, dated 6th
with the avow
March

J

1828,

ed object of
the
enabling
sale set forth that the share
above-mentioned
’was sold for the seller to prose
cute a claim at
speciﬁc sum of 4,999 Sicca rupees, in order to enable
the defend law, not inva~
lidated
there
ants to prosecute their claim to the entire
villages to which they by, nor, under
were entitled by inheritance, but of
c i r
which they were kept out of certain
c u m stances,
possession by other parties.
The plaintiﬂs state that the pur~ by the vendor

alleged

to have

been

executed

by the defendants.

The deed of

495-96
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562
1848.

money was paid ; that the defendants

chase

then instituted their
of the

suit, alleging in their petition of plaint the circumstances
not

being in
possessionpfit.

sale

to

plaintiffs; that they

the present

judgment for the entire villages
fulﬁlment

of the

;

in obtaining

succeeded

but that now they evaded the
into with the plaintiffs, by

contract entered

which they bound themselVes, in anticipation of the judgment, to
make over to them a fourth share of the property.

The defendant,

Gholam Mohummud, answered,

of the deed of sale, but pleading that he had never re

execution

the consideration mentioned.

ceived

that they knew

swered

admitting the

The female defendants

nothing whatever of the sale.

au

Various

other pleas were urged against the validity of the transaction.
The Principal Sudder Ameen dismissed
December

1842

on

inter

grounds,

of them were minors at the time

some

alia, that the female de

were not present when the alleged sale took place; that

fendants

3 and

that the payment of

was very doubtful.

the consideration
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the

the plaint on the 26th

The case was then appealed to the Zillah Judge.

It

was heard

by the Additional Judge of Tirhoot, who, on the 31st March 1845,
afﬁrmed the decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen, on the ground

that the transaction partook of the character of champerty,

and

that, under the precedent in the case of Birjnurain

consequently,

Singh, versus Rajah Teknurain Singh, (page 13l, new edition, page

it could

upon

A

VI. Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports)

volume

156,

special

no action

be sustained.
appeal

having been applied for, the decision of the

Zillah Court was quashed—the suit being valued at above 5,000
Company‘s

and

rupees,

the

appeal in such cases being direct to

the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

By

the Court, (Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins :)

We do not consider that the action is barred by the nature of
the contract. ,

within

In all

the cases dismissed

the deﬁnition of champerty,

ther indeﬁnite—the

stipulation

by the Court as coming

the consideration

was altoge

was the transfer of a portion of

the property sued for, on the transferee

advancing money for the

payment of costs

have not been sanctioned

by the Court.

In

;

and such contracts

the present

case, the consideration

was speciﬁ

ed, but the object for which the money was required is also stated.

The insertion of this, which may be considered
plusage,

cannot invalidate the deed.
496

as so much

sur

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLUT.

583

Objection has been taken to the deed by the defendants on the
of property not in his posses
ground that sale by a Mahomedan,
The futwas, however, on the

at the time of sale, is illegal.

sion

that, under the circumstances

declare

record
of sale,

stated in the deed

sale of real property not in actual poscsssion

the

is not

contrary to the Mahomedan law.
We are not, however, satisﬁed that the consideration
paid.

This

prove

it.

has

been

denied,

was ever

the plaintiffs were bound to

and

Their

in the plaint

defendants
recovery

of the

Two witnesses

entire
have

of the suit instituted by them for the
property, a copy of which has been ﬁled.

been

to prove the payment: one of

called

is the plaintiff in another suit against the same defendants

them

of much the same nature, the other is his father.
dence of these witnesses,

we can place no reliance

We accordingly dismiss
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Mussamaut
and
Shurl'un
a n u t h e r, n.
Sheikh Ghelam
M o h um m u d
and others.

reply to the defendants' answar is by no means
on this point; neither is the alleged admission of the

speciﬁc

the Principal

Upon the evi
whatever.

ailirming the decision of

the appeal,

Sudder Ameen, with all costs against the plaintiffs.

GOVERNMENT, Appellant,

1848.

'UCI‘SZM'

BRIJ SOON DItEE DASSEE
PASSEE,
RESPONDENTS,

on the

May 18.

PEAREESOONDREE

and

Respondents.
29th

March

1844,

sued the

Joint

Magistrate of Pubna, together with a Mr. Watts, for possession of
Dulalpoor alias Itadhanuggur ferry, in Zillah Rajshahye with
proﬁts from 1237 B. S., laying their suit at Company’s

mesne

rupees 13,509~8.

The ferry, situated in Pergunnah Islampoor, the property of
plaintiffs, was entered in the lot neelamee papers of 1205 as an
of the decennial

asset

settlement,

its proportion of the sudder

jumma of the Pergunnah being rupees 5-7-8.
of Regulation

XIX.

1816,

it

On the enactment

was taken charge of by the Collector

of Rajshahye, but subsequently abandoned ; after which it re
mained
1237

1848.

some years

in the possession

of the Zemindar, until in

B. S. the Joint Magistrate assumed the control of it under

Regulation VI. 1819,—the plaintiﬂ‘s’ estate being then under the
management

of the Court of Wards.
497

Magistrates
are not nmem
able to the mo
fusail
Courts
fortheir oﬁicial
acts.
An action
will
not
lie
the
against
m a g i s terial
authorities for
of a
recovery
ferry, of which
possession has
been taken by
them
under
R e g u l a t i o 11
VI. 1819.

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

584

_.__
1848.

In

Joint Magis

1838, plaintiffs, as they stated, petitioned the

trate and the Commissioner

for the release of the ferry.

The case

was eventually referred to the Superintendent of Police, and lost
Government,
0. Brijsoon~
with other papers on the swamping of that ofﬁcer's boat.
Plain
dree Dassoo 6a
another.
titi's then sought redress in the Civil Court.

The Principal

Sudder Ameen gave a decree in their favor on

the 20th August 1845.

By

the Court, (Messrs. Tucker, Hawkins, and Currie :)

The facts

are

not disputed.

of law, embracing

entirely upon a question
First,

The decision

whether claims connected

of the case turns

these two points :—

with

of ferries by the Magistrates are cognizable,

management

of the

the assumption

genomi

ly, by the Civil Courts; and, if not, secondly, whether the special
of this

circumstances

case are

such

as to bring

it

within the

Court’s jurisdiction.

For
sider
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the
both

of the question,

determination

it is necessary to con

sued in all such cases must be the Magistrate or

But

The person

the person sued and the thing sued for.

Joint Mi "istratc.

these ofﬁcers are not among the functionaries declared amen

able to the Civil Courts, for acts done in their ofﬁcial capacity,

Section 10, Regulation

III.

the authorities mentioned

1793 ; nor are they subject to any of

in Section 3, Regulation

prescribes the process to be followed
therefore,

of the Courts.
Regulation

XIX.

1814, which

The ofﬁcial acts of Magis

would seem to be exempt from the jurisdiction
Again, with reference to the subject of suit, by
of 1816,

all ferries

were

control of the Collectors; and by Section
claims

II.

by the Courts in the case of

suits brought against public oﬁicers.
trates,

by

to deductions

or compensations

0

on

placed

it

under the

was declared

that

account of their re

sumption, should be reported by the revenue authorities for the
consideration and orders of the Governor General in Council, and
the Courts of Judicature should not take cognizance of them. By
Regulation VI. 1819, that law was rescinded ; and such ferries
as Government might think proper to assume the management
were placed under the control of the Magistrates.

for the reference

of claims to compensation

tion and others of Government,

of,

The provision

for the considera~

mutatis mutandin,

was reenacted :

restriction of the authority of the Courts being how
because the ofiicial acts of Magistrates
ever omitted, doubtless
not being subject to the jurisdiction of the Courts, such a i'cs
the express

497-98

'

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN N Y ADAWLUT.
triction would have been mere
doubt,

585

There can be no

surplusage.

that, as regards the general question in suits of

therefore,

this nature, the jurisdiction of the Courts is barred.

But it

is urged

that in this case the suit is not for

specially,

but for possession,—the

act of a Joint Magistrate
in taking charge of the ferry having been irregular and unautho
compensation,

inasmuch

rised,

as the previous

ed by Clause 2, Section'

of Government,

sanction

3, Regulation

VI.

1819,

1848.

~—
Government,
a. B r i j s o o n_
dree Dassee &
another.

requir

was not ob

Now, not to dwell on the fact that the ferry had been
previously subjected to assessment by the Collector under the

tained.

provisions of Regulation

XIX.

it

1816, and

be a

may, therefore,

under the letter of the section referred to, the
previous sanction of Government was necessary, it is evident that

question

whether,

the assumption of the management

of the ferry was, to all intents

Joint Magistrate. The circum
stance of its being opposed to the regulation (if it were so) does
not make it the less an ofﬁcial act, or bring it under the cogni
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and purposes, an ofﬁcial act of the

zance of the Courts; for the very acts for which Collectors and
others, not Magistrates and Joint Magistrates, are declared amen
‘
able to the Courts, are acts done in their ofﬁcial capacity

in oppo

sition to any regulation.’
The specialty pleaded, therefore, does not remove the bar to the
The decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen

Court’s jurisdiction.
must be reversed,

and

the

original plaint dismissed—all

costs

being charged to respondents.

SHEIKH SHUFAETOOLLAH,

J OYKISHEN
THIS

Appellant,

versus

MOOKERJEE

May 20.

and others, Respondents.

case, instituted by the respondent

the 3rd December

1848.

in Zillah Hooghly on

1839, was admitted to special appeal, on the

25th August 1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by
Mr. C. Tucker :—

‘This is
lands

a case in which the plaintiffs sued to resume certain

held by the

defendant,

Shufaetoollah, as lakhiraj.

Collector decreed in favor of the lakhirajdar;
Additional Judge reversed the Collector’s
sidered

the

lakhirajdar’s documents

The

but, on appeal, the

decision, because be con

to be forgeries.

But he did

not enter into the question of the right of the Zemindar to sue at
v v v

498-99

The general
law of limitan
tion is inappli
cable to suits
instituted
by
Zemindars for
theresumption

of rent-freew

nures.

__.__
1848.
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this time of day to resume the lands.

It

was not proved on his

side that rent had ever been paid for the lands in question,
as lakhiraj

possession

in the

whilst

family, from a remote

defendant’s

S h e i k h
Shufaetoollah, period, is acknowledged.
o.
oykishen
‘
admit this appeal to try whether a Zemindar can now sue to
Moekerjee 85
others.
resume and assess lands held as lakhiraj from a period antecedent

J

I

to the decennial

settlement.’

the Court, (Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins :)
The decision of this suit depends entirely upon the determina

By

tion of the question, whether the general law of limitation is ap
plicable to suits instituted by Zemindars for the resumption of
lakhiraj

and involves the consideration both of the laws

tenures,

which have been enacted and the practice which has prevailed in
regard to this subject

XIX.

Regulation

1793, speaks of three general

classes of lakhi

raj grants.
Grants made previous to the 12th August 1765, the

date of the Company’s accession to the Dewanny.

Grants which have been made since the 12th August

Secondly.

1765, and previous to the

Thirdly.

lat

December

1790.

Grants made since 1st December

1790.

The question of the applicability of the law of limitation to the
If the grants
grants of the ﬁrst class, will now seldom arise.
meet the conditions laid down in Section 2, Regulation
and Regulation

XlV.

1825, they are valid.

as in cases of the second class,

it

If

XIX.

1793,

they do not, then,

may be asked whether the ge

neral law of limitation is not a bar to resumption by the Zemindars ;
but suits by Zemindars, for the resumption of grants made at a
period prior to the Company’s

accession

now by any means 'frequent.

By Clause

Section 2, Regulation

2,

to the Dewanny, are not

XIX.

1793,

it

is enacted

that no claim to hold, exempt from the payment of revenue, land
that may have been subjected to the payment of revenue for the
the date on which the claim may be instituted,
12
‘

years preceding

by any Zillah or City Court, unless the claimant
the
can shew good and sufﬁcient cause for not having preferred
claim to a competent jurisdiction within the 12 years, and pro
shall be heard

good,——that

499-500

as

a

in it

if

It

III.

1793.’
required by Section 14, Regulation
must hold
has been argued that the converse of this position
from the
land
exempt
held
lakhirajdar has

ceeded

is,
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of revenue, for 12 years prior to the date of the institu
tion of the suit, the claim to resume is barred by lapse of time.

1848.

The rule, it must be borne in mind, refers to grants made before

S h e i k h
Shufaetoollah,
v.
Joykisheu
Mookerjee
86
others

payment

12th August 1765,

the

must the

alone

and

to none other 3 and to such grants

of the proposition be limited.

converse

But

further, the section contains certain conditions as essential to the
of such grants,

validity

and

under certain circumstances,

in the proviso cited declares that

viz. the payment

of rent, or revenue,

for 12 years prior to the institution of the suits, a grant is invali
dated, thongh fulﬁlling‘all

the essential conditions previously laid

The rule at the close of Clause 2 of the Section is special,

down.

restricted to the claim of the lakhirajdar

and

; and care

must be

taken that the converse drawn from the special is not subversive

of the general rules and provision of the enactment.
to us, that had the legislature intended

appears

rule

it

limitation should apply to such claims for resuming lakhiraj

of'

grants, it would have
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Besides,

that the general

so declared

by an express provision, instead

of leaving the inference to be drawn from a mere exception
general

provisions

section

may,

of the section

; especially

to the

as the terms of the

without any straining of their meaning, be so

con—

strued as to lead to the conclusion that the general law of limita

tion is not applicable

In regard

to such claims.

to the third class of grants, there can be no doubt.

10, Regulation

Section

XIX.

and void, and that no length
to give

sidered

179 3, declares that they ‘are null

of possession shall be hereafter

con

validity to any such grant, either with regard to
The general law of

the property in the soil, or the rents of it.’
14, Regulation

Section
10,

Regulation XIX.

ment

on the

same

overrule the special
another

vision

special
as

law.

III.

1793, and the special

law of Section

1793, were enacted by the Supreme Govern

day, and, therefore,

the general law cannot

provision, which can be repealed

only by

In the absence, however, of any such pro

that of Section 10, Regulation

XIX.

17 93,

it

appears to

us that the Courts of‘ Justice must have held that grants made at
a period

subsequent

null and void.
that the permanent

It

to the date of the permanent

settlement are

is a narrow and contracted view to suppose
settlement

consists

in nothing more than the

obligation on the part of the Zemindar to pay a certain amount
revenue annually to the Government.
pact

The settlement is a com

by which the Zcmindar engages on his part to pay
v v v 2

of'

500-501

a ﬁxed
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__
1848.

amount of revenue to the state ; and the state on its part guaran
tees to the Zemindar, by means of its judicial and ﬁscal adminis

S h e i k h tration, the integrity of the assets from which that revenue is
S hufaetoollah,
derived, and which in fact constitute the Government'sown security
12.
oykishen
Mookcrjce 8;
The declaration to the Zemin
the realization of its revenue.

J

others.

for

dars and other proprietors of land, that the jumma assessed upon

their lands is ﬁxed for ever (Section 3, Regulation I. 1793), car
ries with it, by necessary implication, a rule of the nature laid
down in Section 10, Regulation
We
made

now
since

XIX.

1793.

grants of the second classI viz., those
12th August 1765, and previous to the 1st De

come
the

to

the

cember 1790, which give rise to by far the greater

number of suits

of this kind instituted in our Courts.
is sometimes asked, why, if the law of limitation

The question

does not apply to such cases, is

it provided in

Section

10 that no

length of possession shall give validity to the grants therein men
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tioned,
made

while no such provision is to be found in regard to grants
before

1st December

in Section

those mentioned
ed to be invalid.

The

The answer is clear.

17903

10 are absolutely null and

to in Section

grants referred

void;

3 of the same Regulation are declar

The grantees in the former case have no right,

under any length of possession, either to the property in the soil
or the rents of

it:

the grantees

in the latter case have

a

right to

The grantees in Section 10 can be ejected at once: those
The
alluded to in Sections 3 and 6 cannot be ejected at all.

both.

grants of the former are good for nothing: those of the latter are
good for every thing, except the exemption from the payment of
The grant, as such, is invalid in this one parti
rent, or revenue.
cular, but the holder is entitled to have the settlement

made with

him, which the holder of the grant under Section

10 is not.

Hence the provision of Section 10, regarding length of possession,
would have been altogether inapplicable to the grantee of Section 3.
Had the question
before

the Court is now called upon to decide, come

it immediately upon

date of the permanent

the expiration of 12 years from the

or from the date of the enact

settlement,

ment of Regulation

XIX.

it might

considerably

have

been

1793,

the difﬁculties which now beset

diminished.

might have given rise to the interference
sidered to be wrong:
dent

for future
501-502

if right, it

guidance.

would

The judgment

of the legislature if con

have remained

The decision,

probably,

as a prece

would not

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY

ADAWLUT.

have been arrived at without some difﬁculty in weighing

As the lands included in the grants made before

1848.

17 90

S h e i k h
Shufaetoollah,
1;.
oykishen
8:
Mookerjee
others.

J

were not taken into account in the formation of the settlement,

might have been asked why the law of limitation

the question

_.

the con

for and against the application of the rules of

ﬂicting arguments
limitation.

589

not apply to such, being grants for land below 100 beegahs,
the revenue assessable on which was declared to be the right of
should

the Zemindar,

as by Section

especially

that

was declared

‘

12 of the Regulation

no lapse of time shall be considered

it

as a bar

of the public dues from lands comprised in grants
100 beegahs 1’
On the other hand, an argument in

to the recovery
exceeding

right of resumption

of the Zemindar’s

favor

from

drawn

the

terms

the Zemindar in the enjoyment

rights, conferred

upon

might have been

of the preceding

intention of the legistature

the evident

and

unrestricted

Sections,

of 1793 to maintain

of the privileges,

him at the formation

as well as of the

of the permanent
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settlement.

But, instead of speculating

upon the possible judgment of the .

Court had the question come before it immediately on the expira
tion of 12 years from the cause of action, we proceed to notice the
course of legislation and practice

in regard to this subject for the

last 40 years.
The 12 years from 1st December 1790, expired on the 1st De
and

1802,

cember

the 1st May

from

1805.

the

date of Regulation

From that period

dreds

of cases under the resumption

tuted

in the several

We have

asked

XIX.

1793, on

to the year 1819, hun

laws must have been insti

Courts of the districts under this Court.

and searched in vain, however,

for one to which

the general law of limitation was applied, or in which it was even
pleaded by the lakhirajdar.

In 18l9,
By
a

Clause

the Government
1,

Section

enacted Regulation

II.

of that year.

30, it is enacted that all suits preferred

in

Court of Judicature by proprietors, farmers, or talookdars for the

revenue of any land held free of assessment, as well as all suits so
preferred
revenue,

by individuals
shall,

claiming to hold lands exempt from
immediately, on their institution, be referred for

investigation to the
I

powers

of Collector.

Collector or other
By

a subsequent

ofﬁcer

exercising

the

provision of the same

clause, parties are declared at liberty to institute their suits before
the

Collector at once, instead of preferring them to a Court of
502

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY
Justice.

By Clauses 2, 3, and

to proceed in such
S h e i k h their merits ; that

is

is,

to resumption

lands

But,

of the grants,

necessity

and the liability

or otherwise of the

to apply to such cases, whence the

to the Collector to pronounce upon the
of the grant? or still more, whence the necessity of
reference

a

validity

of

required to decide upon the validity

and that in every case without exception,

the law of limitation
a

others.

or otherwise

if

J

Shufaetoollah,

r.
oykishen
Mookerjee &

is required to decide them upon

cases, and
he

ADAWLUT.

Collector is instructed how

4, the

is

1848.

;

5‘30

law of procedure

to investigate

the validity of grants,

had

become valid in 1802 or at latest

The only answer

is,

in 1819,

which, by lapse of time,

that the legislature, guided by the

1805'!

practice of' the Courts, considered
the enactment

of

a

in the negative,

settled

the question

of limitation as

and, upon these premises,

law

of procedure

proceeded

to

for the direction of the

functionaries to whom the investigation of such suits was thence
forth to be entrusted.
co-exist

of the terms of this law

with the application of the general law of limits,
‘

tion to such cases.
We next come to the provisions of Regulation

XIX.

1825, by

5th Section of which the rules of Section 30, Regulation

the

are extended

1819,

II.

to Collectors when engaged in making settle

under Regulation

ments

VII.

This law appears to con

1822.

template only an enquiry into the validity of the title.

XIV.

Again, the terms of Regulation
after the date of the Company’s
years after that of the permanent

1825, enacted 60 years

accession to the Dewauny, and 35
settlement,

cannot contemplate

the application of the general law of limitation to suits instituted
for the recovery

The terms of the Regulation

of lakhiraj tenures.

very general; but as we are led to think, from some of its
had in view only
'provisions, that the legislature, in enacting
it,

are

the grants resumable

we do not lay much stress

by Government,

in considering the question now before the Court.

To the

course of legislation of subsequent years, hOWever, may

be opposed the provisions of Section

2,

upon

it

Regulation

II.

1805.

The

and

may be urged with much force that

it

lakhiraj titles;

it

is

therein applied to all claims
special law of limitation of 60 years
on the part of Government for the assessment of lands held under
was

not the intention of the legislature to exempt similar claims of
landholders from the operation of the general law of 12 years.
no doubt that the Courts of Justice never did apply
But yet there
is
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The enforcement

503

'
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the law to such cases, but practically held all along that they came
‘

under the

It

for it.
100

provisions and exceptions’ mentioned in Clause

1

of the

This conclusion was not come to without some ground

Section.

must be borne in mind that, though the grants under
were not taken into account as rent-yielding assets

beegahs

at the formation of the permanent settlement, yet unquestionably
they were considered by the Government as affording additional
security for the punctual realization of its revenue.
They consti
tuted

from which the Zemiudar might derive an addition

a source

to his income, and this aﬁorded

to him additional means for the

That the object of the
regular payment of his dues to the state.
Government was to secure to the Zemindar the rights and privi
upon him, is clear from its whole course of

thus conferred

leges

legislation.

Clause

1,

long after the period

Section 3, Regulation

laid down in Section 14, Regulation

the Government of all lands not comprised
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1819, (passed

III.

after declaring the liability to assessment by

17 93, had expired,)

permanently assessed estate,

within the limits of a

as follows :—‘ Provided,

proceeds

that nothing in the above rule shall be constructed to

however,

Talookdars and other pro

affect the rights reserved to Zemindars,

prietors of estates, with whom
to the

concluded,

settlement

a permanent

lands held on invalid tenures free of assessment,
estates

and talooks,

if within

within the limits

and of which the extent

not exceed 100 beegahs if in Bengal,

50 beegahs

has been

enjoyment of the rent assessed on

exclusive

of their respective
may

II.

Behar, or Orissa, and

the province of Benares.’

The same object,

of providing for the security of the revenues of the state and of
the rights

and

privileges of the Zemindars. is further apparent

the uniform tenor of the laws from the date of Regulation

from

XLIV.

to that of Act

1793,

estates for arrears of revenue,

of all such estates
imposed
not

upon

be were

the

which could

the right of suing to resume the te

by law to be invalid at the time of settlement,

on

ground that they had, notwithstanding, become valid since

the original character
1837,

which provide that the purchasers

them after the time of settlement,

that time, by the operation

In

of 1845, in regard to sales of

shall receive them free of all incumbrances

they debarred

nures declared

I.

of other causes than those aﬂ‘eeting

of the tenures.

a draft resumption act prepared

it

was proposed

by Mr. Millett, in the year

to be enacted that the limitation ﬁxed for
503-504:

1848.

S h e i k h
Shnfaetoollah,
Joykishen
v.
Mookerjee 8!
others.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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1848.

of civil suits shall not be held to bar the cog

the commencement

of claims by Zemindars for the recovery of the revenue of
lakhiraj lands. On the Section which contains this proposed rule,
Mr. Millett remarks :—-‘ It is not easy to discover whether the

nizance
S h e i k h
Shul'aetoollah,
v.
Joykishsn
Mookerjee 8;
others.

rules of limitation contained
on

in Section 14, Regulation

VII.

and Section 8, Regulation

part of individuals

the

But if it

1793,

for the recovery of the revenue of

In practice they

lands held lakhiraj.

III.

1795, do or do not apply to claims

be determined that

not held applicable.

are

it would

they are applicable,

be

well to deﬁne clearly at what time the cause of action is to be re
As to the ditliculty felt in discovering

as having arisen.’

garded

whether the rules of limitation were or
cases,

it

we conclude

Were

not applicable

in such

arose from the differing interpretations of

It is clear
which, under different views, the law was susceptible.
it could not have arisen from any doubt as to the practice, for
Mr. Millett,
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states

a

most

authority in the matter, distinctly

excellent

that in practice

the

general

rules of limitation were not

Such then being the practice, it appears to us

held applicable.

that the legislature could not well pass
shall apply.

To do so at

a.

a

law enacting that they

time when it is presumable

that most

invalid lakharaj tenures have been contested in Court by

of the

the Zemindars, and

decided without

reference

to these general

rules of limitation, would, indeed, be to beneﬁt the remaining few,
but at the same time to impress the greater number, whose titles
had already been declared invalid, with the conviction that they
had been hardly
legislature was

dealt with.

The

only course

open

for the

to do as proposed by Mr. Millett, to declare that

the rules of limitation should not apply, but to ﬁx a date beyond
which no such suits should be admissible in Court.
The practice of the Courts appears to have been uniform up to
the period of Mr. Millett preparing the draft resumption not above
alluded to.

We

cannot ﬁnd a single

which the rules of limitation
resumption of lakhiraj titles.

ease up to

that period, in

were applied to cases regarding the

In

fact, the application of the rules

until a very

of limitation never appears to have been contemplated
recent period.
The question, however,
1836.

In

judicially

tried in two cases in

the case of Sookdeb Chowdhree and others,

Lal, decided
expressly

was

on

2nd

to try the

504-505

July

a. Chadee

1836, the special appeal was admitted

question of limitation

5 and

it

was ﬁnally

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.
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law of limitation did not apply to such

that the general

ruled

It

cases.

503

but

to publish this case as a precedent,

was proposed

The opinion of the Judges (Messrs. Stock
There is no doubt that

the Select Reports.

:-‘

well and Barwell) is thus expressed
the defendant's
family have held the

lands

as rent-free

back to a period prior to the decennial

number of years, extending

but we are of opinion

that the plea urged by the

;

appellants,

against the admissibility of the claim under the law of

for the rule of Section 14, Regu

limitation, cannot be maintained,

III.

1793,

others.

for a

settlement

alluded to by them, does not apply to such

The same judgment

cases.’

S h e i k h
Shufaetoollah,
'v. Joykishen
8;.
Mookerjee

of some of the Judges prevented its insertion among

the objections

lation

1848.

-___.

was

in the case of

pronounced

'

Becharam Mundul, v. Gungagovind Mundul and others, decided
on

26th December

the

1836, by Messrs.

Stockwell and Hutch

The general course of legislation and the practice of the

inson.
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Courts were, therefore, uniform up to the year 1840.
conﬂicting judgments have been passed according
to the Opinions of the deciding Judge 5 but, adverting to the
Since 1840,

Khan,

cases of Dost Mahomed

Panda,
1846,

1;.

Sheikh

(pages

Kashee Isrce Dibbea, and Bulram
decided on- the 28th January

25 of the Decisions for 1846,)

22 and

that the tendency

pear

'0.

Gool Mahomed,

it would

ap

is to revert to the practice as it existed

before 1840.

of the law of limitation to such cases may

The inapplicability
be further
'

inferred from the practice which prevails in regard to
The lakhirajdar pays no rent at all; the

mocurrurrre tenures.

mocurrurreedar pays a privileged,

or

it may

be a small quit rent.

Now, looking at these two cases merely with reference to the rules
of limitation,

there is no reason why the lakhiraj tenureshould be

unassailable

12 years after the cause of action, and the mocurrur

ree tenure

should be resumable and assesable at a higher rate

after

the same period.

applied in practice

The rules of limitation have never been

to mocnrrurree tenures; and upon a recent

occasion (sec case of Meertunjoy Shah and others, 1:. Baboo Gopal

Lal Thakoor,

page

217,

new edition, page

Sudder Dowanny Adawlu't'Reports,
Marcar,

Ram Lochun

Volume

295,
by

'11.

III.,)

when

Ghose',
the

257,

Volume

VII.

also that of Khaja Neekoos
page 221,

subject

new

edition, page

was considered

at large

the Court, the opinion was recorded that the claim to assess,

being

a perpetually recurring cause of action,
w w w

cannot be barred
505-506
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594
1848.

by the lapse of time: and this opinion was adopted by the majority

of the Court.
S h e i k
Shufaetoollah,

v. Joykishen
Mookerjee 8t
others.

The same principle appears to us to be applicable

to a lakhiraj tenure.
In the case of a mocurrurree tenure, the
h
Zemindar sues for a higher rent where he got some rent ; in the
case of a lakhiraj tenure, he sues for some rent where he got none.

The claim in both cases is to

assess ,- and there

is no reason why

the principle which has been applied to the one case should not
be applicable to the other.

The question might be urged, with reference to these two classes
of

tenures,

why the same provision that has been enacted by

Section 26, Act

I.

in regard to mocurrurree, should not

1845,

The records

have been enacted also in regard to lakbiraj tenures.

of this Court supply the answer.

Act I.
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XII.

1845,

The provisions of Section 26,

are a mere repetition of those of Section

1841 ; shortly before

the enactment

27, Act

of which a discussion

took place in this Court, as to the right of auction purchasers in
The question was
regard to the ejectment of mocurrurreedars.
submitted to Government, and hence the provisions which follow
ed. In regard to lakhirajdars the practice had been uniform, and
no

discussion

had arisen ', and hence there was not the same ne

cessity for legislating for them.

It thus

appears from the course of legislation for a series of years,

and from the uniform practice of the Courts, except for a short inter

val, that the rules of limitation laid down in Section 14, Regulation

III. 1 793, are not applicable

to suits by Zemiudars

for the assessment

of land held as lakhiraj, under tenures declared to be invalid.
This interpretation of the law derives considerable
another consideration.
invalid

lakhiraj

assigned

It

is to be observed that the revenue of

lands is a public due, though in certain

In temporarily

to the Zemiudars.

assignment

I

force from

is only temporary

; and

settled

mehals,

cases

this

in those settled permanently,

the Government retains a contingent interest in the event of the
settlement breaking down, and the

mehal being thrown on the

hands of the Government.
Considering, therefore,

that the Court cannot,

at this time,

come to any other conclusion than that the general rules of limi

tation laid down in Section 14; Regulation

III.

1793, do not ap

ply to suits instituted by Zemiudars for the resumptionjof invalid
lakhiraj tenures, we dismiss the appeal with costs, and afﬁrm the
decision of the Zillah Judge.
506-507
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__

NEELOO MULLA, Plaintiff,

1848.

versus

ANUND CHUNDER NAG

THIS

May 23.

and others, Defendants.

case was heard on the application of the plaintiff for the

of

admission

a special

appeal from the decision

of the Additional

Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs,

Principal
January

1848,

under date the 26th
that of the Sudder Moonsilf, dated 6th

reversing

1847.

September

The application was granted by the Court (present Mr.
F. Hawkins) on the following grounds :—
This was a suit for the reversal of a summary

decree obtained

against the plaintiff, in the ofﬁce of the Col

by the

defendants,

lector.

The Moonsiif gave judgment for the plaintiff.

The Principal

J. A.

Proof, in a
regular suit, of
of
occupancy
the lands, rent
of which has
been sued for
is
summarily,
not
sufﬁcient
toestablish the
correctness of
the
summary
award.

Sudder Ameen,

in reversing

the decree of the

says that it is proved that the plaintiﬁ' is in possession
of the lands, the rents of which he has been called to pay.

Moonsiﬁ',
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This, however,
the

is not sufﬁcient

must be established,

to establish

The defendant’s

summary decree.

and the case be considered

the provisions of Section 10, Regulation

I

the correctness

accordingly admit the

appeal,

of

right to claim the rent

VIII.

with reference to
1831.

and remand the case for re

trial by the Principal Sudder Ameen in the manner above point
ed out.

SONATUN MUDDUK,

Appellant,

versus

BISWAS,

GUNGAGOVIND

THIS
against

case,

.

Respondent,

May 27.‘

(Plaintiﬁ'.)

in Zillah Hooghly, by the respondent

appellant and others, to recover rupees 1,500 as
for defamation, was admitted to special appeal, on the

the

damages
1st

instituted

1848.

July

1847, under the following certiﬁcate

recorded by Mr.

J.

A. F. Hawkins :—
‘

The plaintiff had been charged by the defendants

ing one of a gang of dacoits,
defendants

and plundered

plaintiﬁ was apprehended
and,

on investigation

who had attacked

it of property

with form

the house of the

to some amount.

The

by the police and his house searched ;

by the Magistrate, he was committed

trial before the Sessions Court.

for

He was acquitted by the Sessions

w w w 2

507-508

Hold
that
an action for
for
damages
defamation did
not lie against
a party accus
another
ing
of dacoity, on
which
charge
he was com~
mitted for trial
by the Magis
trate, but ac
quitted by the
SessionsJudge.
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1848.

S o u at u n
Mu dduk,
v.
G n ngagovind
Biswas.

same Mr.

Judge,

the

which

the present

Russell who has passed the decision from

appeal is preferred.

On referring, however,
to the monthly abstract of acquittals for the month of February

I

ﬁnd the Sessions Judge recording that the prisoner was
acquitted for ‘ want of proof,’ and that there were ‘ sufﬁcient
1845,

grounds for the commitment.’
previously convicted

The plaintiﬁ‘ had, moreover, been

in two petty cases, as appears from the

Judge’s decision.
‘

the

I

Under these circumstances,

admit the special appeal to try
for damages will lie against the

an action

whether

question,

by the plaintiff, on account of the unproved charge of

defendants

dacoity above-mentioned.’

By

the Court (Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and

considered

prosecutor

if

declared
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had
there

are
be

were

which awards

“—

grounds

it

sufﬁcient

if he

for the charge and to punish the
false, and as the Sessions Judge

grounds for the commitment,

we

damages to the extent of 500 rupees, with

the plaintiﬁ' (respondent)

MUNNEE MOHUN MUNDUL,

1848.

Appellant,

versus

June 8.
an action
damages
for an alleged
false charge a
gainst a party
in a Criminal
G o u r t, the
Civil Court is
not bound by
the
opinion
formed of the
case in the Ori
minal Court.

both to make the commitment

he considered

there

costs against

In

power

were

of opinion .that an action for damages for defamation cannot
We accordingly reverse the decree of the Zillah
sustained.

Judge,

for

the

:)

to take his trial by the Magis

As the plaintiff was committed
trate, who

Mr. Hawkins

MODOOSOODEN MUNDUL,

THIS

Respondent.

suit was instituted by the appellant, on the 9th Septem

ber 1845, in Zillah 24-Pergunnahs, to recover from the defendant
damages

to the extent

of one lakh of rupees, for injury done to

the plaintiff in consequence of a false charge of assault and plunder

of the nature of

a

dacoity, preferred

by the defendant,

which led

to the apprehension of the plaintiff.

The following is the

decree prepared

by the presiding Judge,

Mr. Hawkins.
The plaint sets forth that the defendant

preferred

a charge to

the police that the plaintiﬁ' had attacked his kutcherree-baree,

oﬁce, with

a body

of men, and carried

011'property

of seventy or eighty thousand rupees, together

or

to the extent

with numerous pa

pers,—the attack partaking of the nature of a dacoity, or gang
508-509
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robbery; that the charge was made, in the ﬁrst instance, to the
ofﬁcers of a subordinate police station not far from the spot; that,
on the arrival of the police darogah,
been forwarded,

the defendant

reduced

foundation

that the

;

Magistrate sent for the

police, and, after investigation, dismissed

the

that the

reported to the Magistrate that the charge was without

darogah

the prosecutor (defendant) 200.rupees

complaint.

groundless
account
sustained

The plaintiff

parties

through

the claim, ﬁnding

for preferring
now sues

a false and

for damages on

of the imputations upon his character and of the injury
This last
by him by his apprehension by the police.

point is not quite clear from the concluding part of the plaint ;
but, as the fact of the arrest is set forth in the body of the plaint,

I

take it as if the plaintiff is suing on both grounds.
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The defendant
ed

the

he

is

him

as originally

charge

and

that plaintiff and

other

by him (defendant)

members

that he cannot be injured in character

that preferred

; that

all that he alleged against
of his family have

of riot, assault, and other such offences,

been repeatedly convicted
so

preferred

and justify

to prove

prepared

;

that the plaintiff has greatly exaggerat

pleads

by any such charge as

by him against the plaintiff.

The Principal Sudder Ameen, for the reasons stated by him in
on the 6th August 1846 gave judgment for the de

his decree,

fendant 3 and from

his decision the present appeal has been pre

ferred.

It

appears

that on the 11th Sawun 1252 (July 1845), the de

submitted a complaint to the police jemadar, stationed
at no great distance from his dwelling, charging the plaintiff with
fendant

having entered

his ofﬁce with a body of 20 or 25 armed men,

him for befriending one Ramnee Dassea, with whom the
plaintiff was at variance, and plundered cash, &c. to the value of

abused

70 or 80,000 rupees, together

with numerous papers belonging to

The jemadar went to the spot, and afterwards forwarded
the complaint to the darogah, who arrived at the defendant's place
him.

on the 15th Sawun for the purpose of enquiring.
gave a similar statement
he had found
gerated,——the

The defendant

to the darogah, except that on enquiring

his account of the property carried off to be exag
real

extent

cash, besides other articles.

M

n n n ee

Murr
the extent of the property dul, '0. Modern

rupees in cash and articles;

off to 3 or 4,000

carried

to whom the complaint had

1848.

of it being about 3 or 4,000 rupees in
The darogah reported to the Magis
509

Mohun

moden
duL

Mnn~

CASES
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1848.

____
M

u n n e e

Mohun M un—
do], u. Medea
sooden
Mun

dul.
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trate that, on enquiring, it appeared to him the accusation was
not a true one, and consequently he did not send in the parties.
this point the plaintiff had not suffered personal injury
by arrest, in consequence of the charge preferred against him.
The Magistrate, however, ordered the parties to be sent in to

Up

to

was
him, which was done; and on the 5th August 1845, the case
ﬁned 200 rupees for
and the prosecutor
dismissed,
(defendant)

preferring a false charge.
was instituted.
On the 9th September following, the present suit
a bar to the
as
other things, pleads
among
The defendant,
not
open to the
that the Magistrate having ﬁned him, it is

action

Court, I do not consi
plaintiff to sue him for damages in a Civil
The Magistrate’s order might have
der this to be a good plea.
gone far to

clear the plaintiff’s character,

if

attacked

as stated ;

injury by arrest upon
supposing such to be estab

but it afforded him no redress for personal
a

and malicious

false

prosecution,

‘
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lished.

defendant to
the petition of plaint, the charge made by the
the
introduces
The plaintiff
police is much exaggerated.

In
the

or gang-robbery, which was not used by the de
been to the
The charge would rather appear to have
fendant.
and
punish
that plaintiff came for the purpose of assaulting
term

‘

dacoity,’

effect

for befriending Ramnee Dassea, and that the
was the work of the mo
plunder by the followers of the plaintiff
ing the

defendant

ment.

is known to our regu
This is a very different thing from what

lations as

‘

dacoity,’

or gang-robbery.

which the plaintiff has set it
Stript then of the additions with
In a somewhat
forth, the charge was one of assault and plunder.
versus Gho
others,
and
Sawunth
similar case (that of Ram Taruck
Volume
135,
115, new edition, page
lam Ali and others, page
that ‘ such
VlI., Select Reports,) an opinion was expressed
proof
only on clear and satisfactory
a claim is admissible
Court
in the Foujdaree
of the charge having been preferred
of unblemished re
a
person
wilfully and maliciously against
motive of harassing and annoying
putation, with the avowed
this remark applies only
take it for granted that
him.’
a
for injury done to character by
to the claim for damages
may be, he is not
charge; for, whatever a man’s character

I

false

on false and unfound
to be subjected to arrest and imprisonment
509-10
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If

ed charges.

libellous
opinion

the

ground
plaintiff

be tried with reference to the

for the defendant has ﬁled copies of convictions of
in two instances,——in the one for riot, assault, and

;

dated 8th

April

1843, and the other for assault and false

imprisonment, dated

23rd

May 1845, or only two months before

wounding,

suit was preferred.

the charge which has given rise to the present

The defendant,
and the question

however,

a

pleads

justiﬁcation of the charge;

has been raised whether

Magistrate is not a bar to such plea.

In

not-

such

admissible

cases the proceedings

would be conclusive

proceedings

I

the order of ﬁne by the
am of opinion that

it

is

of the Criminal Courts are

and there may be instances

as evidence,

in which those

in guiding the judgment of the

COurt 3 as in the case of Sonatun Mudduk versus Gunga Govind

recently decided
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Biswas,

by the Court, it was held that after a

commitment by the Magistrate, and an expression of the opinion
of the Sessions Court that the commitment had been made on
sufﬁcient

ﬂicting

an action for damages for a. false charge could

grounds,

In

not be sustained.

the present

on the

a ﬁne

strong evidence

defendant

case, the Magistrate’s order in

for preferring a false charge, is

in favor of the plaintiff, but it is not conclusive,

nor can it prevent

the defendant

pleading a justiﬁcation or the

Civil Court receiving evidence on that point.
a good

given

tiﬂ

to

deal of evidence bearing
an alibi, the defendant

prove

tually took place.

Both parties have

upon this plea ; the plain
to shew that the assault ac

After carefully considering

the whole,

I

can

with the Magistrate that the charge was altogether
On the contrary, I am of opinion that the defendant had

not concur
false.

ground for the charge which he preferred
at the

in all its

case

features,

to the police.

Looking

in mind that the ex

and bearing

pense of a suit is in proportion to the amount

at which the action

is laid, and that the expense of the defence falls heavily in the
ﬁrst instance

upon

the defendant

himself,

I

cannot but come to

that the plaintiff, who calls himself a wealthy Ze
mindar, possessed of some lakhs of property, has instituted this
the

suit,

conclusion

and

laid his damages at the grossly exaggerated

sum of a

lakh of rupees, for the purpose of harassing his adversary.

I conﬁrm

1848.

and

in the case above cited, the claim must fall to

expressed

the

case, as far as the slanderous

of it is concerned,

part

the

present

509

the decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen, with costs

of both Courts against the plaintiff.
510-1].

M

u n n e e

Mohun Mun~
dul, v. Modoo
Mun~
sooden
dul.
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SIIEIKH MOKEEM SIRCAR,

1848.

Appellant,

‘Ut’T-S‘ILS

June 14.

A mortgagee
transfer
may
his rights and
interests in a
mortgage held
by him upon
real property.

TUREE BIBI
THIS
the

Respondents.

instituted by the appellant in Zillah Hooghly on
1843, was admitted to special appeal, on the

case,

10th

and others,

January

7 th

March 1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr.
'
F. M. Reid

J.

‘

:-

Plaintiff

states

that Sheikh Nueem and Rufee Bibi sold, con

to Asa Moolla a tank,

ditionally,

dzc. ;

issued the usual notices of foreclosure,

for possession
that Asa

that Asa Moolla, having

got the usual order to sue

of the property as under a foreclosed mortgage

Moolla,

;

without having sued for possession, sold the

property to plaintiff, with a condition that the money should be
repaid in two years, and died
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proper

;

and plaintiﬁ‘ having issued the

He did

usual order to sue to foreclose.

got the

notice,

institute this suit for that purpose against Sheikh N ueem, Rufee
Bibi, and the heirs of Asa Moolla.
‘

The Sudder Ameen and Principal Sudder Ameen both dismiss

ed the claim, the former on the 19th February, and the latter on
the

16th September

1844,—ﬁrst, because Asa Moolla could not

sell that of which he had not possession
deed

; and,

of sale was vitiated by the seller, Asa Moolla, having des
I am inclined to think

cribed the property as in his possession.
that as the right to claim a foreclosure
possession of the thing pledged,
such

I

because the

second,

possession; and

therefore

I

so

can exist without actual

that right may

be sold

without

doubt the propriety of the second plea.

admit the appeal to try these points.’

By the Court.
MR. Diem—1 am of opinion that the Mahomedan
apply in such cases of contract.

I would

law does not

therefore

remand

this

suit for investigation and decision on its merits
MR. JACKSON.—Th8 rules in force for the application of the
Mahomedan law to the decision of the cases, viz. Section 15, Re
gulation IV.
refer
and

1793,

and Sections

8 and 9, Regulation

only to suits regarding succession,

VII.

1832,

inheritance, marriage,

caste, as well as religious usages and institutions.

This is

a

5 and the special rule of Mahomedan
that the seller must be in possession of the thing sold, can

suit on a contract of sale
law,

not be held to apply.
51 1-12

The Principal Sudder Ameen has applied

_

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
the rule erroneously,

and the case must be remanded

801

for decision

1848.

without reference to that rule.
Mn.

Hummus—This

is a. case of transfer

his rights and interests in a mortgage

To such

perty.

of

held by him upon real pro

know of no legal impediment what
concur
with
accordingly
my colleaghes in remanding the

I

ever.

I

by a mortgagee

a transfer,

for trial on its merits.

GUJPU'I‘ RAE, Appellant,

15-18.

__-___

'UCTSILS‘

January

July

13th

1847,

1844,

was admitted

to special appeal,

under the following certiﬁcate

C. Tucker :—

recorded

on the
by Mr.

-

This suit should have been dismissed, with costs, under Sec
tion 22, Act XII. of 1841.
An estate paying revenue direct to Government
of Government

arrears

was sold, for

revenue, on the 9th June 1843, and pur

chased by the petitioner (appellant) and four others.

tiff sued them on the grounds that the purchase

The plain

was made partly

on his account ; and that as they refused to recognize him as part
purchaser,
books

he

sued them for the share, previously stipulated,

he

hold, and to have his name recorded in the Collector’s

was to

as

He obtained

part proprietor.

a decree from

both the

lower Courts, the Acting Judge of the district having, on the 25th

November 1845, afﬁrmed that passed in his favor by the Principal
Sudder Ameen on the 15th September
‘

Section 22, Act

XII.

1841 ; but, in my opinion,
pleaded or not.

that Section is
The language of

shall be dismissed with costs.’
therefore

been disposed

admit

a

‘

‘

is,

binding on the Courts whether

it

1844.

The application fora special appeal was not preferred under

I

special appeal, because the suit has not

of according

to law, to wit, Section

22, Act

XII.

1841.’
:)

By the Court (Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins
stated in the above certiﬁcate, which
Under the circumstance
the respondent
decisions

has not appeared to call in question,

we annul the

of both the lower Courts, and dismiss the original plaint

with all costs against the respondent,
X

X
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‘

X

gi n a
plaint dismiss
ed
on
the
un
aL
not:
though
pleaded, of the
suit being our
posed to Sec~
tion
22, Act
XIl.lS41, now
Section
21,
Act
1845.

1

in Zillah Shahabad on

d,

case, instituted by the respondent

19th

June 17.
O
r
i

THIS
the

Respondent.

I.

SUHAE,

DEGUMBER

g
r
o

case

‘

Sheikh Mo
keem Sircar, v.
Turee Bibi 8G
others.

)

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

PREAJ N URAIN,

1848.

June

Appellant,

versus

21.

AJODHYA'P'URSHAD

THIS

E x penses
by
incurred
the widow of a
Hindoo for the
marriage of a
daughter, are

2nd

and others, Respondents.

case, instituted by the appellant in Zillah Patna on the

June

admitted to special

was

1843,

appeal,

November 1846, under the following certiﬁcate
Tucker :—

Charles

(recoverable

‘

lfrom his estate.

and

One Sanik Ram died leaving a widow,

'

On

by Mr.
.

Koonwur,

The widow borrowed

from the plaintiff to defray the expense attending

some money

of this-daughter.

the marriage
‘

J uddoo Bunsee

Parbuttee.

one unmarried daughter,

on the 10th

recorded

instituting

a suit for the recovery-of the amount

against

the widow and nephews of Sanik Ram, who succeeded to his estate,
the

lower Courts, viz. that of the Sudder Ameen on the 3rd May

1844, and-of the Principal Sudder Ameen on the 27th March 1845,
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refused

to give

a decree

conﬁned their award
she might possess
‘

The marriage

against

the

estate of Sanik Ram, but

to the widow personally and any property

in her

own right.

of unmarried daughters

is one of the objects

for which the Hindoo law allows a widow to alienate
her deceased

husband’s

estate ; consequently,

a

portion of

a debt contracted

for this purpose, should be a charge on the estate of the deceased,
and

not on the

Special appeal admitted on

widow personally.

these grounds.’

By the Court (Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow,
With reference to what is set forth in the

and Mr. Hawkins 2)
above certiﬁcate,

we

amend the decisions of both the lower Courts, and decree against
the estate of Sanik Ram, against

which the appellant is at liberty

to take out execution in satisfaction

of this decree.

Costs charge

.able to the respondents.

1848.

WILLIAM MACPHERSON,

Receiver

of the Supreme Court,

Appellant,
June 21.

’UCTB’UJ

KHAJAH GABRIEL AVIETICK TER STEPHANOOS,
TAKOI SHRAAB
In a suit to
from
recover
defendants we

THIS
and

was an appeal

9 pie,
513-14

on account

and others, Respondents.

laid at Company’s rupees 6,159,15 annas,
of interest disallowed

by the Principal

-
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Ameen of Dacca in a suit instituted in‘ that

Sudder

August

28th

only being

former

June

1843, for a certain
awarded

Zillah

603
on the

sum, principal and interest, the

by that oﬂicer's decree, dated 24th

1844.

The Court pronounced judgment as follows :—
Msssns. DICK
Company’s

JACKSON.——Tllﬂ

AND

13,648,

rupees

9 annas,

claim- in the suit was for
amount

of principal and in

terest, for sums paid into the Collectorate on account of arrears of

joint proprietors with plain
The defence denied the claim altogether, and declared that,
so far from plaintiff having any claim against them, they had
revenue due by defendants,“ who were
tiﬁ'.

for plaintiff, and were about to sue when they
were anticipated by this suit.
On the part of Takoi Shraab, it
up arrears

paid

was further

that she had purchased

urged

arrears were due, and consequently

the estate after the

was not liable.

The Principal Sudder Ameen, after examination

of accounts of

of revenue, into the Collectorate, by the parties, decreed
the principal of the demand as justly due, but disallowed interest
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payments

for the following reasons,

‘We ﬁnd that it

as recorded

by him :—

is nearly 12 years since the payments

made ; and that, in all this time, he neither preferred

nor did he give defendant

for the principal,

he should be subject
therefore

were

any claim

any intimation that

to interest for the amount.

XXXII.

to Act

With

reference

1839, and plaintiff’s extreme neglect in

delaying to claim the principal, he does not appear entitled to
interestIt would not be given in a case of wasilat till an
adjustment of accounts, and then only from the day on which the
ﬁnal order on the subject was passed.
The Collector's kyfeeut
shows that the sum remitted was only kept moukoof,

porary abeyance
sum debited
revenue,
tiﬂ'

get

;

or in tem

that not till the 7th November 1842 was the

to proﬁt and loss, and carried to the credit of the

Plaintiff's claim is therefore thus decreed :—that plain
Sicca rupees

6,3l)7-12-5,

and interest on this sum from

the 7th November 1842 to the date of plaint, viz, 28th August
1843,

that is rupees 622‘11-10-2-2,
making in all Sicca rupees
or Company’s rupees 7,428-9-3, with propor

7,028-7-15-2-2,

tionate costs and interest to date of payment, recoverable
Gabriel Avietick

Ter Stephanoos

from

and the property for which the

rents were paid ; but that this decree shall not affect the claims of
Messrs- Gasper and Arathoon.’

xxx2

1848;

514-15

and
principal
interest
of
sums paid by

plaintifftosave
their joint es~

tate from sale,
interest, refus~ ed by the lower
Court, was al
in ap
lowed
peal.
Construction
No. 863 only
refers to cases
in which one
and the same
issue is before
the Court.
A ct
1839 isinappli
cable to claims
for recovery of
revenuepaidto
Government.

XXXII.
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_—
1848.

W illiam
Macpherson,v.

Gw
Khajah
briel Avietick
Ter
Stepha~
noos 8; others.

ADAWLUT.

on the part of appellant that the
Principal Sudder Ameen has mistaken the meaning of Act XXXII.

In

appeal,

has been'urged

as is evident by reference to Clause 4, Section

1839,

XIII.

tion

it

I. of 1845,

1808, Act

of revenue by one sharer for other

able for sums paid on account

of

a

joint

and other Regulations to the same

declare that interest shall be demand

purport, which expressly
sharers

11, Regula

Gabriel, prays to be

The respondent,

estate;

heard with respect to the whole case under Construction No. 868,

in this very case had been dismissed

although

his appeal

default.

The respondent,

on

Takoi Shraab, claims to be'heard against

that part of the Principal Sudder Ameen’s decision, which renders
the estate liable for payment of the sum decreed.
No. 868, refers, in

The Construction cited by the respondents,
our opinion,

to cases in which one and the same issue is before the

Court; for if

were allowed

respondent

a

to make objections

other points, the appellant would be placed in
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tageous

as he is not

position,

The pleas

answer.

dent’s

to

a most disadvan

permitted to ﬁle a reply to respon

of respondents

cannot

therefore

be

heard.

XXXII.

Act

of 1839 does not apply to the claim of appellant,

which is for recovery

of revenue

paid

to Government,

is

as

evident by close analogy to the provisions of Regulation XlII. of
The appeal is therefore decreed, and
1808, and Act I. of 1845.
the decision
versed.

of the Principal Sudder Ameen, rejecting interest, re

Costs of both Courts, in full, awarded against respondents.

stxms.—I

MR.

fully

concur

to add a word respecting

desire

understand

how,

on

in the above judgment, but

Construction

the respondent’s

N o.

answer

868

I

cannot

to the petition of

appeal put in by the appellant, the whole case is to be opened up,
on

points totally

ferred.

For

costs,

it surely

distinct from that on which the appeal is pre

instance,

if

the appellant appeal only on the point of

cannot be permitted to the respondent

the whole case, without appealing himself.
the appellant appeals

against

In

to open up

the present case,

the order of the Principal Sudder

Ameen refusing to allow him interest, on the insufﬁciency of the
reasons

given by that functionary and the inapplicability

law cited by him.
whole case.
most

On this the respondent

position.

a

He sets forth in his petition of

the one point on which he appeals.
515

wishes to open up the

To allow this, would be to place the appellant in

disadvantageous

appeal

of the

The respondent,

per

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.
haps on the day of hearing,
the

whole

comes in with a reply which involves

No other pleadings

case.

605

are allowed,

appellant is deprived of the opportunity of answering his adver
sary, and his pleader is totally unprepared for what he may now
to meet.

have

The Construction appears to me to refer only to

cases in which the general point at issue between the parties in
is one

appeal

and

the same, and the dispute

between

Such is

case put in the Construction, and care is necessary that the

application of it is not stretched
hypothetical

case

on whlch

SREEMUNT

it

beyond the dimensions

of the

is based.

LAL KHAN,

1848.

Appellant,

versus

MESSRS.

THIS
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W i l liam
Macpherson,v.
Ga~
Khajah
briel Avietick
Ter
Stepha
noes 8: others.

them the

extent or degree of liability with reference to that point.
the

1848.

and thus the

possession

J.

and R.

WATSON,

July

suit, laid at 47,292 rupees, 9 annas, 12 gundahs, for
of hoodah Satpatee, &c., Zillah Miduapore, together

with mesne proﬁts and interest thereon, was instituted by the
appellant in that district on the 5th October 1844.
The property, for the possession of which this suit was insti
was comprised within the zcmindaree of
Midnapore. The
petition of plaint set forth that the plaintiff’s father had
tuted,

taken

various

farming leases of it in succession from

a period antecedent

to the decennial

settlement, had regularly paid his rents, and en
joyed undisturbed possession.
That in 1225 Umlee, the then
Zemindar, Rajah Mohun Lal Khan, renewed
the lease to the

father in the name of one Kalipershad Rae, in
perpe~
at
a
ﬁxed rent of 3,739 rupees, 10 annas, 17
tuity,
gundahs per
annum,-—-the
property so leased being comprised in two lots,
ﬁrst, that of hoedah Satpatee and its
appendages, at a jumma of
2,550 rupees ; and secondly, that of hoodahs
Soogunda and others,
at a jumma of 1,189 rupees, 10 anuas, 17
gundahs.
That the
plaintiff's

plaintiff’s

father,

possession,

and

Rajah

and

on

his death

his son, the plaintiff, held
regularly paid the rents due on the lease. That
Mohun Lal Khan died in 1237, and was
succeeded
by his

six sons, who failing to pay the Government
revenue, the zemin
daree was sold for arrears of revenue on the
1st of September
1837,

to the
1839,

and

purchased

by the Government,

who gave a farm of it
That
Government afterwards, in
(Watsons).
the restoration of the estate to the sons of
Rajah

defendants
ordered

13.

Respondents.

516

A publicpurs
chaser atasale
for arrears of
revenue, having relinquish~
ed the estate
to the former
proprietors on
the ground of
an
admitted
illegality in the
sale, held that
the formerpro
prietors are not
entitled to ex
ercise the pri
vileges of an
auction
pur
chaser.
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1848.

Mohun Lal Khan-

That an adjustment was entered into between

the Rajah’s family and the Government
S re e m n n t
Lal Khan, v.
Messrs.

J. and

B. Watson.

the jungle mehals in the zemindaree,

of prosecution, were to be given under
for 20 years

lessees, to the effect that

as per survey then in course
a new lease to the

from the date of the adjustment;

Watsons

that the adjust

Government, and matters ﬁnally ar
ranged as per Collector’s proceeding of the 22nd July 1840. That,
agreeably to this, the entire estate was restored to the Zemindars,
ment was approved

by the

and that the Watsons remained

That they (the Watsons)

lessees only of the jungle mehals.

ejected

the plaintiﬂ' from hoodah Sat

patee and its appendages, and from mouzah Purwa, a village com
prised in one of the other hoodabs held by the plaintiff, as being

situated within

limits of the jungle mehal leased by them ;
of possession of which the plaintiﬁ‘ now sued,

the

for the recovery

with mesne proﬁts and interest from the date of dispos

together

session as follows :—

_,
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Value of property,

_

Mesne proﬁts,

.

25,294

0 10

17,455

8

Interest,
Total,
The defendants

.

47,292

9

14

Watson) ﬁled an answer, denying the
his istemraree, or perpetual lease;

(Messrs.

plaintiff’s allegation
and

2

2
4,543
-____._
1

respecting

pleading that he should be nonsuited for not having made

With regard to the merits
Government a party to the suit.
of the case, they stated that the Government, having purchased

the

the

estate

at

public sale in

a

gave them

1837,

it

a lease of

in 1838, transferring to them, as lessees, its rights and privileges
as auction

purchaser,

tracts, and

set aside

and

all

authorising them

incumbranees

from the time of the decennial

to annul all con

imposed upon the estate

settlement,

with the exception

such as are specially protected by Section 30, Regulation

XI.

of

1822.

That the Government subsequently restored the estate to the Ze
niindars

;

that the

sale, however,

contrary maintained.
any arrangement
possessing,

but on the

adverse to their rights ; and that, consequently,

as lessees of the auction purchaser,

all contracts of the

full

power to void

nature of that pleaded by the plaintiﬂ‘, the

suit should be dismissed.
517

was noticversed,

That the Government could not enter into

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

The Zemindars

ﬁled

an

answer

607

in support of the plaintiff's

1848.

claim.
The Principal

Sudder Ameen dismissed the plaint for the rea

sons set forth in his decree, dated 17th November 1846, and from

his judgment the present appeal was preferred.
By the Court (Mr. Tucker, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins

We

:)

having been

to the

of the case, there is no sufﬁcient ground

nature and circumstances
for an order

of nonsnit in consequence of the Government not
a

party to the suit,—the plaintiff having sued Wat

and Co. as lessees of the Zemindar, not of the Government.

son

We accordingly

proceed

to the merits of the case, the decision of

which turns entirely upon the question of the competency of the
lessees (Messrs. Watson and C0.) to annul the under-tenures
comprised within the limits of their farm of the jungle mehals,
which form a portion of the zemindaree sold for arrears of reve
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J.

are of opinion that the plaintiff’s pottah has been establish

ed by the evidence on the record ; and that, with reference

and

nue,

purchased

by the

Government

on the 1st September

1839.

The sale was afﬁrmed by the revenue authorities and the Go
vernment of Bengal, and, in
farm to Messrs.
per annum.
eﬁ‘ect

J une

Watson and Co., at

1838,
a

the estate was let in

rental of 120,000 rupees

One of the conditions of the lease is to the following

:—‘ The estate to be surveyed by a professional

surveyor,

the name and rental of every existing village within its bounda
ries ascertained,

and a settlement

for each concluded with the sub

ordinate tenant or talookdar by whom it is managed ; all ijarabs,
or farms, granted by the late proprietors, and all tenures created
since the decennial

settlement

not coming

within the exceptions

speciﬁed in Section 30 of Regulation XI. 1822, have been annull
ed by the

sale of the estate, and may be set aside by the settling

ofﬁcer.’

The following are further conditions of the same lease :—‘

All

perpetual settlement by the Zemindar
will be inquired into under the provisions of Regulation XLIV.

leases

granted

since

the

of l793—Section 9, Regulation I. of ISOI—Sections

4 to

ll,

of

Regulation V. 1812—and Sectionss 29 to 33, Regulation XI. 1822,
so soon as the Government lessee shall institute suits in the Col
with that object.
Should the sale of the Midnapore zemindaree

lectorate
‘

S r e em n n t
:1.
Messrs.
and
lt. Watson.

Lal Khan,

be at any time
517-18

_
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~—
1848.

S reemu

Lal Khan,
Messrs. J.
It. Watson.

the

and

cancelled,

farmer

the lease is from that date to be
resign all rights to possession and

to

as also any claim whatever

nt proﬁt theneeforward,

1).
and

J ustiee,

by a Court of

reversed

against Govern

ment on account of the time he may have held possession.’
The farm was thus given to Watson and Co. at a time when
Government was dc ﬂute,

and believed

itself to be

de ,jurc pr0¢

prietor of the estate by auction purchase.
While
the

these measures,

question

were being adopted by the re

however,

by the Government of Bengal,

authorities and sanctioned

venue

of the legality of the

It

preme Government.

ale had come before the Sn

in the following extract from

a

letter from the Secretary

Government of India to the Secretary to the Government

to the

of

Ben—

:—

gal, under date the 15h June 1839

‘His

An

that it was illegaL

was determined

of the views of Government upon the subject is given

exposition

Honor in Council concludes that the estate must be re
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stored to the owners in every respect free as it was before the sale,
the under tenures

of course

remaining as they were, and Mr.

Watson’s lease being set aside.

can only be done by annulling the sale : for it would

conceives,

not

be

This, the President in Council

sufﬁcient to restore the estate to the old proprietors, as all

under tenures fell with the sale, and there might be some difﬁculty
where

there

are so many

in completely

saving

of the sale.

ment

proprietors, of whom many are minors,

these tenures

'1‘he

otherwise

than by the annul

President in Council, but for the lease to

Mr. Watson, would have had no hesitation in immediately annul
ling the sale under Clause 4, Section

\Vith

reference,

however,

to

it would be preferable,

case,

arrangement

Regulation XI. of 1822.

the peculiar circumstances

of the

in the ﬁrst instance, to come to an

with Mr. Watson, on equitable terms, for the relin

quishment of his lease, including
or loss which

may

without

difficulty.

sonable,

it will

compensation

have been actually

an arrangement

such

3,

then

for any outlay
After

incurred by him.

the sale can be cancelled

by Government

But, if that gentleman should prove unrea
be necessary

to suggest to the late proprie

tors to institute a suit in Court to set aside the sale, and to direct
Government

the

as purchaser 3 but it is desirable

ment

process,
‘

pleader to consent to judgment against Govern

In

if

complete justice to all parties

whatever

518-19

to avoid this expensive
can be done otherwise.

manner the restitution may be accomplished,

the

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

609

President in Council conceives that it should be full, and done in
a

liberal manner,

accounting with the proprietors

for all mesne

The remission

after deducting the revenue.

proﬁts

of revenue

made after the sale will of course be nulliﬁed by the restitution ;

if

but,

should still be

there

a balance

against

the estate,

The illegality of the sale being admitted,
to all parties

been more just and equitable

by the Supreme

tained

to relinquish

nothing could have

and the Government was

all right and title to it.

In

regard to all under

This was

for actual

to be set aside, and they were to receive compensation

suffer

In

by them.

suffered

it

fact, every thing was to be put into

was before the sale, and no party was to

actual loss, with the exception of the Government

the extent of the compensation

Difﬁculties,

in carrying out these views of

They are set forth in the following extract

(paragraphs 8 to 11) from a letter of the Supreme
under date the 18th November 1839 :—
‘

8.

itself to

to be paid to the lessees.

occurred

however,

the Government.

point

The lease to'Watson and Co. was

duty with the Government.
loss

a

as it unquestionably was one of primary

of primary importance,

the same condition as

of

than the views enter

the sale was to be treated as a nullity.

tenures,

J.

Messrs.
and
R. Watson.

The estate was to be re

Government.

without loss to the proprietors,

stored

S ree munt
Lal Khan. 1'.

to which the owners have been subjected.’

the unjust dispossession
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it will

but fair to allow time for making it good, in consideration

be

1848.

The President in Council

sees

Government

with regret, that this matter

not likely to be amicably arranged by, the Zemindars and Mr.

is

Watson,

even by the offer of compensation

latter party.
he

to,

If such

an arrangement

should feel much gratiﬁed,

for actual loss to the

should even now

be agreed

as he is sure that it would be

for the true interests of all parties.
‘

9.

He observes, with regard to the obstacles to an amicable

settlement mentioned

in para'graph 56 of the Board's letter, that

this might easily be removed by an act of Government.

of

the tract called jungle mehals,

if legally

The lease

granted to any tenant,

might, even in the event of a sale of the whole estate for arrears,
be reserved

by Government

Regulation

XI.

of 1822

at the time of sale, under Section 31,

; and,

under the circumstances,

a pledge

to this effect might properly be given new, or, in the event of a
sale for arrears, a pledge to sell that tract separately, with a
separate jumma, ﬁxed as in case of butwarreb, might be given.

r r

Y

519-20

'
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‘10.

He perceives that the affair is unfortunately complicated
third party, a Mr. MacDonald, a rival indigo planter on the

,

by a
S r e emu n t
estate, who claims to hold a great part of the tract desired by Mr.
Lal Khan, 1'.
Messrs. J, and Watson, under a lease granted by a person who alleges that it is

R.

Watson.

his under-tenure, and whose claim would appear to be supported
by the Zemindars.

This

question

seems to have no necessary

It

with that between Mr- Watson and the Zemindars.

connexion

may be distinct from the question of the validity of the sale : for

if

the claim is tenable,

might want power

it

tenable,

settlement.

the tenant under the sale, even if valid,

to oust the claimant ; and

is to be regetted

if

the claim is not

that it should stand in the way of

The President in Council, therefore,

a

is sorry to ﬁnd

that the plan of referring this difference between the two indigo
planters to arbitration has been given up by those gentlemen, as
be difﬁcult to see how a reference to arbitration could

it would

injure the fair right of either party, whilst it would save much
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expense and time to both ; and as the President in Council gathers,

from the Board's letter, that this is the only obstacle to an ami
cable

between

arrangement

the Zemindars and

Mr. Watson,

he

would much wish one more attempt to be made to effect it, sup.
posing this difference

of an arrangement
‘

11.

with a third party still to stand in the way

between the other two

But if an amicable settlement is impracticable, then, on

payment of the arrears of jumma, all right and interest which
Government may have in the property must be restored to the
Zemindars,

upon condition of their abandoning all claims

under-tenures in consequence of the sale.

against

Further, the Zemindars

must be informed that the Sudder Board, with the sanction of the
Government of Bengal, having given possession to Mr. \Vatson,
as

a

tenant on

a

lease

for 20 years,

it

is for them to choose

whether to institute a suit for the annulment of the same on the
ground of the sale being invalid, or to accept the property subject
to Mr. VVatson’s

lease.

If

they prefer the former course, His

in Council is of opinion that on the transmission of the

Honor

petition of complaint to the revenue authorities, under the provi
sions

of Regulation

II.

1814, the Civil Court should be informed

that the Government, considering the sale illegal, had already
afforded

all the redress in their power to the complainants by the

restoration to them of the rights and interests acquired thereby
and

that in regard to Mr. Watson’s
520-21

lease, the suit would not

;
be

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWAN NY ADAWLU'I‘.
in consequence

on the part of Government,

defended

having taken

gentleman

61-11

of that

by a clause in the agree

upon himself,

ment, the whole risk of the transaction.’

The difﬁculties evidently arose out of the unwillingnss of
Watson and Co. to abandon the lease, and the claim advanced by
Mr. MacDonald, a lessee under the plaintiﬂ' in this suit, of the
very lands now forming the subject of litigation between the lessor

In

of Mr. MacDonald and Watson and Co.
the Government say, ‘

validity of the sale
the

sale,

and

if

:

if valid, might

even

regard to this claim,

may be distinct from the question

of the

for if the claim is tenable, the tenant under
want power to oust the

it

the claim is not tenable,

in the way of

stand

it

is to be regretted

It

a settlement.’

claimant

;

that it should

is unfortunate that any

thing towards the adjustment of the opposing interests was left to
depend upon conditions to be subsequently ascertained.

quiry

been

Had in

at the time, it would have appeared that the

made
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tenure of Mr. MacDonald’s lessor, the plaintiff in this suit, was
.

just one of those which could be voided
auction purchase

a

title by

at a sale made for arrears of revenue.

But,

however - that may be, the letter of
aﬂ'ords the best
advanced

Up to

only under

the Supreme

Government

proof that the claim on this under-tenure was

before any adjustment took place.
the

18th

clearly entertained

November 1839, the Supreme
the

same

views

Governmentv

it originally

as

adopted in .

regard to the under-tenures. The relinquishment of the estate
the

Zemindars was to be accompanied

to]

by the essential condition

that these tenures were to be protected, and that not partially, but
completely throughout the
ever, in what follows, when

estate.

it

There is an oversight,

is said that

‘

how

the Zemindars must be

informed that the Sudder Board, with the sanction of the Govern
ment

of Bengal having given

tenant on

a lease

possession

to

Mr.

Watson as a

of 20 years, it is for them to choose whether

to institute a suit for the annulment of the same on the ground.
of the sale being invalid, or to accept the property subject to Mr.
This was apparently giving the Zemindars the
Watson’s lease.’
choice
source

of two alternatives, but it was in fact leaving them no re
but that of going into Court to annul the lease.

To ac

to Mr. Watson’s lease was impossible,

cept the property subject
consistently with the maintenance of the under-tenures, as one
condition of the lease was that, the lessees might exercise in re
Y Y Y 2

1843.
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1848.

to

gard

them

all the rights of an auction purchaser,

the most

important of which is that of annulling all such tenures created
S r eem u n t

Lal Khan,

1).
Illessrs.
and
R. Watson.

J.

after

the decennial

It

settlement.

appears to us that,

if

the Ze—

miudars were to be forced into Court, no form of action, under the
was

circumstances,

so expedient

sale, which would have

fully

as that of a suit to reverse

the

met the views of the Government,

and would at once have put an end to all difﬁculties.

Negotiations were carried on, and
some of the provisions of

settlement,

at length terminated in a
which, as shewn

by the

letter of Mr. Commissioner Mills to the Collector of Midnapore,
dated 22nd June 1840, are as follows : ~—
‘ The Government
resign to the Zemiudars all their right, title,

and interest acquired by purchase of the Midnapore estate; the
Zemiudars paying up the balance of revenue due on the 1st May,
viz.

49,913

rupees, 6 annas,

2%; pie, and engaging

to pay to Go

vernment the sndder jumma of the estate as borne on the towjeo
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from the 1st May 1840.
‘

Mr. Watson will resign

to the Zcmindars all his right, title,

and interest as lessee in the whole estate, with the exception of
the tract called the jungle mehal.
‘

The rent of the tract retained by Mr. Watson will be ﬁxed,

and the necessary agreements executed, on the terms and in the
manner speciﬁed in the petitions of the parties, and explained in
paragraph 4 of my letter of the 23rd ultimo.
‘

The Zemindars, on receiving possession of the estate, will
an

cute

binding themselves

engagement,

exe

not to exercise any of

the privileges of an auction purchaser under Section 30, Regulw
tion X1.
affect

1822; but the conditions of this engagement

will not

rights reserved by Mr. Watson in the jungle tract re

the

tained by him in right of his lease from Government.
‘

Thejumma

of the jungle tract, when adjusted, will be notiﬁed

to you ; and the Government promise to reserve the lease of that
tract under the provisions of Section 31, Regulation XI. 1822, in
the event of the estate being again brought to sale for recovery of
the

arrears

of Government revenue,

lessee has fulﬁlled his

engagements

provided always that the

with the Zemiudars and paid

up the stipulated rent.’
Then,
accounts

after some

instructions in regard to the adjustment

between the parties,

ceeds to say
no
in!

:-

the letter of the Commissioner

of
pro

CASES
‘
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Acquittances in full of all demands will be taken from the

Zemindars and from Mr. Watson
claration that, should
nexion with the
ment

case,

litigation
he

will

Mr. Watson will

; and

arise

make no claim against

of any consequences

on account

add a de~

any quarter in con

from

the Govern

that may ensue

; and the

will consider themselves bound by the restoration of
their estate on these terms to institute no legal proceedings in
Zemindars

the

Courts

to reverse,

or

bring into question, any part of this

arrangement.’

The adjustment, of which the foregoing are some of the prin
cipal provisions, was carried into eﬁ‘ect,—the
the

Government as auction purchaser,

parties to

it being
and the

the Zemindars,

lessee, Mr. \Vatson.

It

is here necessary

to advert brieﬂy to the position of the

en

gaging parties.
Government had purchased the Midnapore estate at a
public sale made for arrears of revenue for the sum of 1 rupee, as
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The

stated by the pleader of Mr. Watson.

Objections to the sale had

been urged by the ex-proprietors to the revenue

to the
was

then carried to the Supreme

covered that the sale was illegal.
also overlooked
the

Mr.

Government,

Had

where

the Supreme

The case

it

was dis

Government

the illegality, there was very little probability of

ex-proprietors failing to bring their case before the Courts of

Justice.
ment

authorities, and

of Bengal, but without success.

Government

for

The sndder

W'atson

therefore

jumma of the estate purchased

1 rupee was 90,000

for 1,20,000

rupees.

It

by Govern

had been let in farm to

rupees per annum;

it

was not likely

that the Zemindars would have abandoned the prosecu

tion of their claim for a reversal

of the sale of such valuable pro

perty, until every remedy which the lawallows had been tried and
The Government, however, saw the illegality, and
exhausted.
resolved

upon restoring the estate of the Zemindars.

It

was de~

sirens of doing this without restoring to the Courts of Justice, and
would have annulled the sale at once but for the difﬁculties in the
way arising out of the lease to Mr. Watson.

Government then was that of

a

The position of the

purchaser at an illegal sale, will

‘
ing to relinquish the purchase, and desirous of avoiding the ex
pensive process‘ of a law suit, but trammelled by the engage

ment into which

it

that of the discovery

had entered

between

1848.

the date of the sale and

of its illegality.
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The position of the Zemindars was that of parties anxious to

1848.

Messrs.

J. and

restoration of their estate, and willing to sacriﬁce

the

procure
S r e em u at
Lal Khan, 0.
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in order to effect that object,

something

without the expense and

delay of a law suit.

R. Watson,

The position of the lessee was that of one anxious to retain his
lease,

but who, whatever claims he might have advanced,

have been prepared

of him.

demanded

illegal

an

title, and was ready to confess judgment

faulty

and

should

a.

suit be instituted for the reversal

dition

of the lease was that,

is from that

right

‘

date

to possession

to

of the sale.

One con

should the sale of the Midnapore

be at any time reversed

zemindaree

must

to make any concession that might have been
He held his lease from a party who admitted

by a Court of Justice, the lease
and the farmer to resign all

be cancelled,

and proﬁt thenceforward, as also any claim

whatever against Government on account of the time he may have
He cannot be blamed for endeavouring to make
held possession.’
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the best terms for himself

;

but above all, it was for his interest

that the matter should be kept out of Court.
The terms of the adjustment next demand attention.

The Go

vernment relinquishes all right and title to the estate, which is
to the'Zemindars.

restored

ed throughout

the estate,

which is to remain in the

The under-tenures are to be protect
with the exeeption

of Mr. Watson as lessee.

possession

Mr. \Vatson is to enter into engagements
the jungle mehals,

rest of the

estate.

with the Zemindars for

resigning all his right, title and interestin the
These

terms

might have been

for the parties themselves

advantageous

of that part of it

;

the

most

but in part of the adjust

ment, the rights of absent parties were involved.

The Govern

ment insisted upon the protection of the under-tenures in the
estate; but, in concession to the lessee,

largest portion of the

those in the jungle mehals,

sacriﬁced

the lease of which was con

tinued to Mr. \Vatson at an annual rental of 16,802 rupees, for
which he entered
present

into engagements

with the Zemindars.

action brings into issue the question,

whether,

The

under the

in which the engaging parties were placed, it was
to all or any of them to exercise the privileges of an

circumstances
competent

auction purchaser,
by

a sale

in regard to under-tenures liable to be voided

for arrears of revenue.

\Ve have

no

special

we must therefore
523-24:

rule, and no precedentto guide us

decide

upon

the equity of the case.

; and

The

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I‘.
declare the sale to be illegal ; the purchaser

tax-proprietors

it is so

that
'

all

latter,

; and these parties,

of them

desirous

together

of avoiding

a

lS-lS.

admits

with the lessee of the
suit in Court, meet to

Could they, under such circumstances,

adjust the matter.

615

legally

any adjustment affecting the rights of absent and inno
cent parties’l
By a sale of an estate for arrears of revenue, all
come

to

created after the decennial

under-tenures

void ; but those tenures are revived

A

of Court.

a. decree

settlement

are ipso facto
of the sale by

on the reversal

decree of Court reversing

the sale, would,

in the present case, have protected all the under-tenures; and the
terms of Mr. Watson’s

of Justice,

lease, as far as they were concerned,

in order to avoid

and

would

Instead of resorting to the Court

a nullity.

have been altogether

this ‘expensive process,’ the

parties proceed to an adjustment of the matter.

The Zemindars,

declare the sale to be illegal, the purchaser

as already observed,

directly admits that it is so, and the lessee, by implication, admits
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the

for he is

same,

a

party to the transaction which involves the

relinquishment of the estate by the purchaser
and

at the

same

time

To

from the purchaser.

to the proprietors,

the lease obtained by himself

surrenders

admit an auction purchaser,

on the

ground of illegality in the sale, to restore the estate to the pro
prietor

without

the

intervention of

a

Court of Justice, and to

transfer to him all the rights and privileges of an auction pur
chaser,

is to add another to the shifts and expedients already in

practice among landholders for the extinction of titles created by
themselves

the receipt of large considerations

upon

tion of them,

and

to jeopardize

by

rights of the holders of such titles.

an evasion

for the crea
of the law the

We do not mean to say that

the possessor of a title is not to exercise his rights and privileges

under that title, because there was originally a defect in it
do we mean
sale

is to

vileges

opinion,
chaser

to say that an existent

deprive

auction purchaser

however,

that when

to have

been

the

sale

;

nor

in the conditions of

a.

of his rights and pri

so long as the sale is not contested.

as such,

himself

the

defect

\Ve are of

is admitted by the pur

illegal, and he relinquishes

the

to the err-proprietor by an adjustment which is had re
course to in order to avoid the expense of a law-suit, such adjust
estate

ment is a substitute for a decree of Court, and must carry with
it equal force for the protection of the under-tenures. Such an
adjustment

is not a re-conveyance

of the estate by a fresh sale,
524 25
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but an abandonment

of the auction purchaser’s

S reem nut
Lal Khan, o.
Messrs.

J,

R. Watson.

and

\

For

the

reasons, we consider

foregoing

titled to hold possession

that the plaintiff is en

of his under-tenure against the defen

of the stipulated rent

on payment

dants,

title, and conse

of his rights and privileges under it.

quently an abandonment

; and

that the Principal

Sudder Ameen’s decree must be reversed.
The plaintiff has sued for mesne proﬁts at thev rate of the an
nual gross rental of the estate ; but no evidence has been given

It

to shew what that is.
let hoodah

plaintiff

is upon the record, however,
and

Satpatee

its appendages

that the

to Mr. Mac

Donald for 5,105 rupees per annum in money and kind, viz. 4,675
rupees

in money,

and grain

to the

value of about 430 rupees

per annum; from which deducting the sum of 2,550 rupees
there

The plaintiﬁ"

claims 436 rupees per annum on account of mouzah

Purwa; but there

remains

to receive
whole

proﬁt of 2,550 rupees per annum.

rupees-as the amount of annual proﬁts for the

2,700

of the lands,

rather than prolong the case by further in
within the sum to which he is entitled,

The plaintiff will receive from Messrs. Watson and

award.

rupees per annum, for the years

Co., the sum of 2,700 Company’s
1248,
the

1249,

date

of the actual assets of the vil

expresses for his client his consent

pleader

quiry, which, as being
we

a

is no evidence

The plaintiif‘s

lag'e.
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as

annual rent,

1250,

of suit

and 1251 Umlee, with interest thereon from

; and

the same sum for every succeeding year

to the date of obtaining possession, with interest on each year’s
proﬁts from, the commencement
The plaintifs

J.

costs

and R.. Watson.

will

of the following year.

be charged

The several

to the defendants,

defendants

Messrs.

will pay their own

costs.

SHECNATH SINGH,

1848.

Appellant,

verqu
July

SHEIKH HADl ALI,

22.

THIS

Respondent.

An appeal
case, which was instituted in Zillah Sarun, on the 24th
from the deci—
March 1843, for the recovery of Company’s rupees 855-7-5, due
sion of a Prin
Sudder
cipal
on two bonds, was tried in the ﬁrst instance by the Principal
Ameen as ex
Sudder Ameen of that district in his capacity of ex-oﬁicio Sudder
Qﬂicio Sudder
Ameen, should
Ameen, the appeal from whose decision, dated 21st February
be disposed of
by the Zillah 1844, was transferred to and disposed of on the 26th December
Judge.

525-26
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by his successor

in the ofﬁce of Principal Sudder Ameen:
Afterwards the case came before the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut
1845,

in the form of an application for the admission
peal,

which was granted

following certiﬁcate
‘

This

on

the

of

a special

ap

August 1847, under the

30th

by Mr. C- Tucker :—

recorded

1848.

-___.
Sheenath
Singh.
Sheikh

versus

Ali.

Halli

was an action brought on 24th March 1843, to recover

after nearly 34 years; and the reasonings

of consideration.

deeming

the

III.

1793.’

By
(Mr. Tucker, Sir R, Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins
The case in amount was within the competency of aSudder

:)

the Court

instance by

a.

but was referred

Ameen,

to and

tried and decided in the ﬁrst

In

Principal Sudder Ameen.

ought to have been heard and determined

such case the appeal

by the Judge, and not

by another Principal Sudder Ameen.
We

therefore

cancel

the

decision

in appeal by the Principal

Sudder Ameen, dated the 26th December
presence

;

and remand the
1845
to the Judge, who will proceed to try the case in the

proceedings

of the wukeels employed by the parties in appeal in the

Principal Sudder Ameen’s Court.

Appellant,

,

versus
and others, Respondents.

to special

appeal,

on

on the 15th March
the 16th June 1847,

under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles Tucker :—

‘Iu

this case the petitioner (appellant) entered into engage

the rate of

2

with indigo for

5

ments with certain ryuts, to cultivate 69 beggahs of land for him
successive years, for which be advanced them at

rupees per bcegah.

On the ryuts’ part .they bound

2

z

2

to pay

a

penalty at the rate of 10 rupees per beegah,
they failed to cultivate the lands.

themselves

526-27

On non-ful
ﬁlment of en~
gagements for
the cultivation
of indigo, the
full amount of
penalty speci
ed in them
irrecoverable
but under the

is

instituted in Zillah Midnapore,

case,

was admitted

;

THIS
1844,

August

of
provisions
Act X.of1836,

Section
plaintiﬁ',

the
a

BECHOO RAWUT

1848. _

5.

MACKINTOSH,

3,

S.

Ma.

if
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special appeal,

of the lower Courts to be contrary to the

decisions

previsions of Section 14, Regulation
I

admit

therefore

a

by the Principal Sudder Ameen, are utterly

which was afﬁrmed
unworthy

for getting

of limitations in the decree of the Sudder Ameen,

over the statute

I

is,

money on two bonds, dated 6th January and 5th November 1809,

that

IN THE-SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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‘

It

appears they did not fulﬁl their engagement,

and the

peti

tioner instituted the present suit to recover the amount advanc
was
planter,
declared enti
tled to recover
damages tothe
extent of the
injury sustain~
~ed.

ed,

together

with the penalty aforesaid.

The Sudder Ameen

decreed for the plaintiﬁ, on the 3rd February 1845.

Judge, Mr. H.

the

T.

reversed the decision of the Sudder Ameen,
ber

quoad the penalty,

1845,

fendants

appeal,

on the 22nd Septem

on two grounds,—-ﬁrst,

that the de

not in fault, inasmuch as the plaintiff, from the

were

circumstance

On

Raikes, admitting the facts of the case,

of his not getting his farm renewed, did not assist

the ryuts in preparing their ﬁelds for sowing

the indigo seed

and, secondly, because Act X. of 1836 authorises

the recovery

;

of

nothing but the actual damage sustained; and not the imposi
tion of any amount of penalty the planter may choose to have
recorded in his engagements with his cultivator-s.
‘

But the petitioner pleads that the suit was not instituted

un~

der Act X. of 1836, but simply for a breach of contract entered
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into by the defendants with their own free-will.
case,

I

As it appears to

misapplied the law (Act X.
admit a special appeal to 'try the question

me the Judge

has

be any illegality in the

contract,

1836,)
whether

to this
there

and whether the provisions of

to such contracts or not.’

.Act X. of 1836 are applicable

Mr. Tucker,

Sir R. Barlow, and Mr.

We observe that the several provisions

of the Regulations, such

By the Court (present
Hawkins

:)

3, Section 5, Regulation

as Clause

lation V.

1830,

VI.

1823, and Section 2, Regu

the Courts to award the full

which authorised

amount of penalty speciﬁed in agreements

for the cultivation of

indigo, have been repealed by subsequent laws, (sec Act XVI. of
We are therefore
1835, and Sections 1 and 3, Act X. of 1836).
of opinion that the full penalty mentioned in the agreement
cannot be awarded.

The plaint sets forth that the ryut was induced by the other
to break his contract ; and Section 3, Act X. of 1836,

defendants
provides

that in such a case the planter can recover

the extent

of the

injury sustained.

damages to

Damages must be assessed

arbitrarily assessed under stipula
The Judge
tions entered into before the damage was sustained.
by the Court, and cannot
has rightly applied
he

be

Act X. of 1836, for, under the circumstances,

could try the case under no other law

the special
527-28

appellant objects

to,

3

but this application

and claims the

full

amount

of

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU’I’.
penalty

or damages (by whichever

ed in tho
dismiss

may be called) speciﬁ

1848.

Mr. S. Mac
kintosh, v. Be~
Rawut.
ehoo
and others.

the decision of the Zillah Judge.

and aﬁirm

appeal,

it

This we cannot award, and according] y

agreement.

the

name

619

The costs of this Court will be charged to the special appellant.

AiRATOON lInRAPIET ARATOON, Appellant,

1848.

versus

CATHERINA ARATOON,
THIS
June

was a claim brought in Zillah Backergunge

1845,

on

August

Respondent.
on the 13th

part of a wife against her husband,

the

perty which the wife acquired

In a suit by
a wife against'
her
husband

for pro

The plaintiff

before marriage.

that, previous to the marriage, the defendant executed in
her favor a document, in which it was stipulated that her right
stated

to dispose of her property should not be prejudiced by the mar
The parties were Armenian Christians. The suit was laid
riage.
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at rupees 6,50,300.

On the 22d September

1847, the

J ude

of Zillah Backergunge

gave an award in favor of the plaintiﬂ‘ in the following terms :—
‘ The
plaintiff sues her husband for property, real and personal,

inherited by her previous to her marriage,—for an account of the
income

and

expenditure

of the proceeds of the same,—-and for a

refund of all the said proceeds, whether in the shape of surplus
interest of money

date

of possession

invested,

ing her minority, on the death of her father.
‘The plaint sets forth that the defendant, coming to Dacca in
a state of poverty, contrived, by gaining over some of the plain
tiff’s relations and the priest of their religion, to marry her against

will of her guardian during her minority.

marriage, however,

he

executed

which engagement

after their

on

he destroyed.

pretence,

That before their

and delivered

aunt, Mrs. Arakeil, an engagement
some

to the plaintiff’s

regarding plaintiﬂ's property

marriage,

of the consequences,

3

obtaining possession of

That on plaintiff's aunt com

plaining of this unlawful act to the Civil Court, defendant,
to the Judge,

Arme

Chris-\
tians) for pro
perty acquired
by the lonner
before marri—
age, an auto
con
nnptial
tract on the
part of the bus
band, in reser~
vation of his
wife'sindepen
dent authority
over the pro
was
perty,
made the basis
of the judg.
ment in her
favor ; and the

in fear

cajoling Mrs. Arakeil, presented a petition

adding much to the engagement

omitting some of its conditions

;

aforesaid,

and

in that petition he acknowledged

that he had no right to plaintiff’s property.
z z Z 2

That, on defendant’s
5‘38

law

inap~
plicable to the
ease.

pointed by the Court of Bacon, to take charge of her estate dur

the

(both
nian

or debts recovered since the English
given to the defendant by the guardian, ap was held

rent,

17.
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the plaintiff’s property made over to him

to have

application

after their marriage, an exposition of the Armenian law was taken
by the Court of Sudder Dowanny Adawlut from the Vicar of
church in

Armenian

Calcutta;

teen, 17.Cathe

the

rina Aratoon.

her property being apparent, his
That plaintiff

being new of the

and

her right and title to
was

request

complied

age of 22 years,

with.

in every way

of managing her own property, has frequently applied

capable

to defendant

to deliver the

management

but he, on various pretexts,

of it into her hands,
That for several

delays to do so.

her property ought not to be suffered to remain under

reasons

her husband's charge

her undoubted right to the manage

: —ﬁrst,

it,

bands

;

according to the Vicar's exposition of the law second,
the custom of her nation, as shewn in several instances among
her own relations and others, who in the life-time of their hus

coutrolled and

disposed

;

third, malversation on the

fourth, his ill-treatment of the plaintiff,

which obliged her to complain to the magisterial authorities, the
object

of that ill-treatment

being to compel her to sign papers,

the purport of which was unknown to her; ﬁfth, the infringe
by the defendant

ment

of the conditions entered into regarding
his reply by explaining at great length

the practice, and the reasons on which
alimony, and

that such

contends

entertained without

nullifying

a

bunals of England in regard to separation
the

suit

has been made,

of Regulation

of the tri
cannot

be

entered into by

That the claim of

wife

property during his life-time, when no settle

III.

is

ment

as the present

engagements

man and wife in the marriage contract.

to her husband’s

grounded,

of husband and wife and

a

prefaces

is

The defendant

it

‘

her property.

inadmissible under any of the provisions

of 1793, Section 8. That the exposition of the

Armenian law, on which plaintiff rests her claim, shows that she
is

subject to the government,

guardianship, correction,

tion of her husband during her life.
Dewanny Adawlut
the

recognised

and tui

That the Court of Sudder

him, under the said exposition

law, as the proprietor of his wife’s

estates.

of

That plaintiﬂ‘,

being fully 12 years of age, had reached the legal age of majo
when

dictum

defendant

of law.

married

executed by him before
529

her,

as

shown by the aforesaid

That the deed of engagement,

said to have been

the marriage of tho-parties,

is

rity

is
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part of the defendant

will, and the

of, by compromise,

like, their real and personal property

3

ment of

not in ex

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y .ADAWLU'I‘.
istence, nor is there any paper existent
fendant

be held to be bound.

can

Arakeil,

and to

her

and

:

it

was

restore peace

j, besides

The petition, referred to by

in that light, because plaintiff was

plaintiff, cannot be considered
not a party concerned

by the terms of which de

executed
and

merely to appease Mrs.
between defendant

quietness

that petition stipulates that defendant

is to be

proprietor and disposer of plaintiff’s property, and this is the ne
cessary

consequence

Further,

contract among Chritians.

of the marriage

law is, that the property of man and wife becomes

the

one, and the proprietary right to it vests in the husband 5 and this

point the Sudder Court

so

determined,

cise of control

name.

must come into the possession

Defendant denies the facts regarding the exer
over

their property by females during their hus

band’s life-time ; repudiates the charges of malversation,
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Moreover,

for the family, whatever the wife

provide

has, or shall become possessed of,

of her husband.

they ordered the

when

whole property to be transferred to defendant’s
as the husband must

particu

larly in regard to the hypothecation of Company’s paper for
21,000 rupees by way of security for his brother, which he justi
ﬁed on the ground of his competency

of ill-treatment

to do so; and denies those

that his marriage was perfectly

,- and he contends

valid, as was ruled by the Sudder Court at the time.
‘

In

her reply to the answer, the plaintiff states more explicit
ly the purport of the agreement she alleges to have been execut
ed

by dcfcndant before

the

marriage, in which she says he ab

jured all right to her property, and contends that in his petition
ﬁled in Court, he has admitted making that agreement.
She
then
the

states

an additional grievance,

defendant

has now excluded

held from her the means

not before

alleged, viz. that

her from her home, and with

of subsistence.

she been married with the consent

She urges, that had

of her guardian and the Court,

would have been compelled previously to make a settle
or enter into an agreement duly registered, abjuring all

defendant
ment,

right to her property.
the plaint.
‘ In his
agreement

The rest of the pleading is in support of
'

rejoinder, the defendant
as stated by

plaintiff

of 1st November 1837,
alleges

denies

; cites

two years

that she then admitted his right ;
doors 3 and

621~
1818.

the purport of the

plaintiﬁ's petition in Court
after her marriage, as proof

denies turning plaintiff out of

that her improper

conduct

in leaving his
529-30

A r at0o n

H arapiet Ara
toon, v. Cathe
rina Aratoon.
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house

and

justly
A r

atoon
Ilarapiet Ara~
toun, v. Cathe
rina Aratoon.

a

till late at night, brought upon her

not returning

any hardship she may have had to suﬁ'er ;. alleges that, with

of having the case tried at Dacca, before defendant’s

view

(Mr. 'llcily), plaintiff had

enemy

stated the amount of her claim

and insists upon the arguments adduced

untruly;

‘This

is

a brief outline

in the answer.

of the matter of the pleadings; but

there is a great deal more, not bearing upon the question

particularly in those of the defendant,
‘

at issue,

which has not been noticed.

The points on which proof has been required from the parties

in the late Ofﬁciating Judge’s (Mr. Sconce’s) pro
ceeding of the (ith April 1816, as follows :—ﬁ1'st, whether there
be any law or national usage by which a wife, in the lifetime of
her husband, can be considered as the proprietor, and hold pos
recorded

of her own property, real and personal

session

right

to take
; and

if

any precedent

of it after marriage

the deed of such agreement

be not in

of

plaintifs

can she shew

in the event of plaintiff's

document? third, whether,

right being recognised,
of her estate,

; serond, was any

of similar evidence having been received in lieu of
she can claim an account and the proceeds

real and personal,

as

if

an original

or by which the

into by which the plaintiﬁ's alleged right is

hands, and she wish to exhibit other evidence

her husband had been her

guardian for the time during which her property remained

in his

The plaintiff was also required to exhibit such proof

hands.

as

she might have of the value and amount of the property claimed,

any counter-evidence.

‘

and the defendant
‘

With regard to the ﬁrst point, the parties being both Armeni

to be considered

qualiﬁed expounder

3

of which the Vicar of the Armenian church in Calcutta

is

ans, the suit must be adjudicated according to the Armenian law,

a
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apparent

possession

entered

agreement

;

belonging to the wife, the husband has the

disputed property

itI

were

clearly

for the Court of Sudder

Dewanny Adawlut, as appears from the copy of their resolution of
the 20th May 1836, ﬁled by the plaintiﬁ', were guided in their
proceedings

in putting the defendant

of his wife, whom

in possession of the property

he had recently married, by an exposition

of

the law taken from the Vicar upon the very questions in litigation

in this

case.

This

exposition

therefore,

dated 20th

April

1836,

and copy of which has been ﬁled by plaintiff, must supersede all
other evidence
over,

whatever
530-31

of the law on the points embraced in it.
doubt may

arise

More

as to the sense in which the

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

if

by reference

possible,

Superior Court,

the

to the construction put upon them by

in which it was ﬁrst acted upon.

so, that Court had declared

doing

1848.

must be resolved,

of this document are to be understood,

words

623

Before

the marriage between the par

ties to be valid, but had postponed the issue of any order regard
ing the delivery of the plaintiff’s estate to her husband, until they
could

the right which a husband, under the Armenian

ascertain
has

law,

the property of his wife, and

over

The proceeding of the 20th May,

Aratoon was willing to make.
which

from

the

learn from

Court

above

what settlement Mr.

is an

extract,

thus

Under this exposition

a

Judge

toon.’
wife of

But the letter of the Vicar
full age has naturally a full

devolved

3 and resolve

that

instructed to direct Mr. Bird (the guardian) to
one moiety of the estate of the minors to Mr. Ara.

be

deliver over
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The

of the law, the Court deem it unnecessary

to enter again upon the question of settlement

above

:-—‘

or of full age, remains under the tutelage of her husband.

minor,

the

continues

the letter of the Vicar that a wife, whether

her before marriage.

to

notwithstanding

order

that they construed the law,

that the

stated, subsequently,

power over the property which

The Court having passed the

what

is here stated,

as declared

it

is evident

by the Vicar, to give the

husband a right to the control of his wife’s property, as a neces
Should,
sary consequence of her state of tutelage after majority.
however,

any thing occur to put an end to that state of tutelage

of the wife, with which the exercise of control of her property

is

thus held to be incompatible, of course she will resume the exer
cise

rights, which were

of those

only in abeyance, and never

ceased to exist.
‘

Now it appears from

hand-writing

a note,

of the defendant,

dated 26th August 1845, in the
referred to in his pleadings,

that

subsequently to the institution of this suit, he has excluded the
plaintiff

from her home.

Hc

has not denied, moreover,

her allo

gatiou that he has withheld from her the means of subsistence ;
and a notice warning the public that he would not be answerable

for her debts, dated 26th September
signature.
defendant

ln

has himself put an end to the state of tutelage in which

she was placed

her own property,
therefore

1845, is proved to hear his

thus expelling the plaintiff from his protection, the
by her marriage, and her right to the control of
undoubted according to the law, can no longer

be withheld.
531-32

A rat oon
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toon, v. Cathe
riua Aratoon.
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But further,

I

on a consideration of the second question,

of opinion that defendant,

by an agreement

am

entered into with

A r a t o o n Mrs. Arakeil, (plaintiff’s aunt), which agreement was unknown to
H ampiet A rm
the Sudder Court at the date of their above quoted proceeding of
won, 11.Cathe
t-ina Arateou.

the 20th May 1836, renounced

tion

of that marriage,

him by the law.

the

before his marriage,

in considera

rights over his wife's property given

Though this agreement was made with a third

yet that party contracted on behalf of the plaintiil“ ; and

party,

the condition which made it binding on the defendant,

plaintiff

fulﬁlled in marrying him.

It

‘

is true the document

that agreement,

it

that Mrs.

appears

petition

(ikrarnamch) containing the terms of
as pleaded by defendant ; but

is not in existence

to the

Arakeil

having charged

in her

defendant

Court of Dacca, dated 13th May 1836, (copy of

which is among plaintiff's documents,) with having destroyed

by such

the

accidentally, in his pe

It

scarce]

y

of the 17th of the same month and year.

to point out the injustice of permitting him to beneﬁt

necessary

Whatever evidence plaintiff may be able to bring

a plea.

forward as

a

substitute for the destroyed

be received

fore

so,

is

tition

shew a precedent,

with indulgence,

must

document,

there~

eVen were plaintiﬂ‘ unable to

which she has done in the decision of the

Sud~

der Dewanny Adawlut of April 25th, 1844.

‘I

do not think

the

defendant’s

petition to the Court above

cited, which professes to quote the substance of the ikrarnameh,
and in which he expresses his consent to that petition being taken

to stand
dence

in the place of the ikrarnameh, can be admitted as evi

in lieu of it, for the following reasons

:—-_ﬁrst,

that defend

ant himself pleads that that petition is not a correct copy of the
and that plaintiff was not a party to it ; secondly, that al

deed,

though Mrs.

Arakeil,

in her petition, dated

5th

J eyte

1243,

of the agreement,
her own

as

or consented
a

that in accepting

it

thirdli

,

authorised her to accept

it,

(copy of which has been ﬁled by defendant) consented to accept
that petition in lieu of the deed, it does not appear that plaintiff
herself to accept

it;

true] representation of the terms

Mrs. Arakeil wrote what was at variance

with

petition of the 13th May, in which its conditions are

It

is

differently stated.
‘
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ikrarnameh, he admitted having done

to be observed that only one of the witnesses,

touching this document,
532-33

examined

professes to have been one of its attest

CASES IN THE SUDDER DE'WANNY ADAWLUT.
He was the only one whom both Mrs. Arakeil’s

witnesses.

ing

625

and defendant’s

petitions mentioned

As, however, de

as such.

in a separate petition on the evidence

fendant has commented

1848.

of

A r a to o n
Harapiet Ara

these witnesses, without stating that the other attesting witnesses toon, 'u. Cathe
rina Aratoon;
might, had plaintiE so pleased, have been brought into Court, it
to be presumed

is

Ram Kauye Das,

appearance.
states

that there is

that defendant,

reason for their non

a sufﬁcient

the

witness

alluded to,

above

in question, renounced

by the agreement

all right to the property of his intended wife.

Defendant objects

strongly to the testimony of this witness; and if there is any
weight in his objections, I do not see any alternative but taking
of the tenor of the deed, contained
Mrs. Arakeil’s representation
in her petition of the

May, as the correct

13th

It

one.

was

written, or purports to have been written, the day after the dos
truction of the deed itself, when therefore both the parties
have had a perfect recollection of its tenor.
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teration is apparent,

No

to its al

motive

or probable, on the part of Mrs. Arakeil at

that time, whatever there might have been afterwards,
fendant

had induced

must

when de

her to withdraw the charges ; while, on the

part of the destroyer of the deed, there is every reason to suspect
that he would endeavour to falsify its tenor.
‘ Mrs. Arakeil’s petition of the 13th
May then must be taken as

for want of better, of the stipulations of the ikrar_
engaged that should he

evidence,

the

nameh.

According to that, defendant

marry her niece, he would have no concern (ilaka) in her proper
ty. If he did so, it is no more than plaintiff’s father appears to
have done in favour of his wife (plaintiff’s mother):

life-time, executed
her property

;

a deed

of compromise

and she was admitted to sue in her own name in

the Courts for that property.

The proofs of this are among the

of the plaintﬁ', viz. ruffanamah

documents

for she, in his

and a will relative to

between Bibi Muryum

Aratoon and Bibi Susan Kacheek of 23rd Srawun 1232—petition
of Sethagassee,

30th Srawun 1234,

being

an application to be

permitted to represent his late wife as defendant, having succeed
ed her as her heir entitled under her will—decision of the Coin-t
of 25th April 1831, Bibi Muryum and Sethagassee, husband and
of Susan

kaim mokarn
Sethagassee
‘

Defendant has

Court of

versus

above-mentioned,

lst

pleaded

Bholanath—the

registered

at Dacca,

that plaintiﬁ',

will

of Susan

July

1824.

in her petition to the

November 1837, has admitted his proprietary right
533-3;
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A rat oon
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toon, v. Cathe

rina Aratoon.

I

to her property.

do not regard this please of any avail, be
plaintiﬁ' denies that she ever authorised this peti
tion to be presented in her name, and the original is not in the
cause :—ﬁrst,

was not to state this fact, but

proceedings; secondly, the object
that her husband

being,

to the order

according

of the Sudder

Court, in possession and control of her property, on that account
joined her in protesting against the marriage

of her younger sister
without his making a settlement in her favor;

to Mr. Gasper,

thirdly, it is quite possible

that her husband treating her as

a

child, for she was then but thirteen and a half years of age, and
knowing that he could sue in right of his wife, as both he, on
3rd October 1839, and Gasper, on 1st August 1838, subsequently
did, may have presented

a

petition in her name without consult

ing her,
‘

I

to the conclusion that the plaintiff, both ac

come therefore

cording to the law and by virtue of the agreement entered into by
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defendant

before their marriage,

is entitled to a decree for posses

on her property, real and

sion

claim to mesne proﬁts,

I

With

personal.

regard

in the light of trustee, and is answerable

be regarded

to her

am of opinion that the defendant

for the application of her property to her beneﬁt.

is to

to plaintiﬁ‘

As long, how

continued a member of the united family, her
interests being inseparable from those of the other members, all
as plaintiff

ever,

for the maintenance

disbursements

as a proper application

dered

ments for her beneﬁt,

and must be credited to defendant

tlement of the account

of the proceeds

and

to

exclude

her not only from her home, but from all

permitted to take credit for sums expended
‘There

is some

objections

property.

to the

the value is exaggerated
ther groundless.

Defendant has not made any
though he objects that

items claimed,
; and

this objection appears not altoge

On the other hand, it is evident that plaintiff

cannot be in possession of proof to establish,
personal

defendant,

he cannot be

on himself alone.

difﬁculty in arriving at a preper adjudication

regard to the personal

speciﬁc

the

a set

of plaintiﬁ's property.

participation in the proceeds of her own property,

in

in

the time he chose to separate plaintiff’s interests from his

From
own,

of the family must be consi

of the funds, intact as disburse

property belonging to

consists of, since defendant,

item by item,

her estate,

what

in the hands of

with the management

and

control of that property, has been put in possession of the so
534
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Accordingly, the only item of the receipt of which, by
defendant,
plaintiff has exhibited proof, is the Company’s paper
counts.

account

to rupees

r

A

As, however, defendant

94,500.

rina Aratoon.

is to be considered

for the time he administered plaintiff’s property as a trustee for
that purpose, plaintiff is clearly entitled to a decree for a true
account of receipts and disbursements,
and for the balance of the
amount from him.
‘

I

decree in favor of plaintiff, and award

therefore

to her from

possession upon all the landed property and estates,

the defendant

paying revenue

and

rent, and held free of rent, the houses and

the shares of the same speciﬁed

in the plaint—the sum of rupees

94,500 shewn to have been delivered

to defendant in Government

in the hands of the said

guardian, or as debts due to the estate, or as proﬁts, rents and
interest of capital invested (subject, however, to deduction of all
sums which defendant

may be able to shew were expended on the

of the family up to the time of plaintiff's separation

viz. the 26th August 184:5)—a true and correct account

i

it,

maintenance

from

dary and other accounts
on the

;

of the same, duly supported

by vouchers and the original zemim

and interest at 12 per cent. per annum

amount above decreed, and on whatever amount shall be

ascertained

to

be due to plaintiff to the date of payment,

from

the date of this decree.
culars under-mentioned,—-that

a

have thus awarded only

is

As

I

part of the claim as per parti

to say,
0 9

7,000

37,450

5

0

in the

as,

0

,

estimated

0

cash

Debts estimated according

to ditto,

11,966

0

0

The amount of promissory

notes decreed,

94,500

0

1,00,000

0

0 0

3,99,510

5

9

}

Balance
plaint

of

1,278

on.

&c., ditto ditto,

0

Ditto, rent-free ditto ditto,
Houses,

1,47,316

rupees,

0

the value in the plaint

is

Land paying revenue and rent, of which

,..

Balance of account,

2

a

A

claim awarded,
A

Total estimated

A

‘
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promissory notes—all other sums received by defendant, on ac
count of plaintiff’s estate, since their marriage, from the guar
dian and others, whether as balance

535

o
o

at
n
(Mr. Bird.) This appears from
Harapiet Ara
current of the Government Agent to have amounted toon, v. Cathew

by the late guardian

transferred
the

1848.

628
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A ratoon
Harapiet Ara~
teen, 11Cathe
rina Aratoon.

plaintiﬁ would not be entitled to recover the whole of her
costs of suit, had her suing for so much more than she was enti
the

tled to, enhanced the costs actually incurred.

As, however, that

is not the case, costs are also decreed in full.’

By

Mr. Jackson

the Court (present

From this decision

the

:)

appeals, claiming that the

defendant

English law shall form the basis of the decision
there is no Armenian law in existence
for the children in the

J udge's

;

urging that

; and

that no provision is made

decree 3 and that

it

is objectionable

in respect to details.

It is

not necessary to the decision of this case to enter into the

general

whether

question,

English or Armenian law applies

the

to the succession to, and disposal of property among Armenians
at least it is unnecessary

It

;

preliminary.
re

Armenians living in India, and very sensibly drew a pri

gards

or

contract,

deed

of

marriage

settlement, with reference to

the very point now at issue, previous to the consummation of the

This contract is acknowledged

marriage.
as far

as

it

goes, must guide the decision

by both parties,

of this

laws binding on the parties.
and the Judge has decided

the appellant must abide by
to

good exception

it.

it

as con

The plaintiﬁ sues

on the contract ,- and

unless he can take legal or other

No such exception has been taken; and

neither under Armenian
which the

it,

trary to general
on the contract,

and,

case, unless

can be shewn that any of its conditions are exceptionable,

law or custom,

appellant seeks

nor by English

to apply, can this document

law,
be set

aside.
one of simple contract

;

The case must be decided-as
have

in the ﬁrst place to ascertain

and we

the precise terms of the con

months after the marriage:

it

in

having,

as ad

ﬁt of passion

was not destroyed

3

destroyed

not forthcoming,

by the defendant

a

Now, the original contract
mitted, been

is

tract.

accidentally,

but utterly torn in pieces, so that no copy could be taken, and no
copy

is

We

produced.

must therefore,

in the absence of the document,

next best evidence which can be found as to its contents.

take the

It

ap

that immediately after its destruction, Mrs. Arakeil (the
aunt and guardian of plaintiff, then minor) gave
petition to
635-36

a

pears

a
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as

parties knew that the law was not very clear as

seems the

vate

to dispose of this point

IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADAWLUT.

GASES

of the deed and charging the de

the Judge, reciting the contents

with the fraudulent destruction of it. The defendant soon

gave in a petition to the Judge, admitting that he had des

A

r

after

1848.

a

t
o

fendant

629

o n

Harapiet Ara.

troyed it, and also reciting the conditions of the deed ; but these teen, 1:.Cathe
riaa Aratoou.
conditions so recited by the defendant, although including those

by Mrs. Arakeil,

mentioned

include also others.

on the presentation

however,

by the defendant

Mrs. Arakeil,
of

the

petition,

containing his acknowledgment of the deed and expressing
trition, withdrew her action, and expressed herself satisﬁed.

con

her petition to this effect, no allusion is made to the separate

eon~

ditions stated

The

In

though they are important.

by defendant,

that those separate conditions were contain
ed in the deed of settlement, or rather declaration (ikrarnameh),

plaintiff

now denies

w 'ch is the more proper term.

either to sell,

mortgage,

or pledge; nor shall

The additional condition stated

it

be liable for

by the defendant

is,

his debts.’

that the wife shall have no authority over the same property,
either to sell, mortgage, &c., without her husband's consent.
There are one or two other conditions of no importance

in this

case.

is

a

Now, the second petition of the guardian to the Judge was not
view to settle the precise terms of the deed, but
given with
merely to withdraw the charge against the husband,
It very
that the guardian knew no more of the contents of the
defendant’s
was an admission of the fact of
petition than that

troyed it.

kind of apology for having des

On this she withdrew her action.

I

the destruction of the deed, and

a

it

possible

do not consider

petition.

It

true no further proceedings

place in the Civil Court, nor was any new deed drawn

took

out; still

it

in defendant's

is

the withdrawal in the light of an assent to the precise words used

that the guardian was awoman, and liable from
her sex and want of education to be easily deceived; and
am
to .be considered

I

is

to believe that she was so deceived, and did not know
additional condition introduced by the defendant in his
recital of the deed, and, further, that the original deed did not
contain this condition.

disposed

of the

My reasons are

:——ﬁrst,

that no allusion

is
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‘
The conditions admitted by both parties are, that the hus
band shall have no control or authority whatever over the pro
perty inherited and belonging to the wife previous to her marriage,

made to the fact
536-37
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of

its

atoon
Harapiet Ara~
teen, 1).Cathe
rine Aratoon.

Arakeil’s

petition

second,‘ that two

swear that the deed did not contain this additional article;

witness,

third, that the

additional article itself appears

would not have been introduced.

The document

declaration, on the part of the husband
condition binding on, and limiting
such

;

one the writer of the deed and the other a subscribing

witnesses,

A r

in Mrs.

omission

a document

; and the

to me suehas
was an ikrar, or

introduction ofa

authority of the wife in

the

seems very extraordinary, especially

as

it

con

tained no signature of the wife, but that of the husband only.
The validity

condition, in the

a

absence

of the wife’s

is questionable.

signature,

It

of such

of the witnesses, on the

to invalidate the evidence

is sought

ground of the want of good faith so often shewn by wit

general

The fact is unfortunately true; but, in

in India.

nesses

*e

of documentary evidence, the depositions must be allow_
to have much force, especially as the documentary
evidence

absence
ved

by the voluntary act of the defendant
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was destroyed
1

that the Judge was right in assuming the

think, therefore,

conditions contained in Mrs. Arakeil’s ﬁrst petition, as the basis

It

of his decision.

remains to consider

whether,

under those

conditions, the decree is good and sound.
The plaintiff and

this separation

Before

separation.

tiff

are living in a state of

from each other, and

openly

separated

are husband and wife, who have

defendant

took place, and when the plain

a minor living with her husband,

was

mary order,

gave defendant

property.

consider

I

that the defendant

possession

this Court, by

a sum

of the whole of his wife's

that possession to have been in trust, and

is accountable.

This is the view taken by the

Zillah Judge also.
Again, as it has been decided that the property belongs to the
plaintiff, it is necessary to determine whether there is any law or
usage

such

as to deprive

own property,
separated,

her.

I

and

to

the plaintiff of the right to control her

reciuire

her husband, from whom she has

to render an account and deliver over the property to

know of no law which can bar her claim.

The defendant

seeks

to bar it under the English law

; and on

this point it is necessary to determine whether the English law is
applicable. I have no hesitation in saying that it is not applica
ble.

The precedents

invariably

been

537-38

guided

show
by

that this Court, in similar cases, has
the usage of Armenians

3 and

I

ﬁnd
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in this case, which can operate to deprive the
of the right to dispose of her own property, notwith
part, was, that the wife should not,

t

that the intention of the

conceive

on the husband’s

A

I

standing her coverture.
ikrarnameh,

r

plaintiff

o
o

1848.

proved

a

no usage

n

Harapiet Ara—

toon, v. Cathe >

rina Aratoon.
by reason of her marriage, forfeit her right to dispose of her own
precise

remains

I

do

clearly as

claims being

it

Such

his debts.

of it merely bar any claim on the
not liable for
and declare

terms

to dispose of

it

the

:

it,

property

part of the husband

was before marriage.

not in this case enter

upon the rights of husbands

wives of the Armenian persuasion

3

It

is

quite clear that

of the Armenians has been established

to vitiate this

contract, and

it

no usage

and

generally the parties have saved

trouble by executing the contract.

me the

right of the wife

the

barred,

must therefore remain in full force.

I

The appellant (defendant) has also claimed that some provision
do not at present enter into the
be made for the children.
plain that the defendant having desand being at open variance

living separately,

not

ﬁt person to act as a

a

settlement,
is

with her,

and

is

It

troyed his wife's marriage

of her property. The plaintiff has
sued to obtain what belongs to her and
am satisﬁed that the
;

I

in the management

trustee

in every respect consistent with law

is

Judge’s award in her favor

'

taken to them.

If the

defendant

could have

what does not belong to her, the

point would have been open to discussion

but no such exception
in his account

The Judge has allowed to the defendant

taken.

in trust.

so expended

is

it,

having held

it

plaintiff;

of

and the defendant

evidently due to

bound to render her an account

The award of the Judge

is

what has not been

and

the

is

sum which has been expended for the beneﬁt and use of the

any

family

3

is

to be observed that no

;

is

distinct exception

shewn that the wife has claimed

is

As regards the details objected to,

it

and equity.

hereby

afﬁrmed.

that the English law does not apply to this
have come with reference to the
case, and to this conclusion
have

above said

I

I

It

adduced.

that in fact no such law
defendant
date

the

was contended that these precedents

do

that this Court decided under the Armenian law, and
referred

in existence

3

precedents

not shew

is
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matter of their rights.

and the counsel for the

to the report of the Law Commission,

31st October

1640, in support

of his assertion

under

that the

538-39

'
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On referring to that
report (for which, as the recorded opinion of the learned and able

re. t o o n

jurists,

toon, r. Cathe

rina Aratoon.

as the lax loci, is applicable.

law,

I

entertain great respect),

‘encleavouml

the English

dence,
soon

as India

cided

manner.

correct,’

I

ﬁnd that the Law Commission

principles of jurispru

that, on the general

to shew’

law became

the

lea:

The Law

the new

Commission

law recommended

adds,

‘if

this sentence is

is that a new law be passed, enacting
be

the lea: loci as

far

as

opposed to the Acts of the Indian legislature.

to render the

is necessary

is that

vation against

English

N ow, if

law applicable,

a new act

the natural

act;more

is not applicable without a new

if

that the

applicable and not

declaratory, is to contain a reser

It

its application to time past.

is true that the

is,

Court of Calcutta holds the law of England

he appli
understand, with reference to

;

I

to Armenians
but this
cable
the terms of the charter of that Court, which does not apply to

authority for Armenians

is

our Courts. The Law Commission admits that there
for considering the English

law the lea:

it;

and

these

must be our guide till

precedents

a

is

is

it

is

and even that there

no express

very grave authority opposed to this
certain that the prac
opinion. But, whether right or wrong,
tice of our Courts, as appears from the precedents,
opposed to
loci,

new law be

law

All that

should be produced.

can at

that the

vil

now no existing written code of laws

law, and

that there

is

Emperor Justinian caused

it

relative to the old Armenian law,

is,

be such

present he discovered

it

there

certainly no other law applicable to Armenians
a

But there

is

passed.

if

to be superseded

by the Roman

;

admitted by Armenians, generally, as binding on them certainly
ritual law and
no such law
produced. They have usages and
precedents

it

from the

appears

to have

been

;

a

is

the practice

usages.
no

But this practice

reason

Among

of

of their
know of

for referring to priests as expounders of civil law
and Hindoos, the ritual and civil law

the Mahomedans

are so mixed together
are

open to many objections.

I

this Court to refer to Armenian priests for an exposition
is
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Supreme

it

when the new act,

especially

The direct

tci

however,

law of England shall

inference

as

is in its nature declaratory;

but it should not be allowed to operate on the past.
proposal,

India

loci of British

became British 3 but this is expressed in an unde

:

Harapiet A ras

English

ci

A

1848.

consequently
539-40

as to be undistinguishable, and the priests

the persons

most able to explain either.

But

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT'.
this is not the
ther

with Christians

case

with them religion is altoge-

:

I

of civil law; and

independent

633

see no reasom

for placing

Armenian Christians in civil matters under the authority of their
priests,

are probably as unﬁt to

who

decide a question

law as those of our own Protestant Church.

Armenian priests,

on a requisition

from

of civil

many of the-

Indeed,

1343
_

is:

Hazl'ge:
toon,v.Cathe
mm Amwn'

this Court, refused to

an opinion on a point of this description, alleging not only'
that they were priests and not jurists, but that it was contrary to
the principles of their religion and to the practice of their priest
give

hood to meddle with temporal
no doubt well
teachers.

which is.

concerns,-—-a forbearance

calculated to uphold their character as spiritual

Other Armenian priests have given answers to ques»

tions put to them; but they refer to no books or authorities;
they differ from
consistent

each

on some points, and are not alWays

other

The truth is they have nothing to

with themselves.
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guide them, any more than this

Of

very little use.

course

Court;

we can

and their assistance

take evidence

is of

on. oath as to

special usage or custom ; but there appears to be but very little,

if any, well

deﬁned special usage peculiar to Armenians ; and we

are thus reduced to the ﬁrst principles of equity.

It

is admitted

that, in matters of succession, the Armenians have been guided.
by the Mahomedan,

In this

case

I

in countries
have

where that law is the

la loci.

leaving the party
impugning it to invalidate it on special grounds of usage, law, or
But the extreme uncertainty of the law under which
practice.
on the contract,

gone

the Armenians live is a point urgently requiring the attention of
the legislature.
ing

It

is also to be observed that the longer the

pass—

of an Act on the subject is delayed, the greater will be the

difﬁculty.

In

the meantime

cept that of equity,
evidence,

there is no positive general law, ex

limited by special usage to be established

by

and by private contract and agreement.

MAHARAJAH KISHEN KISHORE MANIK,

Appellant,

versus

COLLECTOR OF SYLHET, MOULVEE GHOUS ALI,
others,

twenty-ﬁve

THIS

and

.

__

Sylhet, on the 3rd April 1832, for possession of 1,100 dhoous
of land.
s

n B

1848.

September 19.

Respondents.

suit was instituted by the Rajah of Tipperah, in Zillah

1:

__

54041

r Igizbo'lﬂgae\
theeuﬁliaimg
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1818.

The plaintiff stated as follows :—‘ A settlement

(Rajah of Tip
and
perah)
Go ve rnmentI
Sudder
the
D ewan n y
Adewlut held
that they had

of the Pergun

to the north was made with certain parties at the decennial

nahs

; and my raj, the Tipper-ah

settlement

In

to my ancestors.

ﬁrmed

boundaries between
way or other.

I

hills, was at that time eon

1227, Lie'ut.

Fisher marked oil the

my raj and the Government lands in some
and begged that

objected,

full enquiry might

be

Lieut. Fisher
nojurisdietion, made ; and that my proofs might be examined.
as the lands in
raised pillars on spots indicated by the tenants of the Govern
litigation were
0 I aim e d as ment, my enemies,
as the boundary of my raj, and sent in his
within the in
father,
deceased,
My
appealed to the Governor General,
plan.
ter
dependent
ritory

of the
who directed that a suit should be brought in the Civil Court.
former.
P r e v ious Although
ought, under such circumstances, to sue Government
or
summary
suit, yet as some of my raj lands have been included
in
one
only
der
ot
the
Court, direct
in the said plan, and the Government tenants have laid claim to
ing trial of the
suit
its them as lands for which they have engaged with the Government,
on
over—
merits,
(though in fact no such settlement was made with them,) and
ruled.

I
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as some of these

tenants have sued other tenants in the Courts,

some of them have

and

them calling them
measure
the

on the

new

and

made with

an ameen has been sent to

part of Government on the spot, and as some of

ryuts under‘ my raj are now in possession of the lands, some

of which are also khas,
‘

applied to have settlements
lands,

I

therefore

sue Government with them.

Although these lands are beyond the jurisdiction of the Com

pany’s Courts, and are in my raj,

I sue

under the above order of

Government (as the ryuts under the Magistrate’s order are in
under Regulation IV.
as per detailed boundaries,
possession,)
and

1793,
my

raj and

request

a proper boundary may be laid down between

the Government,’

The following are the judgments delivered

in this case by the

presiding Judges, Mr. Dick, Sir R. Barlow, and Mr. Hawkins :—
Sm R. BARLOW--—Th6 Judge of Sylhct tried this case, and,
of opinion that he had no jurisdiction, dismissed

being
appeal

to this Court, a late Judge,

proceeding

of the

Court’s order,

and

16th

of January

Mr-

J.

1839,

it.

On

F. M. Reid, in his
reversed

the lower

directed that it should be tried on its merits

suit had been instituted in the Company's Courts under
instructions from the Secretary to Government to the address of
as the

the Rajah.

Accordingly, on the 25th of
by the Judge, and a decision
ﬁll-~42.

J use 1841,

the case was disposed

was given in favor of Government.

of

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY .XDAWLU'I‘.
An appeal

preferred by the Rajah to this Court, and was
Dick, and was by him sent on for another voice,

was

laid before Mr.
upon which

035

it

1848.

Maharajah
Ki~
Kishen
to me to defer proceeding
with the case for atwelvemonth, in shore Manik,
order that time might be given to the parties to settle it amica v. Collector of
and
Sylhct
bly. This was granted, and the whole of the papers were ac others.

cordingly

Application was then made

was placed on my ﬁle.

referred

fussil for a long

After having remained

to Sylhet.

'

be effected.

The case was then taken up by me
the jurisdiction

requesting the
to

of the Court,

I

,' and

circulated

opinion' of my colleagues,

full bench sitting

a

in the mo

time, it was reported that no adjustment could

; and

having doubts as to

a note on

that point,

and referred

the

ease

the case has this day been brought

.to a hearing.

The plaintiff, it will be seen, asserts that the lands he claims
of the Company‘s

beyond the jurisdiction

are
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within the boundaries of his ancestral

Courts, and situate

ra', which he desires to

have marked off and separated from the Company's territories ;
and he sets forth in his plaint the grounds on which he has re
to our Courts.

sorted

Neither the letter of the Secretary to Government, nor the con
sent of the Rajah himself, can create jurisdiction where none before
existed,

nor have they the force of law.

The dispute now before

the Court appears to me to be one of right to territory claimed
two independent
nizable by the

Civil Courts

of the Company,

I am

able to ascertain,

there is not a case in the books

which would justify our interference.
and

tained,
how,

I

the

which cannot enlarge

without express sanction of law; and,

or extend their jurisdiction
so far as

by

powers, and cannot form a subject of action cog

If the

plaint were enter

Court passed judgment in favor of the plaintiff,

would ask, is such judgment to be executed?

Should we

not, by the very conditions of the plaint, and the terms in which
the judgment would be given, decree that which eonfessedly was
beyond our jurisdiction, inasmuch as the lands claimed would by
that judgment be declared

to

be

situate within the independent

territory of the Rajah of Tipperah, and therefore awarded to him?

It

has

been,

in

the

course of the pleadings,

contended

that the

provisions of Regulation IV. of 1812, are applicable to this case.
After attentive perusal of this regulation, I do not ﬁnd that it
provides for an action of the nature now before the Court. Clause
B n n n

2

5|":

.

1

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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.1848.

of Section

2

have claims

only refers to cases ‘when sovereign native princes shall
to prefer as individuals to lands, &c., the cognizance of

‘Maharajah which is vested-by the general constitution of the
country in the
Kiahen
Ki
Courts of civil ,judicature, when it shall be competent to the
shore Manik,
12.Collector
of
Sylhet
and GOVernor General in Council to order a suit to be instituted for
others.
the recovery of the land,’ &c. ; whereas the claim in this suit is
tpreferred by an independent

Rajah against the Government itself.

‘Clause 2 provides for the defence of suits brought against indi
~vidualsireferred to in Clause 1.
Under Section 5, Regulation IV.
-of 1793,

the Courts

vand

I

our

cognizance.

am aware

to entertain ‘complaints on account of

are

any matter declared

cognizable,

&c.’

No law has been quoted,

of none which brings the present action within

I

would therefore,

in concurrence

with

Mr.

Hawkins, throw out the plaint as not coming within the jurisdic
of our Courts, and‘charge costs to the parties respectively

>tion

wamns. —It

MR.

appears

disputes had frequently occurred
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of this case that

from the records

between the Rajah of Tipperah

'and certain Zemindars under our Government, respecting

the boun

of the latter and those of the Rajah's

dary between the estates

Attempts were made at various times, by

independent territory.

the deputation of ofﬁcers to the spot, to adjust these differences,
'

but without giving satisfaction to the Rajah.
At length the Government wrote to the Rajah, pointing out

to

him the measures that had already been taken for a settlement of
the disputes,
nation.
limits

It

and intimating its regret at their unsuccessful termi

informed him that disputes of this nature,

'Courts of Justice.

That

this, however, was not

conterminous states within the Company’s

to the

boundary between

neighbouring independent
could obtain

those

right to the lands claimed
On

ting

terrritories

for those

see

territories, but

and the lands of a

raj ; adding, however,

a. decree from

no objection, but would

a case

at issue related not to the boundary be

Courts, as the question
tween

within the

territories, were decided by the ordinary

of the Company’s

that if the Rajah

the Courts of Justice, declaratory of his
by him, the Government would urge
him put in possession of them.

this the Rajah instituted the present action, expressly set
forth in his petition of plaint that the lands are beyond the

of the Company's Courts, but pleading the authority
of the Government as the ground of his application to them.

jurisdiction

The Zillah Judge, in the ﬁrst instance, nonsuited
542-43

the plaintiff for

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY
of jurisdiction

want

Mr. Reid,

Judge of this Court.

a

G37

but his order was summarily overruled

;

case on its merits;

ed the

ADAWLUT.

and

by

The Zillah Judge then dismisshis judgment the present

from

to this Court.

appeal has been preferred

to entertain the same question

to do

case, it
Mr. Reid’s

given

to

so.

appears

to

reluctance

stage of the pro

me to be absolutely

order is based on the permission
to sue in our Courts-

Rajah by Government

the

feel the greatest

at any subsequent

ceedings ; but, in this
necessary

I

this Court,

by

The

jurisdiction of our Courts is constituted and deﬁned by legislative
and nothing short of that can alter, modify, or extend

N 0 letter

it.

that which is beyond

and Mr. Reid erred

the former without reference

in recognising

therefore,

Reid was in error,

we are compelled

to avoid

of jurisdiction,

the

to re-consider

absurdity of passing

which we feel, while pronouncing

the question
a judgment

to be worthless

and of no

force.

Regulation

8,

By

Section

powered

III.

1793, the Zillah Courts are em

to take cognizance of suits and complaints respecting the

right of real property, provided the landed or other real property
to which the suit or complaint may relate, shall be situated within
Regulation IV.

1793,

that,

provided

written complaint, on account of any

matter declared cognizable

by the Zillah or City Courts of Dewan

issue

to

the

summons

proper Zillah or City Court, the Court

to the defendants.

These provisions,

I

ny Adawlut,

is

upon any person preferring

a

5,

Again, by Section

is

limits of the Zillah over which their jurisdiction may extend.
it

the

a

to

think,

clearly deﬁne and limit the jurisdiction of the Company’s Courts,
which are Courts of private municipal, not of public international
do not think

to the constitution of our Courts,

I

reference

they can entertain

by the claimant to be beyond

a

With

jurisdiction.

suit for real property, alleged

the limits of the Company’s

ry. The grounds set forth in argument by the appellant‘s
upon which

it

is‘alleged

territo
pleaders,

the Court can take cognizance of the

suit, are four :—
First.

That there

is
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and

can bring within

it as laid down by law;

A judgment in a matter beyond jurisdiction is a
if it shall appear primd facie that Mr.

to the latter.

nullity;

of the Government

or permission

our jurisdiction

it,

authority,

1848.

Kiszletharaljpil:
Show

When the order of nonsuit passed by a lower Court has been
summarily reversed

_—

nothing in the constitution of our Courts
543-44

Mmik,

gylggllecfg";
others.

IN THESUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
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638
1848.

to bar its jurisdiction.

I

have already in effect stated

my opinion,

that this ground cannot be maintained, as the Zillah Courts can
M aharajah

Kisheu

Ki

shore
M anik,
n. Collector of

Sylhet
others.

and

not pass ovcr their local jurisdiction into independent
of Regulation

sions

instituted

territory.

That the suit may be entertained under the provi

Secondly.

by

IV.

sovereign

This Regulation refers to suite

1812.

native princes as individuals,

claimants of land beyond the limits of the Company’s

Thirdly.

not

as

possessions.

That we may proceed with the case as both parties
There is nothing in our code

have submitted to the jurisdiction.

which admits of this.
cannot

extend

Fom'thly.

it

Our jurisdiction

is limited by law, and we

even upon consent of parties.

That our Courts have already decided upon the suc

to the raj of Tipperah, and consequently there can be no
bar to the proceeding with a case concerning a small portion of
cession

the estates belonging to the raj.
The answer
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limits

to this is, that the Rajah has estates within the

of the British possessions ; and in the event of a disputed
our Courts must decide who is entitled to succeed to

succession,
them.

This invo'lves the succession to the raj

of the raj gives

the

title to the property.

different from the assumption of jurisdiction

2 as the possession

This is altogether
in such a case as the

one now before us.

I

accordingly concur with

Sir It. Barlow in dismissing

the

by the culinary Courts of Justice.

plaint as not cognizable
Mn. Dana—I am of opinion these suits are cognizable

by our
Courts. First, because the lands in dispute (the subject matter
in dispute) at the present form portions of a district indisputably
within our jurisdiction, and our Courts only can declare to whom
they rightly belong; for since they are in the possession of sub
jects of our Government, our own Government cannot interfere
If our Courts
save through the instrumentality of our Courts.
cannot decide

regarding their proprietary, therelis no power on
Our Government has restricted itself from inter

earth that can.
the individuals in possession by, its own regulations
and our Government has prohibited the Rajah from at
in‘ force
ference with
;

tempting to interfere, but through our Courts, on pain of punish
Second, because the Rajah himself has removed all difﬁcul
ment.

by rendering himself at once amenable to our
there is
jurisdiction and appealing to our justice. Third, because
nothing in our regulation law restricting us from the cognizance
ty,

if

any existed,

544-45
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cases.
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639

is a fallacy to suppose that we are restricted

1818.

administering justice, save between subjects of the British

from

Maharajah
Ki
Kishen
how suits are to be instituted, when one of the parties may be a shore Manik.
v. Collector of
sovereign native prince ; and here .I would note, that this law Sylhet
nn d
gives no new jurisdiction, but merely enacts a mode or rule, as others.

Regulation IV. 1812, we are expressly

By

GOVernmcut.

told

In accordance
suming the existence previously of jurisdiction.
Courts,
the
of
the
asproved by the
with which was
practice
of our Courts, which establish that suits institut

are precedents

of the family of the Rajahs of 'l‘ipperah,

ed by the members
held

to decide

them

ivere

by our Courts, and that our Ceiirts have taken

cognizable

upon

Fourth, because there

of 1809 A. D.

cited hereafter,

precedent,

who

should inherit the raj, and actually

proﬁts payable by the person who was in posses
It is true, the Suit related to the zemindarec
sion of the raj.

decreed

actually decided
it.

The

who should inherit the ra', or ought to inherit

subject matter in suit was unquestionably within the

jurisdiction
the

of our Courts, but neither of the parties was

Rajahs

really independent,

were

stricted themselves
the Rajah,

to decreeing
he might

whoever

J obraj

Doorga Munee

,

lut Reports, Volume I.
Much
May
of
day

to

the

1813.

Again,

Tipperah

sued

by the

Zillah

; and

possession on the zemindaree
be,

(cide

if

Court would have re
to

Ramgunga Deo versus

pp. 270—273, new edition,
effect

in 1839
an

for maintenance.

the

March 24th, 1809, Sudder Dewanny Adaw

same

by the Principal
peal

of our Courts; but the Court

subject to the jurisdiction

only,
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mesne

elder

pp. 361—4366.)

is the precedent
A. D.,

a widow

Ranee

and

ﬁled

of

25th

Rance of Rajah

the Rajah

of

the

The suit was tried in the first instance

Sudder

J udge-

Ameen

of the Zillah

Afterwards

;

a special

then

in ap

appeal

was

admitted by two Judges

of the Sudder Court (Messrs. Tucker
and Reid), and ultimately decided by Sir Robert Barlow against
and the Rajah in 1842 A. D., (vide Soomithra,
versus Muddoo Muthee.) So far then as precedents go, the Rajahs
of Tipperah and the members of their family haVe been consider
the elder

ed

Renee

subject to the jurisdiction

of our Civil Courts to the utmost

extent, ever since 1809 A'. D., nearly 40 years; and in strict ac
cordance with all this, is'the direction: given by our G0vernment
to the Rajah to have recourse to our Cour-ts.
a common individual

It

could only he as

that they so directed him to sue; for had
515-46
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640
'1848.

they looked upon him in the light of a sovereign native prince,

they

would most assuredly have appointed oﬁicers to conduct his suits

I am, moreover, conﬁrmed in my
Maharajah under Regulation IV. 1812.
Kishen
Ki~
view of the very limited independency of the Muharajahs of Tip
shore Manik,
v. Collector of
perah, by ﬁnding, among our records, proofs (letter from Mr. W.
Sylhet
others.

and

Paton, Judge of Zillah Tipperah, 8th May 1813,) connected

with

the precedent cited of 1813,that the Judge was directed by Govern
ment to maintain in possession of the independent
whom

person

the

immediate possession of the zemindaree

tory;

and

territory, the

Sudder Court might consider entitled to the

a letter

situated within our terri

from Mr. George Dowdeswell, Chief Secretary

to Government, dated 24th April 1813, to the Register of the Sud
der Court, in which the Sudder Court is requested to decide, as
soon as possible,
‘

for

the

who is entitled to possession on the zemindaree

Judge will be directed to maintain the same person in

other individual shall have established
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on the hills,

of the independent territory

possession

This

perty.’

;

shews,

until

any

a superior title to the pro

that even the dominion of the independent

territory was maintained, or not, through the medium of the Civil
It further appears from a letter of
Courts by our Government.
the Judge, Mr. Paton, dated 18th April 1813, reporting the death
of the Rajah Doorga Manik, that Ramgunga, who on the demise of
his father had taken possession of both the zemindaree
independent hill

Sudder Dewanny of 1809 A. D., cited above.

the

and the

estate, was ejected from both by the decision

of

Surely, then,

Rajahs of Tipperah and the members of their family have
to our Courts as defendants for so long a
been held amenable

if

the

so repeatedly, is it not strange that when one of them
for redress in our Courts, he is to be told that he cannot be

period,
sues
heard

Fifth,

for want of jurisdiction?

even on the supposition

that the Rajah is a sovereign native prince, in no way subject to
our Government or amenable to our Courts, I hold that these
by us under our own regulation law, since he
has submitted to our jurisdiction in accordance with the wishes
suits are cognizable

of the British Indian Government, and comes before us as a com
The compact between him and our Government
mon individual.
was, that

if

he would have recourse

to our Courts and submit the

adjudication of his claim to them, the Government would abide
He has accordingly stripped himself of
by the Courts' decision.
his independent sovereignty,
54647

and

appears

before our Courts for

CASES IN THE SUDDER. DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

It

redress as a common individual.

was in this character,

18 48.

'indubi

tably, that our Government directed him to have recourse
Courts.

641

to-

our

They well know he could appear in no other character,

Maharajah
Kisheu
Ki~
cannot for shore M anik,
a moment entertain the notion that our Government entered into v_ Collector of

that he would be heard in no other character

; and

I

with the Rajah, and referred him to our Courts
without ﬁrst satisfying themselves that he was sure

a solemn compact

for redress,

In

of a hearing.
a sovereign

is

a n d

this latter view of the case, viz., that the Rajah

native prince, appearing

should have

ofﬁcers

Sylhet
others.

been

appointed

as a suitor in our Courts,

to conduct his suits under

Regulation IV. 1812.

___.

BIBI TAKOI SHERAAB, KHAJAII GABRIEL AVIETIC
TER STEPHANOOS,

1848.

and others, Appellants,

September

oermw
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MUKEETHUR VARDOON,
FUREEDOON

BEGLAR, Respondent.

THIS
Ameen

was an appeal from a decision of the Princip'al Sudder
of Dacca, dated 28th November l844, in which Zillah the

suit had

been instituted on the 12th December
lowing was the decree appealed against :—

“ Plaintiff

declares

1843.

The fol

that Mr. David Beglar obtained

a decree

against Abedtectorﬂ Stephanoos, the father of Gabriel, defendant ;
that the father died, leaving his property to his son, Gabriel, and
the

probate of the

latter obtained

will from

the Supreme

that Mr. Beglar sued Gabriel in the Supreme
in question,_

and

Court;

Court for the debt

that Court decreed the claim against Gabriel

;

that Beglar applied for execution, and the Sheriff having put up
for sale Gabriel’s landed property, plaintiff bought it, and brings
the present action to obtain possession of the land.

4

“ Takoi Sheraab
disputes the claim, contending :-—ﬁrst, that on
the 11th Maugh 1234, she bought talooks Roopgunge and Bho
laboo of Gabriel’s father, Abedtector Stephanoos,
bebn

Stephanoos,
annas

for 13,000 rupees,

that Abedteetor
in possession since.
Secondly,
the 2nd Bhadro 1239, conditionally sold (kut) 4!
6 gundahs,, 2 krants of Pergunnah Dukhin Shahbauzpoor,

and has

on

tho zemindaree

and

talook,

together with

Abzool Fuqeera, to her, for rupees 24,000

f

Sic oriyincl.

20.

then his Executor DAOOD

May be read throughout

0000

ehurs
; and

Lukhee

and

that she has ob.

as Avietic Tor,

517

In a suit for
of
possession
in
property
Zillah Decca
at
purchased
a Sheriff's sale
in execution of
adecree ol' the
S u p r cm 0
Court,
judg~
ment of lower
Court in favor
of

plaintiil',
aﬂirmed.

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

642
1848.

tained

a

Assin
Bibi

Takei

that on the 15th

Thirdly,

property.

bought of Abedtector Stephanoos

she

the upper

at Mahoottoolee for 1,000 rupees_ and has_been in
possession fromthat date. FOZU‘l/Lly, that the lower-roomed house and

roorned

house

and
Sheraab
others, 1:. Mil
Var
keethur
garden at
doon, then his
1)a~
executor
and that
ond Fureedoun
Beglar.

for this

decree

1239,

Mahoottoolce was sold for Abedteetor Stephanoos’s debts,
Banerjee bought it at auction ,and that

Hurchuudur

Kartik

she, on the 11th

that a sale by the
pany’s Courts.
“ Gabriel

124-1,

bought it of the Banerjee.

szlhly,

Sheriﬁ' of Calcutta is not valid in the CORP
that the houses

contends

and another house,

were

sold

and

garden

in question,

his father was living, in

whilst

satisfaction of a decree of Court; that Mr. lleglar bought one
of the houses, and others bought the rest ; that Takoi Sheraab
bought the whole of lioopgunge and Bholaboo,
of that Pl'operty

session
Sheraab

sued

for 4 aunas,
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hin Shahbauzpoor,
that place
re-lrial,

2

krauts of Pergunnah Duk

and ehurs Lukhee and Abzool

and that the claim was then decreed
he

Fuqeera, in the

and the Principal Sudder Ameen of

the claim ; that the case was sent back for

dismissed

tute of means,

&e., and is in pos

that after his father’s decease, Takoi

6 guudahs,

Court of Backergunge,

Zillah

fore

;

could not appeal

taken possession

; and

;

;

that being desti

that his mother has there

that he himself is not in possession of

any part of the property claimed by plaintiﬁ.
“ Pomrs FOR ADJUDICATION :

“ 1"irst.-—Is
the Company’s

a Sheriﬁ"s

sale held to be a good and valid sale in

Courts?

“ Smund.-Are Takoi Sheraab's purchases
bondﬁde transactions?
“ With reference to the ﬁrst point, we ﬁnd from the decree dated

15th January 1842,

(Hurprushad

drokauth, respondent)
(Nobin

Krishno

and

that

Ghose,
dated

appellant, and Chun

23rd September

1837,

appellant, and Bishumber Seal, res

Iluvaldar,

pondent,) passed by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and published
in their reports,—of which plaintiff has ﬁled a copy, —that sales
by the Sheriff of the Supreme
and that the purchasers

Court of Calcutta have been unheld

have been put in possession.

This point

must be considered as ﬁnally disposed of.
“ \Vith reference to the main question as to whether the alleged

therefore

of Takoi Sheraab are band ﬁde transactions, we ﬁnd that
the kubala for Roopgunge and Bholaboo, dated llth Maugh 1234,
purchases
bears

the
.548

names

of

seven

witnesses ; but that four have not been

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY

Sui-ma, the writer

Defendants say that Itameoomar

examined.

of the deed,

and

Sumbhoonath Chnnd

GlJ

ADAWLU’I‘.
1848.

are dead 3 that Sheik

T-ibi Takni
and
Sheraa'u
Of the three others, 1:. Mu~
and that they cannot point out ltamtonoo.
licethur Var~
witnesses that have been examined, Bhyrub Singh is a low man ;
doon, then his
as door-keeper,
and cannot read nor write. executor Da~
he was employed
Ml Furecdoon

Buxoo

is not

found—they do not know where he is gone

to be

Bydnath

Ghose

o

to;

Sumbhoonath Ghose at ﬁrst denied having Beglar.
but they afterwards confessed to

and

with defendants,

any concern

to Abed*

having been servants
Takoi'Sheraab’s
father and

son

son.

These

the father of Gabriel,

Sahcb,

witnesses

to each other.

Sumbhoonath deposes' that he

went before the kubala had commenced
he

to be written; and that

returned after the giving and taking had transpired

was

there

two dunds

;

people

brought 13,000

house,

and

counted

re-couuted the
kubala.

rupees

in 13 toras from Khanzada Bibi’s

out the money

that

;

that Abed

money ,- and

But it

that he

;

that after he went there, Takoi Sheraab’s
Ahed-Saheb’s people
then signed the

Saheh

appears that Takoi Sheraab and Abed Saheb were

It

then living together in the same house.

seems strange then

is,

that LTakoi Sheraab’s money should be kept in the house of ane
The payment and the receipt of money by people
ther person.

a

a

under such circumstances
in itself,
suspicious circumstance.
“ Takoi Sheraab has ﬁled this kuhala
before in
dabidaree claim
which she preferred when Mr. leglar executed the Zillah decree;
and the kubala was then pronounced

The opinion then

fabricated.

that

is

;

in possession of his father’s estate

dabidar’s master had died greatly in debt

it

and

son, who was made heir to

;

his property,

a

slave girl in the family of Abedtector

that she had borne him
is

Stephanoos

;

but that the purchaser was

a

‘

recorded (see roobukaree 1-1-th July 1838,) was that the dabidar
alleges to have purchased the property of Abedtector Stephanoos,

that the

not improba

ble he may have fabricated the knbala with the view to evade the
of Lewis Earnest.
been

purchased

Takoi

Sheraab

session.

indeed

is

This

The

is,

claims of his creditors.

property

for 13,000 rupees.

proved by the evidence

moreovor,

It

appears

alleged

to have

incredible that

but has failed.

a

should have so large
sum of money in her pos
Shc was called on to prove when she got this money,

_"

-
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in the relation of

stand

She has examined

Sic original.

some witnesses on the subject,

May be read throughouh

eeec2

as Avietcc.

548-49
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but they depose

that Susan Bibi

Abedtector Stephanoos
Bibi

Takoi

but among

to give Takoi

the witnesses

Hanni Bibi

had desired
Sheraab

10,000

and

rupees

;

only Dana Bibi and Bydnath Chose say

Sheraab
and
The witnesses are
on this occasion.
others, a. M u— that they were present
\keethur
Van
insigniﬁcant people.
They say that Manik Saheb, Kacheek
doon, then his
executor
Da
Saheb, Boro Kacheek Saheb, and Baugdusser were present ; but
-nod Fureedoou
is safe enough to name persons who have
they are not living.
disglnr.

It

Dana Bibi deposes further that Susan Bibi died

ceased to exist.

2 or 4 years after the money

Had Susan Bibi really

was given.

intended to give the money, why did she not give it while liviug'l
It appears that Susan Bibi died, leaving a will in favor of Abed
tector Stephanoos

do not aver that the

will

con

of the nature in question. The witnesses depose
Susan Bibi desired that the money should be given,

tains 'any

that

but defendants

;

bequest

when

Takoi Sheraab’s

ago

was 9 or 10 years old ; that her name was
; that she has recentp

Lukhee, and she was in caste a Mussulman
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1y

the name of Takoi Sheraab,

assumed

This would

and become a Christian.

prove that Susan Bibi did not adopt Takoi Sheraab

that to give her so large a sum is therefore

and

probable.

dying,

;

extremely im

Raja Bibi and Bydnath depose that Hanni Bibi, when

gave

the

money

to Takoi Sheraab

afterwards, that she heard
her mother-in-law.

;

but Raja Bibi admits

the statement from her husband and

Bydnath

admits that he had not

seen

the

N ow,

though it was not necessary to take evidence
of the kubala, as Abedtector Stephanoos had fabricated the knbala,
money given.

with the view to defraud his creditors
prove where

;

but the witnesses do not

dabidar had brought the money from, or who
took the money there: none of the witnesses prove that the pro
perty was ever in her possession.
The witnesses say that she had
no

the

omlah of her own ; that Stephanoos’s

omlah attended

to her

business.

“As the Judge released this property in the case of Mr. Pe
truse, he did so again in a summary proceeding ; but now that the
point is litigated in a regular‘suit, defendant should have offered
evidence

rebutting

the facts above stated ; but she has not done

this.
“ We ﬁnd further
nates

that Abedtector Stephanoos

in his will be

the whole of his property to his son, Gabriel, and desig

queaths

Takoi Sheraab

disagreed

as a servant

of the

house

; stating that if

she

with her son, or wished to live separate, the executor

549-50
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045

Is it credible that

shall give her a hundred rupees monthly.

a

should, in her own right, have the means of making pur

servant

chases to the extent ﬁrst of 13,000 rupees for this property, then
29,000

rupees

for Pergunnah Dukhin

and again

Shahbauzpoor,

2,950 rupees for the two houses, making in all the sum of 44,950

if

the sale of Roopguuge

and Bholaboo

rupees i'

Besides,

mortgage

on Dukhin Shahbauzpoor be bond ﬁde transactions,

and the

this

would absorb the whole of the property, and leave nothing for the
of the

maintenance

or any thing with which to pay his

son,

mother the hundred rupees monthly bequeathed
strange too- that Abed’s

principal

It

in the will.

property, the zemindaree

is

of

Dukhin Shahbauzpoor, being thus involved, no mention of it shoud
have been made in the will regarding its redemption.
Again, the
Collector’s roobukaree,
of Takoi

name

16th May 1838, shows that the

dated

was inserted in the register of mutations

Sheraab
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as proprietress of Roopgunge and Bholaboo 5 but the roobukaree
at the same time records

that

‘

he

had

made

a ﬁctitious transfer in the name of his

slave girl, with the view of evading

Abed

that
and

that Mr. Petruse opposed
"We

mencement.

Gasper,

see also

1841, that

November

his claims.’

really in debt

Saheb was

Pogose had
two decrees

the proprietor, for 32,000 rupees;

against Abedtector Stephanoos,
that

Mr. Petruse Nicoese

transfer on the ground that he had

the

opposed

and

We ﬁnd, therefore,

to a considerable

amount,

the transfer from the very cem

from the Suddcr's decree, dated 3rd

Gabriel, her son, had

in the

ease

of Mr.

when suing Gabriel, avowed that the property new claim

ed was his

;

and from the Sudder’s

roobukaree

of the 18th March

1841, it appears that Gabriel, when the Zillah decree was execut
ed,

gave

security for, and kept possession of the property

from all these circumstances,
'

Shemab was but
and that he and

that

1813.

a domestic

we may fairly conclude

of the house

5

; and

that Takoi

that she bore Gabriel,

his mother lived in Abed Saheb’s house; and

though' Takoi Sheraab’s

name was thus recorded

as proprie

tress of Roopgunge

and Bholaboo, yet as she was destitute of the

means

of paying

for the property, as she was at the time living

in the

same

house with

the seller, as she had no omlah of her
own, as Abed was in debt, and as one of his creditors had op
posed the transfer in question, we have every reason to infer that
the bill of sale, with the view of defrauding his
that
the
transfer in the Collector’s books is no evidence
3

Abed fabricated
creditors
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right and title to the property had lapsed out of his
being by his will conveyed to Gabriel, his

the

This right

hands.

son, and the Sheriff having sold Gabriel’s right, and plaintiff hav

ing bought those rights at the Sheriff’s sale, there can be no doubt
that those rights have devolved on plaintiff.
“ Takoi Sherarib has not ﬁled the
kubala, dated 2nd Bhadro
for Pcrgunnah Duhhin Shahbauzpoor.

1239,

She has ﬁled the

decree given by the Zillah Court of Dachergungc

for the properly

which that kubala conveys.
But that decree does not bar the
present claim for the following reasons.
First, that Takoi She
sued her own son for the property.

raab

Secondly, that the Prin—

cipal Sudder Ameen, who gave the decree, records that
her

not impugn the

son, does

kubala

kubala, nor deny that his father

that the Court had called for his father’s will,

;

Bhoolooah had appeared for the

the action,

opposed

of their claim

because

the promise of a bondﬁde
but Takoi Sheraab agreed to pay the Government

the estate, and this afforded

against

investigation
demand,

;

her own claim being brought to

thereby prevented

and

Fourlhly, that the Principal Sudder

the test of an actual trial.

Ameen at ﬁrst dismissed the suit
‘

the

kut-kubala

;

and in that decree he declares

did not appear to him to be a valid deed,

for the reasons that the documents ﬁled by the Government prove
that in the junnna-uishust
claim was decreed against

case of mouza Manikpoor, &c., the

share of his zemindaree

near

to

if

as

appears

above

the

the

place where Eyadi

some writing existed

place where

the

Kriddho

written,

which has been erased

signature exists,

this,

but

That about
it

while living with Abcdtector Stophanoos,
two inches

absurd.

;

She pleads ignorance

is

preferred

;

of that property to Government, have appeared

her claim to it?

is

and

conditioni
krants of his zemindaree, to

would she not, when on the 11th Sawun 1241 he

2.} annas

pledged

gundahs,

2

annas,

Takoi Sheraab,

of that decree, he pledged

as security to Government ; that

Bhadro 1239, Abcdtcctor Stephauoos

12th

6

the
4!

on

ally sold

that

Khajah Abedtector Stephanoos;

with the view to stop the execution
annas
if,
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the Deputy Collector of Zillah
Government and

of

but,

Thirdly, that

for his neglect, he has not ﬁled it.’

though ﬁned

that

Gabriel,

the deed ; that he, on the contrary, pleads ignorance

executed
the

‘

that

there appears

to

have been three lines of writing, which has also been erased. That
the same appearances
551-52

of erasure exist below the Armenian char

CASES IN THE SUDDER

l-I‘i‘v’-‘iNNY

under the date of the deed

ADAWLUT.

(if?

that the knhala appears to
have been written after these erasures had been made.
That the
aeters

paper was, moreover,

stampt

purchased

also a ground of suspicion against

That plaintiff has examined
but their evidence

;

for Mr. Petruse, which is

the genuineness

is discrepant;

that plaintiff was Abed Saheb‘s kept

effect

of the deed.

to prove the kubala,
that their evidence is to the

some witnesses

u'omzm.

; that Kanai

Das depeses that plaintiff lived at Abed Saheb’s, and that he fed
That it does not comport with reason to sup
and clothed her.
that she who was fed and clothed by one, should have the

pose

buying his zeniindarec

means of

for 29,000 rupees.

That these

circumstances having proved that plaintiff was Abed Saheb’s kept
defendant is her son,—that plaintiff has brought
weman,-—that
this action

s0n,-and that

objection to the claim,—that

particular
the

against her own

circumstances

of

defendant

offered no

from these together

with

Government claim and that of Mr.

the
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Pctruse, tlie decreeholder, it is clear that, with the view of evad
ing their claims, plaintiff fabricated the kut-kuhala, and dated it
anterior to the date of the Government security bond.’ Let it be
here again repeated,

that the kubala for Roopgunge

is

and Bholaboo

the kubala for the knt in question

for 13,000 rupees—that

is

for 29,000 rupees,——that the kubalas for the two houses are 2,950
making in all 44,050 rupees; and it was not in the power

rupees,

Tain

of

Sher-aab, who was Avietic’s servant,

to command

so large

a sum.

“

I

not therefore

do

consider

a decree

given under these cir

suit of a mother against her son, can in any
way affect the interests of a third party. Besides, the Sudder, in
Construction No. 705, dated 20th July 1832, say that they are of
cumstances,

at the

‘
should the decree in favor of C be proved in a re
opinion that
gular suit instituted by A against 13 and C, to be collusive,

the

estate

of B will

be

liable

to sale

in satisfaction of A’s

decree.’
“ The kubala dated 1239, 15th Assin, bears the names of
fmrr
witnesses.

Of these only two have been examined. Bhyrub Singh
; he was Abed Saheb’s durwan ; he cannot read or

is a low person
write

N aha

3 the

kubala cannot be identified by him. Kangalee Prushad

is defendant’s

“ This

property

Defendant then

his evidence alone will not avail.

ryot

,-

was

attached

preferred

a

under Mr.

dabidarce

l’etrusc’s

decree.

claim, and presented her
532 53
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kubala; but the kubala was considered
Court and
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and
others, v, M“
keethur
Var~
doon, then his
executor
Dan
ood Fureedoon
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the

as fabricated both by this

Judge, and the claim was rejected.

did indeed reverse the decisions,
were not impugned.

The Sudder

but the grounds of the decisions

They set aside

the

order; simply on the

ground that defendant’s purchase could not be declared

But

der a summary investigation.
ed under

IV.

Regulation

void un

now that the point is litigat

1793, that order can prove of no avail.

We have already said that defendant was a servant of Abed, and
that she had no means of making purchases to so large an amount.
“ The kubala dated 11th Kartick 12-14, has the names of seven
witnesses,

of whom only one, named Ramdoolubh, has been ex

amined, but his evidence

Defendant

Chytunno Krishno Surma, is

has produced his deposition taken in a sum

and defendant

dead,

singly can be of no avail.

that one of the witnesses,

declares

mary investigation ; but the deposition does not prove that he
the kubala, nor that the kubala was even shewn to him.

attested

the
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Besides

property was attached under Mr. Petruse’s decree,
had presented a dabidaree claim and ﬁled her

and defendant

kubala, but the kubala was considered as fabricated both by this
The Sudder
Court and the Judge, and the claim was rejected.
did indeed reverse
were

the decision,

but the grounds of the decision

They set aside

not impugned.

ground that defendant’s

purchase

could not be declared void under

the point is litigated under Regulation

Banerjee

appears

in this Court, having examined

1793.

as the purchaser.

the day on which the papers

He

the
was

the witnesses from the be:

the case generally.

ginning and conducted

He was present also

were ﬁrst read.

He was Gabriel's

and cannot be ignorant as to with whose money

servant,

father’s

IV.

the Government bynamah, or bill of sale,

name of Hurchundur
present

simply on the

But that order wil not avail now that

a summary investigation.

“ But further, in

the order,

But from the day his deposition
the property was purchased.
from the Court.
was ordered to be taken he has disappeared
Defendants were advised to produce and examine him, but they

It

have not done so.
was

Abcd’s servant,

purchases

; and

it

has already been stated that Takoi Sheraab
and that she had no means of making these

has appeared

that Abcd was in debt.
were made benamee,

“It

is therefore

553

It

from what has been before stated,

is clear then that some of the kubalas

and that others have been fabricated.

decreed

that plaintiff take possession of 4 annas,

CASES IN THE SUDDER; DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

6719

2 krants, or the right and title of Gabriel Abedtector

6 gundahs,

__
1848.

in talook Roopguugo Bholaboo in Zillah Decca, and of
Bibi Takoi
other property set forth in the plaint, together with
s heranb and
wasilat from May 1843 to date of possession, which plaintiff shall others, 1:. Mn
keethur
Var
receive from Takoi Sheraab and Gabriel Ahedteetor Stephanoos.
doon, then his
Let Mr. David Beglar be exempted from the'claim, and plaintiff executor Da~
Stephanoos,

all the

00d Fureedooa.

pay his costs.”

In

who referred

“Suit
7

Beglar.

Sudder Court the case was ﬁrst laid before Mr. Dick,

the

it to

a full bench with the following note

:—

.

laid at Company’s rupeesi22,586, 7 annas,
2 krants, for possession of certain estates, landed pro,

and appeal

gundahs,

perty and houses, situated in the jurisdiction of the Daeca Courts,
and purchased at a Sheriff's sale in execution of a decree of the
Supreme Court in an action for debt.
,
“ The claim rested on the
at
the
Sherili’s
sale of the
purchase
Gabriel, to the property in suit
The defence of Bibi Takoi Sheraab, the

as heir of his father.

mother of Gabriel, insisted on the validity of her title to the pro,
perty previous to the sale, and on the invalidity of plaintiff’s
title in virtue of the Sheriff’s sale under the circumstances

of the

case.

“ The Principal Sudder
decision,

deemed

for the reasons detailed in his

Ameen,

the validity of the title under the Sheriff's sale

cited, and the purchases

established by precedents

on which de

fendant claimed to hold' possession unworthy of credit.

He there!

fore decreed the whole claim.
T'o sustain the appeal three grounds were set forth.

Principal
be

the

issues

not correctly laid down by the

were

Instead of ‘is a Sheriff's sale held to

Sudder Ameen.

a good and valid' sale in the Company’s

should have

been

whether

title of the purchaser,

“ Second—That

so as

purchase

was ﬁctitious, and,

ﬁctitious name, and obnoxious

July

under Circular Order No. 20, 20th

“ Third—That

the ﬁst issue

Courts can recognise the
to enter into the merits of the claim.

respondent's

the suit was under

Courts

the Zillah

the purchases

if

“ First—That

'I”

“

a

so,v

to nonsuit

1809.

of appellant, Bibi Takoi Sheraab;

were bond ﬁdc, and good and valid.

“ The ﬁrst point only
Judge (Mr. Abcr. Dick)

was,

however,

argued;

the presiding

of opinion that the suit must be
dismissed,—the alienation on which the claim rested being found-—
D

n

n

being

I)
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right and title of the defendant,
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contrary to the law and practice administered

ed on proceedings

obtaining in the Company's

and

in direct subversion

stance,
crees

had been obtained

Courts, and, in the present in

of that law and practice.

Two de

in the Dacca Court by the respondent,

Bcglar, against the husband'and son of the appellant, Takoi She
raab, and, in execution

of them, the property in suit put up to sale,

but released

appellant’s

on the

objecting,

and

the respondent

to the usual course of a regular suit to contest her right
and title, and to bring the property to sale for satisfaction of his

referred

He instead, preferred

decrees.

of his father’s

probate

suing the son, who had taken out

will in the Supreme

Court, and thus sub

jected himself to its jurisdiction, in the Supreme
a judgment

in

on

very decrees

the

caused

execution

Courts, and

sale by the Sheriﬁ' of the very property

the

which had been declared

not saleable

in execution of those

de

Courts, up to the Sudder.”

crees, by the Company’s

The reasons of reference to a full Court are these :—
“ First—It has been laid down
by the Advocate General, Mr.

R. Smith, in

edition, page 231, Vol.

new

189,

his letter, dated 20th February 1807, para. 5, (page

VI.

Sudder Dewanny Reports)

that in suits brought for possession by persons claiming under the
Sheriﬂ’s sale, the only matter to be tried by the Provincial Courts
possession?

why in this case he should not,

the alienation on which possession
law and

sought

is

any reason why the claimant should not obtain

The reason

is

whether there

is

is,

that

was contrary to our

inasmuch as our Courts do not allow of the

practice;

is

it

a

a

a

sale of
decree, when
objected
property in execution of
to by one in possession, not
party to the decree, without ﬁrst

regular suit to contest the right and title of the

party in possession
Regulation

3

of

a

institution

XLI.,

and our Courts are bound,

under Section

1793, to be guided in our proceedings

13,

and de

cisions by Regulation as therein prescribed, and by no other.
“ Second—The concurrent
opinion of nearly all jurists of every
nation has declared

that, in order to transfer dominion

of im

the

law of the country in which

is

prescribed

it

by

property, its alienation must be made in the manner

movable

situated.

Slieriif's

sale

Court

judgment

took place in execution
therefore

the

Supreme

Court’s,—the

of that judgment; the Sn

the proper Court to carry out its own
'

preme

this case, the
is

“In

is

('Burge, Volume 111. page 389.)

53 1-5

5
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Court, obtained

of the Company's

cisns IN THE
judgment;

SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLU'I'.

and to it the plaintiff should have recourse.

651

This is no

of aliem'ztion of immovable property by a decree of the Supreme
Court, in which the act of the Court extend: to giving possession.
“ The alienation is not only contrary to the law and
practice of

ism.

case

our Courts,

but,

in this instance, is actually in deﬁance of their

repeated orders."

J sensor:

rue Cesar, Msssns.

131'

arm HAWKINB.—Il; appears

that

Beglar brought two separate actions for debt in the Dacca
Court against Avietie Ter Stephanoos, the father of the appcl-.
lant, Gabriel, by the other appellant, Takoi Sheraab, or more
Takoi

properly

Serapion 3 that

suits were pending,

the defendant,

dying whilst the

was succeeded by his son Gabriel 3 and that

decrees were given in favor of Beglar in both cases.

Beglar took out execution

of the decrees and attached certain

property as that of the defendant,

his judgment debtor.‘

To this
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property claims were set up by the mother of the defendant,
alleged

it

Avietic

Ter Stephanoos.

Zillah

who

in virtue of conveyances made to her by

to be hers

These

claims,

after rejection by the

Court, were summarily admitted by the Sudder Dewanny

thus, by the act of this Court, the decreeholder
was left to the remedy of bringing a suit to prove the liability of

Adawlnt

;

and

the property to sale in execution
The defendant,

will from

the

of his decrees.

Gabriel, however. took out probate of his father’s

Supreme

Court, and thus subjected himself to its

jurisdiction.

On this Beglar brought an action against Gabriel in

the Supreme

Court, on the strength of the Zillah decrees in his

favor.

He obtained

judgment, and in execution

attached

the

property against which he had previously taken out execu
tion in the Zillah Court. Takoi Sheraab again advanced her

same

claims, and subsequently brought an action of trespass against
the Sheriff, on the dismissal of which the Sheriff put up the pro
perty to sale, when it was purchased

It

is under

by Mukcethur Vardoon.

these circumstances that the

question

has been

raised, whether the purchaser can sue for possession in our Court

under the title he purchased at the Sheriff’s sale; or whether the
decreeholder, Beglar, must sue to set aside the summary order of
the Sudder Court in favor of the claimant, Takoi Sheraab

It

Courts towards
the

P

is true that nothing could have been done by Beglar in our

Decca

the

execution

of the decrees obtained by him in

Court, by sale of the property ordered by the Sudder
n n n n 2
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‘ADAWLUT,

to be released, except by a regular suit to set aside the summary
But

proceedings.

the defendant,

Gabriel, by his own act opened

to the decree-holder,

up another course

and

of that the latter

He brought his action in the Supreme Court,—

availed himself.

and in execution procured

hc obtainedjudgment,

the sale of the

as that of his judgment debtor; and we do not see why

property

of this Court should now operate as abar

the summary proceeding

practice of the Court, of admitting actions

to the long received

for possession of property on titles purchased at a Sheriff’s sale.
In the letter from which Mr. Dick has quoted, Mr. Advocate
General Smith

Ithirdperson

could be done

injustice

It

remarks :—‘

is brought

is true that where no claim of a

forward, it does not appear that any great
by giving assistance

We consider that tho miscellaneous

as a bar to any summary giving of possession

operated

heave

to the purchaser.’

order of this Court would
to

Mr. Smith goes onin the same letter to remark :—‘

I take

it for

granted it will be understood by the Judges of the Provincial Courts
that, in suits brought for possession by persons claiming under
the Sheriff’s sale, they are not called upon to enter into circum
legal or equitable, which go to affect the justice of the

stances,

judgment given by the Supreme Court, or of the execution under
Every

Supreme
whom

of that

question

Court only

sort is for the cognizance

is sought,

possession

of the

3 and the matter to be tried by the Judge of

is,

it.

whether (supposing the execution
is

to be right, and to have transferred the whole title of the person
against whom the judgment was given, to the purchaser) there

Upon the
any reason why he should not obtain possession.’
principle laid down in the foregoing extract, our Courts have acted
for years, and we trust there will be no departure from it. In
regard to all private contract, having reference to red property,
we go entirely with Mr. Dick in the application of our own laws to

it

of Calcutta, in execution

But after all

contending about
for the reversal
556-57

refusal on our part to entertainasuitfound

acquired by purchase at
of

sale made by the Sheriﬂ"

judgment of the Supreme Court.

a

ed on a title

a

think that this calls for

a.

such, without reference to any other law whatever; but we do not

appears to us, that in this particular case we are

a
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the purchaser at the Sheriff’s sale, but not to a regular suit by
the purchaser to try the question of right.

shadow.

Had the decree-holder, Beglar, sued

of the miscellaneous

orders of the Sudder, thp

CASES

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

653

point in issue would have been the validityjoi‘ the claim of Takoi

It

Sheraab.

1818.

is precisely the same now. The form of suit is differ

ent, but the defence and the point in issue are one and the same.

reversal of the orders so often alludcdmto

Indeed, the
of the prayer in the plaint of this action.

forms part

The result in regard

Bibi

to the price realized is very different to what it would have been,
had her claim been set aside before instead of after the sale ; but Beglar.
this cannot be taken into consideration in deciding upon the
question

Should it appear that the advancement

of right.

claim was an act of collusion between the defendants

of the

in this suit,

they have only themselves to blame for the loss sustained, by the
sale of the property at an inadequate price.
For the foregoing reasons, we can see no'good cause for a re
fusal on our part to entertain the plaintiff's suit.

As for the plea that the plaintiff Vardoon did not purchase for
He was the actual purchaser, and
see no force in it.

himself, we
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July

29th

1809,

The circular of the

This is perfectly regular.

he is the plaintiff.

which relates

to ﬁctitious names, does not bear

upon the case.

In

regard to the merits of the claim, we entirely agree with the

Principal

Sudder Ameen.

The evidence is in our opinion quite

insufficient to prove bond ﬁde conveyances of the property to the
We entertain no doubt that, if the
appellant, Takoi Sheraab.
deeds of sale

were ever

executed

by Avietic Ter Stephanocs,

it

was that they might be available for the protection of his propor

ty against his creditors, and were never carried out to the extent
of the transfer of his proprietary right. That he never contem
plated a transfer,
the

25th

is abundantly proved by his will, hearing date

February 1835, (subsequent

to the dates of the several

of sale to Takoi Sheraab) in which he says nothing about
the mortgage of any portion of his property, and by which he
deeds

makes a separate provision for this woman.

Court between
instance

the

between

members

of the

ceeding

family,—as for

herself and son,—we consider them to be just

as much procured by collusion as the

deeds

themselves were

of the same character is the pro
Avictic availed himself of a
which
the
deceased
by

fraudulently
judgment

As for the decree of

appellant's

executed.

in execution

Much

against him, nominally to transfer part of

the property now sued for, to Takoi Sheraab, by means of a sale
at which his servant Hurchunder was the purchaser
557-58

Takoi

and
Sheraab
others, 1;. Mn
Var~
lioethur
(loan, then his
Da
executor
and Fureedoon

054
1848.

Bibi

It

that the plaintiff is purchaser of the rights
of Avietic Ter Stephanoos ; and that as he could not

has been argued

'and interests
Takoi

Sheraab
and
others, v. Mu
kcethur
Var
docn, then his
executor
Da~
nod Fnreedoon
Beglar.

after what he has
Ithe claim of Takoi Sheraab,
so neither can the purchaser of his rights,
We hold this

have

contested

done,

argument to be of no avail.
and

The plaintiff purchased the rights
interests of the debtor, but not the fraud with it 3 and fraud

is notrto bar the rights to which a man is in equity entitled.

We accordingly

afﬁrm the

of the Principal

decree

Sudder

Ameen, with all costs against the appellant.
Mn. Diem—I have little to record in addition to the opinion
above

I
by me, on referring the case to a full sitting.
I must
nothing to alter my opinion then stated.

recorded

have

heard

add that to me the case of Bhuwanee

however

Jykishen Mitr of July
strictly

In

Sudder Dewanny reports, is

1847,

In

that, the sale was subsequent

this, in execution of a decree.

Neither isa case

of alienation by a decree of the Supreme Court; and both are
of alienation contrary to the laws and practice of our

cases

Courts,-—thc lex loci rei

I have

taken,

sites.

I would put the

To test the correctness

of the view

converse of this very case.

Suppose

of the Supreme
and

sued

Court,
the

in Calcutta, and that Beglar had

the two decrees in question from the Dacca

in execution had applied to the Dacca Court to sell

and

said

Court, that

obtained

is,

the property now in suit were situated within the local jurisdiction

property in satisfaction of those decrees, and that the

Dacca Court had authorized its nazir to sell that property, and

party in possession,

a

third

appellant,
execution

had been ordered

a

suit for eject

Court against

if

:

it

would
the present respondent had purchased
mcnt have been entertained by the Supreme

especially

the sale in

and made contrary to the law and
appears to me immaterial whe

nonentity or of

the penalty should he one and the same.

would observe the plaintiff

the greater portion of the property,

and,

with regard to

He has purchased

eatopped.

right and title.of the debtor.

He

is,

I

the 3rd plea,

is,

therefore,

merely the

real person.

equally great, and the evil equally pernicious,

The fraud

0n

a

ther the ﬁctitious name be that of

a

it

1

practice of the Supreme Court
With respect to the 2nd plea,
is
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on a decree.

24th,

in point.

a precedent

Churn Mitr versus

consequently,

That person had publicly in
exactly in the place of that person.
Government ofﬁces and Courts admitted the validity of the aliena
558-59

,

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
and thereby

had eﬁectually estopped himself

tionsv

to appellant,

from

afterwards calling their validity into question.
is also debarred

plaintiff (respondent)

05"
1848.

Therefore,

from calling them

Bibi

in ques

Takoi

and
Sherasb
This is a predicament into which respondent has voluntari others, 11. Mu~
tion.
Var
keethur
ly fallen. Had he pursued the course directed by our practice, doon, then his
Da
and sued the appellant to prove the validity of her purchases, he executor
oodFureedoon

would have been entitled to bring, on her failure, the property to

Beglar.

in satisfaction of his decrees; and the property being sold

sale

I

unincumbered would have fetched its full value.
that respondent,

the

decree-holder,

In

violent presumption.

no other way can

going out of his way and

I

on

account for a man

incurring an immense extra expense,

merely to bring a property to sale for
value, in satisfaction

have assumed

is really the purchaser,

a

hundredth part of its

of his own debt; when he could have brought

I

sale for its full value at comparatively a triﬂing cost.
would, therefore, reverse the decision of the lower Court, and dis
miss the suit with full costs.
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it to

__

BIBI USHRUF-OON-NISSA

alias

NUJEEBA BANOO,

Widow of Hosms Am, Appellant,

September

'UCTSHS

THE REGISTRAR

THE SUPREME COURT, as Adminis
and Guardian of N UJM-OON-NISSA

BEGUM, Minor, Daughter of Hossm ALI,
suit, laid

at

Company’s

rupees

Respondent.

53,655, for a share of

paternal property by right of inheritance, was instituted in the
24-Pergunnahs on the 215i: February 1846. On its decision by
the Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, on the 10th Novem
berlfollowing, in favor of plaintiff, an appeal was preferred to the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
The
him

case was

to a

full

ﬁrst laid before Mr. Dick, and was referred by

bench

to decide whether the respOndent

recognised

as legally

being had

to Regulation

authorised

to

institute

could be

the suit, regard

V- 17 99, Regulation I. 1800, and Sec

tion 14, Act XX., 1841.
The Court (present

Messrs.

Dick, Jackson, and Hawkins) were
3, Regulation V. 1799, plaintiff

of opinion that, under Section

(respondent) could not institute the suit on account of the minor,
without special

20.

OF

trator to the Estate

THIS

1848.

appointment as guardaiu,

or being so according
559-60

The Regis
trar of the Sir
preme Court,
plaintiﬂ' in a
suit, as guar—
dian of a'_(Ma~
fe
homedan
minor,
male)
nonsuit—
was
ed as not lee
gally autho<
to act
rised
in her behalf.

CASES IN THE SUDDER D'EWAN'NY ADAWLUT.

656
Bibi Ushrub

law and usage of Mahomcdans.

to the

non-nissaalias
N uj e e b a
Dance, 0. the

to show.

the

minors,

Registrar

Supreme
Court, as Ad
ministrator to
the Estate and

Guardian

N

u
nissa

j m-o

Under the Mahotncdan

relations who,
of

of

o n
Begum,

the

blood,

by

ruling

law, in default of those paternal

are authority

to act as guardians to

is the guardian.

reversed the decision

tiff with full

This he had been unable

costs

authority
They therefore
of the lower Court, and nonsuited the plain
against himself, and without interest until

payment.

-minor.

GOOROO DASS KOON D, Plaintiff,

1848.

versus
December

23.

ODENURAIN RAE
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A Z i ll

a h
Judge cannot
try an appeal
from his own
decision while
Collector, pass
ed under See~
tion 30, Re
gulation
1819.

TIIIS

.

Defendants.

and others,

case was heard on the application of the plaintiff

admission of a special

appeal

for the

from the decision of the Judge of

East

Burdwan, under date the 21st August 1848, afﬁrming that
of the Collector, dated the 7th May 1847.

II. F.

The application was granted by the Court (present Mr.

J.

A.

Hawkins) on the following grounds
It is unnecessary to enter into any detail of the particulars of
this case. It was instituted, under the provisions of Section 30,
Regulation

II.

Mr. Luke,

who

1819 in the Collector‘s ofﬁce, and there decided by
was subsequently appointed to oﬂiciate

of the district, in whose
had

decision

in regard
Tucker

Court

been instituted.

trial of the

to the

to try it himself.

with reference

an

Mr. Luke
appeal,

as Judge

appeal from the Collector’s

applied for instructions

and

was directed by Mr.

The order of Mr. Tucker was passed

to certain correspondence

the Western Court in the year 1845.

which took place with

That correspondence,

how

to the power of an ofﬁcer, as Judge, trying a
ever,
suit instituted for the reversal of an order passed by himself as
has

reference

Collector, which is
trying the same

I

have

a

thing totally distinct from the same ofﬁcer

case in both stages of ﬁrst instance

taken the opinion of the Court at large.

and appeal.

The Judges are

unanimously of opinion that Mr. Luke was not competent
the appeal in this case.

I

accordingly admit the

appeal,

and remand the case.

to try
The

Judge will apply to the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut for
to
transfer the suit to another Judge for trial.
permission

Oiﬁciating

560

CASES IN THE SUDDER DEWANN Y ADQWLUT.
OMRAO SINGH

and others,

car

___
1848.

Appellants,

I

warm:

SUKIIAWUT HOSEIN
THIS
the

and others,

1844,

and

23rd September

on the

by the Judge of that District
1845, afﬁrming a decree passed by the
decided

Principal Sudder Ameen, dated 30th September 1844, was admit
ted to special appeal on the 16th August 1847, under the follow
ing certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles Tucker :—

The
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tent to claim the privilege,

0n

in this case was not compe

reference to

the Judge,

I ﬁnd

in which the property is situated, was
Suleemabad,
originally part of Behar, and was transferred to Zillah Bhaugul

Pergunnah
pore

in the year 1838.

We have also a case of shuﬁ'a regarding

property in the same Pergunnak, decided by Mr. Braddon on the
30th April 1834, Khajeh Ummurooddeen Khan, appellant, versus
Bhooput Singh was the shufec, and
Bhooput Singh, respondenthe obtained a decree in the Zillah and Provincial Courts, and ﬁ
nally in this Court.

The right of pre-emption, therefore,

does

prevail, even between Hindoos, in the part of the country in
which the property in this case is situated; and were that the
only point,

I

should have remanded

to be disposed

the case to the Courts below

of on its merits, but the other question must be

decided in this Court before the case can be returned. The pro
perty (6-16ths of which have been sold) is an altumgah maafee
grant, which having been resumed, the settlement was made with

the maafeedars, and the maliks receive out of the rent payable by
the maafeedars a per oeutage as malikana from the Collector. The
plaintitf, claiming the right of pre-emption, is one of the maliks.
It is a question which has not, as far as I can learn, been settled
whether the receipt of malikana alone (the estate having gone
out of the hands of the original maliks for ever) is sufﬁcient to
carry with it the right of pre-emption.
appeal

on both

I

therefore admit a special
points :—ﬁrst, as to the custom that exists in

that part of the country in which the property in this case is
a n E E

561

malik

Of a resumed
maafee tenure,

whichhasbeen
settled
with

themaafccdar,
has
not
the
right of pre
on
emption,
sale of the pro~
perty by the

_‘ This is a case of skufa between Hindoos ; and the claim was
thrown out in the lower Courts on two grounds, ﬁrst, that the latter.
right of pre-emption did not exist between Hindoos 3 and secondly,

that were it not so, still the plaintiff

30

Respondents.

Zillah Bhaugulpore

case, which was instituted in

19th January
on

December

CASES IN
situated

1848.

THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.
to try whether the plaintiff is in a situa

: and, secondly,

tion to claim such privilege.’
Omran Singh
and others, 1).
S ukha w ut
11oscin
and
others.

By

Court,

the

Mr. Hawkins

(present Sir

Barlow, Mr. W. Jackson, and

:)

are of opinion

We

R.

that the claim of pre-emption

cannot be

The case mentioned at page 193 of Maenaghtcn’s

maintained.

In that case
Mahomedan Law, is not similar to the present one.
mali
a
receiving
was
the party claiming pre-emption
proprietor
kana as in the present instance; but the subject of transfer was
quite different. In the one it was ayma land belonging to another
party ; in this case 'it is the estate of the claimant, a settlement
for which has been made by the Government with the maafeedar.
The engaging party has a right to alienate his interest, without
any limitation to the exercise of such right being imposed by the
malik, who will receive his malikana from the Government with
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out reference to the party in possession of the maafeedar's

We accordingly dismiss

the

rights.

with costs against the plain

appeal

tiff.

"—

HURKISHORE RAE

1848.

December

gage, although
in
depositing
Court the sum
required for its

redemption
with

the ex
inten~
tion of suing
for its reeove~
ry, cannot, on
the mortgage
estab
being
claim
lished,
have the
to
deposit consi
dared asalegnl
tender.

pressed

Appellants,

versus

'OJEER.

80.

A party de
nying a mort~

and others,

ALI

and others, Respondents.

THIS case, which was instituted in Zillah Dacca, on the 18th
July 1843, and decided by the Principal Sudder Ameen of the dis
trict

on

the 19th December 1845, reversing a decree passed by

Sudder Ameen on the 13th

the

cial appeal,

on

cate recorded

the

12th

July

July

1844, was admitted to spe

1847, under the following certiﬁ

by Mr. Charles Tucker

:-

‘

The petitioncrs' (appellants’) father having purchased certain
lands from one Goluck Chunder Soor, the defendant, Ojcer Ali,
put in a petition under Regulation

of

them,

by the
deposited
same

XVII.

1806, regarding a part

which he alleged had been previously mortgaged to him
said Goluck Chunder Soor.
The petitioners (appellants)
the

amount in Court within the year of notice, at the

time declaring their intention to sue for the recovery of it,

on the ground of the alleged mortgage

being altogether unfounded.

Accordingly the present suit was instituted for that purpose. The
Sudder Ameen considered the alleged mortgme not to have been
661-62

IN THE SUDDER DEWANNY ADAWLUT.

CASES

proved, and therefore
be

null

declared

the mortgage

deed produced

to

to have

the mort

‘ The

special appeal is applied for on these grounds :—that the

Sudder Ameen's

Principal

order regarding the money is inconsis

that on being satisﬁed the mortgage was
true and bond ﬁde, he should have dismissed his suit, leaving the
tent with his own decree

mortgagee

;

to draw the money, which having been paid within the

year of notice redeemed the mortgage, if true. As there is no
dispute of the money not having been paid within the year of

I

admit

the special

appeal,

because

the mortgage

was

thereby redeemed.’
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By the Court,

(present

Sir R. Barlow, Mr. Jackson, and Mr
'

Hawkins :)
We ﬁnd that the acts of the purchaser restrained the payment

of

He deposited it, say
the money deposited to the mortgagee.
so sue immediate
and
did
that
he
would
for
sue
its
ing
recovery,
We do not consider this to be a legal tender of payment,
ly.

and consequently there was no redemption of the mortgage.
(See
case of Muthoor Mohun Mittre, appellant, versus Bindabun Chun
der Adhikaree,

respondent,

page 462 of the Decisions for 1847,

21st August.)
We

Hurkishore
Rae 6; others,
11.Ojeer All 8:

been established, and, declaring the same, ordered others.

the restoration of the money deposited to the plaintiﬂ's.

notice,

1848.

and of no effect, and decreed also restoration to the plain

tifl's of the money paid into Court by them.
‘ On
appeal, the Principal Sudder Ameen considered
gage

659

accordingly

dismiss the appeal,

with costs against the

special appellant.

B. M. Sen, Printer, 'I‘omohur Press, Sersmpore.
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AN“
-

INDEX
THE

PRINCIPAL MATTERS.
2.

ACCOUNTS.
1.

An

action for the recovery
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pees, principal and interest,

of 42,000 ru
on a shirakut

in which it
is stated that the sum of21,000 rupees was
nameh, or deed of partnership,

3.

paid by defendant to plaintiff, but which
the plaintiff now asserted he never received.

The Court held, under the circumstances,
that after the lapse of nearly 12 years from
the time of the transactiotho the institu~
tion of the suit, the plaintiff was not en
titled to put the defendant on his proof of
the actual payment

of

the sum,

missed the claim in. toto,

and

ACKNOWLEDG

for exonerating

a claim

established

them by evi~
408

ACTION, AMOUNT OF.

selling price, hold that the plaiu~

tiﬁ‘ must be n0n~suited,

of to the Zillah Judge, the Court
held that the Principal Sudder Ameen
was
bound by the spirit of Section 5,
Regula
tion
1808, to enquire into the plea

Kill.

before proceeding
case,
4.

to try the merits of tho
48

Hold that the valuation of s suit to re
cover possession of a mela or fair, at 18
years’ produce,

is unnecessary

5.

An

objection

by defendant

: the plains
estimated
266

to the valua—

tion of the property

sued for, cannot be
by the Court of original juris
unless pleaded in answer to the

entertained
diction,

plaint;

Or by the Appellate Court, unless
and the order thereon, if a~
gsinst the defendant, appealed from, either
summarily or regularly,
338
6. Objections made in the lower Court,
by the
so pleaded,

The value of certain malgoozaree land:
not bearing a deﬁned jumma, having been
computed at the rate of an arbitrary j umma
ﬁxed upon it by the plaintifl'hinsteadlof
its
estimated

The defendant having pleaded, in a
case
before a Principal Sudder Ameen, that
the
plaintiff had greatly overvalued the pro
perty which form the subject of action, such

tiff may lay his action at the
value of the interest claimed,

co~defendants from

deuce,

value prescribed
for suits regarding rent~
free lands, the plaintiff was
non-suited,
43

instead

MENT.

against

l'or recover

excess of valuation making the case
ap
to the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut

dis

Admission by one defendant is no valid
reason

an action by a landholder

pealable

177

Held that a suit between partners in a
banking concern should be laid for agenc
ral adjustment of accounts and not for par~
ticular items,
209

In

ing rent~froe lands, in which the suit was
laid at one year’s produce instead of at
the

23

defendant,

to the valuation

of the property
be tried by the Appellate
Court unless a summary or regular appeal
sued for,

cannot

he preferred on that particular point,

341

INDEX.

ii

instructions to the Judge, to pass judg

in money, of a suit simply

The estimate,

7.

to taste, is not an action
to recover the amount at which it is laid.
An order of non-suit, by the lower Court
failing to draw the distinction between
oversruled

them,

by the Sudder

Dewauny
344

Adawlut,

ACTION, CAUSE OF.

A

of a deposit against
a Collector, by thehcirsof aparty deceased,
who had deposited a sum of money as an
in the public funds, but died

1.

claim for payment

investment
before obtaining the promissory note, dis
allowed : sale of the promissory note and
of distribution of pi occeds among the heirs
15

ordered,

In

2.

an action

founded on the right by in—

for possession of the estate, real
and persona], of a. party deceased, the low
er Court gave judgment in regard to the
real estate, and referred the plaintiff to a
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heritance

personal property:
Dewanny Adawlut
that the onler was irregular in the latter
should
respect, and that the lower Courts
have decided on the merits of the entire

separate

suit

held

the

by

for the

Sudder

17

claim,
3.

In

7.

summarily

rejected

under

the

VII.

9.

Held that the Civil Courts are not au~
thr rizcd to take cognizance of suits for the
in criminal
of costs incurred
i-r"o\'cry

members
adjustment

The Civil Courts cannot take cogni~
zance of claims for perquisites of the oﬂice
B36
of chowdhree,
Claim by inheritance dismissed under
Circular No. 29, dated 11th January, 1839,

11.

being for property

a party

durision

and

adjustment,

the Sudder

De

wsnny Adawlut held that the decree was
and remanded the case with
incomplete,

343

12.
Suit for a portion of claim, being op
posed to Circular Order, dated 11th Janu
1839,

ary

to

remanded

admit

a supple

plaint ; the petition of plaint hav
been ﬁled before issue of the Circu

mentary
ing

408

lar,

A

claim having been divided, contrary
to paragraph 1, Circular Order, 11th anu
ary 1839, the judgments given were revers

13.

J

416

ed in consequence,

Held that the ground of action being
one, a suit can be entertained, notwith
standing thst distinct claims he set up by

14.

in other words, the

:

defendants

difierent

of a plaint is not affected by the
421
number of issues in defence,
validity

ACTION, PARTIES TO.
1.

A

of a Court of competent juris
in an action for foreclosure of a

decree

diction,

against

mortgage
session

the alleged heir, in pos~

of the property

mortgager,

to the suit, for re~

[not
89
covery of the same property,
In an action for the land and mesne
6.
awarded
proﬁts, the Zillah Judge having
the former and left the latter for future

which should have been

in a previous suit,

included

decree

claimant,

245

it,

of foreclosure of a mortgage
does not bar inquiry into the claim ofa

A

of the successful party, for the
of their respective shares in

10.

47

cases,
5.

of money, the

220
tion against a third party,
Property having been decreed, may be—
come the subject of a ﬁnd] suit between

1825,

4.

payment

90
ing paysble,—see Construction 196,
a
suit
on
decree
summary
ACollector's
8.
for arrears of rent, forms no ground of ac

of Section 5, Regulation
by the Courts of original and appel
late jurisdiction, is not barred either by
the terms of that Section, or by the rule of
41
Construction No. 1129,

provisions

the

for

in~

of a bond or other

origin of the cause of action is to be reel:
oned from the date of the money becom

Held that an action, by the late proprie

been

case

the

strument

of
tor, to set aside a sale madejn execution
which
reverse
to
a decree, an application
has

90

on the entire claim,

ment

for re~adinission

property

of the deceased

is no bar to the recovery
awarded

by

the

instituted by the rightful heir,
2.

of the

decree on suit
19

in an ac.
tion for foreclosure of a mortgage, in Which
their debtor was defendant : their interest
Judgment creditors

was

held

intervened

to entitle them to appeal from a

judgment which

tended to bar their right

INDEX.
of

execution

3.

In

of

verse

3T

years,

the real property

against

their debtor,

the Hindoo law of
third party intervened,
claiming a portion of the property, on the
ground of purchase at a sale made in exe
cution
of a decree against the ancestor of
one of the defendants.
Held that the de~
cision of the Court, as between parties,
should embrace the whole of the property,
leaving the cla’iu of the third party to the
determination
of a separate action,
38
an

action

In

4.

an

1.
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engagements
same

the

village,

unit : order of nonsuit,
7.

In

entered
quota

action would lie ; and that the
of any opinion as to the authcn~
ticity of the deed was in the present ac
tion uncalled

upon

8.

Costs

sarily made
quently

11th

2.

allowed

a defendant,

in a case subse~
the plaim

vanced a plea which,

if

to the Sudder

correct, would have

the jurisdiction of the Court trying
the suit, but which that Court neglected to

5,

enquire into, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlnt
returned the caseas incomplete, for investi.

A
had

case was remanded,

a

An Appellate Court should not dictate to
lower Court what decision
it should
‘

pass,

4

6.

because no notice

been taken of defendant's

94
Dewanny Adawlut,
0n the death of a respondent, his judg

ment creditors,
with reference to the in—
terest they had in shewing that the contest.
ed property belonged to their debtor, were
permitted to defehd the appeal,
100

ad

barred

2.

set aside
5L
_
Held that in a suit laid at a sum exceeds

4.

gatiun on that point,

the respondent,

sum less than that amount, the appeal from
the Principal Sudder Ameen's decree lies

315

in an action having

acknowledg~

iug 15,000 rupees, but in which the Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen gives adecree for a

between

ACTION, PLEAS TO.
The defendants

to such

51
decree of n Zillah Judge, reversing
decree of the Principal Sudder Ameen with

out summoning
as illegal,

to a party unneces

compromised

subsequently

A

3

January

tiﬁ and the other defendants,

1.

ferred
ment,

464
were

party, having acknowledged the jus
of a decree given against him, was
not allowed to impeach it in appeal, pre~
tice

as they should have

29,

223

A

1.

451

No.

which had been postponed|

adoption

APPEA L8.

of debt on bond, the parties
a right by inheritance thereto

Order

166

beyond 12 years, was dismissed,

of land in

1839,

for,

The rules of a pesitive enactment super
sede the tenets of Hindoo law. Aclaim
to recover possession of property, founded

2.

separate actions to recover the
each was entitled to, held that this

Circular

by her hus

behalf

expression

not a splitting of the cause of action,

was

anoomuttee

to adopt a son,

no

made,

a. case

acquiring

an

of the son whom she
might adopt.
Held by the Sudder De~
wanuy Adawlut that, until the adoption was
in

band,)

preferred in one

sued separately,

(under

to have been executed

alleged

being given

portions

being

widow claimed a share of an

property,

under separate farming

distinct

1841.

pair, or deed ofpermissiou

and dismissed accordingly, 140
by two individuals for arrears of

each holding

rent,

A Hindoo
cestral

is irregular,

Claims

20

LAW.

in favour of the plaintiff, appealed to the
Zillah Court.
The decree of the Zillah
Court in favor of such third party, upheld
by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
60
5.
Held that an action by a person as friend
or next of kin to devisees under a will, one
of the executors under the will being alive,
6,

for

ADOPTXON UNDER THE HINDOO

for real property, a third
claimed the proprietary right
on a. judgment

lands

414

ACT XXIX.

action

Ameen,

the

See ‘ Default,’ 1.

party, who
in the same in the Court of the Principal
Sudder

of

poss'nsion

under

a

inheritance,

iii

plea of ad

reasons
judgment,

(12

2H)
is bound to assign
a lower
reversing
Court's

An Appellate Court
for

404

j

INDEX.

1V

of the plaintiffs by the Principal Sudder
Ameen, who found that the sale was a ﬁcti
tious transaction to defeat the claims of

Value of stamp in certain cases may be
for original plaint, 413
In an appeal from a judgment of non~

7.

less in appeal than
8.

an Appellate Court should determine

suit,

the

of such an order,
and not decide upon the merits of the claim,
which involves the assumption of original
456
jurisdiction,
The original record of a case appealed
9.
had been destroyed by ﬁre: what the Ap
pellate Court should have done under the

notwithstanding the attachment
Regulation 11. 1806, which had
for, had not been actually
been applied

APPELLATE
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See

the

ther

them for their award
‘ Practice,’ 1.

back to
219

to be amended,

CESSES.
claim by a Zemindnr against his farmer,
for a sum of money alleged to have been
realised by the latter from the tenantry

rupee,

to the expo

enactment,

S3

held money decrees against
Plaintiff!
Nurunjun Singh, and took out exe
which was
cution against his property,

levy
and

The defendant

to himself.

the

plaintiffs

prove
debts
brought

Sale

referred

pleaded a private
was stopped; and
to a regular

and decided in favor

to the
166

of a claim by sale pandemic
lite was held no bar to the adjudication of
488

CIRCULARS.
Circular No 29, 11th January 1839.
See Actions.

See

COLLECTIONS.
“ Farmer,” 2.
CONSTRUCTIOXS.

Construction 813, see Limitations.
Comtruction 1299, see Practice.

CONTRACTS UNDER THE MAHO
ME DAN LAW.

the

accordingly,

to be payable
as illegal,

such claim,

suit to

liability of the property for the
This suit was
of Nurunjuu Singh.

stipulated
dismissed

The transfer

one

sale

of zabita baila, or cus
of an excess of}, anna in the

the head

CHAMPERTY.
1.

ATTACH MENT.

attached.

225

l. A

Zemindar,

Armenian church, until otherwise pro

vided for by a legislative

only to

' Action, amount of,’ 7.

under

that, according to the practice of
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, suits re
between Armenians,
gardng inheritance

the

5, Regular»

CASTE, SUITS FOR.
See

Held

according

2, Section

1806, held to be applicable

bond ﬁde sales,

sition of the law current among them, as
authorities of
given by the ecclesiastical

1,

II.

tomary

decided

(para. 4,) which rules

Clause

under

ment

ARMENIANS, SUITS BETWEEN.

be

588,

Construction

that a defendant may legally alienate his
prior to proclamation of attach
property

‘ Practice,’ 5.

should

as there was no at—

of the property at the time, de
183
creed its legality,

ARMENIAN LAW.

1.

such circumstance',

sale, under

tachmeut

See

See

the

a judgment debtor, after
The question was, whe

was legal 1 The Court,

tion

may be referred

matter

was

date of judgment-

3.

Held by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
that the award of arbitrators cannot be
set aside, but, if it be not sufficiently spe
ciﬁc,

who

person

ARBITRATORS
1.

had been brought from a

Real property

470

COURT.

171

issued,
2.

Course to be pursued by an Appellate
Court in an appeal from an experts award,
when default has been explained or other

‘ Limitation.’

the same

Court,

10.

wise,
See ‘ Action, Parties to,’ 2.
‘
See Evidence,‘ 4.
Sec ‘ Issue,’ 1.

for

the decree of the lowar

conﬁrmed

under

457

circumstances,

The Court,

plaintiffs.

reasons,

or otherwise

the propriety

1.

Under
mntatien

the
of

Mahomedan
money

for

law, in acorn—
money,

delivery

INDEX.
It

be immediate.

must

is essential

to the

validity ofa contract of exchange, that the
be dis
subject of it, and the consideration,
tinctly speciﬁed,
72
“ Surety," 1.
See

Decisions

annulled

on questionable and conﬂicting evi~
denee adduced by plaintiff for alleged de
famation of character,
185
3~ An action for recove'y of damages for
mages

defamation,
dants

as award

of costs was

proportion to the sum decreed, and
419
no reason given for the same,

1.

It

the claim for (as
very unsatisfactory
reasons.
The Court reversed the decree,
and awarded 10,000 rupees damages, with

DAMAGES.
that one of the

a Zemindar,

defendants,

had instigated

a

4.

riotous attack on the Zemindaree cuteherree
of

the

Dewauny

Sudder

the

plaintiff,

on the suitpf the latter, nward~

Adawlut,

ed to him the value of the property
and

dered

reasonable

a

sum

plun~

as

a sufﬁcient

plea

on

grounded

mages

same

the

It

they were also sought, having acted
upon that party's information,
was
exonerated,
241
legally

161

DECISIONS.
1.

with dacoity ; but a police darogah, against

transac

tions,

that a decree for landed
specify in detail the pro
property
perty of which it awards possession, with

DEFAULT.
1.

held

was

should

out

A

any other

documents

what that property is,
was remanded because

determine
2.

to

referring
suit

quirements

of

Act

XII.

the re.

of 1813, had not

been fulﬁlled,

23S

1.

A

of a suit,
not

a

and objections

used by

judicial
though

libellous

1.

proceeding,
punishable

are

expressions,

in the course of a'
not

actionable,

as a contempt,

Court in which they are used,

by the
38

on,

of
346

In

an action

for dower by the widow

as

gainst the heirs of a deceased Moslern, the
Court held, under the circumstances, that
the acknowledgment
of one of the heirs
to the justice of the claim was insufﬁcient
for a verdict even against the party mak
36
ing
The widow of deceased Moslem cannot
take possession of his real estate, in lieu
of dower, without the consent of the heir
it,

and

carried

Act XXIX.

LAW.

of parties affected by

a party

in

DOWER UNDER THE MAHOMEDAN

417

Defamatory
when

under

1811,

DEFAMATION.
1.

default

a

cord,

is otherwise

which
default

silent

them taken,

or

does not con

the neglect involving dismissal of
the action under Act XXIX. of1841, 268
2.
Neglect oféan order issued in the progress

or deed of compromise,

right to certain lands, though
as to the mesne proﬁts, was held to
405
imply a right to the latter also,
proofs should not merely
Documentary
2.
be exhibited but actually ﬁled with the re

defendants,

stitute

is

conveying

without neglect

to other

regard

DEEDS.
sulehnameh,

Held that the failure of the plaintiff to
reply to the answer ofone defendant, with
in the prescribed time, while the case was
proceeding

to

48

although

whom

a civil action for da

to

174

of good cha—
not of that rank in life

which renders her seclusion necessary, may
be visited by damages in aCivil Court,
227
5.
Damages were awarded against aparty
for having falsely
charged the plaintiff

on a criminal charge is not

acquittal

dismissed

by the Court)

costs, against the defendants,
Slander
against a female
racter,

2.
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An

da
159

mages,
2.

Ameen

observed

been proved

of the defen~

a petition,

charged the
was Post Master at Tirhoot,

who

Sudder

cause of," 4.

having

in

with having clandestiner opened a parcel
containing certain papers.
The Principal

IN CRIMINAL CASES,

COSTS

“ Action,

in consequence

having,

plaintiff,

out of

See

The Court will not assess or award da

2.

COSTS.
1.

v

or a judicial decree, (but see note)

40

INDEX.
plaintiff could not produce a bill of sale.
The return by defendants to plaintiff of the

by a Mshomedan wife against
recovery of exigible dower

46

By the Mnhomedanglaw, a kabeennameh,
or deed of marriage settlement, is invalid
in respect to property not in the possession
of the husband at the time of execution of

offered

ENDOWMENT UNDER THE
HINDOO LAW.
mo

1810, to bar his title, 242

and

it,

to ; but

papers

6.

absolute,

of wukflsnds’
though for the repair or other beneﬁt of the
is

to

according

illegal,

Law,
Mahomedan
‘ Evidence,’ 1.
See

dence of that right in subsequent
between the some parties,

MAHO~
8.

The plaintiff, a Hindoo woman, ﬁrst de~
conversion

her

but subsequently
deceased

Moslem,

to

claimed

as his widow

by

an assignment

self of certain

of which

‘

to

Hindoo, a memo
purchase made by
family, with his
ber of a joint undivided
own funds, held to be his exclusive pro—
78
perty,

1.

the respondent,

executed by him

religiously endowed property

he had the management,

assignee

of failure on the part of the
of the
dismissed for want of proof of

to abide by the conditions

the alleged conditions,
2-

EXECUTION

on the

alleged ground
assignment,

of.’

EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY UNDER.
THE HINDOO LAW.

1.

Claim preferred

See

471

irregular,

Prsctice.’
Rent, enchancement

24

EVIDENCE.
set aside

See

and heir

nancy,

1.

be had,

of a

at law. Claim estopped by reason of repug
See ‘Guardisn,’

'L'oce

Mahomedanism,
the property

465

5

An action for possession of real property
on a sale absolute, but in reply to which
defendants pleaded a conditional sale. The

OF DEGREES.

Held that the failure to publish notice
advertised, the sale
on the property
having been made by the Collector in exe~
decree of Court, vitiates the
cution of
sale,

a

nied

actions

To decide upon evidence given in a case
the uird
in the Magistrate's Court, when
is to
same
persons
the
testimony of

55

sale,
See

Limitation,‘

See

Sale.‘

‘

1.

the
320

ESTOPPEL UNDER THE
MEDAN LAW.

suit affecting
given by them in
418
other parties,
de
at,
title
as
purchaser
sale,
Revenue
evi~
clared in a previous suit, is conclusive
evidence

7.

endowment,

was held

4l5

to a deed being forthcoming,
irregular to have recourse to

of

or

practice,
Witnesses

it

temporary

or otherwise,

255

clusions

1.
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The alienation,

in a lower

Evidence cannot be impeached by con~
general
drawn merely from

5.

UNDER THE MAHO
MEDAN LAW.

by mortgage

and

gation,

ENDOWMENI‘
1.

evidence

a

XIX.

Regulation

be refused

copies of the necessary
evidence should be taken from
ﬁled with the case under investi
371

ferred

was held, under

to the shatters,

according

cannot

a

J

1.

a claim to the ofﬁce of presiding

hunt of a muth at uggurnath, misappro
priation of its property and funds by the
plaintiff, although not disqualifying him

is

In

1.

its disprove

Court is no bar to hearing of appeal on
evidence ﬁled prior to such neglect.
It is discretionary with a Judge to act
on evidence rejected by his predecessor.
The record of another case may be re

142

the deed,

in

by the Civil Court,
Neglect to produce
4.

A

riage by divorce,

out when the sale waﬂ

held to be conclusive
only conditional,
214
sale,
proof of an unconditional
An act proved in a Criminal Court, being
8.
made the ground of civil action, evidence

a

hle is not recoverable

4.

drawn

ikrarnamehs

Dower not exigi~
until the death of
the husband, or the dissolution of the mar
by lapse of time.

barred

‘

a suit

husband,

her

‘

In

3.

‘

vi

INDEX.
EXPA RTE.
USAGE.

such succession

‘

Costs,’

1.

6.

1.

See

GUARDIAN.
Between

the mother

a

3.

and
brother of
the former has the preferable right
of guardianship under shatter: and Regu'
minor,

lation

1800,

467

HINDOO LAW.
lnheritance.’
Surety,’

'

See
See

1.

of any speciﬁc condition
INHERITANCE, CLAIMS TO.
to the contrary, it was held that the ex
See Action, Cause of.’
dawk
pense of maintaining subordinate
See Action, Parties to.’
establishments,
under Section 10, Regulm
INHERITANCE UNDER THE
tion XX. 1817, should be defrayed by the _
HINDOO LAW.
farmer of an estate,
369
The farmer of an estate under the Court
According to the Hindoo law as current
of Wards, was debited with the expenses
in Mithils, a widow inherits, during her
of collection by a surberaknr employed
life, her deceased husband’s share of ances
during part of
tral property when held in severalty
year before the farmer
but
entered upon possession,
only entitled to maintenance when the an
446
the absence

;

2.

when the ancestral estate
held in joint tenancy.
But when there are
no sons, a widow inherits, during her life,

112

band

a

a nominal

on the ground
and

sale made by the

that

ﬁctitious

to evade process of Court,

was merely
sale, with a view
dismissed

on the

.

30

According to the Hindoo law as current
in the West, the daughter of
son who
died before his father, the original acquirer
of the property at issue, has no right dur
ing

the life-time of the widow of

a

suit to set aside

plaintiff,

it,
4.

D.

it

FRAU

which belonged solely to her hus~
but without the power of alienating

property,

Partition.’

A

‘

FINES.
Sea

According to the Hindoo law as current
in Mithila, a widow is only entitled to
maintenance

Dewanny Adawlut

the plaintiff,

26
by a

a

nonsuited

of joint succession

is

vendee, was not made a party

to the suit, the Sudder

held in joint tenancy,

is

As the latter, who was

;

doughter~in~law.
the nominal

to have been previously
in the name of his

him

by

event

tenancy

9°

alleged

purchased

the

Hindoo family to ancestral property, joint
will be presumed until the contra
ry
proved,
30

a

1.

The plaintiff sued to set aside
sale,
made in execution of a decree, of certain
property

In

is

cestral estate

is

1.

a

2.

‘

‘

s-l

In

FICTITIOUS SUITS.

1_
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FA RME RS.

Appeals,‘

LOAN.

GROUNDS OF DECISION.
Sec

being

2?].

Action, cause of,'

GOVERNMENT
See

in conformity with the long established
usage of the family, in which the title and
estate had uniformly devolved entire for
many generations,

Practice.’
Ront~free lands.’

See

I.

the late incumbent,

See

‘

jurisdiction of the Governor General's
Agentat Hazareebaugh, it was held_that the
succession is vested in the eldest son of the
deceased Rajah born of any of his wives,
in preference to the eldest son of his pdt
or ﬁrst Rance,
146
2.
In a. suit for succession to amoiety of
the estate of the Rajah of Tirhoot, the
claim was dismissed on the ground that the
succession devolved upon the defendant in
virtue of a deed executed in his favor by
the

GOVERNMENT.

‘

in

Practice.’

'

the case of an estate in Manbhoom,

1.

In

‘

See

FAMILY
1.

principle that no party can take advantage
of his own wrong,
30']

Appeals,’ 10.

‘

‘

‘

See

vii

grand~

INDEX.

viii
son

in the male line of such original ac

In

5.

of sons, grandsons,

default

two widows
barred

by her having

living separated
family, according to the
102
Hiudoo law, as current in the West,

special

ground,

from

of her husband,

his ancestral

Under

6.

Hindoo

the
the

Bengal,

wife,

and father.

current

daughter,

daughter's

The mother

in
of

in the

and great~grandson

son, grandson,
male line,

law as

succeeds in default

mother

son,

On the mother's

death,

the property

will

devolve on the heirs of her son, who in this
case were his paternal

A Hindco

7.

she

from her husband,

derived

perty

uncle’s sons,

had a life interest,

dan

and two or more daughters,

wives, a mother,
4.

debts

at her death, are

not responsible for her debts, which can be
recovered
only from her separate pro
133

perty,

Aec0rding to the Hindoo law, property

8.

derived

by a mother

from her son, cannot

he succeeded to by her daughter,
never

ceed to the mother's property,
to a married

daughter

325

Allarvlut,
in a suit for succession to an estate, that
the illegitimacy of a claimant could not be
urged in the Appellate Court as conferring
a title, on disproof

pleaded

in

support

of it

Court,

in the

sister,

cognates,

348

76

INSOLVEN
See

‘ Jurisdiction,’

1‘ ACT.

2

INSOLVENT DEBTORS.
See

‘

Stamps.’

INTEREST.
1.

In

for debt, simple interest only
to the date of the decree of
the Court of original jurisdiction. The Sud~
der Dewanny Adawlut modiﬁed the decree
of a lower Court, which consolidated the
an action

is to be allowed

alone

The right of succession to the estate in
question, decided in favor of a party who
established his afﬁnity to the late proprie~
tor in the sixth degree ; judgment founded
upon the law current in Blithila, by which
the claims of paternal
kindred who are
sapindas, which relation includes the de—
scendants of the paternal ancestor in the
sixth degree, are preferable to those of ma
kindred,

uterine

lower
348

ll.

ternal

distribution in the case of a
mother, half sister, and uterine sister,
75
Rule of distribution in the case of two
6.
wives, a mother, and three daughters, one
of the daughters having died before distri
bution,
leaving a mother, half sister, and
of

Dewanny

of his legitimacy,

75

75

Rule

in preference

living with her bus

band,
10 . Held by the Sudder

sister,

226

Under the Hindoo law, prostitute daugh
ters living with their prostitute mother, sue.

and three daughters,

Exempliﬁcation oi the vested inheritance
of the survivors in the case of a daughter
dying before distribution of estate, leaving
a mother,
a half sister, and a uterine

5.

the sister

being heir of the brother,

74

The widow is not entitled to participate
in the return,
71
Rule of distribution in the case of two
3.

2.

entirely personal, and for purposes of her
Held that her husband's heirs, on
own.
whom the estate devolved

MAHO~

Rule 0f distribution under the Mahome~
law in the ease of a widow, mother

1.

in which

contracted

489

INHERITANCE UNDER THE
MEDAN LAW.

127

of pro

in possession

female,

was however dismissed,
‘
See
Practice.‘

thus inheriting,

has no power to alienate unccst ral property

was held not to be

formerly sued en a
which failed : her claim

to the in~

heritance
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his estate, by the survivor of
of a Hindoo, under the gene‘

ral law of inheritance,

and great~

succeeds

the widow

grandsons,

9.

Suit for

12.

6‘.)

quirer,

principal and interest to the date of the peli
lion of plaint, and awarded interest on the
aggregate sum forward from such date, 76
In an action for recovery of a debt on
2.
bond, the Civil Courts are not competent to
dismiss a claim for interest solely on the
ground
3.

of delay in suing for the debt,

130

An objection to the payment of a depo~
sit to the party entitled to receive it, found
to be insufﬁcient,
renders
on investigation

INDEX.
the objector

liable

for interest

on the de

posit during the period of detention,
4.

The

4.

310

of a loan in Government

advance

at par, which at the time were

securities.

at a discount,

held',

under

the

XV.

1793,

315

as

security for a debt contracted in Calcutta
by a party resident in Calcutta, does not

INTERVENER.

render

him

to the jurisdiction of

subject

the Zillah Court as to the debt,

Held

6.

ISSUE.

80

a suit in the Zillah Court,

that

while an action by the same plaintiff against
the same party, for the same property,

in a suit for real property
issue upon the question of

The parties

The pledge of property out of Calcutta,

5.

See ‘ Appeal,‘ and ‘ Action, Parties to.’

1.

An action in the Supreme Court on a
joint bond or promissory note against one
of the contractors, who alone was subject
to the jurisdiction of that Court, does not
bar an action against the other co‘contrac
tors, in the Mofussil Courts,
29

circum

stances. to be no evasion of the interest
law of Regulation

ix
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having joined
was pending in the Supreme Court, was
right under the law and facts of the case,
barred, under the spirit of Section 1'2,
and the Court of ﬁrst instance having de~
93
Regulation III. 1793,
cided thereon, the Appellate Court reversed
7. In an action for possession of property
the judgment
upon a point irrelevant to
purchased at a sale made by the Sheriff of
the issue. The Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
Calcutta.
in execution of a judgment of
admitted a special appeal, and, annulling
the Supreme Court, it is not competent to
the judgment of the Appellate Court, re~
Courts to enter into any ens
the
roundedv the
rits,
‘
Actions,
See

case for re~trial

In

execution under

PROPERTY.

of the

Adawlut decided that the plaintiff
to decree to the whole extent

property

in ooparce

purchased

221

nery,

JURISDICTION.
I.

A Zillah

Court has jurisdiction in a suit

in Calcutta, but
Zillah, the cause of
1
action having arisen in Calcuttlg

between

parties

residing within
2.

trading

the

One of the defendants

having taken the

bcneﬁt of the Insolvent Act in Calcutta,

it,

is

gulation
manner

81

competent

IX.

1833,

therein

to revenue ofﬁcers

settlements under Rc~
or

employed

provided,

in the

to interfere in

regard to any case which may already have
been judicially determined by a Court of
civil judicature, or to proceedings in exe
cution of a judicial award under which
87
possession, of property has been given,
N. B.—'.l‘he above is of course to be taken
with the reservation laid down in Con~
“ unless by order of the
struction
1128,
Court, or with the-consent of the parties."
9.
A claim for the title deeds oi property,
not within the jurisdiction of the Sudder
Dewanny

Adawlut,

dismissed

as not cog

168
nizable by the Count,
10. Held that the Court in which a suit for

bar to the Zillah Court’s cognizance of
the action against the rest of the defen
1
dants,

a. portion of property, claimed under a dis<
puted title, should be instituted, is to be

The fact of probate of a will, affecting
property under the local jurisdiction of the
Mofussil Courts, having been granted by

the title,

no

3.

is not

or

engaged in making

sold to three bro
property, conditionally
there in joint partnership, which was pre~
ferred by one, the Court of Sudder De~
. was entitled

It

8.

a claim to obtain possession of landed

wanny

Court,

Supreme

cause of.’

of the decree of the
of the proceedings in

as to the merits

quiry

402

J OINT
1.

Company's

on its me

the Supreme Court,
into the authenticity

will,

does not bar enquiry
and

validity of the
13

determined

with reference to the value of
and not to the value of the por.
303

tion sued for,

An action, the real, though not avowed,
object of which is to reverse a decree of the

11.

Courts for the trial of resumption

notbc heard by the ordinary

suits, can.

Courts,

303

INDEX.
in

Courts

s

was the real purchaser,

of 12 years after the date of purchase, held
to be barred under the law of limitation, 78

110

Held that a tenant on a perpetual lease

2.

at

a proper season,

Practice,‘

3.

‘

See

1.

Adawlut overruled

7.

tion

2

not a “ preferring of
in formﬁ pauperis
a claim" within the meaning of the rule of
limitation laid down by Section 14, Regu
8.

9
date

of

an

the plaintiff

had made certain summary applications
the

Court

proceedings,

to

connection

with the same

subsequently

to such date, 57

in

II.

114

1805,

to the entire (state of a deceased
having

peared

to

set up by his

been

of which

neither

ap~

the period of

founded,

be well

decree

between

his widow

and

bro~
143

Held that an entry in an account of.
female on her
sum of money payable to
and hearing interest ad interim

not of the nature of a deposit, provided

rules
9.

that

1793, and Clause

and brother,

11.

of

notwithstanding

circum

the

14,

Clause

for under

plied the rule of limitation, calculating the
such
period of 12 years from the date
order,

under

Sec~

III.

marriage,

order of

Adawlut ap

Court, the Sudder Dewanny

not,

widow

is

the

commenced

though

of 12 years of such

ther,

an action for recovery of surplus pay
at

was

Regulation

Claims

the

ments of rent, the cause of action in which
commenced

the

a

In

at

limitation for the institution of an action
by his heirs at law was calculated frum the
date of his death, and not from the date of

is

3.

purchaser

barred by the rules of Section

Mahomedan

to sue

1793

the

expiration

Regulation

s

A

1.

A

for permission

the

stances,

suit to enforce execution of summa
ry decree for rent, instituted upwards of 12
years from the dateof the decree, dismiss
mere application

from

sale.

possession,

374

LIMITATION.

ed,

POSStBBlOII of the same
held by them under a

Mofussil Court,

after

the judg

ment,

III.

which

the

no such plea was urged, the Sudder

lation

recover

it

Court having decided that a

want of proof of succession to his property,

Dewanny

tion,) to

The suit in the Supreme
Court having been commenced within the
period of 12 years of the adverse possession
was held by the
of the defendants,
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut that the suit in

son was not liable for his father's debts for
when

obtained

sues the present defendants,

property,
Sheriff's

UNDER THE HINDOO
LAW.

The lower

113

sale, and

Sheriff’s

now

title derived

1.

‘

Defamation,‘

LIABILITY

2.
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LIBEL.
See

pend

(who could not be made parties to the suit
in the Supreme Court for want ofjurisdic

205

of the year,

at

decree,

e., at the close

'i.

and

pauperis

The plaintiff having ﬁrst sued in the
Supreme Court to redeem certain lands
sold

the power, even although in balance,
of resigning his lease, if he do it formally

has

for per~

a mere application

to sue informd
ing Court,

a

on the

representative,

during which
mission

3,

his

the period for bringing an

calculating

under the general rule of limitation,
can be made for the time
allowance

no

G.

or

death of the lessee,

instituted

action,

In a case of life lease, it was held that
1.
repeated transfers of the rights of the lessee,
and length of possession, form no bar to
the recovery of possession of the lands by
lessor

In

5.

LEASE.

the

upwards

the
339

is

to

regard

1805,

but

Section

subject

3,

in

right,

question of proprietary

at

recovery of property

the

for

suit

public sale against the ostensible purchaser,
on the ground that the plaintiff ancestor

is

of Justice,

ry Courts

A

4.

4,

the resumption

to the right of assessment of lands,
does not bar the jurisdiction of the ordina

is

of

decree

regard

3,

A

12.

a

1:

Regulation

to the ordinary

of limitation,

In an

action

for arrears

1611

of rent for 20

years, plaintiff entitled on proof to a decree
for such period

as may not be barred

the statute of limitations,

by
215

INDEX.
Soc ‘ Estoppel.’
See ‘ Inheritance.7
See ‘

The law of limitation does not apply to

10.

a claim

to a reduction

of rent on account

of dilnvion, preferred during the course of
diluviou; but if delayed beyond 12 years
after

its

the claim

cessation,

would

Limitation.’

M A RRIAGE.

be
1.

barred,

247
The rule of limitation does not apply to
a suit for an adjustment of rents,
257

11.

Regulation

VIII.

to return

1831,

6 of

by Section

the

that

of the institution of another

event

suit,
13,

335
claims

to the property of a de
ceased Jloslcm having been dismissed and
Special
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the property declared divisible
heirs ; held

that

the

amongst his

1.

The award of mesne proﬁts at a rate ex~
ceeding that
originally
re
claimed,

cision

pronouncing

their

right

A
had

MOON SIFFS.
Ameen
mental

376

of a Principal Sudder
to a Moonsiil‘to receive a supple
plaint, was declared to be ille~

gal,

case was remanded,

because no notice
taken of the defendant's plea of
possession of the lands for 20

367

MORTGAGE.

been

adverse

1.

years,
In calculating
15.

the period of limitation
in the case of a claim once nonsuitcd, a
deduction
should he made of the time it
was pending in the Courts,
cellaneous

it was held that the
must bring his action for fore
closure of the mortgage, within 12 years
from the date of the expiration of the
year
mortgagee

4455

application

by a plaintiff

of grace allowed

pre

frrring a claim, and not to the admission
of a claim by a defendant,
453
A party, to be entitled to the beneﬁts
17.
of the special rule of limitation, must, in

2.

See ‘ Contract.I
‘
See
Dower.’
‘
See Marriage,‘

the

mortgager

for
52

Action by a mortgagee, to recover prin—
cipal and interest, decreed in his favour, on
proof of failure, on the part of the mort
gager, to fulﬁl the condition
mutually
agreed upon, oftransferring the mortgaged

ly plead for a hearing under Clause 2, Sec

MAHOMEDAN

to

redemption,

the Court of ﬁrst instance. speciﬁcally set
forth the nature of the fraud, and distinct
tion 3, Regulation 11. 1805,
‘
See Adoption,’ 2.
‘
See Dower under the Mahomedan
See ‘ Mortgage; 1.

In a transaction partaking of the nature
of a simple mortgage, in which the mort
gagee was not put in possession of the
property mortgaged,

No. 813 only refers to a mis

16. Construction

458

The direction

1.

to share in

the property,
14.

duced,
See ‘ Deeds,’ 1.
‘
See Surety.'

claim of the heirs is

not barred by the rule of limitation, as that
period must be calculated from date of de

32

Hold that a kabeennameh, or deed of
marriage settlement, is invalid if the pr0~
party conveyed by it be not speciﬁed, 185

MESNE PROFITS.

in

Regulation,

her unwillingness

notwithstanding
to him,

2.

held that the period during which such ac
tion was pending is not to be included
within the limitation of one year prescrib~
ed

of a Mahomedan
woman during her ﬁrst husband's life-time
is invalid, and forms no bar to the recovery
action,

in

under

The second marriage

of her person by her ﬁrst husband, on civil

An order of nonsuit having been passed
an action, brought within time, for re
versal of a summary award of the revenue

12.

authorizios

xi

property

472

to the occupancy of the mortgm

gee,
3,

Law,’ 3.

54

In a case of mortgage executed by the
several

proprietors

speciﬁcation
ed the loan,

LAW.

pay

of a village,

and bound themselves to re

it at one payment,

one of the proprietors
his

without

of shares, who jointly receiv~

own particular

it was held that

could

not redeem

share on depositing
alleged portion of the debt,

2.
L0

his
61

INDEX.

xii
The

4.

tender

to

money borrowed
mortgaged

the

is sufﬁcient

35

Property on which the plaintiff had a
mortgage having been sold in execution of
a decree obtained by a common bond cre
ditor, the Court held that, notwithstanding
the sale, the plaintiff should sue to foreclose
the mortgage,
instead of for the money

him, the sale having made no al
in his position as mortgagee,
49
6- The plaintiff, who had obtained a decree
from the Supreme Court, for a sum of

byn

secured

money

on the pro

mortgage

NONSU IT.

PARTITION OF ESTATE.
1.
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7.

the

Court : judgment

Supreme

1814,

cannot

be inﬂicted

on
412

talookdars,

PARTITION OF PROPERTY UNDER
THE HINDOO LAW.
1.

When partition is denied,
be ascertained

the fact may

by a reference

to separate

of house, or separate transaction

possession

of affairs,

A

2.

102
for property,

suit

real and personal,

in favor of plaintiff,
50
In a case of conditional sale, if the debt

in right ofinheritance, having been adjust
the parties, held that such
ed between

be not repaid,

adjustment

sufﬁcient

the lender,

cause

be

unless good and

shown,

has

~sede,

In

does not bar an action by the

same plaintiff against

not the

choice of suing for the money or for pro
perty pledged, but is restricted to action
for the latter,
108
of grace, for redemption of
8. The year
must be reckoned as laid down
mortgage,
law, which no local custom can super_
by

for

alleged to have been fraudulently
by

the

concealed

latter at the time of the adjush

ment,

152

See ‘Usage.’

PAUPER.

411

a suit by the purchaser

the same defendants,

his share of certain ancestral property

property situated in the
publicly by the mortgagee
after obtaining judgment in the Supreme
Court on the mortgage bond, the claim

A decree was passed by the lower Court
in favor of a pauper plaintiff, reversed by
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut on discove
ry of property sufﬁcient to nuiliiy the fact
of pauporism, quoad the suit, in possession

was dismissed as fouuded upon a transac
tion opposed to the Mofussil law of mort

tution of suit,

9.

for possession

1.

of mortgaged
Mofussil, sold

In

10.

a suit between

it

prior mortgagee,
not

of the pauper plaintiﬂ‘ at the time of insti

429

gage.

necessary

notice

for

a purchaser

the

latter to issue his

I.

representative,’

and

purchaser

being
461

NEW TRIAL.
It

is competent

Adawlut,

Dewanny
a case for re-trial

to the Sudder

in remanding

Held that a party appointing a pleader,
under

of foreclosure on the former though

neither,
‘
See Actions, Parties to,’ 1.

333

PLEADERS' FEES.

anda

was held that it was

Sec.

omitting to

in possession of the land, as the law (Sec~
tion 8, Regulation XVII. 1806,)restricted
its service on the ‘mortgagor or his legal

1.

XIX.

dependent

which had been sold in execution of
a decree of a Mofussil Court, sued to have
the property
re~solcl in satisfaction of the
of

Fines under Clause 2, Section 17, Rogula~
tion

perty

decree

1‘36

‘
Sec Liinitation,’ 5.
‘ Action, Parties to,’ 6.
See

lent by
teration

the enquiry

to restrict

to any particular point or points,

the

to prevent

a foreclosure,
5.

to the Zillah Court,

of the

to whom

had been transferred

property

the mortgager,

by

mortgagee

by a. person

neration

2, Regulation
specify

2.

Costs

quisite
visa

(pleaders'
mere

costs of

at one
in lieu of the

fees) adjudged
petition

not being held to conclude
pleadings

of Clause

XXVII.

cannot recover

fees from the opposite party, 139

fourth,—a
answer

1833, but

for as required by Clause

settled

5 of that Section,
pleaders'

XII.

the amountol' remu~

1814,

the re

as per penultimate
1, Section

pro~

31, Regulation
410

INDEX.
PLEADINGS.
'l.

the lessor to be conditional,

Held by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
in a suit for succession to an estate, that
of a claimant

the illegitimncy

could not he

a title, on disproof of his legitimacy,

in support

pleaded

it in

of

alone

the

lower

2.

The
son
for

not

was

liable

for his father's debts,

want of proof of succession

perty,

4.

Court having decided that a

lower

Sudder

to his pro

no

such plea was urged, the

Dewanny

Adawlut overruled the

when

judgment,
See ‘ Moonsiﬁ','

374

5.

DAWK.
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pottahs,

under

a decree founded on an arbitration
preferred nearly twelve years after

having

or counterpart

whom
pre

Collector

stitution of the regular
permitted

the Sudder

25
lands, held uu~

alleged by the lessee to con

“ZY 9' lease in perpetuity,

alleging

but declared

by

A

deed

directly under his will,

him to have been entitled

law to the whole,

of compromise

by
63

executed by an

possessed of two~thirds

of

from

her

father,

who held one~third

the

facts,

of a decree

and

impugned

the

passed by the Sudder

the same

decree, as

plaint,
der a pottah,

been

Dewanny Adawlut, in an action regarding
property between the ancestors
of the parties to the present suit.
Held,

the

an action for certain

party claiming

merits

under

well as the kubooleeut, the cancelling of
which formed the subject of his original

In

ofa

tiﬁ denied

suit to contest the

cation to set aside the summary

3.

then

have

to

estate, and there was no doubt of her cum
petency to dispose of the other third,
63
In a claim for real property, the plain~
7.

Dewanny Adawlut
plaintiif in the regular suit
to ﬁle a supplementary plaint, as an appli

kubooleeut,

declared

person

lady's
representatives,
not
though
claiming in her right but directly under
the Will, as it appeared that, notwithstand~
ing the deed of compromise, they were still
left in possession of one full third of the

engage

against

for arrears of
rent under the same engagement, and in
which a decree was given in favour of the
summary plaintiff subsequently to the in
the

were

Armenians,

two

another

the

to set

suit had been previously

before

between
and

they

Adaw

in his own right, and the other
under the will of his grand‘uncle,
which it
was alleged had given him only a life-im
terest in that third,—held to be binding on

3

been brought

ment of a lease, by a party,
ferred

in a suit

and

her

between the parties

the disputed lands,

a summary

45

decree of the Sudder Dewanny

absolutely

had ad—

the arbitrators

differences

aside a kubooleeut,

A

an estate, both of which had descended to

of the decree, dismissed on the

An action

the

by the plaintiff of the

to the recovery

Armenian lady

to the plaintiffs

award,

respecting
2.

6.

had been adjudged

that

aside

43

the Armenian

claim to mesne proﬁts of certain lands,

all

set

entitled to a certain estate, held
to be sufﬁcient evidence of the amount of
the said deceased person's share in the es\
tate in a subsequent suit at the instance

428

which

jueted

to

fact of the quantity of land com
prised within a parcel for which the plain~
tiff sued, with mention of its boundaries,
being somewhat in excess of that mention—
ed in the petition of plaint, held to he no

deceased,

PRACTICE.

date

sued

equally

ryottee and not of talookdaree

presumption

of summary

have

The

lut,

POTTAHS

the

should

whereby

The notice prescribed in Section 5, Re
gulation IV. 1794, refers to the tenders of

A

ejectment,

but

See ‘Farmers,’ 1.

1.

had not the power

was held

the lessor

entire parcel,

1.

POLICE

1.

it

lease,

348

Court,

the pottah it

self not having been produced,
under the circumstances
that
but

Court as conferring

urged in the Appellate

xiii

mer

these
decree

circumstances,
was

that

the for~

binding as between the

present parties,
8.

In
real

an

property,

inheritance,
against

66

action

for immediate

of
Hindoo law of
lower Court decreed

under
the

the plaintiffs,

recovery

the

but provided

for their

INDEX.

xiv

on the death of the
Held by the Sudder
Dewauny Adnwlut, under the circumstan
ces, that such order was irregular, and that
interest

reversionnry

incumbents-

present

A

through his duly
of his

plaintiff, consenting,

appointed

Court of the Sudder

suit in Court, by the statement on oath of
the defendant,
cannot object to a decree
of Court founded on such statement,
151

a suit instituted [or the purpose

lector‘s
an

register
the

of landed

collusive

apparent

tween

of

a mutation of names in the Col—

effecting

parties

proprietors,

on

understanding be

in order to defeat the
the Sudder Dewauny

of others,
gave judgment as between the
parties agreeably to the admission of the
defendant, but made all costs, including
rights

Adawlut

of a claimant who intervened

those

as a

third party, chargeable to the plaintiff, 91
Two Judges having come to the same
11.
in a case, but diﬂering in regard
decision
to a material fact, a concurrence of opinion
in which would have led to a dill'erent de~
cisiun by one of the Judges, it was held
104
that a third voice was necessary,
The plaintiff sued the defendants, a
and her daughters, for recovery of
mother

12.

a sum

of money lent to the former on the

of a
security of a farming engagement
certain village, the right of the mother in
which was disputed by the daughters, who
had

of

obtained

stances,

it

to the ejectment

possession

plaintiff.

the

Under

these

was heldby the Sudder

circum
Dewauny

treasurer of a Collector having em
a sum of money, his security was

called

upon to make good the amount deﬁ

Adawlut

set

aside

both

deci~

the case with instruc

declined

to do so,

that the nominal value of
them might be deducted from the amount
payable to him. Held, that the Government
and

requested

was

absolved

all liability under the
event of the surety
to realize the sums due on
from

in

obligations,
being

unable

them

from

the

the

who

parties

executed
155

them,

The plaintiff married in Calcutta a girl of
Dutch parentage, at the time of hcrlmars
riage a ward of the Dutch Orphan Chamber

16.

at

Chinsurnh, but resident
instituted

and

the

present

in Calcutta
action to re

the executors of her grand~
will (written in the Dutch lan~
guage,) a sum of money bequeathed by
Held, that the case must be
him to her.
to the English, and not
tried according
161
according to the Dutch law,
cover

from

father’s

18.

Dewauny

he

obligations,

money

himself to giving a decree to the plaintiff
for the money due to him, leaving the

sions, and remanded

from

of the
surety and directed
repayment
amount deposited by him.
On being re~
quired by the Collector to restore the

17.

of the liability of‘ property to the
145
of the decree,
of
execution
stage
13.
A case having been decided by the
Principal Sudder Ameen and Zillah Judge
entirely by a reference to the records of
other cases previously decided, the Sudder

and received

Collector three monetary obligations,
the property of the treasurer, towards the
reimbursement of the sum paid by him.
Government absolved the
Subsequently,
the

Adawlut that the Zillah Judge was wrong
in declaring that the village was liable for
the debt. and that he should have conﬁned

question

He deposited

cient.

;

In

91

Ameen,

by the Sudder
10.

taken

upon the evidence

bezzled

15.

it,

of' deciding

stead

A

to the settlement

It

irregular in

one of the defendants

a

to that of the

vakeel,

in

Conrtto

a

Ameen

Sudder Ameen, the Sudder
Dewauny Adawlut held that the' latter was
bound to take the evidence dc nova, in~
Principal
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14.

the lower

is

Court should have pronounced
70
judgment upon the claim its preferred,
9.
In the case of‘ a suit transferred from the

tions that the plaintiffs should be required
to ﬁle the evidence necessary to support
their claim,
150

examine
suit as a witness

16-!
in proof of the plaintiff's claim,
Hold, that the sale of an under-tenure
for balances cannot be upheld in part and
reversed

in part.
on

The sale was however
of the requisi~

account

wholly upset,
tions of Act

VIII.

been complied

with,

not having
172
Suit for recovery of money, on a balance
19.
of account opened with the plaintiff by
The
through agomashta.
the defendant
The Court
defendant denied the amount.
of 1835,

INDEXK
remanded

for

further

for after determination :
case remanded to be disposed of according

proceeding,

Held

20.

ofﬁce

that accounts
to

require

which
to

purchaser

sale,

the
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auction

purchaser

which they decreed against
with interest from the
was paid,

pass

decision

any

not appealing

unfavorable

therefrom,

to

a

were executed by both parties,

in conformity therewith,
al~
in reversal of the judgment of the
lower Court, was passed by a single Judge
of the Sudder Dewauny Adawlut,
239

of local custom,

agreement

PRESUMPTION.
See ‘ Rent, arrears of.‘
See ‘ Evidence.‘

PUTNEE.
1.

the single

of judgment

Judge,

versed

to

refer the case for the decision of a full
Court under Act II. 1843,
264
25.
Compliance with the motion of a defer»
dant, without consent of plaintiff, discharg

ing certain
converted

co-defendants,

who were then

into witnesses

for the defence,

held to vitiats the proceedings,
quashed

and

case remanded

as preferred,
26.
rise

which were
to be decided
447

In

a suit for possession of lands, giving
to the question of] boundaries,
the

latter should

be ascertained

before judg

cannot

be upheld in part and re~

in part.

The sale was, however,

wholly upset, on acoount of the requisitions
of Act VIII. ‘of 1835, not having been

which requires

thus partially differing,

Held, that the sale of an under~tenure for
balances

as to others, does not constitute

difference

the rules and res-—

trictions of the Mahomedan law are appli~
cable to claims of that nature, as the right
originates in the Mahomedan law,
149

the decree of a lower Court, while there is
the

463

Held, that where the right of pre-emp~
tion among Hindoos, 'is recognised on the
ground

as to some of the reasons of

Difference

Construc

PRE-EM PTION.
1.

though

24.

to
as

tion No. 1299,
‘
See Estoppel,’ 1.
See ‘ Limitation,' 2.
See ‘ Adoption,“ 1.
See ‘ Damages,’ 1.
‘
See
Putnae,‘ 1.
‘
See Appeals,’ 5.

and not otherwise

decision

Course

are included

have been collusively obtained.

before the Appellate Court,

soleluzameh

parties

for fraudulent purposes,
450
A Civil Court is competent, at the suit
of one not a party to the former action, to
set aside its own decree in it, if shown to

parties

without allow
ing them the opportunity of urging any
213
thing in their behalf,
In a case in which a razeemzmeh and
23.

in the cause.

when

defendants

203

Held that an Appellate Court, interfer
ing with a decree of a lower Court, cannot

made some of the defen~

28.

decree-holder,

date when the money
22.

for the

at once to the recovery of the price

by him,

paid
the

declared

the

had

witnesses

be pursued

was itself

directed

The Sudder Dewauny
the reversal
of the

conﬁrmed

but

entitlcd

and

sue the decree-holder

price of the estate.

Adawlut

decree

summary
set aside,

subsequently

dants

as those of an

be proved

as Court of ﬁrst instance

Case remanded,

(Moonsiﬁ'i

a Government

of

200
individual,
The Zillah Court rcvcrsed the sale of a
talook made in execution of a summary
decree,

27.

181

1843,

449

ly,

a witness,

tember

instance,

present

Ameen's

in converting a defendant into
and in his directing the parties
how to proceed in the case, such being in
of Circular Order, 13th Sep
contravention

and not left, as in the

ment is entered,

3 and

investigation

observed on the Principal Sudder

XV

with,
172
Held, that under Section 9, Regulation
VIII, of 1819, a durputueedar may buy

complied
2.

the putnee tenure,

ly withhold any

if he do not fraudulent
due from him to

balance

his putneednr,

In

179

of the price of
a durputnee tenure, lost to the plaintiffs by
the defendant having allowed the sale of
his putnee-tenure, the Sudder Dewauny
Adawlut decreed against plaintiﬂ‘s—ﬁrst,
because the plaintiﬁs were themselves the
an

action

purchasersof
because,

as

for recovery

the putnee tenure ;and second,
durputncedars,

they_ware

in.

INDEX

gulstion V111. ofi1819),
180
Held that a putneedar can be summarily
sued for arrears of rent,
201

possession,

to be lakhiraj.
Plaintiff sued for a corres
ponding reduction of the pntnee jumma.
The Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
circumstances,

tained by the purchasers,
‘
See Attachment,‘ 2.

is

into,

the

for the loss sus
211

RENT, ARREARS OF

lease

from a tenant re_
fusing to quit premises, the possession of
which the landlord has estabished his right
Held that the amount of rent
to recovvr.
to be awarded in the shape of damages, on

2.

in the tenant's recusancy,
190
The fact of a party having sued summari—

The

such
stated,

referred

Regulation

V.

1812, must specify

of' enhancing the demand,
3.
9,

182

Held that a notice issued under Section
Regulation V. 1812, is not vitiated by

an omission to specify the quantity of land

459

2"

RENPFREE LANDS.
Held that an action cannot be maintain
against Government for wasilat in the

ed

case

of‘ rent-free lands,

legally

resumed,

afterwards released from assessment
186'
by Government as a matter of favor,
A Zemindar in whose estate lands, the
are
lakhiraj title of which
disputed,
but

the

rent to which the parties served with it
are to be made liable, and must intimate
how the landholder has acquired the right

particulars are not required to be
their decisions reversed, and case

is

9,

second reference to the Collector,
125
Held, that a notice issued under Section

suit for

on the ground

remanded,

l0

a

rents,

9,

A Collector having retumed to the Zillah
Count, without the prescribed report, asuit

2,

Courts dismissed

that the
Re
prior notice of demand per Section
gulation V. 1812, did not contain the pre
vious jumma, nor the quantity of lands on
which the increase was demands-ble, buts-s

OF

Ameen and Zillah Judge in the absence
of such report, the Sudder Dewanny Adaw
lut set aside the decisions asincomplete, and
remanded the case with instructionsto make

lower

enhanced

for balances of previous years, for which he
cannot sue summarily,
414

to him under the provisions of
Section 30, Regulation II. 1819, which
was then decided by the Principal Sudder

374

1812,

of exemption from
enhanced rates, claimed by a talookdar not
of the nature speciﬁed in Section 51, Re~
448
gulation VIII. 1793, rests with him,
The onus probandi

involved

ly for the rents of one period, is no ground.
for concluding that he abondons his claim

H

V.

v

9

and 10, Regulation

to quit, ought to depend

RENT, ASSESSMENT

9

it

330
Regulation V. 1812,
Judgment of lower Court reversed, be
cause
awarded enhanced rent without
proofof prescribed notice under Sections

a

refusing

from such manager
competent to
and 10,
the provisions of Sections

enforce

situate, should

be

made

party to the

suit,
9"
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which he may demand

on the degree of uureasonableness

314

of an estate, appointed under
Section 26, Regulation V. 1812, and Re\
competent to grant a
gulation V. 1827,
farming lease of any part of the property
under his charge.
farmer holding his
manager

A

Held that the Civil Courts can interfere
1.
with a landlord, as to the amountgof rent

a tenant's

obtain judgment on

and

damages,

proof,

is

the

such in the

is

-

under

was not responsible

as

sisting measurements of lands, the plaintiff
my convert the rent to which he entitled

{7!

that,

seller

recorded

Zemindar's office,
311
In an action for damages instituted-un
Section 15, Regulation V11.
der Clause
1799, by a landholder against tenants re

Plaintiff purchased a putnee from defen~
dant: subsequently a portion was decided

held

to specify the

being sufﬁcient

of those

names

a

5.

in the possession of the parties served with
or of the names of all the parties in

6, Section 17, Re.

(see Clause

8,

4.

at the time of the sale of the put~

tenure,

it

nee

it,

balance

A

mi

Held

419

that

under

the

circumstances

a

Zemindar had not power to cancel the
grant of small speciﬁc portion of land rcut
free, for the express purpose of digging a
tank for the beneﬁt of the village,

£55

INDEX.
REVENUE SALES.
1.

without

under

power

widow can alienate lands to
debts without consent of
her
husband's
pay
without pos
heirs, and such sale, even

SET~OFF.
A

1.

case was remanded

set~oﬁ in account,

into,

ed

had

1.

a

decree,

the

To establish a claim under Regulation 1.
it is incumbent on the claimant to
prove his title as village zemindar of the

2.

1.

executed
on plain paper,
Section 7 9 of the Act for the relief
of insolveht debtors (9 George lV., chapter
73,) are admissible as evidence in the Com

pauy's Courts without being stamped,

o

of

l.

Held that it was competent
under

special

of

part

or

instance,

218

at a sale in satisfaction
of a decree of Court, of a party's right:
and interests, is entitled to have the sale
annulled, and recover the sale proceeds, on
of any rights and inter!
the non-existence
purchaser,

established,

312

SALE UNDER THE HINDOO LAW.
Sale of joint undivided property situated

in the

district

138

SPECIAL APPEALS.

'

or stuck up in the principal town
village appertaining to the property to

eats being

1.

Documents

under

mulgated

The

250

STAMP.

notice of sale must be pro

be sold,

347

lands forming the ground of actionl

See ‘ Pottahs,’ 1.

sale of lauds made in execution

of being inquir~
as rather the

rejected

1795,

95

a

been

SETTLEMENT.

Where muttee holdings have been habi~
tually sold under former landlords, such
right of transfer must be respected by their
until cancelled
successors,
by an action
at law,
370

In

because a claim to

instead

subject of a fresh suit,

The opinions recorded by Judges 0f the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, on a ﬁrst deci
sion, are not set aside merely by the ad
mission of a re~hearing, or review of judg

1.

421

session, is valid,

327

SALE.

father had full

Hindoo

RYUTS‘ HOLDINGS.
H

the

the Hinduo law to efl'ect the
148

A

REVIEW OF JUDGMENT.

ment,

a criminal sentence,

sale,
3.

Court to have their shares applied to the
satisfaction of decrees against them ; the
shares
of the rest were similarly applied
after issue of notice to them, and no objec
tion oﬂ'ered.
Held that, under Clause 1,
Section 27, Regulation XI. 1822, the sale
could not be contested
by any of the
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123

soner in jail under
Claim dismissed, as

of an estate sold for
arrears of revenue, one received his share
of the surplus proceeds ; two others moved
the Commissioner of Revenue and the Civil

1.

is ille~

The plaintiff, in the life-time of his father,
sued to set aside a sale of ancestral pro
}
perty executed by the latter, while a pri~

shares

sharers,

of the rest,

consent

2.

126

Of several

the

gal,

The mere fact of an estate having been
sold at a public sale for arrears of revenue,
does not exempt the purchaser from liabi
lity to an action for mesne proﬁts during
the period of his possession, in the event
of the sale being set aside by a civil ac"
tion,

2.

xvii

of Tirhoot, by one partner,

2.

3.

the

circumstances,
decree

to the

Court,

to overrule a

of the Court of ﬁrst

to which no objection had been

49
taken‘in the appeal stage,
Certiﬁcates admitting special appeals,
to be amended by
requiring amendment,
455
the deciding Judges,
A judgment of the lower Court founded
on four distinct reasons, the last based on
the facts of the case, will stand in special
appeal irrespective of any opinion formed
as

not

the ﬁrst three reasons, such reasons
being in themselves sufﬁcient to over

to

rule the judgment,

460

INDEX.

xviii

of others entitled to share in them, but not

SUCCESSION.
1.
A suit to obtain possession, from defen
dant, of property left by a supposed
Moosulmnnee, on the ground of plaintiﬂ'
being Moosulmanee, and the legal heir,
the defendant was said to be a
whereas
208

Hindoo,

TENURES OF LAND.
See

‘
‘

Ryuts‘ holdings,‘ 1.

Pottahs,’ 1.
‘ Rents, assessment
See
See

that a Zillah Court was incompe
tent to pronounce any opinion on the power
of the Supreme Court ; and that by Section
Held,

1.

Regulation III. of 1793, it had no
jurisdiction in a claim for money proved
to have been paid into the Supreme Court
175
by order of the Supreme Court,
to
no
power
have
Courts
The Company's
2.

interpret the meaning or interfere with the
execution of any decree passed by the
215
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SURETY.

‘ Family
See

See

of,” 4, 5, and 6.

A claim by a Hindoo widow for an
dir
allowance from her husband's family,
conduct,
own
her
to
reference
missed with
which, in the opinion of the Court, depriv
from
her of all claim to a maintenance
ed

168

them,
2.

18

The holder of a decree being put in pos~
session of a preperty on security, the sure~
ty, on refunding, after reversal of the
mesne proﬁts to the successful
i decree,
appellant, is exonerated from the demand

OF PROPERTY.

“ Action, amount

WIDOW UNDER THE HINDOO LAW.

of a deceased surety,

responsible,

230

Usage.‘

VALUATION

1. According

the fulﬁlment of which the surety became

is

by the eldest son obtained,

1.

to the Hindoo law, the estate
who engages to fulﬁl
an obligation in the event of default by his
principal, is liable for the debts of the
principal, accruing on the engagement for

no bar to the division amongst
of an estate, the preperty of a
Hindoo family, that it formerly belonged
to one, in which the custom of succession

It

heirs,

16,

Supreme Court,

of.’

USAGE.

SUPREME COURT.
2"

405

to the suit,

parties

2.

not forfeit her
by removing from

A Hindoo widow
of succession
right
her deceased
the family dwelling house of
323
husband,
does

WITNESS.
See

‘ Practice,‘ 17.

*3

'Qg'r'
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